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COUNCIL

Tuesday, 25 November 2003
The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
2.02 p.m. and read the prayer.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
Electoral (Amendment) Act
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Act
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Act
Road Safety (Amendment) Act.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Budget: surplus
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I direct a
question without notice to the Minister for Finance. I
refer to the Auditor-General’s 2002–03 report on
Victoria’s finances. Victoria’s operating surplus has
declined by an average of $660 million a year under the
Bracks government — it now is only $54 million.
Given that the government is relying on circumstances
outside its control, such as property prices and
investment returns, to keep the budget in surplus, will
the minister assure the house that the government will
stand by its commitment to a budget sector surplus of
$100 million?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Yes.
Supplementary question
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — With
expenditure growth exceeding revenue growth in every
year of the Bracks government, how does the minister
plan to achieve the government’s surplus promise if the
property boom or the recovery in international financial
markets stalls?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The
government has had a target of a $100 million operating
surplus, which the government has met every year and
has exceeded every year. The government has done that
by balancing its requirements of service delivery —
whether that be police, teachers, nurses, infrastructure
or services to regional Victoria, or whether that be
paying down debt, paying off unfunded liabilities or
building for the state and cutting taxes. In all these areas
the government has met its requirements by prudently
managing its budget within the guidelines it set.
As I have reported to the house earlier, the government
does not believe in having lazy surpluses, it wants them
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to work for Victorians. It wants them to work to build
infrastructure and to deliver services, and the
government has kept that balance. We hear what the
Auditor-General says; we share his views — you need
to balance these things, and that is what you do with
budgets. Some of these things go up and down. We
have balanced it, and AAA is here to stay with a
balanced budget.

Wind farms: Challicum Hills
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — Will the Minister
for Energy Industries inform the house of progress in
developing Victoria’s renewable energy industry, and
in particular advise of the community’s response to the
opening of the Challicum Hills wind farm?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the member for his question. At
the weekend I, along with the Deputy Premier, John
Thwaites, attended the opening of the Challicum Hills
wind farm near Ararat. This wind farm is so far the
largest wind farm in Australia and perhaps in the
Southern Hemisphere. It has the ability to provide
25 000 homes with renewable, clean, green electricity.
It represents a major milestone in the development of
Victoria’s renewable energy base. But this is not just
about renewable energy; it is about jobs and economic
development in regional Victoria, and importantly in
the case of Challicum Hills, it was done without a
single objection during the planning stage.
People in country Victoria are getting behind wind and
supporting wind, and Challicum Hills is an example of
that. Hundreds of people attended the opening. Among
them were the local mayor, councillors and industry
leaders. Members of Parliament attended — the
member for Ripon in the other place was there, and
even the federal member for Wannon, David Hawker,
was there. Where was the state opposition? Given the
importance of this event and given the fact that we are
talking about the largest wind farm in Australia and in
the Southern Hemisphere, you would have thought
there would have been some interest from the
opposition in this important development. At the
opening the opposition was conspicuous in its absence.
Let me make it clear: Robert Doyle was invited. Did he
turn up? No. Bill Forwood was invited. Did he turn up?
No. Ted Baillieu was invited. Did he turn up? No.
Three noes! That is the level of commitment the
opposition has to this important industry.
Members of the opposition are clearly only interested in
scaremongering and making cheap political points in
relation to this important industry. They want to destroy
this industry. They are not interested in success stories
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when it comes to wind power in this state. Unlike the
opposition, the government is getting on with the job of
delivering renewable energy in the state. We are
delivering on our target of from 4 per cent to 10 per
cent of energy from renewable energy sources by 2010.
That is the government’s target; it is a massive target. It
wants to facilitate 1000 megawatts of wind energy in
the state by 2006.
This government has called upon the federal
government to help facilitate that by increasing the
mandatory renewable energy target to 19 000 gigawatt
hours by 2010. Those are the actions this government
has taken. When the opposition had a chance to do
something of substance to support an important wind
farm that is inland and was established without any
objections from the local community, it was missing in
action.

Budget: government business enterprises
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I direct a
question without notice to the Minister for Finance, and
I again refer to the Auditor-General’s report on
Victoria’s finances. Given that the net surplus in the
general government sector would have been
$62 million instead of $236 million if an extra
$174 million had not been squeezed from government
business enterprises last year, can the minister explain
and justify taking an additional $145 million of
additional dividends from Victorian water authorities
and increasing their level of debt and liabilities during a
year of exceptional drought?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) —
Governments in this state for the last 148 years of
responsible government and before in the days of an
appointed Legislative Council have found various ways
in which they draw to fund the state. Some of those are
taxes; some of those are sale of assets; some of those
are drawing dividends from government-owned
instrumentalities. The Auditor-General has commented
on this drawing of dividends from government-owned
enterprises, but it has been the practice of governments
of all political persuasions right through Victoria’s
history.
The number of government enterprises that dividends
can be drawn down on has diminished significantly in
the last decade due to the savage slashing, burning and
flogging off of assets by the disgraced Kennett
government. Following those seven years when gas,
electricity and water was sold off by the Kennett
government at various times, of course the capacity of
governments to draw down on dividends has
diminished.
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This government, like the Kennett government before
it, the Thompson and Hamer governments before it, the
Bolte government, the Cain government, and even
going back to the Country Party governments of Albert
Dunstan, has drawn down dividends from
government-owned enterprises. There is nothing
untoward and nothing out of the ordinary for
governments to prudently draw down dividends on
government-owned enterprises. Governments do that
following an assessment being made of whether it is
appropriate and if it is an appropriate place to draw the
revenue from. The Treasurer makes that assessment
each year for government-owned enterprises.
The Treasurer made an assessment which was prudent
and based on, as the Auditor-General has reported, a
series of factors. In our comments in the report, the
Treasurer and I, as finance minister, have commented
on the reasons the Treasurer did it and why it was
appropriate.
The Auditor-General has put out a report. He has
commented on a practice that has existed for 148 years
through every government, and the reasons why the
government made that call are quite open and
transparent and in the report.
Supplementary question
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — As the
dividends taken from the water authorities were 69 per
cent above the 2002–03 budget, what increase in
dividends can be expected this financial year to help
prop up the 2003–04 budget?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — As I
outlined in my answer to the initial question, the
Treasurer makes a determination each year of what
dividends can be drawn out of government-owned
enterprises. That is an issue on which the Treasurer
makes a ministerial determination and is an issue more
correctly addressed to the Treasurer.

Commonwealth Games: athletes village
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I refer my question
to the Minister for Commonwealth Games. I ask the
minister to advise the house of what action the Bracks
government has taken to ensure that residents local to
the site of the Commonwealth Games village in
Parkville are kept informed of developments on the site.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for
Commonwealth Games) — I welcome the member’s
question. Ms Romanes has been particularly supportive
of community representation in relation to the
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Commonwealth Games, and I compliment the member
on her active involvement in the process.
As members of the chamber would well be aware, the
Commonwealth Games village will be located on the
site of the former psychiatric hospital at Parkville and
will provide accommodation for approximately
6000 athletes and officials during the Commonwealth
Games in March 2006.
As part of that commitment and the Bracks
government’s commitment to involve the community in
the development of the village, in February 2003 we
established the Commonwealth Games village planning
advisory committee as part of the public planning
process for the village. The committee was instructed to
take into account matters relating to the
Commonwealth Games village development.
As part of its report the planning advisory committee
recommended that a communications strategy directed
at residents and affected stakeholders for the duration of
the construction period and during the games mode be
developed. In line with that and in response to this
recommendation, the government committed to
undertake a village development community
information program throughout the construction — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I hear members of the
opposition laugh. It is interesting, isn’t it? They have
only recently discovered the word ‘consultation’, and
even now they are sceptical of it!
As part of our commitment to the program, we are
ensuring that this is achieved. I am pleased to advise the
house that a community consultative committee is
being established in line with those recommendations.
The main purpose of that committee will be to provide
a forum for the communication of key issues relating to
the impact of the games village development on local
residents and surrounding areas.
It will report to the games village project control group
and will consider issues relating to: traffic and
transport; construction management and environment
management plans; a community plan; and games
mode operations.
As part of its terms of reference the committee will
identify operational matters that potentially impact on
local residents and surrounding areas. It will ensure key
stakeholders views are considered during the
development of the construction management and
environmental management plans, and that also relates
to a community plan and issues relating to traffic and
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transport and games mode operations. Also, the
committee will provide input into the effective
communication of information about the development
to the local community.
I am also pleased to announce that this community
consultative committee will be chaired by the member
for Tarneit in the other place, Mary Gillett, who is the
Parliamentary Secretary for Volunteers and
Commonwealth Games. This proves that we as a
government will deliver an outstanding Commonwealth
Games, and it is another example of the Bracks
government listening and working in partnership with
the Victorian community.

Automotive smash repairers: code of conduct
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — My question
without notice is directed to the Leader of the
Government in his capacity as Minister for Consumer
Affairs, and it concerns automotive smash repair
businesses and their relationship with insurance
companies. I am aware that this matter was raised in the
house on the adjournment debate by Mr Noel Pullen on
7 October; I am also aware that the minister wrote to
the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce
about the matter on 26 August. In both responses the
minister indicated the issue was being referred to the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission to
seek resolution on a national basis. I ask the minister:
what progress on this issue has been made since the
ministerial council meeting of 1 August?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I thank Mr Hall for his question and ongoing interest in
the area of crash repairs.
As Mr Hall and certainly Mr Pullen before him have
raised, this is clearly an ongoing issue that a number of
small businesses — crash repairers, who probably more
pertinently fall into the portfolio of my colleague
Marsha Thomson — come to ministers in government
saying that they are trying to do their business. They are
seeking to do it and have a competitive market where
lots of small traders are offering a service. Their anxiety
is that some of the larger insurers effectively pick and
choose and regulate which consumers go to them. They
then, ironically as small businesses, effectively almost
squeeze consumers because they cannot provide their
market when there is such a narrow field of large
insurers.
When you look at it from the perspective of the
consumer who has a crash repairer — and we have
probably all been in that situation where — —
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Hon. Andrea Coote — I hope not!
Mr LENDERS — Mrs Coote says I hope not, but I
certainly concede that some years ago I needed to take
a car to be fixed. I must admit that I took the car into
the depot, the depot sent me off to work in a taxi, and I
came back some days later and picked up the car. I
found that a good consumer service.
The issue Mr Hall and Mr Pullen earlier have referred
to is how we as a government get the balance between
small businesses trying to compete for business and
dealing with the consumer interest of small businesses
against the large insurers and consumers against
everybody, I guess. The government has looked at
whether it can do things under its own jurisdiction and
powers. Certainly from the perspective of the state we
try to ensure that consumer and business interests are
met. We think a guaranteed way of making that work
most effectively is to get consistency between
jurisdictions.
A range of issues come into play. As Mr Hall said, I put
this on the agenda of the ministerial council meeting
which met some months ago, and the meeting has
asked the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) to explore this from its
perspective — a national and regulatory perspective —
to see if it can work on getting that balance right across
all jurisdictions.
The Standing Committee of Officials of Consumer
Affairs is meeting as we speak, if not later this week. It
is on its agenda, and I expect progress to be reported to
the next ministerial council which, I believe, is some
time in the first half of next year. At this stage it is in
the hands of the federal regulatory body to advise us.
We do not want to go down a path where we are
blindly introducing regulation that stifles business and
does not assist consumers. The most effective way is
through a federal approach. We will await the federal
outcome. When the report comes back to us we will act
as a state if we need to.
The message that I have for consumers in Victoria is
that we seek federal approaches. As Mr Olexander well
knows, when the federal government was asleep on the
job on the issue of ethanol, the state government acted
on its own. In this situation we await the report of the
ACCC. Mr Graeme Samuel, the chair of the ACCC, is
most aware of these issues, and he is a Victorian. I will
be waiting for the ACCC’s response first and for it to
report to the ministerial council.
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Supplementary question
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — Given that smash
repair businesses, particularly in regional Victoria, are
coming under extreme financial pressure because of the
influence of and the unrealistic payments being made
by insurance companies, the viability of those
businesses is under severe pressure. I appreciate that the
minister has given an indication that he is prepared to
wait for the federal jurisdiction, in this case the ACCC,
to come up with making recommendations, but I seek a
commitment from the minister that if this issue remains
unresolved post Christmas as to whether the Victorian
government will implement its own actions to deal with
this matter in this state.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I would first like to see what the ACCC’s report says
before giving that commitment. The preliminary view
of the ACCC is that:
a legislative regime, is at this stage not warranted;
a nationally consistent approach is required that will reduce
costs and uncertainty for business and consumers.

It also says that:
the matter needs to be considered as a business to business
issue; and,
there is scope for industry to address the issues cooperatively.

I would want to first consider the final review of the
ACCC, but I say to Mr Hall that we want to support
small businesses and consumers and a market that
works. That is a mindset that we will use when we
receive these reports.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s time
has expired.

Information and communications technology:
government appointments
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I refer my question to
the Minister for Information and Communication
Technology, the Honourable Marsha Thomson. The
government announced earlier this year that it would be
appointing a whole-of-Victorian-government chief
information officer and a chief technical officer. Can
the minister inform the house of the progress of these
appointments?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I thank the
honourable member for her question, and I am pleased
to be able to announce to the house that the Bracks
government has appointed its first
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whole-of-government chief information officer (CIO)
and chief technical officer (CTO). These are landmark
appointments, because Victoria is the first of any state
or territory government to establish such positions, and
they confirm Victoria as a leader in e-government.
The appointment of Patrick Hannan as the CIO will
assist the Bracks government to deliver our
e-government strategy by providing authoritative
advice and strong leadership on our major information
and communications technology (ICT) issues right
across the government. Mr Hannan has extensive
experience in strategic planning and aligning ICT with
business goals, including most recently acting as the
inaugural CIO of the commonwealth defence
department — not a small job at all. It makes him an
excellent choice to be the first state-appointed chief
information officer.
Appointed as the CTO is Mr Tony Aitkenhead, who
will hold responsibility for the management and
delivery of whole-of-government ICT contracts and
projects such as the telecommunications purchasing and
management strategy, which you have all heard me talk
about in this house, Project Rosetta and Victoria
Online. Mr Aitkenhead has come to the position with
extensive experience in implementing large-scale ICT
projects in various government departments and
currently is in the Department of Human Services and
has been doing a fantastic job with its e-government
strategy for health.
The office of the CIO will provide a dedicated focus on
the Victorian government’s internal ICT policy, while
Multimedia Victoria, in which the CTO’s office will be
located, will continue to be responsible for delivery of
the government’s ICT strategy and industry
development for this state.
The Bracks government recognises the importance of
innovation and new technology and the role it has to
play in providing better government to the people of
Victoria. It also adds to the economic growth of
Victoria.
Does the opposition have an ICT policy? No, the
opposition has no ICT policy — not one. But the
Bracks government has not only a well-developed ICT
strategy but a well-developed e-government-focused
vision for delivering better government to all
Victorians. On e-government the Bracks government is
delivering.
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Aged care: staff
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — My
question without notice is directed to the Minister for
Aged Care, the Honourable Gavin Jennings. The 2003
community visitors annual report is a damning
indictment against the department. The Public
Advocate condemns the minister’s department for
neglecting the frail and elderly within our community,
and the report says:
Community visitors do not believe that these vulnerable frail
elderly people are receiving the specialised care they need.

My question is: what has the minister done to address
the deficiencies in professional standards, including a
reliance on untrained staff?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank the member for the question. It is in
fact a terrific question, because it demonstrates that
there is a degree of concern and compassion out in the
Victorian community for the care of those residents in
supported residential accommodation throughout
Victoria. Indeed, the community visitors who visit these
institutions during the course of the year play a fantastic
role on behalf of the Parliament and the people of
Victoria.
As most members of the community understand, these
are, by and large, private sector houses which bring
accommodation care to 7000 Victorians. Of that
7000 the vast majority live in circumstances where they
receive the appropriate degree of support from the
proprietors of supported residential accommodation.
However, there are some circumstances where the
accommodation standards of those providers fall short.
The community visitors have done Parliament and all
of us a service by providing documentation of their
visits last year. There were 122 community visitors
throughout Victoria, and they visited the 217 facilities
across Victoria on about 1600 occasions during the
course of the year. In 90 per cent of the cases for 90 per
cent of the accommodation and for 90 per cent of the
residents they gave a clean bill of health, but they did
not give a clean bill of health to a number of services
that are sorely lacking.
The question is: what is being done about that? For the
last 8 if not 10 months urgent action has been
undertaken by the quality assurance team of the
Department of Human Services to turn around the
situation where proprietors fall short of their
obligations. They are required to develop personal care
plans for each and every one of the residents in their
care. It is their responsibility to ensure that the
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residents’ medication and recreational opportunities are
provided for. Through quality assurance the accredited
officers of the Department of Human Services are
trying to ensure in a timely way that any issue that is
drawn to the attention of the Department of Human
Services is rectified immediately. That is a priority.
I would welcome the opposition spokesperson taking
the opportunity to talk to the community visitors about
whether there has been an enhanced turnaround time in
the follow-through of issues they draw to the attention
of the Department of Human Services. She will find the
answer is yes.
I will be meeting with the community visitors shortly to
talk about other ways in which we can improve the
business performance and the quality of performance
within the sector. Before this parliamentary sitting is
finished I might come back to talk about some
important reforms in relation to the business
management regime within the supported residential
services sector, because it is very close to being
completed. Before the end of this sitting we should all
be able to celebrate the enhanced capacity across the
sector — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — There will be a
ministerial statement on this subject probably during
the 4 minutes available to me at a future question time.
Recently I joined with the sector in publicising a
document which outlines the rights and responsibilities
of residents and proprietors in terms of supported
accommodation. Not only was that well received by the
sector, but the community visitors themselves stood on
the podium with me and said this is an important
initiative. They recognise that important work is being
done to improve the lot of residents of supported
residential accommodation in Victoria.
Supplementary question
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I hope the
minister addresses this issue in his next diatribe. My
supplementary question is: why are there inadequate
staff numbers and in some cases a lack of
upright overnight staff specifically?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The specific question the member has drawn
attention to is legitimate; it is to make sure of an
important level of staffing. In the majority of services
there is adequate care, but in some circumstances,
particularly with services that are known as the
pension-only sector — that is, facilities where the only
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income is based on the pensions of the residents — the
economic viability is marginal. In the last few years the
Bracks government has put specific emphasis on
ensuring a high level of support for these
accommodation facilities. In the last budget over
$13 million was allocated to home and community care
for residential services in the future, and in the future
we will be addressing this question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s time
has expired.

Consumer affairs: trade measurement
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — I refer my
question to the Minister for Consumer Affairs. Can the
minister inform the house what the Bracks government
has done to ensure that Victorian consumers are getting
what they have paid for when buying their weekly
groceries?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I thank Mr Hilton for his question and for his ongoing
interest in consumer affairs. I have seen Mr Hilton in
action with some of the senior citizens groups in his
electorate. He knows that grocery prices are a big issue
for a lot of people in his electorate of Western Port
Province, and particularly for those down in Bass Coast
Shire.
Mr Hilton has asked what the government is doing to
ensure that what you see is what you get. It is a very
good question and, in some senses, it is a difficult one
for governments to deal with.
Governments can pass legislation requiring
corporations to deal with consumers in a certain way,
and this government does that. We made amendments
to the Fair Trading Act, the Trade Measurement Act
and a number of other acts. Governments can also
provide information through education in the
community, and this government does that. One of the
ways that we as a government operate in our interface
with business is to try and find areas where compliance
with the law is not working, and then to try and engage
with those businesses in a mutual and respectful
situation where we deal with the compliance issues.
Clearly the underweight and undermeasure issue is an
ongoing problem that hurts consumers because they do
not get what they pay for, which undermines
confidence in the entire retail system, but it also hurts
businesses. Businesses get fines from government, they
have compliance costs and ultimately they lose market
share if they have a bad reputation.
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The government has put out the Guide for Packers,
Importers and Sellers of Pre-packaged Foods,
Beverages and Groceries. Mr Hilton will be interested
in a suggestion I have — that is, that Mr Olexander
should read this guide closely!
This guide is specifically designed to equip
manufacturers to make the correct decisions that protect
consumers by giving them the right measurement when
they go into a shop but also to protect the
manufacturers’ reputation by ensuring that their quality
assurance procedures are enhanced. That is of critical
importance.
On 13 November I opened a conference across the road
from here at which this guide was launched. We had
188 industry representatives come along to the launch
of this package. I opened the session, and various
officials from Trade Measurements Victoria, which is
part of Consumer Affairs Victoria, spoke about
compliance in governments and other issues to try and
persuade industry why it was in their interests to be
with consumers with the same interests.
This book is full of a lot of helpful hints for industry.
One example we used concerned a quality assurance
manager in a large company who goofed. In the end the
product recall cost millions of dollars, so the
government is trying to assist businesses to make the
correct decisions so they do not find these problems,
and that helps consumers.
The title page of the guide is headed ‘Purpose of this
guide’, and it sums up what the guide is all about. It
states:
Increased understanding of and compliance with trade
measurement requirements, including labelling of packages
Minimisation of overfill —

which is again in the interest of companies, because
they do not waste money putting in extra product —
Reduction of raw material wastage
Increased buyer satisfaction and confidence
Increased profitability

The penultimate purpose — that is, increased buyer
satisfaction and confidence — is ultimately the one that
goes directly to Mr Hilton’s question about what the
government is doing to assure consumers. We are
enforcing our laws. Although we could do it through
inspectors, fines and a whole range of things, the most
effective way is to ensure that the manufacturers and
retailers themselves see it as being in their interest, for
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the protection of their reputation, to put in the packages
what is meant to be in them.
The government is dealing with consumers and with
business. We have them working together, and we have
a good outcome. This government is listening, acting
and governing for all Victorians, and that is a good
outcome.

Royal Children’s Hospital: AKZ Consulting
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Finance. By way of
example I refer the minister to the consultancy contract
between the Department of Human Services and the
firm AKZ Consulting, which is owned by Andrejs
Zamurs and Kerrie Cross-Zamurs. How do accredited
purchasing units within departments like the
Department of Human Services report those instances
where government guidelines on tendering are either
not observed or are waived?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Mr David
Davis has asked a very specific question on what the
advice would be in the Department of Human Services.
Hon. Philip Davis — You are responsible for the
providers.
Mr LENDERS — I can answer Mr David Davis
without Mr Philip Davis’s assistance. He may feel
threatened that Mr David Davis is doing the numbers
on him, but I can answer without his assistance.
By example of the Department of Human Services, I
can answer him in general terms, or I can take it on
notice and get him a specific answer as it applies to the
policy. I will take it on notice and get him a specific
answer.
Supplementary question
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I appreciate
the fact that the minister will come back to the chamber
with a specific example — before the Parliament rises,
I am sure. I also ask him how are contracts where the
guidelines have not been followed reported to the
Victorian Government Purchasing Board, and in what
circumstance is he, as minister, advised of such matters.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. Philip Davis — Let him answer.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Again,
my eternal gratitude to Mr Philip Davis, who is acting
as my interpreter and now my protector: I am eternally
in his debt. I am pleased that this goodwill has broken
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out in this chamber since last week, when things
were — —
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Once you sleep together ...
Mr LENDERS — I will not pick up Mr Atkinson’s
interjection!
On the specific issue that was raised, I draw the house’s
attention to Mr Roger Hallam’s response to a question
from Mr Theophanous, of all people, on 4 June 1996. It
is one that finance ministers periodically get; they are
asked questions by members opposite about areas of
other ministers’ responsibility. I will take — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s time
has expired!

Housing: high-rise estates
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — My question is to the
Minister for Housing. As the minister is well aware,
much of Victoria’s public housing stock is located in
large inner urban towers. Can the minister provide the
house with an update on how the Bracks government is
improving the condition of the high-rise buildings?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Housing) — I thank the
member for her question and her continuing interest in
the Bracks government’s actions to improve Victoria’s
public housing high-rise towers. The government is
committed to improving high-rise public housing. We
are investing in a strategy that improves the physical as
well as the social environment, improves security,
improves building and tenancy management and
enhances the role of tenants in the management of the
buildings they live in. A major component of the
Bracks government’s strategy for the high-rise
buildings is implementing a program of progressive
physical improvements.
I am happy to provide the house with an update on the
progress we are making. In 2002–03 the program
provided for major upgrading of 271 units. In older
persons’ buildings 146 bed-sits were converted to
72 one-bedroom units, and the fire safety programs in
all 13 buildings were completed. In 2003–04 the Bracks
government has allocated around $67 million for
upgrading the high-rise buildings.
It is important that this is seen in the context of the
government’s overall commitment to the improvement
and physical upgrade of all Office of Housing stock
including the high-rise towers. Last financial year we
invested a total of some $170 million to improvement
and upgrades and a further $85.8 million to
maintenance, and we plan to make a similar investment
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this year. Since coming to office the Bracks
government has invested almost $600 million in
improving and upgrading public housing stock.
Maintaining and refurbishing Victoria’s high-rise
buildings is not just the socially responsible thing to do
by Victoria’s public housing tenants; it is also the
financially responsible thing to do by all Victorians.
The towers, indeed all of Victoria’s public housing
stock, represent a significant amount of state
government assets — around $10 billion in fact.
Because it is a responsible economic manager, this
government will continue to ensure that that stock is
constantly improved and upgraded. This is in stark
contrast to the actions of the former Kennett
Liberal-National party government. When it was in
government it allowed billions of dollars of public
housing stock to simply run down and rot. It spent a
shameful $7 million over the seven years it was in
office improving our ageing family high-rise housing
stock, in contrast to the $9 million it spent doing up
1 Treasury Place for itself.
The Bracks government will continue to get on with the
job of improving and refurbishing our high-rise assets,
because it is the socially responsible thing to do as well
as the financially responsible thing to do for all
Victorians.

QUESTION ON NOTICE
Answer
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I seek an
explanation as to why I am yet to receive an answer to
question 940 on the notice paper. This question was
asked on 7 October of this year. It is a question to the
Minister for Local Government for the attention for the
Minister for Water. I wrote to the Minister for Local
Government last week seeking an indication of when I
was to get an answer. Now I need to formally raise in
the house why I am yet to receive an answer to that
question.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
thank the member for his correspondence. I will raise
the matter with the Deputy Premier, the Minister for
Water, and ask him to expedite a response to the
member.
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Leader of the Government: performance
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — Last
week this Parliament was reduced to a position of
contempt and ridicule before the people of Victoria by
the incompetence and ineptitude of the government led
by a petulant little schoolboy who masquerades as a
leader. It is apparent to everybody that the Leader of the
Government has been in this place for less than
5 minutes and he certainly does not understand how the
place operates.
All his behaviour last week led to was a situation where
it was demonstrated time and again that Mr Lenders is
completely out of his depth. You do not have to believe
me on that — talk to his backbench, because members
of his backbench came over and said, ‘Gee, wasn’t he
bad last week? He did not know what he was doing’.
We could do nothing but agree. And then what did he
do?
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the house to
come to order to allow Hansard to record the
proceedings of the house.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — And then outside he
goes and lays a few porky pies before the television, a
few more lies to the radio stations, trying to shift the
blame for the behaviour he perpetrated in this place. As
everybody knows, under standing order 9.2.4 the
Leader of the Government could have brought the
proceedings to a close at any time. He could have done
it at any time. He was not prepared at 4 o’clock; he was
not prepared at 10 o’clock; he was not prepared
at — —
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The bombings in Istanbul, like those in New York and
Bali, were acts of bastardry planned and carried out by
the most nefarious terror organisation in the world —
al-Qaeda. Much has been made of the so-called theory
of the clash of civilisations between the West and
Islam. However, the Istanbul bombings show that the
clash is between terrorism and civilisation. Turkey was
no doubt chosen as a target due to its pro-Western
policies and its thriving, secular, liberal democratic
political structure. The Turkish nation has endured a lot
of pain and spilt much blood as it has built its
democracy — and no amount of bombs from terrorist
groups such as al-Qaeda will lessen the resolve of the
Turkish nation to retain what it has proudly built.
The Istanbul bombings also demonstrate that while
much of the discussion surrounding the al-Qaeda
attacks has concerned American, British and Australian
military involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan, these
terror attacks are not about Iraq and Afghanistan. If
they were, Turkey would not have been a target. These
attacks are about a group of psychotic zealots
attempting to achieve some ill-defined objectives by
causing maximum destruction and mayhem to the
international community and misery in families like the
Erkmens.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before I call the next
speaker I draw the attention of the house to Mr Ken
Clark, who is from the legislature of the state of
Arizona in the United States of America. I welcome
him to the chamber today.
Debate resumed.
MEMBERSSTATEMENTS

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Terrorism: Istanbul bombings
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I rise to
condemn the terrorist bombings in Istanbul last week
that destroyed the British Embassy, killing 27 and
injuring hundreds of others. Among the dead was
Mrs Nazime Erkmen, a 58-year-old woman who was a
member of Australia’s Turkish community. My
condolences go to the family and friends of
Mrs Erkmen.

Employment: mature age
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I refer to the
recently announced program entitled ‘Experience at
work: building your 45-plus work force’. I totally agree
with the whole thrust of this program and know it is
endorsed by the Victorian Council on the Ageing.
According to the report, workers aged 45 years and
over are a significant and growing sector of Victoria’s
work force and they stay in the job for a longer time,
with 66.6 per cent staying in a job for five years-plus,
compared to 38.5 per cent for 25-year-olds.
It is pleasing to see that the government is now
recognising this age group, and I am particularly
interested to see whether it is as good in reality as its
rhetoric. I wonder how many of the minister’s retiring
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employees in the departments of aged care and
Aboriginal affairs are offered the option of returning on
a casual or consultancy basis? I would like to ask the
Minister for Aged Care to ensure that all of the
age-balanced work force checklist items on page 24 of
the guidelines are implemented in practice by all
government departments.

John Curtin Memorial Hostel, Creswick
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — On 14 November 2003
I had the great pleasure of attending the opening of the
extension of the John Curtin Memorial Hostel at
Creswick. The new extension consists of 16 dementia
beds and is named the Sir Alexander and Lady Millie
Peacock Wing. The new function room is named after
the late Bill Huntley. The John Curtin Memorial Hostel
was opened by the then Labor Prime Minister, Mr Bob
Hawke, in the early 1980s, and since then it has gone
from strength to strength. It now provides 59 places and
has an additional three respite places for hostel
residents from Creswick and district.
I wish to congratulate the chief executive officer,
Melinda Martin-Khan for her dedication to the
redevelopment project, as well as to the residents’
needs. I wish Melinda and her family well for their
move to Brisbane in the new year. The members of the
board of management, who are volunteers and
community members, are also to be congratulated on
their hard work in the planning stages for this new
extension over the last few years. Also a big thankyou
for the commitment, hard work and dedication of the
staff and their families and the residents who proudly
call the John Curtin Memorial Hostel their home.

Consumer and tenancy services: delivery
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — Eighteen
agencies which are currently funded by Consumer
Affairs Victoria under the statewide tenant and
consumer support program are at risk. These services
have been in existence for over 20 years and are an
integral part of local community service provision.
Agencies have been advised by the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, John Lenders, that a new program
service model is to be initiated. The proposed model,
interestingly, does not include the funding of services in
their current state of availability at the local community
level. An outcome could mean the centralised delivery
of phone service, conciliation and community
education from the Melbourne office of Consumer
Affairs Victoria. Members of the community are
always at risk if they do not understand particular
legislation and how it impacts on their tenancy or
particular contracts as consumers. Agencies want to
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continue offering advice on a local level in relation to
the Residential Tenancies Act, rooming house and
caravan park provisions as well as consumer and fair
trading legislation.
Workers understand what is happening within their
community because they observe trends and have
forged valuable networks with other community based
agencies, with tertiary institutions and government
departments. This did not happen overnight and took
many years of nurturing and mutual respect for the best
practice outcome of the client. I encourage community
members to support statewide agencies to remain and
continue to deliver real services by signing a petition
that is circulating which will be presented to Minister
Lenders — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Point Nepean: future
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — On Sunday,
after I had recovered from the event on Saturday night,
I attended a rock concert at the Portsea pub. As
someone whose favourite group is the Rolling Stones or
as they are now described, the Strolling Bones, it was
very much a journey down memory lane. The concert
was free and the artists included members of Daddy
Cool and Pictures, a local Melbourne-based band. The
purpose of the concert was to save Point Nepean. The
attendance was in the hundreds, and the audience was
addressed by Will Baillieu, a local resident, and Chris
Smyth, the president of the Victorian National Parks
Association. The endorsed Australian Labor Party
candidate for Flinders, Mr Simon Napthine, was also in
attendance. Not one person wanted the disintegration of
Point Nepean. Everyone wanted one park and one
manager as per the state government submission. When
is the commonwealth government going to listen to the
people of the Mornington Peninsula?

Water: conservation
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I congratulate
Mr Wavell Pyke of Stawell for bringing to my attention
the red tape surrounding the Bracks government rebate
on installing rain water tanks. Customers who purchase
rainwater tanks with a minimum capacity of 600 litres
and have them installed by qualified plumbers are
eligible for $150 rebates under the Water Smart Homes
and Gardens rebate scheme. Mr Pyke was frustrated,
saying that in order to be eligible for the $150 rebate he
had to forfeit $90 of the rebateable amount to meet
compliance demands. Mr Pyke had to pay $90 to claim
the $150 rebate — hardly an incentive to install a water
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tank. Not good enough, Mr Bracks. This scheme is
supposed to provide customers connected to mains
water supplies with unadulterated rebates off their
water bills for installing rainwater tanks.
Further to my adjournment debate contribution on
14 October, I again demonstrate the inequity of these
rebates where only people connected to mains water are
eligible for water-saving rebates. It shows how mickey
mouse these rebates are. Surely if the Bracks
government were serious about encouraging Victorians
to use water wisely, it would ensure that total net
rebates were applicable to applicants.

Geelong: triathlon world cup
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I had the great
pleasure of attending the International Triathlon Union
world cup event held along the waterfront at Eastern
Beach in my electorate of Geelong on Sunday. The
event brought the spotlight of the world on to our
waterfront as more than 100 athletes competed. The
Geelong round of the event was a precursor to the
world championship in Queenstown, New Zealand,
next month, and needless to say the action was red hot.
Hundreds of people attended to catch a glimpse of the
action, and I was happy to be in the thick of things
afterwards, representing the minister in handing out
medals to the winners. Once again this shows everyone
that Geelong is indeed the place to be. It was a
world-class event, and the visitors to the region I spoke
to on Sunday were all impressed with the setting for the
competition. It was good to see that Victoria can host
world-class events away from metropolitan Melbourne,
and it is a credit to the organisers that everything went
so well.
I congratulate the organisers and the competitors,
especially Craig Walton of Australia, who was first in
the men’s event, and Wieke Hoogzaad of the
Netherlands, who took the women’s honours. I would
like to make a special mention of Geelong’s Kate
Allen, who came sixth in the women’s competition. It
was a terrific effort. Once again well done to one and
all.

Vocational education and training: rural buses
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — Peter
Huttig, president of the Hopetoun Secondary College
school council, wrote to me saying that for the past
couple of years students from outlying areas like
Hopetoun have been able to access vocational
educational and training (VET) courses in Horsham,
120 kilometres away, by utilising a partially funded bus
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service. This service has three buses with one running
from Hopetoun to Horsham, picking up students along
the way. The service has been very effective and
popular, and the number of students able to access VET
programs has increased substantially.
Prior to the establishment of the bus service these
students had very limited access to the range of VET
studies. The Department of Education and Training has
contributed towards the cost of running the buses which
has been greatly appreciated by the community.
Although no decision has been relayed as yet, there is a
real concern that the department’s funding may cease.
That would have a dramatic effect on the students’
capacity to access VET programs and would put at risk
a number of the programs because of insufficient
numbers.
A full user-pays system is too costly, and if students
become reliant on parents for transport the whole
community would be disadvantaged as there would be
a big reduction in student numbers. This is an issue of
student access and equity in country Victoria. I request
that the Minister for Education and Training continue
the funding for this important access to VET programs.

Legislative Council: sitting hours
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) —
In today’s members statements we saw Mr Forwood
strutting his stuff in an attempt to win back his
backbench. The opposition knows full well that on
Thursday night and Friday morning the government
had an agreement with it to have four speakers, but the
opposition broke that agreement. It reneged and ratted
on the agreement. All the opposition intended to do was
grandstand; it was a grandstanding operation. I
congratulate our leader, Mr Lenders, on upholding the
forms of the house.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA — Members complain
that the government did not use the gag to close down
debate. That is the difference. This government showed
democracy in action by letting the debate go on. What a
laugh that members opposite should get out the
standing orders. This is about Bill Forwood — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Forwood has had
his opportunity. I am sure Hansard wants to record this,
just as it did the earlier one.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA — That is right.
Mr Forwood knows how to dish it out, but he has to
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learn how to take it too. This is about Mr Forwood
being upset because last Thursday night and Friday
morning he was not able to put the gag on Phil! That is
what he wanted to do, but to date all he has done is
grandstand for the backbench — —

Festival celebrates the return of the kingfisher and
many other birds to the Merri Creek area. This has been
possible only due to more than 20 years of community
activity dedicated to revegetating the Merri Creek and
conserving remnant vegetation along the creek.

The PRESIDENT — Order! the member’s time has
expired.

A major theme of the Kingfisher Festival is the hope
for the future and the natural environment that is
symbolised by the giant kingfisher in the form of a
kingfisher puppet which returns each year to the Merri
Creek as part of the festival. Congratulations must go to
CERES, and in particular to Cathy Nixon for her
creative direction of yet another festival. It has become
an important part of the Moreland calendar.

Glen Eira: candidates
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — Yesterday
I received a letter from Mr Paul Perlich of 1/411 Glen
Eira Road, Caulfield North. It states:
Re: Pullen’s remarks on Glen Eira City Council elections …
I am surprised to hear a politician by the name of Noel Pullen
accuses me of running in two different wards, which I assume
is illegal.
I am frustrated to hear the Hon. Noel Pullen, MLC, (an
elected member of Parliament) who I assume is at the age of
more wisdom, can jump to conclusions without getting his
facts right. Neither Mr Pullen nor his office had the decency
to even contact me to verify who I was.
I am Paul Perlich, I was an Orrong ward candidate in the
March 2003 Glen Eira City Council elections, and I am not
Paul Peulich, the Machie ward candidate.
I am not related in any way to Paul Peulich or his family. I am
not the son of Inga Peulich …
…
I was hoping if you, Mr Strong, could please clear my name
from the blemish that Mr Pullen has put upon me, Paul
Peulich and his family.

Unfortunately Mr Pullen is not here, but I would hope
he would apologise — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Kingfisher Festival
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — The Centre for
Education and Research in Environmental Strategies
(CERES) community in Brunswick celebrated the
10th anniversary of the Kingfisher Festival on Saturday
evening, 22 November. Hundreds of children and
adults participated in the formal ceremony and the
colourful pageant of dance music and storytelling on
the banks of the Merri Creek. A key message of the
pageant was the need to conserve and share finite water
resources, an important priority area for the Bracks
government.
This incredible spectacle has been an annual event
since the blue kingfisher was first spotted in the Merri
Creek environs around 10 years ago. The Kingfisher

International Day for the Elimination of
Violence Against Women
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — Today is
the International Day for the Elimination of Violence
Against Women, also known as White Ribbon Day.
White Ribbon Day is marked on 25 November each
year and is an opportunity for governments, businesses
and community groups to focus on a problem that
affects many people in Australia and throughout the
world. Violent crimes against women and girls — like
domestic violence, sexual assault and people
trafficking — are committed every day. It affects
everyone in the community, and the white ribbon
campaign provides a time for us to pay particular
attention to this very important issue.
As the Liberal Party spokesperson for women’s affairs,
I am proud to inform the house of a Liberal Party policy
position released last weekend that will provide greater
protection to women and children who are the victims
of domestic violence. A Liberal government will
provide for senior police officers, with the verbal
authorisation of a magistrate or bail justice, to issue
immediate interim intervention orders for up to
72 hours in circumstances where the victim of domestic
violence would be at clear risk of harm were their
abuser not removed from the scene.
This policy aims to give victims of domestic violence
immediate protection by cutting through red tape. It
will ensure the victim’s safety and encourage more
women to report violence. I am proud that the Liberal
Party is leading the way in providing protection to
women in crisis.

Rugby World Cup
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — I rise to congratulate the
International Rugby Board for organising and
presenting a magnificent tournament in Australia —
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that is, the Rugby World Cup. I also congratulate all
participating countries that added to the colour and
drama of the contest. Who will ever forget the All
Blacks versus Tongan challenge? The tourist spectators
and the Aussie spectators demonstrated that there is
much goodwill in the world today. The Wallabies were
magnificent in defeat, and the English proved to be
both impregnable and unstoppable.
I also wish to thank the Prime Minister, who showed
the nation what a sour little man he is and the
ungracious loser that he is. This was a pathetic example
of bad sportsmanship, and it should not be tolerated or
ever repeated.

YAZZ business group
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I wish to
commend the Monash council-backed young business
group called YAZZ which won a number of categories
at the recent Victorian young achievement awards.
Supported by the Monash City Council’s small
business counselling service, the council’s economic
development unit and the Monash Enterprise Centre,
YAZZ won the awards for the best business plan and
the most innovative product at that event. The group
was also runner-up in the best annual report and
company of the year categories, a great effort
considering there were 25 tertiary teams vying for only
eight awards.
The group of 13 students from a variety of backgrounds
at Monash and Swinburne universities received support
and business mentoring throughout the program,
particularly from the City of Monash, which has a very
active program of business mentoring for both young
people and small businesses. The YAZZ group also
received recognition at the young Australian trade
expo, where it was awarded second place in the
merchandising category.
The success of YAZZ follows the success of another
organisation in the City of Monash, and a Monash
Enterprise Centre tenant, Benchmarking Sales and
Marketing, which was named Incubator Tenant of the
Year at the Australian and New Zealand Association of
Business Incubators awards in Sydney recently. It is the
second Monash Enterprise Centre company to win an
award and certainly recognises the value of the City of
Monash program.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
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That, pursuant to sessional order 16, the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on Thursday,
27 November 2003:
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill
Forests and National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill
Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill
Professional Standards Bill
Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill
Local Government (Democratic Reform) Bill
Fair Trading (Further Amendment) Bill.

I am moving this motion today because I think it is
critical that we get through government business before
the end of the sitting, which is the end of next week.
The government has gone into this session with a plan
that the legislation be reasonably spaced to allow both
houses of Parliament adequate time to consider it. That
has generally involved in the order of six to seven
pieces of legislation a week. Many members have said
we need a better plan so we do not have the clutter of
legislation at the end and so that as a sign of respect to
the house it can discuss these things over a period of
time.
To facilitate the remaining 20 bills we need this
business program. I make the observation that several
weeks ago this house was under-utilised. Legislation
was in the public ether, in that it had been second-read
in the Legislative Assembly and in some cases the
opposition spokespersons in this chamber had been to
briefings and been to party room meetings. However,
the Liberal opposition would not give leave for those
bills to be considered when there was a lot of time for
this house to consider them. On a Tuesday and a
Wednesday we finished business in this house at dinner
time and we missed a Thursday, which is time that
could have been used.
The government has a program of 20 bills. We need
them to be passed in the remaining two weeks. That is
why we are putting this motion to the house. It will
facilitate our passing 10 bills a week.
This is an important raft of legislation. There is nothing
frivolous about it. We have some fairly fundamental
legislation, whether it be the Wrongs and Other Acts
(Law of Negligence) Bill or the Professional Standards
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Bill, which deal with stabilising professional indemnity
insurance in my portfolio areas, or whether it be the
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, which is
about bringing jobs to Victoria, or whether it be in other
ministers’ portfolios. There are some fairly emotive
pieces of legislation, such as that regarding Anzac Day,
and of course we have to finalise the local government
legislation. There is a lot on the agenda. It is a very
impressive program.

sitting is to have the threat of a guillotine hanging over
the house.

We, as a government, have to date been reluctant to
have business programs on the basis that things can be
organised and expedited by agreement. We singularly
did not succeed in that several weeks ago. I do not
accept the argument that was put, that there needed to
be community consultation, because the bill was going
through the other house. There was a lot of time. I still
do not understand why leave was not given in the other
house. However, it is the prerogative of an individual
member not to give leave, and the house did not have a
business program at the time, so I will not reflect on
that.

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The Nationals
have never been totally in favour of government
business programs. We think this house works much
better if there is a degree of flexibility and cooperation
between all parties. From the National Party’s point of
view I can proudly say that we extend full cooperation
with the government and opposition in getting the
necessary business through this chamber without the
need for a government business program.

This program will enable us to have considered debate
on 10 pieces of legislation this week. The ability to do
this was envisaged when the sessional orders came into
place, to stop people filibustering for the sake of
filibustering.
This is a way to try to at least spread it out so in the end
there is a conclusion. People can clearly filibuster
within, and that is the prerogative of individual
members. This is a way, and it is the government’s
response to being able to present a measured legislative
program for the house to consider this week and the
following week. I commend the program to the house.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — In relation to
the government’s proposal for a business program this
week, the opposition has consistently said in this place
that business programs are unnecessary if the
government can organise its legislative program more
effectively.
Irrespective of whether or not a member gives or
refuses leave for a particular bill has no bearing on the
flow of legislation into this place from the Legislative
Assembly. The reason we have 21 items of business to
deal with in two sitting weeks is because the
government has consistently been unable to manage its
legislative program.
The reason we have a government business program is
confirmation of that, because the government is
indicating quite clearly that the only way it can get
through the legislation it proposes to deal with this

I think it is shambolic how the government legislative
program has worked. What happened last week in this
place, when the government rammed through in two
days significant changes to planning laws, was an
outrageous abuse of parliamentary process. For that
reason, I oppose the government business program.

We have not always been in favour of government
business programs. On the other hand, it was 5.00 a.m.
last Friday that I made the comment that the tasks we
were asked to do at that hour of the day reflected poorly
upon us as legislators and that we could not possibly
consider ourselves to be responsible in the way the
house sat and conducted business throughout the course
of Thursday night and Friday morning. That reflects
poorly on all of us as members of this house, and I am
not about to open up the argument and apportion blame
to any one individual on that issue now. I hope that at
least having a government business program to work to
this week will mean we never get into that situation
again of where we are forced to deal with legislation
through the early hours of the morning.
In respect of the comments by the Leader of the
Government in moving this program, his argument
about not giving leave was rather spurious. It is the
responsibility of the government to set a program and
conform with the normal practices of this house — that
is, when bills are transposed from the lower house to
the Legislative Council that there normally be a week’s
lay over period before they are dealt with. The reason
for that is because we are a house of review, and surely
there needs to be some breathing space between when a
bill is dealt with in the Legislative Assembly to when it
is debated here in the Legislative Council. There are
benefits for the government, for the opposition and for
the public in general to look at the arguments that have
been cast in debate when the bill is in the lower house
before it is debated again in the upper house. This
house is about reviewing. There needs to be some time
between the passage of bills between both houses so we
can effectively undertake our role. It is a rather spurious
argument, I would suggest, being put by the Leader of
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the Government in respect of criticising individuals in
this house for not giving leave.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE

Having made those two points, I appeal again for the
house this week to work in a responsible manner and to
have some considered debates on the legislation before
us. The National Party is agreeing with this legislative
program in the hope that we will have better debate in
this chamber during the week.

Regulation review
Ms ARGONDIZZO (Templestowe) presented annual
review 2002, together with appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

Motion agreed to.

PAPERS

PETITIONS
Nillumbik: urban growth boundary
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) presented petition from
certain citizens of Victoria requesting that the Legislative
Council not ratify the amendment to the urban growth
boundary of amendment C27 of the Nillumbik planning
scheme until further investigations of the planning
scheme are conducted and their properties are equitably
included within the urban growth boundary borders
(3 signatures).
Laid on table.

Taxis: multipurpose program
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) presented petition from
certain citizens of Victoria requesting that the Legislative
Council not support the introduction of a financial cap to
the multipurpose taxi program and that any proposed
changes be delayed until full and proper consultation has
been held with stakeholders, including the taxi industry,
to consider other options for the efficient operation of the
program so that the special circumstances and needs of
the elderly and disabled in rural Victoria are fully
considered (956 signatures).
Laid on table.

Clayton Road, Clayton: trucks
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) presented
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the
Victorian government take immediate action to direct all
heavy vehicles, including semitrailers, tip trucks,
B-doubles, tankers and vans using Clayton Road through
the Clayton shopping centre to Westall Road, Clayton
South (153 signatures).
Laid on table.

Laid on table by Clerk:
Beaufort and Skipton Health Service —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Minister’s Order of
23 October 2003 giving approval for the granting of a lease at
Queens Park Reserve.
Dunmunkle Health Services —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Minister for Health’s report of receipt of the 2002–03
report.
East Grampians Health Service —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.
Edenhope and District Memorial Hospital —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.
Falls Creek Alpine Resort Management Board — Report for
the year ended 31 October 2002.
First Mildura Irrigation Trust — Minister for Water’s report
of failure to submit 2002–03 report to him within the
prescribed period.
Footy Consortium Pty Ltd — Report, 2002–03.
Kerang District Health —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
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Report, 2002–03.

Latrobe Regional Hospital —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.
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Western District Health Service —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.
West Gippsland Healthcare Group —

Pathology Services Accreditation Board — Minister for
Health’s report of receipt of the 2000–01 and 2001–02
reports.

Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.

Planning and Environment Act 1987—

Report, 2002–03.

Notices of Approval of the following amendments to
planning schemes:
Ballarat Planning Scheme — Amendment C48.
Baw Baw Planning Scheme — Amendment C22.
Darebin Planning Scheme — Amendment C48.
Geelong — Greater Geelong Planning Scheme —
Amendment C85.
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme —
Amendment C40.
Melton Planning Scheme — Amendment C48.
South Gippsland Planning Scheme — Amendment
C16.
Wyndham Planning Scheme — Amendment C53.
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional
Strategy Plan — Amendment No. 116.
South Gippsland Hospital —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Minister for Health’s report of receipt of the 2002–03
report.
Stawell Regional Health —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03 (two papers).
Tallangatta Health Service —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit the
2002–03 report to her within the prescribed period and
the reasons therefor.
Report, 2002–03 (two papers).
Tattersall’s Club Keno Pty Ltd — Report, 2002–03.
Water Act 1989 — Diamond Creek Water Supply Protection
Area Stream Flow Management Plan 2003.

Wimmera Health Care Group —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.

HEALTH LEGISLATION (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
For Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care), Mr Lenders (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance):
This bill contains a number of amendments to several acts in
the health portfolio, namely:
The Chinese Medicine Registration Act 2000 and the
schedules referring to other health registration acts;
the Health Services Act 1988; and
the Health Records Act 2001;
and it repeals the Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984.
A key provision in this bill ensures that unnecessary dual
regulation by state and commonwealth legislation is removed
by repealing the Victorian Pathology Services Accreditation
Act 1984. It also authorises conduct by Health Purchasing
Victoria and public hospitals in relation to the
Commonwealth Trade Practices Act 1974.
First, the bill makes an amendment to the Health Records
Act 2001. The Health Records Act 2001 regulates the
handling of health information in Victoria by state public
sector organisations and also by private sector organisations.
The principle of respect for the sovereignty of governments,
which is particularly important in a federal system, requires
that the law of Victoria would not ordinarily attempt to
regulate the conduct of agencies of another government.
Consequently the Health Records Act was never intended to
apply to the activities of commonwealth public sector
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agencies, which have been regulated by the commonwealth’s
own Privacy Act since 1988. In the same way the
commonwealth Privacy Act does not ordinarily apply to state
public sector organisations.
However, the current form of the Health Records Act may not
make this fact sufficiently clear. The act does not currently
specifically exclude commonwealth agencies from its
operation, and it is arguable that such agencies may be caught
by the reference to ‘body corporate’ in section 11.
The proposed amendments will therefore put beyond doubt
that commonwealth agencies are not caught by the act and
confirm its intended operation.
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regard to local employment growth or retention in
carrying out its functions and exercising its powers, as
well as the impact of tendering and contracting activities
on small and medium-size businesses. This will ensure
that employment issues are factored into Health
Purchasing Victoria’s decision-making processes.
He added:
The bill [as it then was] provides for an exception
process to ensure that where the application of a
particular purchasing policy is inappropriate for clinical
or other reasons, such as the locality of the hospital, then
Health Purchasing Victoria can exempt it from the
application of the whole, or part, of that policy.

This reflects the government’s commitment to understandable
and workable laws which reflect the spirit of cooperative
federalism and which respect the application of
commonwealth laws to commonwealth agencies.

The new provision does not alter those requirements in any
way. It merely ensures legal certainty for persons involved in
collective purchasing.

Second, the bill also amends the Health Services Act 1988 in
respect of Health Purchasing Victoria.

Third, the bill will repeal the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act 1984.

Parliament amended the Health Services Act in 2001 to
establish Health Purchasing Victoria to undertake collective
purchasing on behalf of public hospitals in Victoria. Health
Purchasing Victoria is designed to improve the effectiveness
of Victoria’s hospital system by:

Honourable members may be aware that the overwhelming
majority of Victorian pathology services are currently subject
to dual accreditation requirements under Victorian and
commonwealth legislation. Victoria is the only state to have
its own legislative framework for pathology services.

facilitating the collaboration of public hospitals to
achieve best value in their purchasing;

It is currently an offence to carry out pathology testing
without accreditation under the Victorian Pathology Services
Accreditation Act 1984. Victoria’s act is therefore a
business-licensing scheme. Under the commonwealth Health
Insurance Act 1973, commonwealth accreditation is required
to attract Medicare payments for pathology tests.

reducing inefficient or inappropriate duplication of
functions and, in particular, tendering activities; and,
improving purchasing practices through the
implementation of improvements in supply chain
management and the development of purchasing
policies and practices that ensure probity in purchasing.
It is vital to ensure that the Victorian health system operates in
the most effective and efficient manner and continues to
provide high-quality care. The establishment of Health
Purchasing Victoria can provide a significant contribution
towards that end.
The bill contains a provision which specifies that Health
Purchasing Victoria, public hospitals and their officers are
authorised to undertake collective purchasing under
section 51 of the commonwealth Trade Practices Act 1974.
That section in the Trade Practices Act provides that the
prohibitions contained in part four of that act are to be
disregarded if the action is specified in and authorised by an
act passed by the Parliament of a state.
The new clause contained in this bill is intended to remove
any doubt that the arrangements for collective purchasing by
Health Purchasing Victoria, public hospitals and their officers
have been authorised by the Parliament of Victoria and are,
therefore, not in any breach of the Trade Practices Act.
I should add that at the time the Parliament agreed to the
establishment of Health Purchasing Victoria the then Minister
for Health stated:
Changes to purchasing arrangements, particularly in
rural and regional areas, have the potential to affect local
employment opportunities. Recognising this, the bill
explicitly requires Health Purchasing Victoria to have

Both Victoria’s Pathology Services Accreditation Board and
the Health Insurance Commission have contracted the
National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) to
perform inspections of pathology services on their behalf.
NATA reports its findings to both the Health Insurance
Commission and the board, both of which act on NATA’s
advice.
An expert panel has reviewed the Victorian act and its
regulations. The panel was chaired by Mr Don Nardella,
member for Melton, and comprised Professor Stephen
Cordner (director, Institute of Forensic Medicine), Dr Graham
Rouch (associate professor of public health and former chief
health officer), Dr Chee-Wah Cheah (a senior economist) and
Ms Kay Currie, president of the Health Issues Centre.
Dr Gordon Whyte provided expert technical advice to the
review panel. I would like to take this opportunity to record
the government’s thanks to the panel for its diligent work.
The panel considered that, for the overwhelming majority of
Victorian pathology services that are subject to dual
accreditation requirements, the additional layer of state
regulation provided no additional protection for public health.
It considered that it was neither justifiable in terms of risks to
public health, nor practicable in terms of cost, to maintain a
business-licensing regime for the small number of Victorian
pathology services that are not subject to commonwealth
regulation.
The panel therefore recommended that the Victorian act be
repealed. It also proposed more targeted forms of regulation,
focusing on medical practitioners (who order pathology tests
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on behalf of patients) and on pathology services that are not
commonwealth accredited.
At the time the panel concluded its work, an independent
review of the commonwealth’s accreditation regime was
under way. That review was completed in July 2002. It
recommended changes to strengthen the commonwealth’s
accreditation regime, which have been implemented.
That review also recommended that the commonwealth
should work with the states and territories to evaluate the need
for, and potential costs and benefits of, any further legislation
in all jurisdictions to complement the enhanced national
accreditation arrangements.
The commonwealth has proposed that all jurisdictions should
work together through the Australian Health Ministers
Advisory Council (AHMAC) to ensure that sufficient
protection exists throughout the nation for consumers of
pathology services that are not covered by Medicare
payments.
The government strongly supports this initiative. The
pathology industry is essentially a national industry.
Therefore a nationally consistent approach to the regulation of
pathology services is clearly in the interests of both patients
and medical practitioners. The government will ensure that
AHMAC explores, in a national context, the suggestions of
Victoria’s review panel for targeted regulation of the
pathology sector.
By providing for the repeal of the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act, this bill will remove the duplication of
commonwealth accreditation arrangements that exist only in
Victoria. It will bring Victoria into line with the other states,
and will therefore assist in paving the way for national
agreement on appropriate controls for pathology services that
are not commonwealth accredited.
Last but by no means least, the bill amends the Chinese
Medicine Registration Act 2000. This act is an innovative
piece of legislation and the first of its kind in Australia. It is
expected to be a model for other jurisdictions to follow. I am
pleased to advise that the Chinese Medicine Registration
Board has been in operation since December 2000, and has
already registered over 800 practitioners. The board has made
significant progress with assessment and approval of
undergraduate training courses in Chinese medicine, issuing
of guidelines for safe practice of acupuncture and Chinese
herbal medicine, and establishing processes for receiving and
investigating complaints of unprofessional conduct by
practitioners. All these measures provide protection for
members of the Victorian community who use such services.
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practitioners cannot be guilty of an offence under
section 61(2) and section 61(3) if they use the titles ‘Chinese
medicine practitioner’ or ‘oriental medicine practitioner’,
without being registered in both divisions of acupuncturists
and Chinese herbal medicine practitioners. This is contrary to
the intention in drafting the legislation. The proposed
amendment will clarify the operation of section 61 so that
registered practitioners can continue using titles that many of
them have had the right to use for many years.
Second, there is a need to clarify the powers held by other
health practitioner registration boards to endorse the
registration of their practitioners. The effect of this
‘endorsement’ or ‘notation’ was to grant the registrant the
right to use one or a number of the reserved titles of the
Chinese medicine profession without committing an offence
under the Chinese Medicine Registration Act and without the
need to apply directly to that board for registration. The
intention was to ensure that any registered health practitioner
who offers Chinese medicine or acupuncture services to the
public is properly qualified and properly regulated.
Since the amendments came into effect on 1 January 2002,
the eight registration boards with these powers have worked
with the Chinese Medicine Registration Board to ensure
consistency in the application of the powers. The proposed
amendments are designed to:
allow each registration board to require an applicant for
endorsement/notation to sit an examination to
demonstrate their competence prior to a grant of
endorsement or notation; and
require each registration board to give notice to and
receive submissions from an applicant for endorsement
or notation, prior to a decision to refuse an endorsement
or notation.
These amendments clarify the powers of the boards in
relation to the conduct of examinations and ensure that they
follow due process where they propose to refuse an
application for endorsement or notation.
The bill also narrows the scope of the endorsement powers of
the respective registration boards. There are many registered
health practitioners who have incorporated acupuncture as an
adjunct to their primary practice, for example in chiropractic,
osteopathy, nursing or medical practice. It is appropriate that
the respective registration boards take responsibility for
regulating their practice. However, there are very few of these
practitioners who have trained in Chinese herbal medicine
and less scope for this modality to be practised ‘as an adjunct’
without extensive training.

There are three areas where slight adjustment to the
legislative scheme is indicated to ensure it works the way
Parliament intended and that registration boards are able to
discharge their statutory responsibilities properly.

The bill therefore limits the powers of seven registration
boards to allow them to note or endorse only the use of the
title ‘acupuncturist’, but not the other titles of the Chinese
medicine profession.

First, the intention of the act was to establish a regulatory
scheme where any practitioner who is granted registration by
the Chinese Medicine Registration Board in either the
division of acupuncturists or the division of Chinese herbal
medicine practitioners would be eligible to use the reserved
titles ‘Chinese medicine practitioner’ and ‘oriental medicine
practitioner’ without committing an offence under the act.

It also limits the scope of the endorsement powers of the
pharmacy board to allow pharmacists to only use the title
‘Chinese herbal dispenser’ but not other titles reserved in the
Chinese Medicine Registration Act 2000.

There is an ambiguity in the current wording of section 61 of
the act, which requires clarification to ensure that registered

A registered nurse or medical practitioner, for example, who
wishes to use professional titles such as ‘Chinese medicine
practitioner’ or ‘Chinese herbal medicine practitioner’ would
have to apply for registration directly with the Chinese
Medicine Registration Board.
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However, if they wish to use acupuncture within their practice
and use the title ‘acupuncturist’ they can apply to the nurses
board or the medical practitioners board for ‘endorsement’ or
‘notation’ of their registration. If they have sufficient
qualifications and are considered safe to practice, then it is
expected that their board would grant the application.

and consistent database for determining future timber
resource availability.

In addition, the bill contains consequential amendments to the
Medical Practice Act 1994, including an amendment to
section 93A of that act by changing ‘complaint’ to
‘notification’, in accordance with earlier amendments to the
Medical Practice Act.

The government has decided not to change the third schedule
at this time. New sustainable yield levels will be available
following the completion of the voluntary licence reduction
program and the statewide forest resource inventory. In the
interim, licence levels will not exceed those set at
1 November 2003, apart from those areas subject to salvage
operations as a result of bushfires, where some variations may
be required.

I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra)
on motion of Hon. Philip Davis.
Debate adjourned until next day.

FORESTS AND NATIONAL PARKS ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
For Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government),
Mr Lenders (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance):
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Forests Act 1958 in
order to implement key government commitments in relation
to sustainable yield and Vicforests and to make some minor
improvements to the administration of the act. It also amends
the National Parks Act 1975 and the Fisheries Act 1995 in
relation to marine national parks.
Forest provisions

The statewide forest resource inventory process will also
assist in assessing the impact of last summer’s north-east and
Gippsland bushfires on future timber resource availability.

The bill also contains provisions to enable powers to be
delegated to Vicforests so that it can carry out its functions.
By facilitating the operation of Vicforests, these provisions
assist the government to meet another key national
competition policy review recommendation.
There is also a new regulation-making power to apply, adopt
or incorporate documents by reference, in line with modern
legislation. This means, for example, that regulations which
refer to Australian standards will not have to change each
time the standard changes.
The provisions in this bill are small but vital steps towards full
implementation of the government’s new vision for
sustainable forest management and a sustainable native
timber industry.
There is much that the government has already done since last
year, when it released Our Forests, Our Future, a landmark
policy statement about the management of our forests. It
committed $80 million towards industry adjustment, forest
reforms and improved stewardship measures.
Central to the Our Forests, Our Future policy was the need to
reduce over 247 000 cubic metres per annum of ‘D’ grade or
better sawlogs. The reductions were necessary to address the
question of sustainable logging in Victoria’s publicly owned
forests and to provide the basis for the future operation,
development and investment in the Victorian industry.

The bill will remove the current requirement to supply
hardwood sawlogs within a permitted margin of plus or
minus 2 per cent of the sustainable yield figures specified in
the third schedule. This was a key commitment of the
government’s Forests and National Parks election policy. It
also fulfils one of the recommendations of the national
competition policy review of the Forests Act, by ensuring that
the government is not required to supply sawlogs up to the
sustainable yield level regardless of demand. This also means
that the government will not have to sell timber regardless of
the ability of the forest to supply certain species and grades.

The Our Forests, Our Future policy has led to the buyback of
over 260 000 cubic metres of hardwood sawlogs per annum.
A further 22 000 cubic metres per annum have been
transferred from unsustainable areas by way of resource
swaps. These reductions have been achieved well ahead of
schedule. Following the voluntary licence surrenders, 30 mills
have closed in an orderly manner with government assistance.
Assistance to associated workers and contractors is being
provided by the worker assistance program and the contractor
assistance program.

The government’s voluntary licence reduction program,
which is now drawing to completion, has reduced hardwood
sawlog volumes allocated on licence by 32 per cent across the
state. This reduction was critical to ensure the future of the
Victorian timber industry and that sustainable allocations are
possible into the future.

As of 30 September 2003, about 450 people have been
deemed eligible for the worker assistance and contractor
assistance programs. Further, almost 80 per cent have either
returned to the work force or are retraining for new positions.
It is noted that only 9 per cent of these people are still actively
seeking employment.

The work of providing reliable and up-to-date timber resource
information continues. The Bracks government has brought
forward the completion of the statewide forest resource
inventory. When completed, it will provide a comprehensive

The government has also initiated a number of improved
forest stewardship measures. I have already mentioned
acceleration of the statewide forest resource inventory. Other
actions under way include:
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clear separation of ministerial responsibilities so that
the Minister for Environment will be responsible
for broad land stewardship
the Treasurer and the Minister for Agriculture will
be responsible for commercial timber operations
through Vicforests;
development of a rigorous system to monitor and report
on annual timber harvesting performance with a
feedback link to future estimates of sawlog resource;
implementation of the Wombat community forest
management trial;
the EPA having taken on responsibility for conducting
independent audits of timber harvesting operations in
public native forests; and
development of an environmental management system
to ensure a constant striving for continual improvement
in the delivery of sustainable forest management.

The government has funded initiatives to support regional
communities, such as the Timber Towns Support program
and the Timber Towns Investment Support program. The first
program is providing funding of $8.74 million for 35 projects
across 10 shires. The second program is expected to facilitate
$71.8 million of investment over 32 regional businesses to
stimulate growth and jobs in affected towns.
Additional government commitments in the November 2002
Forests and National Parks policy create a new Otways
National Park and the phase-out of logging and
woodchipping in the region by 2008.
The government has already announced the cessation of
woodchipping in the Wombat Forest and, in consultation with
local communities, we have been working to identify a new
approach to harvesting sawlogs which is both sustainable into
the future and sensitive to the local economic and
environmental needs.
The government continues to assist the long-term
development of the timber industry, having allocated
$9 million over four years for a plantation incentive strategy,
recognising the potential for jobs and growth in regional
Victoria from this sector.
However, there is more that still needs to be done. The
government is not resting on its laurels. We have a vision for
ensuring a sustainable future for our state forests, based on:
recognising and protecting the multiple and important
values of our forests including conservation and
biodiversity, cultural heritage, tourism and recreation,
water, carbon sequestration, grazing, apiculture,
firewood and timber production;
ensuring that all uses of our forests are sustainable;
providing the right settings for a range of jobs and
investment compatible with protecting our precious
natural environment;
embracing community participation and allowing access
for a broad range of community purposes;
enshrining transparency and accountability; and
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protecting forest ecosystems from wildfire, disease,
pests and weeds.
The government’s new framework for sustainable forest
management includes a commitment to a sustainable native
timber industry.
The industry will continue to provide jobs and investment in
Victoria, and should comprise participants with the capacity
to:
develop to the scale required to support vital
re-investments;
meet contemporary standards for environmental and
occupational health and safety performance;
meet contemporary standards for economic and business
performance;
increase the proportion of logs processed further than the
green sawing stage; and
develop a cost competitive and viable harvest and
haulage sector.
The industry will be based on timber sourced at a sustainable
level from specified areas of state forests and from plantations
on private land. Eastern Victoria will be the principal source
of commercially harvested state forest timber. Plantations will
provide long-term growth potential for future timber
resources.
The primary purpose of state forest timber harvesting will be
sawlog production. However, resource efficiency
considerations should permit the full utilisation of residual
logs, thinnings and sawmill residues for other purposes, such
as paper production.
How are we going to achieve these twin visions?
The establishment of Vicforests as a state business
corporation under the State Owned Enterprises Act, will assist
in creating a clear separation between commercial timber
operations and the government’s broader land stewardship
functions.
The proposed functions of Vicforests are to:
undertake the sale and supply of timber resources in
Victorian state forests, and related management
activities, as agreed by the Treasurer and the Minister for
Agriculture, on a commercial basis;
develop and manage an open competitive sales system
for timber resources; and
pursue other commercial activities as agreed by the
Treasurer and the Minister for Agriculture.
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will retain
responsibility for policy, regulatory and monitoring functions
as they relate to state forests. It will remain the land manager,
responsible for managing state forests sustainably, for the
entire range of forest uses and values. This includes
biodiversity, water, cultural heritage protection, recreation,
fire, and pest and weed management.
The department is developing a new sustainable forest
management framework based on:
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clearly articulated sustainability principles;
a set of sustainability criteria and indicators which go
beyond sawlog production;
transparent measuring and reporting processes;
transparent and participative planning processes and
greater community engagement;
a stronger monitoring and compliance regime; and
independent auditing of timber harvesting operations.
Areas available for timber harvesting have been and will
continue to be determined through transparent and
participative public processes. At the strategic land use
planning stage, the processes of the Victorian Environmental
Assessment Council and its predecessor organisations have
played a key role in determining the status of public land,
whether as state forest or part of the parks and reserves
system. Within state forests, the regional forest agreement
processes have identified areas available for timber harvesting
and have also set aside additional areas for conservation
protection. Forest management plans and the Code of Forest
Practices for Timber Production provide further parameters
and prescriptions that are part of the planning framework in
which timber harvesting must occur.
These or similar processes will continue to be used to
determine areas available for timber production and enable
Vicforests to plan its operations and commitments. It is
anticipated that there be regular reviews of the plans to ensure
that forest sustainability criteria are being met and to support
the long-term sustainability of the industry and the resource.
Making forest areas available for harvesting involves direct
costs which can be quantified and should be recovered.
Vicforests will be required to develop a market-based pricing
and selling system, which recovers costs and provides an
appropriate return to government.
The government’s vision that state forest timber harvesting be
sustainable while also enabling the development of an
innovative, sustainable and profitable industry will be a key
guiding principle for Vicforests’ sale of timber resources.
The charter given to Vicforests by government will include
requirements that it operate commercially and that its
activities conform with the government’s vision for the timber
industry and its broader forest environmental policies.
The government is mindful of the industry’s position that
longer term timber entitlements strengthen the incentives for
investment in capital plant and equipment, innovative
technologies, value adding and marketing.
The long-term allocation of timber resources to Vicforests,
based on sustainability principles, will provide certainty for
industry’s forward planning.
Implementation of some of these measures will require
legislative change. The government is looking forward to
introducing new legislation next year.
Marine national park provisions
I now turn to the marine national park provisions of the bill.
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The creation of 13 marine national parks and 11 marine
sanctuaries last year was a major achievement for all
concerned. The purpose of this bill is only to clarify or make
minor corrections to the plans of four of the marine national
parks, as follows:
the Cape Howe and Corner Inlet park plans are amended
to remove any doubt over the location of three
boundaries;
a typographical error in a boundary coordinate on the
Point Addis park plan is corrected, which results in an
excision; and
the remainder of Clifton Beach is excluded from the
Twelve Apostles park, as intended, and the intertidal
zone of the excised area reinstated as part of Port
Campbell National Park.
The National Parks Advisory Council has been consulted
over the two excisions and does not oppose them.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. E. G. STONEY
(Central Highlands).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

WRONGS AND OTHER ACTS (LAW OF
NEGLIGENCE) BILL
Second reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

The reforms contained in this bill represent the third
and final major tranche of the government’s legislative
response to the recent crisis in the affordability and
availability of several key insurance products, including
builders warranty, public liability, professional
indemnity, and medical indemnity.
As honourable members will be aware, in October 2002
the Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Act 2002 came into operation. That act:
provided for caps on damages for non-economic loss
and for loss of earnings;
protected volunteers, food donors and good
Samaritans;
facilitated the use of structured settlements;
ensured that the common courtesies of expressing
general apologies or regret after an incident could
continue without fear that they would be taken as an
admission of liability;
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facilitated the use of waivers of liability for
recreational activities;
required the courts to have regard to a claimant’s
intoxication or participation in illegal activities; and
required greater disclosure of relevant information
by insurers.
In June this year Parliament passed the Wrongs and
Limitation of Actions Acts (Insurance Reform) Act
2003. That act:
enacted proportionate liability for claims not relating
to death or personal injury;
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We have announced that we will implement most of the Ipp
report’s recommendations, with the necessary legislation to
be introduced in the spring 2003 parliamentary session.

The Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill
2003 represents the government’s delivery on that
commitment. It complements legislation by other states
and territories and the commonwealth, either already in
place or announced. This bill provides for:
certain legal principles relating to the law of
negligence;
certain legal principles relating to mental harm;

instituted a medical threshold for access to damages
for non-economic loss; and

clarification of the liability of public authorities,
which has been of particular interest since the High
Court decision in Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council;

reduced the time period within which proceedings
must be brought, subject to safeguards for children
and other persons needing special provision.

amendments to current provisions relating to
proportionate liability and medical panels
procedures;

These two pieces of legislation reflected a great deal of
thought and consideration by many people both within
and outside Australian governments on issues relating
to the balance between the competing rights and
interests of members of the community, both as injured
parties making claims for compensation and as
purchasers of insurance cover against liability for such
compensation.
There is already some evidence that our reforms to date
are having an impact in terms of the affordability and
availability of insurance.
However, the reforms contained in this bill need to be
enacted in order to consolidate the gains that have
already been made.
Last year the commonwealth, states and territories
agreed on the need for a principles-based examination
of all issues relating to the law of negligence, which led
to the appointment of Mr Justice Ipp and his committee
and their subsequent report.
The Ipp report formed part of a much broader process
of consideration of all aspects of liability and insurance,
with much ongoing work still occurring in areas such as
standardised data collection and consideration of issues
surrounding long-term care of the catastrophically
injured.
In the Premier’s speech on the second reading of the
bill for the Wrongs and Limitation of Actions Acts
(Insurance Reform) Act 2003, he stated:

amendments to the Victorian Managed Insurance
Authority Act 1996 to allow the provision of
temporary insurance cover to non-government
bodies, subject to strict conditions; and
amendments to the Building Act 1993 to preclude
the issuing of builders warranty insurance by
unapproved offshore insurers.
General principles
In relation to negligence and mental harm, the bill
generally sets out in statute principles that already form
the basis of the common law. The key aim of the bill is
to achieve greater consistency in the application of the
law, through providing improved clarity and guidance
about common-law principles to the courts and to the
general public.
The government’s review of the law of negligence —
which included but was certainly not limited to detailed
consideration of the recommendations and reasoning of
the Ipp report — has been principles-based, seeking to
reach an appropriate balance in the rights of all parties
before the courts, and recognising that the principles of
the common law apply equally to all plaintiffs and
defendants, whether well resourced or poorly
resourced, whether in positions of power and influence
or not, whether insured or uninsured.
Generally the proposed provisions in new parts X, XI
and XII of the Wrongs Act apply to any claim for
damages resulting from negligence, regardless of
whether the claim is brought in tort, in contract, under
statute or otherwise. In this context ‘negligence’ refers
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to a failure to exercise reasonable care, which includes
a failure to exercise reasonable skill. This reflects the
approach proposed in recommendation 2 of the Ipp
report. That report found that the reforms should
operate in a way that is principled and effective, and
different outcomes should not result simply because a
claim is brought under one legal category rather than
another.
The bill does not purport to establish in statute all
principles relating to common-law claims. Indeed it has
no impact on the common law, except to the extent that
the provisions in the bill specifically restate or modify
the common law. The bill complements legislation
enacted in other Australian states and territories, but to
the extent that it differs from legislation passed in other
jurisdictions it is generally narrower, not broader, in its
application.
Exclusion of claims made under certain statutes
The bill excludes from the impact of its provisions
relating to negligence and mental harm claims to which
the Accident Compensation Act 1985, the Workers
Compensation Act 1958 and the Transport Accident
Act 1986 apply.
The bill also excludes from the impact of these
provisions claims related to injuries that would be
eligible for statutory compensation under legislation
that provides benefits to volunteers or other
non-employees as though the Accident Compensation
Act applied, such as the Victoria State Emergency
Service Act 1987.
Concern has been raised that employment-related
claims against third parties, by people such as
employees of labour-hire companies and contract
workers, would be affected by the new provisions. I can
assure the house that the government has sought advice
on this issue and has been informed that such claims are
claims to which the Accident Compensation Act
applies; that is, the law applying to those third-party
claims is the same as that applying to a direct claim
against the employer. The exclusion provision in the
bill therefore means that the provisions of the bill that
relate to negligence and mental harm will not apply to
these third-party claims either.
Claims relating to injuries that are dust-related
conditions or arise from smoking or other use of
tobacco products are generally also excluded from the
effects of the bill.
I turn to the specific provisions of the bill.
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Duty of care, causation and contributory negligence
The bill establishes in statute general principles that
generally already form part of the common law in
determining whether a duty of care exists and the extent
of that duty. It establishes in law what is already the
case, that a duty of care is not an obligation to take
infinite precautions against every conceivable risk, no
matter how slight that risk and how costly and
unpractical those precautions. The bill specifically
replaces the current common-law principle that a
person is not negligent in failing to take precautions
against far-fetched or fanciful risks with a new principle
that a person is not negligent in failing to take
precautions against insignificant risks. This amendment
will bring Victorian law into line with that of other
Australian jurisdictions, including New South Wales
and Queensland.
To remove risk altogether from human activities is
impossible; to reduce risk to negligible proportions is
often not practical without restricting those activities to
such an extent that much of the natural enjoyment of
them is destroyed. Most people accept these principles
as commonsense; so does the common law, but it is of
value to set them down clearly in statute for the
guidance of the courts and the public.
The bill provides that the plaintiff bears the onus of
proving any fact relevant to causation. This is no more
nor less than a restatement of the existing common law.
It is not an attempt, and cannot reasonably be construed
as an attempt, to overturn the principle that the court
can bridge evidentiary gaps. Instead, this principle is
being clarified and maintained by the bill.
While the concept of an ‘obvious risk’ is certainly not
new to the common law, the bill does create a
presumption, where the defence of voluntary
assumption of risk is pleaded, that the plaintiff is aware
of a risk that is obvious. This is consistent with recent
rulings by both the High Court and the Victorian Court
of Appeal in relation to the need, or rather lack of need,
to warn against an obvious risk. The bill does not
change the fact that to defeat a claim, the defendant still
needs to prove that the plaintiff fully comprehended the
nature and extent of the risk, and that the plaintiff
voluntarily accepted the whole risk.
The bill also introduces the concept of ‘peer
professional opinion’ as a presumptive test, to be
applied by the courts to determine the standard of care
owed in a claim that involves an allegation of
negligence in relation to the conduct of a professional.
This is known as the ‘modified Bolam test’. The bill
provides that a professional’s conduct will not amount
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to negligence if he or she acted in a manner that, at the
time the service was provided, was widely accepted in
Australia by a significant number of respected
practitioners in the field as competent professional
practice, unless the court determines that such peer
professional opinion is unreasonable, in the
circumstances of the case before it.

damages based on a breach of statutory duty — that is,
based on an alleged wrongful exercise or of a failure to
exercise a function of a public authority. The effect of
the provision is that in such proceedings, a public
authority is not liable for breach of statutory duty unless
the provisions and policy of the enactment are
compatible with the existence of that liability.

This provision draws upon recommendation 3 of the
Ipp report, but allows the court to reject peer
professional opinion where it is satisfied that this
opinion is ‘unreasonable’ rather than ‘irrational’. The
term ‘irrational’ is ambiguous; as its meanings include
‘illogical’ and ‘absurd’, as well as ‘unreasonable’. The
word ‘unreasonable’ is used in the bill for the sake of
clarity, and because it better reflects the role of the
courts in determining whether conduct is negligent. To
ensure transparency of decision making, the provision
also provides that if a judge determines that peer
professional opinion is unreasonable, the reasons for
that determination must be specified in writing.

In addition, in the case of a function of the authority
that:

The bill provides that non-delegable duty — the strict
liability of someone who is legally responsible for the
outcome of the activities of another person — is to be
determined as though it was a vicarious liability. This
provision will clarify the operation of the common law
in an area that is readily acknowledged by legal
authorities as currently unsatisfactorily unclear and
inconsistent.
Mental harm
The bill also sets out in statute the principles that
determine liability for mental harm, both for pure
mental harm — that is, where there is no physical
injury to the plaintiff, and consequential mental harm,
where the mental harm to the plaintiff occurs as a
consequence of another injury he or she has suffered.
The bill introduces a new provision relating to
recoverability of damages for consequential mental
harm.
The bill’s provisions in relation to pure mental harm
arising from shock after another person (not the
plaintiff) has been injured or killed are based on the
common law as expressed in several recent court
judgments, and limit recovery of damages in such cases
to direct witnesses of the incident or close relatives of
the person injured or killed.
Public authorities
The bill contains principles that apply to determine
whether a public authority has a duty of care, or has
breached a duty of care. It also includes a separate
provision that applies exclusively to proceedings for

is conferred on the body specifically in its capacity
as a public authority; and
does not impose an absolute duty on the public
authority to do or not do a particular thing
proposed new section 84 of the Wrongs Act provides
that there can be no breach of such a statutory duty in a
claim for damages, unless the act or omission in
question was in the circumstances so unreasonable that
no authority having the functions of the authority could
properly consider the act or omission to be a reasonable
exercise of its functions.
This test is based upon the ‘Wednesbury
unreasonableness’ test that is currently applied in an
administrative law context. This test applies only to
claims for damages based on breach of statutory duty,
not to other causes of action such as the common-law
tort of negligence, or breach of contract.
I make it clear to the house that the proposed new
section 84 does not alter the law regarding the duties, or
the potential liability in damages, of public authorities
under acts of general application such as the
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985, as such acts
do not establish standards specifically for public
authorities but also apply to others in the community.
Gratuitous care
The bill precludes the awarding of damages for loss of
gratuitous care provided by a deceased person to his or
her dependants unless the court is satisfied that the care
was being provided for a least 6 hours per week and
had been provided for at least six consecutive months
before the death, or the injury that caused the death, to
which the damages relate. The section also allows for
the awarding of these damages where there is a
reasonable expectation that, but for the death, or the
injury that caused the death, of the deceased, the
gratuitous care to dependants would have been
provided for at least this time.
This latter provision covers the case of, for example, a
woman who dies in childbirth as a consequence of
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medical negligence, but whose child survives. There
would be a reasonable expectation (unless the facts of
the case indicated otherwise) that the mother would
have provided care to her child. The bill also includes a
limitation on damages for the loss of the capacity of an
injured person to provide gratuitous care to dependants.

their ability to issue guidelines or directions specific to
the operation of the new civil liability role of the
medical panels. This is important because some
administrative procedures of the medical panels for
civil liability matters are not relevant to Workcover
matters.

The limitations established by the bill on the maximum
amounts of damages that can be recovered in these
circumstances parallel the limitations already placed, by
the legislation passed in autumn this year, on the
recovery of damages by an injured person for gratuitous
care provided to him or her by other persons.

To ensure that guidelines issued by the minister or
directions issued by the convenor in relation to the
procedures the panels are to follow are specifically
appropriate for the purposes claims under the Wrongs
Act, the bill provides specific powers for the issuing of
such guidelines or directions that are not linked to the
corresponding powers relating to Victorian Workcover
Authority (VWA) scheme claims, other than that the
Attorney-General must consult the Minister for
Workcover before preparing guidelines. This will
ensure that the guidelines are as consistent as possible
in their approach, while allowing specific provision for
differences between the types of claims to which the
two acts relate.

Proportionate liability
The bill includes some minor amendments to the
proportionate liability provisions implemented in the
autumn sitting, which have not yet been proclaimed.
These amendments repeal the definition of ‘economic
loss’ and clarify that proportionate liability extends to
pure economic losses arising under statute.
Procedures relating to claims for damages for
non-economic loss
The Wrongs and Limitations of Actions Acts
(Insurance Reform) Act 2003 established a threshold
level of impairment for access to damages for
non-economic loss. That act also included some
administrative procedures relating to how parties
manage a claim and the time frames within which
certain steps must occur. The act also set out the role of
the medical panels in personal injury civil liability
claims.
Since those provisions were passed, a number of
lawyers, with experience in representing both plaintiffs
and defendants, suggested that revised procedures
would assist the administration of claims. These
changes include:
steps to ensure that all parties have access to relevant
information;
more realistic time lines to make required decisions;
and
clarification of the operation of the medical panels.
Directions to medical panels
A concern has been raised that the Wrongs Act
currently only permits the convenor of the medical
panels and the Attorney-General to modify existing
directions or guidelines issued under the Accident
Compensation Act. This could significantly restrict

Defining permanent impairment
A definition of ‘impairment’ has been inserted to clarify
that it means ‘permanent impairment’; that is,
permanent impairment as determined in accordance
with the Australian Medical Association guides and
psychiatric guides that qualified medical practitioners
must use in making assessments. The guides state that
to be considered permanent, an impairment must be
static or well stabilised, with or without medical
treatment, and not likely to remit despite future medical
treatment.
A specific provision has also been inserted to make it
clear that an approved medical practitioner or a medical
panel can certify that a claimant’s impairment exceeds
the threshold even if not all injuries have stabilized,
provided that enough have to meet the criteria for a
permanent impairment above the threshold level. This
will save claimants from any challenge that a claim
cannot proceed because not all injuries have stabilised.
Other new provisions also permit an approved medical
practitioner or a medical panel to certify that although a
claimant’s injuries have not stabilized to the extent that
the degree of impairment can be assessed, the medical
practitioner or the medical panel is satisfied that the
impairment resulting from the injuries will satisfy the
threshold level when the injuries do stabilise.
Medical question
Concern had been expressed that the current wording of
the ‘medical question’ under the act could still require
the medical panel to consider issues of causation, that
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is, to advise on whether particular injuries were caused
by the alleged incident that gave rise to the claim. The
medical question has been revised to make it clear that
the panel’s assessment is based on the injuries that the
claimant has cited in his or her claim, and that issues
relating to causation are therefore left to the parties or a
court to determine. The re-wording of the medical
question also ensures that the panel’s certificate relates
to the required ‘above/below threshold’ response and
does not drift into other issues.
Determination of medical question
The medical panel is currently required to make its
determination within 60 days of having a medical
question referred to it. This may not always be
practical, as for example the claimant may be
unavailable for examination. The provision has
therefore been revised to require the panel to notify the
claimant within 30 days of referral whether it intends to
examine him or her or request information, and then
must make its determination within 30 days of the
examination taking place or the information being
received, whichever is the later.
The bill also amends these provisions of the Wrongs
Act to provide that the panel may certify it is unable to
make a determination, if it is unsatisfied at the time of
making the assessment that the injury has stabilised.
If the panel is unable to make a determination in these
circumstances, it must inform the claimant that it will
make a further assessment at a future time, not later
than one year after the first assessment. The subsequent
assessment must be undertaken at the earliest time at
which, in the panel’s view, the injury is likely to have
stabilised. If by one year after first assessing the
claimant, the panel finds that it is still unable to make a
determination, the injury is deemed to be ‘significant
injury’ and the claimant has access to general damages,
provided that his or her claim succeeds.
Response to medical assessment
There is general agreement that the current 30 days
allowed for a respondent to determine whether or not to
refer a claimant to the medical panel is too short. It is
proposed to extend this period to 60 days. Also,
provisions relating to identification of the proper
respondent that currently apply to a request for waiver
of the need for an assessment, will now also apply on
the receipt of a medical assessment.
Regulations
There has been general agreement that it would assist
the smooth processing of claims if some information
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requirements and/or forms were to be prescribed. For
example, it would assist small businesses if certain
information about the claim and how to process it (e.g.
that they should pass it on to their insurer) accompanied
a claim and/or a claimant’s impairment assessment. A
regulation-making power to enable this is therefore
included.
Information prescribed by regulation may include (but
is not limited to) information relating to: the identity of
the claimant; the nature of the claim; the injury; the
incident out of which the alleged injury arose; and
contact details of any medical practitioner who has
treated the injury.
In keeping with normal practice, the Attorney-General
will issue such regulations after consultation with
relevant stakeholders.
Recovery of costs by medical panels
The bill gives the convenor of medical panels the
necessary authority to recover and account for costs to
be paid by respondents, including: issuing invoices;
establishing bank accounts; collecting fees; recovering
debts; paying for services; and financial reporting.
Victorian Managed Insurance Authority
The bill also provides a capacity, under strictly limited
conditions, for the Victorian Managed Insurance
Authority to provide insurance to non-government
entities. As honourable members will be aware, the
VMIA is the government’s internal ‘captive’ — to use
the technical jargon — insurer of the property, public
liability and other risks of the budget sector and some
other government bodies.
VMIA does not provide insurance services to the
general public, and there is no intention that it should
usually do so. The new provisions of the bill enable
VMIA, at the direction of the responsible minister, to
provide insurance to a non-government body in respect
of specified risks. Such insurance can only be provided
for a period not to exceed 12 months, although a new
direction in similar terms can subsequently be made.
Any direction of this nature issued by the minister must
be published in the Government Gazette, so that it is
transparent that assistance of this nature has been given.
It is the government’s intention that this power will
only be used where it is clear that the non-government
body is providing a desirable community service and is
unable to obtain insurance through no fault of its own;
that is, that it has not been refused insurance because of
its own poor claims experience. VMIA will charge a
premium for any such insurance, and that premium will
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be, as far as can be estimated, set at a level equivalent to
a commercial premium. The insurance cover will not be
provided if the premium is not paid.
Builders warranty insurance — unapproved
offshore insurers
Finally, the bill includes additional conditions for the
provision of builders warranty insurance under the
Building Act 1993. Honourable members will be well
aware of the consequences of the failure of HIH, and
the obligation on the state to assist homeowners with
builders’ warranty claims against HIH or FAI. The
supervision of that insurer by APRA was found by the
royal commission to be inadequate, and the supervisory
requirements on insurers have since been strengthened.
However, APRA’s power and responsibilities end at
Australia’s shores. The government has become
concerned at the prospect of Victorian homeowners not
being covered because their builder has taken out
builders warranty insurance through an offshore insurer
of doubtful financial stability or ethics. Where these
insurers operate through local brokers, those brokers’
activities are at least subject to some supervision,
although this will be insufficient to protect homeowners
against a failure by the offshore insurers to meet claims.
The government does not wish to prevent reputable,
financially secure offshore insurers from entering the
builders warranty market — indeed, we encourage such
insurers to do so — but we do need to preclude more
dubious entities. The bill therefore provides that
builders warranty insurance must be provided by an
insurer approved by APRA, or one gazetted by the
Minister for Planning, after consultation with the
minister administering the VMIA Act, that has an
acceptable credit rating from a recognised international
credit rating agency, such as Moody’s, Standard &
Poors or A.M. Best.
Statements under section 85 of the Constitution Act
1985
I wish to make the following statements under
section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975 of the
reasons why it is the intention of this bill to alter or vary
that section.
Clause 3 of the bill proposes to insert new
sections 48(2), 51(2), 51(3), 51(4), 58, 59(5) and 62
into the Wrongs Act 1958. Clause 3 of the bill proposes
to insert new section 65 into the Wrongs Act 1958.
Section 65 states that it is the intention of
sections 48(2), 51(2), 51(3), 51(4), 58, 59(5) and 62 to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
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New section 48 sets out general principles that apply in
assessing the duty of care. A person will not be
considered to be negligent in failing to take precautions
against a risk unless the conditions specified in new
section 48(1) are met. New section 48(2) sets out things
that the court must take into account in determining
whether a reasonable person would have taken
precautions against a risk of harm.
The purposes of section 48(2) are to:
direct the court on how to assess the adequacy of
precautions taken and thereby provide greater
clarity;
ensure greater predictability in decision making by
encouraging the consistent consideration of these
factors in cases before the courts; and
restate the law as it relates to this aspect of duty of
care to ensure that the law operates in a balanced
way that is fair to both plaintiffs and defendants.
New section 51 sets out general principles that apply in
respect of causation. New section 51(2) deals with
claims where there is an evidentiary gap in factual
causation. For example, an evidentiary gap exists in a
case where a person has been exposed to a similar risk
of harm by a number of different defendants and it is
not possible to assign responsibility to any one of those
defendants. New section 51(2) provides that in deciding
whether to bridge an evidentiary gap in an appropriate
case the court must consider, amongst other relevant
things, and in accordance with established principles,
whether or not and why responsibility for the harm
should be imposed on a particular defendant.
New section 51(3) provides that if it is relevant to the
determination of factual causation to determine what
the injured person would have done if the negligent
person not been negligent, the matter is to be
determined subjectively in light of all the relevant
circumstances.
New section 51(4) provides that in determining whether
it is appropriate for the scope of the defendant’s liability
to extend to the harm caused to the injured person the
court must consider whether or not and why
responsibility for the harm should be imposed on the
defendant.
The purposes of sections 51(2), (3) and (4) are to:
direct the court on how to apply relevant principles
and thereby provide greater clarity;
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ensure greater predictability in decision making by
encouraging the consistent application of these
principles in cases before the courts; and
restate the law as it relates to this aspect of causation
to ensure that the law operates in a balanced way that
is fair to both plaintiffs and defendants.
New section 58 directs the court on the standard of care
to be expected of persons who hold themselves out as
possessing particular skills. This is to be determined by
reference to what could reasonably be expected of a
person professing that level of skill (and not a greater
level of skill). It is also to be determined not in
hindsight, but by reference to the relevant
circumstances as at the date of the alleged negligence.
The purposes of section 58 are to:
direct the court on how to assess this aspect of the
standard of care and thereby provide greater clarity;
ensure greater predictability in decision making by
encouraging the consistent application of these
principles in cases before the courts;
ensure that this aspect of standard of care is applied
in a balanced way that is fair to both plaintiffs and
defendants; and
restrict the further expansion of liability by the courts
in respect of the standard of care of a person
professing to have a certain skill.
New section 59 sets out the standard of care applicable
to the conduct of a professional whenever a
professional service is provided. In any case involving
an allegation of negligence where a court is considering
the conduct of a professional, the conduct will not
amount to negligence if the professional acted in a
manner that (at the time the service was provided) was
widely accepted in Australia by a significant number of
respected practitioners in the field (‘peer professional
opinion’) as competent professional practice unless the
court determines that such peer professional opinion is
unreasonable. Where a court determines that peer
professional opinion is unreasonable new section 59(5)
requires the court to specify in writing the reasons for
that determination. Section 59(6) provides that this
requirement does not apply to a jury.
The purposes of new section 59(5) are to:
ensure that the court directs itself to the
considerations set out in section 59; and
increase transparency in judicial decisions in cases
involving the standard of care applicable to the
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conduct of a professional whenever a professional
service is provided.
New section 62 sets out the principles that the court
must apply in determining whether a person who has
suffered harm has been contributorily negligent.
The purposes of new section 62 are to:
direct the court on how to apply relevant principles
and thereby provide greater clarity;
ensure greater predictability in decision making by
encouraging the consistent application of these
principles in cases before the courts; and
modify the law as it relates to this aspect of
contributory negligence to ensure that the law
operates in a balanced way that is fair to both
plaintiffs and defendants. The policy underlying this
approach is that persons should not only take
reasonable care of others but also of themselves.
Clause 3 of the bill also proposes to insert new
sections 73, 74 and 75 into the Wrongs Act 1958.
Clause 3 of the bill proposes to insert new section 77
into the Wrongs Act 1958. Section 77 states that it is
the intention of sections 73, 74 and 75 to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
New section 73 places limits on the recovery of
damages for pure mental harm. New section 74 places
limits on the recovery of damages for consequential
mental harm. New section 75 also prevents the court
from making an award of damages for economic loss
for mental harm resulting from negligence unless the
harm consists of a recognised psychiatric illness.
The purposes of new sections 73, 74 and 75 are to:
modify certain aspects of the law relating to liability
for mental harm in claims for damages resulting
from negligence to ensure that the law operates in a
balanced way that is fair to both plaintiffs and
defendants; and
restrict the further expansion of liability and
damages by the courts in relation to mental harm, to
the extent that sections 73, 74 and 75 affect aspects
of the common law.
Clause 3 of the bill also proposes to insert new
section 83 into the Wrongs Act 1958. Section 86 states
that it is the intention of section 83 to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
New section 83 sets out the principles that a court is to
consider when determining whether a public authority
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has a duty of care or has breached a duty of care. It is
important to note that this provision does not confer
immunity on public authorities. It describes factors that
a court must consider, for instance by specifying that
the functions required to be exercised by a public
authority are limited by the financial and other
resources that are reasonably available to the authority.
The purposes of new section 83 are to:
direct the courts on how to apply relevant principles
regarding the liability of public authorities and
thereby provide greater clarity;
ensure greater predictability in decision making by
encouraging the consistent application of these
principles in cases brought before the courts;
ensure that the law operates in a balanced and fair
way. Public authorities are required to take
reasonable care of others and are accountable for
their actions in court. However, in exercising all of
their functions public authorities are also subject to
the Parliament and the executive. A public authority
will also necessarily be limited in the financial and
other resources available to exercise the functions
conferred upon it and in some instances will be
implementing policy decisions for which the
executive may be politically accountable. Priorities
accorded by a public body may change over time,
based on policy, financial and statutory
considerations. The provisions in this part are
therefore designed to ensure that the unique nature of
public bodies and their activities is taken into
account so that the public interest is not impaired and
the provision of publicly funded services to the
community in the future is not threatened by the risk
of inappropriate civil liability; and
restrict the further expansion of liability of public
authorities by the courts, to the extent that section 83
affects aspects of the common law.
Clause 4 of the bill proposes to insert new sections 19A
and 19B into the Wrongs Act 1958. Clause 5 of the bill
proposes to insert new section 23AB into the Wrongs
Act 1958. Section 23AB states that it is the intention of
sections 19A and 19B to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
New section 19A limits the circumstances in which
damages may be awarded to dependants for loss of
gratuitous care in claims brought under part III of the
Wrongs Act 1958. New section 19B sets out the limits
for the award of damages in those circumstances. The
purpose of limiting the circumstances in which an
award of damages may be made is to limit the number
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of claims for loss of gratuitous care. The purpose of
limiting the level of damages that may be awarded is to
prevent excessive awards of damages for these types of
claims.
Clause 11 of this bill proposes to insert new
section 28J(3) into the Wrongs Act 1958.
Section 28J(3) states that it is the intention of
section 28D (as affected by the amendments made to
part VB by clause 10 of this bill) to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975. Section 28D
provides that a court cannot award damages to a
claimant contrary to part VB.
Clause 10 of this bill proposes to insert new
sections 28ID and 28IE into part VB (personal injury
damages) of the Wrongs Act 1958. New section 28ID
limits the circumstances in which damages may be
awarded to a claimant for loss of capacity to provide
care for others. New section 28IE sets out the limits on
an award of damages in these circumstances. The
purpose of limiting the circumstances in which an
award of damages may be made is to limit the number
of claims for loss of capacity to provide care for others.
The purpose of limiting the level of damages that may
be awarded is to prevent excessive awards of damages
for these types of claims.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. C. A. STRONG
(Higinbotham).
Debate adjourned until next day.

PARTNERSHIP (VENTURE CAPITAL
FUNDS) BILL
Second reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance):
The bill amends the Partnership Act 1958 to insert a new
part 5 to provide for a new form of partnership, an
incorporated limited partnership, for the purposes of enabling
venture capital funds, particularly overseas funds, to establish
themselves in Victoria in their preferred form.
The bill seeks to complement recent commonwealth changes
in the tax treatment of venture capital funds, aimed at
encouraging high-risk investment in key areas of economic
activity in Australia, particularly from overseas sources. The
commonwealth’s taxation benefits are available to venture
capital partnerships.
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However, the internationally preferred vehicle for venture
capital investment is an incorporated limited partnership, a
form of partnership in which the partnership is a separate
legal entity from its partners. This form of partnership is not
currently recognised in any Australian jurisdiction.
Victoria will be the first jurisdiction in Australia to provide
for incorporated limited partnerships and the bill represents
the government’s commitment to attracting venture capital.
Venture capital is the sort of high-risk investment in ‘cutting
edge’ industries that can be difficult to source locally, but
which is vital in encouraging local initiatives in new
industries, retaining that expertise in Victoria and ensuring
employment for Victorians in those new industries.
An incorporated limited partnership under part 5 of the act,
unlike an ordinary limited partnership under part 3 of the act,
will be a separate legal entity, distinct from its partners. Like a
limited partnership under part 3 of the act, an incorporated
limited partnership will have general partners, who manage
the business, and limited partners, who contribute investment
capital to, but do not take part in the management of the
business.
The commonwealth Venture Capital Act 2002 established a
registration and reporting process for bodies engaged in
venture capital projects in Australia. Under the
commonwealth Taxation Laws Amendment (Venture
Capital) Act 2002, registered bodies are entitled to
flow-through taxation treatment and capital gains tax
exemption.
For venture capital partnerships to qualify for registration
with the commonwealth, they must be partnerships
established under Australian law or, if foreign partnerships,
the law in force in their respective jurisdictions. They must
also remain in existence for 5 to 15 years and have committed
capital of at least $20 million.
The bill provides that venture capital funds that are or intend
to register with the commonwealth may register as
incorporated limited partnerships in Victoria.
The special features of venture capital partnerships are related
to the high-risk, long-term nature of the investments made by
the limited partners in the partnership and by the partnership
in investee companies. The bill recognises this by making
available to the parties involved in such investments the
structure of the incorporated limited partnership.
This structure recognises that the limited partners should have
enhanced protection against involuntary entanglement in legal
actions against the partnership or in which they are only
indirectly concerned. It also recognises that the limited
partners often have an active role in overseeing the
investments of the partnerships and in advising and assisting
the investee companies and that these activities should not of
themselves be taken as constituting participation in the
management of the partnership, which would expose them to
liability for the partnership’s debts and other liabilities.
The bill further recognises that the general partners of venture
capital partnerships, who manage the business, typically are
professional venture capital management bodies that manage
several funds at the same time.
To these ends, the bill provides for bodies that are registered
or that intend to register with the commonwealth for the
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taxation benefits, or are management bodies that act or intend
to act as general partners of such bodies, to register as
incorporated limited partnerships with consequential
provision for:
the partnership to be the primary party to any suit;
the general partners to be liable only for the debts of the
partnership that the partnership is unable to satisfy;
expanded activities that can be engaged in by limited
partners which by themselves do not constitute taking
part in the management of the business, particularly
when advising investee companies and when
participating in committees that consider proposals for
changes in the nature or valuation of the partnership’s
investments and in the authority of the general partners,
proposals regarding conflicts of interest and proposals
for changes in the general partners;
a limited partner who has taken part in the management
of the business to be liable only for debts incurred as a
direct result of the limited partner’s conduct and where
the third party reasonably believed that the limited
partner was a general partner; and
restriction on the ability of the partnership or a general
partner to act as the agent of a limited partner.
The special benefits of incorporated limited partnerships are
justified in order to attract overseas investors who are
accustomed to such regimes overseas, and because those
involved in and with venture capital funds are typically large
institutional investors, and investee companies that
understand the contingent basis on which the venture capital
is invested.
The bill provides for safeguards against abuse of the system
by allowing the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to issue
show cause notices to incorporated limited partnerships that
the director considers have ceased to carry on business or who
have not been registered by the commonwealth within the
required time or whose registration has been cancelled, as to
why they should not be wound up.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

ANZAC DAY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small Business).
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This bill meets the government’s commitment as outlined in
its response to the review of Anzac Day laws by the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee of Parliament (SARC).

Through this bill, we aim to strengthen our commitment to
the observance of Anzac Day as a day of national
commemoration.

The SARC review was initiated in November 2001 with the
aim of further enhancing the significance of Anzac Day as a
national day of commemoration, within Victoria.

We want to ensure the continued observance of Anzac Day
by providing the right balance between the observance of the
solemnity of the occasion and the need to maintain some
essential commercial activities.

The government’s response to the SARC report was tabled in
Parliament in May 2003 and indicated that the
implementation of the response would be undertaken prior to
Anzac Day 2004.
A number of other recommendations of the SARC review
which relate to pieces of legislation other than the Anzac Day
Act 1958 are currently being investigated with a view to
possible legislative amendments.
The government agreed with the broad principles outlined in
the report, in particular the report’s emphasis on recognition
of the great significance of Anzac Day and the need to protect
and enhance the significance of the day.
Our response followed a long period of consultation and took
into account the views of all stakeholders — both government
and non-government.
There is a clear and overwhelming support for Anzac Day as
a day of national commemoration, as evidenced by the
growing number of Australians making pilgrimages to
Gallipoli and the attendances at Anzac Day services.
It is essential that Anzac Day be supported by appropriate
legislation, which reflects the community’s view of the
importance of the day.
Accordingly, we are now recognising the significance of
Anzac Day through this bill.
The bill:
provides that references to ‘Anzac’ in legislation will be
made in upper case encryption to reflect the origin of the
word as a combination of the Australian and New
Zealand forces that served at Gallipoli;
expands the existing reference to commemorating
participation in the Great War to include reference to
participation in subsequent conflicts, including
peacekeeping activities; and
increases the penalty for breaches relating to the cinema
and entertainment provisions of the act, with the level of
penalty to be up to 100 penalty units.
Further, to enable clearer understanding of all legislation
which impacts on Anzac Day, the bill will include a note
listing all laws applicable to Anzac Day.
It is important that on Anzac Day we recognise the sacrifices
made by all Australians who have served their country in
conflicts and peacekeeping activities and this is achieved
through the expanded reference to commemoration.
The increase in penalty levels for breaches relating to the
cinema and entertainment provisions of the act will provide
for greater consistency between acts and provide a more
appropriate deterrent to restrict activities on Anzac Day to
allow for the observance of the day as a significant occasion.

The bill delivers the government’s commitment arising from
the review of Anzac Day laws and will further protect and
enhance the significance of Anzac Day as a day of
commemoration.
I commend this bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. N. ATKINSON
(Koonung).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

FISHERIES (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
For Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Energy Industries), Hon. M. R. Thomson (Minister for
Small Business) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

The Bracks government is committed to the sustainable
development of Victoria’s fishing and aquaculture
industries. This needs to be undertaken in a way that
protects the environment for future generations but also
fosters jobs and innovative, thriving industries.
The Fisheries (Further Amendment) bill will support
the sustainable development and management of
Victoria’s fishing and aquaculture industries in line
with these commitments. The bill will also implement
important election commitments to facilitate the
development of aquaculture zones and to get tougher on
illegal fishing activity.
Many of the proposed amendments to the Fisheries Act
1995 reflect the government’s response to the
recommendations of a number of public review and
consultation processes. These include the national
competition policy (NCP) review of the Fisheries Act
1995, the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee’s 2002 Report on Fisheries Management,
the National Parks (Marine National Parks and Marine
Sanctuaries) Act 2002 and the Environment
Conservation Council’s Marine, Coastal and Estuarine
Investigation 2000.
This bill actively implements the reforms that the
Bracks government has previously committed to.
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I will now turn to the particulars of the bill.
As outlined in part 1 of the bill, its purpose is to amend
the Fisheries Act 1995 to create various offences in
relation to trafficking in, taking and possessing abalone
and rock lobster. The enforcement powers of authorised
officers will be increased. The bill also establishes
mechanisms to facilitate aquaculture activities. The
operation of compensation provisions under the
Fisheries Act 1995 will also be modified and clarified.
A number of other amendments are included in the bill
to improve the operation of the Fisheries Act 1995.
Part 2 of the bill sets out a range of enforcement
provisions to ensure that the government has the
capacity to effectively address the unique operational
challenges presented by the illegal take of Victoria’s
valuable fisheries resources and its linkages to
organised crime. The emerging scale, complexity, and
high costs to the community of this activity requires a
strong response and concerted effort.
The illegal take of fish resources, or theft of a public
resource, is the biggest known threat to the sustainable
use of Victoria’s most valuable fishery resources, the
‘priority species’ of abalone and rock lobster. Not only
does this illegal take of resources threaten the
sustainability or survival of the fishery but it also
threatens the jobs of people in the industry. Broader
implications for the wider community include the unfair
competition with legitimately sourced product in the
marketplace, compromising of food safety, and also
revenue loss for the government, and therefore the
community as a whole.
Countries around the world have seen the collapse of
their fisheries due to high levels of illegal take. As a
result of these collapsed abalone fisheries, Victoria and
Tasmania are now in the unique position of providing
approximately half the world’s supply of wild-catch
abalone. Along with the benefit of premium prices for
wild-catch abalone, comes the detriment of an
increased vulnerability to being targeted by
opportunistic and organised crime.
Illegal fishing activity has parallels with the illegal drug
trade, and at times intersects with it. Organised crime
uses increasingly sophisticated measures to harvest and
launder profits from illegal fishing trade. For instance,
an Australian Institute of Criminology report suggests
that illegally taken abalone, or its proceeds, have been
used to fund drug imports. Further, the common transit
networks operated by organised crime syndicates have
been identified as being utilised to traffick a range of
illicit goods, including priority fish species.
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This bill will provide increased penalties and improved
enforcement powers, which are essential in addressing
the nature of the offences. The penalties must also
reflect the extremely lucrative nature of the illegal trade
if they are to provide an effective deterrence. Penalties
must be comparable to those applying to other forms of
theft and also take account of the high black market
value of the resource. Fines alone are not considered to
be an adequate deterrent in a lucrative environment
where black marketeers are able to factor in substantial
fines as simply ‘the cost of doing business’. As such,
imprisonment will be included in the penalties made
available for addressing such crimes.
The government has been clear in its intentions for the
Victorian abalone industry to implement measures to
reduce the estimated levels of illegal take of abalone.
The proposed measures are consistent with this
direction. The all-party Environment and Natural
Resources Committee Report on Fisheries
Management in June 2002 contained a number of
recommendations to significantly improve powers for
fisheries enforcement activities. The measures in this
bill reflect the government’s response to the
recommendations of the report.
The insertion of indictable offences for illegal theft and
trafficking of priority species will enable the provision
of assistance by other agencies, such as the Australian
Crime Commission, which provides enhanced
intelligence, surveillance and operational capabilities.
This will allow enhanced cooperation between national
and interstate agencies, and the differentiation between
higher levels of illegal operations and minor offences.
Improved arrest and search powers are also important
in addressing the nature and scale of these illegal
activities. Given that the need to apprehend suspected
offenders arises in remote areas, or areas not proximate
to police assistance, it is necessary to confer increased
powers of search and arrest on authorised fisheries
officers. Apart from the primary benefit of facilitating
more effective enforcement, this measure will also
reduce the burden on police resources. Most of the
proposed enforcement and penalty measures have
similar provisions in force in other states, or in
commonwealth legislation.
The role of the Ombudsman will be clarified to ensure
accountability in the use of personal defensive
equipment, including the use of capsicum sprays, by
authorised fisheries officers. As such the secretary of
the department will be required to report specified
incidents involving authorised officers to the
Ombudsman.
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Part 3 of the bill includes a range of other amendments
to the Fisheries Act 1995, which are described as
follows.
The amendments in relation to aquaculture will assist
government to facilitate aquaculture development in
Victoria and enable the implementation of management
plans prepared for marine aquaculture fisheries
reserves. The government response to the Environment
Conservation Council’s recommendations for marine
aquaculture in the final report of the marine, coastal and
estuarine investigation 2000 endorsed the development
of 12 marine aquaculture zones, including two
land-based zones. The development of these sites is
hoped to provide a valuable boost to the Victorian
economy through the creation of up to 500 new jobs.
The development of management plans flows from the
declaration of the zones as fisheries reserves for
aquaculture purposes. The ability to declare fisheries
reserves in respect of land provides for the development
of management plans for the two land-based marine
aquaculture zones, allowing for consistent management
of marine aquaculture throughout the state.
Management plans prepared for fisheries reserves will
also outline recovery of attributable costs, consistent
with the government’s approach to cost recovery.
Amendments to the issuing of fisheries notices without
consultation in certain circumstances will assist
preventative measures to be implemented where delays
in the issuing of a notice may result in a greater impact
to such things as a fishery, species or habitat. In
emergency circumstances the minister will be able to
issue a fisheries notice without consulting relevant
bodies where the minister is of the opinion that
consultation would result in a delay that would
significantly reduce the effectiveness of the notice. In
such circumstances the minister will be required to
notify relevant bodies as soon as practicable after
issuing the notice and also provide a statement of
reasons for not consulting prior to issuing the notice.
The government has a commitment to the application
of the principles of cost recovery for commercial
fisheries and aquaculture to ensure that the community
receives a fair return for the commercial use of its
resources. This was reflected in the government’s
2001 response to the findings of that national
competition policy review of the Fisheries Act 1995.
The all-party Environment and Natural Resources
Committee of Parliament has also recommended the
implementation of cost recovery for fisheries
management in Victoria in its inquiry into fisheries
management second report in 2002. This was also set
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out in the section 151 review tabled in Parliament
earlier this spring session.
Cost recovery is also an objective in the Victorian
abalone fishery management plan, such that ‘the main
beneficiaries, industry and government, will share the
costs of enforcement in accordance with the attributable
cost policy to be developed by government’. This is
consistent with the government no longer shouldering
the primary costs of management and enforcement in
circumstances, which involve substantial profits to
industry. The repeal of section 159 will have the effect
of removing a cap placed on the aggregation of fees,
levies and charges in the abalone fishery based on the
formula used in earlier legislation (Fisheries Act 1968).
This will enable fees, levies, charges and royalties to be
consistently set by the cost-recovery program and
ensure transparency in charging.
As the government has previously indicated, the costs
of implementation of Victoria’s system of marine
parks, including enforcement will not be charged to
industry, as this is a public function. Cost recovery will
be on the basis of industry-related costs.
The measures in relation to compensation clarify the
scope of compensation which may be claimed as a
result of the cancellation of licences under section 61 of
the Fisheries Act to apply to specific categories of loss.
The current compensation provisions, taken directly
from the Land Acquisition and Compensation
Act 1968, were never designed to apply to commercial
fishing licences accessing a publicly owned resource.
They differ from fisheries legislation applying
elsewhere for similar claims. The revised provisions
apply a much more appropriate and consistent approach
to compensation for loss of entitlement.
Section 63(2) will be amended to clarify compensation
entitlements for licences cancelled under section 61.
The proposed amendments to the act to validate
decisions regarding licence cancellation in relation to
Mallacoota and Lake Tyers remove any doubt as to the
validity of the decisions taken earlier this year. As
members may recall, the fisheries have been closed by
the secretary giving effect to a ministerial direction
under section 61 of the act.
Compensation claims have been lodged by all the
affected licence-holders within the time set by the
secretary. These claims are currently being progressed.
However, one licence-holder has also issued a writ
challenging the decision to cancel the licences.
This calls into question whether the compensation
would be paid prior to the hearing and determination of
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the Supreme Court proceedings. If the Supreme Court
proceeding were to be successful, and compensation
has been paid, a question regarding the compensation
that was paid would be raised by implication. This
would create difficulties for the holders of the fishing
licences who have received compensation in the
interim, and want certainty.
The amendment affirms that commercial fishing has
been closed in Mallacoota and Lake Tyers. However it
does not affect the compensation claims that have been
made by all the former commercial licence-holders
which are currently being progressed.
Statement under section 85(5) of the Constitution
Act
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by this bill.
Clause 47 of the bill proposes to insert a new
section 214 into the Fisheries Act 1995. The proposed
section 214 states that it is the intention of
sections 202(1), 209 and 210(2) of the Fisheries Act to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
The existing section 63(6) of the Fisheries Act 1995
provides that certain provisions of the Land Acquisition
and Compensation Act 1986, with any necessary
modifications, apply to the determination of
compensation under the section as if the claim were a
claim under section 37 of the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act.
Clause 34(2) of the bill repeals section 63(6), and
clause 47 of the bill effectively imports the provisions
of the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986
that were previously applied by section 63(6) into the
Fisheries Act 1995 and makes some modifications to
those provisions to better reflect their placement in that
act. Several of the imported provisions, namely
proposed sections 202(1), 209 and 210(2), limit the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
The proposed section 202(1) provides that
compensation disputes in which the amount in dispute
is $50 000 or less must be determined by the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal, unless an issue of
unusual difficulty or of general importance is involved.
Proposed section 209 requires the Supreme Court to
ratify settlement agreements, and provides that those
agreements, on ratification, are to take effect as if they
were a determination of the court. The proposed
section 210(2) limits appeals to the Court of Appeal to
questions of law.
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The reason for limiting the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court in the way just described is to attempt to ensure
that compensation disputes can be dealt with in an
expeditious and a cost-effective manner that provides
certainty to the parties involved in the dispute. It would
largely defeat the purpose of establishing a
compensation dispute resolution process if a dispute
concerning a relatively small amount of money on an
issue of no general importance could be required to be
taken to the Supreme Court, or if a settlement
agreement could be revisited, or if a decision of the
Supreme Court on a matter involving more money
could be re-litigated on the merits before the Court of
Appeal.
It should be mentioned that proposed sections 202(1),
209 and 210(2) are simply replications of
sections 81(1), 88 and 89(2), respectively, of the Land
Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986. As
previously mentioned, that act applies to compensation
disputes under section 63 of the Fisheries Act 1995 at
present — therefore, proposed sections 202(1), 209 and
210(2) do not effect any change to the law that applies
to compensation disputes.
Other measures
Measures have also been taken to close off the potential
for claims to be made for changes to a Total Allowable
Catch in a quota-managed fishery, where catch levels
have to be changed for sustainability reasons.
The amendment to one objective of the act is also
considered appropriate in relation to ongoing structural
adjustment of the commercial fishing industry.
Amendments to the confidentiality provisions will
facilitate the ability of peak bodies to more effectively
represent their members. The amendment is broadly
consistent with the section 151(9) review, which has
been tabled in Parliament in this session.
The proposed amendments to the Fisheries Act 1995
are consistent with the government’s objectives
outlined in Growing Victoria Together (GVT). The
amendments are important to ensure that Victoria
maintains a sustainable fishery resource that can be
managed and developed for the benefit of the Victorian
community.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PHILIP DAVIS
(Gippsland).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 19 November; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance).

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — The
Professional Standards Bill 2003 creates a scheme to
limit the civil liability of professionals and members of
occupational associations and like groups. I would put
on record at this point that the opposition will not be
opposing this bill.
For the professions in our economy, this is an important
piece of legislation. Everybody would know that
professionals play an enormously important role in
providing advice and designs and so on to almost every
walk of life, whether that be professional advice in the
law, professional advice in accounting, engineering,
architecture et cetera. If it were not for the work that
professionals do, then the society we have today would
be quite different.
As well as dealing with the professions and
professional associations this bill also deals with other
associations such as associations of trades, or any other
group that provides services to the community. The
basic reason for this piece of legislation is the enormous
problem that these groups, particularly the professions,
have had in obtaining professional indemnity (PI)
insurance. Their failure to be able to obtain professional
indemnity insurance and/or to obtain professional
indemnity insurance under reasonable conditions of
price, exclusions, access to their claims et cetera has
been a major impediment to their functions and work
over the last few years. This professional indemnity
crisis has been particularly real for the professions.
To give the house some idea of the scale of the crisis, I
will quote from some research that was done in late
2002 and early 2003 by the Institution of Engineers
Australia which conducted a survey over all their
members on the whole question of public indemnity
insurance. Although the survey was done nearly
10 months ago it can be said that the situation has not
improved since then. If anything, it has continued to
deteriorate as the anecdotal advice I have had suggests.
Nevertheless this put into some frame the scale of the
problem. This research reveals that while the amount of
PI insurance cover being taken out by the profession
had not changed significantly over the last three years,
premiums have tripled, gone up more than 210 per cent
while the excess that the professionals were required to
stump up in the case of a claim had gone up by
166 per cent.
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They are staggering increases. Also staggering in the
scale of the problem is that the survey found that 49 per
cent of engineers said they had been refused cover in
the last 12 months or had some conditions or
restrictions imposed upon them. The survey also
unfortunately found there was very little correlation
between the size of the firm, the risk management
strategies they had in place, their claims record and all
the things you would think would normally impact on
an insurance cover. These factors were found to have
little effect on the fact that so many people who
fulfilled all these conditions had cover refused or had
very significant conditions put on them.
The survey found that those areas that had restricted
conditions and had cover refused were particularly
concentrated in the project management and in the
environmental engineering area. I think anybody who
understands the industry would know those are two
very important areas. For example, people undertaking
asbestos removal and so on found it extremely difficult
to get any insurance cover at all.
That gives some idea of the scope of the problems.
Although this survey was done on behalf of engineers
by the Institution of Engineers Australia, the advice I
have had, particularly from accountants and other
professions, is that in their particular areas the situation
is just as desperate.
The engineers survey also found some other interesting
data. It found that the largest increases in premiums
over the last three years had occurred among the
following groups: Victorian firms had increased on
average 320 per cent, and they were the highest of the
groups the survey looked at. Victorian firms were more
adversely affected than any other firms. Next were
firms with turnovers of $5 million plus, which had
increases of 265 per cent; down to firms with 10 to 49
staff, which had increases of 257 per cent. Victorian
firms were very badly affected.
Interestingly, for this bill and in general, the survey also
found that firms using risk management strategies had
higher premiums and had experienced larger rises —
203 per cent — than those that do not use them —
151 per cent increases. The survey went on to find that
there appears to be no relationship between the
proportion of government work done and the premium
increases.
On excesses payable, a huge impost, the survey found
excesses had nearly tripled over the last three years with
the average increase being from $8270 in 2000 to
$21 970 in 2003, a 166 per cent increase. The reasons
for such increases are many and varied, but I think they
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go to some certain facts. The insurance industry has
claimed that it has been losing money on professional
indemnity claims in the past and, not surprisingly, it has
said it does not want to continue losing money on these
claims.
We all know that the insurance industry has been going
through some stress over the last two or three years as a
result of investment reserves dramatically increasing,
because obviously insurance companies must provide
reserves against future claims and risk. What they do is
invest those reserves, and if the investment climate is
positive and there is various growth in those reserves
then that is something that can, to a certain extent,
mitigate against premium rises. But if there is a
significant reduction in the size of those reserves, which
has certainly been the case in the last few years, that
puts some stress on the insurance companies through
premiums to make sure those reserves are maintained.
It is also fair to say that after the HIH collapse the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA)
and the various organisations that look at prudential
requirements and prudential risk have been looking a
lot harder at insurance companies and requiring
standards to be met fully and carefully. I am informed
that the latest report by APRA shows that for every $1
premium income received the total cost of claims was
in the order of $1.46, and this includes professional
liability and medical professional liability. One can see
that on professional indemnity insurance there is
considerable stress, and that stress has meant that many
of our professions and similar bodies, as the statistics
show, have been unable to get insurance, have
insurance with impossible conditions or are otherwise
facing huge increases in premiums.
The bill seeks to help the professions in meeting this
very significant challenge of the professional liability
crisis that they have been facing. It seeks to do this by
putting in place a regime that will reward professions
which can establish that they are carrying out their
professions in a competent and responsible way. It
seeks to say that if any group of professionals or the
like can clearly demonstrate that they are a lesser risk
than other professionals who do not go through various
standards of accreditation, training and so on, they
should not face the same level of insurance premium or
insurance risk.
Essentially, that is the foundation for the Professional
Standards Bill. The bill establishes a Professional
Standards Council to supervise the preparation and
approval of schemes which will improve the
occupational standards of the people in those
professions and, as a consequence, provide a greater
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level of consumer protection. If the professionals are
more competent then that in itself is a level of consumer
protection. Such schemes would seek to have a better
informed, better trained, better skilled profession, with
appropriate quality control standards in the operation of
that profession.
The trade-off as a consequence of having all those
things in place — it is referred to as a scheme — will
be the ability to limit the civil liability of those
professions and members of the occupational
association who are members of those schemes. There
is also a significant element of self-regulation, in that
the professional groups will prepare and administer the
schemes, although the schemes will have to be
approved by the Professional Standards Council.
Similar legislation has already been introduced in New
South Wales and Western Australia. Other states and
territories are in the process of introducing similar
legislation. The commonwealth government has in train
amendments to the Trade Practices Act that will
support a nationally consistent professional standards
approach. In a nutshell, those are the issues to be
followed.
There are some significant risks. As with many of the
challenges we are facing with insurance, there is
inevitably a trade-off to minimise the risk of the insurer
and to encourage the insurer back into the marketplace
at reasonable premium levels. The insurer quite clearly
wants the risk he faces to be reduced and an
improvement in the predictability of the style and scope
of the claims he is likely to be faced with. That has a
flip side of personal rights and liberties and the ability
of people who make a claim to be appropriately
compensated.
There is also another element in this legislation — and I
will take the house quickly through some of the key
clauses in the bill — and that is the extent to which a
professional body that develops a professional
standards scheme and has it approved will be
responsible for seeing that all its members who are part
of that scheme conform to significantly high standards.
That will give the professional body considerable
power over its members. We are able to see this in
other professional and trade bodies — for instance, we
see it with certified practising accountants. CPAs have
an arrangement with an insurer, as it were, to become
an insurance agent, and I am sure revenue flows from
that. Certainly we see it in the builders warranty area,
where the Housing Industry Association is basically an
agent for Royal and Sun Alliance Insurance Australia
and gains a significant amount of its revenue from the
insurance agent functions it carries out.
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The bill will give the professional bodies significant
power. They will be able to basically mandate that their
members will be insured, and that will be something
they will demand of their members if they want to
continue to be members. If they do not want to be
insured, they will not be able to be members of that
association. They are saying, ‘You must be insured, and
you must be insured through an insurer that we believe
is providing the appropriate cover. It just so happens
that we are the agent for one of the insurers whom we
are crediting with that authority’.
There are certain risks for the professions in using this
as a fundraising exercise and there are certain risks for
individuals within the professions to the extent that
there is a freedom of association issue. These issues
will have to be worked through with great care.
I will touch on some of the key issues of the bill. The
scheme for limiting liability covers only economic loss,
so this capping of insurance by virtue of being part of a
professional standards scheme only applies to economic
loss; it does not apply to any claims of a personal
nature. It only deals with claims that have a minimum
threshold of $500 000. So although such a scheme
might have been useful for various trade organisations,
to a certain extent their ability to be involved in the
scheme is reduced by the fact that there will be a
minimum threshold where claims must be over
$500 000.
The bill provides that the scheme will cap the liability
of members of the scheme, and it will compel members
to insure against that occupational liability. It obliges
the occupational associations to develop and adhere to
risk management strategies and to also establish an
appropriate complaints and disciplinary system.
The Professional Standards Council that will be set up
under this legislation will comprise 11 persons who will
be appointed by the minister. This involves a clever and
appropriate arrangement. There are professional
standards councils in New South Wales and Western
Australia, and other states are introducing similar
legislation with professional standards councils. If you
look at most professions — whether they be
accountants, lawyers, doctors or engineers — you see
that most of them practise across Australia. Therefore it
would be a bit messy if there were separate standards
councils in each state requiring separate standards and
approving different types of schemes.
To deal with that there is an agreement between all the
states that the 11 persons who will be appointed to the
Professional Standards Council will be the same
11 people in each state. While each state will have a
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council, the 11 people who make up that council will be
the same people across Australia. Using that device
enables the individual states to legislate, but there will
be a standards council that is the same across
Australia — and I think that will be positive.
The new Professional Standards Council will be fully
funded by fees payable to the council by the
occupational associations. These fees will consist —
and this is set out under the legislation — of an
application fee of $50 000 and an annual fee of $35 a
member, although there is the opportunity to charge a
lower fee than that.
Then there is the whole set of procedures as to how a
scheme is put together. Basically it is put together by a
fairly open and transparent procedure. The particular
professional body or trade association will develop the
scheme for its members. It will consider the consumer
protection advantages they are offering in the scheme,
the training and quality control mechanisms, the level
of caps for insurance they are looking at and so on. The
scheme will go to the Professional Standards Council
for approval.
The role of the council in that is fairly open and
transparent. The scheme will be open for public
comment for the taking of submissions by the public
and interested bodies as to its appropriateness or not, so
there will be a whole procedure to see that there is an
appropriate hearing of all those issues.
The Professional Standards Council, after due
consideration, will recommend the approval of the
scheme or some amended version of it. The scheme
will go to the minister for approval and gazettal. It will
go through the same Subordinate Legislation Act
procedures under which many schemes and regulations
have come through this house, with the opportunity for
them to be dealt with by this house in the normal way
that statutory rules can come here and be disallowed by
the Parliament.
Following the publication of the scheme in the Victoria
Government Gazette a two-month interim period will
apply before the scheme commences, and this will
allow any person who is reasonably likely to be
affected by the scheme to challenge its validity in the
Supreme Court before the scheme commences.
Schemes have an operational period of five years, after
which the Professional Standards Council can take
submissions to introduce, amend or update them. The
council also has the overriding discretion of revoking a
scheme if the council feels it is not appropriate or not
being carried out properly.
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The other side to this is that once a scheme is approved
for a professional group, if members of the scheme
want to take advantage of the insurance covers that
come under the scheme, they must be insured. On their
letterhead and in all their correspondence they must
declare that they are a member of that scheme, because
in many cases that scheme may well limit the extent of
insurance that a client is able to get.
For instance, a client may be looking for insurance
cover of $50 million on a particular project but the
consultant who is carrying out their work on that
scheme may be a member of the scheme whose liability
is capped at $25 million. There is a requirement that all
the professionals and trade organisations — all their
members who are beneficiaries of that scheme —
declare that on their correspondence, so there is no
question that their clients are not aware. If they do not
do that, then their cover under the scheme is voided.
As I touched on before, under the scheme there are also
various disciplinary and appeal processes that allow for
any member of a scheme that is seen to be not abiding
by the appropriate standards to be brought before the
professional association on various disciplinary
mechanisms, as well as being able to ultimately come
before the Professional Standards Council itself. That is
the basic sequence of how the bill will operate.
I need to touch on some important exclusions set out in
clause 5. The bill does not apply to liability for damages
arising from any of the following: the death of, or
personal injury to, a person — it is only economic
damage; any negligence or other fault of a legal
practitioner in acting for a client in a personal injury
claim; any breach of trust or fiduciary duty; or fraud or
dishonesty. The bill does not apply to liability that may
be the subject of proceedings under section 110 of the
Transfer of Land Act, where we find such things as title
defects, things to do with the titles office, and so on.
There are significant limitations. Essentially the scheme
will have very little use or carriage for the legal
profession. Certainly significant parts of the legal
profession — those that deal with issues like
conveyancing and so on — will not be covered, nor
will those dealing with cases of fraud or dishonesty.
They are important exclusions.
As I said before, the bill not only covers professions but
also other trade and occupational organisations, the
main issue being the $500 000 cap. The bill also puts in
place a series of procedures by which there might be a
cap on claims. Individuals or professions may have
significant assets, and rather than insure up to the full
level of the cap they may seek to insure to a lesser level
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and use their assets to make up the difference to the
cap. That is allowed for in the bill, and there are
procedures on how that will take place.
It would be fair to say that all the professional
associations with which I have been involved on this
issue now for some 18 months are keenly waiting in
anticipation for the legislation and are supportive of it.
Some have the odd problem with the detail, but they
clearly support it.
For instance, the Australian Council of Building Design
Professions includes such august groups as the
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects, the
Institution of Engineers Australia, the Royal Australian
Planning Institute, the Association of Consulting
Engineers Australia, the Australian Institute of Quantity
Surveyors, the Association of Consulting Architects
Australia, and the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects. The Australian Council of Building Design
Professions has certainly been working for some time
to bring this bill about.
Greg Larsen, chief executive officer of CPA Australia,
is supportive of the bill, and said, amongst other things
in correspondence to me:
May I take this opportunity on behalf of CPA Australia to
recognise your efforts and input to the acceptance of
professional standards legislation in Victoria.

I have the same type of comments from the Institution
of Engineers Australia and many other groups. There is
a great deal of support from the professions.
I have also spoken at length to the Insurance Council of
Australia. Although it is very supportive of the bill it is
hedging its bets by not saying that the bill will be the
solution to world hunger, as it were, but that it will have
to see how it works out. It is nevertheless a step in the
right direction from the council’s point of view.
There are issues of freedom of association and how it
will work with various members of the professions and
other organisations. By way of example, my own
professional organisation is the Institution of Engineers
Australia. The bill envisages that if one is a member of
a professional association and it becomes a sponsor of a
scheme or has a scheme in place, then members of that
association must take out insurance. There are no ifs,
buts or maybes — end of story. If I wish to remain a
member of the Institution of Engineers Australia — like
Minister Madden, who is probably a member of an
architects association — if that organisation takes out a
scheme, I will be forced to take out insurance. That
raises significant issues for many professions, because
many members are not practising for various reasons
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and therefore do not want to have insurance. Some
innovative arrangements that have been arrived at are
worth putting before the house. For instance at a recent
conference some weeks ago my association presented a
paper that highlighted how that particular body
intended to deal with the issue. It intends creating a new
professional organisation which will then go forward
and create a scheme. Practising members of the
engineering profession will join the new body that will
have a scheme. It is a lot more complicated than that,
but the essence of the process is that it will set up a new
professional association as a scheme holder and those
members of the profession who want to partake of the
scheme will have to join that other professional
association as well as being members of the Institution
of Engineers Australia.
Those who do not want to avail themselves of
insurance will simply remain members of the Institution
of Engineers Australia but not the other scheme. That is
a good way around the dilemma of non-practising
professionals who do not want to avail themselves of
insurance, which comes at considerable cost. However,
it will create some confusion in the marketplace in that
there will end up being two engineering associations,
probably two architectural associations and so on.
There are already various legal associations, but there
will be more, as well as more accounting organisations
and so on.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — Does that mean if you decide
to practise and join this new organisation they will
expel you from the institution?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! Mr Strong is in the middle of a speech.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — I think what it means — I
retreat to the example of the Institution of Engineers
Australia, because that is what I know about — one will
still be able to remain a member of the Institution of
Engineers because that will not partake of a scheme.
But one will not be able to be a member of the
associated engineers Australia, or whatever they are
going to call it, unless one does carry insurance.
We are going to see a proliferation of new professional
bodies. We are going to see something quite interesting
as well. For instance, the scheme that the engineers are
trying to get off the ground will be a scheme that will
not just simply cover members of the Institution of
Engineers Australia but will also be available to
members of APESMA, which is the association of
draftsman and technical people and so on. They are also
hoping to make it available to members of the
association of consulting engineers and a broader range
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of people, so we may see a number of new professional
bodies set up which are more global in their reach of
professions. It may be that you can still have your own
associations for architects, engineers, chartered
accountants and other professions, but they may have
one central accounting body set up of which interested
people can be members to take advantage of the
scheme.
So there will be changes in the way the professions and
associations organise themselves as a result of this bill.
I think that may take quite some working through with
regard to how this will play out in the long term. What
can be said is that the professions look forward to the
passage of this bill; they look forward to this being able
to help them in the whole area of professional
indemnity, and they look forward to this bill being a
stepping stone in the revitalising of professions
throughout Australia and Victoria. With those few
comments I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) —
Mr Strong has given the house a very interesting
dissertation on this bill, and I thank him for so doing,
because as a member of the Institution of Engineers
Australia he probably brings to the debate a degree of
understanding that perhaps one or two of us might well
be lacking.
I do not intend to spend too much time on the
legislation because the National Party supports the bill.
As Mr Strong has said, it has been long awaited. The
community has obviously run into quite a problem with
this public liability insurance issue on a number of
fronts over the last three to four years. We have had a
whole suite of legislation come before the Parliament in
terms of the medical practitioners, adventure tourism
and the like to try to come to grips with what are
community expectations — that is, the reasonable
capacity of someone who can mount a case and who is
aggrieved to actually be compensated as against
providing some sort of security for those people who in
good faith in the professions or whatever activity might
find themselves in a degree of litigation.
I think that the provisions of this bill are clever, and I
do not use the word ‘clever’ in any pejorative sense; I
think they have been well thought through. Whoever —
and I do not suggest for one moment it has only been a
single individual who has done this — has turned their
minds to a way around this problem in terms of the
professions I think has done extremely well. I might be
premature in saying that as obviously the proof of the
pudding is going to be in the eating, and we will have to
see how it goes.
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It does seem to me that this bill is likely to achieve not
only its primary objective of providing a degree of
safety and coverage and security in terms of insurance
liability for the professions, but at the same time it is
likely to lift the standards in the professions in any
event. The community can only benefit if that is the
case. I think it is also going to mean that those people
who want to be cowboys and who do not want to be
involved in professional associations and the peer
pressure that brings upon people to conduct themselves
in a proper manner and deliver the highest possible
quality of service are going to find themselves out in
the cold. If they do not join an association and do not
become part of a scheme they are going to be practising
uninsured, and that would be a danger not only to
themselves but to the community. Some of them may
well, if they do not have many assets, be prepared to
run that risk, but it is going to mean that the community
will be able to make an assessment whether they are
prepared to deal with a person, organisation or firm not
covered by these new insurance arrangements.
The bill provides that the stationery of firms will need
to indicate whether they are members of the scheme
and to what extent liability is addressed in the coverage
that they have got. It will therefore be incumbent on
clients who are seeking someone to deal with to make
their own judgment before they engage a particular
professional as to whether the level of insurance is such
that they feel comfortable with it. I do not think that
many people who get professional advice actually
contemplate that something might go wrong, but
regrettably on occasions it has. We have seen
previously some sad stories in newspapers and cases
before the courts where, through negligence and poor
advice, people have been put to extraordinary economic
loss. There has to be a system that addresses that.
I also want to emphasise, as Mr Strong did, that this bill
does not apply to claims for personal injuries,
negligence or other conduct by a solicitor in the
conduct of personal injury claims, breach of trust or
fiduciary duty, fraud or dishonesty. It needs to be
emphasised that this bill is not in some way trying to
circumvent the provisions or to provide some sort of
hiding place for professionals in those particular
examples. It certainly does not do that, nor should it.
There are other statutes that deal with those particular
groups.
As Mr Strong very clearly explained, the bill also
provides a cap which is based on a number of
parameters — perhaps the size of the business, the
business assets and the like. I find it a little difficult to
get to grips with how that cap will work, but I am
assured by those I have sought advice from that this is a
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feasible way of doing things and I accept it. Again I say
the proof of the pudding will be in the eating.
The Professional Standards Council of 11 members will
be drawn from nationwide, which again is a good
initiative. However, I have to say I am somewhat
intrigued by the provisions that go to the members
being under ministerial direction. Are they to have
many masters? Is the Victorian minister able to give
direction only to those who are appointed from this
jurisdiction? What say does he have over the council as
a whole? The bill seems unclear on that, not that I
expect that a council of this nature should be in need of
ministerial direction.
If it is undertaking the duties that are given to it under
this bill it is hard to contemplate a circumstance where
it might need to be under ministerial direction in any
case; but I suppose we as a Parliament ought to be
legislating for all possibilities, not the most likely
possibilities. I suppose at some time a circumstance will
arise where ministers will want to give some directions.
I am not clear whether they have to do it in unison or
whether an individual minister can do so, and the
minister at the table might like to clarify that point later
on.
One of the professional groups that I have a concern
with, and I hope this bill goes some way to protecting
the public from some of the poor advice it gives, is
made up of financial planners. They have become the
flavour of the month over the last decade. I listen to
them on ABC radio, I read what they say in the
Australian Financial Review and in the money sections
of the daily newspapers, and I certainly think that the
advice the planners give or that which is printed in the
papers is capable of misinterpretation by their listeners
and their readers.
I would hate to think that people actually take decisions
on what they hear on ABC radio on Saturday mornings.
When someone rings in and asks a question I am just
appalled, not that what is said by way of answer is
wrong, but that it is capable of misinterpretation by
listeners who do not have a very good understanding of
the stock market or financial investments and so on.
The financial planning industry might well look at the
way it conducts itself in that area because it will have
done itself no service over the years if it comes to be
criticised because people have acted on what they read
in newspapers or hear on such radio programs.
I also want to emphasise that the insurance companies
not only in this piece of legislation but in the other
tranches of legislation the Parliament has passed in the
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last 12 months and the amendment to the Wrongs Act
which is on today’s notice paper should come to the
party and pass on their savings to their clients — to the
persons who are insuring. At this stage we have no
guarantee of that whatsoever; we have not even had
insurance companies undertaking to do that. They have
hedged and said, ‘Oh, yes, we have to get the
experience of what our claims will be in the future’, and
so on.
For example, I note that over the last month or so — the
annual reporting season — most insurance companies
have been reporting much increased profits. I will not
name any, but members have only to go to the financial
pages of the Herald Sun or the Age and they will see
that profits have increased over the last year or so. If the
insurance companies are returning to making profits,
which they clearly are, the community at large will
demand to see some benefit from all this legislation —
this restricting of the rights of individuals or this
capping of damages payouts.
There has to be a benefit for the community, it cannot
just be a benefit for the insurance companies. I will be
interested to see the trend in public liability insurance
premiums over the next 12 months or so. If they do not
trend downwards, governments might have to see if
they can take action.
I am not one for regulating private industry, but there is
a feeling that the community’s rights have been
corralled to varying degrees, depending on which
particular aspect of liability insurance you look at.
Therefore some corresponding and compensating
benefit has to come out of all of that in terms of lower
insurance premiums.
I have listened to Mr Strong’s comments about freedom
of association, and I am sorry that I interjected with a
rather lengthy question, but I have concerns about the
solution put by the Institute of Engineers to get across
this issue of how to deal with people who want to
remain as members of a professional body but not still
practise. I understand why people would want to do
that, but at first blush I have some concerns about the
idea of setting up a separate body of which those who
want insurance are going to become a member as well
as being a member of the institution proper. It seems to
me that that will introduce a whole heap of duplication,
extra paper work, extra costs and so on.
Off the top of my head, I suggest they might well look
at our own CPA — not certified practising accountants
but the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association —
where members who cease to be members of
Parliament and who want to maintain an association
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with the CPA become associate members. I cannot see
why you could not be an associate member of the
Institution of Engineers and have all the rights that
members have except you do not get caught up with the
requirement to hold insurance and incur the premiums
that entails because you are not practising.
As I say, I am no expert but I am just putting that on the
table as a preferable way of doing this rather than
establishing a whole series of extra bodies. As
Mr Strong pointed out to the house, there are absolutely
dozens of these professional associations around the
nation, and rightly so. I want to encourage them and to
encourage professionals to join their associations, the
same way as I encourage farmers to join the Victorian
Farmers Federation for somewhat different reasons.
However, we need to have our professionals in
organisations where there is some capacity for peer
pressure to keep the standards high, to make sure
everyone is doing the right thing. It is much easier to do
that if people are not working in isolation up in some
country town with no contact at all with others in that
profession either by telephone, person, mail or
whatever.
I am a great believer in encouraging people to join
professional associations, and if this bill perhaps by
coincidence has the effect of encouraging people to be
members of the association of their profession, that is to
be welcomed.
On behalf of the National Party, I indicate that the party
believes this legislation has a lot of merit. We hope it
has been well thought through; it appears to have been,
and it is groundbreaking. It may not work entirely well
in the first instance. If it needs some amendments and
some finetuning, so be it. We are prepared to give it a
go, and we are very glad it is template legislation being
introduced nationwide.
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — I am
especially grateful to Mr Strong for his contribution. It
was a most erudite and comprehensive review of the
bill. I am particularly interested in his comments about
non-practising members. As a non-practising chartered
accountant and psychologist, I would be up for a
significant line-up of fees, so I am sure the professional
bodies will cope with that in their own unique way.
I do not intend to take up too much of the time of the
house, given the fact that the bill is unopposed. I would
like to make a few comments. Obviously the genesis of
this bill was the increasing cost of professional
indemnity insurance and its reduced availability, and
we have all heard examples of that in recent times.
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The prime purpose of this bill is to address those issues,
essentially by introducing limited liability whilst at the
same time protecting consumers who may avail
themselves of the services provided by these
associations or professional bodies, and as a corollary
of that to introduce more effective risk management
standards.
The objectives of the bill are essentially threefold: to
facilitate the development of schemes which limit the
civil liability of professionals; to improve the standards
of such professionals; and at the same time to protect
consumers who use those professional services. This is
all done under the auspices of a professional standards
board, which will supervise and approve the
preparation of these schemes and assist in the
improvement of occupational and professional
standards.
As I think Mr Strong said, generally when we think of
liability we think of the accounting, legal or engineering
professions, but there is absolutely no reason why other
professions — and I cite my own of psychology —
cannot also develop appropriate schemes.
There are several clauses in this bill, which again
Mr Strong has been quite comprehensive about in his
contribution, covering such issues as capping, risk
management, the Professional Standards Council and
the role of that council, scheme membership, funding
and penalties. As has been mentioned, the legislation is
modelled on legislation that is already in place in New
South Wales and Western Australia, and indeed the
commonwealth government has agreed on the
importance of consistent standards and will amend the
Trade Practices Act.
The prime purpose of the bill is to enable a professional
association to develop a scheme which can limit the
amount of professional liability damages. I know from
my previous career with Price Waterhouse that
professional liability insurance was a major cost to the
firm — in fact, after wages and salaries it was the
second-biggest cost. This was because when other
companies went broke they tended to sue the auditors,
usually because it was only the auditors who had any
money, which obviously made great demands on the
auditors’ liability.
In this scheme I believe there will be a minimum
liability of $500 000, but the cap can be several million
dollars, depending on the profession. It is also proposed
in this bill that consumers have full knowledge of the
insurance liability caps which apply to the companies
or associations they are dealing with. The regulation of
these schemes will be the responsibility of the
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Professional Standards Council, which will have
appropriate powers and responsibility to approve and
maintain the schemes.
To answer a question Mr Baxter had, Victoria is I
understand appointing the same people to the
professional council in this state as have already been
appointed in Western Australia and New South Wales.
I think this is another good example of interstate
cooperation. All the proposed schemes will be subject
to rigorous examination to ensure that the consumers
are adequately protected.
In summary, I believe this is an excellent piece of, as
has been said, groundbreaking legislation. We
obviously have major problems with professional
indemnity insurance. This is one of a series of bills to
address those problems. It may not be the final answer,
but at least it is a start. I am very pleased to commend
its passage to the house.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — One of the
good initiatives of the Minister for Small Business was
to establish a review of export opportunities for
professionals and for organisations involved in
providing a range of consulting and professional
services. There is no doubt that there are significant
export opportunities for these people who have quite a
diverse range of skills that they have developed here in
Victoria on everything from environmental consulting,
building design, engineering and architectural practice
right through to marketing consultancy, public relations
and so forth. Certainly the minister has referred to the
IT industry on a number of occasions.
What has been recognised as part of that review — and
I think it is important, and I certainly concur with the
government’s position on this — is that in the past
many of those people have perhaps been seen as being
in a class of their own, as simply professionals, rather
than as small businesses in their own right. The reality
is that they are small businesses. Therefore it is of
concern to me that the export opportunities these small
businesses might well have available to them because
of the skills they have may be reduced simply because
of limitations on their practices and operations here in
Australia. That would come about because of concerns
about their ability to obtain suitable insurance coverage
to undertake project work here and to go about their
business in their various fields of consulting or
professional expertise. This legislation is very
important.
It does not, however, apply to the medical profession.
Interestingly enough, the federal government was
required to establish a rescue package for the medical
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profession when public liability and professional
indemnity insurance were in difficulty. I notice that the
main supplier of insurance coverage in that area of
professional indemnity has recently sought to
recommence operations. It has been restructured.
Proposals that have been established by the federal
government in concert with the states — because the
discussions on this whole insurance issue have involved
all of the states and territories as well as the federal
government — have enabled that company to look at
re-entering the market for providing medical insurance,
and that is a good thing.

income. So all those sorts of problems have hit us at
once.

It is interesting to me that I have been advised that in
Holland they actually have capping on claims that can
be made in the medical areas of litigation. Perhaps that
is something we also need to think about down the
track as we look to ensure that there is a balance
between people’s legitimate claims and rights and
ensuring that we do not have this Tattslotto mentality in
terms of payments to people. Certainly what
precipitated this crisis in the insurance industry in
Australia has been a period of very high claims and a
significant increase in the range of incidents for which
insurers have been forced to pay.

It is a national problem; and it has occurred in some
other countries as well. It is obviously not a problem
only in Victoria. The approach to fixing this has clearly
been a national one, with both federal and state
governments being involved. As the Honourable Chris
Strong mentioned, the New South Wales and Western
Australian governments already have legislated along
these lines.

There has been a particular problem with the Australian
market, probably following the American market, being
one of the most litigious markets in the world. People
are running off to the courts and seeking to take legal
action over all manner of claims, as I said probably as
much as anything else because a bit of a Tattslotto
mentality is adopted in some legal areas these days. It is
something that ought to be revisited. Governments are
going to have to revisit this area, because we simply
cannot afford as a community to have some people
unfairly benefit and improperly profit from legal claims
and in fact reduce the opportunities of other people to
pursue claims that are legitimate and genuine and much
fairer.
In a very good and informed presentation on this
legislation the Honourable Chris Strong remarked on
the problem of the fall in equity markets around the
world and the returns to insurers. Indeed most insurers
in all forms of insurance very seldom make money out
of their underwriting — that is, out of the writing of or
the issue of their policies.
Most of their returns and their ability to meet their
obligations on payouts on policies come from their
investments. In recent years with investment markets
being in a degree of retreat, particularly in the major
world markets, they have had real difficulty
maintaining their returns and therefore in balancing the
costs of their underwriting losses against investment

We have seen a significant problem arise for small
firms and professions which are having difficulty
finding any insurance coverage at all. The number of
insurance companies offering cover in the market has
been reduced. There are fewer insurance products
available, and those products in some cases are
extremely reduced in terms of the coverage they
provide. That coverage has certainly been very
expensive.

One of the problems in Australia has been an
exacerbation of the whole area of litigation. Many
companies have taken a ‘last man standing’ or ‘deepest
pockets’ approach to legal action. In other words, a
whole range of people who bear very little
responsibility are enjoined in a legal action: there is
disproportionate responsibility in terms of the legal
action that is taken. That tends to line up a lot more
people in liability and risk terms for an insurance
company, and it has certainly caused significant
problems. There has always been a real problem with
the potential liability on many companies being
disproportionate to their actual responsibility in any
matter that is taken before the courts.
This bill has been introduced to deal with the public
liability and professional indemnity crisis. Any bill of
this nature needs to strike a balance between the legal
rights of individuals, companies and even government
agencies to pursue legitimate claims and the
maintenance of a viable marketplace, and the bill is
based on a reasonable premise that should establish
such a balance. It provides a limitation on civil liability
to professional and occupational association members
provided they are prepared to be involved in a
regulatory scheme and be members of an association.
In taking out that membership they will be required to
conduct their business activities in accordance with
established industry standards.
The legislation establishes the Professional Standards
Council to supervise schemes developed by
professional associations. Eleven people will be
appointed to that council and, as the Honourable Bill
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Baxter said, it will have a national membership. The
council will have the authority to authorise, supervise
and in some cases to vary schemes. In future the
membership of an association will be a far more critical
factor than in the past because, as has been mentioned
by the two previous speakers, if you are not a member
of an association you are likely to find it very difficult
to get insurance cover. I have a slight problem with
that. I understand the issue and note that the federal
government has to amend the Trade Practices Act in
regard to this matter. I accept that as a position, but I
hope this matter is monitored by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission and indeed by
the state government. One of the concerns I sometimes
have about these industry associations is that they are a
very good vehicle for keeping new competitors out of
the marketplace.
At one stage I was involved with the Public Relations
Institute of Australia. It started to develop some very
noble business regimes and qualifications for people to
become members of that association. While I thought
that many things were relevant and took the industry
forward in terms of its professional standards, I could
not help but think that some standards were being
developed by the very large consultancy companies
with the very clear aim of keeping out new, small
practitioners from the market as their competitors who
would chip away at their client base. I am concerned
that this legislation is not used by associations in a way
that would seek to unfairly restrict competition.
The schemes developed under this legislation can
impose a cap of $500 000 on the level of professional
liability damages for pure economic loss. There is no
cap on death or personal injury claims, and it will not
apply to any breach of trust, fraud or dishonesty claims.
The council established by the bill will be fully funded
by a $5000 application fee for an association and a cost
of $35 a member, and I think that is reasonable.
The bill provides a process for the establishment and
public notification of schemes developed under this
legislation. It provides for annual reports to the council,
and it sunsets schemes after five years. Schemes can
only run for up to five years, but the council has a
discretion to extend, revoke or amend an existing
scheme. The bill requires a professional to disclose any
limitation of professional liability to clients, and that is
a reasonable provision in terms of the interests of the
consumer.
The bill has the support of professional associations and
overall it is appropriate legislation. Hopefully, it will
ensure the viability of many small businesses so that, as
I indicated at the outset of my contribution, they will be
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able to go out and contest the export market
opportunities that the government aspires to, and
certainly the opposition shares that vision.
Parliament must defend legal rights to legitimate and
reasonable claims at all times. But it must also ensure
business and public confidence and the viability of
small business in our marketplace. It must ensure that
that confidence and the operation and viability of
businesses are not undermined by Tattslotto-style
awards by courts — awards that too often appear
disproportionate to the responsibility of an individual or
a firm. No doubt there will be more legislation to come
in this insurance area but at this stage this legislation is
a worthwhile step in the right direction.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — It is my
pleasure to make a contribution to debate on the
Professional Standards Bill 2003. In doing so it is not
my intention to make a lengthy contribution.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — ‘Good’, I notice the
minister says — I think she gets worried if I make a
lengthy contribution.
The Honourable Chris Strong has covered most of the
points that the opposition believes are appropriate with
this. In summary, the bill establishes a Professional
Standards Council to, according to the explanatory
memorandum:
… supervise the preparation and approval of schemes and to
assist in the improvement of occupational standards and —

to improve the —
protection of consumers.

The civil liability of professionals and members of
organisations and groups which are members of such
schemes will be limited. The legislation also aims to
promote the self-regulation regarding these issues by
occupations, trades and professions. It imposes a set of
rights and obligations and accountabilities. This applies
not just to the traditional professions, as the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee report notes; it applies
broadly to all occupational associations.
I concur with some of the comments made by the
Honourable Bruce Atkinson about the role of
associations. This is an opportunity for associations to
demonstrate significant leadership to provide a scheme
that will benefit not only their members but the broader
community by establishing a set of arrangements which
will clarify and strengthen the understanding both by
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professionals and the community of the aspects of this
bill and its aims to provide a better system.
I note that there has been significant consultation on
this bill by the opposition. The Honourable Chris
Strong has talked of many groups in his presentation,
whether they be engineers or other groups. I have been
involved with him in talking to a number of the health
and medical groups. Whilst this bill has been delayed
compared to what happened in other states, it is a step
forward. and to that extent it is supported by the
opposition. We do not oppose this bill in any manner.
The situation with professional standards is interesting
at the moment. In Australia a great deal can be done in
this area; it is necessary to get a clearer and more
functional system. As we have seen with other areas of
compensation, whether they be transport accident
compensation schemes, workers compensation
schemes, including our own Workcover system, or
common-law claims for personal injury, it is always a
problem with compensation schemes to get the right
outcome, which is to assist those who truly suffer some
detriment through the actions of another.
The aim of such schemes or arrangements, including
common law, is to compensate fairly and appropriately.
Clearly that is a matter of fact and individual situations.
Each individual situation will be different from the
other. We need a system that differentiates between
those situations where a true and reasonable liability
exists to compensate for issues that arise through the
actions — in the case of this bill — of a professional
person, and those injuries, illnesses or liabilities that
arise through unforeseeable or unpreventable issues.
It is important to be able to winnow the claims and to
make sure that people are compensated properly and
appropriately and that unreasonable costs are not
generated by those processes. One of the large
problems in schemes of whatever nature is the
transaction cost. The costs generated in coming to those
decisions are too great. We have seen that with the
common-law system. I am not advocating broad or
sweeping change at all; I am just reflecting on the fact
that our legal system is a very costly one and that
making decisions on liability takes time, cost and
energy. That can be a factor in governing outcomes as
much as the rights or wrongs of a particular case. We
know that these decision-making processes are
transaction costs of a significant type. This bill, to the
extent that it clarifies some of those responsibilities of
professionals, will make that a simpler situation and
lower costs associated with establishing fair and
reasonable liability.
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If a professional can take steps to cover themselves and
put in place practices and arrangements that limit the
likelihood of untoward events that may harm others —
those they have professional responsibility for — that
should be done. If associations and other groups within
professions can facilitate that, the bill will go a long
way towards achieving that. To that extent I am pleased
to speak in response to the bill.
I note that at the federal level significant steps are being
taken by the federal health minister to develop a better
system or plan for indemnity, and I will make some
comments on that. I compliment the Minister for
Health, Tony Abbott, for the steps that his recent
elevation has allowed in getting working groups to
form a working party that will enable him and others to
come up with good solutions for the health care
community and their patients.
The deadline of 10 December is good. It is encouraging
that he is prepared to act swiftly and decisively to come
up with a good solution. The contrast with the slowness
of the Victorian government to respond, the lethargy we
have seen here and the slowness of the Minister for
Finance who has overall responsibility for this area is a
great contrast and one that most Victorians do not
support.
Part of the problem we have with the medical
indemnity crisis in Victoria is that the state government
was so slow to respond and we did lost significant
sections of the medical work force through that delay,
lethargy and tardiness by the state government. The
contrast with the federal situation cannot be greater.
I know the response to me by professional groups on
this bill has been interesting. I think it is fair to say there
is reasonable support for it, and I do not diminish that. I
note that the support is broad across the community.
There are still problems in this indemnity area, and I
look forward to further steps being taken to find
solutions to it. I do not see that the government has on
its horizons the taking of further steps. I note the
Premier said on the radio recently that the government
had done all it was going to do in this area, and I accept
that is what he thinks, but he was also very slow to
respond to matters at an earlier point. I do not
necessarily take the Premier’s comments on radio to be
the last word on this issue, because he has been dragged
kicking and screaming to many things, and it may be
that further steps in this area are required.
I note also the further use of a section 85 statement in
this bill. I do not necessarily reflect on its use here, but I
make the point again, as I often do with these bills, that
the government promised it would cease the use of
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unjustified section 85 statements. I know that during the
last Parliament I made the point strongly in this
chamber that there was a big gap between its rhetoric
from 1999 and its actions since it came to government
in terms of section 85 statements. I know that the
Premier at a meeting with the Law Institute of Victoria
prior to 1999 said he would remove the section 85
statements from 200 pieces of legislation.
We have seen no sign of that, but we have seen the
opposite — that there is an increase in section 85
statements by the government, and it is prepared to use
them in a cavalier and unsatisfactory way. Given that a
section 85 statement is from time to time appropriate, it
needs to be remembered that we are reducing the rights
of Victorian citizens to appeal to the Supreme Court. I
make this short comment to again place on record the
concerns I have about the government’s increasing and
continuing use of section 85 statements.
In conclusion I say again that the opposition does not
oppose the bill; it supports its aims. The bill will take
some steps towards erecting a suitable process for the
proper practices in each individual industry to be
recognised and for the medical or other professional
groups that are practising within the scope of those
established parameters to be given greater security and
clarity in their practice.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank all honourable members for their
contributions.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. Andrew
Brideson) — Order! I am of the opinion that the third
reading of the bill is required to be passed by an
absolute majority. As there is not an absolute majority
of the members of the house present, I ask the Clerk to
ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. Andrew
Brideson) — Order! So that I may ascertain whether
the required majority has been obtained I ask those
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members in favour of the question to stand where they
are.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

TRANSPORT (RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 19 November; motion of
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government).

Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — It gives me great
pleasure to make a contribution to debate on the
Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill. In so doing
I mention that the Council debated the Road Safety
(Amendment) Bill last week and will soon debate the
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill — both significant
transport bills.
Mr Baxter’s counsel of last Thursday evening, or more
probably last Friday morning, certainly rings in my ears
from the point of view that these bills have been
running for a long time and are intermittently tidied up,
whereas in actual fact it is probably high time the
Transport Act went back into the mill and was looked
at and redrafted, bringing a lot of the amendments that
have taken place over the years into line in one formal
act.
Next week the Gambling Regulation Bill will come
into this house — it is being debated in the other place
this week — and 14 pieces of legislation that have been
condensed down to 8 will be provided for under the one
act. It would be marvellous as time goes on if the
government took the opportunity to consolidate many
of these bills into a proper format without all these
amendments having to be studied and worked through.
The Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill
amends the Transport Act 1983 and sets out six
purposes, which I will bring to the attention of the
house. They are detailed in the explanatory
memorandum as follows:
to enable the Secretary to the Department of Infrastructure to
conduct inquiries in relation to any accident or incident
involving any rail infrastructure or rolling stock for purposes
relating to public safety …
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That is found in clause 3, which inserts proposed
section 129UA into the Transport Act. The next point
is:
to further regulate the transfer and assignment of taxi
licences …

That is found in clause 4, which inserts proposed
section 143D into the principal act. The amendments
will also:
… enable the payment of administrative costs to passenger
transport and bus companies in relation to specific ticket
infringements …

That is found in clause 10, which inserts proposed
section 213A into the Transport Act. Further the bill
will:
… enable the imposition of graduated penalties for transport
and ticket infringements …

That is found in clause 12, which inserts proposed
section 215(2) into the act. The bill also enables:
… authorised officers to inspect tickets and evidence of ticket
concession entitlements after a public transport journey has
been completed …

This is found in clause 13, which introduces proposed
section 221AA into the act. It will also:
… streamline provisions dealing with authorised officers.

That is in clause 15, which inserts a definition of
authorised officer as a person authorised under
section 221A or 221AB of the principal act.
The bill also amends the Road Safety Act 1986 to
enable authorised officers under the Transport Act 1983
to take action in relation to certain parking
infringements in respect of vehicles in any railway car
parks. That is found in clauses 24 and 25.
I propose to go quickly through all those points as
picked up in the explanatory memorandum, the first
being the greater powers conferred on departmental
secretaries. In part 2 of the bill clause 3 inserts proposed
section 129UA, which will delegate greater powers to
the Secretary of the Department of Infrastructure to
conduct inquiries into rail accidents or adverse trends in
the industry. Members will appreciate that delegations
of this type carry both positives and, on some
occasions, negatives. The positives include the interim
findings about accidents being made much earlier than
if that responsibility is passed over.
I have a few examples. The Broadmeadows ghost train
accident took place in February 2003, and although a
draft report was released and received in August this
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year and the final report was presented in October, the
minister still has not released the final report. It
concerns me, and I am sure it concerns many, that he
may well be waiting until the house rises after the
spring sittings to lessen the impact of that report.
The investigations into the recent Ballan derailing may
also be made public in a shorter time frame once this
amendment is in place. We appreciate that many
members of the public are interested, especially in
western Victoria and in Western Province, and would
like to know what the situation is. Some people who
live in my province were travelling on that train.
Fortunately their lives were not lost, but they were
heavily bruised. Aged people who use this very good
service to Melbourne instead of driving their own
motor vehicles to Melbourne, and their families, will be
interested to know what took place. This amendment
will certainly support an earlier outcome than would
otherwise be available.
The bill also gives the secretary of the department the
opportunity to keep the public informed of trends.
These may be good trends, bad trends or otherwise. It
will give the public the opportunity to learn what the
trends are, not only in passenger transport but also in
freight movements statewide. The only negative I can
really see, and I am sure everyone is aware of this, is
that it probably gives an opportunity for the minister to
hide behind bureaucracy. That in many ways should be
seen as a serious issue. I have little doubt that the
minister may well hide. That is the only negative I can
pull out of the provisions in front of us.
I refer to the transfer and assignment of taxi licences.
As part of the national competition policy on reform of
the taxi industry, licence selling and assignment trading
must be accredited by an established securities
exchange or an accredited broker. For the first time I
think everyone would support that argument. In the past
there has been concern about the way licences have
moved among operators and how they have been
transferred and assigned. As a country person one of
the things I appreciate in this is the government’s
recognition of infrastructure and opportunity in regional
Victoria. The Bendigo Stock Exchange, a well-known
and reliable exchange over many years, has been
chosen to carry out that role.
The release of a further 600 licences into the industry at
the rate of 25 a quarter — 100 per annum — should be
of concern, especially to those who currently hold
licences and rely on them not only for a livelihood but
as an opportunity at a later date when they want to
transfer or sell them to other people.
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The industry has indicated that there are sufficient
licences currently and that granting further licences
may well only erode the value of existing licences. We
can all appreciate that. The more we put on the market,
the less valuable they will be. It will make the industry
and the directorate work that much harder to maintain
the status they currently enjoy.
As I said earlier, the livelihoods of taxi owners and
drivers could easily be further threatened by this
impost. Clause 4 inserts proposed section 143D, which
provides that these new licences may be conditional on
non-transfer or permanent assignment to another party.
That is a major concern for many in the industry who
may be attracted to purchase single licences or further
licences because it makes succession planning in the
industry, especially among family members, difficult.
Regrettably the Bracks government hates free market
forces determining the value of commodities, and that
should give us all a little concern. This was again
reinforced in the long debate we had on Thursday night
when the Honourable Theo Theophanous indicated that
possible speculation in real estate was one of the
driving forces in relation to the amendments to the
green wedge boundaries.
We see another opportunity here for taking speculation
out of an industry that the free-market forces would
certainly look after and not letting any of these
opportunities get beyond the bounds of affordability for
those who are interested in and looking for a return.
The other concern I and especially those living in
regional Victoria have regarding the taxi industry is the
capping of the multipurpose taxi scheme and the
availability of taxis under the existing licences and
arrangements. We see this as a nasty ploy. It
disadvantages our aged, infirm and disabled by capping
the use of services that they can currently enjoy. The
service allows them to get out of their homes for some
time; it gives them the opportunity for social outlet,
shopping, settling accounts and moving around their
community in a way that would otherwise be
impossible for them, especially if their family or friends
are not close by.
The disabled have indicated their concern about what
cutting this program will do to their enjoyment of life,
especially in their later years when they have not got all
their faculties or do not have the use of a motor car or
access to other public transport. Major concerns are
outlined in an article in the Age of 10 November headed
‘Disabled fight cuts to taxi scheme’:
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The state government, with its new restrictions on taxi
subsidies, is discriminating against the disabled by confining
them to their homes, social welfare groups say.
In a letter to Premier Steve Bracks today about 50 welfare and
charity organisations and individuals accuse the government
of discriminating against the disabled.
‘Physically confining people with disabilities in their homes
and removing their power to live their life on their own terms
are serious concerns in their own right,’ the welfare groups
say.
‘The changes … represent an abandonment by the Victorian
government and the ALP of human rights principles and of
the principle of equal participation by people with
disabilities.’
The welfare sector is striking back at recent government
changes to its multipurpose taxi program, which provides
subsidised taxis to disabled people. The government now
pays half the metered fare, up to a maximum subsidy of $25 a
trip.
Last month the government announced that from next year it
would impose a $550 yearly cap on fares. Some disabled
people would be means tested.
Signatories to the letter include the Victorian Council of
Social Service, Guide Dogs Victoria, Headway Victoria,
Council on the Ageing (Vic.), Carers Victoria, Uniting
Church’s Victorian synod and the Yooralla Society of
Victoria. The Disability Network is organising a series of
protests outside Parliament starting on 19 November.
In the letter, welfare groups attack Mr Bracks over:
Not consulting before announcing the changes, contrary
to undertakings in the state’s disability plan.
An ‘offensive, inappropriate and discriminatory’
exemption system, where the handicapped must apply to
a government review board to have their trip limit lifted.
A $16.50 charge for new and replacement cards.

The Liberal Party appreciates that that is a huge cost to
people who, in many cases for no specific reason,
mislay or lose cards. A further $16.50 impost to replace
those lost cards is recognised as beyond many people.
The article continues:
The letter calls on Mr Bracks to explain how the disabled
would get to work and gain access to social services if they
were excluded from the taxi program.
Transport minister, Peter Batchelor, said last month that the
program costs had risen from $36 million in 2000 to
$42.6 million last year.
State opposition transport spokesman, Terry Mulder, said
yesterday the government had known for years the system
was being undermined by rorting.
The Age has seen a list of suspect fare transactions, which
show the account number of disabled cardholders being
charged twice — minutes apart — with similar but not
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identical $20-plus fares, virtually doubling the return to the
taxi driver and the cost to the government.
The taxi industry source said the regulator, the Victorian Taxi
Directorate, had been provided with a copy of the list too. The
driver has not been questioned about the suspect fares and is
still driving taxis, the source said.
…
A spokeswoman for Mr Bracks said he was happy to meet the
groups for talks.

As a concerned citizen I would have believed that the
Premier may have been on the front foot and actually
gone out and further consulted with many of these
people who find themselves disadvantaged. I would
have thought that that sort of initiative would have
made the position a lot clearer to those who now find
themselves going back to bureaucracy to substantiate
their claims when in actual fact they have been through
that process once already. I believe and maintain that
they have a right to continue to access an uncapped
multipurpose taxi program, which ultimately I am sure
will be the case for many after they have gone through
the process.
Clause 10 relates to the payment of an administrative
cost to recoup infringements on our public transport
system. This clause inserts section 213A into the
Transport Act and allows an amount to be paid to
private companies to recoup infringement penalties. It
is anticipated that something in the order of $10 to $20
will be made available from the penalty charges
collected to allow for that penalty recovery.
I and the opposition believe that is a reasonable request.
We know that in excess of $50 million is lost through
fare evasion annually, which is an unfair burden to be
carried by the private transport systems. The bill
provides an opportunity to regain some of that through
the imposition of a $10 to a maximum of $20
infringement notice, and we support that measure, but
our concern is that it does not put another bonus system
into place which may make enforcement officers more
overzealous, as has been reported in relation to the
speed camera industry where a premium is being
offered if they can better the quota.
The Liberal Party supports graduated penalties for
repeat fare evasion, as would anybody. I do not think
anyone likes or supports fare evaders. The introduction
of fines for second and subsequent offences but which
were retired after specified periods, as suggested, would
be supported by the Liberal Party.
Of concern is the provision whereby tickets are
inspected after a journey has been completed on public
transport. Clause 13, which inserts proposed
section 221AA, gives authorised officers the
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opportunity to serve infringement notices after someone
has ‘just left’ a carriage, land or premises. These are
broad parameters to work within. The ‘just left’ a
carriage, land or premises should be further defined.
We appreciate the difficulties experienced by
enforcement officers in handling fare evasion. This is
not a position that gets much community sympathy,
which we appreciate, but leaving grey areas in the
legislation makes it hard on those who are trying their
best to build some confidence in the system.
Further clarification of the term ‘just left’ is critical, as
‘just left’ the premises could mean on the footpath,
crossing the road, entering a business house, or in some
cases entering a person’s private home. This is
particularly relevant to tram passengers. Another
longstanding concern of the Liberal Party is supporting
amendments such as the ‘just left’ one for making those
who have left public transport responsible whereas they
may have group or family tickets, and points of exit
from the public transport system may vary for the
actual ticket holder.
This has always been a major concern. What rights will
such people have if, after being on a group or family
outing, they step off at various places on the way home
and are accosted by authorised officers and have
nothing in their hand, pocket or wallet to identify that
they were part of a group ticket because the authorised
ticket holder is on the public transport system further
down the line? That provision should be further defined
in the bill because, regrettably, otherwise it will be left
to the courts to decide, and could become expensive for
the passenger affected. It should be tidied up before the
bill is passed.
The Liberal Party is supportive of the naming of
‘authorised officer’ because of the confusion between
authorised officer and authorised person. The Liberal
Party is supportive of the deletion of ‘authorised
person’.
I turn to parking officers. I appreciate that parking
officers will now be able to issue parking infringement
notices to offenders in public car parks under the
control of the public transport sector. There has long
been usage by patrons of parking facilities on Crown
land and railway stations. In the past parking has
always been the responsibility of local government, but
on this occasion there is a requirement for authorised
officers to assist in the management of parking at such
places, which the Liberal Party supports.
The only concern is that there could be too many
authorised officers, and at some stage there must be a
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definition of what authorised officer does what. One
day an authorised officer could be on parking duty, the
next day on ticket sales, and the next day could be
dealing with the unauthorised use of public transport
and fare evasion. From the officer’s and community’s
point of view, there should be some clarification in
relation to the position of authorised officer throughout
the public transport system. With those few words, the
opposition does not oppose the bill.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — In the absence of
the National Party spokesperson on transport, the
Honourable Barry Bishop, it is my task to report the
views of the National Party on the Transport (Rights
and Responsibilities) Bill. Mr Bishop has returned to
his electorate tonight for an important public meeting
about toxic waste containment in areas around Ouyen.
Hon. M. R. Thomson — How come?
Hon. P. R. HALL — The minister has asked for an
explanation. Mr Bishop has rightfully taken up that task
of talking to his electorate on that important issue, and
it is my task to report on the transport bill on behalf of
the National Party.
Mr Bishop in his capacity as the spokesperson in this
area has consulted widely. He has spoken to the
National Express Group (Australia); the Transport
Workers Union; the Public Transport Users
Association; the Australian South Railroad; the West
Coast Railway; the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria;
the Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry; Connex Trains; Yarra Trams; and the
National Express Group.
He has spoken to all those groups and received
feedback from them, and on an analysis of that
feedback the National Party has decided that it will not
oppose the bill. Like the Honourable David Koch has
said, the National Party has some concerns about and
comments to make on some of the particular provisions
in the bill.
Firstly, this bill contains a wide range of amendments to
the Transport Act, and covers such areas as fare
evasion, enforcement of fare evasion, administrative
arrangements relating to the collection of fines, the
arrest of fare evaders; enforcement of parking
regulations at railway station car parks; investigation of
incidents, and it also makes amendments to provisions
concerning limited taxi licences. That is a diverse range
of issues.
When I go back and read the title of this bill — the
Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill — I am not
sure why ‘rights and responsibilities’ is an appropriate
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description of all the types of amendments contained in
the bill.
The next thing I want to say about the bill is that I
wonder how it relates to the report referred to on the
front page of the Age this morning in an article headed
‘Rail bus and tram fares set to leap’. As this bill is about
fares, particularly fare evasion, I wonder if there is any
relationship between the report and the bill. I note with
interest one of the aspects of the report:
It also proposes a radical plan to deal with fare evasion —
giving travellers without a ticket the chance to buy a
$20 ticket on the spot to avoid a fine.

If we are amending the Transport Act in respect of
matters relating to fare evasion, the enforcement of fare
evasion provisions and graduated penalties for fare
evasion, then I would like to know from the
government whether the report referred to in the paper
today has any credibility. I would like to know whether
the government is considering these measures, because
if it is, I would say we are premature in debating this
bill.
If the government is seriously considering a range of
issues in relation to fare evasion, then perhaps those
matters should have been left for a later time and
debated fully in a bill, because I hate to think that the
Parliament will be back here again in the early part of
2004 debating further changes in respect of fare evasion
when we could have dealt with them succinctly in a
single piece of legislation. Perhaps in replying on the
third-reading motion the minister would do us the
courtesy of giving us an indication of the status of the
report referred to in today’s Age and whether the
government is thinking of adopting measures additional
to those proposed in this bill in respect of fare evasion.
Having made those couple of remarks I want to
comment on some of the particular clauses and pose
some queries. I will deal with them in the order in
which they are presented in the bill.
The first one is the issue contained in clause 3, which
inserts into the Transport Act a new section 129UA. It
says the secretary may conduct inquiries, and the rest of
this clause sets out the circumstances under which the
secretary may conduct inquiries. I would have thought
it would be a fairly reasonable proposition that, as well
as the minister, the secretary of the department can
undertake an inquiry, but in neither the second-reading
speech nor the notes provided to the Honourable Barry
Bishop, our spokesperson at this briefing, is there an
adequate explanation as to why this change has been
brought about. One is left to postulate as to why it is
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now deemed necessary for the secretary to initiate an
inquiry or an investigation.
Serious matters arise with public transport, and very
unfortunately there was a serious incident just recently
on the Ballarat line which warranted some very strong
investigations. I think the government has a
responsibility to explain why the scope for initiating
inquiries is being broadened to include the secretary. I
am still not quite sure why this provision is in the bill. I
can only guess that it is for reasons of efficiency, and
for that reason the National Party is prepared to support
it.
The next issue, contained in clauses 4 to 7 of the bill,
relates to taxis. As the Honourable David Koch
mentioned in his second-reading contribution, the real
issue about taxis at the moment is the proposed changes
to the multipurpose taxi program. I agree
wholeheartedly with his comments about the cap it is
suggested will be imposed on this program — $550. I
know that in itself is going to cause some really serious
financial and social difficulties for people living in
country Victoria.
It is no coincidence that this very day I tabled a petition
signed by 956 people in my electorate who, in the space
of two weeks, signed the petition to register their
protest about the proposed changes to the multipurpose
taxi program. I can assure the house that that issue will
be coming in loud and strong from my other colleagues
as well. We will be pleased to report to the Parliament
that people in country Victoria, who do not always have
access to the same public transport system as people
who live in the major cities, particularly Melbourne,
must sometimes rely on taxis as their only form of
public transport to get around between the towns. In
many towns we do not even have an adequate bus
service to get people around, so in many cases they rely
on taxis as their only form of transport.
The changes proposed to the multipurpose taxi
program — both the cap of $550 and the changes to the
conditions upon which people can participate in that
program — will impact most severely on aged and
disabled people in country Victoria. We say, as was
said by way of petition today, that it is an important
issue that this government needs to go back and rethink,
because a great number of people are being
disfranchised, particularly people who are aged or who
have disabilities.
With respect to the provisions relating to the 600 peak
taxi licences the government has said it is going to
issue, I think 100 of them have already been issued with
25 new licences being issued every quarter. There are
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some amendments to the act that impose some
requirements on the exchange or transfer of those
licences to other people and limit the ability to
exchange or transfer them. We have looked at this and
agreed that these are fairly sensible provisions.
We also note that approval for the sale or exchange of
taxi licences can now only be undertaken through an
approved exchange, and further note with interest and
pleasure that the Bendigo Stock Exchange has been
approved as a broker for the exchange of taxicab
licences. We are pleased that the government has
recognised the Bendigo Stock Exchange in this matter.
Clauses 10 to 22 of the bill relate to enforcement
powers and procedures. They also relate to authorised
officers, and I want to make a couple of comments
about that.
I will talk firstly about clauses 10 and 11, which relate
to the ability of a public transport provider to recoup a
proportion of any fine for administrative costs. We all
know that fines collected for both public transport fare
evasion and fines on roads generally go into
consolidated revenue. However, Victoria’s current
arrangements are such that private companies are in the
main operating our public transport. I might add that to
some degree they always have — for example, bus
services have always been privately run in this state.
The private provision of public transport has been
around in this state for a long time.
However, because of the increased number of privately
owned public transport providers and also because
authorised officers are being utilised by those
companies to enforce fare evasion techniques, it is only
fair and reasonable that the administrative costs of their
doing that is recoverable by those private companies.
So the provisions in clauses 10 and 11 are perfectly
reasonable: it is only fair that the operators of the public
transport system should be reimbursed for the cost of
collecting fare evasion fines.
Clause 12 of the bill facilitates a set of graduated fines
for fare evaders so that repeat fare evaders rightfully
pay an increased penalty. Fare evasion on country
public transport services, particularly country trains, is
not such a great issue, given that conductors walk up
and down the trains and check people’s tickets. They
provide a great service: not only do they check fares but
they also provide information to passengers and assist
them with the storage of luggage and disembarking
with their luggage. I have always found the people in
those positions to be most courteous and helpful, and
they are responsible in the way they check tickets.
There is no doubt that the issue of fare evasion on
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country trains is not as big as it might be on trams and
trains in the city.
The whole issue about a graduated payment for fare
evasion is appropriate. Repeat offenders should be dealt
with more harshly, and we are pleased to support the
provision in clause 12 which will facilitate that.
Clause 13 is interesting. I note that the Liberal
opposition had some concerns and questions about this
clause. The National Party shares those concerns; we
wonder how they will be practically implemented.
Under clause 13 ticket inspection may take place after
the completion of the journey. The exact clause in the
bill states:
(1) A member of the police force or an authorised officer
may ask a person who has just left a carriage, or land or
a premises for entry to which a ticket is required —

to produce that ticket for inspection. As Mr Koch just
asked, what is meant by the words ‘a person who has
just left a carriage, or land’? Is it, for example, a person
who is still on the platform in the case of a train? If they
have gone through the platform gate and are still on
railway land, does that constitute just having alighted
from that public transport vehicle? In the case of a tram,
if somebody is still standing in the centre of a road,
perhaps at a tram stop, or has moved to the pavement or
50 yards away from the pavement, does that constitute
having just left a carriage or land owned by a public
transport provider? I am not too sure. How this is tested
will be an interesting issue.
Mr Koch rightly said that perhaps it will be tested
through courts of law, because that seems to be the only
reasonable way to determine how this legislation might
be interpreted. There are some challenges for the
government in that provision.
Finally, clauses 24 and 25 enable authorised officers to
become parking officers in railway station car parks or
on land owned by a tram company, for example, where
cars may be parked. I note that when this was
introduced a couple of years ago it was expected that
the tram and train operators would come to an
arrangement with local councils for their bylaws
officers to undertake the surveillance of parking and
breaches of parking regulations. It seems that those
negotiations have not come to fruition, so now this bill
gives power to people engaged by transport companies
to undertake that policing of parking arrangements in
railway car parks.
It will be interesting to see how people respond once
they get a parking ticket from a railway or tram
company. I hope that the train and tram companies
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ensure that their travelling public are made aware that
the company’s employees are officers authorised to
undertake this function.
Based on the times I have travelled on trains and trams
in Melbourne, generally speaking these companies are
good at disseminating information. I often pick up the
brochures contained behind the tram drivers cubicle,
and they set out a range of information about rights and
responsibilities with respect to tram travel. I rarely
travel on the suburban trains, but the trams certainly
have that information, and I know it is also readily
conveyed by train conductors on our country trains.
Information about enforcement of parking restrictions
in tram and train parks needs to be conveyed by the
respective companies so that people do not get caught
out on this issue.
In conclusion, we have consulted widely on this bill.
Some interesting issues will unfold in respect of the
amendments to the act. However, the National Party is
certainly prepared to see how they go and does not
oppose the bill.
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — The Transport
(Rights and Responsibilities) Bill incorporates a range
of measures as part of the Bracks Labor government’s
reform package to further address public safety and
issues relating to fare evasion, which continues to be a
major problem on Victoria’s public transport system.
The bill seeks to strike a balance between the right of
travellers to be treated fairly when using public
transport and their responsibility to travel with a valid
ticket.
Other speakers have mentioned some important
provisions in the bill, and I will summarise those. There
is the regulation-making power for the accreditation of
those trading in assigning taxicab licences and
conditions of licences.
There is the provision to allow the Secretary of the
Department of Infrastructure to hold an inquiry into an
accident or incident involving any rail infrastructure or
rolling stock for purposes relating to public safety and
also to hold an inquiry in a trend of concern. In other
words it is not just incidents that may trigger such
investigations and inquiries but also systemic issues
that require further consideration and investigation.
There is a range of measures to address enforcement
and ticket-collecting issues. They include improved
training for ticket inspectors, the establishing of a new
code of conduct for ticket inspectors, and the
establishing of a broader focus through the code of
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conduct for ticket inspectors so that there is a change of
attitude to customer assistance, travel advice and
passenger safety. In the major reform package there is
an increase of fines for repeat offences to target
hard-core fare evaders. As part of this package there
will be an increase in the basic fare-evasion fine from
$100 to $150.
The regulations are clarified to allow ticket inspectors
to check tickets immediately — that is, as passengers
have just left a tram, train, bus or railway station — and
that needs clarification because of a recent court case. I
note that other speakers this afternoon have expressed
some concerns about how difficult it will be to
implement this particular provision in the bill before the
house. I make the comment that the term ‘just left’
refers both to time and to space. It will refer to tram
stops and to railway stations before the ticket gate. The
expression of that area will be incorporated into the
guidelines for ticketing inspectors through their code of
conduct and through their training. I note further that
Mr Koch expressed a concern that it would be difficult.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

Ms ROMANES — Before the dinner break I was
making a point that the bill allows ticket inspectors to
check tickets immediately after a passenger has left a
tram, train, bus or railway station. Mr David Koch
raised some doubts about whether that could be
effectively implemented. I assure him in relation to his
point on group tickets and his concern that someone
who is on a group ticket might end up being separated
from others in the group and fined under this provision
that it is a condition of being on a group ticket that the
group enters and exits at the same point.
Alongside those measures we should remember work is
happening at a government level to prepare for the
introduction of a public transport industry ombudsman
to deal with commuter complaints about services,
ticketing and other matters within the privatised system.
As I mentioned earlier, the key thrust of this bill is
related to public safety and fare evasion. I have had the
opportunity to travel over the last few years and to visit
public transport bodies in over a dozen countries in the
Western World — in Europe and the United States. I
can assure the house that every other transport agency
is grappling with these same issues, but the magnitude
and the detail differ, and the responses will differ
according to needs in different cities, and according to
the design of their public transport systems.
As a city, Melbourne has among the highest levels of
fare evasion in the world, so it is very important that the
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government takes action to address the problem. It is
made even more difficult by the legacy we inherited
from the previous Kennett coalition government. A lot
of work has gone into addressing the flaws in the One
Link ticketing system which has cost the government
$65 million in contract variations to fix up, including
the problem with fragmentation of the system under the
franchisee privatisation. I remind members that the
previous government got the sums and projections for
patronage badly wrong when it let the contracts out to
franchisees.
One year ago National Express — one of the
franchisees, which operated three-fifths of the
network — walked away because it could not make it
stack up financially. At that point the government was
required to inject a further $100 million plus back into
the system, and it has been required to commit an extra
subsidy of $200 million per annum over the next five
years to shore up the viability and the stability of the
public transport system.
The government is committed to a good public
transport system; one that helps address issues of
congestion, provides a good service for the people of
this state and increasingly delivers more frequent and
quality services. However, because of the extra
commitment of funding, the government is in the
process of negotiating new franchise agreements with
the private operators to put the system on a sustainable
footing and to establish one tram and one train operator
with better coordinated central planning to help deliver
on our objectives of a good quality public transport
system.
As part of those negotiations, a fare increase over and
above the annual consumer price index increase is
necessary to keep the system operating without cuts to
services or the closing of lines. Today the Minister for
Transport released the details of the restructure in terms
of ticketing and pricing which will deliver future
financial stability, improve safety and provide a
simplified range of ticketing options.
As I said previously in regard to financial stability, it is
necessary to put the public transport system on a
sustainable financial footing after the failure of the
Kennett government’s privatisation of the system. All
revenue raised by the new fare structure will be
reinvested in public transport.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Does that include extra
rolling stock?
Ms ROMANES — There is already lots of
investment going into extra rolling stock, Mr Atkinson.
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Part of the $28 million that will be raised by the extra
fare increases will go into an important initiative to
improve safety and security, which we all know is a
vital part of engendering the confidence to bring
increasing numbers of people back to the public
transport system. Today the minister announced that
100 extra front-line staff will be employed on the train
network and on every train on Melbourne’s
metropolitan system from 9.00 p.m. until the last train.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — Is that 100 on each train?
Ms ROMANES — Mr Baxter, that will be two
safety officers on every train after 9.00 p.m. to assist in
giving the community confidence that their safety and
security is being addressed.
Overall the new ticketing arrangements will increase
fares by an average of 9.8 per cent from 1 January
2004. One of the very important elements of the new
ticketing system is that it is aimed at simplifying the
current complex range of tickets. It is important to
provide for a simplified ticketing system so that some
of the confusion and uncertainty that faces people,
particularly when they first start to use the public
transport system. That becomes a barrier to them
deciding to leave the car at home and trying other forms
of transport.
The new ticketing arrangements include the City Saver
to replace the short trip and the Rail+2 in the city. The
short trip will be replaced because it is a source of
confusion amongst many people; they do not know
where it starts and finishes, and it has resulted in
inadvertent fare evasion across the system. The Daily 5
pack for people who use public transport regularly —
perhaps 2, 3 or 4 days a week — but who do not use it
enough to buy a weekly ticket is aimed at encouraging
them to use the system more economically and to get
some discount for being fairly regular users. I imagine
that the Daily 5 pack will serve something like the
function that the very popular daily travel cards perform
in London, where they have become such a regular and
important feature of the transport system that 70 per
cent of people use them in London. We have a long
way to go to get to that point from the 18 per cent who
currently use our daily tickets, but hopefully this will
provide some incentive to do so. The 60+ tickets have a
minimal increase from $2.60 to $2.80.
No daily ticket will increase by more than 90 cents and
some will be limited to a 10 cent increase. The
government will continue its commitment to addressing
a lot of the problems inherited from the previous
government and to keep improving and rebuilding the
public transport system in a way which is connected,
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coordinated and which encourages people to move
across modes and to move out of their cars.
In doing so, in the next budget the government will
spend $1.4 billion on public transport. In so doing, it
will be acting consistently with the objectives of
Melbourne 2030.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I rise
to speak on the Transport (Rights and Responsibilities)
Bill before the house. The reason for this bill is to
improve services to the community, and we want to
make sure that consumers as well as the service
providers are aware of their rights and responsibilities.
In Victoria we have a good public transport system. We
encourage the public to use it more and more.
Compared to other countries, Victoria’s small
population has a good public transport. I have spoken to
many overseas tourists to Melbourne who have
appreciated being able to use Melbourne’s public
transport. Public transport is big news for Victoria.
Many people use public transport to go to work, school,
shopping and many other things, especially big events
every weekend. A lot of people use public transport to
see sporting events such as tennis, football, rugby and
you name it — —
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — Even golf!
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN — Even golf. Our public
transport meets the demands of the community. It has
connections to all the major events, the major shopping
centres and places where there is population growth.
Also the government is committed to extending the
country railway line services to make the trains more
accessible and faster. Use of our public transport makes
the roads safer as traffic is not so heavy. It is a good
alternative for our community.
The bill before the house is to close in the loopholes,
which are always there, but the government is making
sure the loopholes do not open again. A major aim is to
improve services and establish a new code of conduct
for ticket inspectors, to make sure they perform their
duty nicely so that customers are not unhappy when the
inspectors stop them and challenge them for their
tickets.
The government decided to run the recruitment and
training for the inspectors. It is also talking about
increasing the fine for fare evasion from $100 to $150
and trying to increase the fine for repeat offences to
target the hard-core fare evaders. Some people cannot
afford it. We have to work out the best way to help
them pay the fines. We do not want them to have a
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more difficult life through not being able to afford the
fines, thereby having the fines increase.

in the course of their contributions. I certainly hope
they can.

Also there is a regulation to allow ticket inspectors to
check tickets immediately after a passenger has left the
train, tram or bus station. The government will establish
a public transport industry ombudsman to hear
commuters’ complaints about services, tickets and other
matters.

This bill amends the Partnership Act 1958 and inserts a
new part 5 to facilitate a new form of partnership, an
incorporated limited partnership. The purpose of
establishing the incorporated limited partnership model
is to enable venture capital funds, particularly funds
emanating from overseas sources, to establish
themselves in Victoria in what is their preferred form,
the incorporated limited partnership model.

These are all important points. The Bracks government
is committed to providing public transport to Victoria. I
support the bill before the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I thank the honourable members for their
contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PARTNERSHIP (VENTURE CAPITAL
FUNDS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance).

Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — In the
interests of expediting a very full government business
program I rise to make a relatively brief contribution to
this bill. But I want to make it clear that we on the
opposition side have some very specific concerns with
this legislation, and I intend to outline those to the
chamber for the benefit of the minister. Having said that
I want to make it clear that we are not opposing the
legislation as it stands.
In the other place we urged the government to clarify
some aspects of the bill which, as I understand it, have
yet to be clarified. Perhaps government members who
will be active in this debate can elucidate those points

The new model of incorporated limited partnership has
elements of both companies and traditional limited
partnerships. These elements broadly relate to the
liability of general partners or executive partners versus
limited or non-executive partners. The bill allows
incorporated limited partnerships to sue or be sued as
an incorporated entity — something that is not
currently the case with either of the two partnership
models that operate now under Victorian law.
Once an incorporated limited partnership is formed
under this legislation it may then be registered under the
commonwealth Venture Capital Act 2002. That will
enable the incorporated limited partnership to be
exempt from capital gains tax — an important tax
benefit — and it also may receive favourable tax
treatment from the Australian Taxation Office, known
as ‘flow-through’ tax treatment. I will elaborate on that
later in my contribution.
If the partnership is not registered under the
commonwealth act within two years of the partnerships
incorporation in Victoria, the director of Consumer
Affairs Victoria is given the power by this bill to wind
up the partnership. The legislation facilitates the
creation of a new form of partnership in Victoria for the
specific purpose of attracting predominantly overseas
venture capital funds for registration with the
commonwealth for favourable tax treatment.
The opposition does not oppose the legislation but
urges the government to clarify some important points
which as yet have not been made clear. I hope the
minister or government speakers to the bill will do so
during the course of this debate. A key point which
needs to be clarified by the government is the
acceptability of the partnership model which the bill
introduces for registration under complementary federal
legislation, the commonwealth Venture Capital Act
2002. Are the definition and the attributes outlined in
the bill consistent with the criteria outlined in the
Venture Capital Act? Is the definition of a partnership
completely compatible with the legislative model? The
opposition would like some elaboration on that. It
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understands there are certain doubts about it and there
are moves at both levels of government to clarify the
issue.
Ms Mikakos — Who has the doubts?
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Many people in the
industry have doubts. Registration of a venture capital
funds partnership with the commonwealth is not
automatic. It relies on a couple of different tests. The
tests are that there is an investment of $20 million or
more; that there is some risk in the new area of
industry; that it is a new area and is building new
infrastructure, something that is innovative and that
perhaps does not exist here or adds another benefit to
the business in question; and, of course, the third test
for registration is that the duration of the investment
must be 5 to 15 years.
Has the minister received advice from the federal
Minister for Revenue and Assistant Treasurer, Helen
Coonan, on the complementarity of the new Victorian
partnership model? Is there any advice from the federal
government as to whether this model will be deemed
completely acceptable for registration at the national
level? Another key question is whether the minister has
received legal advice from the Victorian Government
Solicitor’s Office or the Department of Premier and
Cabinet or elsewhere as to the acceptability of the new
partnership model at the federal level. These are key
questions that need to be clarified, given that one of the
key benefits of this legislation in the first place is the
favourable tax treatment that partnerships constituted as
incorporated limited partnerships might receive at the
federal level.
The opposition has also asked the government to make
available that advice so that it can understand whether
complementarity and acceptability exists between the
two jurisdictions. The opposition asked for this
information to be provided when the bill was being
debated in the other place, but unfortunately it has not
been provided as yet, so that issue is not able to be
discussed in great detail in this debate. Has any work at
that level been done to date?
I will make some general comments about the
importance of venture capital investment in Victoria
and Australia generally. It is a very significant and
important source of funds that would not otherwise be
available to business in this state and in this nation. In
2002 about $722 million was invested as venture
capital across Australia. This was a fall from the
$1.5 billion invested in the year before. The trend is not
positive at this time. Venture capital is vital to the
ongoing viability of Australian and Victorian
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businesses and industry. Companies such as Tower
Technology, a business data capture and storage
software creator, Datacraft Australia Pty Ltd in my
electorate and Resmed have benefited enormously from
significant inflows of venture capital predominantly
from overseas. As corporate entities they are now going
from strength to strength, not just in the domestic
market but overseas.
Venture capital investment is not limited to the
examples I have cited. It is not limited to the health
sciences, biotechnology or information and
communications technology industries. In 2002 these
sectors received about $141 million of the total of
$722 million invested in Australia. Other sectors that
benefit from venture capital investment are business
services, tourism and manufacturing, which attracted
$350 million of the $722 million invested last year.
Members can see that this is a very important bill that
we are debating, because it is facilitating further
investment of this type in Victoria. In all cases venture
capital promotes innovation and further development of
products and services. Some of the innovations that
have been developed and pioneered in Australia are
significant and have been extremely profitable at a
global level across a range of sectors. Venture capital
provides for the expansion of Australian business and
product overseas and gives a very important global
impetus to some brilliant ideas that are
undercapitalised. This is an extremely important benefit
for Australia and its export income.
It can also lead, and often does, to greater market access
for those businesses. The greater market access is often
more important than the dollars received as part of the
investment from the overseas investor. It is obviously in
the interests of an overseas investor to network the
Australian entity with their networks overseas once
they have their money invested in the business. Often it
is not the amount of dollars that is invested in the
business, but the business networks and markets that
are opened up for the business overseas which allow it
to penetrate markets which would otherwise be closed
and to establish market share in places where
beforehand Australian products and services had no
market share.
This is extremely significant. Unfortunately in Victoria
we are falling behind in terms of this type of
investment. In 2002 Victoria attracted only about
$287 million of this type of venture capital. That was
one of the lowest actual investment levels for venture
capital in Victoria for years. This is of great concern to
the opposition.
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Victoria, for example, received 98 individual
investments — that is, 98 entities received venture
capital of some type from overseas — while New South
Wales won about 160 separate venture capital
investments, and that is a significant difference between
the two jurisdictions. New South Wales is clearly doing
a great deal better than Victoria in this field.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — It might have something
to do with the Olympics.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — That is something
that has to be corrected, Mr McQuilten.
The Bracks government needs to do more to attract
venture capital to specific Victorian enterprises across a
range of business and industry sectors. It needs to do
better, particularly against New South Wales which is
our main competition. It is incumbent on the Bracks
government to prove its mettle in this area. It needs to
prove it is Victorian first and Labor second, and it needs
to stop acquiescing and rolling over for its Labor
colleagues in New South Wales. It has to start fighting
for more of this share of valuable investment dollars of
which unfortunately New South Wales is taking the
lion’s share at the moment.
Government members opposite can laugh and scoff at
that, but the facts speak for themselves. Over the last
few years Victoria has fallen further and further behind
in these investments and our rate of investment last year
was the lowest for at least five years. That needs to be
corrected. Mr Bracks needs to stand up to the New
South Wales Premier, Mr Carr, and say, ‘Listen, mate,
we are going for our fair share. We are not rolling over
any more’.
Of course the primary purpose of this bill is to create a
new form of partnership. I will now turn to the
incorporated limited partnership model. Currently there
are two models of partnership that operate in Victoria
under the Partnership Act 1958. The first is a
common-law partnership and the second is what is
known as a limited partnership.
Common-law partnerships are interesting in that each
partner is personally liable and responsible for every
single debt incurred by the business. The partnership
itself is not a legal entity. It cannot be liable, and it
cannot be sued or sue. The entity itself is not tax liable,
but because all the profits go to the individual partners
they are tax liable through their personal income tax
returns each year. That model is probably the oldest. It
is the traditional model and it is the longest existing
model in Victoria. It is the individual partners who may
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be sued for outstanding debts, and they are personally
liable to the tax office and for those debts.
In a limited partnership there are two general categories
of partners. One is called a general partner. These are
executive partners who have day-to-day responsibility
for decision making within the business, and they play
an active role in that business. Limited partners also
exist within that model, and they are non-executive or
silent — often known as silent partners. They do not
play any active role in the running of the business. They
are clearly restricted under the legislation as to what
roles they can play. These are extraordinarily limited
partners and they do not have decision-making power.
Consequently only general partners can be sued, and
they alone are debt liable. Limited partners are not.
They provide the money and they sit quietly by while
others make the decisions of the partnership and the
business.
In this new incorporated limited partnership model
there are aspects of both limited partnerships and
companies. The incorporated limited partnership can be
sued as an entity on its own for the debts of the
business, and if there are any outstanding debts after the
incorporated body is sued, then and only then can
general partners be sued, but limited partners are still
exempt. They have a safe harbour from any liability for
the debts of the business.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — I would not mention
‘harbour’; it sounds like bottom of the harbour.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — They have a safe
harbour. It is common terminology in the act,
Mr McQuilten, and they are not liable for any of the
debts of the business.
In addition to this, within the incorporated limited
partnership model limited partners are given greater
flexibility for decision-making power. So there are
certain things they are empowered to do under the
legislation, which still provides them with a safe
harbour. They would still not be considered to be taking
an active role in the running of the business and they
would still not be liable for debts of the business. They
could not be sued for those debts.
On the recommendation of the general partners, limited
partners make decisions in committee related to
investments, if those investments are not part of the
partnership deed. So they can make investment
decisions or advise the general partners on investment
decisions.
Limited partners can also in the same way provide
advice and make decisions on the basis of perceived
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conflict of interest situations which may arise from time
to time with the general partners, and they may make
the decision that in reality there is no conflict of interest
situation and the general partner may continue with a
particular investment or in their decision-making role.
Limited partners are allowed to do that under this
legislation and still not be considered to be playing an
active role in the running of the business. Therefore,
they are not tax liable or liable for any debts of the
business. There is also some limited role in the
appointment of the general directors.
I refer to the opposition’s briefing on this bill — and I
thank the department for supplying a response to some
questions that we posed which could not be answered at
the time. I refer to a status report from the department
to us related to our briefing. It is headed ‘Opposition
briefing — 14 November 2003’:
Mr Kotsiras (Bulleen) and Mr Olexander (Silvan Province)
attended.
No concerns were raised with the bill although Mr Kotsiras
wanted to know if the ‘safe harbours’ under proposed
section 98(3) in the bill included the ability for limited
partners to participate in a limited partners committee that
considered proposals from the general partners for changes in
their salaries or fees —

so, with remunerative issues, are they allowed to make
those sorts of decisions —
and if not whether such an activity would be regarded as
participation in management (thereby making the limited
partners liable for the debts of the partnership).

The answer to that question from the department — and
we thank it — is:
No, although the limited partners committee referred to in
section 98(3)(i) can consider proposals from general partners
regarding appointments of senior executives to a general
partner (section 98(3)(i)(vii)) or the appointment or removal
of general partners (section 98(3)(j)).

The department notes in its answer that:
… the fact such a matter is not expressly included as a ‘safe
harbour’ says nothing about whether it is or is not
participation in management, which will depend on the
particular facts.

The opposition takes it from that that the answer to
Mr Kotsiras’s question is maybe — that is, maybe they
are liable and maybe they are not liable. This still has
not been clarified by the government, and we would
like some clarification on whether they are or are not. If
particular facts need to be brought to bear on the
question of the partners’ liability, could we understand
something of the nature of the particular circumstances
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or facts which would need to be present for them to be
liable?
I will read further from the department’s briefing note:
Mr Olexander wanted to know what ‘flow-through’ tax
treatment was (this is one of the tax incentives granted by the
commonwealth to venture capital funds).
The answer:
It means that instead of the profits and losses being regarded
as owned by the incorporated limited partnership and thus
taxed in Australia, they are regarded as owned by the
incorporated limited partners and are allowed to ‘flow
through’ to the limited partners, with the result that they are
taxed according to the laws of the partners’ respective
countries. This is the international practice in venture capital
partnership taxation and is highly valued by the limited
partners because the profits/losses are taxed under their own
familiar tax regimes.

I can understand why the department would advise us
that this is an extremely attractive prospect for overseas
venture capital funds, because depending on the
jurisdiction from which they originate their tax
treatment could be enormously different. There are
some jurisdictions from which these sorts of funds can
originate where the tax is incredibly low — so low as to
be negligible — and virtually everything that is
invested and all profits that are made are negligibly
taxed.
The Liberal Party has no argument with that. We
understand that if Australia and Victoria are to attract
the significant sums that they are seeking to attract to
reverse the decline that has occurred in venture capital
investment, significant incentives have to be provided.
That is why I raised at the outset of my presentation the
questions that we pose to the government: what work
has been done to cooperate with the federal authorities
as to the acceptability of this new model — a
partnership — to them and the commonwealth Venture
Capital Act 2002? Structured as Victorian partnerships
are under the provisions of this legislation, is there
going to be a problem with registering them at the
commonwealth level? If there is a problem it will
become very quickly obvious, because the federal
minister will not be approving any new registrations
from Victoria.
If that occurs we have wasted our time here; this bill
will not achieve its intended purpose. We do not want
to see that happen. We want to see more venture capital
funds coming into Victoria; we want more investment,
more innovation, more jobs — not less. We pose the
questions not to be smart, not to try to frustrate the
government, but to ask it to investigate and clarify this
issue further. It is a fundamental issue which should
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have been clarified before the bill was drafted.
Unfortunately it was not, and answers to these
questions still have not been provided, although we
thank the department for the answers it has provided.
Victoria has a long and proud history of industry
innovation, of taking products and services out of its
domestic context and putting them into the global
context. Many Victorian companies are world beaters
in that regard, and the opposition — the Liberal
Party — wants to see that continue and wants to see
that grow. We want the economic benefits and jobs that
accrue as a result of that, particularly in rural and
regional Victoria, where certain types of jobs have been
particularly difficult to attract and maintain. If it takes
overseas venture capital funds to do it, then that is what
it takes. We want this model to work, but we encourage
the government to clarify certain questions around this
so that we can be sure that that will occur.
We understand that for the Australian Labor Party in
Victoria and throughout Australia generally economic
management has not been a strong suit.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — I am trying to be
kind. I could degenerate, and I might, but I am trying to
be kind. Economic management has not been
traditionally the Labor Party’s strong suit, and the party
has form in this area.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — We do not want
history to repeat itself; we do not want to see another
Victorian Economic Development Corporation,
Mr McQuilten. We do not want to see another
Tricontinental. Members of the Liberal Party want to
see valid legislation attracting viable investments into
Victoria, and we will cooperate with the government on
legislation of this type, which is designed to do that. We
will raise our concerns and encourage the government
to clarify vague and ambiguous issues. We will not
stand in the way of this type of legislation until the
government proves to us — this would be the only
circumstance in which we would stand up against
anything like this — that it is repeating the mistakes of
the past.
We cannot detect that that is the case here, but we
encourage the Bracks government to do more in
attracting investment to Victoria. The facts show clearly
that we are declining as a venture capital investment
destination. New South Wales is beating us hands
down, particularly since the advent of the Bracks
government. We encourage the Victorian government
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to stand up to its Labor colleagues in New South Wales
and get Victoria’s fair share of investment for
Victorians. That is the Bracks government’s first
responsibility. If it does that, we will support the
government.
We do not have a problem with the bill in general, and
although there are issues that need to be clarified, we
will not oppose the bill. I wish it a speedy passage.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I am happy
to rise on behalf of the Nationals to contribute to the
debate on the Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill.
I also will not be standing up here for a long time —
and I hope to be truer to my word than the previous
speaker.
The bill amends the Partnership Act 1958 and allows
new forms of business partnerships to enable venture
capital funds, especially from overseas, to be set up in
Victoria. It also encourages high-risk investment in key
areas of economic activity. This investment may not be
able to be sourced in Victoria, even Australia, therefore
the bill is aimed squarely at the overseas market.
It is hard to find industry types who can realistically
relate to this sort of investment, but I have found a few
in the mining and steel manufacturing industries. While
the steel manufacturing industry may not be high risk
and eligible for venture capital and flow-through
taxation benefits, its representatives were able to relate
to me some of the benefits associated with attracting
this type of money and some of the issues and
challenges companies face when trying to start a new
project and attract the funds necessary to get the venture
off the ground with significant backing.
The National Party will not oppose the legislation
because it believes it to be extremely important for
Victoria as a whole. There are positives to be derived
from the legislation with the creation of new industries
and the ensuing jobs that will flow from them. We
believe the legislation will bring Victoria into line with
numerous overseas countries and the commonwealth
taxation rules that have been put in place with the
Commonwealth Venture Capital Act 2002.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander said that the
discussions between the state government and the
federal government on this legislation fitting in neatly
with the commonwealth taxation laws have not been
locked away. That was certainly the understanding I
received at my briefing with the department, and I hope
the fears the Honourable Andrew Olexander has are
unfounded. It was certainly not relayed to me that there
was any trepidation in the relationship. It was suggested
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that the legislation will marry neatly and specifically
with the commonwealth taxation laws.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — I hope that that is the case
too, Mr Drum.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Thank you, Mr Olexander.
The new form of partnership under the legislation will
be known as an incorporated limited partnership, which
will have its own legal identity. This is an
internationally preferred vehicle for venture capital
investment, and the companies that are likely to be
procuring the funds to back these high-risk ventures
prefer to use the incorporated limited partnership. It
gives limited partners extra protection against any
entanglement in legal action against the partnership,
and the general partners will be liable for the debts of
the partnership if the partnership is unable to meet any
liabilities.
The recent changes in commonwealth law should mean
that investors will receive tax benefits under this
system. To qualify and obtain the benefit, venture
capital partnerships must be set up under the law of the
country from which the funds originate, or Australia,
remain in existence for 5 years to 15 years and have
$20 million in capital. We are specifically looking
forward to the potential growth in high-risk,
cutting-edge industry and the jobs that may follow.
Turning to the type of protection given to individuals
within an incorporated limited partnership, clause 98(2)
of the bill talks about the relationship between a general
partner and a limited partner. As has been said earlier,
general partners will be the managerial-type people
associated with the day-to-day operations of the
business and the limited partners will be those simply
supplying the funds. They would not have any role to
play in the day-to-day running of the business. Clause
98(2)(a) states:
the acts of the limited partner bind the partnership in
circumstances where —
(i)

they would be binding on the partnership if they were
the acts of a general partner in the partnership; and

(ii) the person to whom the liability was incurred reasonably
believed, having regard to the limited partner’s conduct
at the time the liability was incurred, that the limited
partner was a general partner in the partnership.

In relation to who is liable in the wash-up of any legal
claim against the partnership, it applies if a limited
partner wants to become involved in the day-to-day
running of the business and detrimental effects can be
attributed to his or her actions and when the person to
whom the liability was incurred at the time was of the
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belief that the limited partner was a general partner. It is
clear that a limited partner must abstain from
involvement to prevent any liability, but if they get
involved with the third party then they must not
convince him or her that they are general partners
involved in the day-to-day running of the business. The
legislation provides that damages can only be
commensurate with the amount of liability actually
caused by the actions.
While this may sound a concoction, it revolves around
the basic activities of the day-to-day running of the
business and therefore is relatively clear as to the roles
and responsibilities of the partners, both general and
limited. The legislation is standard in other countries.
While Victoria has seen a decline in venture capital
investment over the last few years, it is the first state in
Australia to push for this type of legislation, hoping to
close the gap on states such as New South Wales.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — They have been beating
us.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — That is right, they have been
beating us. During the briefing I was also told that the
other states are heading towards this type of legislation,
which will mean they will be on an even footing, and
Victoria will have to work hard, as it is, to entice fund
managers to invest in the state.
The general partners, again the professional investment
managers, will not necessarily be the investors. They
generally will not be the investors. The limited partners
are going to be the ones putting the money up; they are
going to be the investors and will not usually be
involved in the day-to-day running of the venture.
As partnership law is a state issue and the
commonwealth is responsible for the taxation benefits,
the commonwealth will be responsible for determining
what is a high-risk industry and what is not and
therefore what is available as tax benefits for these
incorporated limited partnerships. We have a state
partnership law taking advantage of a commonwealth
tax law. Together these will encourage investment —
hopefully predominantly overseas investment — in
Victoria.
With incorporated partnerships, which is the preferred
vehicle of all of these high-risk investors, we hope that
the lure of flow-through taxation will prove attractive.
As has been explained by Mr Olexander, it enables the
investors to take advantage of taxation benefits in their
home countries and will enable the limited partners to
take the profits and be taxed at their individual status so
they will not be taxed on the profit or loss of the actual
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venture. It will be taken back through to the individuals,
and they will be treated to the tax status that they have
as individuals in their own countries.
Should the entity at any stage need to be wound up —
and as we are talking about high-risk companies it
would also be fair to think that quite a few of these
ventures will not get through to the profit mark — the
entities which will be responsible for the assets of the
company will obviously need to be liquidated. Should
these assets not cover the liabilities and there are still
more claims against the entity, then the general partners
will be held liable. As I said, the limited partners will
only be held liable in situations where either they have
got themselves involved in day-to-day operations or the
claimant believed the limited partner was a general
partner, and claims can only be for the prescribed
amount of damage incurred as a result of the limited
partners’ actions. There is an ultimate responsibility on
the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to police the
proceedings of the incorporated limited partnerships
and to maintain vigilance over the viability of these
partnerships in relation to their ability to trade.
We in the National Party believe this bill is an initiative
born out of the venture capital funds industry. It is a bill
that has been pushed forward towards the government
by the industry in the hope that it can create some
change, and we hope this change has the required effect
of leading to the creation of development and jobs
throughout the state of Victoria.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — The Bracks
government is on about jobs, jobs, jobs. For that reason
I unashamedly support the Partnership (Venture Capital
Funds) Bill, because it will lead to more investment and
more jobs in this state.
The 2001–02 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
venture capital survey found that as at 30 June 2002,
$6.9 billion had been committed to venture capital
investment in Australia. While a decrease from
previous years reflects the global economic downturn,
the United States experienced a bigger percentage fall
in investment than Australia.
The Victorian government’s commitment to supporting
emerging enterprises is reflected in this bill. It will
allow the creation of incorporated limited partnerships
to give venture capital investors in new enterprises an
appropriate level of protection against liabilities and
enhance the attractiveness of Australian ventures for
overseas investors.
Venture capital is a means of investing money into new
or emerging commercial enterprises. In my previous
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occupation as a commercial lawyer I had the pleasure
of working with many of these new and emerging
enterprises, and I can tell the house that they are all
driven by highly enthusiastic individuals and are in
many cases supported by venture capitalists in this
country. I think it is now timely and important that we
seek to bring in investment from overseas to support
these fantastic new enterprises.
The venture capitalist provides funds for the business in
return for equity or shares which hopefully will one day
be worth enough to provide a return on the initial
investment. This equity finance might be used as seed
funding for research and development of a new idea or
to facilitate the start of a commercial operation, growth
or expansion of an existing business. The advantage to
the business is that, as it is equity funding, the money is
provided free of interest charges. Venture capitalists
benefit from a long-term investment with potentially
high returns which are offset by the high risks of failure
that are involved.
The 2001–02 Australian Bureau of Statistics figures
indicate that 162 venture capital investment funds and
companies invested in 839 young or innovative
companies during that financial year. In order of share
of investment the most popular industries were
manufacturing and transport followed by information
technology, media, electronics, and
communication-related activities. I point out that many
of the newly emerging companies I mentioned and
which I had worked with in my previous occupation
were in the information technology sector. They are
very popular and continue to be popular despite the
dot-com bust.
Investors in venture capital tend to be professional
investment funds themselves. A significant number are
superannuation or pension funds, which dedicate a
proportion of their investments to the high-risk,
potentially high-return world of venture capital.
I will give a few examples of some highly successful
Australian companies that would not have succeeded
without the availability of venture capital. One is
Resmed, a major world player in medical technology
that is listed on the New York stock exchange. It
received its venture capital backing in 1993. Resmed’s
products treat obstructive sleep apnoea. Another
example in the medical arena is Panbio, which was
established 13 years ago to develop, manufacture and
market blood tests for infectious diseases. It is now a
global leader, having commercialised over 40 products
in the last five years, and is exporting to more than
55 countries. The final example is Austal Ships Ltd,
which began over 10 years ago with one product
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line — a 40-metre fast ferry. Austal now employs
1100 people to build a range of ferries, customs patrol
vessels and other boats as required. The company now
earns over $20 million a year.
The venture capital industry has argued strongly that to
attract international investment in new and emerging
businesses the opportunity for venture capital limited
partnerships to register as incorporated limited
partnerships in Australia is essential. Having looked
long and hard at this argument and consulted with the
industry, the Bracks government agrees.
Recent legislation at the federal level — which I should
add passed with bipartisan support — has given venture
capital funds the opportunity to register as venture
capital limited partnerships. This entitles them to
certain taxation benefits — for example, venture capital
limited partnerships registered under the
commonwealth legislation are given flow-through tax
treatment. This means that instead of the profits and
losses being regarded as owned by the incorporated
limited partnership and thus taxed in Australia, they are
regarded as being owned by the limited partners and are
able to flow through to the limited partners with the
result that they are taxed according to the laws of the
partners’ respective countries. This is international
practice in venture partnership taxation and is highly
valued by the limited partners, because the profits and
losses are taxed under their own familiar regimes. I
should point out that despite Mr Olexander’s
suggestions, the regime does not include tax havens; the
federal legislation seeks to encourage such investment
from respectable counterpart countries.
So the scheme encourages high-risk investment,
particularly foreign investment in key areas of
economic activity. Investors in these venture capital
funds, which comprise the limited partners in venture
capital limited partnerships, are typically from overseas
jurisdictions, particularly the United States of America,
where the preferred vehicle for investment is the
incorporated partnership. The Australian Venture
Capital Association has advised the government that
overseas venture capital investors will not invest in
small countries like Australia unless they can be
assured of a familiar liability regime. Additionally,
while investors are prepared to risk their capital, they
seek some assurance that they will not be liable for the
debts of the partnership unless they are directly
responsible.
While the proposals in the bill are complementary to
the more fundamental taxation measures introduced by
the commonwealth, the two measures together are
expected to stimulate venture capital investment in
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Victoria with consequent positive effects on growth and
employment in new industries.
I will now turn briefly to the key provisions in the
legislation. An existing partnership or the proposed
partners of a proposed incorporated partnership will be
able to register as a separate legal entity in Victoria.
Incorporated limited partnerships are the preferred form
for venture capital funds to manage investment in new
or emerging commercial enterprises. They do not
engage in these projects themselves; they are the source
of capital. Incorporated limited partnerships are similar
to companies in that there is a legal separation between
the partnership, which like a company owns the assets
and is primarily liable for the debts of the business; the
general partners, who equate to the directors of a
company; and the limited partners, who equate to the
shareholders of a company. It is the general partners
who will manage the investment business and limited
partners who will provide the investment capital.
Eligibility to register is dependent on the partnership
being registered or intending to be registered for
beneficial tax treatment as a venture capital limited
partnership or Australian fund or funds within the
meaning of the commonwealth Venture Capital Act
2002 or the partnership being or intending to be a
venture capital management partnership within the
meaning of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936.
I want to briefly address a point the Honourable
Andrew Olexander made in his contribution, suggesting
that there was some ambiguity as to the eligibility of
such entities under the federal legislation. Firstly, I note
that it is not the customary practice of the government
of the day to make legal advice available on such
matters. I am not aware of any legal advice, but just as a
general principle it is not customary to make such
advice available. However, I want to specifically
address Mr Olexander’s query, which suggested
ambiguity between the federal tax legislation and this
bill.
I advise the house that the Minister for Consumer
Affairs wrote to Senator Helen Coonan in a letter dated
5 November 2003 specifically addressing possible
ambiguities, an issue that has been raised by the
Australian Venture Capital Association. As yet there
has been no response to this correspondence, but the
letter essentially seeks clarification as to whether the
federal government would be prepared to announce its
intention to amend the commonwealth government’s
legislation.
Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
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Ms MIKAKOS — There is no difficulty associated
with the bill before the house; the difficulty in the
ambiguity that exists relates to the federal government’s
legislation. The ambiguity can be very easily addressed.
The only thing that is required is for Senator Helen
Coonan to announce after the passage of this legislation
that the federal government intends to amend its
legislation, because, as I indicated, the eligibility for
registration under the Victorian legislative framework is
an intention to register for beneficial tax treatment
under the federal tax legislation. So if Senator Coonan
were to announce that the federal government intended
to clarify this ambiguity, then a venture capitalist would
be able to commence operation in Victoria as soon as
royal assent occurs. I can assure Mr Olexander that we
have a number of venture capitalists who are ready to
go and waiting for royal assent in this state.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — The place to be!
Ms MIKAKOS — It is the place to be, and the ball
is in Senator Coonan’s court. It is perhaps unfortunate
that Mr Olexander had not spoken to Senator Coonan
or her office about this matter before getting up here
and making a big issue of this ambiguity, because the
ambiguity exists in the federal legislation. I point out
that we are seeking to introduce legislation that is
complementary to the federal legislation to facilitate
further investment in this state and in this country.
The federal legislation contains its own eligibility
criteria, which include that the partnerships must be
established in one of a range of countries, including
Australia, the partnership is to remain in existence for
not less than 5 years and not more than 15, the
partnership must have committed capital of at least
$20 million, and the activities of the partnership must
be related to making eligible venture capital
investments. Eligible venture capital investments are
further defined in taxation legislation. They must,
amongst other things, relate to the acquisition of shares
or options to purchase shares in a company that is
predominantly Australian and not be investments in a
range of prescribed essentially low-risk activities such
as property investment or insurance.
The bill contains other provisions. Very briefly, an
incorporated limited partnership must have at least one
general partner but not more than 20. The limit of
20 general partners is the same as for existing limited
partnerships and is intended to ensure the partnership
does not become too unwieldy or become a body that
should be more appropriately formed as a body
corporate under the Corporations Act. There is no limit
on the number of limited partners, because they equate
to shareholders in a company. General partners are
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jointly liable with an incorporated limited partnership
for its liabilities. That liability is, however, limited to
that which the assets of the partnership cannot satisfy.
This assures an essential feature of an incorporated
limited partnership — that is, that the partnership is
primarily liable for the debts of the business, with the
general partners only liable for the debts that the assets
cannot satisfy.
Limited partners will not be responsible for the
liabilities of the incorporated limited partnership except
where they take part in the management of the business.
If a limited partner does take a part in management they
are treated as a general partner, and their acts will bind
the incorporated limited partnership as if they were the
acts of an official general partner where certain
conditions are met. I note that Mr Olexander referred to
some written advice given by Consumer Affairs
Victoria which addressed these issues. I believe the
explanation given more than adequately addresses the
point.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — It was a major issue.
Ms MIKAKOS — I did not read it in those terms,
Mr Olexander. Unfortunately at law there are not
always categorical yes and no answers to things. There
are sometimes clarifications or further elaborations on
matters, but I believe the answer given adequately
addressed the question that was posed.
In conclusion, with the passage of this bill Victoria will
be the first state to pass legislation of this type. We have
a number of venture capitalists who are ready to go. I
commend the bill to the house.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — This
legislation is a step forward, and it certainly sets up a
framework in which venture capital might well be
attracted to Victoria. However, I think the salutary
lesson for the government is that this is not the answer.
You simply do not attract venture capital into a state
and into business enterprises on the basis of a form of
corporate structure. This government has a habit of
trying to quarantine its decisions — of not seeing that
decisions it makes in one area have an impact or
implications for decisions that it wants to make in other
areas.
One of the key things that I suggest detracts from our
opportunities in Victoria to attract venture capital is
decisions that are made and the government’s
reluctance to become involved in industrial relations
matters. The Saizeriya situation that occurred in
Victoria was very serious for the future of Victoria in
terms of attracting international investment. That
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company was looking at eight production plants and
will now stop at one. Now it may withdraw that plant
from this state. More importantly Japanese company
directors and financial institutions that might well have
directed investment funds towards Victorian
enterprises will now take a very dim view of investing
in Victoria because of the Saizeriya experience. They
will look at that and say, ‘Why would we risk our
capital and get burnt in similar circumstances?’.
This government does not understand that no decision it
makes and no problem it creates or fails to resolve is
quarantined when it comes to looking at the broader
picture of trying to make this state attractive for
investment. There is no doubt that much of the
investment that has been anticipated by this legislation
is global investment. It does not have to come to
Victoria or indeed to Australia. Plenty of opportunities
are available for the sort of investment that is envisaged
being attracted to our state by this legislation and the
corporate structures it puts in place. That investment
could well go to any number of emerging companies or
markets that offer similar risks and similar
opportunities.
One of my concerns about the venture capital industry
is that it is largely centred outside Victoria. I have met
with the Australian Venture Capital Association. Only
one of the companies on its executive is a
Victorian-based company — they are nearly all based
in Sydney. That is a serious situation for Victoria,
because it may affect the association’s investment
decisions. Most guardian-angel or venture capital funds
tend to invest fairly closely in their own geography,
because they are able to manage those funds. In many
cases venture capital providers today are not simply
looking at a hands-off investment where they invest
funds and step back and wait for the money to come in.
They are expert companies that specialise in particular
industries. They like to bring their own expertise and
knowledge to their investments and to participate in a
more active sense in the future of those businesses.
They do not simply see their funds as a passive
investment.
Therefore those businesses are in many cases looking
also at the geography of their investments. The fact that
Australia has a fairly limited venture capital market and
that Victoria has a very small share of active players in
that market is a matter of serious concern for this state.
This legislation is a step in the right direction in
addressing that problem, but by itself it will not achieve
what the government anticipates. I suggest the
government needs to look at a whole range of its
policies. The government needs to look in particular at
its industrial relations policies, because those policies
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and practices and its economic management, as was
touched on by the Honourable Andrew Olexander,
affect the opinion of venture capital suppliers as they
look to invest money.
Ms Mikakos mentioned that she had been involved in
the venture capital markets as a legal adviser and that
much of the money was being directed to new and
emerging enterprises. Interestingly enough, many of the
venture capital funds are interested in fairly staid and
established companies. There is a range of investment
parameters within the venture capital market. It is not
all at the pointy end of high-tech, high-risk industry. In
fact Victoria is well placed to attract funds from venture
capital interests, because of its available infrastructure
assets. However, the government chops and changes its
policy on infrastructure assets and sends mixed
messages about its attitude. On the one hand the
government talks about public-private sector
partnerships and on the other side of the ledger
criticises private sector partnerships and investment in
infrastructure. Whilst the government fails to get its
philosophy together and its policies all focused in one
direction, the mixed signals it sends reduce the amount
of private sector investment and venture capital that
might well be attracted to Victoria.
More importantly a lot of venture capital funds are
interested in established businesses — highly stable but
not necessarily innovative companies with high cash
flows that can be geared more strongly on debt returns.
In some cases that is in the interests of venture
capitalists’ strategies.
Victoria certainly needs to become a lot more involved
in this. At the moment most of the venture capital
activity in Victoria is to do with mergers and
acquisitions or management buy-outs. Victoria needs
more funds for start-ups and for funding changes in
ownership of many businesses in the next 5 to 10 years.
One of the by-products — and there are many
by-products or implications with our ageing
population — is that many small and medium
long-established business enterprises that have been in
particular ownership for many years will in the next
5 to 10 years very likely to be looking at a change of
ownership.
In some cases other members of a family might be
taking over that business, it might be a management
buy-out or it might be somebody buying from outside
that business, but whatever the circumstances of that
ownership change, it will need to be funded. A lot of
the people who are looking to fund ownership change
are going to look to venture capital sources because
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debt funding for some of those changes is simply not
appropriate.
In many cases the changed ownership is also going to
be looking for the other string to the venture capital
bow, and that is that venture capital does not only bring
money, it also brings expertise, a knowledge of
industries and a preparedness to become more actively
involved in mentoring, supporting or directing the
strategies of a business to ensure that it capitalises on its
potential, particularly for businesses that are looking to
overseas markets.
This is a very serious issue for Victoria, and while
Ms Mikakos has said that it is all about jobs, jobs and
jobs and that the bill will automatically bring them, one
does not necessarily follow the other. This is reasonable
legislation; it is a step forward, and it provides a
framework within which we might anticipate more
participation by venture capital companies in Victoria.
But it is only one aspect of a strategy the government
ought to embark upon if we are serious about trying to
attract venture capital funds to Victoria — and we need
them to modernise some of our manufacturing sector. I
strongly believe our manufacturing sector can continue
to do well in a world economy. We have the innovation
and quality required in the products we produce, both in
design terms and in the functionality and integrity of
those products. I believe we can continue to participate
in the manufacturing sector and participate successfully
in world markets. But to do that in some of those
industries we need to introduce new technology, new
equipment and new ideas, as well as new funds and
new thinking.
It is crucial that the venture capital industry play a role
in that process, but it will not be persuaded by this
legislation if this government continues to hammer
taxes and charges that are beyond the capacity of
business to deal with, to tie up those industries in red
tape and to bring in enforcement and compliance
models in every piece of business legislation that comes
before this house — compliance models that in many
cases increase rights of entry into business premises. If
it continues to fail to understand that not having a stable
and genuine industrial relations climate that respects the
capital, the employer and the strategies of those
companies as companies that are likely to take Victoria
into world markets, then we will not attract the sorts of
funds that are anticipated by this legislation.
This is a good step, but it does not go far enough.
Taxation policies at a federal level have an impact. I
know the government has an innovation strategy, and
those sorts of policies are important too, but there is no
doubt that this government needs to stop seeing all of
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its decisions as silos — every decision unique unto
itself, because that is not the way the venture capitalists
read us. They look at all of the risks. There is no doubt
that many of those companies assess Victoria’s
potential compared with other states of this country,
New Zealand and other places around the globe,
because much venture capital funding is available in a
global market. Industrial relations and the risks
associated with it are very high on the list of things they
look at, and in many cases it is a telling argument
against investing in this state. That is to the detriment of
all Victorians, and it is certainly to the detriment of
future job opportunities for our children and
grandchildren.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — In
supporting this enormously important legislation for the
future of Victoria, not to mention the future of our
nation, I express my surprise that it has come forward
from this government. Basically this legislation is about
the individual and his ability to triumph over
corporatism, because it will reward individualism and
entrepreneurialism. Members on this side of the house
see that as a very important part of our incredibly
deeply felt sense of liberalism. It is a surprise to me,
because more often than not we see from the
government legislation that stifles individualism
through bureaucracy, rules, red tape and so on.
Entrepreneurialism is the ability to come up with a
good idea and have it manifest itself in something
which is of benefit to the community and to the
individual who has come up with the good idea. That
the individual is able to extract some profit from it is
enormously important to our society.
In many ways it has been the mainspring of advanced
civilisation — the individual who could come up with a
good idea and develop that good idea to the benefit of
the community at large. This bill seeks to advance that
in some small way within the strictures of the law —
corporate law and partnership law that exist today —
because if somebody gets a good idea they really need
the capital to turn that good idea into the reality that
will benefit the individual and the community. If we
look at Australia and Victoria we see an enormous
reservoir of talent and enthusiasm to create good ideas.
But how do we harvest these good ideas for the benefit
of society?
Unfortunately that requires capital. How can we get that
capital involved? That is the trick of a successful
society. This legislation tries to smooth the way
forward for capital to be involved. As other speakers
have said, unfortunately capital all too often goes into
what is safe. There is a lot of money out there in
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investment funds that wants to find a profitable outlet,
but all too often the investors look at an existing
business enterprise or existing idea; they look for a
track record. They look for something that says, ‘The
money put in here will not be wasted and is not a
gamble. It will exercise a return’.
The big returns are from taking the risk. What we know
about investing and venture capital, and Australia and
Victoria, is that all too often the people who are
prepared to invest in venture capital are high-worth
individuals. In truth there are only so many of them. So
we have to somehow be able to expand the scope of
people who are prepared to invest in venture capital
exercises beyond just a handful of high-worth
individuals and into corporations’ investment funds and
so on. You find that corporations’ investment funds are
risk averse. They are not interested in putting money
into an enterprise that can come back and bite them.
That comes back to the type of vehicle in which they
invest.
If you invest in a normal partnership and something
goes wrong in that normal partnership, then you have a
very significant risk. In a normal partnership if there is
a debt incurred or something goes wrong, then the
partners are liable. If a partner wants to put capital into
a new idea or enterprise through a normal partnership,
then he runs the risk that if something goes wrong — if
some bright idea gets into production and as part of that
production something happens which lays the company
or the partnership open to claims of damages — then
the person who has invested does not simply lose the
capital he has put in; the insurance companies and law
courts will reach beyond that to the assets of the
individual. He loses his house and his investments.
So this bill seeks to create a new form of partnership for
a person who is prepared to put money into venture
capital or a new enterprise and gamble on the initiative,
enterprise and ingenuity of an inventor. For somebody
who is prepared to put that money on the line — and is
prepared to lose that capital — this legislation
establishes a new form of partnership which allows
them to do that while the totality of the risk that they are
exposed to is only the capital they actually put out
there. They are not joined as in a normal partnership
jointly and severally in liability, which means that
somebody can reach into and take many of their
personal assets. In their involvement in a new
enterprise, which is essential to a venture capitalist,
their risk is limited to what that investment is.
This is a very positive thing. It will encourage venture
capital investors; it will encourage people to take a
gamble or to have the courage to put a certain amount
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of capital in place to try and develop the incredible
ingenuity, skills and inventiveness that exist in the
Australian and Victorian mindset, and the economy.
As Mr Atkinson said, it is one thing to put in place the
framework to do this but another for the government to
have the mindset to really develop, husband and obtain
a real benefit from this. We need to think more as an
entrepreneurial society. We should not be afraid to face
up to the fact that there are enormous skills, ingenuity
and talent within Victoria and Australia to capitalise on
this.
My fear is that although we have put this measure in
place through this legislation, which the opposition has
clearly signalled it is not opposing, it requires a change
of mindset for the government. The government can do
more and should be thinking of incubator schemes to
capitalise on the skill that exists in Australia and
Victoria. If you look at the venture capital that is
flowing into Australia or Victoria, the truth is that the
amount of money that has gone into schemes is
reducing. That is sad.
All the statistics show that less and less venture
capitalists are prepared to invest in Australian ideas;
less and less are prepared to invest in Victoria; and
although the total quantum of venture capital coming
into Australia and into Australian ideas is reducing, the
amount going into Victorian enterprises is reducing at a
faster rate. Hopefully this legislation will do something
to reverse the trend. I have no doubt that if you look at
the skills, the talent, the ingenuity and the raw
enthusiasm to create new ideas and new technologies,
we are in every way the leaders.
Over the years we have invested in education, in
universities and technical colleges, so now is the time to
recoup the dividend from that, which is through
initiative and through venture capital coming in and
exploiting these new ideas for the benefit of Victoria
and Australia. Hopefully this legislation will do
something to help that. I must say it requires a
government that really believes in the individual and
really believes that through initiative and individual
skills this will happen. I fear that although the
legislation is in place the philosophy to back it up may
tend to dampen the benefit that should come from this.
With those few words I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) —
Honourable members who are interested in collecting
interesting pieces of memorabilia should have put aside
the Hansard containing the speech by Ms Mikakos. I
believe her sincerity was real and for a member of the
government to be openly espousing the benefits of free
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enterprise and high-risk venture capital is unique in this
house’s experience. To hear that sincerely expressed by
a member of the Labor Party makes the Hansard
published about today’s debate a collectable. Perhaps
the honourable member could sign it because it is a
memorable event in this place. I mean that with good
faith and good humour as a compliment to the member
and to mark a strange event in the history of the
Australian Labor Party.
It is true that in world markets Australia is a known
player, but in the total volume of capital movement
back and forth we are not a major entity. We are a
known international trading nation and on the
information I have we are the eighth largest country in
terms of goods and trade with imports and exports.
Victoria is a long-established manufacturing entity in
terms of Australia’s history, so we can look at the
importance of the importation of capital for our
standard of living and the good fortunes of our nation
and our state.
The facilitation and the ability for this state in Australia
to sensibly tax capital is extremely important to all of
us. I want honourable members to know about some
comments made to me in London last July. I am the
opposition spokesman for the financial services
industry. While I was there last July I met with some
senior people in the London financial community, and I
said, ‘What do we need to do to get more capital into
Victoria?’. They offered some sensible and good
advice. I appreciated that.
One interesting common point that was offered by these
major players in world capital markets was that
Australia and Australian states have to have more
friendly taxation regimes. It is seen externally that
Australia is not necessarily, with the commonwealth
and limited range of state flexibility that we have,
receptive and friendly to the placement and hosting of
international capital of size. I will not dwell on that, but
they offered advice that I have compiled for future
policy development.
The provision of capital is one very important part of
several parts of what makes the strategic planning
exercise that can result in the operation of new
industries, high-risk ventures, new jobs and new
enterprises. Some other issues are an understanding of
the marketing plan and the business plan, whether the
market is to be domestic or international, the labour and
industrial relations mix that goes with the capital
placement, the technology involved and, of course, the
capital.
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It is an interesting characteristic that there is often
plenty of capital available in certain places, but no-one
expects the capital to be provided and committed unless
the other elements, of which I have mentioned some —
not an exhaustive list — the technologies, industrial
relations and the marketing and business plans, and
sensible expectations of the plan are looked at in terms
of the capital requirement, capital provision and capital
utilisation. It is a great pity that in the four years since
the advent of the Labor government in Victoria we
have seen bill after bill after bill that is in itself a small
chain in a lengthy process of restricting, regulating and
controlling business.
If honourable members care to think about it for a
moment they will realise that we have a lot of
environmental legislation. Much of it can be justified
on its stand-alone position, but some of the extreme
legislation — and some of that recent legislation is
particularly directed to the rural industries — when put
together with the industrial relations legislation and
some of the social engineering legislation this
Parliament has passed since 1999 means we get to the
situation where external providers of capital looking at
Victoria start to say, ‘Hang on, that might be a sensible
situation, but look at all the other stuff that could go
wrong’.
Therefore I am not surprised that in recent years,
particularly under the Bracks Labor government, our
share has fallen. It is a fair statement, because the
people who are looking at these investments and the
provision of capital are not from this country — they
are not from Victoria, and they are worried about their
capital — are interested in placing their capital where it
will get a good return.
In its own right the bill is quite supportable, logical and
sensible. I would like to be comforted and assured that
the commonwealth has already agreed to the provisions
that we are enacting in this Victorian legislation. I
wonder whether the commonwealth has given a
commitment that it will honour the spirit and the
detailed intentions of the bill. On the advice I have been
given the commonwealth has not yet done that. Maybe
it will come tomorrow, maybe next week. I guess the
Victorian government is proceeding on the basis that it
will do a deal with the commonwealth government, but
it has not arrived yet. That is the advice given to me,
and it is still an open question.
Be that as it may, this bill provides for incorporated
limited partnerships, and the meaning of that has been
fully explained by previous speakers. It is very much a
mechanism that overseas financiers feel comfortable
with. The splitting of the responsibilities in an
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incorporated limited partnership between the general
partners and the limited partners is clear and a good
thing. Provided the limited partners do not go in and
run the business, which changes their relationship, they
will be exempt from all sorts of penalties and
requirements if something really goes wrong.

Venture capital is frequently put into high-risk
investment in cutting-edge industries. As such it can be
difficult to source domestically, but it is vital in
encouraging local initiative in new industries and then
retaining that expertise in Victoria to ensure
employment for Victorians in years to come.

The favourable treatment from the taxation department
in allowing a lower tax regime and an exemption from
capital gains tax is a very important concession. I am
supportive of this. I think it is a good thing. It is
interesting that for the first time we have had a credible
member of the government, Ms Mikakos, speak
enthusiastically and sincerely — —

Under part 5 an incorporated limited partnership, unlike
an ordinary limited partnership under part 3 of the act,
will be a separate legal entity distinct from its partners.
For venture capital partnerships to qualify for
registration with the commonwealth they must be
partnerships established under Australian law or, if
foreign partnerships, the law in force in their respective
jurisdictions. They must also remain in existence for 5
to 15 years and have committed capital of at least
$20 million.

Hon. Bill Forwood — Speak for yourself!
Credible?
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — Credible in the context of
this issue, and I for one am going to have tonight’s
Hansard put aside as a collectable for the
reasons — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — A collectable?
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — It is a collectable. I am
going to ask Ms Mikakos to sign my Hansard in the
morning.
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I rise to
speak on the Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill.
The bill amends the Partnership Act 1958 to insert
part 5, which will provide for a new form of
partnership — an incorporated limited partnership. The
purpose of establishing an incorporated limited
partnership is to enable venture capital funds,
particularly overseas funds, to be brought into Victoria
in the preferred form.
The bill aims to encourage high-risk investment in key
areas of economic activity and seeks to complement
recent commonwealth changes in the tax treatment of
venture capital funds.
The internationally preferred vehicle for venture capital
investment is an incorporated limited partnership — a
form of partnership in which the partnership is a
separate legal entity from its partners. This form of
partnership is not currently recognised in any
Australian jurisdiction. The commonwealth Parliament
passed its Venture Capital Act in 2002, and with the
passage of this bill Victoria will be the first state in
Australia to follow that lead and allow for the
establishment of these types of incorporated limited
partnerships.

These partnerships involve a substantial injection of
capital into our community, and the bill provides that
venture capital funds that are or intend to register with
the commonwealth may register as incorporated limited
partnerships in Victoria.
The object of the bill is to facilitate the attracting of that
capital which is vital to the development of many of the
cutting-edge industries that the Bracks Labor
government is encouraging so much in our state. There
are many examples of long-term processes made
possible by venture capital. I was hoping to convey a
couple tonight, but obviously time constraints will not
allow me to do so. I commend the bill to house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank all honourable members for their
contributions
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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ROAD SAFETY (DRUG DRIVING) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Ms BROAD (Minister for Local
Government) on motion of Hon. M. R. Thomson.

SHOP TRADING REFORM
(SIMPLIFICATION) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. R. THOMSON
(Minister for Small Business).

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Sport and Recreation).

ADJOURNMENT
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is that
the house do now adjourn.

Planning: Bayside amendment
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — The issue I
raise with the Minister for Planning in the other place
deals with part 1 of Bayside planning. scheme C2 and
with many issues across the municipality of Bayside.
Part 1 of the planning scheme specifically deals with
the foreshore strip. Within Bayside the foreshore strip
runs between 200 to 300 metres in from the beach for
approximately 15 kilometres of the Bayside foreshore.
After going through the whole planning scheme process
of talking to its residents and so on, Bayside City
Council applied for a planning scheme that put a
two-storey height limit on the whole foreshore strip of
some 15 kilometres. After sitting on the planning
scheme from late 2002 until August 2003 — for some
15 months — at the end of the period the Minister for
Planning approved the planning scheme C2, part 1, and
agreed to a two-storey height limit for the 15 kilometres
of foreshore strip except for one property for which she
allowed a three-storey height limit. It is on top of a
heritage-listed hotel — the Hampton Hotel at 56 Beach
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Road, Hampton. Why did the minister agree to a
three-storey height limit on that one property at
56 Beach Road, Hampton, against — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired

Women: violence
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Women’s Affairs in the
other place. Today parliamentarians on all sides of both
houses put their political differences aside to show their
opposition to violence against women by wearing white
ribbons in recognition of the United Nations
International Day for the Elimination of Violence
against Women. While women have been campaigning
for many years to stop gender-based violence,
25 November was designated as an international day of
recognition by the United Nations in 2000. The date
itself is significant, because it commemorates the lives
of the three Mirabal sisters from the Dominican
Republic who were assassinated on that day in 1960.
These women dedicated themselves to political
activism and ending the repressive regime that
eventually took their lives.
A new report by the United Nations Development Fund
for Women, Not a Minute More — Ending Violence
against Women, surveys global progress towards
reducing violence against women. The report tries to
answer the question why gender-based violence
continues, seemingly unabated, after so many years of
campaigning and efforts at all levels to bring change.
The answer is both simple but depressingly complex.
As the report says:
… gender inequality fuels violence against women, and the
power imbalances it creates are not easily rectified. As long as
women in diverse countries do not have access to property
and employment and equal wages, to the seats of power, to
education, it is possible for governments to ignore them and
their needs.

Thankfully women in Victoria do not experience
violence to the same degree as women in many
less-developed parts of the world and places where
conflict pervades all citizens’ lives. In war zones,
women are subject to mass rape, abduction and sexual
slavery. HIV/AIDS is a major problem as a result of
war-time atrocities, but it can also be a cause and
consequence of violence in peacetime. Female genital
mutilation continues to be practised with devastating
health implications. In some countries, violence is
perpetrated by the instruments of government and lack
of economic, social and political rights means women
are without legal redress.
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In all nations of the world the victims of violence are
not the only ones to suffer. The impact can affect
generations. In Soweto a mother who contracted HIV
following rape may not be able to care properly for her
children. In the Mexican City of Cuidad Juarez mothers
mourn the generation of young women being
disappeared and murdered. In Melbourne children who
have witnessed domestic violence in the home may
learn that hitting is the only way to solve a dispute.
I ask the minister on this important day to advise what
specific action the government is taking to address
violence against women in my province of Jika Jika.

Weeds: Paterson’s curse
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I raise
a matter for the Minister for Environment in the other
place. It concerns the encroachment of Paterson’s curse
on farmland. I have been contacted by several
constituents throughout my electorate who are gravely
concerned at the apparent lack of decisiveness by the
department in enforcing the control of the weed on
farmland.
Mr Keith Eldridge, of Spring Creek Road, Alexandra,
is fighting a losing battle on his property. He has spent
many hours controlling his weeds. He rang me and told
me that the neighbours around his farm have
uncontrolled Paterson’s curse, and the department is
showing little interest, even though he has contacted it
several times. He said:
My wife and I spent 5 hours just pulling the weeds from our
boundary fence lines, and I am at my wits end. I feel like
saying ‘Stuff it; let it grow’.

He is very upset about it. Several other farmers in my
electorate have contacted me and said the same thing as
Mr Eldridge. They are puzzled by the lack of interest or
commitment by the department to enforce control of
Paterson’s curse and other weeds.
I ask the minister to assess why the department is not
being proactive with the enforcement and prosecution
of landowners who have weeds on their property and to
instruct the department to develop a cheap and quick
way to prosecute errant landowners.

Point Nepean: future
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
the Environment in the other place. The issue of the
future of Point Nepean is still unresolved. A lease has
been awarded to a consortium which includes a
Queensland property developer. During the tender
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process there have been a number of statements made
by various politicians which require correction. For
example, the federal member for Flinders has suggested
that the state government has plans to put new buildings
on the Police Point site when in fact the Victorian
government’s concept plan made perfectly clear there
would be no new buildings constructed.
The Queensland developer to whom the federal
government intends signing away Point Nepean on a
40-year lease has not made public any of its plans for
this unique piece of Victorian, and indeed Australian,
heritage. There is speculation that there will be two new
large buildings on a hill close to Police Point. It is not
known what uses the developer has for the existing
houses and whether it is proposing additional houses or
other buildings.
In the other place lower house members criticised Parks
Victoria for its lack of interest in Pearce Barracks when
in fact the 1989 Mornington Peninsula National Park
management plan identified Pearce Barracks as so
extensively damaged that restoration was considered
unwarranted.
I ask the minister to correct the misrepresentations
made by federal and Victorian members and commit
himself to protecting Point Nepean from the
exploitation being promoted by the commonwealth
government.

Tourism: backpackers
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — In the latest
Bureau of Tourism Research bulletin it is stated that
backpackers touring Australia spent $2.8 billion in the
relevant period. Of those who spent this amount, 88 per
cent were from overseas.
It is interesting to note some of the statistics about
backpackers. They are only 10 per cent of the visitors to
Australia, but they contribute 22 per cent of expenditure
by international visitors. Domestic backpackers spend
$130 per night and international backpackers spend
$79 per night; but international backpackers spend
$5319 per trip and domestic backpackers spend
$2549 per trip.
Backpackers travel more widely than other tourists;
they travel to 2.7 Australian states compared with other
tourists, who travel to 1.7 states. New South Wales is
the most popular state for backpackers. Queensland is
the most popular state for international tourists, and
Victoria is the most popular for domestic backpackers. I
ask the minister why Victoria has not attracted as many
international backpackers as Queensland.
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Shanghai: business opportunities
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I raise
a matter for the Honourable John Brumby, the Minister
for Innovation in the other place. Last week the minister
signed a memorandum of understanding for the new
biotechnology strategic alliance and joint venture
between Victoria and its sister state of Jiangsu Province
in China. Last week we welcomed the delegation from
Jiangsu Province to visit our Parliament and the state of
Victoria. We hosted the first world congress on Chinese
medicine, which was opened in Melbourne last
weekend. It was very strongly supported by the Chinese
medical communities.
China and Hong Kong together now comprise one of
Victoria’s largest export markets and are our
second-largest trading partner, with two-way trade
worth over $7.6 billion in 2002–03. In October this year
I visited Shanghai city, a capital business city of China.
I was surprised to see how big the city of Shanghai had
become in the last 20 years; now it is one of the
strongest cities of the world. China now has many big
brand name companies from small to large in size and
from all parts of the world. It is indicative of the
transfer from communism to capitalism. The living
standard in China has improved a lot. The economy has
gone very well, and there is now more opportunity for
companies from Australia to do business in China.
I, together with two Chinese Australians — one is a
local businessman and one is a medical doctor who has
a surgery in Shanghai — had a meeting with Mr Sam
Gerovich, Australian consul-general in Shanghai;
Ms Dianne Zou, trade commissioner; and George
Haddad, principal migration officer. The meeting was
vibrant thanks to the support of the office of the
consul-general and the staff of the foreign affairs
department in Melbourne, Angela Varey and John
Woods.
I ask the Minister for Innovation when he goes to China
next week to explore opportunities to engage business
between China and Australia, and especially for
Victoria, in health services, hospital management and
investment in Shanghai.

Public transport: fares
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I seek the
attention of the Minister for Transport in the other
place, Peter Batchelor, and the issue I raise is the hike
in public transport fares announced today. Yarra
Ranges and Maroondah commuters today arrived home
to the news that the Bracks government plans to slug
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them with an increase of up to 30 per cent on their train,
tram and bus fares.
Local Labor lower house members of Parliament like
Dympna Beard, the member for Kilsyth; James
Merlino, the member for Monbulk; Peter Lockwood,
the member for Bayswater; and Heather McTaggart,
the member for Evelyn, have remained completely
silent at this massive slug on eastern suburban
residents. I hear Ms Hirsh in this chamber muttering
away in the corner, but she has been silent on this as
well. They need to ask their Premier, Steve Bracks,
why he and Minister Batchelor suddenly announced
that the Scoresby freeway would be tolled and why at
the same time eastern suburbs commuters are going to
be hit with these massive rises in public transport fees.
The Minister for Transport originally said he could not
run the Scoresby freeway without tolls because the
government had to bail out the public transport system.
That excuse is now a joke, because Steve Bracks is
slugging public transport users with a massive increase
as well.
Full-fare travellers from Ringwood, Lilydale, Croydon,
Chirnside Park, Mount Evelyn, Heathmont and
Bayswater who buy 2-hour tickets will be hit with an
11 per cent fare rise to travel to Camberwell and the
city. Students now buying 2-hour tickets to the city will
have to pay 10 per cent more than they do now.
Students will be hit twice, because the cost of student
cards will also rise by up to 10 per cent. The cost of a
monthly adult concession ticket to the city will rise by
10 per cent, and for a full fare traveller purchasing 11
monthly tickets a year it will mean an extra $172 — —
Hon. J. G. Hilton — On a point of order, President,
I believe the member is making a set speech, which is
contrary to your rulings on the adjournment debate.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I think the member is
straying into that field, but he has not quite got there.
He has a minute remaining of his time, and I ask him to
use it in accordance with the guidelines I have already
ruled on in this sitting.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — For concession card
holders who do not have Seniors Cards the cost of a trip
to Box Hill to do the shopping will rise by 11 per
cent — three times higher than the inflation rate.
Christmas shoppers travelling from the Maroondah area
to the city will pay $11 instead of $8.40.
Hon. J. G. Hilton — On a point of point of order,
President, the member has obviously paid no attention
to your instructions and is still reading a prepared
speech.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — On the point of
order, President, I am not reading. I have been — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — You have had your
go and now it is mine. I am referring quite legitimately,
as is the practice in the adjournment debate and
90-second statements, to copious notes. We have only a
very limited time in which to convey significant facts
and make our request. I am seeking to continue with
this. Government members may not like it, but I am
within the standing orders.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member is
referring specifically to figures and percentages, and as
I said in my last ruling about 20 seconds ago the
member was straying into a set speech. I do not think
he has got to that point, and I hope he does not do so
with his remaining 39 seconds.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Thank you,
President. The bottom line for outer eastern suburbs
commuters is that after Christmas they will have to find
possibly another $200 a year to pay their public
transport fares thanks to this Labor government. Will
the Minister for Transport join me over the Christmas
break in attending local railway stations in the outer
east to explain to commuters why he has made this
heartless decision and to hear their views first hand?

Parliament House: Smith Family toy appeal
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I wish to raise an issue
with the Premier of Victoria with respect to the Smith
Family Christmas toy appeal for this coming Christmas.
Parliament House staff are again assisting.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is too much
chatter in the chamber. The Honourable Andrew
Olexander has had his opportunity. I do not see
Ms Hirsh on the list, so I ask her to desist from her
chatter across the chamber. If she wants to continue,
she will have to leave the chamber.
Ms HADDEN — Parliament house staff are once
again assisting the appeal. The aim is to provide over
150 gifts to our precious children — our future — who
are less fortunate than ourselves. I therefore request that
the Premier, who himself came from humble and
Christian beginnings in Ballarat, implore and direct his
ministers, cabinet secretary and all government MPs to
look into their hearts and, in the spirit of Christmas,
leave a gift or two or three under the Christmas tree to
be placed in Queen’s Hall in our grand state Parliament
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on Thursday of this week. These gifts can then be
delivered to the Smith Family, which is a very worthy
organisation in this state, for distribution over the
weekend to needy children.

Fishing: commercial licences
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — Tonight I wish to
raise a question for the attention of the Minister for
Agriculture in the other place. It concerns changes to
conditions attached to commercial fishing licences.
Two days ago I received a facsimile message from
Mr Wayne Cripps of Port Franklin. Some in this
chamber will remember Wayne Cripps very well. He
invited members of Parliament to be taken out to visit
Corner Inlet during the debate on marine national parks.
I know members from both the National and Liberal
parties accepted his invitation and went out with
Mr Cripps, and at a different time two members from
the Labor Party also accepted his invitation.
Wayne Cripps’s message informed me that on
17 November he received a letter from the Department
of Primary Industries signed by the manager of
commercial fisheries and licensing informing him that
there had been some minor changes to the entitlements
on the ocean fishery access licence he holds. The letter
outlines what those changes are. It then states:
These changes were included in a larger package of
regulatory amendments covering a range of fisheries. This
package, the Fisheries (Amendment) Regulations 2003 was
made law on 11 November 2003 and commenced on
14 November 2003. Prior to this the proposed regulations
were open for a 28-day public consultation period as
advertised in the Herald Sun on 17 September 2003.

Mr Cripps thought it was great that the department
would write to him and tell him of the changes that had
been made and that were now law. However, the
department failed to write to him or any other holder of
commercial licences prior to these changes being made.
As he points out in his facsimile, unless you were an
observant reader of the Herald Sun or unless you
picked it up on 17 September, people who own ocean
access licences would not even know the changes were
being considered or were imminent.
My question to the Minister for Agriculture tonight is:
if it is good enough to notify commercial
licence-holders after the event, why is it not good
enough to alert them before the event so they can have
some input into the proposed regulations?

Drugs: Dandenong
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Health in
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another place concerning the use of drugs in the
Dandenong district component of my electorate. I have
my electorate office in Dandenong and so does my
colleague Mr Gordon Rich-Phillips. I often bump into
him on Lonsdale Street, Dandenong — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SOMYUREK — Some experience.
Up until three years ago — I am sure Mr Rich-Phillips
will vouch for this — you could not walk down
Lonsdale Street, Dandenong, without seeing illicit drug
activity on the street. Unfortunately Dandenong is still
one of the hot spots in the state. The street-based
injecting drug users are one of the biggest problems in
the area, because they form the most marginalised
group and they do not seek access to mainstream health
services.
I understand the recent evaluation of the local drug
strategy initiative found that early intervention and the
active outreach approach of the primary health services
was promoting a better ongoing standard of overall
health for injecting drug users. The result has been a
marked reduction in illicit drug activity on the streets of
Dandenong. Therefore, I welcome the news that the
state government will increase funding for the primary
health services to the tune of $1.95 million over three
years. The City of Greater Dandenong’s primary health
service will benefit to the tune of $720 000 annually
from this. In addition there will be a funding pool of up
to about $800 000 a year for local drug strategy projects
across the board.
The successful programs include a respite program for
children whose parents want to enter drug treatment
and the employment of a drug-outreach lawyer to work
with street-based drug users and sex workers to assist
with their local issues. I ask the minister to ensure that
the intended consumers of the primary health services
are aware of the services in Dandenong.
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being heard at the moment. Many greyhound racing
supporters believe that GRV’s bureaucracy has gone
mad, and that it has become top-heavy with an
ever-increasing operating budget.
It has been indicated that during the last three years,
GRV has reported full-time staff numbers have
increased by 82 per cent, administrative and financial
costs by 70 per cent, stewards’ costs by 83 per cent and
marketing costs by 36 per cent. At the same time
revenue from races administered by GRV has increased
by only 15 per cent.
Part of the concern is fuelled by the news that GRV
commissioned a research company to assess the future
viability of greyhound racing in Victoria. This research
company identified that there will be a shortfall of
$13 million in funds available to maintain tracks and
facilities over the next 10 years. The report also shows
that 50 per cent of participants believe the best option to
alleviate the shortfall would be for GRV to cut
administrative costs.
Ninety-one per cent of participants do not want tracks
to close, yet this is exactly what many in the industry
believe GRV is contemplating. Greyhound racing in
Victoria is a growing sport, and many people
supplement their incomes from it. Smaller operators
feel unfairly treated, knowing larger owners and
trainers are being paid inequitable appearance sums per
race meeting and are regularly entering up to five dogs
per race. Smaller owners feel disfranchised seeing GRV
giving dominant participants unrivalled nomination
opportunities. Surely when times are tough responsible
business management requires cutting overheads, not
closing tracks or cutting returns.
Will the minister demand that GRV run a leaner
operation to curtail bureaucratic dominance, maintain
and upgrade tracks at current facilities, not diminish
regional autonomy and listen to owners, trainers and
volunteers who make greyhound racing possible?

Greyhound Racing Victoria: administration

Parks Victoria: rubbish bins

Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — My issue is for the
attention of the Minister for Racing in the other place. It
deals with the serious challenges facing Greyhound
Racing Victoria. There are ongoing concerns for
owners and trainers who fear a decline in stake money,
while volunteers who support and play such a major
role in the racing codes feel their local club autonomy is
threatened by policies espoused by GRV.

Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Environment
in the other place. In December 2002 Parks Victoria
removed all rubbish bins in the riverside camping area
between Echuca and Gunbower. It introduced a policy
whereby campers were responsible for disposing of
their own rubbish. Parks Victoria did not consult with
the Shire of Campaspe as to whether or not this course
of action was practical, or about how the needs of
campers and the local community would be best met.

There is no industry representation on the board of
GRV. While the industry does not want to control the
board, it needs to have a voice — a voice that is not
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The Shire of Campaspe wrote to Parks Victoria in
December 2002 and raised these matters but
unfortunately did not receive a response. The result of
the removal of these bins by Parks Victoria was that in
the period from Christmas last year to Easter this year
there was a huge increase in illegal dumping of rubbish
in and adjacent to riverside camping areas and in
wayside stops and council parks.
The matter of illegal dumping of rubbish on the
roadside and in bushland is of significant concern to the
community along the river. There is a clear message
from the community that this matter needs to be
resolved. The collection of illegally dumped rubbish
has also caused significant concern and cost to the Shire
of Campaspe. It is disappointing that a state
government body such as Parks Victoria decided to
remove all rubbish bins without any consideration of
the impact it would have on the local community.
Over the winter non-camping period representatives
from the Shire of Campaspe met with Parks Victoria
and voiced their concerns, but unfortunately they were
unable to satisfactorily resolve the problem. We would
all agree that campers should be responsible for their
own rubbish and that they should be required to dispose
of it in approved locations as is required of the rest of
the community. It is inevitable that short-term
difficulties will be experienced in changing the attitudes
of campers to being responsible for their own rubbish,
but in the long term these attitudinal changes would
have a lasting benefit on the way people care for our
environment.
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Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — He may not be there
after next week, but who knows with your mob? The
matter I raise relates to the closure of Victoria’s
correctional facilities, and in particular to the
decommissioning — —
Hon. S. M. Nguyen interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — I am raising a matter for
the Minister for Corrections, whoever that may be next
week, Mr Nguyen.
It relates to Victoria’s decommissioning of three
Victorian jails — in Beechworth, in Bendigo and Won
Wron jail in Yarram. I raise the issue tonight because
with the closure of those jails we have a situation where
in Beechworth there is a gazetted 123-bed
medium-security facility; in Bendigo the government is
closing an 85-bed medium-security jail, and in Won
Wron the government is closing a 127-bed
minimum-security facility. Essentially, with the closure
of the three prisons more than about
200 medium-security beds are being closed and
replaced by only the one new jail in Beechworth, which
is gazetted as a 120-bed jail.
Whilst I understand the government’s program in
relation to the construction of facilities, the issue I raise
tonight is my concern about where the allocation of the
extra 200 medium-security jail prisoners are going to be
allocated, given that the recent justice department report
shows there are 121 prisoners for every 100 permanent
prison beds.

At present the removal of all rubbish bins by Parks
Victoria has simply become another unfair cost-shifting
exercise by the Bracks government to local councils
because councils have been left to foot the bill of
cleaning up after campers have moved on. If Parks
Victoria’s policy of making campers responsible for
disposing of their own rubbish is to be successful, there
needs to be an education program for campers, and
councils need to be assisted with the cost of transitional
arrangements. I ask the minister to initiate an
educational program to inform campers of the new
arrangements to avoid rubbish being illegally dumped
and also to assist local councils to cover the cost of
rubbish collection during the transitional period.

I request that the minister take the appropriate action
where necessary to ensure that those prisoners who are
currently in the medium-security jails are not put in the
awkward position of being placed in minimum-security
correctional facilities when the new jail in Beechworth
has been built.

Prisons: closures

Ms Mikakos raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Women’s Affairs in the other place about
today being International Day for the Elimination of
Violence Against Women. She asked what specific
action the minister is taking in relation to the prevention
of violence against women within her province. I will
pass that on to the minister for response.

Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Corrections
in the other place. It relates — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Responses
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The Honourable Chris Strong raised a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Planning in
the other place concerning Bayside Council’s planning
scheme C2 part 1. I will pass that on to the minister for
response.
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The Honourable Graeme Stoney raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Environment in the other
house concerning Paterson’s curse on farmland. He
sought assistance from the minister to follow up with
prosecutions for lax land-holders.
The Honourable Geoff Hilton raised a matter for the
Minister for Environment in the other place concerning
Point Nepean and misinformation that is going out in
relation to the government’s position and the protection
of Point Nepean. I will pass that on to the minister for
his response.
The Honourable Andrea Coote raised a matter for the
Minister for Tourism in the other house about attracting
backpackers to Victoria. She compared the number of
backpackers who travel to Queensland with the
numbers coming to Victoria. She sought a response as
to why Victoria does not have as many backpacker
visitors as does Queensland. Mrs Coote will enjoy the
response!
The Honourable Sang Nguyen raised a matter for the
Minister for Innovation in the other place concerning
his imminent trip to China in relation to the potential
for investment and business opportunities between
China and Victoria, particularly with Shanghai, and in
relation to potential health services. He asked for those
issues to be pursued. I will pass that on to the minister.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander raised a matter for
the Minister for Transport in the other place concerning
public transport fares.
Ms Hadden raised a matter for the Premier concerning
the Smith Family Christmas toy appeal and the fact that
the staff here at Parliament House are collecting toys
and presents. She asks that the Premier seek support
from ministers and members of Parliament to place
presents under the tree, and I will pass that on to the
Premier.
The Honourable Peter Hall raised a matter for the
Minister for Agriculture in the other house concerning
the notification of changes in licensing conditions in
relation to commercial fishing licences, and I will pass
that on to the minister.
Mr Somyurek raised a matter for the Minister for
Health in the other place concerning drugs in
Dandenong and the strategy being put in place to assist
those in the Dandenong district and to ensure that there
is an awareness campaign tailored to those people to
ensure they are taking advantage of those supports.
The Honourable David Koch raised a matter for the
Minister for Racing in the other place concerning the
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administration of Greyhound Racing Victoria, and I
will pass that on to the minister.
The Honourable Wendy Lovell raised a matter for the
Minister for Environment in the other house concerning
riverside camping areas between Echuca and
Gunbower and the illegal dumping of rubbish along the
river, seeking an educational program to be initiated for
campers along there, and I will pass that on.
The Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva raised a matter for
the Minister for Corrections in the other place
concerning the decommissioning of Beechworth, Won
Wron and Bendigo jails and the allocation of
medium-security prisoners after the closure of those
jails, and I will pass that on to the minister.
House adjourned 10.36 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Report on Public Sector Agencies:
Results of special reviews and 30 June 2003 financial
statement audits, November 2003.
Consumer Affairs Victoria — Report, 2002–03.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Cemeteries Act 1958 — No. 134.
Road Safety Act 1986 — Nos. 135 and 136.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — No. 137.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Western Port Highway, Lyndhurst: traffic
lights
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — During
the 1980s it was evident that under the Cain Labor
government traffic engineering reached a world low
point when multiple sets of traffic lights were put on
what was then the South Eastern Freeway. To put
traffic lights on a freeway was vandalism, and it took
the Kennett government several years and many tens of
millions of dollars to clean up that stupid mistake.
I am continuing to press for an understanding that the
City of Casey, in putting traffic lights on the Western
Port Highway, is repeating the sort of disaster that was
visited on the Victorian public in the John Cain era in
the 1980s. Vicroads and the City of Casey are
obviously comfortable with dumping traffic lights on
the Western Port Highway, which is a disgrace. I refer
honourable members to a letter to the editor in the
Herald Sun in which on page 17 a constituent from
Tyabb revisits that awful experience.
I am so concerned about this that I will come back to
this issue every day during the sittings of this
Parliament until the City of Casey understands it is
unacceptable to put traffic lights on the Western Port
Highway.
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Lalor North Secondary College: student
parliament
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — On 11 November
2003 I had the pleasure to act as Speaker at Lalor North
Secondary College’s student parliament. Year 7 and
8 students participated in the student parliament and
topics covered a broad range of important issues such
as whether the National Aboriginal and Islander Day
Observance Committee (NAIDOC) week should be
declared a public holiday across Australia, whether the
Governor-General should be chosen by Australia’s
citizens and the abolition of mandatory detention for
refugees.
Student parliaments are important mechanisms that
enable students to gain a better understanding of our
democratic institutions, and in particular the processes
of our Parliament. I hope the enthusiasm shown by
students on the day will encourage them to engage in a
lifelong interest in politics.
The standard of debate was excellent, and I want to
congratulate all the students and staff involved in
organising this student parliament, in particular
Elisabeth Morihovitis and the school principal, Doug
Macrae.

Royal Melbourne Hospital: funding
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I wish to
discuss today the Royal Melbourne Hospital and the
government’s outrageous activity in closing beds at that
hospital. At a public meeting at the hospital on Monday
it was discovered there were only 340 beds open. In
May 1999 then opposition leader Bracks attacked the
Kennett government saying:
The document shows that the Royal Melbourne has a capacity
of 401 beds but only 384 are open.

Mr Bracks has now closed another 44 beds at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital, slashing the number of beds at the
hospital and forcing patients to wait on trolleys for an
enormous period. This is clearly reflected in the
statistics for the hospital, because in June 1999,
124 people waited more than 12 hours on a trolley, but
by June 2003, under the Bracks Labor government,
845 people waited 12 hours, an increase of 721, or a
581 per cent blow-out in the number of people being
forced, tragically, to wait on a trolley at the hospital
because the Bracks government has closed beds.
It is a disgrace that the Bracks government has closed
beds. The truth is that the Bracks government has
44 missing beds, and I want to know where those beds
are. I want to know from the Minister for Health in the
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other place, Bronwyn Pike, what she has done with the
44 missing beds, as do the people waiting on the
trolleys.

Victorian certificate of education: achiever
awards
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — Last
Sunday I was delighted to represent the Minister for
Education and Training in presenting the 2003
Victorian certificate of education (VCE) achiever
awards. The awards are an annual event celebrating the
achievements of VCE students who have committed
themselves to a range of community service activities
outside their academic studies. This is not an academic
award but a community service award.
The awards recognise the leadership qualities and
commitment to others demonstrated through VCE
students’ involvement in activities within their schools
or out in the community. The students hold a significant
profile in the local school communities and provide a
role model to their peers.
I was particularly delighted that one of the finalists and
the monthly Victorian certificate of education achiever
for March was Peter Nicholls, a student at Blackburn
High School in Koonung Province. Peter is a keen
science student, successful sportsman and a talented
musician, playing several instruments in the school and
community ensembles. As a student leader and the
Nunawading Lions Club Youth of the Year, Peter has a
bright future.
Particularly impressive were the achievements of Ann
Boyapati, the VCE achiever of the year — the girl who
won the award — and school captain at MacRobertson
Girls High School. Ann states that it is her ambition to
be secretary-general of the United Nations. Having read
her biography I think that might just happen. Ann’s
achievements in debating, sport and representing her
school and Australia at events such as the Global
Young Leaders Conference in Washington DC are a
testament to her drive and initiative.

Minister for Environment: Rotary visit
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I raise a
concern about an email I received from a member of
the Rotary district group study exchange committee that
related to an issue involving a New Zealand exchange
team that was sent over to visit the Minister for
Environment. The specific purpose was environmental.
Of interest is that this committee member wrote two
personal letters to Mr Thwaites and even went to the
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extent of finding out who was his direct personal
assistant and then forwarded an email directly to that
person to arrange for the exchange students to come
over and visit because of the importance of the
environment. He did not receive any correspondence
back; he received no notice, no memo — no
acknowledgement of his letters or his email.
Unfortunately the people from New Zealand have now
left, disappointed with the attitude of the Victorian
government and the way it has dealt with Rotary clubs.
In his email the committee member stated:
Perhaps they don’t like Rotary clubs, or me in particular.

In fact I found out which district he represents — 9810.
And guess where that is? In the east and south-east part
of Melbourne — an area members on the other side do
not even understand or appreciate.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Living in Harmony conference
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — On Sunday,
9 November, I had the honour of opening the Living in
Harmony conference held by the National Council of
Jewish Women in Victoria. The conference was
attended by women from diverse backgrounds,
supported by Melba Marginson from the Victorian
Multicultural Commission and Marion Lau from the
Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria. They met to
work through issues confronting women living in
multicultural Victoria.
The Living in Harmony conference was presided over
by the National Council of Jewish Women president,
Di Hirsh, and examined the history of Australian
immigration so as to better understand the position we
are in today, both good and bad. Conference
participants confronted issues about raising children in
immigrant families, how to maintain what had
nourished them while taking risks in the new country
and the strategies for parents and children to maintain
their personal and their communal coherence.
It seems to me that it was particularly appropriate that
the Living in Harmony conference was hosted by one
of the older ethnic communities in Australia — the
Jewish community. This community has demonstrated
over generations its ability to strike the balance between
holding fast to tradition and family while also engaging
in the general community as Australian citizens. This is
the essence of multiculturalism and what community
building is all about.
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I congratulate Di Hirsh, Mrs Sylvia Gelman, Geulah
Solomon, Rysia Rozen and the other fine women who
made this Living in Harmony conference possible as
part of the work of the National Council of Jewish
Women; and of course I congratulate the Victorian
Multicultural Commission for funding it.

Clayton Planet Meltdown Festival
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — On
Sunday, 22 February, next year the Clayton Planet
Meltdown Festival will be held. The central focus of
this festival will be the Clayton cultural pride parade,
which will encompass cultural workshops,
performances and parade activities. The aims of the
parade are to address the significant social, cultural and
economic challenges within the Clayton community. It
is expressly inclusive of marginalised cultural and
at-risk youth groups.
Specifically the project comprises a series of
workshops, cultural dance, voice and percussion
facilitated by Cook Island, Tamil and South Sudanese
artists, culminating in a massive music parade. I
congratulate the federal government on providing
$18 800 from the Festivals Australia fund to make this
event possible.
Currently the Cook Islander Music Road Show
coordinated by Charlie Rani, Pastor George from the
Cook Islander Church of Clayton, with Mr Thangarajah
of the Tamil-Australian Friendship Society and the
South Sudanese Church of Clayton, with Tut Nyawarga
and Gatwich, are actively involved in activities which
will ensure a most successful event. I applaud the
federal government for funding this important initiative
in my electorate.

Disability services: Speak for Ourselves guide
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — Recently I had the
pleasure, along with the member for Bentleigh in the
other place, to attend a launch by the Minister for
Community Services, the Honourable Sherryl Garbutt,
at the Uniting Church in Hampton of a self-advocacy
guide for people with communication and speech
impairment (CSI) — and a physical disability. The
guide Speak for Ourselves was produced with a grant
from the Department of Human Services.
A steering committee was established consisting of
members of the CSI and the physically disabled
community, as well as disability advocacy organisation
members. The steering committee selected a small
group of people with the relevant disabilities and good
self-advocacy skills and brought them together to
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produce this training guide. The guide has been
designed to take the reader step by step through the
process of self-advocacy. It has been put together to
encourage disabled people to make their own choices,
have their choices heard and create change in their
lives.
Members of the steering committee were Jack Tyers
and Shane Kelly; David Craig of Action for
Community Living; Evelyn Moseley of
Communication Aid Users Society; Gillian Meldrum of
Disability Justice Advocacy; Rhonda Joseph of Scope;
Sally Bailey of Communication Aid Users Society,
with special support from Kaye Horley and Tracey
McDonald. Unfortunately, Jack Tyers passed away
before the release of the guide to which he contributed
so much.

Bushfires: Bairnsdale forum
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — A well-attended
fire forum was held in Bairnsdale on Sunday
16 November, and the meeting resolved:
1.

to accept and adopt cooperative community planning
and implementation as trailed by local Country Fire
Authority stations in an attempt to achieve correct
management and amount of fuel-reduction burns;

2.

to request funding from government to plan and deliver
decisions at local level as promised by Premier Bracks,
to enhance local expertise and knowledge also
encompassing joint planning;

3.

to ask government to empower local officers to make
local decisions on how and where fuel-reduction burn
plans are implemented;

4.

to ask government to appropriate a bigger percentage of
funding to fire prevention as against current firefighting
funding;

5.

to request government to create 40-metre buffer zones
on Crown land at Crown and private interface with local
input;

6.

that government accept lower fuel-load responsibilities
in Crown land incorporating community plans at
interface and extending if appropriate;

7.

that federal and state governments urgently address all
aspects of litigation as it impacts on CFA and
Department of Sustainability and Environment and
volunteers;

8.

that government accept grazing, logging and
fuel-reduction burns and initiatives for best practice
combined-management results;

9.

that government recognise that grazing is a tool for fuel
reduction;
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10. that government and agencies define assistance in
geographical fire areas that appear to be ‘no-go zones’;
11. that government recognise and respect the combined
regional knowledge and input of the wildfire task force
and that a cooperative and workable result can be
achieved for the community at large.
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Bert Rodd who for the last many years has been
associated with this project. He trained at Bairnsdale
during the war and has driven this project, and he
should be acknowledged. Allan Martin, president of the
committee, should also take a great deal of credit.

Local members were asked to convey these resolutions
to government, and I am pleased to have done so this
morning.

I would particularly like to acknowledge the Path of
Remembrance that will commemorate post-Second
World War actions in which Australian servicemen and
women have lost their lives.

Alpine grazing: licences

Maribyrnong: Big West Festival

Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — The
government is trying every method it knows to remove
mountain cattlemen from the high country. The
government continues to hold out carrots to try to buy
back leases. It has just banned 135 licences from being
in there for two years, citing bushfire damage.

Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I draw
attention to the Big West festival being conducted by
the City of Maribyrnong from 20 to 30 November.
Many communities in Maribyrnong are involved with
the festival. The festival has many highlights, including
a spectacular outdoor theatre and circus performance,
children’s activities, a brilliant fireworks display and a
superb local music program to close the night. The
festival is organised along the Maribyrnong River, on
and around the grounds of the Footscray Community
Arts Centre.

The cattlemen say that only 10 licences have been burnt
badly enough to warrant a two-year exclusion. To their
credit they say that the badly burnt ones should be
rested and the remainder can be managed, but the
government says no. When announcing the two-year
ban the minister stood behind graphic images of the
bushfires at their worst. This implied that that is what
the area is like now, but nothing is further from the
truth.
The government has a problem with its agenda — that
is, public opinion. Yesterday’s Voteline in the Herald
Sun asked the question ‘Should mountain cattlemen be
banished from alpine national parks?’. Of the answers
received, 6.9 per cent said yes and 93.1 per cent said no.
The government should know it cannot fool the people
with humbug and spin. The people want the cattlemen
to stay, and the government should listen. If it does not,
it will be at its peril — just like last time.

Beaufort Memorial Gardens, Bairnsdale
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Last Saturday
I had the pleasure of attending a commemoration
service at Bairnsdale in relation to the Beaufort
Memorial Gardens. Major General Jim Hughes, AO,
MC, formally commissioned the Path of
Remembrance.
It was also the 10th anniversary of the creation of the
Beaufort Memorial Gardens, which commemorate the
191 servicemen who lost their lives during the Second
World War and who trained on Beaufort bombers at
Bairnsdale and Sale Royal Australian Air Force base.
They were a unique aircraft that were manufactured in
Australia, and the crews were trained for those aircraft
in Gippsland. I acknowledge particularly the efforts of

I encourage all members to attend the festival at the
weekend where they can enjoy many events. If
members do not have a copy of the Maribyrnong News,
then I would be happy to supply them with a copy.

Alpine grazing: licences
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I join
with the Honourable Graeme Stoney in expressing my
regret with the government decision to ban cattlemen
from grazing on the high country this year on the
pretext of the fire damage. I also agree about the misuse
of stark photographs of the bushfires at their worst
when the minister made the announcement to convey
the impression to people that that is how the high
country remains or that it is all like that.
I am also particularly concerned with the remarks made
by the deputy chief executive officer of Parks Victoria
in his response on radio and his unsympathetic views
on the alternatives the cattlemen might have, saying
that by now they should have realised that cattle would
be banned from the high country and should have made
alternative arrangements, it has been a good spring and
they can get agistment elsewhere.
If he understood the reality, he would know that
mountain cattlemen in the north-east walk their cattle
up to the high country. The only alternatives available
to them will be well into New South Wales and the
Riverina, hundreds of miles from where they live.
There is the cost of getting them out there and
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supervising them. It will be a totally unsatisfactory
arrangement. Worse than that, we are unlikely to see
mountain cattlemen ever back on the mountains again if
the government remains in office. This is the thin end
of the wedge. Even Mr Mitchell, who represents the
area, is not supportive of the cattlemen.

RECYCLING: BUSINESS WASTE
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I move:
That this house expresses its concern at the crisis in business
recycling facilities in Victoria and calls on the government to
take urgent and immediate action to assist and require local
governments to provide business recycling in their area.

This is an important motion that is before the house,
and it is important that I outline to government
members and to the house one of the issues in relation
to it. I raise it in the context that members on the
government side often criticise some of the motions
moved under opposition business and on many
occasions have not supported the motions. I say right
from the outset that this motion is not intended to be a
criticism of the government. Members of the
government look surprised — —
An Honourable Member — We are.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — This is the nature of the
motion: it tries to seek a bipartisan approach, and in the
contribution I will be making today I hope to
demonstrate the urgency attached to the matters that I
will put before the house. I will refer to the urgency
required to deal with the crisis in recycling and the
impact it is having across a variety of different areas,
and I will go into more detail. For government
members who will make a contribution today, I remind
them that this is an opportunity for a general
commitment from both sides to support a motion
dealing with an important issue that will no doubt have
an impact right across this state not only for this
government but whatever government is leading this
state for many years to come.
I intend to put forward views on a variety of different
areas. This issue arose from a particular concern of
mine as a new member coming into Parliament. I
moved into my new office, and one of the first things I
sought was a recycling bin from the local council.
Whilst I will get into more detail later, it is interesting
that when I went to collect it it was indicated to me that
I was operating out of a business environment and
therefore was excluded from the opportunity of getting
a recycling bin. Since then I have taken an active
interest in the issue. I have done some more work, and
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hopefully I can produce evidence today to indicate that,
despite what we are hearing about recycling issues,
some issues are having a significant impact on the
operation of recycling. In particular, you will hear me
talk about the impact of business, the substantial
amount of waste that businesses produce and the impact
that will have in a variety of areas. I currently have to
take home from my office recycling material — coffee
jars and the like — to put into my household waste, and
I am sure other honourable members who feel the same
way I do are probably doing the same thing, not
realising that there could be better, more viable
opportunities to recycle.
As I said in my introduction, I propose to go through a
variety of issues that will demonstrate the urgency
behind this motion before the house and the urgency
with which I am calling on the government to seek,
with the support of the opposition, outcomes that will
deliver solutions not only in the immediate future but in
the longer term.
There are a variety of issues that I will touch on. The
first thing that impacts substantially on business
recycling and on the capacity of the government and
this state to deal with recycling is the issue of landfill. I
will go into detail about that. I will also go into detail
about the impact of the activities of councils on landfill
and how councils are seeking some form of guidance
and support. That then links to the issue of how
Ecorecycle Victoria approaches the overall process and
how it appears on face value to be trying to deliver an
outcome.
Members will hear in my contribution that, sadly, that
is perhaps not the best result that most Victorians think
should be achieved. I will then talk about how local
councils are doing it in a very fragmented way. They
are certainly doing it in a non-macro way; they are
dealing with localised areas at a micro level, which will
not in the longer term provide surety or a more strategic
approach to the overall matter my motion draws
attention to today.
I will then single out some of the concerns, particularly
those raised by the South Eastern Regional Waste
Management Group and how it is dealing with those
concerns. Again I make it very clear that this is not to
be seen as a criticism. I am merely raising issues in the
context of this debate. I assure the government and the
other parties that this is intended to put on the record
some of the issues that are confronting us today.
I will then talk about some of the impacts of
government policies on recycling, on how businesses
are capable of recycling and on local government’s
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attempts to assist businesses to recycle and to reduce
some of the major concerns we confront. I will then
move to the area of education and how this is impacting
across the broader spectrum of schools, the community,
business organisations, local government and the like.
Then I will refer to the Gauteng Declaration. I hope my
pronunciation is right.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — It is Gauteng; it is South
African.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Thank you,
Mr Brideson. My South African is slightly off today; it
will be better tomorrow. Then I will talk about the
particular issues and how the government has
responded. Again there probably will be some level of
criticism, not particularly of recycling but of how the
government has responded to this major concern. If I
have time I will finish off with what local government
is saying about this.
It is important to understand that this motion gives an
overview of the whole process and is moving us
forward in a uniform way. The one thing that came to
my mind when I was going through the motion was a
trip I had with the family to Mount Gambier in South
Australia at one stage.
Ms Hadden — Blue Lake.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Yes, Ms Hadden, as it
happened there was a blue lake there. One of the places
I visited — again you will have to pardon my
pronunciation; I think this is German now,
Mr Brideson — was the Englebrecht Cave. There are a
variety of caves around Mount Gambier, but this was
an interesting sinkhole because in the 1800s that was
the methodology for disposing of waste — not just
domestic and household waste but also waste from a lot
of the business organisations that were established
around there. They found these sinkholes, and that was
their solution to waste management: they threw it into
the sinkhole.
Mr Pullen interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — They might have
thought it had gone to China, Mr Pullen, but the reality
is — and this is disappointing — that it landed in the
water table, in water that was being used. The
interesting thing is that this is a technology that was
employed over 150 years ago, yet today we employ the
same sort of methodology. The population has
substantially increased into the millions, and what is
our approach to dealing with the management of waste?
It is still to stick it into a hole. Whether it is a sinkhole
used in Mount Gambier in the 1800s or purpose-built
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landfills, the reality is that we have not progressed
sufficiently in my view in dealing with the excessive
waste that we generate as a community, as a society and
certainly as individuals. As you will hear later on when
I discuss the education part, as individuals we still fail
to understand that singularly it may not make an impact
but the collective waste that is placed into the area
makes a huge impact.
The other thing about the concerns with waste, be it
from business or other sources, is that it is — and I
have to be careful with this word — putrescible. That is
a word that is used in the current language of waste
disposal, and it means waste that has organic material in
it. Again I think it would be fair to say that most people
would be aware that putrescible — I have got it right
now! — waste is obviously a fair component of the
waste that goes into the area. Before I move on, the
interesting thing is that what is happening in Europe is
that they now are moving towards banning all landfill
by the end of the year. That is quite a significant issue,
and members will hear some of the reasons why that is
important.
Back in 1999 the ALP produced its policy for the urban
environment, and this is why I am drawing attention to
the crisis and calling on the government to act.
Opposition members went back and had a look at some
of the policies of the government in 1999 when Sherryl
Garbutt was shadow Minister for Environment,
Conservation and Land Management. She later became
the minister for this area. One of Labor’s commitments
was about waste reduction and management. The ALP
said that it would ensure a viable and efficient kerbside
recycling service for all Victorian urban centres.
Remember that this is in 1999; we are now in 2003.
Mr Pullen interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Through basic maths
my calculation is that that is four years, Mr Pullen, just
to clarify it for you. It is important in the context of
what I am saying that when you promise something you
deliver it. As you will hear in the debate, that is the
reason for this urgent call.
Whilst I do not intend to talk about this today, a
comprehensive industrial waste management strategy
was introduced that will make toxic waste dumps
obsolete.
Mr Pullen interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — I do not intend to talk
about toxic waste in this debate, but I think it is
important. I point out to Mr Pullen — and I make this
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very clear — that I want this motion to be debated with
a bipartisan approach.
Mr Pullen — I will leave you alone.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — You can interject, and
you can leave me alone, but rather than attacking me
you should be attacking your government and saying,
‘The Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva is providing a
fine speech, as usual, on a serious issue’.
Ms Hadden interjected.
Hon. R. Dalla-Riva — It is important, Ms Hadden,
to understand that on this side of the house we always
produce fine speeches, unlike the other side — but I
digress again. The interesting thing is that that policy
goes about — —
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — This is a problem.
Ms Mikakos says, ‘What are you talking about?’. I
thought I had been setting the framework for the last
15 minutes.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — No, Ms Mikakos, the
motion before the house is quite clear. I laid out the
issues very succinctly and clearly. This motion is not
about policies, it is about the government understanding
the urgent matters that are before it. This is about
government members saying, ‘Yes, we agree with the
opposition’s motion, and in our contributions we look
forward to making a commitment to deal with it using a
more holistic approach than the one that is currently
before us’.
One of the things that interested me about this matter is
the amount of recycling of domestic waste. Most
people think — and this is the reason for the motion —
that households produce a huge swag of recycling
material and waste. My information is that about
one-third of landfill is attributed to household waste,
and interestingly of that one-third — according to
Labor Party policy in 1999 — about 80 per cent could
be recycled. I have since followed that up with
information from the Melbourne Times of
3 September — which is one of the government’s
supporter magazines — which says that 90 per cent
could be recycled.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Sorry, Ms Mikakos, I
missed that. There is general agreement that 80 per cent
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to 90 per cent of household waste, whether it is organic,
glass, paper, plastics or whatever, could be recycled.
The important thing is that the other two-thirds of the
waste going into landfill comes from business and
commercial operators, and it is important to understand
that in the context of this motion.
As I said when mentioning caves earlier in my
contribution, I am concerned that there is a threefold
outcome from the way landfills are currently being
filled up. I am sure many eminent people might say that
there are other issues, but I see three outcomes. The
first is that leaching occurs into the water table, because
there is no doubt that landfill causes pollution in the
water table. Secondly, there are greenhouse gas
emissions, and thirdly, there is the loss of materials for
recycling. Putting waste into the ground, covering it and
forgetting about it damages the environment in the long
term.
The government would agree wholeheartedly with the
reason for the motion: to deal with the crisis in
recycling facilities by limiting the two-thirds of
business and commercial waste that goes into landfill,
limiting the amount of leaching into our waterways,
limiting the greenhouse gases that are being emitted
and trying to get back the precious metals, glass
products, plastics, paper and organic material for
subsequent use.
I then went to the government’s 2002 policy to see
where we are going. In one of its policies in the
document Sustainable State at page 2, point 6, headed
‘Waste minimisation’ it says that it will:
Increase the rate of household recycling and develop new
markets for recycled materials.
Establish a new program for recycled building and
commercial wastes through the recently established
Sustainability Fund.
Host a national forum to find a solution to the problem of
plastic bags.

I will take the last point first. On this side of the house
we welcome the federal initiative on plastic bags. I am
sure the government will take credit for it, but the
federal initiative has had a good outcome.
Organisations like Bunnings are moving forward as
businesses dealing with the issue. They are not waiting
for government to provide support but are moving in
their own way because they are realising — as the
house will hear later on — the concerns confronting
this state, businesses and the general community. The
other thing that was interesting was the policy talking
about establishing a program under the Sustainability
Fund. Perhaps the government can tell me otherwise,
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but my understanding is that that has not been done.
Maybe it is in the process. Taking a bipartisan
approach, I would like to see if that has been
established. The other proposal was to increase the rate
of household recycling. When I deal with the
Ecorecycle Victoria, annual report members will hear
about that in the context of the overall process.
Other documents have been sourced. The November
2000 consultation paper of the Commission for
Ecological Sustainable Development goes through
many issues. It talks about the government providing an
audit process for the waste reduction targets in
departmental annual reports. I assume that would be
relating to government departments and/or businesses
or whatever you want to call them, not households. I
think the intention is there, but I seek clarification about
whether the government has moved forward on this
issue.
The other one that came to light is Growing Victoria
Together, which is a 2001 publication. Again I am
putting the government on notice to say that we are
aware of the issues. The document says that the priority
actions are to increase recycling and effective waste
management. I agree. It also says waste recycling
efforts will increase and the use of landfill as a waste
disposal method will be reduced, but in fact it could be
argued that the opposite has occurred. The use of
landfill as a waste disposal method has not been
reduced. When I go to the Ecorecycle Victoria report
members will see that it has increased substantially over
the last year alone. I put on the record that we have
these government documents. It would be fair to say
that the opposition agrees with the underlying
principles. Certainly I see it as an appropriate process.
In relation to landfill I will read what the Environment
Protection Authority (EPA) says on its web site under
‘landfill information’. It says:
Whilst landfills represent the least preferred waste
management option, they will continue to be required in the
foreseeable future to manage those wastes that cannot
currently be recycled or reused.

I was concerned about that statement, because other
evidence is coming out that says a substantial amount
of waste can be recycled and reused. In fact the
government’s own policy document says about 80 per
cent of household waste can be reused or recycled. I am
sure that the vast majority of business waste could be
recycled or reused; in fact we know that is the case. I
hope the EPA does not see this as an issue that is too
hard for it to deal with.
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The authority has another web page entitled ‘Waste
management policy (citing management rehabilitation
of landfills)’. This came out of a legislative amendment
put through in June last year that introduced waste
management policies to provide a statutory framework
within which waste management activities must
operate. In particular the web page talks about landfills
falling within the ambit of that discussion. It would be
interesting to see where we are going with that. Again I
put it on the record to see where the government stands
on this matter and where it sees the waste management
policies heading.
Most people say of landfills, ‘We will dump the
business waste in there. That is fine. We do not have to
see it again. It is under a layer of soil’, but as I indicated
earlier, there are issues such as leaching and the
emission of carbon dioxide gases. One publication says
that it is a popular misconception that biodegradable
materials break down in landfill sites. In fact they do
not. It says — and I think it is fair to say — that rubbish
or waste or any product that has come out of business
or households is compacted down. It is compressed and
sealed under tonnes of soil, so there is minimisation of
oxygen and moisture, which are essential requirements
for microbial decomposition. For those of you who
have failed with your compost, as I occasionally have,
if you do not aerate it and do not add moisture and other
bugs to get it going, it ends up just being a mound of
rock-hard dirt. The banana skin you threw in there three
months ago is still sitting there as a banana skin. It has
not had the chance to decompose. I raise this just to say
that landfills they do not go away.
The other thing that concerns us is how industry
produces some of the materials. There is no chance for
the material to break down in the long term. There is no
doubt that landfills in Victoria are filling up fast.
I think honourable members on this side will make their
contribution about the impact of landfills. Rod
Maclellan, the current manager of PWM post-collection
landfill and waste treatment division, and Harry van
Moorst, the director of the Western Region
Environment Centre, held a forum on 22 August 2001.
In a document entitled ‘The future directions of
prescribed landfills in Victoria’ concerns were raised
that Lyndhurst and Tullamarine were filling up fast and
were due to close in 2004. It says that there is an urgent
need for alternative disposal facilities or methods of
containment. This is two years ago, and I am sure the
government was aware of this issue confronting
recycling.
The opposition has concerns with councils. While the
government produced a waste management policy,
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section 16A of the Environment Protection (Resource
Efficiency) Act, assented to 18 June 2002, which I will
not go through in detail, is a prescriptive measure
dealing with waste from business. I call on the
government to implement this measure and get the job
done. Time is running out, and we cannot afford to
continue down the path of issuing documentation and
process.
I will put on record the functions of Ecorecycle
Victoria. There were some changes to the act. In its
publications it sets out its functions and refers to some
of the matters in the legislation. It then states:
… to plan on a statewide basis and to facilitate the
management of solid industrial waste in accordance with
Victorian legislation and government policy.

They are words, not actions.
I would be curious to know from government members
whether they believe the words translate into realities,
because I will demonstrate that there is not that delivery
proposed in the legislation. I am disappointed that is the
case, because of the urgent need for business waste
recycling facilities in Victoria. As I have said, a number
of people have stated that landfills are closing and
substantial issues confront the state into the foreseeable
future.
I have also gone through in some detail the Ecorecycle
Victoria web site and its publications, and I
acknowledge that there is a commitment on its part,
which I applaud, but that commitment is not converted
into demonstrated outcomes. It appears we are
trundling along, and although it realises the problem, it
is as though it has no strategic resolve to deal with the
problem. I ask members to look at the September 2003
update, which I am sure Ecorecycle Victoria sends to
all members of this place, because they will see it has
micro issues on business waste recycling, small
programs and grants, but it appears to me — and I seek
some guidance from the government — that the overall
strategic framework, the vision of recycling for
business and providing support in a macro way rather
than giving a micro response, is sadly lacking.
An Ecorecycle Victoria publication Towards Zero
Waste is the platform for the government moving
forward. There was a consultation in March 2003, so
there are a series of talkfests heading towards the
inevitable.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — Industry has to have a
major role too.
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Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Indeed, industry does
have to have a major role, but it is important to put on
the record that industry seeks guidance from
government. I will not debate whether the opposition or
the government will do it. While I agree with what
Mr McQuilten is saying, and Ecorecycle Victoria is
trying to do that, if you go through its material you see
that it appears to have a micro approach. I look forward
to Mr McQuilten’s contribution to the debate.
The government criticises the opposition because the
motions moved in this place are often critical of
government policy and action. That is not the case with
this motion, but it highlights that a crisis is looming and
we need to get on with the job of dealing with it. That is
the issue. There was a summary consultation in March
2003, and I ask members to look at the document. It is a
good document, as is Ecorecycle Victoria’s annual
report.
I now turn to the Ecorecycle Victoria report for
2002–03. The page opposite the chairman’s report has
the caption:
Wastes are only raw materials we are too stupid to use.
Arthur C. Clarke.

Those words are fitting, because the reality is, as I have
argued, that most waste can be used. Certainly 80 per
cent to 90 per cent of household waste can be used and
an equivalent percentage of industrial waste. Perhaps
there is too much politics in this issue. The reality is
young people will have to deal with the issues we are
dealing with now. We can no longer sustain the
continued waste of material, dumping it into landfill
and hoping it will all go away. We know it causes
major problems. We know landfills are closing, and I
will talk about that later. There is an urgent need for
business, government and others to get together to deal
with this issue.
The annual report says there is a significant task in
addressing the burgeoning levels of industrial waste
going to landfill. Under the heading ‘Corporate key
performance indicators’ figures showing the total waste
disposal to landfill are set out. In 2000–01,
4 335 136 tonnes of waste went into landfill in Victoria.
The most recent figures available are for 2001–02, so
they are a couple of years behind. The figure is
4 582 590 tonnes. That is an increase over one year —
and these figures are a couple of years old — of
247 454 tonnes. So a quarter of a million tonnes extra
went into landfill in one year in this state — a 5.7 per
cent increase.
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I look forward to the contributions from members from
the other side, but if they do not think there is a crisis in
the way we are handling business recycling, I implore
them to look at the corporate key performance
indicators. There is no doubt that problems will result if
we increase waste going into landfill each year by a
quarter of a million tonnes, and that is on top of the
supposed increases in our disposal.
It is an interesting point, because further on the report
looks at community attitudes to waste reduction, and
92 per cent of those surveyed agreed that it is important
to reduce waste to landfill. This was again in 2001–02.
Here we have a significant issue that crosses party lines.
I am deeply concerned that this report shows such a
substantial amount of waste going to landfill, yet there
is no recourse on how we are dealing with it.
How are industry groups and local governments dealing
with business waste? As I said before, there appears to
be no overall strategic program in place. It appears that
many local councils and shires are providing and
adapting their own business recycling programs while
others are not adopting a business recycling program at
all.
This issue came up for me as a local member when I
went to my local council and wanted a recycling bin for
my business. I was told I could not have one because
they are only allocated to households and it would add
a significant amount of waste. Many businesses would
now be at the stage of asking, ‘If there is no business
recycling bin provided, then how are we to deal with
this in the longer term?’.
To their credit a lot of shires and councils are now
going through individualised processes. I think they are
doing it out of frustration and because they are not
getting the strategic overview from government. They
are now saying that they must address the issue of
landfill and business recycling concerns because of the
looming crisis that is facing us. They have had to take
the lead. I applaud the councils that are doing that. In
my area the City of Boroondara has been doing a
reasonable job in getting on with the issue of handling it
and moving forward in a cohesive way.
Some programs have been introduced by Ecorecycle
Victoria. One is called the Waste Wise Business
program. It would appear on information I have and
from some of the research I have done — again the
government may say there is an alternative to what I am
suggesting — that many business sectors are unaware
of the program. I call on Ecorecycle Victoria to
understand and deal with this in a more strategic
manner, rather than localising it to the point where it is
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not getting the penetration that it could achieve on a
broader scale. That would be a good outcome, and I
hope Ecorecycle Victoria will follow this debate today.
I implore it to listen to the arguments from both sides
and to see where the legislators are going — in
particular this Parliament — in dealing with this
looming crisis.
We also need to understand what some areas are doing.
As I said, the City of Boroondara is implementing its
biodiversity strategy. In its council plan for 2003 to
2006 it has put in a process to provide a three-bin
system. After a bit of pressure from the community and
business groups, to its credit it is now looking at putting
in a business collection program for recycling materials.
I look forward to receiving a recycling bin for my
office. I am sure many thousands of businesses in the
City of Boroondara area would also agree that there is a
good opportunity now to do it.
I refer to an article on pages 8 and 9 of the Melbourne
Times of 15 October headed ‘It’s not so easy being
green down at grassroots’. It goes into detail about how
the Municipal Association of Victoria and a couple of
the inner northern councils — Darebin, Melbourne,
Moreland and Yarra — are dealing with business
recycling on a broader scale.
Why is it we are now at a stage where local government
is having to basically go it alone? It is now doing it
alone in an ad hoc manner. For example, in my
province there are the cities of Boroondara, Monash
and Whitehorse, and over the road just outside there is
Manningham, and each council has a different
approach to the way it handles the overall program of
recycling business materials, which is a shame, because
as I said earlier, businesses are confused. They are not
too sure.
I have mentioned Ecorecycle Victoria and the
confusion with some of its programs, as well as the
localising it is doing without strategic direction. There
is general confusion about the way business recycling
facilities are employed. That in turn puts a significant
pressure on the landfill situation. In turn the landfill
puts further pressure on the environment, through
leaching, emissions and the reduction in recyclable
materials. They were doing this 150 years ago with the
Englebrecht caves. We are still doing it today, and we
cannot continue to do it. There is a looming crisis, and
recycling will eventually catch up.
I have tried to be genuine in my approach to this issue. I
have raised the issue of recycling for businesses on a
couple of occasions in this house. In March this year I
raised the concern about the increase in landfill and the
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amount of dumping. I am concerned that businesses are
not being responsible, not because they do not want to
be, but because there are no facilities available for
them. Local government was not providing support,
and businesses in general were not being provided
support by the government, so they were then
contributing to landfill. I have argued many times about
the impact of that.
In March I raised this matter as a genuine issue with the
government, and I was then told quite clearly by the
minister, ‘This is not an issue about recycling, this is a
local government issue’. I took that back and said,
‘Okay, that may be the case’. I raised the matter with
local government and the suggestion put back to me
was, ‘This is not a local government issue, this is a
matter for the Minister for Environment’. I walked out
thinking, ‘Who has ultimate responsibility?’. That is
part of the reason for this motion.
At the end of the day if the Minister for Local
Government or the Minister for Environment do not
each work together the outcome will not be good. If the
Minister for Local Government says, ‘Landfill is not
my problem’ — and it probably is not — and the
ministers do not understand the situation in a strategic
manner on a broader scale, this is what the outcome
will be. We are slowly but surely heading towards
2012 — it will be D-day for a lot of people in this
state — and 2012 is not far off in the context of what
we are doing to this state, what we are doing with our
environment and what we are doing with our waste. We
cannot continue to rely on local governments taking an
ad hoc approach. The very reason I have moved this
motion is to enable the government to provide
assistance.
The government will come back and say, ‘You know
you’re being dictatorial’, but I put on the record that
this is not about being dictatorial. This is about a vision,
about providing an overview — a support — so that we
do not have ad hoc approaches. Members of the
opposition have made numerous contacts across local
government throughout the state, and there is no
consistency in they way councils deal with business
waste recycling. Even in my immediate area three
councils can be running three different programs
seeking the same outcome. They all want the same
outcome; we all want the same outcome; I want the
same outcome; and I am sure the government wants the
same outcome.
In my remaining time I will put on record some of the
concerns about recycling facilities in Victoria. Let me
put it in the context of how urgent it is that we get this
thing up and running, off the ground. The South
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Eastern Regional Waste Management Group — its
publications and other details are on the Web, and I ask
members to have a look at them — currently has six
operational landfill sites. They are situated at Deals
Road, Clayton South; Taylors Road, Lyndhurst;
Heatherton Road, Clayton South; Ryans Road, Clayton
South; Stephensons Road, Cranbourne; and Hallam
Road, Hampton Park — a good area! The information
on the group’s books indicates that only Hallam Road,
Hampton Park, will be operational after 2012.
Let me put this very succinctly and clearly: there is only
going to be one landfill available for the entire
south-eastern area of Melbourne. It is a huge growth
area.
I will give the house some figures about where we are
going. Cr John Kelly, the chairman of South Eastern
Regional Waste Management Group, says:
Despite an increase in the amount of waste recycled from
23 per cent in 2001–02 to 25 per cent … the amount of …
rubbish produced across the south-east rose from
443 743 tonnes to 447 126 tonnes in the same period …

The recycling programs are having an impact, but the
amount of recycled collection that is going into landfill
is increasing. The reality is that we cannot continue to
fill the hole, because we will eventually come to the
top. Cr Kelly makes a further interesting comment:
Add to this an estimated population growth of
75 000 people …

Not only have we got an increase in landfill
requirements, we have an increased number of people
who are going to be there, but our recycling has only
grown 2 per cent over the same period. If the
government comes back and says, ‘There is not a
crisis’, I will remind the government that currently there
are six sites, but this will reduce to only one, and there
will be a huge increase in the population.
I look forward to the contribution from government
members, who appear to be laughing about this serious
issue. This is a serious matter, and I cannot see why
they are laughing. They are laughing at the concerns
that we in the opposition are raising on a genuine
motion. I am sure Ecorecycle Victoria and the
environmental groups will be looking at this debate
with much rigour to see where the government stands
on this.
I would ask the government to study its arguments on
this issue, because if it comes back and starts spraying
the opposition about the former Kennett years and so
on, that is great, but the reality is that we are
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approaching 2012 and there appears to be no vision and
no support for local government.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — I am trying to remain
bipartisan on this, Ms Mikakos, because this is a
genuine motion — —
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Government members
hark back to the legacy. I do not want to talk about the
Cain and Kirner years as much as they want to talk
about the Kennett years, even though our years were
more successful — but I digress again.
Another interesting point was made by Cr John Kelly in
the September newsletter Waste Matters:
With five of our six regional landfill sites expected to close by
2012, and with no plans to build new ones, it is important that
all residents accept that the region faces a waste disposal
dilemma —

a waste disposal dilemma!
I have argued before that two-thirds of waste that goes
into landfill is from business. About 80 per cent or
90 per cent of the one-third that comes from households
could be recycled. Where is the acknowledgment that
there is a crisis confronting the state? I am genuinely
concerned that the government does not understand the
nature of what it is doing or not doing in relation to this
matter.
I shall refer to diminishing the responsibility of
business to recycle. Worksafe has introduced changes
to the Workcover rules prohibiting waste collectors
from lifting recycling bins. It has always fascinated me
how, as an individual, I could take home a slab of beer,
yet somebody could not pick up the empty equivalent.
The government does not have a vision. If it were to
implement an holistic approach to its policy, then I go
back to the 2002 election policy in which the
government said it would try to encourage all
departments, but the Victorian Workcover Authority
would have said that would have an impact on
recycling. The government should work through having
business understand, and it should assist business; it is
about providing support and vision.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — I hear interjections
during debate on a serious matter, because government
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members cannot understand that when in government
they must have a vision for the future.
Hon. Bill Forwood — They have no vision!
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — Correct, Mr Forwood,
they have no vision. The motion refers to providing
focus and support. I shall touch briefly on the campaign
to do the right thing. I shall not talk particularly on it,
but I would like to see Ecorecycle Victoria doing more
in the way it deals with businesses in that it could tell
them how they can contribute to limiting their business
waste. Ecorecycle Victoria can work with local
government to provide a more holistic approach to the
issue.
The Gauteng agreement should be examined by the
Minister for Environment, but where does that lead us?
The intention might be good, but I look forward to the
government’s contribution when the house may hear
where the government sees that agreement in the
overall context of this debate.
Global Renewables Ltd has built a purpose-built facility
at Eastern Creek near Sydney. It sorts the waste into
glass, metal and paper, which is then broken down into
solid organic material. They use biotechnology to
produce gas, which becomes a renewable energy, and
the solid organic material is turned into fertiliser, which
is then put back into the soil. The New South Wales
government has it right and is doing something about it.
It has a long-term vision because it does not want to
wait for the crisis. I ask all members to support the
motion.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I welcome the
opportunity to speak on the notice of motion moved by
Mr Dalla-Riva, and I thank him on three counts: firstly,
his motion allows debate this morning on this important
topic; secondly, for extending the content of the motion
beyond just business recycling, because he has spoken
extensively about waste management in general — and
as the mover of the motion, he has given following
speakers the opportunity to speak broadly about waste
management policies, which is an important and timely
debate that the Parliament and the people of Victoria
need to have; and thirdly, the manner in which he has
phrased the motion.
As he said, he is not out to slam the government in any
way. The motion has been expressed in a constructive
way — that is, it calls on the house to express its
concern on issues associated with business recycling
and waste management by way of comment in opening
the debate. That is a responsible way to phrase the
motion as it gives all parties in this house the
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opportunity to show some bipartisanship in addressing
this important issue of waste management. I hope the
government will be inclined to support the motion,
given that waste management must be of concern to the
government. Surely the current issues associated with
waste management policies, in particular toxic waste
management policies, must be of concern to the
government. I know that last night a couple of
government ministers were in Tiega, near Ouyen, and
they would have heard concern being expressed by the
community. I am sure they would share that concern to
some extent.
The phrase ‘expresses concern’ allows the motion to be
rightfully embraced by all parties this morning. I thank
and congratulate Mr Dalla-Riva on phrasing the motion
in the way he has. In my contribution I shall speak
particularly about waste management as it applies to
hazardous materials and toxic waste, and I will talk
about the government’s waste management policy as it
applies to those areas. In his contribution
Mr Dalla-Riva said the government has a very
disjointed policy in this particular area.
The government has laid out clearly what its policy is
on toxic waste management in that it has decided to
locate a contaminated soil and treatment facility at
Dutson Downs and place a toxic waste facility in
country Victoria. That policy of the Labor government
on waste management is clear. The only problem is that
it is a terrible policy, and the people of country Victoria
think so. I shall air some of their views during the
course of my contribution.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — I will talk about that during
the course of my contribution. Mr Dalla-Riva is right in
saying that the government does not have a
comprehensive policy on waste management,
particularly on the issue of treatment and disposal of
some of our domestic waste. I know in country Victoria
landfills are an equally significant problem and, as he
described, a problem exists in the south-east of the
Melbourne area. I know many country towns are
having their landfill sites closed down and have run out
of appropriate landfill sites.
Many small communities now have transfer stations
rather than permanent landfill sites. I know domestic
waste management is a particular and costly problem
for local government. Indeed, they also have difficulty
in some country areas with recycling schemes. Because
of their size, comprehensive collection and recycling
schemes for domestic wastes are simply not viable.
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In some cases I am convinced — I have heard plenty of
anecdotal stories — that people in good faith have put
out materials that they expect to be recycled but
because there is not a market for that recyclable
material, that has gone to landfill. There seems to be a
problem with having a comprehensive policy and
measures in place to ensure that the issues associated
with waste management are addressed.
That having been said, I turn to the government’s
policy on hazardous or toxic industrial waste. I want to
talk first of all about the government’s policy on the
establishment of a soil recycling and treatment facility.
I will start with some factual information which is
directly from the government’s major projects web site,
so the facts are indisputable. From this site I note that
on Tuesday, 15 July, this year the Minister for Major
Projects announced that Dutson Downs in Gippsland
has been the site selected by the government to be the
location for a soil recycling and treatment facility. It is
interesting that the web site says the value of the project
is $5.35 million, and I will come back to that figure
later. It may be sheer coincidence that the exact same
figure also appears in the most recent announcement
about a containment facility for toxic waste.
The major projects web site describes this soil recycling
and treatment facility and tells us that:
In December 2000 the Bracks government announced its
strategy for industrial waste management which aims to avoid
the production of prescribed industrial waste and to achieve
maximum reuse and recycling of residual wastes. These
strategies will lead to the phasing out of disposal of prescribed
industrial waste to landfill.
The establishment of soil recycling and treatment facilities is
an essential element of this strategy. Contaminated soil
currently going to landfill will instead be treated and recycled
for reuse. Soil recycling and treatment facilities will be the
first of the new generation of cleaner, greener and safer waste
management facilities developed in Victoria, providing
industries with a technologically advanced and
environmentally responsible alternative to landfill disposal.

In that respect I agree entirely with everything that has
been said on the web site. I have no argument
whatsoever that we need to have a strategy to deal with
contaminated soils and to address the fact that these
soils are being put in landfills. There is an absolute
imperative to address those particular issues. We agree
entirely with that sentiment.
The web site goes on to describe the process, and I will
deal with that in a little more detail in a minute. I will
move on to comment about the fact sheets provided on
the major projects web site about the recycling and
treatment facility proposed for Dutson Downs. Fact
sheet 1 says:
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The community has made clear its concerns about the
possible environmental risks associated with landfill disposal.
The Victorian government has put strategies in place to:
reduce the volume of waste produced;
encourage maximum recycling of waste; and
phase out waste disposal to landfill over time.

Once again I agree entirely. The first part of any waste
management strategy should be an attempt to reduce
the amount of waste that is being produced. The second
plank should be the recycling of those materials if that
is at all possible. I agree too that we should, if possible,
phase out landfill. However, in the long run there is
always going to be a need for some form of landfill. It
is interesting to note that fact sheet 1 says:
In the past five years more than 500 000 tonnes of
contaminated soil have been sent to landfill.

That is a significant amount of soil. I note also in this
report on the possibility of the facility being at Dutson
Downs that it is estimated that between 40 000 and
90 000 tonnes of contaminated soils a year will still
require treatment in Victoria, and that is certainly a
significant amount. Fact sheet 1 goes on to talk about
why we need a soil recycling facility. As I said before,
there is no argument; we need a soil recycling and
treatment facility, so I will not go into that.
The fact sheet also talks about the site selection process
and what has happened so far. It talks about the
government having established a hazardous waste siting
advisory committee in March 2001. That committee
was set up to advise the government on the appropriate
sites for a contaminated soil treatment and recycling
facility.
The process was an interesting one, but the National
Party believes it was flawed. Rather than doing what it
did with the industrial waste containment facility and
examining the whole state, in respect of the
contaminated soil treatment and recycling facility the
government asked people to put up their hands and
volunteer to have the facility in their own local areas.
How many people are going to put up their hand and
say, ‘Yes, we want to have contaminated soils brought
to our local communities.’? Not too many.
Surprisingly 11 — not municipalities but
organisations — put up their hands initially and said
they would be prepared to look at this project further.
They said, ‘Perhaps we have a site that would be
suitable for a contaminated soil treatment and recycling
facility’. Of the 11 sites, 9 were in the metropolitan
area, and only 2 were in regional Victoria. As the
process of site selection evolved, most of the
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11 gradually dropped out of the race. They withdrew
their hands and said they had thought again and decided
they did not want this facility. There was one man left
standing, and unfortunately for the people of Gippsland
and the people that I represent it was Gippsland Water.
It continued to say that its site at Dutson Downs was a
suitable site for a contaminated soil treatment and
recycling facility.
To this day it amazes me that Gippsland Water
continued in that race when it was clearly evident that it
was strongly against the wishes of local Gippsland
councils and the local community. I have not met one
person — except those outside Gippsland and
Gippsland Water — who has said it would be a great
idea to have all Melbourne’s contaminated soils carted
to their region. To this day I believe its arm was twisted
by government to stay in the race. As it turned out this
process was totally flawed in that an assessment was
not made of suitable sites right across the state of
Victoria. In the end we only had one site for
consideration, and that turned out to be Dutson Downs.
It is interesting that when there was one man left
standing, the government appointed consultants to
examine all the matters associated with Dutson Downs
as a suitable site, particularly in regard to environmental
matters, so there could be some assessment as to
whether this site would be suitable. The group chosen
to do that — let’s call it an environmental study — was
a company called GHD. It produced a report entitled
Major Projects Victoria and Gippsland Water:
Proposed Dutson Downs Soil Recycling and Treatment
Facility — Environmental Study. This company did the
environmental study for the two organisations that
commissioned it — and this is important to the
argument — those organisations were Major Projects
Victoria, and Gippsland Water.
GHD came up with a report that is summarised in the
fact sheets on the government’s web site, which states
in general terms that it is possible to have the soil
treatment and recycling facility located at Dutson
Downs. The important thing that is never mentioned by
government is on the final page of this environmental
study, under the heading ‘Limitations’. It states, and I
quote directly from the report:
This report has been prepared for use by the client who has
commissioned the works in accordance with the project brief
only, and has been based on information provided by the
client. The advice herein relates only to this project and all
results, conclusions and recommendations made should be
reviewed by a competent and experienced person with
experience in environmental investigations before being used
for any other purpose. GHD accepts no liability for use and
interpretation by any person or body other than the client who
commissioned the works.
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It goes on. Some very severe limitations are imposed on
this report. The authors suggest clearly that they are not
absolute experts in this area and that they have only
relied on the information supplied to them by
government and Gippsland Water. How could anybody
suggest that this is an independent environmental
study? I do not think anyone could claim that this has
all the answers. Indeed, the authors themselves said that
these matters should be assessed by somebody
independent of the clients.
It makes a sham of the environmental study that said
Dutson Downs was a suitable site for the soil treatment
and recycling facility; it makes that an absolute joke.
The limitations clearly expressed in the report tell us
that we should not be guided by the contents of this
report; we should go back to experts in the area and
have those things independently evaluated.
Fact sheet no 3 on the department web site also gives a
description of the type of contaminated soils the facility
will treat. I will not quote all that material, but it gives
members a background. They are the facts of how
Dutson Downs was selected and why it was selected as
the site for a contaminated soil treatment and recycling
facility.
I will inform the house of the concerns the community
has and will continue to have because of the flawed
process involved. I need to say firstly the things that
members of the Gippsland community agree with. We
agree that waste management is a significant issue and
solutions need to be found. Members of the community
also agree wholeheartedly that the first step of any
waste management policy is to minimise waste
produced. We also agree on efforts to treat and recycle
contaminated soils. We welcome that and feel that it is
a necessary step. We also agree that the Gippsland
region needs to take responsibility for its own waste.
Yes, Gippsland is a region; it is a significant producer
of a number of goods; we have a significant population;
we create a significant amount of waste; and yes, we
believe Gippsland as a region has a responsibility to
deal with its own waste. However, we do not believe
that Gippsland has a responsibility to deal with
everyone else’s waste as well.
What we fail to understand, as I said before, is the
process of site selection, and we fail to understand why
the government has come to the solution that Gippsland
is a safe site for a contaminated soil facility, given the
location of Dutson Downs on the shores of Gippsland
Lakes at the confluence of the Gippsland Lakes and
Ninety Mile Beach and next to the Royal Australian Air
Force bombing range. So we believe strongly for
environmental reasons that this is an extremely risky
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location for the dumping of any significant waste that
might be generated by Victoria.
Another thing we fail to also understand is why
contaminated soils, 100 000 tonnes each year, cannot
be treated closer to the source or indeed at the source
point. If, as we are told, this process of treating
contaminated soils is such a safe process then why can
it not be done close to its source, like on the outskirts of
Melbourne or indeed at its source point where a
treatment facility could be constructed? For example, if
it is contaminated soil waste from Docklands, why can
a treatment soil facility not be established at Docklands
to treat soils contaminated in that area?
We are told the process will have an absolute minimal
impact on the environment, and if that is so it should be
treated close to its source. Why cart in by truck 100 000
cubic metres of contaminated soils a year over
200 kilometres from Melbourne to Dutson Downs on a
journey of more than 3 hours when it could be treated
closer to its source? If this soil is to be recycled, it is
only natural that some of that soil will be returned to the
metropolitan area anyway, so we will be carting it up
and down the Princes Highway — at significant risk, I
might add, when you are transporting contaminated
soils — when there is potential to treat it safely close to
its source. It is as simple as that.
The government’s own report stated something like
40 000 to 90 000 tonnes per year of contaminated soils
will be treated, and once again by the government’s
figures that amounts to something like 14 to 22 extra
trucks on the roads per day carting contaminated
material up and down the Princes Highway. Every one
of us who has an electorate on the Princes Highway
between Docklands — currently the most significant
producer of contaminated soil — right through to
Dutson Downs in South Gippsland should be
concerned about having in the order of 20 extra trucks
of contaminated soils moving up and down that
highway every day. It is of significant concern,
certainly for me and for the people I represent in
Gippsland.
I have spoken about the process involved in this. I have
spoken significantly about what we believe are the
safety risks associated with the cartage of that material,
and I have spoken about what I think is an illogical
decision to cart it a long distance from Melbourne —
over 200 kilometres — when it could be treated safely
closer to the source. I have also pointed out the flawed
environmental study undertaken by the government and
Gippsland Water with respect to the limitations that the
consultants themselves put on this study.
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Let me finish this aspect of waste management policy
by quoting from a letter written by one of my
constituents, Dr Jo McCubbin, president of Wellington
Residents Against Toxic Hazards. I quote from the
Bairnsdale Advertiser of Monday, 28 July, which was
shortly after the government’s decision on 15 July to
approve Dutson Downs:

Let me put some indisputable facts on the board. In
November this year the government announced three
sites for a total containment facility. The major projects
web site states:

It has been most disappointing to hear that the Victorian
government thinks the Dutson Downs site is suitable for toxic
soil treatment.

It is interesting, too, that the web site says the value of
this project is $5.35 million. I repeat that figure,
because members who were listening 15 or 20 minutes
ago will recall I mentioned that exact figure then. That
is what the government said about Dutson Downs in
Gippsland — that is, it was a $5.35 million project. The
coincidence is that the $5.35 million figure is again
mentioned as being the cost of having these
containment facilities in country Victoria. I find it
extraordinary that the same figure appears against both
of these waste management projects. I do not know
whether it resulted from a careless error or whether, as I
said, it is extremely coincidental that the figure is
exactly the same.

A spot sandwiched between the Gippsland Lakes and the
Ninety Mile Beach in prehistoric sand dune country cannot
possibly be the most suitable site in the state!
The process which selected the site was flawed and the
government has since disbanded the committee responsible.
In the meantime, the government has ended up backed into a
corner with no sensible solution available.
Recognising this, Gippsland Water’s own Dutson Downs
advisory committee voted to advise the board of Gippsland
Water to withdraw its expression of interest in this project.
The board chose to ignore the advice of their advisory
committee claiming that the matter was now in the hands of
the Bracks government.

The letter then reiterates a lot of the concerns that I
have expressed. Dr McCubbin makes the interesting
point that this government which set up the hazardous
waste advisory committee has now disbanded that
committee. If you search the government web site there
is no mention of it now. A particular committee set up
specifically to look at future sites for hazardous waste
treatment and containment facilities around the state
has disappeared into oblivion.
That treatment facility was stage 1. The next stages
were a containment facility for waste that could not be
treated, for which no known treatment exists, and
which needs to be contained for some time — until, at
least hopefully, in the future we find a means to
detoxify those particular wastes.
That leads me to my second point — that is, the most
recent decision by the government to select three sites
in country Victoria as sites suitable for the containment
of some of the toxic waste generated by industry in
Victoria. I know my colleague the Honourable Barry
Bishop has a particular interest in this subject — his is
more than a particular interest, it is a local interest as I
know he was at a meeting attended by some 750 people
in the northern part of Victoria, near Ouyen, last night.
Those people expressed serious, grave and extreme
concern about the government’s decision to select
Tiega as one of the three proposed containment
facilities for toxic waste in Victoria.

The establishment of a total containment facility will enable
Victoria to securely and sustainably manage industrial waste
that cannot be avoided, reused or recycled.

Anyway, what the government’s web site again tells us
is that it has chosen three sites in Victoria and that it
will undertake some further evaluation as to their
appropriateness. One of the three sites is going to be the
location of a containment facility for toxic waste in
Victoria, and those — —
Hon. R. G. Mitchell interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Possibly, so it might not be
one of those three sites.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — If they are all no good, we
would not use them.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Mr Mitchell said that if they
were all no good, the government would not use them.
That is fair enough; I agree with that, but what if they
all turn out to be no good? We still have a major
problem on our hands, and we are going to have — —
Hon. R. G. Mitchell interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — My answer? Your
government is making the selection. What do you want
us to do — put our hands up and say, ‘Yes, come down,
we’ve got a good site for you. You can put it there.’?
Hon. R. G. Mitchell interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Be proactive? I have been
proactive from day one. I even volunteered to represent
the National Party on a hazardous waste site advisory
committee, but I resigned my position on that
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committee because the very next time Parliament sat
the Minister for Major Projects in the other place
decided to play politics and made me a political pawn
in this debate. At the invitation of the government the
National Party accepted a position on the committee
and said, ‘We are prepared to work with you to find the
solution, but we do not want you to play politics’. But
at the first opportunity I was made a political pawn
when the Minister for Major Projects went into the
other house and said, ‘The National Party accepted, but
the Liberal Party has not accepted. Ha! Ha! Ha! What is
wrong with you guys?’

surrounded by privately owned land. It is not just the
owners of the particular land in question but also the
owners of the land surrounding it who are going to be
significantly disadvantaged.

If that was going to be the trend and if government
members were going to play political games about
National Party representation on the committee, we
would be simply out of it — but Mr Mitchell might like
to know that that is exactly what happened. National
Party members were prepared to be part of that siting
advisory committee and work with the government to
find a solution because we recognise that it is a serious
problem.

All this is on the government web site. I am not
distorting the facts at all; all I am saying is that the
information provided to the public and to members of
the opposition is totally inadequate. Again I say there
has been a clandestine process. How can National Party
members say whether it has been fair? How can we say
whether those three sites are the best three sites in
Victoria when we do not know the siting criteria, why
public land was excluded as a possibility and where
were the other 97 sites that were considered?

That offer still stands. National Party members are
prepared to work with the government, but we do not
know how the process that selected these three sites
evolved. We are told, once again by information on the
web site, that there were 30 stringent siting criteria used
by the government. What are those 30 criteria? We
would like to know them because that information is
nowhere on the web site.
We have asked questions in the other house. Our leader
in that place, Peter Ryan, directly questioned the
minister and asked him to say what were those
30 stringent siting criteria that had been adopted by the
government, but we have not received an answer.
We were also told that the government considered
100 different sites. The web site states:
More than 100 areas were initially examined and considered.
Eventually three areas that best meet the siting criteria were
selected for further evaluation.

What were the 100 areas that were considered? The
government has the resources to go and evaluate sites
across Victoria. The National Party and the opposition
do not, but we are still prepared to work with it to try
and find alternative sites, so the least government
members can do is to share the information with us. We
want to know what criteria the government is using and
what initial site selection process was employed.
We also would like to know why public land was ruled
out as an option for the location of these facilities. We
are left with three privately owned sites that are

The process employed in informing those people of
how they were selected was appalling. I do not think
anybody in the government could rightfully claim that
the process did not shut out or ignore the views of the
people on whose land the proposed site would be on.
The way they were informed was appalling, and I am
sure Mr Bishop will tell us about that.

Let me make this side point, too, in respect of this issue.
It relates to waste management and waste avoidance in
particular. I become annoyed when downloading
information from any web site, but particularly
government web sites, when I get a printout like the one
I have in my hand. It has a coloured background to
what is largely writing. Printers take an enormous
amount of ink and time to print out a page like this one
because of the colour in the background. I know it
looks very nice when it is a different colour and it is in
a glossy print, but to do it on most computers that
people have at home — having all that coloured
background — takes an enormous amount of time for
your printer to zip through all of that, and it wastes a lot
of ink in doing so.
If we are talking about recycling, minimising waste and
making a more efficient use of people’s time, then I
appeal to the government to look at the way documents
and reports are printed on web sites and to try to
perhaps eliminate at least colour backgrounds. That
would be a big help in getting information printed. I
know many documents have a lot of pictures which
take a lot of time to download and to print out. I know
you cannot avoid pictures, but at least you can avoid
coloured backgrounds. That would help minimise much
waste.
I want to allow time for my colleague the Honourable
Barry Bishop to say a few words during the course of
this debate, so I conclude by saying that I agree with the
Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva, that the government
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needs to do some work in respect of having a
coordinated approach to all aspects of waste
management.
In respect of industrial waste and its management, I
would say that the government has a very clear
policy — it has been spelled out in recent days — but it
is horrible policy. It is one that I do not agree with at all.
I believe country Victoria has been dumped on in
respect of industrial waste. We have been asked to
house and locate contaminated soil and treatment
facilities for all of Victoria in Gippsland, and now three
areas in northern country Victoria are being considered
as sites for the containment of toxic waste. I believe
people living in metropolitan areas need to accept more
responsibility for the treatment of their own waste, and
I certainly believe — —
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — It is country Victoria’s
waste too.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Yes, it is. I said in my speech
that we in Gippsland were quite happy to accept
responsibility for managing the waste that we generate
in our region. We have no problems whatsoever. We
have that responsibility, and we can manage it. What
we find intolerable is having the rest of Victoria’s waste
dumped upon us. We believe that people should be
more responsible for their own waste. If it is a
Melbourne-based problem, then it is a problem that
should be resolved in or around Melbourne and not
dumped on country Victoria.
I make those comments in respect of the government’s
industrial waste policy, and I conclude by asking the
government once again to seriously consider supporting
this motion that has been phrased in such terms that the
house is being asked to ‘express concern’ about this
policy. I have expressed my concerns in respect of
some components of the waste management policy. I
am sure that all of us have some concerns about this
matter and should therefore be prepared to support the
motion.
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — I am pleased to rise
this morning to speak against the opposition’s motion,
which expresses its concern at a so-called crisis in
business recycling facilities in Victoria. Both speakers
so far have attempted to paint a picture of a looming
crisis in recycling facilities in Victoria. My contribution
will undoubtedly show that there is no such crisis and
that, quite the opposite, Victoria is the leader in
recycling across the nation.
From the outset it is important to state that everybody
has a role to play in reducing waste production and
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trying to increase the amount of recycling, thereby
reducing the amount of waste that eventually ends up in
landfill in our state. We all have a role to play, be it as
an individual, a member of a business, a business
operator, a corporate citizen, an industrialist or local or
state government.
We need to look at the context in which waste is
managed in Victoria and at the major issues, priorities
and initiatives that have already been put in place by
our government to increase recycling and to engage
business. The Bracks government is taking a lead role;
we have a progressive, strategic approach to waste
management.
All of us know that waste is a consequence of the way
that we currently utilise resources in the economy and
our current consumption patterns. This is not a problem
unique to Victoria or indeed Australia; it is a problem
that we share with all developed economies around the
world. Unfortunately, in Australia we seem to suffer
from this issue to a greater extent. Australians are
among the highest per capita waste producers in the
world, and that is not a title that we should be proud of.
At present and on average we produce 1400 kilograms
of waste per capita per annum, and the Victorian
economy produces 1600 kilograms of waste per capita,
making a total of over 8 million tonnes per annum. We
are the fourth highest state or territory in generating
waste in Australia.
This waste represents an economic loss to the Victorian
community, and the Bracks government is determined
to transform the way that these and other significant
resources are managed towards a more sustainable
state. Despite improvements in consumer packaging
and resource efficiency in business, economic growth
and consumption patterns, we have seen this total waste
figure grow steadily from a total waste generation
figure of 5 million tonnes 10 years ago to its level of
8 million tonnes today. Our municipal waste business
and commercial, construction and demolition waste
bear almost equal share of this waste problem.
We have already made significant inroads into
addressing the problem as a community. Victoria is
acknowledged as being the leader in recycling across
our nation. Over the past years Victorians have
increased their rates of recycling from 37 per cent to
47 per cent of the waste stream. In 2001–02 a total of
4.1 million tonnes of waste was recycled. This was up
12 per cent on the previous year. Over a year household
recycling saves 281 000 tonnes of greenhouse gases
that would otherwise contribute to global warming. It
also saves 8143 megalitres of water; enough water for
over 21 million people to drink in one day. We save
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788 000 megawatt hours of energy a year, which is
enough electricity to power over 141 000 households
for a year. The net environmental benefits to Victorians
of kerbside recycling are estimated at more than
$72 million a year.

people did not want to pay an extra levy for their big
bins. We now have three big bins for each household in
Geelong: one for domestic waste, one for recycling of
plastics, cardboard and paper, and the other for the
recycling of green waste.

We are steadily reducing our waste generation and
increasing our recycling capacity. This combined
impact of a steady increase in waste generation and an
equally steady increase in recycling means that the total
waste which we dispose of to landfill has virtually
stabilised at just over 4 million tonnes each year. That is
a very good achievement. There is more to be done, but
we are getting there.

After a shaky start the new policy of the City of Greater
Geelong has been warmly embraced by most of its
citizens. Most people are pretty fond of the three big
bins that they have in their backyards. It certainly has
had a dramatic effect on waste reduction because the
City of Greater Geelong ratepayers have doubled the
rate of recycling. We are above the state average for a
municipality for recycling. That has all happened in
about 18 months, so I am proud of Geelong’s record on
household recycling.

Victoria leads the country in plastic recycling. We have
one of the highest recovery rates for newsprint in the
world, and we lead the world in the recycling of
newspapers — 76 per cent of our newspapers are
recycled. Over 95 per cent of Victorian households are
covered by household recycling. These are significant
achievements that have occurred over the last decade.
Just as our government is attempting to change the
culture and attitude of Victorians towards water
management in our state, we are also attempting to
change the attitude and practice of Victorians in relation
to recycling and waste production. It is fair to say that
the achievements made in Victoria are a reflection of
best practice in making sustainable changes in
behaviour.
The Bracks government, through Ecorecycle Victoria
managing the landfill levy, has invested in both
industrial and municipal infrastructure and supported
statewide education, market development and council
kerbside systems. Councils across the state have
progressively improved kerbside services to their
communities. Businesses have invested in infrastructure
to sort and process waste from both the community and
various commercial waste streams.
The Victorian community has embraced recycling at
both the business and household levels. We want to
play our part, and we are playing our part. Successful
partnership has been at the core of improvements in
recycling. It has also delivered improved economies
which have helped to ensure long-term viability and
sustainability.
In the area of Geelong Province, which I represent in
this place, we have very fine examples of recycling
both at the domestic and the business and industry
levels, which I will talk about this morning. The City of
Greater Geelong has introduced a very progressive and
aggressive recycling policy for ratepayers. It was not
without controversy. When it was first introduced

Visy Recycling has set up a very large waste recycling
and sorting facility. I was pleased to go to the opening
of that plant a couple of months ago, when 1500 people
turned up. It was a great day in Geelong. People wanted
to come along and find out what happened to their
waste and their recycling after they had taken the
trouble to put their cardboard boxes, newspapers, paper
waste and plastic bottles and other cardboard packaging
into their recycling bins. They wanted to be confident
that those products were going to be sorted and
recycled. Some 1500 people turned up to have a look at
what is done with those products. It is a fantastic
facility in Geelong, employing many of our people and
making sure that what would once have gone to
landfills is now being recycled and reused across
Victoria.
We have a very progressive business in Wastewerks,
which is run under the auspices of the Geelong Ethnic
Communities Council. I was pleased to visit
Wastewerks just off Pakington Street a couple of
months ago and have a look at the business that Council
has set up. It is a not-for-profit organisation, which
provides alternative recycling services for businesses
and community groups in Geelong. Free of charge it
goes to all sorts of businesses and collects products that
normally would have been put out for waste to be
dumped in landfills. They sort these products and reuse
those that are suitable by making them available for any
members of the community who want to use them.
They have got a vibrant facility where they collect
materials from over 40 businesses free of charge, and
they make their products available there. The things
they recycle go to over 170 groups in Geelong
including schools, kindergartens, disability
organisations and senior citizens groups to use for craft
items. This is done on a subscription basis. It is a very
creative approach to recycling that is afforded by
Wastewerks.
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On top of that we have a recycling facility. Anyone
may subscribe to it. I do. In my electorate office we
have an enormous bin where we put in any paper we
want to recycle. We recycle all of our newspapers and
wastepaper. This facility is available to any business in
Geelong for paper and packaging recycling. Of course
we have to pay a fee, but it is available, and I make sure
that my business — my electorate office — plays its
part in contributing to recycling at Geelong.
Plus we have a fantastic organisation, the Barwon
Regional Waste Management Group, which plays a
leading role in educating people about waste,
minimising waste production and increasing recycling
in our region. A couple of years ago I had the pleasure
of going to the opening of the education facility that the
group had built in North Geelong for school groups.
Schoolchildren can go through it, and it is a fascinating
construct with all sorts of litter stuck to the walls, floors
and ceilings to demonstrate how much waste is
produced every single day and how much of that waste
could be recycled. It plays a fantastic educative role. I
congratulate the Barwon Regional Waste Management
Group on the work it does.
There are many examples across all municipalities in
the state where households, businesses and industry are
taking up opportunities to recycle the waste they
produce. The cost of recycling services to households
has come down from $40 a household in 1997 to an
average of $28 today. All the successes I have
discussed so far amount to a very good beginning for
waste management in our state. Unfortunately we still
produce an increasing amount of waste each year. We
are still putting over 4 million tonnes of waste into
landfill a year, but the government policies are aimed at
reducing the amount that ends up in landfill, increasing
the recycling rate and reducing the amount of waste
produce.
The challenge is now to reduce the total waste burden
and to further increase recovery opportunities. The
government, business and community partnership will
be a foundation for future challenges. We have heard
discussion this morning about Ecorecycle Victoria. I
think it does a fantastic job. It has a very strategic
approach to waste management in our state. It has a
fantastic, towards-zero waste policy, and I congratulate
Ian Coles, the chief executive officer of Ecorecycle
Victoria for the fabulous work he and his team do.
Ecorecycle Victoria is a government agency for
recycling and waste management. Over the last year it
has consulted widely to produce a framework for future
recycling programs and future improvements to a waste
management system. This morning I looked at its
annual report Towards Zero Waste, where a chapter is
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dedicated to sustainable business. It clearly sets out a
demonstrated commitment to decreasing the amount of
waste produced by businesses and increasing the
amount of recycling and the opportunities that are
afforded to businesses across the state. It talks clearly
about what has been done, and page 17 states:
Ecorecycle’s waste wise business program recognises that
any change in business attitude will only come through clear
demonstration of added value. The appointment of industry
advisors is recognition of the need to work directly with
business, through both associations and individual businesses,
to achieve change.

It goes back to what I talked about before about
changing the culture and the attitude and making sure
there are opportunities in place for businesses to take up
recycling opportunities and to reduce the amount of
waste they produce. This chapter in the annual report
goes through a number of areas in which significant
achievements have been made in reducing the amount
of waste produced by industry and business. One of
those is the construction and demolition business. There
has been a major achievement with the major focus of
Ecorecycle Victoria being to reduce the amount of
construction and demolition waste, which makes up
40 per cent of solid waste in Victoria. The annual report
cites several examples where waste has been able to be
recycled from major projects, including the
redevelopment of the Melbourne Cricket Ground and
Waverley Park.
Ecorecycle Victoria, and I again quote from the report,
says that it:
… has also reached agreement with the Master Builders
Association of Victoria on the appointment of an outreach
officer to work through MBAV and its members. A key
aspect of this appointment will be the implementation of the
better builder program. This program will provide a basis for
benchmarking builders and the construction industry and
instituting assistance to ensure continuous improvement by
participating builders and developers.

The report goes on to talk about what has been done in
the timber industry to try to decrease the amount of
timber that ends up being disposed in landfill. It talks
about an example in my Barwon region where
Ecorecycle Victoria was able to identify 56 significant
sources of timber going to landfills. By linking these
markets to the mulch and particle board industry, more
than 5000 tonnes was able to be reused and diverted
from landfill. It talks about rubber and the fantastic
achievement being made by Empire Rubber, which has
won an environmental award in Bendigo for its
reduction in the disposal of uncured rubber to
Eaglehawk landfill. Empire Rubber deserves
congratulations for that.
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The report refers to food and the major steps that have
been taken to reduce the serious issue of the amount of
food from restaurants and fast food chains that is being
disposed of in landfill. It poses serious health risks and
is a serious problem. The annual report says Ecorecycle
Victoria has been working with the Crown
Entertainment complex to improve its recycling
program, including a co-mingled system for cardboard,
waxed cardboard, steel and expanded polystyrene, or
EPS. A food organics recycling program is being
instituted that will divert 2000 tonnes a year from
landfill. The report also refers to product stewardship
for oil and supply chains. Clearly the argument
prosecuted by the Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva that
there is a crisis in Victoria in relation to the way we
manage waste, particularly in relation to business, is not
the case. One only has to read the annual report of
Ecorecycle Victoria to see the clear inroads that are
being made to reduce the amount of waste that is
produced by businesses and industry and, on top of that,
to increase the amount of recycling that is afforded to
business and industry. That has a dramatic effect on
reducing the amount of waste that ends up in landfill. It
is a clear demonstration of the Bracks government’s
commitment to managing waste sustainably in our
state. It is a nonsense for Mr Dalla-Riva to prosecute
that argument this morning. He should look at the
report; maybe he would then be better informed in
future.
The framework of Ecorecycle Victoria’s Towards Zero
Waste policy has provided a strategic basis for
addressing the issues of small business recycling in the
context of overall waste. I am very grateful to
Ms Hadden, who was eager to advise me of what was
taking place in her own electorate in recycling
opportunities afforded to business. Ms Hadden assures
me that a recycle bin is offered by Ballarat Regional
Industries to commercial and business premises in the
City of Ballarat. The cost of the service is a nominal
$200 per annum. The recycle bin is for paper only and
is used in the manufacturing process to make
chipboard, which is used in building and renovations.
I am very pleased to advise the house that Ms Hadden
is a key participant in the program, because she has one
of those bins at her electorate office. She plays her part
in the City of Ballarat in reducing waste, in making sure
waste is recycled and in reusing that waste. I hold
Ms Hadden as a shining light among members of the
government in Ballarat for her commitment to the
environment and to making waste sustainable. I urge all
honourable members to take the opportunity to get one
of those big bins in their offices and to play their part. I
reckon if we took a survey around this chamber there
would not be many members who do that. I hope I
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would be proven wrong. I have a sneaking suspicion
there would not be many members — —
Hon. Andrew Brideson — I have a big bin.
Ms CARBINES — I am pleased to hear that
Mr Brideson has a big bin. He is playing his part, so
well done.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — I am; I am a good
environmentalist.
Ms CARBINES — On top of that we have seen
Minister Thwaites play a lead role in Australia, leading
the nation in his desire to see a levy put on plastic bags.
Unfortunately he has not been able to obtain the support
of some of his colleagues from interstate or from the
federal government, but the government is seriously
attempting to reduce the number of plastic bags that are
used in Victoria.
A couple of months ago I attended a function with
Minister Thwaites at a Bunnings store in the electorate
of the member for Mordialloc in the other place,
Ms Munt. At that store Bunnings announced that it was
no longer using plastic bags. If people wanted to use
plastic bags they would be charged for them. Bunnings
was also making available large calico and canvas bags
for consumers to use. It was pleasing to see Bunnings
taking that lead role in Victoria and playing its part in
reducing the amount of waste that is produced as a
result of its business practices.
In my electorate of Geelong Province an Aldi store has
recently opened, and it too has a progressive policy in
relation to plastic bags. I wonder how many members
of this house when doing their grocery shopping — if
they do their own grocery shopping — take the
opportunity to take canvas bags with them. How many
members refuse plastic bags and take calico bags?
Hon. Andrew Brideson — My wife has calico
bags, and she makes me use them.
Ms CARBINES — I am pleased Mr Brideson’s
wife does the right thing and has a progressive policy. I
will let Mr Brideson off the hook, because he said he
had a big bin.
I urge all members in this house to play their part by
taking calico bags with them to the supermarket and
refusing plastic bags so that they too can play another
part in reducing the amount of waste produced in our
state.
Not only that, the Bracks government successfully
introduced — it was passed through this house —
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progressive legislation, the Environment Protection
(Resource Efficiency) Bill. That legislation was
introduced by the former Minister for Environment and
Conservation and further demonstrates the Bracks
government’s commitment to sustainably manage our
state and our waste. The legislation introduced
voluntary sustainable covenants to enable industries
and companies to identify resource efficiency gains and
reduce the ecological impact. It introduced changes to
waste management in Victoria and also provided
additional funding for increased incentives for
environmental priorities through increasing the landfill
levies. The government does not just talk, it acts. It
listens and acts, and it has demonstrated that it is
prepared to enact legislation to further protect the
state’s environment.

This is not an easy process. No-one is pretending it is
an easy process or an easy issue. It would be much
easier to do nothing. It would be much easier to sit back
and say, ‘It is all too hard. We will not do anything
about it’. However, this government is not about that. It
is about addressing serious issues and about staring
those issues in the face and working out a solution to
them.

This morning Mr Hall discussed the hazardous waste
storage issue, and I understand it is a serious issue
across the state and for the whole of the state. I
understand the concern and emotion that is running
high in communities across country Victoria at the
moment. Mr Hall said he did not like the government’s
policy; so he was not accusing it of having no policy
this time — it was more that he did not like its policy.

The government, as part of its comprehensive policy
that I have already discussed this morning, is all about
reducing the amount of waste that is produced,
increasing the amount of waste that is recycled and
trying to address the issue of where to store hazardous
waste. As I said, it is not an easy process. At the
moment we are attempting to identify a site. A rigorous
assessment process will take place, and I understand an
environment effects statement (EES) process has
already commenced at each of the three sites that have
been identified. I encourage all members of those
communities to vigorously — and I know they will; I
am confident they will — engage in that EES process.
It is very important they do so, because it will be a
rigorous process. The government will use that EES
process to inform the decision it makes towards the end
of next year as to where the hazardous waste
containment storage facility will be located.

It is important that we address this serious issue for the
state. The government’s policy, as I have already
enunciated this morning, is to reduce as much as
possible the amount of waste that goes to landfill. This
applies to hazardous waste as well. We are trying to
reduce the amount that goes to landfill. Over the last
three years since 2000 we have reduced by half the
amount of industry waste that is disposed of into
landfill.
It is a difficult issue. Victorians all benefit from the
manufacturing industry that drives our state. It is a huge
employer in our state and provides thousands of jobs. It
also provides billions of dollars of revenue to our state.
With all those benefits there are also negatives — the
waste produced by those industries, particularly the
manufacturing industries. We need to look at a way of
somehow containing the hazardous waste that is
produced as a result of those industries from which we
all benefit. All members and everyone in the state
benefits from those industries. Let us be clear about it:
industries across the state like the car, clothing,
furniture, plastics and paint manufacturing industries
and the chemical industry make everyday products that
we all use no matter where we live. We all benefit from
those products.
It is an important issue for the state. We need to find a
place to locate a fully contained storage facility for
category B hazardous waste — that is, dry, solid waste.

Hon. R. Dalla-Riva interjected.
Ms CARBINES — From Mr Dalla-Riva’s
contribution it is clear that he has very little
understanding of waste management in this state. It is a
bit sad that he has come in here and embarrassed
himself and the opposition this morning.

In speaking this morning against the motion moved by
the Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva, I note that the
Bracks government has a progressive, responsive,
strategic approach to all issues associated with
recycling in our state. This is clearly demonstrated by
the policies we have in place through the work of
Ecorecycle Victoria and by the legislation that has
already been introduced to the Parliament by the Bracks
government.
It is important to remind everybody, as has been
demonstrated this morning in my contribution, that we
all have a role to play. It is not just for one area of
government to work this all out for everybody. We all
have a contribution to make. Whether it be as an
individual, a household, a business or an industry, a
local government or the state government, we all have a
role to play in addressing this serious issue.
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This morning, Mr Dalla-Riva sought to paint a picture
of crisis in recycling, and this is clearly not the case.
Had he done his homework he would know that, and he
would not have bothered with it this morning. The great
thing about Mr Dalla-Riva’s motion is that it has given
the government an opportunity to showcase what it is
doing about recycling in this state. In a sort of
backhanded way I thank him for that.
The clear message I bring to the house in opposing the
motion put before us is that Victoria is leading the
nation in recycling. We have a government that is
committed to managing our waste sustainably. We have
a whole raft of projects and policies in place, as
demonstrated this morning. Therefore I conclude my
remarks by opposing the motion of the Honourable
Richard Dalla-Riva.
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I congratulate the
Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva on his contribution in
the house this morning. The motion before us, for those
who did not hear it, especially the previous speaker, is
that this house expresses its concern at the crisis in
business recycling — I repeat, business recycling —
facilities in Victoria and calls on the government to take
urgent and immediate action to assist and require local
government to provide business recycling in their
specific areas.
I believe very strongly that this is probably one of the
greatest crises confronting all governments Australia
wide and not just in Victoria. Regrettably in many ways
Victoria is dragging the chain in attending to the
recycling of business waste. On coming to government
four years ago the Bracks government maintained that
it would require all government departments and
agencies to set waste targets that would be audited by
the Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development and report accordingly in its annual
reports.
Three years later in 2002 the Bracks government
suggested it was going to attend to waste minimisation.
It would ensure there was an increase in the rate of
household and business recycling and the development
of new markets for those recycled materials and
products. It would establish new programs for recycling
both building and commercial waste through the
recently established Sustainability Fund. The
government was going to host a national forum to find
a solution and resolve the plastic bag problem.
Unfortunately I cannot report too heavily on the
outcomes. There was an endeavour in relation to plastic
bags — a forum was held — but the results of that are
not conclusive. Again, that is regrettable Australia
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wide. We know that the plastics in our community
make a big contribution to the waste issue and are of
grave concern to all of us irrespective of the side of the
house on which we might sit.
I would like to highlight to the house the situation in
rural Victoria versus the metropolitan area. I am aware
that metropolitan landfill opportunities remain only at
Tullamarine and Lyndhurst. Both facilities are nearing
the completion of their lifetime, and it is unlikely that
these opportunities will be afforded again to the
metropolitan community.
It is not a lot different in regional Victoria, and I will
supply the recent history on waste disposal and the
recycling of domestic and business waste. Only 10 or
15 years ago local government representatives,
environmentalists and the Environment Protection
Authority (EPA) recognised the concerns about the
leeching of various substances from landfills across
regional Victorian into the waterways. After much
consultation with all parties it was suggested that
consideration should be given to taking the landfills out
of the system and replacing them with transfer stations.
That caused much angst across regional Victoria. The
amount of waste handled was not of a similar
magnitude on a per capita basis to the metropolitan
area; there was obviously a cost inference that had not
been considered or even planned for. Very shortly after,
a consultation process took place and the EPA was
quite rigorous in its demand to look at waste disposal.
To that end many municipalities appreciated that they
had to move quickly. In the small municipality in which
I lived at the time many small towns required facilities
that we knew would not achieve cost recovery.
At that stage many of the landfills across regional
Victoria were closed or closed to the public on a daily
basis. Transfer stations were incorporated across
towns — even for towns as small as 250 people — so
they could manage the disposal and recycling of both
domestic and business waste. One can only imagine the
cost imposition on some of those small rate bases of
putting these facilities together. They did not have the
capacity or the population to pick up the costs of
managing waste disposal compared with their
metropolitan colleagues. Huge rate increases occurred
to accommodate waste disposal. The other thing we had
not had before was the manning of waste disposal
stations.
Having people manning transfer stations came as a rude
shock to many ratepayers, but there was still a need for
landfill to meet the commitment of hard waste and
disposable hard waste. Where have disposal costs of
hard waste gone? At the beginning we did not
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experience huge costs accommodating waste, but as
time went on and transfer stations were built there was
a huge cost to ratepayers for the picking up of bins from
waste transfer stations and taking them to landfill sites.
The downside of recycling at that stage was that there
was no cost recovery. Although on many occasions
recycling took place on behalf of large businesses, there
was no cost recovery from the ratepayers’ point of
view. Regrettably recycling of many products stalled,
because there were no outlets to accommodate it. Local
government, especially in regional Victoria, had no
option but to stop the process for a number of years and
send everything to landfill.
We recognise that most landfill opportunities these days
have been consumed with residential waste, but
business continues to make a large contribution. New
South Wales is now handling up to 100 per cent of
product through recycling. Victoria should give serious
consideration to that; it should move forward and make
policy provisions to accommodate it.
Ms Carbines said the government had a comprehensive
policy in place and was attending to the situation. In the
last 12 months, she said, the government had recycled
waste of the order of 2000 tonnes. Victoria handles in
excess of 4.5 million tonnes, therefore 2000 tonnes is
not a significant contribution towards the present
situation.
Although this side of the house is lambasted on many
occasions for its policy positions, Ms Carbines left little
doubt that the government has a solid policy in place —
that it will reduce as much as possible the amount of
waste going into landfill.
In normal circumstances people might say that is a tidy
policy position, but as demonstrated by the figures
released in Ecorecycle Victoria’s Towards Zero Waste
2002–03 annual report, it does not go anywhere near
looking after the situation that confronts Victoria. Local
government will be confronted with a major concern
with accommodating waste disposal and recycling
when landfills come to the end of their lives, which is
only just around the corner. It is important to note that
waste recycling is a reality of human occupation. The
Bracks government has gone to two elections
promising an outcome for both waste minimisation and
recycling, neither of which has been implemented. The
ball continues to be in the government’s court. Victoria
awaits action, not retreat, in resolving this current
impasse.
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — It is pleasing to see
Mr Dalla-Riva’s interest in the future treatment and
reduction of waste products and waste going to landfill
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and the fact that he drew the attention of the house to
this important issue and the need for more recycling
facilities for business. However, it is too bad that his
government did so little when in government to support
and advance the development of visionary and strategic
approaches to waste management issues.
Unlike Ms Carbines, Mr Dalla-Riva failed to read the
2002–03 annual report of Ecorecycle Victoria to find
out more about what is happening in Victoria in the
waste management of our precious resources. Members
should read at page 3 what Mr Mike Hill, chairperson
of Ecorecycle Victoria, says. He paints a different
picture from the so-called crisis that Mr Dalla-Riva is
trying to suggest is the case. In paragraph 2 of his
opening remarks Mr Hill said:
Over the past three years, Ecorecycle Victoria has evolved
from having its major focus on household waste to being a
strategic change agent helping Victoria to move to more
sustainable consumption and production practices.

He said that when the board of Ecorecycle Victoria was
appointed in 1999 it faced substantial challenges. He
further stated:
We needed to advance the focus beyond the quality work
being done with kerbside waste and recycling collection and
begin the significant task of addressing burgeoning levels of
industrial and building and demolition waste going to landfill.

The focus for Ecorecycle Victoria’s board over the past
three years has definitely been in the area of industrial,
building and demolition waste, too much of which has
been going to landfill. Mr Hill also mentioned the need
to process more green organic material. If any of this is
to be viable and sustainable, there is a need to establish
new markets to take and reuse recycled products. He
also mentioned the need to move to a more realistic
pricing policy for landfill which, of course, the
government has addressed in raising landfill levies in its
bill on resource recovery efficiency that amended the
Environment Protection Act on a previous occasion.
Mr Hill talked about Ecorecycle Victoria’s role in
encouraging community debate about how to address
high levels of waste generation and the need to bring
Ecorecycle Victoria and local government closer to
tackle these issues both at local and regional levels and
through regional waste management groups. He
expressed a different picture to that of Mr Dalla-Riva
and said:
In an amazingly short time Victoria’s local government had
worked with their communities to divert substantial amounts
of material from landfill through some of the world’s most
successful kerbside recycling schemes. They had reached the
point where more appropriate pricing mechanisms,
large-scale infrastructure development, major market growth
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and coordinated education programs were required to achieve
the next step change in behaviour.

He drew attention to the need to move beyond the focus
on kerbside recycling at the local level and to look
beyond that through resource recovery towards a wider
concept of what he called ‘materials efficiency’. He
mentioned some special tasks that need to be
undertaken also to build capacity and infrastructure in
rural and regional areas to help businesses turn waste
into resources.
He affirmed the view of the Ecorecycle Victoria board
that it has made inroads into these areas and also
highlights the time spent productively over the last year
or so in the development of a solid waste strategy for
the state, which is called Towards Zero Waste —
Sustainable Production and Consumption for Victoria.
That will see a more balanced approach in the use of
our finite energy reserves and our scarce resources.
Mike Hill also mentions the leadership that Ecorecycle
Victoria has provided at a national level in a number of
areas, not the least of which has been in the
implementation of the national packaging covenant and
also in establishing best practice benchmarks in
recycling and resource recovery.
To give some tangible expression to that vision and
commitment to expand the view of what waste
management and materials efficiency and resource
recovery is all about, I turn to page 17 of the Ecorecycle
Victoria annual report. In the area of construction and
demolition, which makes up 40 per cent of solid waste
in Victoria, there has been a major focus to divert that
kind of waste from landfill. There have been a number
of showcase projects which point the way forward in
this regard. I draw the attention of honourable members
to successes in the form of major projects such as the
Melbourne Cricket Ground which to date has diverted
36 000 tonnes of construction and demolition waste
representing 95 per cent of that material; at Waverley
Park 71 000 tonnes has been diverted from landfill,
representing 98 per cent; Nestlé Dennington has
diverted 8900 tonnes from landfill, representing 98 per
cent of that material, and the Latrobe Hospital has
diverted 40 700 tonnes, representing 97 per cent of
construction and demolition material.
That is an example of what can be achieved if the will
is there, the targets are set and the investment is being
made to foster and encourage innovation and new
technologies to enable the handling of waste and to
capture resources which formerly would have gone into
landfill. I note in the corporate key performance
indicators in the annual report that there have been
significant grants given to industry to help develop
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projects and the technology needed to change
production processes and to find new ways of diverting
waste from landfill.
In 2001–02, over $4.5 million was distributed in grants
for industry development. In 2002–03 that had risen to
over $7 million, which is estimated to have resulted in
an investment leverage of grant projects in the order of
over $29 million. So in leveraging those changes and
innovations, industry has taken up the challenge and
has utilised those grants to put in place other methods
of dealing with waste so that waste can be diverted
from landfill.
That is an example of what is happening in the business
and commercial area and some of the attention that has
been given to waste management strategies in that
particular sector. The Bracks government has waste
management as a very high priority because, as
honourable members know, environmental
sustainability is very much top of the agenda of this
government, and over the years ahead the focus on
reducing waste will continue and the guidelines and
framework that are provided by the Towards Zero
Waste strategy will be the basis on which we can go
forward in this state to do even more to use materials
more efficiently and recover resources which now go to
landfill.
Of particular note is the proposed target to reduce the
amount of waste generated in Victoria by 1.5 million
tonnes by 2013. There is no use always looking at the
tail end of this problem — that is, the materials that we
cannot recycle and which go to landfill. It is also about
thinking of the whole production cycle and about
avoiding using certain products and cutting down on
our consumption in the first place so that the
accumulation of waste is minimised.
That involves a significant community education and
awareness program, and that is a challenge for the
government, for Ecorecycle Victoria to pursue a
materials-efficient Victorian economy in which we
progressively reduce our waste generation, use
materials more efficiently and only see waste disposal
at landfill as a last resort. We should use the waste that
is generated, which should be as minimal as possible, as
a potential resource.
We want to consume less and reuse more. From what
we have heard this morning we will expect the
opposition to take a bipartisan approach to the Towards
Zero Waste strategy. We look forward to it supporting
the government all the way with that strategy and its
implementation in the future.
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Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I am pleased to rise this morning to speak to the motion
moved by the Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva, calling
on the house to express:
… its concern at the crisis in business recycling facilities in
Victoria

and calling on the government:
… to take urgent and immediate action to assist and require
local governments to provide business recycling in their area.

My particular interest in this motion arises from the fact
that in the City of Greater Dandenong, where my
electorate office is located, around two years ago we
had the extraordinary situation of the local council
withdrawing not just business recycling facilities but
basic rubbish collection facilities for all the commercial
premises in Dandenong.
It struck me at that time that it was absolutely absurd
that a primary responsibility of local government was
being withdrawn from all the traders in the main street
of Dandenong, which is, as the City of Greater
Dandenong itself proclaims, Melbourne’s second city.
We had Greater Dandenong City Council withdrawing
its rubbish collection services and requiring individual
traders and businesses in the Dandenong central
business district to make their own arrangements.
It is for that reason that I strongly support the motion
the Honourable Richard-Dalla Riva has brought to the
house today because it demonstrates that waste
management is not being handled — dare I say
‘managed’ — as well as it should be. This motion is a
reminder of what needs to be done.
I listened with interest to the government’s lead
speaker, Ms Carbines, who made a number of
comments in one breathless statement. She said the
Bracks government has a lead role in this issue, is
progressive and has taken a ‘progressive and strategic
approach’.
I then listened with great interest to what she had to say
about the government’s progressive and strategic
approach, and I was disappointed that she did not make
any comment on what she called the government’s
progressive and strategic approach. She spoke at some
length about what was happening in her electorate of
Geelong, but I got nothing from her contribution that
demonstrated what the government’s progressive and
strategic approach to waste management was.
Ms Hadden — You were not listening!
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Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — I am waiting for
your comments on waste in Ballarat. I am sure you
could make a very informed contribution, Ms Hadden.
In the City of Greater Dandenong last year there were a
number of issues relating to waste, in particular the
proposal being considered by the then hazardous waste
siting committee for a contaminated soil recycling
facility.
It was interesting to observe the process for that
because at that time three sites in Dandenong were
under consideration for that facility. To address that
issue the government formed a siting advisory
committee chaired by the member for Footscray in the
other place, Bruce Mildenhall. That committee was sent
out to reach a conclusion on where the facility should
be sited. It demonstrated the approach the government
takes to these issues. Rather than grasping them, getting
on with the job, making decisions and developing these
facilities we see that sort of activity hived out to
third-party committees. If those committees’ reports are
not politically acceptable to government, they are
ignored anyway.
We had a great, longwinded process with that siting
committee, which created a great deal of concern within
the community. Within Dandenong consideration of the
original three sites came down to one site. Considerable
community concern was caused by that process, and
then it was ignored anyway. The government then
adopted a different approach and ultimately announced
the Dutson Downs site.
We are now seeing a similar thing happen with the
containment facility, for which at this point three sites
have been selected, and again a great deal of concern is
being created in those communities. We are not seeing
leadership in decisions being taken and these facilities
being developed.
That is what the motion before the house today is about.
It is about encouraging the government with respect to
business recycling, to showing some leadership for
local government and ensuring that these programs are
in place because it is regrettable — but a fact of life —
that whenever there are landfill issues, whether with a
containment facility or a soil remediation facility, the
issues become contentious and no local community
wants them set up in their area. They are always going
to be contentious but they need to be developed, and the
government needs to get on with it, make the decisions
and get the facilities up and running rather than having
processes that avoid making decisions for a long time,
thereby causing concern for a number of communities.
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At the end of the day — 12 or 18 months or two years
down the track — we still do not have a clear decision
on what is going to happen. I encourage the
government to show leadership on waste management
and in the developments of these facilities, and to
support the motion before the house today.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
am pleased to make a contribution to this important
debate, and I shall speak against the motion. I certainly
support the right of Mr Dalla-Riva to move the motion
on behalf of the opposition as part of opposition
business, and I appreciate the opportunity to debate and
make a contribution about this important topic of waste
minimisation, waste reduction and waste recycling.
I will take up a couple of the points that have just been
made by the previous speaker, Mr Rich-Phillips, who
talked about how he wants to see the government
taking a leading role and showing some leadership in
waste reduction, waste minimisation, storage and
recycling and the reuse of waste materials. He contends
that the government is not doing this and that it is going
around in circles, spending far too much time
consulting and speaking with the people of Victoria
about how they would like to see this done. I contend
that this is a good thing and that the government is
showing leadership and that it has strategic plans in
mind.
Government members have clear ideas about what
needs to be done but, as Mr Rich-Phillips pointed out,
these are contentious and very emotional issues, so I
contend that the government has a responsibility to
consult and discuss these issues with the community.
Government members know that opposition members
did not consult when in government. They did not go
out and talk to people about these issues, particularly
contentious issues. I know this all too well, because I
know about the toxic waste dump they wanted to place
in Werribee, which is part of my electorate. There was
no consultation with my constituents in the west. There
were no meetings between the government and the
people of Werribee. There were no discussions with the
many market gardeners who produce a large range of
produce for the local market as well as for some export
markets. There was none of this sort of discussion.
You would think opposition members would have
learnt something after losing two elections — one in
1999 and one last year. They were told by the people of
Victoria that they are unhappy about the fact that the
opposition when in government would not consult and
that it would not listen and take up the issues the people
of Victoria wanted it to take up, particularly in relation
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to this very topic. Mr Rich-Phillips got up on his feet
and criticised the government for consulting with,
working with and meeting with the people of Victoria
about an issue that he himself, as he leaves the
chamber, says is a contentious issue and one which has
a lot of issues that need to be worked through before
decisions are made.
My contention is that we as a government are showing
leadership. We have strategic plans and directions, and
we are out there with Victorians, talking to them,
listening to them and consulting with them about this
very issue.
To get to the issue of recycling and reusing material,
our government has a very clear policy of waste
minimisation and waste reduction. We believe that is
just as important — every bit as important — as reuse
and recycling. The Victorian Bracks government has a
whole-of-government approach to these issues, and it is
up to every one of its ministers and every one of its
departments to be cognisant of these important issues
when making plans and implementing policies,
programs and strategies or developing new projects.
This is going on all the time. A key component of our
election policy at the last state election was our
recycling policy and sustainable development agenda.
That policy was about growing Victoria together. It was
also seen in Melbourne 2030 as well as in the Victorian
greenhouse strategy. All those policies we took to the
last election called for improvements in waste
management. So the opposition and Mr Rich-Phillips
call for leadership and strategic direction by the
government. We have the policies, and we took those
policies and those platforms to the people of Victoria.
On the basis of those and many other policies and
platforms, the Labor Party was re-elected.
Those strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and to improve waste management deal quite
specifically with reducing the amount of waste
generated, particularly the waste associated with
greenhouse gas emissions. They also seek to ensure that
the state’s resources are used as efficiently as they
possibly can be. Again that goes to waste minimisation
and reduction and to encourage increased reuse and
recycling of materials. These were very much part of
our policy at the last election.
The Ecorecycle Victoria annual report, which has been
gone through at some length by previous speakers,
certainly looks at the way in which the government has
put money into funding, particularly into local
government and industries to bring results to this
policy. I do not support the opposition’s motion, and I
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am pleased to have had an opportunity to make a
contribution.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I am
disappointed that I do not have more time to raise the
issues in my electorate, particularly the meeting held
last night, but I will have to dispose of that opportunity.
I rise to speak on the government’s policy on category
B toxic waste dumps. That bad policy has been clearly
dictated to the Victorian community by the
government’s actions and processes in proposing that
three sites are up for selection as a toxic waste dump —
one at Pittong near Ballarat, another near Violet Town
in the north-east and another at Tiega, which is
15 kilometres north-west of Ouyen in highly productive
Mallee farm land.
As I said before, and as the Leader of the National Party
in this house has said, we believe it is bad policy
indeed. It has not only been a bad policy; it has been a
bad process. Some Victorians have been exposed to
ridiculously bad processes. It started on Wednesday,
12 November, which was a quiet day in the area of
Tiega, where farmers were getting ready to start their
harvest. It was a busy time; there was a bit of pressure,
but it was good pressure. At 7.30 a.m. a car drove up to
one family’s property. After the driver asked the
family’s name, a letter was handed over. A similar
thing went on most of the morning. Those letters were
delivered like summonses. The letters said that the area
was being proposed as a toxic waste dump and that the
government may compulsorily acquire their land. That
was a bombshell to the five families concerned: Bill
and Colleen Morrish; Graeme and Bev Morrish;
Graeme and Jean Wakefield; Walter, Cheryl and
Lindsay Munroe, and their immediate families; and
Alec and Joy Poole. The homes of two of those families
are at risk — that is, those of Bill and Colleen Morrish
and Alec and Joy Poole.
That was on the Wednesday. On the Friday I went to
have a chat with them around the kitchen table. If you
ever want to get a feel for what people are thinking after
a bombshell like that is delivered, go and have a talk
around the kitchen table. They were frustrated and
angry, and I can understand that anger. At last night’s
meeting I said that our farm is just under an hour south.
My father selected that farm, I worked it and now my
son runs it. We believe it is a reasonable farm and it
supports our family.
As I said at last night’s meeting, we understand the
pressures that people are already under with their farm
activities, but to have this dropped on them is
absolutely unbelievable. Minister Tim Holding went to
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Mildura on Friday, a couple of days after the delivery
of what I called the summonses. However, he did not
see fit to go down to Tiega to speak to the families
involved. He invited them up to Mildura, and of course
they went and laid it on the line there.
Those families are in an absolutely terrible position.
They have had the ultimatum delivered to them, and
they will not have a result for at least 12 months. They
do not know whether they should sow another crop
after this one because of the uncertainty. There is no
doubt that not only those families but other families
around the area are uncertain about how wide the circle
will go if that site is chosen. It may well be a circle that
takes in 30 000 acres, which is a huge amount of
farmland that may well be under restrictive farming
practices.
These people are in the dark. Last night at the meeting
people asked question after question, but unfortunately
the answers were not available. The general feeling was
that they would be happy to look after their own waste
but were not at all interested in looking after waste
generated in another area. That waste would be
transported over long distances through country
towns — probably close to 500 kilometres. If Tiega is
selected the train would have to be shunted between
two primary schools and a secondary school. You
would hardly think that that was a safe mechanism for
the management of this waste.
Cr John Arnold of the Mildura Rural City Council, who
strongly supports the land-holders, said the state
government requires councils to protect high-quality,
productive agricultural land. He said:
Mildura Rural City Council, like all councils in regional
Victoria, is required to comply with and enforce the
government’s state planning policy framework.

He continued:
Clause 17.05 of that framework states as an objective: ‘to
ensure that the state’s agricultural base is protected from
unplanned loss of high-quality, productive agricultural land
due to permanent changes of land use and to enable
protection of productive farmland which is of high quality
and strategic significance in the local or regional context’.

Cr Arnold said:
Why should council enforce the state government’s
objectives, if it seems to be ignoring them altogether?

Cr Arnold makes quite a good point. I do not think
anyone in the area really understands the whole issue.
They do not understand that in the first 15 years of its
operation this toxic waste dump is expected to receive
up to 60 000 tonnes a year and at the end of its life it
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could store up to a couple of million tonnes of toxic
waste. It is a huge issue, and the National Party does
not believe that the government has thought it through.
We have asked the government, ‘Where are the other
100 sites? How have you worked this out?’, but there is
no information forthcoming about those sites.

miserably to understand the issue. I thank honourable
members for their contributions, and we call on the
government to support the motion.

The big issue in our area is why public land has not
been assessed as well. Why is it that only private —
and in this and many other cases productive —
farmland sites have been looked at? The questions are
quite reasonable to enable us to get an idea of which
way the government is going. The government has been
looking at this issue for 12 months. Last night Minister
Batchelor tried to tell the audience that this is just the
beginning. It is not the beginning! The government has
been sniffing around on this issue for 12 months. As
Australians and Victorians we should adhere to the
principle that we are prepared to look after our own
waste, but we certainly do not want waste dumped on
us from other areas, especially onto highly productive
farmland.

Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

I have never seen a meeting quite like the one held last
night. Seven hundred and fifty people were jammed
into the Ouyen community centre, and 300 people
apologised for not making it. The mood of the meeting
was quite clear. The president of Ouyen Inc., Tony
Hall, moved a motion that the meeting absolutely reject
the siting of a toxic waste facility in the Mallee. The
National Party supports the motion and strongly rejects
all three toxic waste site areas that have been proposed
by the government.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — This
motion is about working together in a collaborative way
to address a crisis in recycling facilities. Unfortunately
the government has missed an opportunity here.
Government members kept referring to Ecorecycle
Victoria, but the reality is that in one year there has
been an increase of 247 000 tonnes in landfill in
Victoria. The government says there is no crisis. It also
says there were significant problems with the landfill
facilities. There will be significant closures, and
towards 2012 Melbourne as a city and Victoria as a
state are going to lack any form of mechanism for
recycling.
As with everything the government is doing, it is big on
rhetoric and light on action. There is not much here in
terms of strategic outcomes. The Liberal Party is the
only party that will deliver a vision for this state on the
subject of the motion I brought before the house. It is an
absolute disgrace that, on a motion that would have
delivered an outcome, the government has failed

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 17
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Noes, 23
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Koch, Mr

Theophanous, Mr

Pair
Motion negatived.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m until 2.07 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Budget: government business enterprises
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I direct a
question without notice to the Minister for Finance. I
refer to last week’s Auditor-General’s finance report,
which says that two water businesses — City West
Water and South East Water — were directed to pay
$100 million of extra dividends to the government in
addition to their normal annual dividends. I further refer
to the Auditor-General’s finding that these extra
dividends have had a negative impact on these two
businesses and forced them to increase their borrowing
levels. Will the minister confirm that these two
dividend payments were arranged by the government
prior to last year’s state election?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Mr Philip
Davis asked a similar question yesterday regarding the
Auditor-General’s report on water businesses. The
house will recall that I took it through the procedures of
drawing down dividends from government-owned
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enterprises that have occurred for the last 148 years. I
also took the house through how those determinations
were made. I informed the house yesterday that in the
end the determination of the dividend to be paid by a
government-owned enterprise is made by the Treasurer.
I think it is more appropriate to refer the question to the
Treasurer, who is the responsible minister.

match conducted between Australia and Ireland was
played at the MCG in November. That meant the venue
was unavailable for cricket for a number of weeks. This
is likely to be the case over a number of years as the
state tries to obtain major events with the option to hold
them at the MCG. That may place substantial pressures
on the MCG to host interstate cricket fixtures.

Supplementary question

Following extensive consultation with the Melbourne
Cricket Club (MCC) and the Victorian Cricket
Association all parties agreed that the preferred location
for an alternative cricket venue was the Junction Oval
in St Kilda. It was chosen as the preferred venue as it
offered superior cricket facilities, opportunities for
greater control and a better long-term future for cricket.
To ensure the venue met contemporary standards the
Bracks government provided $321 000 towards its
upgrade. The Melbourne Cricket Club and the
Victorian Cricket Association jointly contributed
$321 000 to make up $642 000 worth of capital
upgrades, which included upgrading the players and
officials amenities, media rooms and spectator
facilities.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — It is always a
delight to direct questions to the Minister for Finance,
who absolves himself of any responsibility for the
finances of this state. Will the minister confirm but for
these extra dividends the government would not have
reported a $20 million increase in projected surplus in
its pre-election budget update but would rather have
reported a $80 million fall?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — As I hope
Mr Philip Davis would understand, budgets involve
many, many elements of revenue, expenditure,
borrowings, debt repayments and a range of other areas.
The process of budgeting involves the government
making a number of assessments. This government
reports quarterly and half yearly and produces
pre-election budget updates. The government reports
figures periodically in those areas. On those bases it is
worth noting, as I have informed the house before, that
on 16 January this year the Australian Financial
Review actually accused the government of being too
transparent and of reporting in many ways and forms.
The government presents to the community multiple
forms of reporting so the community and Parliament
can make their own informed judgments. This
government is open, transparent and accountable.

Cricket: Junction Oval
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — I ask the Minister for
Sport and Recreation to advise the house how the
Bracks government has assisted the Melbourne Cricket
Club and the Victorian Cricket Association in
providing an alternative venue for interstate cricket
fixtures in Victorian.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I welcome Mr Scheffer’s interest in this
subject, particularly as the venue I am about to mention
is located in his electorate. Members would be aware of
the great demand placed on the Melbourne Cricket
Ground throughout the year, particularly outside the
Australian Football League season. Additional pressure
is placed on the MCG for interstate cricket fixtures
following the AFL Grand Final. This year we saw an
example of that when the international rules football

Leaving aside the current match at the MCG, the last
two Pura Cup games have been played at the Junction
Oval, and it is possible that additional games will be
played at the Junction Oval post Christmas. This
development is another prime example of the Bracks
government listening, working with stakeholders and
acting in a timely manner to provide a strategic solution
to a long-term problem. It ensures that interstate cricket
fixtures are able to continue and most importantly
ensures that participation in one of Victoria’s most
popular sports is maintained.

Infrastructure: unexpended funds
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I direct a
further question without notice to the Minister for
Finance. I refer to today’s Auditor-General’s report on
public sector agencies and the finding that $207 million
was improperly transferred to the Department of
Infrastructure without the department actually having
built the roads or provided the public transport which
the money was supposed to fund. If the government is
not going to use this slush fund to build the Scoresby
freeway, reinstate the black spot program or reduce
public transport fee increases, will these funds be
returned immediately to the consolidated fund as
recommended by the Auditor-General?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Mr Philip
Davis takes great delight in coming into this place and
trying to score cheap political points on areas that he
takes totally out of context. I will take on notice the
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particular instance that he refers to and give him a
reply.
This government prides itself on receiving advice from
the Auditor-General so that the government can assist
its own deliberations in making informed decisions.
The naysayers opposite and those who wish to take
things out of context and scoff need to understand what
a budgeting process is about and why we have an
Auditor-General commenting on that process.
I refer to a couple of things on the budgeting process.
First and foremost, the budgeting process is one where
governments go forward and on best estimates in May
of one year set down a statement for the following year.
They do that based on assessments — and Mr Forwood
knows this — of revenue, expenditure and predictable
human behaviour. Sometimes when revenue is actually
allocated departments underperform, because
governments have fairly high standards. Governments
might allocate X amount of money for one area and it
may be underspent, and sometimes governments might
say, ‘All the requirements have not been met; slow
down until we are satisfied they have been met’.
Sometimes in budgets assumptions are made on
revenue streams coming in, which are always based on
estimates of the size of the economy, turnover of
property sales, performance of superannuation funds,
how wage claims are proceeding, how construction is
going on in an area, whether there is a drought, whether
there is a flood, what recovery is like, is there rain or
what are the crops? All these areas ultimately mean that
a budgeting process means that $26 billion of
expenditure and revenue is put out there in as open and
transparent a fashion as possible so the community can
make an assessment, and then on a quarterly basis
reports come forward to say, ‘Have those measures
been met?’. Above and beyond that there are the
Auditor-General’s reports which ask, ‘Have they been
met?’.
A budget is the best-informed information under the
most rigorous accounting standards available that is
made out to the community to inform us of where
government expenditure is going. After the event of
budgeting there are various auditing and other reporting
requirements to actually inform the Parliament and the
community whether those targets have been met.
The context of any budget needs to be on the basis that
professionals in government, in government
departments, members of Parliament and the
Parliament make an informed assessment. They vary
that assessment when circumstances change, and they
ultimately report back to the Parliament.
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In that context, of course, a government and a
community expect and require an Auditor-General to
actually comment on how those processes are working,
to compliment government — which he often does but
we do not hear much of that from the other side — on
initiatives it has achieved and work done, and to inform
government of where it can improve its performance.
That is the mix of all those things, so it is amazing for
the Leader of the Opposition to come in here and
selectively take a bit out and pass judgment. I guess that
is what we expect from Mr Philip Davis, but this
government — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s time
has expired.
Supplementary question
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Again the
house is disappointed by the Leader of the
Government’s refusal to answer questions within his
portfolio. It is a fact that the Auditor-General alluded to
this issue in April of this year. Notwithstanding that the
minister comes into this house and pretends that he
knows nothing about the issue of unexpended funds
being held by departments, it is clear from the
Auditor-General’s report that he recommended that
certain action be taken, and commitments were given
by a departmental secretary that discussions would
occur between the Department of Infrastructure and the
Department of Treasury and Finance. I would like to
know what is the outcome of the discussions between
DOI and DTF, and has there been any discussion in
relation to the Auditor-General’s recommendation at
all?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I think I
answered the main part of Mr Philip Davis’s question
in my opening line in answer to his first question. I
draw his attention to paragraph 3.4.14 of the
Auditor-General’s report on public sector agencies,
which was tabled today and which says:
During 2002–03, the quality of reporting by entities within
the portfolio was maintained at a satisfactory level.

Local government: community resilience
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — I address my question to
the Minister for Local Government. Can the minister
inform the house how the Bracks government intends
to work in partnership with local government on issues
related to community resilience?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
thank the member for his question. Building stronger
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communities across Victoria is a key priority of the
Bracks government’s second term agenda, and it is
pleasing to see the evidence presented in the State of the
Regions Report released recently by the Australian
Local Government Association which supports the
government’s strategies in regional Victoria in
particular.
The Bracks government recognises, of course, that local
government has an essential role to play in
strengthening Victorian communities and making
Victorian communities more resilient. That is why local
government has such a central and pivotal role in the
Department for Victorian Communities, which the
government has created in its second term to deliver on
its community building agenda.
The bushfires earlier this year demonstrated the
strength and resilience of Victorian communities in
many parts of Victoria. The recovery also presented the
Bracks government with another opportunity to work
very closely with local government authorities, just as
we worked closely with them during the actual crisis.
I am pleased to advise the house that the Bracks
government, through the Department for Victorian
Communities, is working with the four
bushfire-affected shires — Alpine, Indigo, East
Gippsland and Towong — to assist them in developing
community resilience strategies. Community resilience
strategies are designed to enable communities to be
better placed to deal with future emergency situations
like the one they dealt with so admirably.
The project will be delivered as a partnership with the
four shires, and through this project the government
will develop a model for community resilience and
develop measures of resilience that councils can adapt
to suit their own needs. The Department for Victorian
Communities will act as a broker for integrated
responses by Victorian government agencies at both the
regional and local levels to deal with the needs
identified by these shires. In addition, the department
will provide assistance to these shires to re-energise
volunteering at the local level.
Community resilience strategies are part of the longer
term aspect of recovery in response to disaster
management. I would like to take this opportunity to
particularly congratulate Towong Shire Council and the
Towong drought response team for winning a 2003
Australian Safer Communities award in the
post-disaster category. The awards are Australia’s top
emergency management awards and provide an
important and very well-deserved recognition for those
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who have worked to provide innovative responses to
these dire emergency situations.
The Towong drought recovery response is an excellent
example of the Bracks government and local
government working together to provide a coordinated
approach to assist local communities when they are in
need. Towong Shire Council worked with the Bracks
government through the Department of Primary
Industries, Department of Human Services and the
Rural Finance Corporation, along with rural financial
counsellors and community volunteers, to provide
support to local farmers and small business people
affected by the drought. As part of the overall response,
1000 farms were contacted. This project is an important
demonstration of the actions which strengthen local
communities and help them plan for the future.

Local government: non-feasance defence
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
question without notice is also directed to the Minister
for Local Government. As the minister will recall, last
year the Parliament extended the non-feasance defence
for councils until 30 June 2004 pending the
introduction and passage of the proposed road
management bill. It was intended, as I understand it,
that the bill be introduced this sitting, but this now
appears not to be the case. Last Friday I attended the
North West Municipalities Association meeting at
Ouyen, and the delegates raised with me their concerns
that time may run out very quickly and councils could
be left exposed. I ask: what contingency plans does the
minister have in place to avoid such a circumstance?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
thank the member for North Western Province for his
question on what is a very important matter for local
government around Victoria. I have been in discussions
with councils about this matter, and particularly with
the peak bodies. The Minister for Transport and I are
jointly working on bringing the bill forward. It
continues to be our intention that the bill be presented
to councils and generally to the public so that there is
plenty of time for it to be examined in detail before it is
brought to the Parliament in the 2004 autumn sitting.
The member is correct in assessing that as time is
rapidly running out in this sitting that the opportunity to
introduce the bill into the Parliament before this sitting
concludes is evaporating. The government absolutely
stands by its commitment to release the bill and allow
plenty of time for detailed examination before the
Parliament is required to make decisions on it in the
autumn sitting. That was always the plan in terms of
when the Parliament would deal with it.
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Supplementary question
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I thank
the minister for her answer. Again I suspect that the
municipalities are concerned that there will be a
shortage of time. If indeed that time does collapse
inwards, would the minister, and therefore the
government, consider extending the non-feasance
exemption to ensure that proper consultation can take
place?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
Further to my previous answer, I am aware that that
matter has been canvassed. Neither I nor the Minister
for Transport at this stage are willing to give up on the
agenda that has been outlined in terms of dealing with
this in the autumn sitting. I am not willing to speculate
about scenarios as to what might happen if that
timetable slips. The government is still committed to
the bill, after plenty of consultation, being dealt with in
the autumn sitting, which would mean that there should
be no necessity to change the overall timetable.

Consumer Affairs Victoria: performance
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — My question
without notice is to the Minister for Consumer Affairs.
Will the minister please inform the house if many
consumers seek assistance from Consumer Affairs
Victoria if they have a concern or complaint, and what
is being done to ensure consumers are empowered and
protected?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I thank Ms Hirsh for her interest in empowering and
protecting consumers — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — Read the annual report!
Mr LENDERS — I wish Mr Forwood would show
the same interest as Ms Hirsh does in this issue.
Consumer Affairs Victoria plays a vital role in
protecting and empowering Victorian consumers.
Hon. Bill Forwood — I read the annual report.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Forwood urges us to read the
annual report, and I suggest all members do read the
annual report.
In the last financial year we recovered $1.25 million for
consumers involved in disputes and received almost
12 500 written complaints. Demand for dispute
resolution services offered by Consumer Affairs
Victoria increased by 11 per cent. President, 11 per cent
extra Victorians came to consumer affairs seeking to
have disputes resolved! It is important that there is a
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place where Victorian consumers can go for this. The
government takes this seriously; we are trying
constantly to make sure that we have more effective
dispute resolution techniques to gain successful
outcomes for consumers.
A number of highlights of the last year where we have
done this is with innovations. As I have mentioned to
the house before, we had the indigenous consumers unit
go out and about in communities seeking to assist
consumers. We have set up Building Advice and
Conciliation Victoria, which was part of the
consequence last year of the difficulties in builders’
warranty insurance and the changes. We set up a unit
where people with problems would come directly to
it — they could ring in on the phone, and if those
methods did not work they would go down various
levels of progression until finally they got the issue
resolved. We have had a large number, in fact 50,
contacts a day in that particular area. We have
dedicated industry-based support services provided by
the Estate Agents Resolution Service.
Eleven industries have been detected that have an
ongoing trend of complaints and need further attention.
These include the fitness, credit, door-to-door sales,
introduction agencies, child modelling, mobile phones,
online auction fraud, phone cards, automotive, travel
and accommodation and household furniture industries.
As I have said to the house before, we are working with
a lot of these industries to deal with the issue on a level
where governments enforce laws. I also advise the
house that as of yesterday in one industry we are
seeking to educate and inform, so it is in the interest of
business to also cooperate with this agenda.
Mr Forwood suggested members read the Consumer
Affairs Victoria annual report. I draw members’
attention to a few things in the report. Last year more
than 3 million advice and service transactions were
undertaken by Consumer Affairs Victoria, including
345 000 consumer and tenancy telephone inquiries,
which is an increase on the previous year. Last year
Consumer Affairs Victoria registered more than
60 000 new business names, which is an increase on the
previous year, and facilitated almost 120 000 business
name searches, which was again a 10 per cent increase
on the previous year. Consumer Affairs Victoria dealt
with 14 500 liquor licensing applications and related
matters and 5700 requests for residential tenancy
inspections.
In a whole range of these areas Consumer Affairs
Victoria continues to proactively go out there to look
after consumers, particularly vulnerable consumers, and
they range across a whole range of areas. I have advised
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the house about the government’s proactive stance on
ethanol on a range of areas. This government listens
and acts. Consumer Affairs Victoria is out there
listening and acting to protect consumers, especially
vulnerable consumers, and to empower consumers as
well.

Hospitals: funding
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the house to
come to order. There should be less chatter across the
chamber to allow the Honourable David Davis to ask
his question.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I direct my
question without notice to the Minister for Finance. I
refer the minister to the Auditor-General’s report on
public sector agencies tabled today and to the concerns
the Auditor-General expresses about the deteriorating
position of Victorian public hospitals. He points to a
massive operating deficit of $121 million. I direct the
minister’s attention to the recommendation that states:
We recommend that the Department of Human Services, in
conjunction with the Department of Treasury and Finance,
reassess the current method of funding for public hospitals.
This reassessment should address the need to ensure
depreciation funding is provided to hospitals to effectively
maintain existing hospital infrastructure.

Will the minister and the government accept in full the
Auditor-General’s recommendation?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The
selective reading of Auditor-General’s reports by
Mr David Davis is extraordinary. He ignores the
Auditor-General’s statement last week that the
commonwealth’s slashing of funding to health and
local government housing services were a significant
pressure on costs on the Victorian budget.
I find it an extraordinary starting point that Mr David
Davis refers to an area in the Auditor-General’s report
that, of course, the government will follow up. Of
course the government will have agencies looking at
the issue of hospital viability, as if any prudent
government would not be already looking at issues in
those areas.
If the opposition thinks the government would not have
a range of agencies looking at those areas and if it
thinks the government would not heed a call from the
Auditor-General to carry out prudent reviews of
operations, the opposition is clearly living on a different
planet from the one we are all familiar with.
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I draw the attention of the house to Mr David Davis’s
selective referring to reports by the Auditor-General
and his total inability to read the parts where the
Auditor-General drew Parliament’s attention to the
commonwealth’s decision to slash funding for housing
and health and how that would have an impact on the
delivery of services by the Victorian government to its
community.
I urge all members to read the whole of the
Auditor-General’s report and to look at the context in
which the report is argued. Those opposite should be
Victorians first and Liberals second and heed the
Auditor-General’s call for more commonwealth
funding so that we can deliver the health services and
deal with the issues we have in service delivery. The
Auditor-General said that the two areas of
impediments — two areas of risk to the Victorian
community — were the commonwealth’s slashing of
funding for housing and inadequate funding for health.
The government values the reports of the
Auditor-General. For the first time in the history of the
state this government has a process where it responds to
every report of the Auditor-General and responds to
Parliament on those reports. This is an openness and
transparency the state has not seen before. We value the
Auditor-General’s view, and that is why we as a
political party and a government have enshrined his
powers in the constitution and added them to the Audit
Act. That is the important message coming through.
If Mr David Davis wishes to quote from the reports of
the Auditor-General he should also draw the attention
of his federal colleagues to those statements on the
effect of the cuts in federal funding to housing and
health.
Supplementary question
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I accept now
that the minister will fully follow the Auditor-General’s
recommendation and reassess the current method of
funding for public hospitals. My supplementary
question to the minister is: given his responsibilities as
finance minister for financial probity, does he accept
the Auditor-General’s deficit figure of $121 million?
What steps will he take through his department to stop
the Bracks government’s run-down of public hospital
infrastructure?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The
Bracks government has poured more money into health
infrastructure than the opposition ever dreamt of.
Mr David Davis operates on the assumption that
anything to do with finances somehow or other falls
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under my portfolio. Presumably if I were the Treasurer
anything that dealt with spending money would fall
under my portfolio. Under the Westminster system
there are clear delineations under administrative orders
about which ministers administer acts.
I invite Mr David Davis that if he has such a passion for
asking questions of the Minister for Health that he
should perhaps seek to stand in the shoes of the
honourable member for Caulfield, Helen Shardey, and
move to the Legislative Assembly. This government
has the most rigorous Financial Management Act in the
history of the state, and it is a record we are proud of.

Aged care: residential places
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — I refer my question to the
Minister for Aged Care. Could the minister advise the
house what achievements in residential aged care the
Victorian government has delivered to senior
Victorians, particularly those in regional Victoria, over
the past 12 months?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank the member for the opportunity to
outline to the house a significant investment the Bracks
government has made in residential care across
Victoria. Following the spirit of questions about
appropriate levels of funding and depreciation, it would
have been a long time before opposition members
would have raised questions about depreciation in the
health sector in this place, given that during the last four
years of the Kennett government only $38 million was
spent in residential aged care across Victoria.
I am happy to report that in the four years of the Bracks
government it has invested $138 million — and it is
still going in terms of residential aged care across
Victoria. In 1999 the Labor Party made an important
undertaking to the people. A significant undertaking
was made again in 2002 to reinvest in the run-down
residential aged care sector in Victoria and to provide
support to rural communities around the state. I am
happy to say that on my watch in the last year we have
completed 10 projects throughout the breadth of
Victoria.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is impossible for
Hansard to hear the minister’s response. There are too
many interjections from both sides of the house, and I
ask honourable members to desist.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Those 10 projects
undertaken in the last 12 months are at Korumburra,
Myrtleford, Echuca, Caulfield, Avoca, Kyneton,
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Natimuk, Casterton, Daylesford and Dunolly. The
reason I mentioned Dunolly last is because
Mr McQuilten was with me on the day I opened that
facility. I confronted an audience of very determined
people who did not want to lose their service. Indeed,
they listened to every single word I said on the day,
because they had been devastated by the words
of — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There are too many
interjections from both sides of the house. I ask
honourable members to desist.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — The average age of the
people in the audience at Dunolly must have been about
70 years. Every single one of them was listening for
any slip of the tongue by me, because they had been let
down badly by politicians previously. They were
insulted by Jeff Kennett saying that regional Victorians
were the toenails of Victoria. They are far more than
that; they are important, vital members of our
community. Their resilience showed through. Thank
goodness they have their toenails, because politically
they held on with their toenails to ensure that their
service survived. It survives to this day, and they have a
new facility.
We are not resting on our laurels. In the last 12 months
on my watch we have started six new projects across
Victoria — in central Gippsland, Maryborough,
Bairnsdale, Beechworth, Wonthaggi and Red Cliffs.
We are rolling out a significant investment across the
term of the government to ensure that our residential
aged care does not suffer the run-down that occurred
under the Kennett years.
Indeed there was a net reduction during the Kennett
years of 485 beds in residential care in Victoria, and I
am very proud to say that the Bracks government has
turned around that trend. We have added 388 beds
during the life of our government, and we are still
going. We are investing on a daily basis. As I said, in
the last year — Mr Forwood does not like cash flow
accounting because it does not tell you at any one
particular time how much money you have spent — on
my watch the Bracks government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. Bill Forwood — We can’t hear what you are
saying.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Well, you can now!
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In the last 12 months we have spent $35.8 million
compared to a government expenditure in the last four
years of the Kennett government of $38 million. We
understand the idea of running down depreciated assets
and we — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s time
has expired.
Interjection from gallery.
Person escorted from gallery.

Commonwealth Games: financial loss
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — For a
change of pace, I direct my question to the Minister for
Commonwealth Games. I refer to the $6.5 million loss
as reported by M2006 for 2002–03. Given that that loss
has been signed off by the chairman, Ron Walker, and
also by Pricewaterhousecoopers and the
Auditor-General, does the minister stand by his claim
on ABC radio that it is not a loss?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I welcome the member’s question, and I
welcome his interest in the Commonwealth Games. I
thank the member for his concern in relation to this
matter. I also appreciate that he listened to the whole of
the interview on the ABC on this matter. As would be
appreciated, and as I indicated in that interview, this is
an important matter, and it is also important in that it is
very much an accounting treatment of fees paid for
licensing agreements. I also mentioned in that
interview — and I reinforce it today — that we could
have paid those licensing fees over a number of years;
however, we paid those licence fees in advance, hence
that appears as a loss in terms of the accounting
treatment. Appreciating that these costs were
expenditure anyway, we have paid them in advance
while we have the money in our hands, and we are
pleased that we are able to pay down debt sooner rather
than later.
Supplementary question
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I
appreciate that answer, but the Auditor-General has
also stated that he believes the $6.5 million loss to be a
true and fair view of the company’s financial
performance. Does the minister believe the
Auditor-General is wrong?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I will reiterate my answer, which was:
we paid those licence fees in advance. We are very
pleased we have been able to do that. The member will
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appreciate that what the Auditor-General has also
mentioned is our special purpose report across
government in relation to the Commonwealth Games. I
will reinforce this, because I will refer the member to
page 78 of the report by the Auditor-General on the
finances of the state of Victoria, which says:
5.81 It is especially pleasing to note that the summary of the
whole of the games cost has been presented for the first
time.

It also goes on to mention:
We understand this practice will be repeated over the life
of the games.

Most importantly:
We welcome this development.

I again reinforce that in relation to all matters financial
concerning the Commonwealth Games and in relation
to all matters we are an open, accountable and
transparent government.

Small business: government assistance
Ms ARGONDIZZO (Templestowe) — I refer my
question to the Minister for Small Business, the
Honourable Marsha Thomson. Last week the minister
informed the house of a campaign that was planned to
help small business. Can the minister advise the house
of the details of this campaign and the services it offers
to Victorian small business?
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
members had a great deal of difficulty hearing the
question. I wonder if the member could ask the
question again.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Chair had a bit of
difficulty as well, and I am closer. I ask the member to
repeat her question.
Ms ARGONDIZZO — Last week the minister
informed the house of a campaign that was planned to
help small business. Can the minister advise the house
of the details of this campaign and the services it offers
to Victorian small business?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I thank the member for her question.
Right now there is a campaign on the radio and in the
newspapers that outlines that the Bracks government
wants to give small business a big hand. In fact we
want to give small businesses a big hand not just
because there are over 273 000 of them in this state
which employ in excess of 811 000 people but also
because we want to make sure that small businesses in
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Victoria understand that the Bracks government does
provide services and information to them to assist them
in running their businesses.
It has often been said that the services the state
government offers are first class, but how do we make
sure that small business gets to hear about them?. The
campaign, A Big Hand for Small Business, is all about
that. It profiles small, successful Victorian companies
that have prospered after receiving specialist support
from the Bracks government.
The first enterprise we are highlighting in this campaign
is Holgate Brewhouse. In the advertisements that have
gone to air Paul Holgate tells how government
assistance has helped a group of independent brewers
transform the Victorian Association of Microbrewers
from an idea to a reality and in doing so has helped one
of our growing industries. I am sure the members for
Geelong can tell members more about that.
Another advertisement features Lovell Surgical
Supplies director, Jane Campbell, who relays in her
advertisements how attending a government course
helped the company expand into South-East Asia and
was superior to any other of the courses she had
attended either here or overseas. The program that
Ms Campbell participated in involved formal seminars,
practical exercises, guest speakers and on-site visits
from expert consultants, including some from the Small
Business Counselling Service. Ms Campbell said:
This program was excellently run and definitely superior to
any I’d previously attended, either here or overseas.

Also:
It really helped me to focus on the company’s current
operations and potential future directions, as well as providing
easy access to a wealth of very useful business information.

These advertisements give small business an indication
of just how useful the programs offered through the
government services can be to them.
It is also great to see the Small Business Counselling
Service continue to expand its support to local small
business enterprises. Members can see from the
advertisements that the mentoring they provide to small
business is really appreciated.
It is fitting at this time that I acknowledge the support
the Small Business Counselling Service gives to a
number of programs the government has on offer. I
acknowledge the work of Brenda Rossmann, who has
fulfilled her job extremely well in revamping the Small
Business Counselling Service to meet modern needs.
Brenda has now ceased as the president of that
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organisation, and I welcome Judy Venrenen into the
position. I look forward to the work that the Small
Business Counselling Service will continue to do on
behalf of Victorian small businesses.
I conclude by saying small business operators and
owners can access the state government’s services
through the Victorian Business Line or via the web site.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 499, 799,
840, 916, 925, 932, 934, 936, 940, 942, 1005, 1029,
1030, 1069, 1070, 1081, 1111, 1122 and 1156.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I seek
an explanation as to why I have not as yet received a
response to question 173, which I asked on 18 March of
this year. It was directed to the Minister for Finance for
the Premier. I have written seeking an explanation, and
I have had no response; in fact I have now written on
two occasions, and I seek a response from the minister
as to what has happened to that initial question.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I
acknowledge Mr Brideson’s letter seeking an answer,
and I am advised that the question should be tabled by
the end of this sitting.

SHOP TRADING REFORM
(SIMPLIFICATION) BILL
Second reading
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small Business):
The purpose of the bill is to simplify the regulation of shop
trading hours in Victoria in order to provide greater clarity
and certainty for businesses, their staff and the broader
community.
In doing so, the bill is consistent with the government’s
election commitment to promote a competitive and fair
marketplace, to minimise the regulatory compliance burden
on small business and to support a move to greater
harmonisation of public holidays and shop trading days with
other states and territories.
This state currently has one of the most liberal shop trading
laws in Australia — all shops are able to open without
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restriction, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for 361.5 days per
year.
A principal objective of the Shop Trading Reform Act 1996 is
to provide retailers with flexibility in deciding when they
choose to open in response to consumer needs. The act also
recognises that special days — Good Friday, Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day and before 1.00 pm on Anzac Day — deserve
special treatment and that trading should be restricted on these
days.
The underlying operational and enforcement aspects of the
original 1996 act are deficient. For instance, while the act
generally provides that a shop must close on the specified
3.5 days a year, schedule 1 to the act lists certain kinds of
shops that are exempt from this requirement if they are a
small business. The schedule is a Byzantine collection of
exemptions that have been granted since 1919. There is no
clear rationale underlying why some types of shops may open
and others cannot. The opportunity to clarify the exemption
arrangements was not taken in 1996 when the Shop Trading
Act 1987 was repealed.
It is not clear why a stamp and coin shop is exempt under the
act, but a jewellery shop is not. A dressmaker’s or tailor’s
shop is exempt, but a clothing shop is not. The schedule also
provides exemptions for saddlery shops, swimming pool
shops and shops selling odds and ends of an artistic or
antiquarian interest.
Furthermore, while the definition of a ‘shop’ under the act
focuses on businesses that sell goods by retail, it also
specifically includes certain types of service businesses, such
as hairdressers, drycleaners and undertakers. It is therefore
clear that the collection of exemptions that have been granted
since 1919 creates scope for confusion among businesses and
the community concerning whether or not the law applies to a
certain type of shop. This lack of clarity also makes
enforcement of the act difficult.
The bill addresses these cumbersome provisions by
simplifying them in several ways. The schedule of exempt
shops will be abolished, providing all small shops with a real
choice of whether to open or close on restricted trading days.
Furthermore, for simplicity the definition of ‘shop’ will be
amended so that the act only applies to businesses that sell
goods and does not extend to the retail provision of services
or the hire of goods.
It will also be simpler for businesses to determine whether
they fall below the employee threshold and can therefore
choose to open on restricted trading days. The bill provides
that a shop is exempt if the number of persons employed and
on duty in the shop on a restricted trading day does not
exceed 20. This figure is in line with the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) definition of small business and is the same
figure currently used in the act.
To ensure that small retailers are given a real opportunity to
close or open, the employment threshold for related entities is
maintained but increased from the 20 persons currently in the
act to 100 persons. These provisions enable small businesses
that operate from several locations to be exempt, while still
requiring larger retailers who employ more than 100 full-time
equivalent persons to close on the restricted trading days.
The act already recognises that certain types of shops —
namely, chemists and petrol stations — should be permitted
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to open throughout the year regardless of their size. Given the
nature of activities the public undertakes over holiday periods,
including travel, the closure of certain food outlets can create
a significant inconvenience to the community. Therefore, the
bill provides that any shop whose predominant business is
that of an eating house, restaurant or cafe is an exempt shop
and may open on restricted trading days. This will ensure that
the legal uncertainty that has surrounded dining out for
Christmas celebrations since 1996 is removed.
The effect of these amendments is that small businesses are
treated more consistently and fairly under the act and that its
provisions will be better understood by both retailers and the
broader community. These simplified arrangements also
mean that compliance with the act can be more easily
monitored and enforced.
For the last eight years, since the introduction of the Shop
Trading Reform Act in 1996 responsibility for investigating
possible breaches of the act has been with the Victoria Police.
Given the wide range of responsibilities of the Victoria
Police, particularly on the holidays when the restricted trading
days fall, it is clear that more appropriate enforcement
arrangements can be made. Therefore, the bill provides for
the appointment of inspectors to monitor compliance with the
act with powers that are appropriate to the task.
Inspectors will be appointed by the Secretary of the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development and would have similar powers as those
provided to consumer affairs inspectors. The powers will be
limited to those necessary to ensure proper compliance with
the act, thus being significantly less than those currently
available to police. It is anticipated that the department will
enter into an administrative arrangement with Consumer
Affairs Victoria to appoint consumer affairs inspectors to also
be shop trading inspectors. It is envisaged that the inspectors
will work closely with the relevant officers of the Department
of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development, who
currently receive complaints from the public regarding
possible breaches of the act. The use of inspectors rather than
police means that enforcement arrangements are better
aligned to the nature of the task.
While the bill gives small businesses greater flexibility on
trading hours, it is important that the decision to open on
Sundays and public holidays remains their choice. Section 7
of the act provides that safeguard as it voids a lease provision
that requires a shop to open on a Sunday or a public holiday.
However, the narrow definition of a ‘shop’ for the purposes
of this act means that this protection does not extend to all
retail tenants. The bill addresses this inconsistency by
ensuring that tenants of retail premises within the meaning of
the Retail Leases Act 2003 also benefit from protection
against being required to open on Sundays and public
holidays.
The bill simplifies Victoria’s shop trading arrangements and
provides small business with the choice to close or open on
restricted trading days. However, experience indicates that the
majority will still choose to close. The bill ensures that
Victoria’s shop trading arrangements provide a balanced
approach that meets community needs now and into the
future.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. N. ATKINSON
(Koonung).
Debate adjourned until next day.

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).
The tragic events at Monash University on 21 October 2002
led to the establishment of a national handgun control
agreement. All Australian governments entered into the
agreement on 6 December 2002, and legislation giving effect
to this agreement is or will be the subject of legislation in all
jurisdictions.
Key elements of the national handgun control agreement
include:
restricting the range of handguns that can be used for
handgun shooting;
ensuring that handgun target shooting events are
confined to recognised target shooting matches;
requiring sporting shooters to demonstrate a genuine
commitment to their sport by setting minimum annual
participation requirements.
This bill will amend the Firearms Act 1996 to clarify the
participation requirements for sporting shooters and will
make certain statute law revision amendments required to
address cross-referencing errors in the act.
The Firearms Act 1996 currently sets out minimum
participation requirements for handgun target shooters. The
requirements are currently provided for in respect of each
class of handgun. This bill will provide for the prescribing of
‘classes’ of handguns in the regulations for the purposes of
sections 16 and 19 of the act. Consultation has already
occurred and will continue in respect of the proposed
handgun classes.
The act currently requires handgun target shooters to
participate in a minimum number of approved handgun target
shooting matches and handgun target shoots each year.
Following consultation with stakeholders, it has also been
determined that the bill should amend sections 16 and 19 of
the act so that a handgun target shooter will satisfy the
minimum participation requirements if s/he participates in a
minimum of 10 ‘shooting events’ each year (which events
may be approved handgun target shooting matches or
handgun target shoots), provided that at least 6 of those events
are approved handgun target shooting matches. This
amendment removes the requirement for mandatory
participation in a minimum of four handgun target shoots
each year, where participation in such events may not be
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appropriate or desirable from the point of view of the shooter
concerned, whilst preserving the requirement for participation
in at least 6 approved handgun target shooting matches and at
least 10 ‘shooting events’ each year.
This amendment is the result of a balanced consideration and
recognition of stakeholders’ views in relation to the minimum
participation requirements.
The bill will also amend the Firearms Act 1996 to insert a
definition of ‘handgun target shoots’ for the purposes of
sections 16 and 19 of the act, which set out the minimum
participation requirements for general category handgun
licensees and junior general category handgun licensees
respectively.
The statute law revision amendments referred to correct,
amongst other things, a cross-referencing error in the
Firearms Act 1996 concerning the power of authorised
fisheries and wildlife officers to conduct searches in
circumstances where those officers suspect a breach of the
Firearms Act 1996 has occurred and to seize any firearm or
cartridge found during the course of any search.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA
(East Yarra).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ROAD SAFETY (DRUG DRIVING) BILL
Second reading
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of this bill is to introduce random
drug testing for drivers, as the next step in the
government’s Arrive Alive road safety strategy to
reduce deaths and injuries on Victoria’s roads by 20 per
cent by 2007.
The drug-driving problem
Drug-driving is now as much a factor in driver fatalities
on Victoria’s roads as drink-driving.
Research by the Victorian Institute of Forensic
Medicine shows that in 2002, drugs other than alcohol
were detected in the blood of 27 per cent of fatally
injured drivers, almost as many as the 29 per cent who
had a blood alcohol concentration above the legal limit
of .05 grams per 100 millilitres. The corresponding
figures in 2001 were even higher for drugs at 29 per
cent, compared to 22 per cent for alcohol.
Over 16 per cent of drivers killed in road crashes in
2001, and over 20 per cent in 2002, tested positive to
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delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (often abbreviated to
THC), which is the active component of cannabis, or to
amphetamines and other stimulant drugs. In 2002, the
use of these drugs was associated with almost 50 driver
deaths. Despite an 11 per cent reduction in the overall
road toll in 2002 compared with 2001, there were a
similar number of drug-related road deaths in each of
those years. In a 10-year study of truck driver fatalities
in Australia, the Victorian Institute of Forensic
Medicine found that 25.8 per cent of truck drivers killed
on the roads tested positive to drugs that could impair
driving. Ninety-seven per cent of these drug-positive
fatalities tested positive to THC or to stimulants. The
majority of these tested positive to either THC or to the
illicit stimulant, methylamphetamine (also known as
methamphetamine).
Measures to reduce drug-related road trauma
This bill builds on the government’s previous initiatives
to address drug-driving. In 2000 legislation was
introduced for the detection and prosecution of persons
found driving while impaired by a drug. That
legislation, the Road Safety (Amendment) Act 2000,
arose from the recommendations of the parliamentary
Road Safety Committee in its 1996 inquiry into the
effects of drugs other than alcohol on road safety in
Victoria.
The measures introduced at that time have proven to be
very effective when a driver demonstrates gross
impairment as a result of drug use. In the first two years
of operation of drug-impaired driving enforcement
375 drivers were charged with offences under these
provisions. Of these 375 drivers, 56 per cent were
detected by police observation of driving behaviour and
44 per cent were detected following involvement in
non-injury collisions.
However, as is the case with alcohol, the effect of drugs
on the risk of crashing can be substantial well before
gross physical impairment is evident. This bill seeks to
address the growing incidence of drug-driving fatalities
by extending the existing drink-driving and
drug-driving provisions of the Road Safety Act 1986 to
allow the introduction of random roadside screening for
THC and methylamphetamine — both significant
hazards to road safety.
Recent technological advances have made it possible to
screen for low levels of certain drugs by testing samples
of oral fluid using portable equipment at the roadside.
Random roadside screening has been demonstrated to
be a highly effective means of deterring drivers from
illegal behaviour. The introduction of random alcohol
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screening in the late 1970s has produced a substantial
and prolonged reduction in alcohol-related casualty
crashes. The road safety benefits of random breath
testing were apparent even with enforcement levels at
the time of introduction that were much lower than is
now the case.
If drivers using THC and methylamphetamine are
deterred by the fear of detection as expected, this could
save many lives and serious injuries each year. This
would in turn save the community millions of dollars
per annum, not to mention the appalling grief and
suffering of victims, families and friends.
Existing drug-driving provisions, which require proof
of actual impairment, will continue to apply, both to
deal with impairment from drugs which cannot be
detected effectively at the roadside with existing
technology, and to deal with noticeable impairment
arising from the use of those drugs for which screening
is feasible.
As a community, we need to face up to the fact that
drug-driving is as big a problem as drink-driving. We
need to deter drug-driving and we need to get
drug-drivers off the road.
That is what this bill aims to do.
New offences
New drug-driving offences will be created which
correspond to existing drink-driving offences,
namely —
driving or being in charge of a motor vehicle while
prescribed illicit drugs are present in the person’s
oral fluid or blood;
providing a sample of oral fluid or blood within three
hours of driving or being in charge of a motor
vehicle which tests positive to the prescribed illicit
drugs; and
refusing to provide a sample of oral fluid when
lawfully required to do so.
These offences carry fines of up to $600 for a first
offence and up to $1200 for a second offence.
Offenders may also have their driver licence or permit
cancelled for up to 3 months in the case of a first
offence or 6 months in the case of a subsequent offence.
The two drugs defined as ‘prescribed illicit drugs’ are
THC and methylamphetamine.
These two illicit drugs have been selected for random
roadside testing because —
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there is clear evidence that drivers using these drugs
are at increased risk of causing crashes;
they are the impairing substances with the highest
incidence, after alcohol, in the blood of fatally
injured drivers;
neither THC nor methylamphetamine are found in
any Australian prescription medicines; and
they can be reliably detected in oral fluid samples of
drivers at the time that they will adversely affect a
driver’s ability to drive safely.
There will be no legally permitted amount for these
prescribed illicit drugs for the purposes of the Road
Safety Act. Even very low levels of these drugs have
been shown to have an adverse effect on the abilities
necessary to drive safely.
Testing and analysis procedures
The bill contains provisions to allow roadside drug
screening to be undertaken using oral fluid screening
technology. It will enable a member of the Victoria
Police, or an authorised officer of Vicroads or of the
Department of Infrastructure, to require oral fluid
samples from drivers of motor vehicles for the purposes
of preliminary testing. Procedures will closely follow
the established random breath-testing model, as do the
proposed legislative requirements. The preliminary
screening test will be conducted by requiring a person
to suck or chew an absorbent pad or other oral fluid
receptacle. The oral fluid sample will then be tested
using a prescribed oral fluid screening device, which
will provide a result within a few minutes.
If the test indicates the presence of THC or
methylamphetamine, the driver may be required to
provide a further sample of oral fluid. This sample will
also be tested on an oral fluid screening device. The
device used for this second test and the procedure for its
use will be prescribed by regulations. If this second test
also indicates the presence of one or both of the
prescribed illicit drugs, this second sample will be
divided, with one part given to the driver and the other
part sent to a forensic laboratory for evidential analysis
by a properly qualified analyst. The result of this
laboratory analysis will form the basis of any charge.
As is currently the case under the drink-driving
provisions, a driver will have a right to require a blood
sample to be taken for analysis. In addition, the police
member or authorised officer who required the oral
fluid sample will have the power to require a blood
sample if the driver is unable to provide an oral fluid
sample for the second test on medical grounds or
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because of some physical disability or condition, or if
the testing device is incapable of testing the sample.
Blood samples can be taken only by registered medical
practitioners or approved health professionals.
Only police members and authorised officers who have
been appropriately trained will be able to take a sample
of oral fluid for the second confirmatory test and
evidential analysis.
The bill also provides for the giving of evidence of
authorisation to collect a sample of oral fluid for the
purposes of the Road Safety Act, and for certificate
evidence to be presented as to the taking and analysing
of oral fluid samples.
The bill also clarifies the grounds on which a member
of the police force may form the opinion that a person
is physically or mentally incapable of having proper
control of a motor vehicle so that, under section 62 of
the Road Safety Act, the officer may forbid the person
from driving, or may take the driver’s car keys. The bill
clarifies that an officer may form such an opinion if the
person’s breath or oral fluid has been tested and the
breath analysis indicates more than the prescribed
concentration of alcohol, or the second oral fluid test
indicates that the person’s oral fluid contains a
prescribed illicit drug.
Section 85 statement
I wish to make a statement for the purposes of
section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975.
Section 94B of the Road Safety Act 1986, to be inserted
by clause 21 of this bill, will state that it is the intention
of section 55E(17) to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
The effect of section 55E(17) will be to confer
immunity on certain persons for carrying out certain
procedures under the Road Safety Act 1986, and
thereby prevent the bringing of proceedings against
those persons in the Supreme Court in respect of those
procedures.
Section 55E of the Road Safety Act 1986, as inserted
by clause 13 of this bill, is part of the new procedures
for detecting drivers with prescribed illicit drugs in their
oral fluid. It includes provision for registered medical
practitioners and approved health professionals to take
blood samples in certain circumstances.
The reason for the variation of the Supreme Court’s
jurisdiction is that immunity is necessary to enable
persons who properly carry out procedures for the
detection of drugs in the body of a driver to do so
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without fear of litigation by persons who are the subject
of the tests to be authorised by this legislation.
Community safeguards
These amendments will only enable random testing of
drivers for THC and methylamphetamine. Drivers
cannot be made subject to random testing for other
drugs without further amendments to the Road Safety
Act.
The results of any analysis of oral fluid or blood
collected as a result of this bill will not be able to be
used to establish any offence that is not related to road
safety. Furthermore, the bill contains provisions to
ensure that samples taken under the Road Safety Act
cannot be used for DNA testing.
Oral fluid testing is less intrusive than blood testing, but
a little more intrusive than breath testing, because it
takes a few minutes longer and requires a person to
place an absorbent pad or other oral fluid receptacle in
his or her mouth. However, the bill requires that
nobody be detained any longer than is necessary to take
the samples and conduct the tests.
To ensure that a thorough and complete review of its
effectiveness is undertaken, the provisions in this bill
allowing for roadside drug screening and creating the
new drug-driving offences will sunset on 1 July 2005.
Prior to that date, an evaluation of the operation of the
proposed roadside drug screening process will be
conducted. This review will consider the operation and
effectiveness of the process, penalties, privacy issues,
and other relevant matters, and will identify and
recommend any legislative or operational changes that
will maximise the road safety outcomes of the process.
Victoria is the first state to introduce this type of
legislation for drug-driving. We want to ensure that, in
gaining the road safety benefits of the legislation, the
rights of all Victorians are safeguarded.
By sunsetting the roadside drug screening provisions of
this legislation, the government is ensuring that
roadside drug screening can only continue after it has
been scrutinised by this Parliament in the light of
practical experience of the system.
This legislation will serve to deter drivers from a clearly
dangerous and high risk behaviour.
The inconvenience of random drug testing of drivers
must, like the random alcohol testing regime, be
compared to the tragedies of death and injury that occur
far too often on our roads. The government believes
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these measures are justified in the interests of further
reducing these fatalities and serious injuries on our
roads.
After all, what is at stake is people’s lives.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. D. KOCH (Western) on
motion of Hon. Andrea Coote.
Debate adjourned until next day.

ANZAC DAY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 25 November; motion of
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small Business).

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — This
legislation is a relatively small but certainly not
insignificant bill. Obviously it is of great interest to all
Australians because of the fact that it relates to a very
important part of this nation’s history and to the
commemoration of the sacrifice of many young men
and women in a range of conflicts and peacekeeping
mission assignments on behalf of this nation in
overseas conflicts.
As I said, the legislation is relatively straightforward.
Essentially it seeks to extend the commemoration of
Anzac Day to incorporate all other conflicts and
peacekeeping missions in which Australian troops have
been involved following the Great War of 1914–18.
It seeks to change a number of other pieces of
legislation that incorporate Anzac Day as a term within
their legislation with the effect of capitalising the
initials of ‘Anzac’ to establish the unique position of
that word, to ensure that it is protected from misuse and
to ensure that all Australians understand the importance
of Anzac as terminology that is part of our heritage.
The bill also provides for an increase in fines for
cinemas and other live entertainment venues that open
before 1.00 p.m. on Anzac Day. Those fines are
increased from $500 to $10 000.
This legislation comes about because of a review by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. It was a
unique exercise for a parliamentary committee, because
the Honourable Mark Birrell, who was a leader of this
place, and the current member for Yuroke in the other
place, jointly chaired the committee of inquiry. It
indicates the bipartisan attitude held by both the Liberal
and Labor parties — and indeed our friends in the
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National Party were of a similar mind — about the
importance of taking forward the Anzac Day tradition
and ensuring that our legislative framework protects
Anzac Day as a day of commemoration. It also protects
the term ‘Anzac Day’ where it is used at other times.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee made
a number of recommendations, and I note that not all of
them have been taken up by the government in this
legislation. From the briefing that I was given I
understand that further work might be done on some of
the other recommendations, but certainly this bill takes
up some of the more significant ones.
The legislation ensures that as a term Anzac Day is
extended to commemorate all conflicts and peace
missions. The decision has been made not to
commemorate specifically with this day conflicts that
occurred before the Great War — and probably the
most notable of those was the Boer War in which some
Australians participated. All of the subsequent conflicts
and peacekeeping missions where Australian troops
have been posted will in future be part of the Anzac
Day tradition.
The Anzac Day tradition was established on 25 April
1915, which was the landing date for the invasion on
the Gallipoli Peninsula in Turkey. It was a famous
conflict in which both sides had an extraordinary
respect for one another as soldiers and as human
beings, and whilst they participated in a very bloody
war, they nonetheless had respect for the soldiers they
fought against. The casualties at Gallipoli were far too
high, particularly for the allied troops — and by that we
especially think of the Australians and New Zealanders
who fought shoulder to shoulder at Gallipoli. It was a
high cost for so many young men from a very new
nation that really needed those young men to build that
nation early in the 20th century.
While so much was lost in that battle, indeed too so
much was gained in terms of a spirit that has powered
Australia ever since. Traditions that have underpinned
the values of Australian democratic freedom; a heritage
in terms of Australia’s preparedness to stand up for
democratic principles; and a preparedness by
Australians to serve in some of the world’s hotspots and
to go into areas of conflict to try and resolve issues in
the best interests of all people. Those Anzac traditions
are celebrated and remembered very vividly by all
Australians, despite the fact that it is getting on towards
a century since the battle occurred — the war that lent
us this Anzac Day tradition. I daresay it is almost as
vivid today as it was in some of the years following the
Great War of 1914–18, perhaps because all too often
the horror of war is brought back to us on so many
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other occasions in so many other conflicts around the
world. We can therefore empathise with some of those
young Australian and New Zealand men who went to
fight on the Gallipoli Peninsula in the Great War.
For whatever reason, this date stands as a very
important one, not just in our history but in our
contemporary thinking, in our understanding of our
democratic principles and in our need to defend those
principles wherever they are challenged. This
legislation ensures that Anzac Day will be properly
commemorated. It continues traditions which have been
established and supported by all sides of politics and
which have broad support from the community — that
is, the morning of Anzac Day, 25 April, each year is a
time when as a nation we stop to reflect on those Anzac
traditions, on the values of those Anzacs and what they
did in terms of sacrifice for their country. Many of us
question what we are doing and what we can continue
to do or do better for our country in that context as well.
This legislation certainly ensures that Anzac Day is
properly commemorated and formalises some aspects
of what already exists in the act that it seeks to amend.
In doing so it extends the commemoration of Anzac
Day beyond the formal recognition of simply the Great
War to include all other battles in which Australia has
fought.
In terms of making an effective change to an existing
decision or policy of government, the clause of interest
is the one that requires cinemas and other live
entertainment venues to remain closed until 1.00 p.m.
That provision already exists, but this legislation
increases the fines that apply to anyone who
transgresses that provision from $500 to $10 000. The
opposition certainly has no problem with that provision
being included in this legislation. We contacted and
sought the opinions of all the cinema groups. By and
large they are relaxed about that provision. They have
no intention of opening ahead of 1.00 p.m. on Anzac
Day at any rate. The feedback from some of those
companies indicated that they are already actually able
to trade or open before 1.00 p.m. in New South Wales
but Reading Cinemas do not open out of respect for the
Anzac Day traditions; while they are not compelled to
remain shut until 1.00 p.m. in New South Wales, they
do so out of respect.
In this short comment I make about the bill I will point
out an anomaly. In this bill the fine for cinemas or
entertainment venues that open prior to 1.00 p.m. on
Anzac Day will be up to $10 000. If any sporting
organisation were to commence its activities before
1.00 p.m. without a specific exemption granted by the
Minister for Sport and Recreation, its fine would still be
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only $500. That seems to me to be an anomaly that has
been created by this legislation. Perhaps the
government ought to have looked at changing other
legislation at the same time.
I support the capitalisation of the letters of the word
‘Anzac’. It is a unique word that evokes much in the
memories and hearts of Australians, and I think it
appropriate that that word stand protected. There has
great been a great deal of work done by governments at
all levels in recent years to maintain the integrity of that
name and all that it entails.
In our consultation on this bill we spoke with the
Returned and Services League (RSL), which is pleased
with this legislation, as we would expect. However, the
RSL made the point — and I am interested in the
further work that the government indicated in the
briefing it might well do in this area — that in some
country areas where their marches finish earlier than
1.00 p.m. after their commemoration ceremonies at,
say, 11.00 a.m., it would be appropriate if the liquor
laws were relaxed to allow the people who had
participated in those marches to assemble for the social
component of the event. In other words, the RSL would
like some flexibility of the liquor licensing provisions
in some of the country venues after the marches. That
has not been taken up by the government; I wonder if it
will be part of some future work.
This legislation is supported by the opposition. We
think it is an appropriate response to an important issue
for Australians — that is, protecting the integrity of the
day that stands very much in the hearts and minds of all
Australians as a day of commemoration and of
thanksgiving for all those Australians who have
contributed so much on behalf of their country for close
to a century. They have served in a range of wars and
peacekeeping missions, in hostilities that we would
prefer these young men and women in many cases were
not sent to but nevertheless hostilities in which we
participated, always with the objective of maintaining
the freedoms and the humanity of people throughout
the world. We support the legislation.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I rise on
behalf of the National Party to make a contribution on
the ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill. I compliment my
colleague the Honourable Bruce Atkinson for his brief
but telling contribution on this particular bill. It is a bit
sad that we need legislation for Anzac Day, but from
the National Party’s point of view, this is generally
good legislation that gives strong recognition to what
has grown and become strong as an important day in
Australia.
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The bill results from research and a review done by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. As the
previous speaker has noted, the co-chairs of the Anzac
Day subcommittee were the member for Yuroke in the
other place, Ms Liz Beattie, and the Honourable Mark
Birrell, a former Leader of the Government in this
house. Whenever we discussed issues about Anzac Day
the Honourable Mark Birrell was always quick to
become involved and to contribute in the house. He
certainly made a substantial study of this issue.
The bill provides that references to ‘Anzac’ in
legislation be made in uppercase to reflect the origins of
the word. It reflects the combination of Australian and
New Zealand forces who served at Gallipoli. This
house and the Australian community should keep in
mind that Australians fought side by side with members
of other countries, particularly our New Zealand friends
from across the ocean.
The bill also expands the existing reference to
commemorating the participation in the Great War to
include reference to participation in subsequent
conflicts, including peacekeeping activities. I wonder
why earlier wars were not included in the provisions. It
increases the penalties for breaches relating to the
cinema and entertainment provisions in the act. The
penalties have been increased up to 100 penalty points.
To enable a clearer understanding of legislation which
impacts on Anzac Day the bill includes a clause listing
all laws applicable to Anzac Day. That is an excellent
idea and gives people a quick reference point to any
issues that may come up in relation to Anzac Day. I
note the review by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee began in 2001, and the government
response was in 2003. I also note that it follows, given
the dates, that the first bill relating to this day was 1925,
a long time ago. There have been many amendments to
the principal act over the years, and I suspect this is the
first time there has been a real review of the act. I
believe that is a good idea.
I had a quick look at the committee’s terms of
reference, which were straightforward. They are set out
on page v of the report and state that the committee was
required to inquire into, consider and report by
31 October 2002 on the Anzac Day Act 1958 and any
other relevant laws on ways to further enhance the
significance of Anzac Day as a national day of
commemoration.
The review made 24 recommendations, and the bill
gathers the general thrust of those recommendations. I
note that six of those recommendations were rejected
either in part or in total. I pick up on a couple of those
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recommendations, because they are of some interest to
the house. Recommendation 3 — I am referring to the
government’s response to the review — states:
The committee recommends that, having regard to the
profound significance of Anzac Day and to the
whole-of-government nature of the legislative responsibilities
involved, ministerial responsibility for the act be assumed by
the Premier.

That is not supported in the bill. I believe it would have
been a good idea. It would have given Anzac Day that
bit more recognition from government that it richly
deserves. It is a great pity that recommendation was not
picked up and included in the legislation.
Recommendation 4 states:
The committee recommends that, in view of the longstanding
role of the ex-service community in the conduct of Anzac
Day ceremonies throughout Victoria, these matters should
remain the province of the ex-service community, without
legislative intervention.

That provision was supported which is a good idea. Just
as obviously, returned servicemen will need some
assistance in the future as our returned men and women
from many of the wars that we recognise, driven by
Anzac Day, get a little older. I can always remember
what happened many years ago at Sea Lake when I was
doing the Anzac Day service. I rang a man called Bill
Butcher, who always organised the Anzac Day marches
and ceremonies. I said, ‘Bill, what time?’. He told me
the time and I then asked where he would start the
march from. He said, ‘We used to march from the
bottom pub, but we are all a bit older now so we will
march from the middle pub’. That probably gives a fair
idea of how our returned men and women are now
getting on in years and are among our senior
community.
Mr Atkinson talked about flexibility in relation to the
1.00 p.m. opening of the bar for celebrations on the day.
In some country areas they might open the bar a touch
earlier, but I am sure they could manage to adjust their
programs to adequately reflect the flexibility that is
required.
It is interesting to look at what has happened to Anzac
Day over many, many years. People have said to me it
is a popular day. I struggle with that word, because I do
not think ‘popular’ is the right word. The attitude of
communities throughout Australia is that they strongly
support Anzac Day and recognise its significance. It is
amazing that it does not matter if you are in a city, a
regional centre or a small country town; they all have
their Anzac Day services and ceremonies that they
proudly put on. That is to be absolutely commended.
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As was said before, these people will need more
assistance in the years ahead.
It is great to see younger people in our community
becoming more involved in Anzac Day than they were
years ago and in recognising the men and women from
the armed services, and that includes the schools. It is
important that young people, particularly in our
schools, get a good grasp of the history of Anzac Day
and other wars where our fighting men and women in
the thrust for freedom in our society put up their hands
to serve. Some, of course, paid the supreme sacrifice.
I note that as the world seems to be getting smaller we
see huge crowds turn up at Anzac Cove and Lone Pine.
The people feel the need to be on the spot to recognise
the tradition of our fighting Anzacs. That is a good
thing. Almost internationally that day is well
recommended.
We should not talk about Anzac Day without
recognising some of the less popular wars that our
fighting men and women have been involved in. Of
course there were the Vietnam and Korean wars as well
as the many other wars that our people have been
involved in. I, like many of my political colleagues I am
sure, go out of my way to do my best to look after the
men and women who served in those less popular wars
to ensure they receive the kind of recognition they
deserve for their efforts on behalf of our communities.
Wherever our fighting men and women went in the
world they were recognised not only as good fighters
but great people. Australian men and women were also
recognised as having courage and initiative.
In France, the sister city to Robinvale, which resides
just on the Murray River and is part of my electorate, is
Villers-Bretonneux where Australians fought well and
in fact were much loved by the Villers-Bretonneux
community. Any Australian who visits
Villers-Bretonneux is most welcome and is certainly
well looked after by the community.
I could go on and on referring to other theatres of war,
and they are all famous: the Rats of Tobruk, the
Kokoda Trail and the Korean War. I used to travel to
Korea quite a lot in a past life as director of the
Australian Wheat Board, and I can remember one of
my Korean friends taking me into the railway station at
Seoul and showing me photos of the machine-gun nests
they set up during the Korean War where it was pretty
tough going. In fact, the fierce cold was a difficult
circumstance for the people who fought in that war.
Many of those issues get forgotten over time. The
advent and the recognition of those particular conflicts
should not be forgotten.
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Today we are talking about Anzac Day; everything has
been written about it and I guess nearly everything has
been said about it. I came across some words which
pretty well put it together. In fact, they put it together
because they recognise the other people who served
with us on that day. The words go like this:
On 25 April every year Australians commemorate Anzac
Day. It is Australia’s sacred day. The day has the same
significance in New Zealand, Australia’s counterpart in the
Australian and New Zealand Army Corps (the Anzacs) at
Gallipoli.
Thousands of Australian and New Zealand men died in the
hours and days that followed the landing at that beach, a
beach that would eventually come to be known as Anzac
Cove.
What followed the landing at Gallipoli is a story of courage
and endurance, of death, and despair, of poor leadership from
London, and unsuccessful strategies. The Anzacs and the
Turks dug in — literally — digging kilometres of trenches
and pinned down each other’s forces with sniper fighting and
shelling. Pinned down with their backs to the water the
Anzacs were unable to make much headway against the home
country force.
In Britain, the lack of the success of the campaign was
creating arguments amongst the leaders at the time about
whether the campaign should be continued, and whilst
political leaders argued, the Australian and New Zealand
soldiers died in battle, from sniper fire and shelling, and those
that lived suffered from a range of ailments due to their
dreadful living conditions — typhus, lice, gangrene, lack of
fresh water, poor quality food, and poor sanitary conditions
all took their toll.
…
At Gallipoli, men from all backgrounds and classes from the
newly federated Australia created the essence of what it
means to be Australian — courage under fire, grace under
pressure, giving a hand to a mate.
Since 1915, one day in the year has involved the whole of
Australia in solemn ceremonies of remembrance, gratitude
and national pride. That day is Anzac Day — 25 April.
Why does a nation pause to remember this day? It is because
that day, 25 April 1915, was the day when Australia as a
nation faced the supreme test of quality and courage, the
landing on the beach at Gallipoli of Australian and New
Zealand soldiers.
The spirit of Anzac was suggested by official war historian
C. E. W. Bean to have ‘stood, and still stands, for reckless
valour in a good cause, for enterprise, resourcefulness,
fidelity, comradeship and endurance that will never own
defeat’.
The spirit was epitomised in the deeds of Simpson and his
donkey at Gallipoli — comradeship, courage and sacrifice:
others before self. It also encompasses the laughter, the pride
and the love of life that is in every Australian. To really
understand this spirit one must delve back into our country’s
past.

The National Party wishes the bill a speedy passage.
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Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — It is a pleasure to speak on
a bill that lacks contention and is unanimously
supported in the house, and that is reflected by the fact
that there has not been one interjection so far through
the contribution of three speakers. I daresay it reflects
our feelings about the subject matter.
It has been said, and I think we all agree, that Anzac
Day is a significant day in not just Victoria’s but
Australia’s history, and one that we all feel an
obligation to protect. It has been mentioned that it is
unfortunate that we have to legislate to enshrine a day
and protect its standing in our society. I do not think it
is for any bad reason, but it is just a fact that society is
changing, particularly in the commercial sense, and it is
the desire of the overwhelming majority of the public
for us to do something about that. Hence the
government’s decision to instruct the parliamentary
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee to conduct
a joint review of Anzac Day and make
recommendations to the government as to how it can
protect the day. In fact the committee made something
in the order of 24 recommendations, and I think 5 and
possibly 6 are picked up in the bill. The bill is designed
to enshrine those particular recommendations.
The government understands and respects the standing
of Anzac Day and, I think it is correct to say, the need
of the public to pay due respect and recognition to our
fallen men and women and those who actually survived
and still survive today. The respect is warranted given
the fact that they played such a magnificent role in the
building of what is clearly a great state and indeed
country.
In terms of consultation, there has been broad and wide
consultation with the Returned and Services
League (RSL) in particular. I had the pleasure yesterday
of participating in a board meeting with the RSL as the
government’s representative on the Anzac Day march
committee. I inform the house that the current state
president, David McLachlan, and his able secretary,
Brigadier John Deighton, are very much in support of
and are happy with what has been proposed in the bill.
By way of information, it is fair to say that we are
seeing a more relevant culture starting to emanate from
the new RSL leadership group. The example of that is
in one of the agenda items the committee was
discussing — the appropriateness of changing the
anthem at the opening of the ceremony from God Save
the Queen to Advance Australia Fair. I daresay there
would be recently departed or retired leaders further
north in Australia who might have just about freaked
when they heard that, but the reality is that, after
reasonably strong debate, the RSL has now agreed that
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the anthem at the opening of the ceremony will be
Advance Australia Fair. God Save the Queen will be
moved back into the service and used and sung as the
official hymn, except in the event that the monarch or
the monarch’s representative, the Governor-General, is
present, when obviously they would then go back to
God Save the Queen. It might not sound a big deal to a
lot of people, but when one considers it is the RSL that
has volunteered to do this, it augurs well in terms of
where it is going as an organisation and maintaining its
relevance to the public at large. I congratulate it on that.
The bill covers three main topics, the first is the
enshrining of the word ‘Anzac’ in capitals as opposed
to having only the ‘a’ as a capital letter and the
remaining letters in lower case. That does not seem like
such a big deal, but historically it reflects the actual
make-up of the word ‘Anzac’, which stands for the
Australian and New Zealand Army Corps. I would
have thought that that was a matter of no contention
whatever, particularly given that the Returned and
Services League is promoting it.
I am disturbed to hear from the leadership of the RSL
that the current federal Minister for Veterans Affairs,
the Honourable Danna Vale, is opposed to that. I just
do not get it — nor does anyone else, by the way.
Nevertheless, I will quote one of them, whom I will not
name, who said, ‘We’re doing it any way’. As I say, we
are accommodating that, and it helps recognise and
emphasise that Anzac represents the Australian and
New Zealand troops and their historic partnership at
Gallipoli, Anzac Cove.
Second, the bill extends recognition to post-World
War I veterans and all of the conflicts that Australia has
been involved in since then — and I am sure I will
forget something here, as one is prone to do: Korea,
Vietnam, the Gulf War, twice in Iraq, and Afghanistan,
and that just about covers the areas of conflict.
Recognition also extends to the peacekeepers and the
role they have performed admirably in places like
Somalia, Bougainville, Timor, the Solomon Islands et
cetera. It is fair to say that it is disturbing that they are
getting more business than we might have expected or
wanted for them of late. Nevertheless, the bill extends
coverage to all of those men and women who have
served or are serving the country in any of those
capacities, and that is a good thing.
Third, the bill extends the penalties for people who may
wish to conduct commercial activities or not pay due
recognition to the day. Some people might argue that
that is their right, but the overwhelming majority of
members of the public have suggested to the
government that they want the day protected and
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actually recognised. The anomaly in the current law is
that if you are a commercial enterprise and you were to
breach the Fair Trading Act you would be subjected to
a maximum $10 000 fine. However, if you are in the
entertainment industry — that is, cinemas et cetera —
you are subject to a maximum fine of $500. That was
clearly seen to be inconsistent and almost
discriminatory, so that is addressed in the bill and now
both sectors — entertainment and commercial — will
be subject to the maximum $10 000 fine.
We all know that Anzac Day is getting bigger and
bigger in this country. There are a number of reasons
for that, and I will not pretend to know them all. I note
that in the last decade or so more and more people have
come to and recognised the march as being a significant
day in our calendar, particularly children. It is no secret
that we have had record crowds in the last few years,
and obviously the RSL is particularly pleased about
this. It has changed and moderated a lot of its ideas and
views to accommodate children and bring them in and
make sure they understand and grow up with a
knowledge of military history.
The march next year will involve another first.
Individuals from around the world who have been
awarded the Victoria Cross, the George Cross and the
Congressional Medal of Honor from the United States
of America are all coming to Melbourne and intend to
march in the Anzac Day commemorative march. I think
the number of invitees is about 122; it is expected that
60-odd will march, and the rest will be conveyed by
vehicle. This indicates that Anzac Day is almost taking
on, for want of a better term, a life of its own — I am
reluctant to say it is becoming more popular — and is
gaining status as a significant day in our calendar. That
is a very positive step.
It is often said that we do not have a particularly
recognisable culture in Australia, that we are made up
of many cultures and do not have anything that clearly
defines who we are. I think that has something to do
with the increasing status of Anzac Day — that is, more
people are looking for something to hold on to. When
we look at things like the events of 11 September, we
are all grasping and wanting something to remind us of
who and what we are and what we stand for. It is a
good thing for people in general to have something.
The other phenomenon is the relationship between
Turkey and Australia. Considering that we were
invading and trying to do as much damage to that
country as we possibly could, the standing of Australia
in the Turkish community today both here and overseas
is quite phenomenal, and if anyone ever wanted to
understand why they might like to read the words of
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President Ataturk mounted on the memorial at Anzac
Cove. He refers to the sons who have fallen and their
mothers. It is very emotional stuff. Whilst this is a small
bill, it is significant. It is good legislation that
recognises exactly what needs to be done. It has
unanimous support, and I commend it to the house.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
As Mr Smith said, the ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill
enjoys support from both sides of the house. I am
pleased to see the amendments that it makes to the
Anzac Day Act.
As a member of Parliament the greatest privilege I have
had is the honour to lead an Anzac Day march in my
electorate. Participating in those commemorations on
Anzac Day and Remembrance Day, but particularly
Anzac Day, you get a sense of how important Anzac
Day is as an Australian institution and why it needs to
be preserved and commemorated.
I welcome other major changes to the legislation to
recognise Anzac Day as a commemoration of all
theatres in which Australian servicemen and women
have served. That change is one that brings the
legislation up to date with contemporary practice,
because it has long been a practice that Anzac Day
commemorations acknowledge the service of
Australian troops in all wars and all theatres. It is good
to see that that change has now been made, and the
legislation will reflect the way Anzac Day has been
commemorated for a long time.
The other changes are primarily minor, particularly the
capitalisation of the word ‘Anzac’, obviously in
recognition of its meaning. I am disappointed that the
legislation does not necessarily pick up all the
recommendations of the report of the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee (SARC) on its review of
Anzac Day. Certainly some of the recommendations of
that inquiry would not appropriately be dealt with in the
legislation because there are other mechanisms to deal
with them, but a number of recommendations by SARC
on the recognition of Anzac Day have not been picked
up.
I commend SARC for that inquiry. I know the
co-chairman of the inquiry, the Honourable Mark
Birrell, was keen to see it brought to fruition. It was one
of the last major pieces of work he did while a member
of this chamber, and I know how committed he was to
the inquiry and how committed he has been over the
long period he served in Parliament to the appropriate
recognition of Anzac Day, whether through his role as a
minister in control of the trust at the Shrine of
Remembrance or through other activities in his
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post-ministerial career. I am sure Mark Birrell will be
pleased to see some of the recommendations of his
inquiry picked up in the legislation.
The SARC review recommended an increased
emphasis on the commemoration and understanding of
Anzac Day. As I acknowledged earlier, it is not
necessarily appropriate that legislation do that. It is
something I would like to see picked up by the
Department of Education and Training to ensure that
there is renewed and enhanced emphasis and education
in our school system on the importance of
commemorating Anzac Day and recognising
Remembrance Day, which was celebrated only a
couple of weeks ago.
One of the more contentious issues with Remembrance
Day on 11 November was the protest by the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU) in the city. One could have a debate about
the appropriateness of such a protest on such an
occasion. There would be a strong case for arguing that
the Anzac Day Act should prohibit such protests, but
equally on the other side of the coin is the recognition
that the capacity to protest is one of those freedoms
which were fought for and which we are
commemorating in our recognition of Anzac Day and
Remembrance Day.
It goes to the heart of what the principal legislation is
about — on the one hand, we are commemorating the
achievement of those types of freedoms, yet on the
other hand we are putting in place a restriction on
certain activities on Anzac Day to preserve the
solemnity of the occasion. We recognise that Anzac
Day should be commemorated in a certain way. In that
sense it was disappointing to see what happened with
the CFMEU on Remembrance Day, which has a similar
significance to Anzac Day as a day of commemoration.
Most Australians would not believe it was appropriate
to have a protest such as we witnessed on
Remembrance Day, as it would not be appropriate on
Anzac Day. That is an area the legislation is silent on,
but it is something that we as a community should
consider the appropriateness of on special days of
commemoration.
As Mr Smith said, the legislation enjoys the support of
both sides of the house. I hope it has a speedy passage,
and I look forward to the government adopting many of
the other recommendations that were made by the
SARC inquiry into Anzac Day which, while not
appropriate to take up in this legislation, will be
appropriately taken up as a way of further enhancing
the commemoration of Anzac Day and Remembrance
Day.
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Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I am pleased to
have the opportunity to speak briefly on the ANZAC
Day (Amendment) Bill, which will amend the Anzac
Day Act of 1958. As other speakers have said, it is
becoming apparent in our community that support of
Anzac Day as a significant day of national
commemoration is increasing. This is best illustrated by
the growing number of Australians making pilgrimages
to Gallipoli and the growing attendances at Anzac Day
services.
As a member of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee I travelled to Belgium with other members
of Parliament some months ago as part of a visit to
investigate public-private partnerships in other
countries. In Belgium we were taken to visit Ypres, a
town in that country which suffered significantly during
two world wars. We discovered that there are
increasing numbers of Australians regularly visiting the
commonwealth war graves in that area. They visit the
Last Post commemorations at the Menin Gate. Those
Last Post commemorations every evening at dusk
honour the fallen soldiers who lost their lives defending
the town during World War I.
The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee had the
privilege and opportunity to attend a ceremony and lay
a wreath, and that occasion was marked by a
remembrance of the sacrifice of a particular soldier
from Clifton Hill in Victoria who lost his life in battle
in that area.
In my view there is a significant program which has
had an impact on the consciousness of older and
younger Australians and has helped to renew interest in
Anzac Day and other commemorations of those who
have lost their lives and served in the armed forces
throughout theatres of war and conflict throughout the
world. I am referring to the Australia Remembers
program that was initiated in 1995 by Con Sciacca who
was then Minister for Veterans Affairs in the
commonwealth government. It marked 50 years since
the end of World War II. Through that range of
activities, events and programs there has been increased
interest and understanding of the contribution to the
ongoing stability and rights that we enjoy in this
country as a result of the sacrifices of many others.
That needs to be seen in context with what happened in
some of the decades after World War II. In particular I
refer to the 1960s and the 1970s when young people
growing up during that period had very ambivalent
attitudes to war and to commemorating occasions like
Anzac Day. I see myself as part of the 1960s generation
that grew up participating at school each year in Anzac
Day ceremonies, being confronted with a very solemn,
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heavy emphasis on the sacrifices that others had made
on our behalf.
We were also a generation that became very
disillusioned and polarised — for example, through
Australia’s involvement in wars such as that in
Vietnam. I believe in that period of the 1960s and
1970s there was a turning away from war as the desired
solution to the world’s conflicts. I recall the excitement
about the ideals and possibilities embodied in President
John Kennedy’s creation of the Peace Corp in the
United States, the creation of organisations like
Australian Volunteers Abroad in our country and the
work of development agencies like Community Aid
Abroad and the Freedom from Hunger campaign,
which endeavoured to put forward ideas of how we
might engage in different ways across the world and
seek to tackle what are sometimes the causes of war
and conflict — and often that is poverty.
Wars continue to happen, and Australia has been called
upon in many circumstances to get involved in one way
or the other. I am therefore very pleased that one of the
recommendations of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee (SARC) that has been taken up
and incorporated into this bill is to expand the existing
reference to commemorating participation in the Great
War to include reference to participation in subsequent
conflicts, including peacekeeping activities. Indeed
Australia has played an increasingly important role in
contributing person power to peacekeeping forces in
many theatres of conflict in the world. Australia has
played a significant role in our own region in terms of
providing armed forces to help to establish and keep the
peace in East Timor and Bougainville.
The bill’s provisions are important in responding to the
range of recommendations put to the government by
SARC following its review of the laws relating to
Anzac Day. The aim is to further enhance the
significance of Anzac Day as a national day of
commemoration within Victoria. Therefore the level of
penalty for breaches relating to cinema and other
entertainment provisions of the act have been increased
markedly to bring it into line with breaches of shop
trading laws on Anzac Day, but that is with the express
intent of providing a more appropriate deterrent to
restrict activities on Anzac Day and to allow for the
observance of the day as a significant occasion. There
will be in the bill a listing of all laws applicable to
Anzac Day so that there is a clear understanding of all
the legislation that impacts on Anzac Day. It is a very
significant day of commemoration, and through the bill
we aim to strengthen our commitment in Victoria to the
observance of Anzac Day as a significant day of
commemoration in Victoria.
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One of the events that have been part of that
commitment over the last few years has been the
Premier’s Anzac Day luncheon, a very important event
on the government’s calendar each year. Many
members of both houses attend and see it as an
important opportunity to recognise and honour returned
servicemen and women, many of them ageing and
many of them with very important memories that we
need to hear and learn from.
Each year that I have gone to the Premier’s Anzac Day
luncheon I have appreciated the opportunity to talk with
veterans of wars and conflicts and to learn of their
experiences. There have been some extraordinary
stories of courage that are extremely inspiring. I am
mindful of a conversation I had a couple of years ago
with two gentlemen from one of the branches of the
Returned and Services League (RSL) in the
south-eastern suburbs. They described how when they
were involved in World War II they had been dropped
off on the beaches — just a small group of about six —
on the eastern coastline of Papua New Guinea. They
were expected to make their way into the mountains, to
reconnoitre and track the Japanese enemy’s movements
and get the intelligence back to the Australian forces.
Having travelled in Papua New Guinea and knowing a
little about that territory, it struck me that they must
have had nerves of steel and have been on their mettle
to live on their own personal emotional resources and to
survive many months alone in the jungle before they
were collected from the beaches by ships some time in
the future. However, many of them did survive, in
particular the people with whom I was lunching,
because of the assistance of the local villagers who
supported them in the task they had before them.
Mr Gordon Rich-Phillips has made certain statements
and allegations about the Construction, Forestry,
Mining and Energy Union and its actions on
11 November. I can inform the house that
representatives of the RSL met with representatives of
the Trades Hall Council, who explained that the protest
rally was in no way connected to Remembrance Day
and was originally set for 4 November until someone
recalled that that was not possible because it was
Melbourne Cup day. They then agreed to set it for the
following Tuesday, 11 November, and there was
acknowledgment that it was a mistake and agreement
that it would not be repeated. The RSL accepted that
explanation of what had happened. I put to the house
that these are not issues on which members should take
cheap political shots. That was a genuine mistake made
in the setting and changing of dates for the protest the
CFMEU had arranged.
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The bill is short and has been well covered by other
members of the house. The government is very pleased
to put it forward and is very pleased that it will help to
strengthen the continued observance of Anzac Day by
providing the right balance between the observance of
the solemnity of the occasion and the need to maintain
some essential commercial activities, because on any
day which is a holiday there are various groups that
look to take advantage of that and to provide certain
opportunities for entertainment for the general public.
With those words I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — It is a
privilege to contribute my support to the passage of the
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill at this time. As my
colleagues have said, the opposition strongly supports
this piece of legislation. Indeed we supported the
process that led to the creation of this piece of
legislation. We believe the model that was used by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, of which
I was deputy chair at the time, was the right model for a
bill of this nature and for an inquiry into the laws
surrounding Anzac Day because of the very great
significance to all Australians of Anzac Day and the
great sacrifices that have been made over the years by
servicemen and women on our behalf.
The fact that we were able to achieve a
co-chairmanship between the member for Yuroke in the
other place and a former Leader of the Opposition in
the Legislative Council, Mr Birrell, was a tribute to the
spirit of cooperation that existed on the committee at
the time and a very great tribute to the way, when an
issue is considered to be important enough, we can put
aside other considerations in order to achieve the job.
The job was achieved, and it was well achieved in the
report that was produced. It was thorough, it was
coordinated and it was achieved in a bipartisan manner.
It was also a privilege to serve on that inquiry and to
see that type of cooperation engendered between the
parties on what is a very important issue.
The terms of reference we were asked to look at were,
on their face, quite simple. They were to look into the
Anzac Day Act 1958, which we are amending today,
and other relevant laws. That was a very significant part
of the reference because we discovered that there were
many other relevant laws which impacted upon Anzac
Day, many of which I was not aware of before my
involvement in that process.
We were to look at ways in which further enhancement
of Anzac Day could take place, its significance as a
national day of commemoration and ways to promote
that legislatively. That might sound to most members
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like a very simple brief for a committee, but it was not
as simple as all of that, as we soon discovered. There
were at least nine separate pieces of legislation which in
some way impacted on Anzac Day. At least eight
ministers were involved in the administration of that
legislation, and this led us down a path which meant
ultimately that we had to consult extremely widely in
fulfilling this reference.
We consulted very widely with the assistance of some
great staff, and I want to pay tribute at this time
particularly to the efforts of Mr Mark Brennan, who
joined the inquiry as a consultant at that time and
worked very closely with Ms Beattie in the other place
and Mr Birrell, and indeed all committee members. I
believe his professionalism and his thorough approach
to his work and his commitment to the issues we were
discussing and looking into made all the difference in
this inquiry and ultimately led to the production of what
I consider to be an excellent report. It is a benchmark
report, and I believe many committees can look at it as
a model for how inquiries should be conducted. It is
certainly a tribute to the co-chairs.
We consulted with the Turkish Embassy in Canberra
and the New Zealand Embassy, and we consulted with
them primarily because of their national interest in the
tradition of Anzac and other related matters
surrounding the commemoration of that day. We
consulted with trade unions because of the various
employment and industrial relations impacts of Anzac
Day laws.
Employer groups were included in our consultations
because a huge amount of shop trading and other
business-related matters had to be covered. Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee members talked to
education-related organisations, groups which were
involved in either keeping alive the history and the
knowledge of what has happened in theatres of war to
our armed services over the years, and we brought them
into the process, as we did charitable and philanthropic
funds which do an enormous amount to assist those
who are left behind — families and, of course, returned
servicemen and servicewomen.
Committee members consulted with our currently
serving armed services to understand more closely their
key concerns with the way laws at the state level
impacted on Anzac Day and how they felt they were
connected or not connected to that particular tradition.
That was certainly a very interesting part of the
consultative process. As part of the process we talked to
federal ministers, the Returned and Services League of
course, and with people from war memorials and trusts
and their management committees.
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In the interests of brevity I am not going to go through
the specifics of those consultations other than to say
that the spirit in which that information was assimilated
and worked on by the committee was extraordinary.
Even where there were issues of difference, these were
debated in a very sane and rational way; that is how I
would put it. The recommendations reached are, I think,
excellent. We came up with 24 specific
recommendations, which are reflected in our report.
Half a dozen or so of those have made their way into
this bill. They have so far been supported by the
government and have been enshrined in this bill. I
support that so far as it has gone because those are good
initiatives, but, as I said earlier, this is a work in
progress in my estimation, and I believe a lot more
needs to be done to bring the recommendations of this
report alive.
Six recommendations were not supported by the
government, and in its response the government gave
some justifications for why it was not prepared to
support them. In particular the committee’s
recommendation 2 — our recommendation that, where
practical, laws affecting Anzac Day be consolidated
into a new single act — was not supported. The reason
was that in its inquiry the committee was confronted
with myriad legislation and the accompanying
problems of that legislation.
There are various jurisdictional, regulatory and
definitional issues, and different authority and
responsibility from government, so this was a very
confusing process. We felt that consolidation into a
single act would have been a positive process and also
would have done honour to the Anzac tradition and to
the very special place that it holds for Australians and
Victorians.
In their responses government members obviously felt
that it was more appropriate for the various acts to be
kept as separate entities and under the administration of
separate ministers. Perhaps some of the government
members contributing to the debate could explain a
little further why the government took that position.
Recommendation 3 also was not supported by the
government — that was our recommendation that to
recognise the whole-of-government nature of the laws
and regulations relating to Anzac Day, the ministerial
responsibility for the act should be assumed by the
primary office-holder in the government who is, of
course, the Premier. Again, we felt that not only would
that be a simplifying act it would also do honour to
what is a very special and important day, and the laws
relating to that day should also be treated in a very
important way. We are saddened that these particular
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recommendations have not made their way into this bill
and indeed are not supported by the government, but
perhaps that will be revisited in years to come.
In conclusion I would like to say that throughout this
inquiry and in our approach to the bill before the house
today, the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
members were keenly aware of the sacrifice of men and
women on behalf of all Australians and Victorians over
many years in theatres of war, and that sacrifice has
always been the ultimate sacrifice. It is beholden upon
all of us to remember that we enjoy certain freedoms
and privileges today that would not be there if others
had not made the ultimate sacrifice on our behalf in
defence of those freedoms.
They gave their lives, and often gave their health; they
gave up family life and made a whole range of other
sacrifices. We need to do honour to that, and opposition
members do so today by supporting this bill, though we
feel it is a work in progress and would like to see it go
further. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank members of the chamber for their
contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

OMBUDSMAN
Retirement
Message received from Assembly seeking concurrence
with resolution.

Assembly’s resolution:
Governor, we the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in
Parliament assembled, with the concurrence of the Legislative
Council of Victoria, pray that the Governor in Council will be
pleased to exercise the authority vested in the Governor in
Council by section 3(5)(b) of the Ombudsman Act 1973, by
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removing Barry William Perry from his office as
Ombudsman as a result of his invalidity.

Resolution agreed to on motion of
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister of Aged Care).

FORESTS AND NATIONAL PARKS ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 25 November; motion of
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government).

Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — This
bill strikes another heavy blow at that part of the timber
industry that operates on public land. For years, and
under successive governments, the timber industry has
been the whipping boy of governments looking to
demonstrate their environmental credentials. The
timber industry, and the way it operates on public land,
has been an easy target for irresponsible groups who, in
my opinion, have demonised the industry for their own
ends. I think it is fair to say that over the last 20 years
governments have curried favour for votes at the
expense of good public policy.
Governments have incrementally reduced the access of
the timber industry to forests on public land, and they
have done that for all sorts of reasons — some
legitimate and some quite spurious. The net effect now,
though, is that Victoria can no longer supply its own
timber needs for high-quality hardwood, that vast areas
of Victoria’s forests have been locked away, including
areas that are quite suitable for logging and are not
threatened environmentally.
The Victorian timber industry is very concerned,
because the government is reducing its obligation to
supply sawmills with the amounts specified on
individual licences. In effect, the bill reduces the value
of the licence, and it certainly reduces the property
rights of the licence-holder.
The bill separates ministerial management of state
forests by creating Vicforests as a commercial unit to
be supervised by the Minister for Agriculture and the
Treasurer. It separates the overall land stewardship
which remains with the Minister for Environment,
commonly known as the Department of Sustainability
and Environment (DSE).
The bill also enables the secretary to delegate powers to
Vicforests. It ensures that the government is not
required to supply sawlogs up to the sustainable yield
level regardless of demand, which is very concerning. It
reduces the property rights of licensees by giving the
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government broader regulatory powers. There are
administrative changes to the Forests Act, the National
Parks Act and the Fisheries Act, and descriptions of
boundaries created with the establishment of marine
national parks are clarified. They are at Cape Howe,
Corner Inlet, Point Addis and the Twelve Apostles.

now, with a reducing resource and more and more
pressure on sustainable yields. So it is quite
disappointing that the SPZs and the SMZs are not in the
equation at a time when the industry is under enormous
pressure to find product and when timber is very short
in the marketplace.

As an overview of the most important clauses, I will
talk about clause 4 which removes the current
requirement to supply hardwood sawlogs within a
permitted margin of plus or minus 2 per cent of the
sustainable yield rates. There is wider regulatory power
which will undermine confidence in the timber
industry. It appears that this clause removes the
obligation of Vicforests to supply licence amounts and
enables the department to pick any figure it chooses,
which is quite concerning.

It is worth noting that the government promised to
create Vicforests back in March. However, it was only
gazetted at the end of October. The Victoria
Government Gazette dated 28 October states:

Clause 5 is of equal concern. It appears that the
government is reducing existing statutory influence on
regulation and all conditions existing in timber licences.
As I said earlier, it has implications for the property
rights of timber licence-holders. It will allow the
government to change almost overnight, and without
consultation, scrutiny or question, the volumes
supplied, where they are supplied from and any other
subject of the licences. Interestingly, the government
argues that this is just tidying up its process.
The bill removes an important section of timber
licences. The present timber licences contain a
requirement that government is to supply an allocation
of between 70 per cent and 130 per cent, with no more
than 110 per cent supplied over a rolling five-year
average. This was to allow mills to follow markets —
for example, the housing market which has traditionally
ebbed and flowed a little bit. Mills may not have
required so much timber one quarter and could call for
less if the housing market was a bit depressed. At other
boom times the licence allowed them to call for more
timber.
Under the forestry act the government was required
every year to offer each individual licence-holder a
margin of plus or minus 2 per cent of assessed
sustainable yield of their annual individual allocation,
and this has been removed. It is worth noting that over
the years there has been an emergence of more and
more conservation areas. However, there is no
consideration of using the special protection zones
(SPZ) or special management zones (SMZ) to maintain
the net relationship between conservation areas and the
multiuse areas where timber harvesting occurs. It was
always intended in the original regional forest
agreement process that SPZs and SMZs were to be
available for such a situation that forestry finds itself in

The particular purpose of establishing Vicforests is to create a
statutory body to undertake the management and sale of
timber resources in Victorian state forests on a commercial
basis.

It goes on to talk about the functions of Vicforests
which are to:
(a) undertake the sale and supply of timber resources in
Victorian state forests, and related management
activities, as agreed by the Treasurer and the minister, on
a commercial basis;
(b) develop and manage an open and competitive sales
system for timber resources; and
(c) pursue other commercial activities as agreed by the
Treasurer and the minister.

The gazette then goes on to describe the functions of
Vicforests, but the killer for Vicforests, if it is ever to be
efficient, is 3(7) which states:
Vicforests must operate in a framework consistent with
Victorian government policy and priorities.

I need to make the point that Vicforests is supposed to
be a commercial entity. It will be operating with the
impediment of unsympathetic government policy and
stringent and possibly ever-changing requirements of
the Department of Sustainability and Environment.
This will increase its costs and of course through
royalties those costs will be passed on to the timber
industry. Coupled with that, the DSE will have
absolutely no direct responsibility for delivering a
secure supply of logs to individuals as this becomes the
responsibility of Vicforests, and other pressures within
DSE will see increasing pressure and costs on
Vicforests, which again will be reflected in increasing
royalties to sawmills.
The gazette outlines the board of directors which is
responsible for managing the affairs of Vicforests. The
board will consist of not less than four and no more
than nine directors. The initial board directors are Paul
Barker, who will be the chair, Judy Ward, Jim
Houghton, Warren Mundy and Catherine Scott. I truly
wish that board well, because it will be attempting to
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operate a commercial unit with the dead hand of the
DSE and the dead anchor of government policy in this
area, which will definitely hold its operations back.
My office did research on what happened elsewhere.
Forestry Tasmania, it appears, has done much better in
its creation of that unit. The Victorian industry has
commented that Forestry Tasmania is more effective
and better regarded than the proposed Vicforests
structure. I make the point that it is still bedding down,
but according to the outline and the criteria under which
both are going to operate, I think the Tasmanian model
will be much better. Forestry Tasmania is a government
business enterprise with a board of directors and is
accountable to the Tasmanian Minister for
Infrastructure, Energy and Resources.
Forestry Tasmania is, without doubt, being run as a
company. It has corporate objectives, which are to
improve profit performance, develop a world
competitive hardwood and softwood resource which is
sustainably managed according to statutory
environmental standards, meet customer demands and
expand the customer base both in domestic and
international markets and, very importantly, to enjoy
the broad support of the Tasmanian community for
state forest management. It is also allowed to engage in
joint ventures. Forestry Tasmania manages 1.5 million
hectares of state forest and employs 586 personnel.
The web site of Forestry Tasmania says:
Forestry Tasmania strives to continually improve the practice
of commercial forest management. Our operations are based
on environmentally sustainable multiple use management.
…
Vision
Forestry Tasmania will be an internationally competitive
forest land manager with operations based on sustainable
multiple use forest management.

As I said earlier, the industry here in Victoria has been
looking at that model, and I think it hoped the Victorian
model would closely mirror what Tasmania had done. I
hope the Victorian model will work. I am told that
perhaps because of the restrictions that have been
placed on its operations, Vicforests will find it very
difficult to work commercially, which in turn will
impact heavily on the industry here.
There is a looming shortage of timber in Victoria. As I
said earlier, the Victorian industry operating on public
land is in serious trouble. It has a diminishing access to
the resource. This diminishing access is placing
pressure on the end product. It is very hard now to buy
good, Victorian, high-quality timber for furniture,
floorings and trimmings. Of course the diminishing
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access has created pressure on the sustainability of the
remaining areas because there has been an incremental
knock-on effect: as you close areas, there is more
pressure on the remaining areas. It is of grave concern
and I think an indictment of the management that the
areas that remain accessible to logging in Victoria
cannot supply Victoria on a sustainable basis, so that
Victoria is a net importer of timber from overseas.
The current downsizing of the Victorian industry will
see yearly round log harvest of 800 000 cubic metres
reduced to 570 000 cubic metres. When processed, this
570 000 cubic metres will yield about 200 000 cubic
metres of good-quality sawn timber. That is allowing
for about a one-third recovery of high-quality plus
lower grades and chips which are an end product of the
sawn timber industry. As I said, the high-quality timber
market here in Victoria is being supplemented from
Asian rainforests.
Another important point is that the shortage of timber
puts more pressure on the building industry to use other
materials that have a far greater environmental impact
than our local high-quality hardwoods. The industry
might use exotic species, non-renewables or
greenhouse-intensive products like pine, steel or
aluminium. So we have to look at this as a bigger
picture, not just about how we save a couple of trees
here and help the local environment. This is a global
matter that is affecting our timber industry; we should
be looking at that matter, but we are not doing it
particularly well at the moment.
At the moment the Australian Bureau of Agricultural
and Resource Economics (ABARE) figures show that
Victoria imported 24 000 cubic metres of Asian
rainforest timber last year, which is about 9 per cent of
Victoria’s needs. This is expected to rise dramatically
from now on because of the downsizing of the industry.
There is considerable debate, as I am sure the house is
aware, about Asian rainforests. There is grave concern
about the methods and the ethics of harvesting many of
the Asian rainforests. There is strong evidence that they
are not being sustainably managed and that they are
being devastated by overcutting, illegal harvesting and
land clearing.
I am sure that many in the house would remember just
this month the disastrous floods in Asia that took many
lives. Those floods were blamed squarely and fairly on
illegal logging at the headwaters of the particular
catchment.
The Lakes Post, in Mr Davis’s electorate, of 20 August
this year had the headline ‘Importing rainforest timber
is ludicrous’. It states:
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Victorians are importing rainforest timbers from Malaysia to
build homes, because they can’t get enough local hardwood
timber.
…
The Victorian Association of Forest Industries —

VAFI —
says this latest import indicates just how crazy our attitudes to
timber and forest management have become.
‘Some Victorians seem hell bent on shutting down one of the
best harvesting industries in the world, strictly controlled and
environmentally sustainable, to import rainforest timbers’,
said VAFI Public Affairs Director, Pat Wilson.
…
‘You can’t blame the timber merchants for having to resort to
imported timber, if they can’t get enough local timber. They
are faced with a strong demand for timber’.

They have to get it from somewhere: It further states:
More people need to recognise that by supporting the local
timber industry, they are supporting an industry that doesn’t
cut down rainforest trees, that doesn’t harm the environment
and restores the forest for future generations’, Mr Wilson
said.

I absolutely agree with VAFI’s and Mr Wilson’s
comments. I think that continuing to lock up our own
forests and continuing to import large quantities of
rainforest timber is morally reprehensible. I think
Victoria and Australia need to have a global look at
how we source our own timber needs, how we interface
with our forest to log on a sustainable level and how we
resource our own timber and reduce our reliance on
imports from Asia.
I want to make a point about the government’s election
pitch to close the Otways for logging. In the Our Forest,
Our Future sustainability projections for 2002 the
Otways were listed as not affected. If they are not
affected it means they are fully sustainable. Most forest
management areas were listed as not sustainable, and
that cuts were necessary. All members understand the
necessity to look again at how we need to keep the
industry sustainable, but it is a question of how it is
done — the payouts and the packages administered
properly, which is another story again.
I have a map of the projections for 2002. Central
Gippsland had 15 sawmills with a 50 per cent or 90 000
cubic metres reduction, and this occurred around the
state where reductions are required. With the Otways
there is no change. It had three sawmills and 20 000
cubic metres a year — it is fully sustainable and not
affected. Despite the fact that the Otways were listed in
the government’s paper as fully sustainable, three
months after the paper was published, the government
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announced there would be a transition to plantations,
and logging in the Otways would be finished by 2008.
It was a blatant pitch for the green vote; it was not
based on science or on any advice given to the
government but simply a political decision.
I say again as I have said earlier in my contribution —
the decision on the Otways makes a mockery of the
second-reading speech where it says that the 32 per cent
reduction of hardwood sawlog volumes was critical to
ensure the future of the Victorian timber industry. If the
Otways were not unilaterally closed, the overall impact
to the sustainability of the state as a whole would have
been much less. No doubt in their contributions
government members will refer to sustainability and
will probably parrot the line, coupled with how
wonderful the decision was to close the Otways for
logging. It was not a wonderful decision.
The Bracks government issued a media release on
6 November which states:
Mr Bracks said the government would allocate $14 million
for the Otways plan to enable the transition from logging in
native forests to logging in plantations.

The Premier then went on the attack. In talking to Jon
Faine on 12 November on the ABC 774 morning
program he tried to sell the plantations as an alternative
to public land logging in the Otways. He stated:
If you look right down the coastline, down the south-west of
Victoria, you can see the blue gums and the sugar gums
maturing and you can actually transfer an industry which is
currently woodchipping, which is just dreadful, which is
currently woodchipping old-growth forest, if you like, or
forests in that area, you can transfer that into plantation forests
which are there and which are coming on stream. And that’s
sensible; that’s a sensible shift — a sensible move.

Mr Bracks was promoting moving away from logging
on public land and moving to plantations already
growing and creating sawlogs from most plantations.
That was his general drift.
The Geelong Advertiser of 29 November 2002 had an
article with the heading ‘Industry says there’s nothing
to replace forests — timber shortage’. It states:
The timber industry believes the Bracks government has been
conned into believing that plantation timber would replace
native forest logs in six years.
…
Midway’s resources manager, Steve Roffey, said yesterday
that even with the best tree management, he was unsure if
they would provide the quality timber that the public expected
and would demand.
Also, the Moriac plantation had been planted for pulpwood,
and he was unaware of any existing hardwood sawlog quality
plantations on private land in western Victoria.
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I have done a fair bit of work on plantations, and I am
reliably informed that it is not possible to use
plantations that were originally planted for woodchips
for sawlogs.
With the closure of the Otways the government
promoted this concept. It said the industry would make
the transition without any problem to existing
woodchip plantations. I am told this is not possible. We
have a dilemma where the government closed the
Otways for logging and put up plantations as an
alternative and is promoting something that is not
possible.
I am told the plantations are not suitable for hardwood
sawlogs but certainly have long-term potential. If you
think about it, a tree that is planted today for a
high-quality hardwood sawlog will take about 20 to 30
years before the log is ready to harvest. I make the point
that plantations are a complex issue. There are a lot of
issues with plantations, including water, management,
social issues with local communities and so on. They
are made to sound attractive by opponents of logging
on public land, but I make the point that we must make
sure that in our decisions we do not remove a resource
issue from our least stressed landscape — our forests —
to our most stressed landscape, our agricultural lands.
That is a very important point as we go forward and
make long-term decisions about where we are going to
get our sawlogs from and how we will supply
Victorians with high-quality timber.
Over the years public perception has been moulded by
certain groups, so it has become a fact that locking up
our forests, including our renewable resources, is
conservation. The real story is a lot different. It is
important that we have a balanced use of the vast areas
of Victoria. It is important that we have multiple use of
large areas of Victoria. We support national parks,
which are an important section of public land, but the
rest of our public land should have multiple use,
including forestry in suitable areas. It is an absolute
myth that locking up our forests is true conservation.
Over the years many groups have used the image of
logging for their own ends. They promoted misleading
images about the forest industry. The public were led to
believe that logging permanently damages the forest
and the environment, and that is patently untrue. The
reduction in timber harvesting has created another
issue — the loss of firefighting skills with the reduction
in forestry personnel. In the last two decades in the
north-east alone, the number of forestry staff has
dropped from 150 to around 40 personnel because of
the downsizing of the timber industry. This trend is
reflected in other parts of the state. I am sure Mr Hall
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and Mr Philip Davis will agree that the loss of
knowledge on firefighting can be linked to the
downsizing of the timber industry.
The hardwood industry, as I said earlier, is barely
sustainable or viable. We are at a point where Victoria
and Australia need to take a global responsibility and
perhaps a new policy direction on how we continue to
have access to this wonderful renewable and
sustainable product — timber. High-quality timber will
always be in demand in our community. We have to
ask the question: do we supply ourselves from our own
forests or do we import all our requirements from
South-East Asia and close up our forests and make
ourselves feel good?
It is an important issue of public policy and one that all
governments and political parties should address. I
would like to see that done on a bipartisan basis, but I
do not hold out much hope for that given the way this
government has used the timber industry for its own
ends in the last two elections.
This bill strikes another body blow to the industry. The
government has introduced the bill and walked away.
The opposition does not oppose the bill but condemns
the government for walking away from the industry.
The bill destroys the confidence of the industry
operating on public land and the ability of the industry
to get finance, to have surety and know with certainty
that it is getting a load of logs next week, because under
this bill the department or Vicforests can change their
minds and the logs may not arrive for whatever reason.
As I said, the government has destroyed the confidence
of the industry; it has been far too slow in making
decisions on salvage. It has absolutely bungled the
contractor payout issue, and it has left many in the
industry financially crippled because of its dithering.
Sawmills that still have current licences are being
starved of logs, and we do not know why. There is a
knock-on effect of the restructure process to other
sawmills, secondary mills that rely on the mills that
have closed for secondary timber and other timber. That
knock-on effect and the fact that many businesses are in
dire straits has been ignored.
The Wombat community management process appears
to have failed to supply licensees with logs, which I
understand it is obliged to do. Although it appears that
overseas the community management process has been
quite successful, it appears it has yet to find its feet in
the Wombat Forest. I fear it may never find its feet or
any sort of balanced management of the Wombat
Forest.
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I have been to the Wombat Forest. It is a very
interesting area. No doubt decisions had to be made
there to reduce logging to a sustainable level; I do not
have a problem with that. I have a problem with the
malaise as it has occurred in the Wombat Forest in the
past few months. It appears nothing is happening. The
sawmills that rely on that area for their logs are in a
terrible state while they wait for decisions to be made. It
appears the community groups do not have the ability
to consider how they manage what logging is left in
that area. All in all, at this stage it is a very sad process
up in the Wombat Forest.
As I said earlier, this bill takes away property rights and
creates a commercial forestry unit, which I think will
have one arm tied behind its back. I fear for the
long-term viability of the timber industry operating on
public land here in Victoria.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The Forests and
National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill is one of those
bills for which the second-reading speech is
substantially larger than the bill itself. The bill is quite
small; it has only 6 pages, yet there are 13 pages of
second-reading speech attached to it. Of those 13 pages
of second-reading speech, 1 or 2 of them are allocated
to a description of the amendments within the bill,
which is quite right. There is a brief mention of
Vicforests — and that is appropriate given that
Vicforests is subject to some of the amendments as
well. One page of the second-reading speech describes
some of the minor boundary changes to the marine
national parks. But the vast majority of the
second-reading speech is a commentary on the timber
industry, particularly the government’s Our Forests,
Our Future policy — or No Forests, No Future which is
what a lot of people in my electorate of Gippsland are
actually saying.
Before I comment on the particular provisions in the
bill I want to take up the challenge issued by the
minister in the second-reading speech and debate some
of that Our Forests, Our Future policy. We are helped
in this debate by the fact that the Auditor-General laid
before the Parliament just a week or two ago a very
good report entitled Managing Logging in State
Forests. It is dated October 2003. The Auditor-General
gave an evaluation of the Our Forests, Our Future
policy.
The first question we need to turn to is why there is a
need for the Our Forests, Our Future policy in the first
place. The government told us at the time that forest
harvesting in Victoria was occurring at an unsustainable
rate. I want to stop there and talk about sustainability
and whether in Victoria we are harvesting timber at an
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unsustainable rate. It depends on what resource is
allowed to be actually harvested. To put it into context,
I shall quote from the first sentence in the foreword to
the Auditor-General’s report, where the
Auditor-General says:
Victoria’s state forests are valuable assets. Most have been
put aside as parks and reserves, or as protected areas. A small
portion, some 700 000 hectares, is available for commercial
logging.

At page 10 of the Auditor-General’s report there is a
further elaboration of the quantity of forests in Victoria
which are used for the purposes of logging. On page 10,
figure 2B is a description of the land tenure in Victoria:
66 per cent of Victoria’s landmass is privately owned;
16 per cent of Victoria’s landmass is locked up in parks
and reserves; 12 per cent is locked up in state forests
protected areas; and only 3 per cent of the total area of
Victoria is state forests that are available and suitable
for timber harvesting. I might add that of that 3 per cent
of landmass in Victoria, only about 1 per cent of that
area — so we are getting down to something like
0.03 per cent of Victoria’s landmass — is actually
subjected to any form of forest harvesting in any one
year.
When we talk about timber harvesting, the threat of
logging to our environment and about sustainability,
let’s make sure we are talking about this in context, that
we are talking about a total of 3 per cent of Victoria’s
landmass, and of that, only 1 per cent in any one year is
actually subjected to timber harvesting. It is a very
small part of Victoria’s total landmass where timber
harvesting takes place. Indeed, as the Auditor-General
says, it is only a very small portion. The vast majority
of forests in this state are actually protected in the form
of being either parks or reserves or having some other
protective measures overlaid on them.
Let’s not get to the issue of sustainability. We only
have an issue in respect of sustainability because so
much of the forests are already locked up; they are
already preserved. The only way the government can
claim we have an issue of sustainability is because so
much is already put out of reach for the purposes of
timber harvesting.
I heard the Honourable Graeme Stoney’s comments,
and he is quite right when he says that the regional
forest agreements (RFAs) locked away a lot of potential
timber harvesting in this state, but they allow for areas
like special protection zones and special management
zones to be used for the purposes of timber harvesting if
there is a need.
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With respect to Our Forests, Our Future and to the
government’s decision to reduce timber harvesting by
almost a third in this state, the National Party says that
that is only predicated on the fact that it wants to lock
away a lot of areas and is not prepared to use areas that
should rightly be available for timber harvesting — that
is, special protection zones and special management
zones by virtue of the RFAs signed by the Premier and
the Prime Minister. Sustainability is only a problem
because this government wishes to lock away more and
more of that resource for something other than the
purpose of timber harvesting.
Having said that, I refer to the Our Forests, Our Future
policy. That government policy had three main
components. First, it sought to achieve a reduction in
harvesting rates to a level of 31 per cent in Victoria.
Mind you, I find it hard to understand how that figure
of 31 per cent was actually set when we really do not
know yet how much timber is available for the
purposes of harvesting because the resource inventory
has not yet been completed. The second-reading speech
says that they are still working on the resource
inventory and trying to determine exactly how much
timber in Victoria is available for harvesting.
Notwithstanding that decision, the government went
ahead and put a target figure of a 31 per cent reduction
in sustainable levels of timber harvesting.
The second component of the Our Forests, Our Future
policy to achieve that 31 per cent reduction was to buy
out timber licences. Associated with that and put in
place was a worker assistance program, a contractor
assistance program and also a program to improve
infrastructure projects in regional areas where
harvesting was reduced. The third component of the
Our Forests, Our Future policy was a confirmation of
the government policy to establish Vicforests.
Overseeing all those changes in the timber industry, the
government appointed an industry transition task force.
On page 18 of the Auditor-General’s report the role of
the industry transition task force is described.
Hon. Philip Davis — Who chaired that?
Hon. P. R. HALL — A fellow by the name of
Mr Pete Steedman chaired that industry transition task
force. The main aim, as set out in the Auditor-General’s
report, was to:
… be the principal state level forest industry consultative
body responsible for providing expert/key advice to the
minister on timber industry implementation strategies.

It goes through and lists the role of the task force.
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The Our Forests, Our Future program had an initial
budget of some $80 million, and the break-up of where
that $80 million was spent makes for an interesting read
that has already been the subject of debate in this house.
I will go through some of those budgetary figures
during the course of my contribution, but right from the
outset I say that $80 million was not enough — it was
never going to be enough, and the government has
added to it. A disproportionate amount of that
$80 million has been spent on administrative costs.
Some questions should rightfully be asked about why
there have been such high administrative costs for the
conduct of a number of those programs.
Let us turn to the Auditor-General’s report to see what
sort of outcomes Our Forests, Our Future delivered.
Pages 26 and 27 reflect sustainable yield rates. On
page 26 a table sets out the target reduction in each of
the forest management areas around the state. For
example, in Central Gippsland the target was a 50 per
cent reduction in timber harvesting activity. In places
like East Gippsland the reduction figure was 43 per
cent. In places like the Midlands there was a 79 per cent
reduction target. Interestingly, there was no targeted
reduction in the Otways — no target to reduce timber
harvesting — yet, as Mr Stoney just said, what have we
seen? Timber harvesting has completely closed down in
the Otways, but it was not a target of the government at
the time of the production of the Our Forests, Our
Future program.
If they were the target figures, how has the government
performed against them? The Auditor-General informs
us that the government has exceeded its statewide target
by approximately 8 per cent. The figure of a 31 per cent
reduction in timber harvesting or sustainable yield has
now grown to 40 per cent, with more to come, and
page 27 of the report shows those achievements.
Central Gippsland, where there was a reduction target
of 50 per cent, had only achieved about half of that at
this stage, but in every other area the targets were
exceeded by a great deal. On average we have almost a
40 per cent reduction in timber harvesting activity.
But, as the Auditor-General says, there is more to
come. Section 3.5 of the report states:
The reduction in licensed sawlog volumes in the Central
Gippsland and Midlands FMAs falls short of the targets by a
total of 69 113m3; however, DSE advises that operational
arrangements are in hand that will reduce actual harvesting to
the required levels in the Midlands FMA by 30 June 2004 and
in the Central Gippsland FMA by 30 June 2008.

Those figures are very clear. The government will have
devastated the timber industry in Victoria through
reductions in timber harvesting activity by, I bet, the
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best part of 50 per cent by 2008. Already it is almost
40 per cent, with more to come.
No wonder regional communities are feeling the gross
impact of all of these dramatic changes and
restructuring and downsizing. The government has not
made any effort at all to open up additional areas for
timber harvesting activity, although there is certainly a
demand. We are seeing, as I said at the outset, a tiny
portion of Victoria’s forest left for timber harvesting
purposes when there is plenty of timber resource out
there. The trouble is that the government is locking the
door in respect of utilising any of that resource for
timber harvesting. This will reflect on the government.
It can crow now about low unemployment figures in
regional areas, but with downsizing and government
policy like this ultimately those unemployment figures
will grow and have a severe detrimental impact on
regions like those I represent.
Pages 36 and 37 of the Auditor-General’s report outline
what has been achieved in the contractor assistance
program. The program was set up because, if you do
not have licensees taking timber, then there are no jobs
for the people who cut the timber — that is, harvest
it — or those people who cart the timber or those who
work in the timber mills. The contractor assistance
program was specifically set up to assist those involved
in the harvest and haulage sector of the timber industry
and are reliant on the industry for at least 50 per cent of
their income. The report shows that there were
175 applications for assistance under the contractor
assistance program. As at 30 September this year
119 applications were outstanding and still on hold —
119 out of the 175 that had applied — and only
36 applicants had been paid out. A few had not met
eligibility requirements, which is different, but
119 people were still waiting on some assistance
through the program.
That is why we saw demonstrations outside Parliament
House a couple of weeks ago, that is why we had
concern expressed by the harvest and haulage sector,
and that is why eventually we saw the government
saying, ‘We’ll deal with you. We’ll try to get those
payments paid’. I challenge the government to put on
the record today any of those 119 applications that have
been paid out since. I do not believe there is one.
I spoke to at least one contractor last week. Yes, the
contractor had received a letter from the Rural Finance
Corporation asking again for some financial details
about the business. The contractor had to resubmit an
application before there would be any consideration of
a payout. That person still has no light at the end of the
tunnel; they do not know if and when they are going to
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get a payment from the government. To my knowledge,
and I would like the government to tell us today,
119 applications identified by the Auditor-General in
this report as being outstanding have not yet been paid
out.
I contacted one other downstream processing business
in Bairnsdale that had submitted an application — it
qualified and met the criteria under the contractor
assistance program — and asked, ‘Have you received a
letter from the Rural Finance Corporation saying it
would like some details and that it would consider your
application?’. No, it had not. I had to write to the Rural
Finance Corporation and ask why, and — lo and
behold! — those people have now received a letter
from the corporation asking for some financial details.
It is pretty shoddy work, I reckon, through this whole
process. The Auditor-General has told the government
to wake up to itself. It promised people assistance
because of restructure in the timber industry. It had not
been delivered on by 30 September, the time of this
report, and to my knowledge it still has not been
delivered on today. These people are under severe
financial pressure with huge financial commitments on
some of the capital equipment they own, but they are
yet to receive a cent of assistance from the government.
That is absolutely shameful.
The financial outcomes of the Our Forests, Our Future
program are displayed at page 20 of the
Auditor-General’s report. Typically not much of the
promised money has been paid out. The table at page
20, figure 2G, tells us that the approved budget for the
Our Forests, Our Future program has been increased
from $80 million to $88.9 million. The actual
expenditure to the date of the compilation of this table
to 30 June was only $48.6 million, a little over half of
the $88.9 million approved. By the end of June this
year a little over 50 per cent of the promised money had
been delivered.
Ms Hadden interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — No, it is not for a four-year
term. It says the reductions have already achieved their
targeted figures for licence reductions and levels of
sustainable yield. This is not a four-year program; it
started immediately. These people have no work and
are sitting on high costs with respect to repayments of
capital. If these people do not have jobs they should be
given assistance immediately.
It is disgraceful that out of a total program of
$88.9 million only half of it has been paid out on
30 June. It shows how tardy the government has been
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in trying to assist people who are now without work
because of Our Forests, Our Future.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — Some will have to sell
plant and equipment.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Yes, and there are some big
clearing sales going on at this moment, because people
have to sell their plant and equipment. I know this
Friday one contractor in the central Gippsland forest
management area is having to undertake a fire sale of
equipment to keep afloat financially, because there still
has been no assistance forthcoming.
I turn to Vicforests. There are amendments in the bill
that relate to Vicforests and its functions once it is up
and running. At the briefing I received on the bill I
asked for information on Vicforests to find out its
implementation stage and whether it was up and
running. I wanted to know its timetable for taking over
the employment of Department of Sustainability and
Environment staff, the negotiating of licence
agreements and harvesting programs with those in the
timber industry.
I was told that I had to ask the Treasurer for a briefing
on Vicforests, because Vicforests comes under the
auspices of the Treasurer. I had to do so in writing.
Courteously I wrote to the Treasurer and asked for a
briefing. I received a reply a week later, for which I
thank the Treasurer. Although the reply is not dated, it
was about a week later, just prior to the debate in the
Legislative Council. The note I received says that:
Vicforests was established by order in council as a state
business corporation under the State Owned Enterprises Act
1992 on 28 October 2003.

I thought it was strange that nobody knew about it. The
second-reading speech was post 28 October. In fact, the
second-reading speech in the Assembly took place on
30 October. If Vicforests had been established by way
of the Victoria Government Gazette on 28 October, and
the second-reading speech was made on 30 October,
would not any reasonable person come to the logical
conclusion that they would tell us about that in the
second-reading speech — that they would tell us that
Vicforests is up and gazetted and that a board has been
appointed?
There was absolutely no mention in the second-reading
speech that Vicforests was in place. There was no press
release from any government minister informing the
world that Vicforests was up and running. What are
they trying to do? Are they trying to hide the fact that
Vicforests has been gazetted and therefore formally
established as an organisation?
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I would have thought that the government would want
to crow about the establishment of Vicforests. It
certainly did at the time of the last election by telling
the people of Victoria that it would put in place an
organisation called Vicforests with a commercial focus
on timber harvesting operations in Victoria; yet at the
time of gazettal when this organisation officially came
into being there was no public announcement
whatsoever by the government to tell the people of
Victoria that Vicforests was up and going.
Once I received that response from the Treasurer I had
to go to the Victoria Government Gazette to try to find
out what was said about Vicforests so I could better
understand what its functions would be. I have the
gazette dated 28 October which talks about Vicforests.
It says in part:
There is established for the purposes of the act —

and it talks about the State Owned Enterprises Act of
1992 —
… a state body by the name of Vicforests.
(2) the particular purpose of establishing Vicforests is to
create a statutory body to undertake the management
and sale of timber resources in Victorian state forests on
a commercial basis.
(3) The functions of Vicforests are to:
(a) undertake the sale and supply of timber resources
in Victorian state forests, and related management
activities, as agreed by the Treasurer and the
minister, on a commercial basis;
(b) develop and manage an open and competitive sale
system for timber resources; and
(c) pursue other commercial activities as agreed by the
Treasurer and the minister.

It then goes on to list a number of other functions of
Vicforests. I put on the record that the Nationals are
happy to have Vicforests. We believe that at least it
cannot be worse than the current arrangement for
managing timber harvesting in the state. If we have a
body which is allowed to operate on a commercial basis
and is willing to sit down and work with licensees, then
we might have a hope for the timber industry.
We have never been critical of the establishment of
Vicforests. We see that it has the potential to do some
good things to the management of timber harvesting in
the state. Why the secrecy? Why was the establishment
of Vicforests buried in the Victoria Government
Gazette? Why was nobody notified, least of all
members of Parliament in the second-reading speech
that was delivered two days after the gazettal?
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There is a particular issue about the gazettal of
Vicforests that I want to raise with the minister. I
seriously raise it, because I simply do not understand
the gazettal procedure in this instance. I have spoken
with the minister about my concerns, and I hope there
can be a response to my questions as part of the debate
or at least by way of meeting with the government’s
advisers during the course of the debate so I can better
understand it.
Victoria Government Gazette S198 of Tuesday,
28 October 2003, is an order in council headed State
Owned Enterprises (State Body — Vicforests) Order
2003. It establishes Vicforests. As has been said, it talks
about its functions and nominates five people as board
members. Clause 5 sets out the directors’ interests;
clause 6 sets out the proceedings of the board of
directors and how it will operate its meetings; clause 7
sets out the contracts and agreements between
government bodies and Vicforests; clause 8 sets out
accounts and records; and clause 9 sets out directions
by the Treasurer. It was signed off by the responsible
minister — the Treasurer.
That seems to be a normal process to establish
Vicforests and outline its functions. Then I turn to page
4 of the Victoria Government Gazette. It has the same
number and the same date, 28 October 2003. It is
another order in council, and clause 2 has the heading
‘Variation of order establishing Vicforests as a state
body’. It says:
Clauses 5, 6 and 9 of the State Owned Enterprises (State
Body — Vicforests) Order 2003 dated 28 October 2003, are
repealed.
Dated 28 October 2003.
Responsible minister:
Treasurer

Being a simple person trying hard to understand this
procedure it seems to me that in the same Victoria
Government Gazette we have an order which
establishes Vicforests and gives it nine clauses about its
functions, and then in the same Government Gazette we
have another gazettal notice which repeals three of
those clauses — 5, 6 and 9. Those are provisions about
the directors’ interests, the proceedings of the board of
directors and directions by the Treasurer. That, to me,
does not make sense.
I know there are slight differences between the two
orders — one talked about acting under section 17 of
the State Owned Enterprises Act and one is said to be
acting under section 14 of the State Owned Enterprises
Act. I would appreciate an explanation as to why the
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same Victoria Government Gazette has one order
establishing Vicforests as an organisation and the next
removing three of the provisions in the previous order.
It is confusing. I am struggling to understand that, and I
would appreciate an explanation from somebody prior
to the end of this debate as to exactly what that all
means.
Having made those comments about Our Forests, Our
Future and about Vicforests, I now want to turn to
particular provisions in the bill. This will not take me
long, just as it did not take the minister long in the
second-reading speech because it is a fairly narrow bill.
There are three or four clauses dealing with forestry
issues, and the first of those is clause 3, which simply
says section 5(2) of the Forests Act 1958 is repealed.
To understand that, one needs to turn to section 5(2) of
the Forests Act. Section 5 is headed ‘Business of the
Secretary’ and says:
The covenants conditions and provisions of every lease
licence permit or authority which has any force or effect in
any reserved forest shall be enforced and administered by the
Department and the officers thereof and not by any other
Department or officers.

I understand all this provision does is enable Vicforests
to eventually undertake the enforcement and
administration of timber harvesting operations rather
than the department. I accept that explanation for
clause 3 of the bill.
Clause 4 is headed ‘Long-term hardwood sawlog
supply levels’, and it makes some amendments to
section 52A of the principal act. What it does with
52A(1) in particular is remove some words so that the
balance of 52A(1) now reads:
The Secretary must ensure that, for each timber supply
period, the total hardwood sawlog supply levels from State
forest in a forest management area does not exceed the total
of the sustainable yield rates for that area during that period.

Previously there could be a 2 per cent variation to those
sustainable yield rates in any particular area. It could be
2 per cent above or 2 per cent below. Now it says ‘does
not exceed’. Talking to timber industry people about
this, they say this is neither here nor there because no
government — neither this government nor the
previous government — ever got to within 2 per cent of
the sustainable yield levels anyway, and so this will not
make a difference. However, the message it signals to
the timber industry is simply that, although there are
guaranteed levels, the only thing guaranteed to it is that
the levels will not ever be exceeded. It gives no
minimum guarantees to the timber industry; it just says
that the maximum guarantees will never be exceeded.
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As I said, the timber industry sees this as not being a
major change given the fact that those maximum
provisions have never been reached in the past anyway.
Clause 5 is entitled ‘Incorporation of documents’, and I
was told at the briefing that what this does is simply
enable the incorporation of other required standards —
for example, the Australian standards or regulations
relating to other matters — into any documents such as
codes of practice or regulations made under this act.
The act can refer to other regulations or codes of
practice. Again I do not see that as a really significant
issue.
Clause 6 delegates some powers to Vicforests so that
Vicforests can operate as an organisation. My final
comment in respect of provisions in the bill is that I still
do not know when Vicforests is going to be up and
running, employing people and doing the things it is
intended to do — that is, managing timber harvesting in
this state. There is still no time line or indication about
when all that is going to happen. We do have a board
now, and we have an entity called Vicforests, but on
when it is going to become operational I am none the
wiser. Perhaps some later speakers from the
government might be able to tell us about that.
What is missing from this bill — and I think that is as
important to talk about as what is in it — is resource
security. There is no resource security for the timber
industry in any way in this legislation, and that is
something the timber industry has been requesting for a
long time. We thought we were going to have at least
some security with the regional forests agreements, but
it is apparent the regional forest agreements are not
worth the paper they are written on, because
government at its whim can throw the agreements out
the door, as it has done for example in the Otways,
where the West Regional Forest Agreement seemed to
be totally discarded by the government at its whim
when an election was imminent in that area. There is
still no resource security. Perhaps the way to do it is
both by volume and by geography. The timber industry
is still looking for some greater assurances in respect of
the security of its resource.
The bill does not address the important issue about
protest management. Protesters in our forests have
behaved abominably in recent years and interrupted the
livelihoods of good, honest people trying to earn a legal
and proper living under the conditions strictly governed
and set by the government of Victoria. Protesters have
disrupted those activities and deprived people of
income, yet there is still no satisfactory management of
protest events taking place in our forests in Victoria.
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There is still no action in respect of licence renewals.
There are a great number of licensees whose licences
expire in about April of next year, which I think is the
common date for a lot of those licences to expire, and
they are yet to be renewed. That gives the industry no
certainty whatsoever. With respect to the bill itself, I
think there are at least three important issues the
government has failed to address with this legislation.
The last comment I want to make about forests is this:
when I talked to and consulted with one person in the
timber industry about this bill he shook his head when
he read the second-reading speech, which refers to the
government not resting on its laurels. He said that
instead of talking about laurels, the government should
be talking about wreaths. This important industry in
Victoria is slowly dying. It is being killed off by the
government, so forget about not resting on laurels, what
it is actually doing is hanging wreaths on the timber
industry.
He said what this government has achieved to date is a
cut in the industry by 30 per cent — I figure it should
be 40 per cent. He said the government has abandoned
the West Regional Forest Agreement; there has been no
growth strategy for the industry, no pricing or allocation
system, no security of tenure. He describes this policy
as Our Forests, No Future. He said the government has
been painfully slow to act on the salvage of
fire-affected timber, and he mentioned a whole range of
other issues.
This government has not been an ally of the timber
industry by any means. It has inflicted a lot of damage
on the industry, as I said, purely because of its desire to
lock up more and more resources to deny the timber
industry. It has decimated the industry in these most
recent cuts by 40 per cent already, and I expect that to
go to 50 per cent.
This bill also makes some changes to the boundaries of
marine national parks in this state, and I will make a
couple of quick comments about those. We do not hear
much about national parks any more — surprise,
surprise — because there is not much action going on.
The only time we hear about them is when this
government wants to crow about its claimed
environmental benefits. It says, ‘We have created
13 new marine national parks’. I say to the government,
‘Yes, you have created those; you have designated
those on a map of the coastline of Victoria. But what
have you done to protect the marine environment?’. I
would have thought that is an important question that
needs to be asked. Creating marine national parks in
themselves will do nothing to protect the marine
environment.
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As the Honourable Graeme Stoney said, the same
applies to land-based parks. Locking away areas of land
does not guarantee conservation; and declaring parts of
our oceans, inlets and bays as marine national parks
does nothing to protect the environment either. What
have we done? What scientific research is being
undertaken at the moment to evaluate the current status
of biodiversity of marine national parks and to give us a
baseline for studies? What scientific research has been
undertaken?
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — What is the impact,
Mr McQuilten, of no fishing in those marine national
parks? Is it about having a benefit to fish stocks? Is
research being undertaken at the moment to prove that?
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — No, I reject that completely. If
you say it is being done in other parts of the world and
we do not have to do it in Victoria, that is a nonsense.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — I did not say that.
Hon. P. R. HALL — You said it has been done in
other parts of the world, but you cannot give me an
assurance that it is being done here in Victoria. We said
all along that if we are going to have marine national
parks, let us have a scientific reason for having them. I
would have thought at the very least that some
scientific research should be undertaken in those areas
to determine the baseline for future studies. We have
had marine national parks for the best part of 12 months
now: surely in that time some research should at least
have started as to where we are in respect of
biodiversity in those marine areas and what fishing
stock levels are like so that in future years we can come
back and see whether there has been any real benefit in
banning commercial and recreational fishing. I am
hearing nothing about this at all. As I said, the
important thing is protection of the marine
environment, not lines on maps, which is all we did
with the marine national parks legislation in this state.
Having said all that, I note that the changes to the
marine national parks boundaries are minor. I thank the
secretary of the department who provided me with the
maps of the boundaries. The department was very
thorough in its briefing on the changes to marine
national parks, and I appreciate that.
Having commented on both aspects — forest
operations and marine national parks — it might be
judged that I am not all that enthusiastic about some of
the things that have happened to the timber industry nor
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about the marine national parks. However, the
government has the numbers, and I know it would be
folly for me to stand here and oppose the bill. At the
end of the day these are relatively minor changes that
fail to address any of the significant issues in respect of
the timber industry, so for those reasons the Nationals
will not oppose the bill.
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — I am very pleased to
rise and speak on behalf of the government in support
of the Forests and National Parks (Amendment) Bill. I
am very pleased to be part of a government that places
the environment at the forefront of its agenda.
Members of this place have heard me speak many times
about the fact that the Bracks government considers
protection of the Victorian environment as one of its
key priorities, and we have demonstrated our
commitment to the protection of our fragile
environment many times. We have introduced much
legislation both in our first term and now in our second
term aimed at sustainably managing our forests, our
marine environment, our water supplies and our flora
and fauna.
That is in stark contrast to the environmental
policy-free zone as espoused here today by the Liberal
Party. I found the contribution of the Honourable
Graeme Stoney to be quite amazing in that at no stage
did he allude to any desire to protect the environment at
all. I also found his comments in relation to the Otways
to be very interesting, and I will have more to say about
that later.
Last year we acted to protect Victoria’s marine
environment by creating 13 marine national parks and
11 marine sanctuaries along the Victorian coast. Those
marine national parks and marine sanctuaries comprise
about 5 per cent of our coastline. When they were
created just on a year ago — they are having their first
birthday at the moment — they placed Victoria at the
forefront of marine conservation, not just in Australia
but around the world. I had a great deal of
congratulatory correspondence at that time. Many of
the people who contacted me considered the marine
national park legislation to be the hallmark of the
Bracks government’s first term, and I am very proud to
be a member of a government that has acted to protect
our marine environment in such a way.
I am also very proud, being a member for Geelong
Province, of the lead role that my community played in
that debate. Members of my community took up with
much interest and vigour the issue of the creation of
marine national parks and sanctuaries and the
protection of our marine environment. We led the
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debate, and I know that many of my constituents took
an active part in that debate. We were pleased to deliver
on our election commitment in 1999 to establish a
system of marine national parks and sanctuaries in our
state.
The National Party opposed marine national parks and
sanctuaries in our first term, and it is clear from
Mr Hall’s contribution this afternoon that the Nationals
still oppose them. There is nothing new in that, but the
main thing I want to say is that while the National Party
may oppose marine parks and sanctuaries, the Victorian
community very much supports them and we acted on
that support and introduced the legislation to create
those 13 marine national parks and sanctuaries a year
ago.
The bill before us today makes minor amendments to
and clarifies the boundaries of four of Victoria’s marine
national parks. They are Cape Howe, Corner Inlet,
Point Addis and the Twelve Apostles. It also excises
the part of Clifton Beach which is included in the
Twelve Apostles National Park and reinstates it in the
Port Campbell National Park.
I was concerned to hear the honourable Andrea Coote
yell out during the debate that we were interested in
doing seismic testing at the Twelve Apostles. That is
clearly not the case. We have ruled that out because we
are not convinced that there will be no environmental
damage because of seismic testing, so I suggest
Mrs Coote catch up on the news. It was announced
about a month ago that there will be no seismic testing
at the Twelve Apostles Marine National Park. The
changes in the bill in relation to the boundaries of the
national parks reflect the agreed position between the
Liberal Party opposition and the government that was
reached last year.
The bill before us this afternoon also builds on the
Bracks government’s commitment to manage our
forests sustainably. Last year the government released a
groundbreaking visionary policy, namely Our Forests,
Our Future, to ensure that the competing needs in our
forests are balanced sustainably.
They are the needs of communities, the need for jobs
and the need to protect the environment. The clear
message in Our Forests, Our Future was that in order
to manage our forests sustainably we had to cut logging
rates across the state by about one-third over the next
four years. The government committed $80 million to
achieve that goal.
Then last year, in the course of the election campaign,
government members announced that we would be
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ending logging in the Otways by 2008 and that we
would create a national park from Anglesea to Cape
Otway. We also committed to a process for community
forestry management in the Wombat Forest. It was very
interesting to hear Mr Stoney criticise the government
for its policy to end logging in the Otways, and I
believe the Liberal Party still supports logging in the
Otways and therefore does not support the view of the
Victorian community. Mr Stoney’s contribution
certainly will be circulated in my community to be sure
that my constituents are well aware of the Liberal
Party’s agenda in the Otways.
Then there are the policies the government announced
during the election campaign last year. I was very
pleased to be part of the Premier’s announcement at
Triplet Falls in November when he announced that we
would be ending logging in the Otways. The
announcement was very enthusiastically embraced, not
just by my community in Geelong but by communities
around the state. I know that the people I represent in
this place, the people of Geelong Province, had
advocated long and hard to see the end of logging in the
Otways.
Over the three years in my first term as a member for
Geelong Province I was contacted by many constituents
in relation to this issue. I would not say that they were
people you would expect to be advocating the end of
logging in the Otways. Of course I was contacted by
solid environmental groups, but I was also contacted by
many ordinary citizens who were convinced that the
future of the Otways was not in logging, and that the
area’s future was in the protection of our environment,
the protection of the water catchment for Geelong and
the promotion of tourism.
Local governments across the Otway region passed
motions in support of ending logging in the Otways.
We had tourism bodies also supporting the ending of
logging and the promotion of tourism. As I have
already said, many people in my community contacted
me about that very issue. So I felt very confident in
helping to shape that policy, which we took to the
people last year, that we were doing the right thing to
protect the environment and also were reflecting a
broadly held community view. History shows that a
year ago the people of Victoria voted, and I am sure, as
I have said before, that the environment was at the
forefront of their minds when they cast their votes. I
know the Bracks government’s visionary policy of
ending logging in the Otways played a major part in
helping this government secure an historic win to gain
control of both houses.
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In my region at the moment, through the Victorian
Environment Assessment Council, we are having an
inquiry into the formation of a national park from
Anglesea to Cape Otway. VEAC has undertaken a very
rigorous process, and my community is certainly taking
it up and engaging in it. I know that many people have
taken the opportunity to attend the public workshops
VEAC has held. VEAC has already received
500 submissions on the terms of reference, and people
are now asked to make further submissions into the
whole issue of where the boundaries should be. I know
people have until 5 December to make submissions, so
I urge everyone with an interest in the future of the
Otways and the creation of the national park to make a
submission to the VEAC inquiry.
Government members know that not everybody in the
community supports our view. Very sadly, earlier this
year I was very disturbed and distressed to visit Triplet
Falls with the Minister for Environment, the
Honourable John Thwaites, and my colleagues, the
members who represent seats in Geelong, to see the
vandalism that had occurred there. Something like
70 trees at Triplet Falls had been chain sawed in a
malicious attack by someone who seemed quite
deliberately to want to make a protest or a statement
about the government’s policy. It was very disturbing to
see that one of the trees which had been felled across
the car park had cut into its trunk ‘No park’, which
seemed to suggest that whoever had committed this
vandalism was against the government’s policy. I
remember making a members statement in this house
and saying that it would not divert the government from
its policy ending logging in the Otways.
Last month the Auditor-General released his report
Managing Logging in State Forests, which clearly
found that the government has reduced logging in the
state forests to sustainable levels through an efficient
voluntary licence reduction program. The
Auditor-General gave much support to and
endorsement of the government’s policy and its
delivery of that policy. No matter what the opposition
and the National Party wish to quote from that
document, it clearly shows that the government has
reduced logging across the state through the voluntary
licence reduction program, efficiently and ahead of
schedule, and that is a really positive endorsement of its
policy.
The bill before us delivers on an election commitment
made to the Victorian people — that is, the removal of
a requirement to supply hardwood sawlogs within a
permitted margin of plus or minus 2 per cent of
sustainable yield for each forest management area.
Licence levels are now below that level, and hardwood
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sawlog volumes have been reduced by 30 per cent
across the state. New sustainable yield levels will be
determined once we have completed the voluntary
licence reduction program and the statewide forest
resource inventory.
The bill also includes amendments to the principal act
to reflect the creation by the government of Vicforests.
I note that the Honourable Peter Hall gave his support
to the creation of Vicforests. He raised some issues in
relation to the second-reading speech. I advise Mr Hall
that the government is very happy to provide him with
a briefing and that there are advisers here who will be
able to explain to him the matter that he raised in his
contribution. I offer Mr Hall that opportunity, and I
hope he takes it up.
Ms Broad interjected.
Hon. P. R. Hall — I have done it.
Ms CARBINES — He has? Okay! That is great,
thank you.
The bill also removes an impediment to the operation of
Vicforests and provides a power for the minister and
the Secretary of the Department of Sustainability and
Environment to delegate certain powers to Vicforests.
The Forests and National Parks (Amendment) Bill
builds on the Bracks government’s initiatives to
sustainably manage the Victorian environment. We
have a clear commitment to doing that, and we have
clearly enunciated policies that were endorsed by the
Victorian people just about a year ago. We are
committed to managing our environment sustainably,
and this bill builds on that. In concluding my remarks, I
wish the bill a speedy passage.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I will make a
few remarks on this bill, not on the substance of the
legislation on the statements that are made in the
second-reading speech the minister has presented in this
house. It alludes to the government’s policy approach to
managing our forests. Firstly, let me say that I have no
objection to the creation of Vicforests. What will be
interesting is the way it is implemented and what the
outcomes are. As a matter of principle there is no
objection, but opposition members will be watching the
developments with great interest to see that Vicforests
actually does deliver a commercial orientation to
managing the sawlog resource of our state forests.
I do not intend to repeat, recite and comment on the
issues that have been raised by colleagues on this side
of the house, in particular the excellent contributions
made by both Mr Stoney and Mr Hall. Those
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contributions will stand the test of time, because they
set out properly some of the difficulties the timber
industry is facing in this state. But I do want to reiterate
that the Victorian sawlog industry is in difficulty as a
result of government policy, which is creating
uncertainty in an environment where decisions to invest
or reinvest in this very important industry to country
Victoria are being made.
People in the industry at all levels — if you like from
proprietorship through to management and contractor
employees — are living in a state of constant anxiety as
a result of the approach to policy which is reducing the
access to resource and reducing the security of tenure of
sawlog licences.
I pick up the point made by my colleague Mr Stoney
that this legislation continues that trend. Quite clearly
amendments in clause 4 change the emphasis in terms
of the security of supply, and the minister’s
second-reading speech acknowledges this wherein it
says that the government is not required to supply
sawlogs up to sustainable yield levels. It is only
possible for proprietors of businesses — whether they
be sawmillers, harvesting contractors or haulage
contractors — to invest in the necessary upgrading and
replacement of equipment if they believe that there is a
long-term, sustainable future.
I pick up the comment made by Ms Carbines about
sustainability. It is not just about sustainability of the
forest environment; it is also about the sustainability of
country communities. I believe that fundamentally the
difference between the government and the opposition
in regard to the debate over our forests rests on this
concept, because whereas the government is entirely
focused on what it would argue is responding to
popular demand for environmental outcomes, the
opposition’s view is that these decisions are being made
at the expense not of businesses or investors but of
country towns. The timber towns are now in a constant
state of siege, and this bill does nothing to relieve the
pressure on them.
Mr Stoney particularly alluded to the change to the
basis of resource security. Apparently we have binned
the millions of dollars of effort that was put in by
government officers, departmental officers at both state
and federal level and by consultants of various sorts
employed by various governments to develop the
regional forest agreements (RFAs) which were signed
by state and federal leaders. More to the point, the huge
investment by stakeholders in that RFA process has
been trashed. As Mr Stoney said, not only did the RFA
process identify that there was a sustainable resource in
the Otways, but the government’s Our Forests, Our
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Future program also confirmed the sustainability of that
timber resource.
I do not debate the right of the government to make a
policy decision based on a whole lot of parameters to
change the direction of resource management; that is a
given. Governments can change policy. But the security
of our resource industries is based on the security of
licences issued by government and the presumption that
there will be maintenance of a commitment to the
security of those licences for so long as a sustainable
resource is available. That applies to the fishing
industry, the forestry industry, the mountain cattlemen
licensees and to the mining industry. So when
governments start to determine policy outcomes based
purely on political opportunism, chasing a populist line
without regard to the science that the government’s
own officers have signed up to — —
Ms Carbines interjected.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — Your officers signed up to
it. When we were in government we had an RFA
process, and clearly the outcomes of both of those
processes articulated that there was a viable resource. I
am not arguing the point about whether or not the
government had a right to make a policy decision to
take logging out of the Otways; that is a different issue.
The issue here is that we have created an environment
of total uncertainty for the resource industries by
walking away from scientific principle in regard to a
commitment to government policy.
I make the same point about recent events at Lake
Tyers and Mallacoota Inlet in relation to fishing
licences. In principle it is the same issue. It is about a
government pursuing a populist line, responding to a
squeaky wheel and implementing a policy which runs
contrary to the available scientific evidence. I am not
arguing that it is not within the gift of the government
to make a policy decision; I am arguing that the Bracks
government is disinterested in the security of tenure of
resource licences and is progressively dismantling
country communities right across Victoria, including
coastal communities, forest communities — —
An Honourable Member — It’s not true!
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — It’s not true? Okay, we
have it on the record that it is not true that the timber
industry has been collapsed by 50 per cent in
Gippsland. Is that what the honourable member is
saying? I think not. It is a fact that the government has
reduced the resource available to timber communities in
Gippsland by 50 per cent in one fell swoop. What is
worse, the government has destroyed the personal
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economics of the families involved to the extent that the
Auditor-General, as Mr Hall quite rightly pointed out,
found that it was an absolute disgrace that
119 contractors had not been dealt with at the time of
the tabling of his report in August, and they have still
not been given any compensation.
Not only has the government abandoned any pretence
of supporting sustainable country communities, it has
abandoned those very people who have been affected
by these policies.
Ms Carbines interjected.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — As a matter of fact, with
great respect to Ms Carbines, we have an
Auditor-General’s report which says that the
government has failed to deliver compensation to the
people it has put out of business. What is more these
people have no choice but to go to their banks and say,
‘We cannot pay our bills. We are going to have to
liquidate our equipment, because there is no work. The
government has taken the work away’. That is a
disgrace. I do not expect Ms Carbines to understand
this, but people have spent a lifetime building up their
businesses. In this case we are talking about contractors
who have expensive machinery — whether it is
harvesting or haulage equipment. They are responsible
for the employment of others and they commit to
guarantee the employment of other people. They have
been left in the lurch by Ms Carbines’s government. I
would be ashamed of that if I were Ms Carbines.
Ms Carbines interjected.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — What? You are not
ashamed? You are a disgrace!
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis should
speak through the Chair. I ask that we stop the
interjection back and forth across the chamber.
Mr Davis, to continue.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — Ms Carbines is a disgrace
for not being ashamed of what her government has
done to individuals and families throughout Victorian
country communities. This is an absolute disgrace.
This has not just happened to the contractors. We have
in this place before heard the name Sum Strait Timber.
Not only is this value-adding company being denied
any resource from green mills because of these
changes, this Bairnsdale business has had to be
liquidated. This business, which supplies pallets and
pallet-type timber for ongoing manufacture, was put out
of circulation by none other than bureaucratic fumbling.
Has a minister of the Crown — from the Premier to the
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Minister for Environment — responded directly to any
of the representations by that business which
commenced in March of last year? As soon as the Our
Forests, Our Future announcement was made, the Sum
Strait Timber company from Bairnsdale made
representations to the government to seek advice about
what resource would be available for its continuing
business arrangements with the people to whom it
contracts. Regrettably at no time has a minister
responded to that request. Because of government
ineptitude, another business has closed and the
proprietors have lost all their equity in the business.
Country Victoria is replete with examples of the
befuddled management of our resource industries by
Ms Carbines’s government. And she is not even
embarrassed about it!
Ms Carbines interjected.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — With great respect, the
Auditor-General’s report says that 119 contractors are
still waiting to be dealt with. Is Ms Carbines telling me
the Auditor-General has got it wrong?
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — No, she is agreeing with
the Auditor-General. Thank you very much. On that
note I will say it is clear that Ms Carbines now
acknowledges that the Auditor-General says
119 contractors have not been dealt with and have not
been paid compensation. As a result those people are
bleeding to death, and it is a disgrace that Ms Carbines
is not embarrassed by it.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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CRIMES (MONEY LAUNDERING) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Sport and Recreation).

WRONGS AND OTHER ACTS (LAW OF
NEGLIGENCE) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 25 November; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance).

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I rise to
speak on the Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of
Negligence) Bill. This is important legislation because,
along with other insurance legislation, it will have a
significant impact on the rights of all Victorians. In
essence, the bill is the third and theoretically the last
tranche of legislation seeking to solve the public
liability, professional indemnity and medical indemnity
crisis. The previous bills passed in this tranche of three
bills are the Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability
Insurance Reform) Act 2002 and the Wrongs and
Limitations of Actions Acts (Insurance Reform) Act
2003, which was passed in June this year. One could
probably say that the Professional Standards Bill that
passed yesterday is also related to the same issue.
This third insurance bill has two main functions. Its first
is to fix up problems in the bill passed in June this year,
which, I am advised has been largely ineffective
because it did not properly define the administrative
procedures that would allow its provisions to be
implemented. The Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of
Negligence) Bill includes those administrative matters
and hopefully the full impact of the June bill can be
seen.
The second major head is to enact the Ipp report
recommendations in line with the ministerial council
agreement and legislation by other states and the
commonwealth. Similar legislation has either been
passed or is in the process of being passed in other
states, as are the amendments to commonwealth
legislation.
Before I move to deal with some of the detail in the bill,
its first and very important role is to insert those
administrative procedures that will mean the June
legislation will be able to function and we will have the
benefit of the capping and thresholds that were put in
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place in the June legislation, which was supposed to
have had effect with public indemnity insurance
particularly for small enterprises such as local fetes and
bodies in the community, which have been severely
disadvantaged by this indemnity crisis.
One of the key groups operating in that area is
Community Care Underwriting Agency. It is a major
organisation backed by some of the largest insurance
companies in Australia and has particularly set out to
cover the not-for-profit-type organisations. In the
discussions I had with officers of that organisation
during the period the Parliament was debating the June
bill they gave every indication that they would take up
business in Victoria, but they have not done so because
they were waiting for these administrative procedures
to be put in place. As evidence of that I read into the
record parts of a letter dated 22 October 2003 from
Community Care Underwriting Agency to the Sonata
Yacht Association of Victoria. The letter states, in part:
CCUA is a specialist agency offering public liability
insurance to not-for-profit organisations. The agency is a joint
initiative between Allianz Australia, NRMA Insurance and
QBE Insurance in response to the lack of availability of
public liability insurance for not-for-profit organisations in
New South Wales, Australian Capital Territory, Tasmania,
South Australia and Western Australia.
It is with regret that at this time CCUA are unable to provide
you a quotation for public liability insurance as we are not
able to provide cover for organisations based in your state.

That indicates — although there has been much
trumpeting of a solution to the indemnity crisis which
happened when the government introduced the June
bill — that because that June bill was deficient,
insurance companies have not come into the market,
and hopefully this bill will correct that. It goes to the
rushed and sloppy way in which the government puts
together these bills. The important administrative
procedures to make the June reforms work were not
included in the bill. If there had been adequate
consultation, if time had been spent with all the parties
and if there had been consultation, that deficiency could
have been discovered and we would have had at least
five or six months activity of those insurance
companies, such as Community Care Underwriting
Agency, helping out Victorian bodies.
As I said, the other major function of the bill is to enact
the balance of the Ipp report recommendations.
According to the minister’s second-reading speech, the
bill aims to codify the common law of negligence. This
raises some important issues because the insurance
reforms we have seen to date and the ones I will deal
with in some detail later without question severely
restrict and limit the rights of individuals who may for
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some reason or misadventure be hurt or suffer
economic loss and so on. It severely restricts their rights
to compensation.
Clearly this is a trade-off, because the argument that has
been put is that those rights need to be restricted so that
insurance becomes available to the wider community. I
have already discussed how insurance companies have
exited from this market because obviously it has risks
that are less easy to quantify than the risks that apply to
the normal domestic, motor vehicle and household
insurance. Many of these risks are what are called
long-tail risks, which means they may take months,
years or decades to be fully exposed, and the liability
that insurance companies have is therefore much more
difficult to quantify.
Of course, as we have discussed before, the recent
problems with the equity markets have affected the
reserve situation to the point that this is an area of
insurance that many insurance companies do not
particularly want to get into. However, it could be said
that it is very easy to allow them to get into that area of
risk. The more the risk is reduced then clearly the more
they are happy to come in. If it is taken to the extreme
example, it could be virtually impossible for somebody
to claim, and therefore the insurance companies will no
doubt all be in there as quick as a wink.
It is a question of striking the right balance. That is the
real issue. I am not so sure whether in many cases this
bill goes a little too far in striking the balance between
being able to get insurance and taking people’s rights
away. One of the reasons we are taking people’s rights
away is so that insurance will be available for the
community at reasonable rates. The truth of the matter
is that to this point we have seen very little evidence of
that. One hopes that this is not an enterprise which will
see people’s rights removed with no corresponding
benefit to the community in the availability of insurance
and the price of such insurance.
I will touch on some of the issues where rights are
being taken away. In doing so I turn to a document
which was prepared by a group of plaintiff lawyer
companies: Holding Redlich, Maurice Blackburn
Cashman, Ryan Carlisle Thomas, and Slater and
Gordon. The document deals with how they see this
particular legislation and what they have in fact put to
the government on the public record. They cover
certain areas, and I think we need to briefly touch on
some of the things the bill does, because it does many
things. I will just touch on these in the context of this
particular document. It says on page 2:
The government has led us to believe that they intend to
codify the laws of negligence. On the basis of what we have
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seen thus far, this will radically alter the law of negligence to
restrict people’s rights. In summary, we believe the major
concerns of the proposed legislation are:
The bill creates a presumption of obvious risk. A person
will be presumed to have been aware of the risk of harm
if it was an obvious risk, unless the person proves on the
balance of probabilities that he or she was not aware of
the risk.

So it creates this new presumption of obvious risk.
Secondly, the bill creates a presumption of voluntary
assumption of an obvious risk. In other words, it creates
an assumption where if there was an obvious risk and
an individual engaged in any activity where that
presumption of obvious risk existed, then there is a
presumption of a voluntary assumption of that risk.
This presumption of a voluntary assumption of obvious
risk will be a defence for a claim of negligence.
The document has attached to it a presentation by
Mr John Gordon, the national president of the
Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association, to the
meeting convened by these law firms. He says many
things, but I will simply deal with those that I think
highlight the dangers that exist in the removal of rights
of individuals for the yet-to-be-demonstrated benefit of
insurance being available for the community.
Mr Gordon says in commenting on the reforms passed
earlier this year:
The changes in the Wrongs and Limitation of Actions Acts
(Insurance Reforms) Act 2003 have obliterated most claims
in the area about to be struck again. Claims look like being
down 75 per cent as a consequence of those changes alone.

One can see that if claims are down by 75 per cent, that
is clearly significantly affecting the rights and benefits
of people who seek compensation for injury. He goes
on to say about what is proposed in this bill:
We are talking nothing less than a complete change in the
nature of Victorian society. A complete change in the way
people must live their lives. I am not exaggerating about this.
Do not let anyone tell you otherwise unless they can explain
to you how any injured person can satisfy the tests already in
place of exceeding the 5 per cent permanent impairment
threshold and can establish that the risk that eventuated in
their injury was not obvious, that they didn’t accept the risk,
that it was the only cause of their injury, and that they didn’t
contribute in any way to the injury they suffer.
They would need to tell you — Minister Lenders needs to tell
you …

And a whole series of examples are quoted. I will just
read out four of them to give the house the flavour:
How any kid who had their face ripped apart after patting a
pit bull terrier could satisfy those hurdles and get damages.
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I guess what they are saying there is that people should
know that a pit bull terrier is a dangerous dog so there is
a known risk, and somebody who pats such a dog has
willingly assumed that risk. Therefore, that is a defence
for the dog owner. The next example:
How a lifesaver, CFA volunteer or volunteer worker injured
doing the community a service will be entitled to nothing for
their injuries or income loss.

Another example:
How the kids injured on the Wild Mouse at the show or the
people on the Arthurs Seat chairlift could overcome these
hurdles.

Or:
How people who get legionnaire’s disease or food poisoning
can make a claim.

I conclude my quotes from this document with this
final paragraph:
Every negligence claim made will now be met with the
defence of ‘obvious risk’, that is that the injured person
consented to the risk because the risk was ‘patent’ or ‘a matter
of common knowledge’, even if there was a low probability
of the risk occurring and even if the risk can’t be seen. This
would seem to cover every risk there is from getting on a
chairlift that collapses, to patting a dog that bites; from being
a volunteer lifesaver or fireman to seeking medical treatment.

Those are some of the issues that have been raised in
questioning whether this particular piece of legislation
goes too far. That document is from people who have a
significant knowledge of the issues. The question we
always have to consider is: are we going too far?
One of the key issues in that is that, as we are
significantly changing the law of negligence, which is
based on the common law, and as the bill purports to
codify the common law, one would have thought that
there would have been significant consultation with the
legal profession to see that the bill did in fact do that. It
will be to nobody’s benefit if this piece of legislation
becomes law and we find that we are going to be faced
with 3, 4 or 5 years worth of legal cases to establish
what it means.
People know what the common law means. If we set in
place legislation that is not clear on that codification,
then that will have to be established through the courts,
and that will take time. While that time is elapsing the
insurance companies will not take the risk of writing
insurance when they are not sure of the outcome.
Let me go to the question of consultation, because the
people I have spoken to on this issue are enormously
critical of the government on the basis that the
consultation was wholly inadequate. The lack of
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consultation was one of the problems with the previous
bill, which left out all the administrative procedures.
The fear is that the lack of consultation on this bill will
again result in problems that the courts will have to sort
out. The net result of that will be that it will not be
effective.
I am indebted to the Common Law Bar Association for
a very full, well-thought-out and clear critique of this
bill. Under the heading ‘Process’ it states:
Given that the government asserts that the ‘key aim of the
bill’ is to provide ‘improved clarity and guidance’ in relation
to the principles of negligence, one would have thought that
the first step taken by the government would be to engage in
wide-ranging discussion and consultation with all interested
parties before implementing a bill which sought to allegedly
‘codify’ the law of negligence. On any view such an
enterprise is a difficult and far-reaching exercise that requires
considerable thought, time and effort.
Rather, the government has engaged in a rushed, inadequate
and unfair process of so-called consultation with members of
interested groups.

It goes on to say:
For example, representatives of the bar met with
representatives of the government on Wednesday,
15 October. The draft bill was available only in the meeting.
It was not available in advance, nor were the bar’s
representatives permitted to take the bill away. They were not
even able to review the bill carefully during the meeting —
the whole time (a little short of 2 hours) being engaged in
discussions with departmental representatives on matters
understood to be in the bill.

And next:
The bar subsequently met again with representatives of the
government on 21 October. Again the same process was
followed. Although the bar’s representatives were invited to
follow up with written submissions, they were not permitted
to take away a copy of the draft bill.
The bar was given only two days for written submissions.
Submissions were due 23 October (extended to the morning
of 24 October). A government representative suggested that
the bar’s written submissions propose amendments to the
draft bill, but still would not release a copy of the draft. The
submissions had, therefore, to be prepared from the bar’s
notes of the provisions and without the precise or complete
text of the draft bill.
The whole process has been rushed and secretive. This
far-reaching bill will be enacted without adequate time for
genuine discussion and debate about its contents.

Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

Hon. C. A. STRONG — Before the dinner break I
was running through the Common Law Bar
Association’s critique and its comments on the
consultation process, such as it was. It says:
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It was this government which reintroduced the Law Reform
Commission. It is extraordinary that this body was not given a
reference in relation to the implementation of the Ipp report.
In summary, the process was cloaked in secrecy and tarnished
by haste.

A large part of the legislation makes workable
legislation passed in June. It is a pity that there was not
somewhat less haste and more consideration of those
issues.
Another body critical of the consultation process is the
Federation of Community Legal Centres. It was in
communication with the government as long ago as
28 October, and my discussions with it today indicate
that its members still hold the views they held then. In
an email addressed to the minister and sent to various
members of the government and the opposition the
federation says in part:
We are aware that while the Law Institute of Victoria, the
Victorian Trades Hall Council and a number of other
stakeholders have been afforded the opportunity of being
briefed about the legislation, this opportunity was not
extended to the Victorian Federation of Community Legal
Centres.
Although we have not yet had an opportunity to view the bill,
we understand that there is at least one provision that is of
grave concern to the sector. This concerns the introduction of
a new test for the breach of a statutory duty. We understand
that the new test is of the following nature:
That the act or omission of an authority must be so
unreasonable that no authority in the position of that
authority could have reasonably made that act or
omission.

Then it goes on at some length to quote an example of a
recent rape case its members are dealing with that took
place in a remand centre, which I will not put on the
record. Nevertheless, the federation makes the point
that its members remain concerned about the removal
of rights the bill puts in place. They are also concerned
that they were not afforded an answer to their email to
the minister. From conversations I had this afternoon it
seems they still have not had the grace of a reply, which
is unfortunate with such an important issue and such a
group, which obviously deals in many cases with
people in situations of that sort, and more often than not
people who are not as well equipped as many to defend
themselves at law. It is a pity the federation was not
involved in the consultation.
Almost everybody I have spoken to as part of the
process of consulting on the bill has made the point that
consultation has been totally inadequate. They have
made the point that we are already paying the price for
inadequate consultation on the last bill, and they have
also made the point that it is a great pity that adequate
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consultation has not taken place on this bill because it
could well have militated against errors, omissions or
problems that may now be in the bill. Many of those I
have spoken to think there are such problems and
omissions in the bill and that they will unfortunately
render it less effective than it could possibly be.
If it is rendered less effective than it could possibly be,
then it will be the community that will suffer, because it
will not have the benefit of better insurance cover, more
affordable insurance cover and greater availability of
insurance cover. It is a pity the government had to rush
this through in secrecy and did not take advantage of
the knowledge and skills that are out there and would
have been of benefit in creating a better bill.
I shall quickly run through some of the key provisions
of the bill. I am indebted to the detailed briefings I have
received from the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers
Association, Victorian branch, and the Common Law
Bar Association for their critiques, information and
advice to the opposition regarding the detailed and
complex issues of law which, as a mere engineer, I
sometimes struggle with. Nevertheless I will endeavour
to highlight some of the key issues to the house.
If we look at the minister’s second-reading speech, we
find he says:
The bill generally sets out in statute principles that already
form the basis of the common law. The key aim of this bill is
to achieve greater consistency in the application of the law.

The issue is the extent to which that is a true and factual
statement. Once again I quote from the Common Law
Bar Association, which claimed that this bill:
… does not codify the existing law of negligence. Rather it
should be seen for what it is: an attempt to limit and/or
circumscribe the rights of citizens in this state to bring claims
of negligence.

It also makes the point that as a result of this bill we
will have two different laws of negligence in Victoria.
We have the common law, which has been established
in the courts of the state over many years. It is an
ongoing evolvement of the principles that exist. The
principles as they apply to negligence, causation, et
cetera have been developed in the common law over
many years, and these common-law principles will
continue to apply to claims brought by employees to
cases involving road transport victims, persons
suffering from dust-related diseases and also persons
bringing claims related to tobacco.
Then there will be a whole new set of laws of
negligence that are set out under this act. They will
apply to hospitals, medical misadventure, food
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poisoning, product liability and defects and operating
errors like the Dromana chairlift accident. These will all
be subject to the new act, which is theoretically based
on the common law according to it. We have already an
inconsistency and, as it were, an element of inequity
and unfairness in that there will be these two classes of
the law of negligence.
As I said in my early introduction, we have a new set of
principles in clause 48 which are worth considering.
We need to reflect on these general principles.
Clause 48 says:
(1) A person is not negligent in failing to take precautions
against a risk of harm unless —
(a) the risk was foreseeable (that is, it was a risk of
which the person knew or ought to have known);
and
(b) the risk was not insignificant; and
(c) in the circumstances, a reasonable person in the
person’s position would have taken those
precautions.

In other words the whole extent of who is responsible
for the negligence and the extent to which a claim can
be brought is very considerably changed. It also goes
on in clause 48 to say:
(2) In determining whether a reasonable person would have
taken precautions against a risk of harm, the court is to
consider the following (amongst other relevant
things) —
(a) the probability that the harm would occur if care
were not taken;
(b) the likely seriousness of the harm;
(c) the burden of taking precautions to avoid the risk of
harm;
(d) the social utility of the activity that creates the risk
of harm.

You have a very wide ambit there, particularly if you
look at (2)(d) — the social utility of the activity that
created the risk of harm. One can fairly easily see the
extent to which that is a very wide ambit to avoid
responsibility in a duty of care. Clause 48 goes on:
(3) For the purposes of sub-section (1)(b) —

And listen to this —
(a) insignificant risks include, but are not limited to,
risks that are far fetched or fanciful …

In other words we have a new terminology here called
‘insignificant risk’. The common law does not have that
definition. The common law has a theme which is
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called far fetched and fanciful, but this bill imposes a
new test, which is insignificant risk. Proposed
subsection (3) says:
(b) risks that are not insignificant are all risks other
than insignificant risks and include, but are not
limited to …

And then it goes on with a whole list. As the bar
association says in its critique, we have a significant
step back from the tests that now exist. The association
claims that this is a major change to the law in relation
to the test of duty of care, and this new test of ‘not
insignificant’ is not defined in the bill. The bill defines
‘insignificant risk’, but the bill says the test will be not
insignificant risk, and the normally accepted form of far
fetched and fanciful will no longer be as cast iron as it
used to be. The bill then goes on with the question of
causation, which is significantly changed as well.
Proposed section 51 in clause 3 claims to codify the
common law on the question of causation, but
according to the legal experts it certainly takes that one
step further and makes the hurdles over which
somebody must jump significantly higher than
currently exist under the common law.
Proposed section 51 contains some general principles,
and they include that the negligence was a necessary
condition causing harm. The addition of the
consideration of why responsibility should be imposed
for the cause of harm is a new concept because the
negligence was a necessary condition of the causing of
harm. This linkage is something of a new concept. The
advice we have received states that the outcome of a
case will depend on a judge’s sense of whether it is
appropriate to impose such a responsibility or such a
cause of effect of harm on the defendant whereas, as I
understand it, previously the fact a harm was caused
was a sufficient cause of action.
Proposed section 51 produces a new two-part test of
factual causation and scope of liability. This is an added
burden that exists under the common law, as I
understand it, and the direction in subsections (2) and
(4) that:
… the court is to consider (amongst other relevant things)
whether or not and why responsibility for the harm should be
imposed on the negligent party

is derived from the Ipp report and ultimately depends
on a value judgment by the court. Ipp acknowledged
that in his report, and this is once again a new concept
whereas the trial judge’s personal view as to whether
and why a responsibility for harm should be imposed
on the defendant is an important issue.
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Division 4 deals with the awareness of risk and once
again significantly broadens the defence. As I touched
on before, the issue of the voluntary assumption of risk
significantly broadens the extent of a defence. Also,
under the common law it has until now always been the
case that a wrongdoer who inflicts injury upon another
bears the onus of establishing that the person who was
harmed voluntarily assumed that risk. In other words, it
has always been the case that if someone was involved
in a risky enterprise and was injured in some way, the
onus was on the person who caused the problem to
show that the injured person voluntarily assumed the
risk as a way of avoiding liability.
That onus has now been reversed, and it is assumed that
people who, however they do it, involve themselves in
a risky enterprise voluntarily assume that risk, and they
now have the onus of establishing that they were
unaware of the extent of that risk. So it is a reversal of
the longstanding principle. Once again, the advice of
the legal professionals is that this is certainly not a
codification of the common law as it now stands.
Proposed section 59 deals with the question of
professional negligence and introduces a new test of
peer professional opinion. In essence this states that if
the accepted practice in a profession is to do things in a
certain way, then that is a defence against any action for
negligence. The only caveat to that is that proposed
section 59(2) states:
However, peer professional opinion cannot be relied on for
the purposes of this section if the court determines that the
opinion is unreasonable.

That is a new provision.
There are also new provisions that deal with the
question of mental harm and the duty of care. As I am
advised, these provisions do not follow the common
law as currently established. For example, mental harm
traditionally comes about if somebody has a relative,
for instance, who is involved in some sort of
catastrophic accident or some sort of catastrophic event
and then that person is contacted and told of that
accident that happened to their mother, auntie, brother
or whatever; if as a result of the surprise and shock of
that there is some mental harm, that has been a
claimable issue.
However, a new test of what is called ‘normal fortitude’
has been put in place here, which means that if, for
instance, one was informing a relative who was highly
emotional — someone who had some slight form of
instability in their emotional sense — then quite clearly
they could potentially react differently to bad news
about a close relative or a friend than would somebody
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who did not have that condition. That is the normal
fortitude test, because it states that a person cannot be
seen to have suffered mental harm, whether they did or
not, if it is held that a person of normal fortitude would
not have suffered that mental harm.
In other words, if somebody who was highly emotional
when they were hearing such tragic news about an
individual was affected mentally, that would not matter;
that would not be a claim because it would be held that
because they were a highly emotional person, they were
not of normal fortitude and therefore a claim would not
be allowed. As I have been led to believe, that is a
significant change in the common law. That particular
provision also flows through to damages of
consequential mental harm.
The bill also contains provisions that deal with the
limitation of liability for public authorities. These
provisions introduce a new test — the Wednesbury test
of unreasonableness — which is certainly not now part
of the common law and will increase the difficulty of
mounting such a claim against public authorities.
Some of the key clauses deal with negligence, and
certainly on the advice opposition members have
received, quite clearly this is not a codification of the
common law. Quite clearly on the advice opposition
members have received, because these are so
significantly different and because some of the ways in
which they are drawn is open to various degrees of
interpretation, what they really mean will not be
established until there is case law to back them up.
This is the fundamental problem in the lack of proper
consultation, because it means nobody will really
understand what many of these provisions mean until
they have been tested in the courts, which will take
years. That means the insurers will not be able to
quantify the extent of their risk, which means that there
will not have been the stability and consistency that the
insurers and the government both want.
By virtue of the lack of proper consultation and the lack
of sufficient time and effort to get these things right, the
courts will have to decide. That is a long process, and
while it runs through, the insurers will be less amenable
to step in and cover some of these risks. That is bad for
the community and it is unnecessary because we are
talking about a process that could well take years,
whereas a couple of extra weeks of proper consultation
could have well meant that these problems would not
have arisen. I think that is a very great regret.
The bill goes on and covers a couple of other important
issues, which I will touch on very quickly. I also
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foreshadow an amendment I will be moving in the
committee stages that deals with the question of peer
professional opinion. The bill also amends, again due to
a lack of proper consultation, the definition of
‘economic loss’ in the previous sitting’s bill dealing
with proportional liability.
In part 3, proposed section 36 deletes the definition of
‘economic loss’. During the consultation I was involved
in for the passage of the last bill it was indicated that
this definition was wrong and unnecessary. Certainly it
was an issue I raised with the minister in the committee
stage of that bill. I am glad to see that that definition,
which was redundant and caused confusion, has been
deleted from the bill. Once again, that could have been
avoided through a proper consultation process.
The Victorian Managed Insurance Authority is
basically the insurer of the government; it insures
government properties, buildings and so on. Under the
act it can only insure government bodies and properties.
This bill amends the Victorian Managed Insurance
Authority Act to allow that body to insure private
bodies which for various reasons may find difficulty in
getting insurance. The bill makes it quite clear that the
VMIA can only insure them for a 12-month period,
although it does allow for extensions and also makes it
quite clear that the VMIA will charge an appropriate
tariff for providing insurance to these non-government
bodies. But it is an interesting concept because the
government, as an insurer, will now be able to go into
the private market in various ways and insure private
bodies. During the committee stages I will have some
questions on this issue for the minister, because this
amendment to the VMIA act has the potential to do
good in some areas, but it also carries with it certain
risks which I think we need to be quite clear about.
With those few comments I highlight that the
opposition will be moving an amendment in the
committee stages of the bill.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — There is
no doubt that this is far-reaching legislation. In
anyone’s language it is putting on the statute book a
very significant change to the law of negligence in the
state of Victoria. To that extent I want to express my
disquiet with the very misleading second-reading
speech which the Minister for Finance laboriously read
out yesterday — the whole 24 pages of it — because it
suggested that this legislation is codifying what is the
current circumstance or the existing situation in the
state of Victoria.
I reject that notion entirely, President, because I think it
cannot be so characterised at all. There is no doubt
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whatsoever that this legislation reduces and restricts the
rights of ordinary citizens in Victoria. Whether that is
justified or not, I will come to in a moment, but the fact
of the matter is that this legislation, as Mr Strong has
said, very much truncates the rights that citizens of
Victoria have had for many years.
Hon. D. McL. Davis interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — I am going to come to
that, Mr Davis, because there is another aspect of that I
want to mention and get government members’ reaction
to it as well.
If you want to know how much it changes the common
law in this state, one just has to have regard to a
document that Mr Strong also quoted from — that is,
the assistance that has been provided to the Nationals
by the Common Law Bar Association. The association
states:
… the bill alters the common law in the following ways:
redefining and limiting the circumstances in which a
duty of care will be owed by a defendant to an injured or
deceased person
invoking hitherto unknown concepts of judicial
discretion in determining questions of causation.
reversing the onus of proof, at least in part, in the
defence of volenti …
providing a new standard of care for professional
services described as ‘peer professional opinion’
introducing the concept of ‘normal fortitude’ in
determining whether a duty of care is owed in the case
of mental harm

and —
conferring an unclear and indeterminate form of
immunity upon public authorities which has not existed
previously.

You would have to say that in anyone’s language that is
a very significant change to what has been the situation
with negligence law in the state of Victoria hitherto.
I also want to point out to members of the government
backbench that this legislation is retrospective. We have
heard from Labor members so often about how they
oppose retrospective legislation. In the time of the
Kennett government they regularly made claims that
that government was legislating retrospectively. I am
not sure that that government ever did, but certainly it
was accused of doing so. Yet this legislation clearly has
a retrospective aspect to it.
Again the Common Law Bar Association says:
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The bill will apply to all proceedings issued after the date that
it receives assent — whatever the date of injury. This means
that it will operate retrospectively. Any person injured prior to
the date of assent who had the foresight to issue proceedings
will avoid its limitations. However, many injured plaintiffs
who have not had the foresight or resources to issue
proceedings will be caught by its provisions.

It continues:
Given the fundamental changes to the rights of citizens of this
state by this bill it should have no aspect of retrospectivity.

I entirely agree with that sentiment. As we saw with the
workers compensation law, the Transport Accident
Commission and in a bill last week, the changes are
prospective — they only apply to incidents and injuries
that occur either after the Parliament has passed the
legislation or the government has indicated that it is
proposing to change the law of the land. I cannot see
any justification whatsoever for this particular bill to go
in a different direction and impose some retrospectivity
on citizens of this state. It is interesting that Labor
backbench members are not here tonight — where are
they?
Hon. D. McL. Davis — They are on the balcony!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Is that where they are?
Here we have two aspects of this legislation —
retrospectivity and a reduction in rights — which in
opposition this government constantly railed against. It
alleged that it was wrong to remove rights from the
citizens of Victoria. We all remember the allegations
made by the Labor Party about common-law injuries
under the Workcover scheme and how it would restore
them when it came to office. We all know what it did: it
did a sham restoration and opposed retrospectivity. Yet
with this legislation Labor backbench members are
acquiescing to it. I say to the Labor backbench: where
were you in caucus? Was this not pointed out to you?
Are you just mushrooms in that room, that you have
ministers who come in and do not tell you what is in the
legislation? It seems that they are not smart enough to
find out for themselves. How can they live with their
consciences when their attitude in opposition is so
different to their silence in government? The Labor
backbench is obviously asleep on this aspect.
I also want to talk about the abysmal lack of
consultation on this legislation, and Mr Strong rightly
referred to it as well. It is extraordinary that such
far-reaching legislation has virtually been done in
secrecy. The professionals have not been able to have
any input into it — the Common Law Bar Association
again. I take up Mr McQuilten’s interjection of a
moment or two ago to Mr Strong when he said, ‘They
were hardly a disinterested party’. I agree with that, but
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nevertheless they are the experts, and they have a lot of
experience in this. You need not have taken notice of
what the association had to say, but you should at least
have given it the opportunity to have input into it.
I understand that members of that organisation had a
meeting with the government’s advisers. They were not
allowed to take away a copy of the draft bill, but they
were invited to put in amendments to the draft in
writing. I ask you, Acting President, how can you
properly craft amendments to proposed legislation
when you are not able to have a copy of it? That is
asking the impossible. They had a further meeting on a
Sunday, and again they were simply able to look at the
bill at the table but not to take it away for more mature
consideration.
I agree with Mr Strong — the upshot is that this
legislation is going to be full of holes in practical
application, and it will be back here again. We will
have to fix it up. If the government had engaged in a bit
of proper consultation on the way through, we might
have avoided that. The government has the gall to tell
us that it listens and acts! Here is another example
where it was not prepared to listen, and it certainly did
not act.
I understand that a similar circumstance probably
applied with the Australian Medical Association — the
doctor’s trade union. This government dances to the
tune of the Trades Hall Council; one would have
thought that it might have been prepared to talk to the
doctors trade union, but it appears not.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — It is the most powerful
one, Mr McQuilten, but because it is not a respondent
at Lygon Street, apparently this government is not
prepared to talk to it.
This legislation is based on the Ipp report. I have waded
my way through its 232 pages. It is not turgid
reading; it is actually fairly easy to read — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis — Exciting!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Not exciting, Mr Davis,
no — but informative. The Ipp committee was given a
charter to rein in some of the opportunities to go to
court on any pretext to seek damages for public liability
negligence and the like, and frankly I support that. I
believe this community was going far too much down
the United States of America road: we were rushing off
to the courts at the drop of a hat. I endorse the terms of
reference that were given to Justice Ipp, and by and
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large I endorse the recommendations in his report dated
about October of last year.
Recently I was reading the memoirs of Baron Hurd of
Westwell, formerly the Right Honourable Douglas
Hurd, a former British foreign secretary in the
governments of Margaret Thatcher and John Major.
The book was published last October. Earlier in his
career, Douglas Hurd — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis — A good man!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Yes, he was a good man,
Mr Davis. I think he was one of the most respected
members of the Conservative governments of the
1980s, and a man of extraordinary capacity, skill and
commitment. At one stage in his career under Margaret
Thatcher, he was the home secretary.
It was the time of the Hillsborough incident, which
honourable members will recall occurred on 15 April
1989, when 96 people were killed at the Hillsborough
football ground in Sheffield when they were crushed
against security fencing which had been put up to
protect the grounds from hooligans. Mr Hurd said:
Ministers spent a lot of time that summer arguing among
themselves how the Hillsborough tragedy … should affect the
legislation on football …

He then went on to say these words, which I have a
great deal of feeling for:
More interesting now is the place of Hillsborough in the
dreary growth of the blame culture in this country. When such
a disaster occurs it is clearly right to find out as fast as
possible what happened and to examine the causes, so that
everything possible is done to prevent another disaster. This
may mean removing incompetent people from their posts.
Less valid is the search for scapegoats who are to be ruined in
public because of mistakes which they or their subordinates
made before or during the disaster. Lawyers and the media
leap into this search, which brings them direct financial
benefits. Natural grief is exploited. The families of victims are
encouraged to press for what is called justice, with the
undertone that justice may include financial compensation for
themselves, as if money cured grief. Headlines become
everything. Understanding and forgiveness are excluded, or
treated as eccentric if some brave victim dares to show them.
There is no such thing as a wholly safe football ground or
train or major surgical operation or a human being cool and
confident in all conditions of stress. Too many vultures hover
over our public life, profiting from the fact that in moments of
pain we forget the realities of risk.

I think that sums up the situation we as a community
find ourselves in in this day and age.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — I agree entirely.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Mr McQuilten agrees
with the Honourable Douglas Hurd. I think those
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sentiments are well expressed indeed. It is to this end
that this legislation has been brought about, because
clearly as a community we have to draw a line in the
sand somewhere. We have got to say, ‘You cannot
believe that everyone is entitled to some sort of
Tattslotto bonanza when something goes wrong,
particularly when it goes wrong because that person
fails to observe an obvious risk or they fail to conduct
themselves in a safe manner’.
So despite my criticism of the legislation I agree with it
in principle. I am not sure that it has been got right yet,
but I think we can justifiably contend that it is
incumbent upon the Parliament to try to arrest progress
along this path that the community has been going
down over the past 20 years or so.
Now I want to turn my mind to the matters Mr Strong
alluded to in respect of the standard of care. It is not my
practice normally to quote lengthy passages out of
reports, but I will quote at some length from Justice
Ipp’s report, because I have wrestled with putting this
into my own language and failed to do so. I think he
expresses it well:
Under current Australian law the concept of negligence has
two components: foreseeability of the risk of harm and the
so-called ‘negligence calculus’. Foreseeability of the risk of
harm is relevant to answering the question of whether the
reasonable person would have taken any precautions at all
against the risk and, hence, whether the defendant can
reasonably be expected to have taken any precautions. It
would not be fair to impose liability on a person for failure to
take precautions against a risk of which they had neither
knowledge nor means of knowledge.

I think we would accept that.
Foreseeability is a precondition of a finding of negligence: a
person cannot be liable for failing to take precautions against
an unforeseeable risk. But the fact that a person ought to have
foreseen a risk does not, by itself, justify a conclusion that the
person was negligent in failing to take precautions against it.

The report then goes on to talk about the negligence
calculus. I am also indebted to Jim Kennan, SC, for his
advice on the negligent calculus. The report says:
Once it has been determined that the risk in question was
foreseeable, the negligence calculus provides a framework for
deciding what precautions the reasonable person would have
taken to avoid the harm that has occurred and, hence, what
precautions the defendant can reasonably be expected to have
taken. The calculus has four components:
(a) the probability that the harm would occur if care was not
taken;
(b) the likely seriousness of that harm;
(c) the burden of taking precautions to avoid the harm; and
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(d) the social utility of the risk-creating activity.

I know Mr Strong had some difficulty with the concept
of social utility, and I think I have too. I agree with
Mr Strong that it is probably going to take some years
of cases in the courts before that is perhaps defined as
closely as we might like. It continues:
The calculus involves weighing (a) and (b) against (c) and
(d) …
…
The statement that the risk is ‘reasonably foreseeable’ is often
used to convey the idea that the risk is not so improbable that
the reasonable person would ignore it. This usage confuses
the concepts of foreseeability, probability and reasonableness
of precautions. A risk of very high probability will not be
foreseeable unless it is known; and, conversely, a risk of very
low probability will be foreseeable if it is known.

Then it goes on to talk about the situation that occurred
in the case Wyong Shire Council v. Shirt in 1980, where
it was determined that any risk which was ‘far fetched
or fanciful’ could not to be held to be negligent even if
it was foreseeable. The report in paragraph 7.13 states:
It is extremely important to note, however, that the mere fact
that a foreseeable risk was not far fetched or fanciful says
nothing about whether precautions to prevent the risk
materialising ought reasonably to have been taken, and if so,
what precautions. These issues are resolved by asking what
precautions the reasonable person would have taken, and this
question is answered in terms of all four elements of the
calculus. The probability of the risk — however low or high it
might be — is only one element in the calculation.

That is the point I really wanted to emphasise, that it is
only one element in the equation. The panel obviously
paid a lot of attention to the implications of the Shirt
decision in that ‘far fetched’ or ‘fanciful’ were not a
justifiable set of words. The panel looked at some
length for an alternative form of words. It came up with
the words ‘not insignificant’. That troubled me because
it is a double negative and I do not normally like double
negatives, but I do have some favour for the elegant
explanation or definition that Ipp gives of the words
‘not insignificant’. The report says:
The effect of this change would be that a person could be held
liable for failure to take precautions against a risk only if the
risk was ‘not insignificant’. The phrase ‘not insignificant’ is
intended to indicate a risk that is of a higher probability than
is indicated by the phrase ‘not far fetched or fanciful’, but not
so high as might be indicated by a phrase such as ‘a
substantial risk’. The choice of a double negative is
deliberate. We do not intend the phrase to be a synonym for
‘significant’. ‘Significant’ is apt to indicate a higher degree of
probability than we intend.

I think Mr Strong is right in saying there will be a lot of
argument in the courts about this. The courts have the
capacity to have regard to extrinsic evidence under the
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Acts Interpretation Act and no doubt the courts will
have a lot of regard to the Ipp report. I think Ipp sets out
pretty clearly the distinction it was trying to make. It
was going further than ‘far fetched’ and ‘fanciful’ but
not as far as ‘significant’.
The courts are good and experienced enough, and we
have seen it in the past, for them to make those
judgments. There might be a few on the way through
who feel aggrieved as the courts grapple with getting
together a definition that will stand the test of time. So
be it. We have often had those circumstances as courts
interpret what Parliament intended. Here it is not just
what Parliament intends but the court can look at what
Ipp says, and it is what Ipp says that we are trying to
incorporate in this legislation. I am prepared to go along
with that, but I acknowledge there are a few prickles on
it.
The legislation also goes to the issue of the liability of
public authorities. I agree again with what the bill
proposes in endeavouring not exactly to rein in the
exposure of public authorities to provide some
indications, guidelines and fences around it, because it
seems to me there are some law firms in this state —
Mr Strong quoted from some of them in another
context earlier on — that see public authorities as cash
cows, and they can rush off with cases and hope to
secure either a settlement out of court or a court award
in cases which I do not believe warrant it.
It leads to some public authorities taking actions which
I think are absolutely contrary to their charter. I can
give the example of the Department of Sustainability
and Environment, in its former guise in the last
Parliament, in the Barmah Forest where I would have
thought it was charged with maintaining trees but it was
cutting down and lopping trees because it was worried
that people fishing on the banks of the river might have
a branch fall on them and may sue the department for
its maintenance of an unsafe place. Again, people who
go fishing and sit under gum trees, in my view, have to
acknowledge that branches fall off gum trees.
The department will never have the resources to cut
down every tree that might be perceived to be
dangerous in someone’s definition or view. Even if it
did, that is absolutely contrary to its charter that it is
supposed to be maintaining forests and trees. I am
happy to see that there is some attempt in this
legislation to corral the extent of the liability public
authorities might have in that way, otherwise it defeats
the purpose of what the public authorities are charged
with doing.
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I think the community and society have to acknowledge
that there are very few activities in our day-to-day lives
that are risk free. Yes, some are low risk, some have
risks that are not obvious and some are high risk. There
are people in the community who like engaging in
high-risk activities. I am not one of them.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — What about running for
Parliament!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Yes, but in the times I
have lost I do not think I actually had any cause to sue
anyone, except the voters perhaps. We all have to
accept that we should exercise reasonable care. As
Douglas Hurd said in his book that I quoted from
earlier, we have to get away from this fashion of the
blame game where we are not responsible for anything
we do but are finding someone else to blame; and if
there is a few bob in the process, that is even better.
That is not the society I want to live in.
I recall a newspaper report last week, but I cannot
vouch for the truth of the report because I know only
too well that often they are not truthful. I do not know if
this story was entirely accurate, but it was reported that
a woman received a payout from a shopping centre
operator and a doughnut vendor because she slipped
and broke her leg on a dob of cream on the floor which
was not deposited there by the doughnut vendor but by
a customer who dropped the cream on the floor.
Frankly, I fail to see how the doughnut vendor or the
shopping centre owner can be held responsible for that
circumstance. The dob of cream was dropped by
someone who was walking by who just happened to
have bought a doughnut at the premises. If we are going
to go down that track, that people get $70 000 or
$80 000 because they slipped on some cream that had
nothing to do with the vendors, we are in a pretty bad
picture indeed. I am sorry for the lady, but life is like
that. It is a bit of a lottery and sometimes you have bad
luck and you just have to accept that bad luck and not
go out and find someone to blame.
Finally, I am not convinced that the legislation is
drafted absolutely watertight or correctly. I do not know
that the government would claim that anyway, because
it would probably acknowledge that it would need
some testing in the courts, but I believe it is a
reasonable start. It is the third bill of a trifecta that the
government indicated it would introduce to deal with
these issues that have troubled the community so much
in the last five or six years. I think Parliament can
accept it tonight and stand ready to act if it is found to
be wanting in any particular respect. I am disappointed
it has been sold the way it has, but I support the
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principles and I hope the way it has been drafted proves
workable.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I am
delighted to speak in support of the Wrongs and Other
Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill. The bill is very
important for insurance. As we know, insurance has
become a major issue in Australia and the world today,
because things have changed. People have difficulty
understanding the new insurance laws. We have had to
change and update a lot of things to make insurance
more affordable for the community.
The bill is the third and final major change relating to
this industry and is also the government’s response to
the recent crisis in the affordability and availability of
several key insurance products, including builders
warranty, public liability, professional indemnity and
medical indemnity.
I will refer to the second-reading speech during my
contribution. Many people in the community are
concerned about protected volunteers, food donors and
good Samaritans. From time to time in the community
today we organise public events and community
festivals. We organise many festivals and we have
many volunteers who support the community events.
Today the committees that organise major events or
community festivals always have a problem in buying
insurance, and one of the major things the local council
asks is for them to get everything right before they are
allowed to organise the community events. People have
to pay more for public liability than they did a few
years ago; it has become very expensive.
We would also like to protect the volunteers and people
who are donating food or who are working to raise
money for many projects to help poor people.
Community organisers have found that these things
have to be well looked after by the government, so the
government has changed the law to meet the
requirements and changing needs of the community.
The minister’s second-reading speech states that the
two pieces of legislation already introduced:
… reflected a great deal of thought and consideration by
many people both within and outside Australian governments
on issues relating to the balance between the competing rights
and interests of members of the community, both as injured
parties making claims for compensation and as purchasers of
insurance cover against liability for such compensation.

That is the balance we have to have. People have to
understand the balance and the right they have and the
things they need to be aware of before they can sue
other people.
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In the reforms the government has also tried to make
insurance more affordable so that people can afford to
buy it. Insurance these days, especially public liability
insurance, is very expensive compared with a few years
ago. I know the community has difficulties. People ring
my office asking where they can buy public liability
insurance for their community festival. I tell them to
contact many insurance companies to make sure they
get the best price. It is very hard and of course it is
expensive. Sometimes admission to the festival is free;
they do not receive funding and they do not charge
people to get in the door — they only charge the
stallholders. It has become very expensive to run. Many
festivals have had to close down because they cannot
afford to operate any more. Some of them do not have
funding from local councils or the state government, so
they rely on what they can sell on the day.
Of interest is that the bill refers to mental health and
mental harm. The minister, in the second-reading
speech, says:
The bill’s provisions in relation to pure mental harm arising
from shock after another person (not the plaintiff) has been
injured or killed are based on the common law as expressed in
several recent court judgments, and limit recovery of damages
in such cases to direct witnesses of the incident or close
relatives of the person injured or killed.

This is important because some people have become
mentally ill because they are witnesses to some
shocking incidents and it has an effect on their personal
lives. Some suffer mental harm after friends or relatives
are killed and they were a witness to the incident. They
have to prove and show the effect of that on their lives.
They know that a lot of people in the past could not get
any compensation. They become mentally ill because
they witness something very bad that affects their lives.
The bill will allow them to get some compensation.
It is a very lengthy bill. The copy of the second-reading
speech made available to members covers 24 pages and
it takes a while to read through. The government is
trying to improve the insurance industry to make it
more affordable so that people can afford to buy
insurance and also to make it very clear that all the
provisions need to change. I am sure it is good news for
Victoria because we want to fix the problems all at the
one time. Changing one thing will have an effect on
another, so we have had to change a lot of the
provisions in the bill.
I disagree with some of the comments made by
opposition members when they said the government
has tried to rush the legislation. We agree we have to do
as much as we can to solve the matter. The government
is keen to write down every single detail which affects
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the whole industry, from builders warranty to public
liability, professional indemnity and medical matters.
In conclusion, I support the bill before the house,
especially because of the many community festivals
that will be organised in Victoria in the coming summer
months. This legislation will help many organisers
overcome problems associated with public liability and
the cost of insurance will be more affordable, so it will
help many communities in their organisation of
fundraising activities. I commend the bill before the
house.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I am pleased
to make a contribution to the Wrongs and Other Acts
(Law of Negligence) Bill. It is an important bill, and I
want to place on record at the start that the opposition
does not oppose it. We have some concerns about it,
and as the Honourable Chris Strong has flagged, we
will seek to move an amendment in the committee
stage.
In short, the bill amends the Wrongs Act 1958 in
relation to damages for injury or death, contributory
negligence, mental harm and the liability of public
authorities. It amends the Wrongs and Limitation of
Actions Acts (Insurance Reform) Act 2003 that was
passed earlier this year in relation to proportionate
liability, and it also enables the Victorian Managed
Insurance Authority to insure, and indemnify other
persons or bodies, thus amending the 1996 act. Finally,
it amends the Building Act 1993 in relation to insurance
for domestic building work.
I note the comments that have been made in the
chamber. I particularly commend to members the
comments made by the Honourables Chris Strong and
Bill Baxter. Some of the points made by Mr Baxter are
very worthy in the sense that the bill needs to be seen in
a broader context, and that context is the changes that
have occurred in the way the courts have handled
insurance matters and negligence issues over the last 10
to 20 years and in particular a cultural change that has
taken place in the community. Mr Baxter referred to
that very sensibly and made the point that he did not
want to live in a society where people were suing at the
drop of a hat and that these things were overly
facilitated. Excuse me if I am paraphrasing him, but I
think that that is the sentiment. Mr Strong also made a
point of placing the bill in the broader context of what
has occurred around the nation and the difficulties
people have faced with insurance — the crisis in
professional indemnity insurance and other matters and
simple negligence.
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The bill does a number of important things that the
opposition is pleased to support. We note very strongly
that the bill is purported to be in line with the Ipp
recommendations that follow the ministerial council
agreements and legislation by other states and the
commonwealth that are either in place and announced
or very close to.
In a number of respects Victoria has been, and the
minister becomes agitated when I say this, the laggard
state — that is, the state that has been the slowest to
respond on a number of these things — and the bill
typifies that in the sense that a number of aspects of the
bill still do not reach the national standards that we
would have sought. Hence, in part for those reasons the
opposition will move an amendment to try to bring one
area of the bill, which I will talk about in a moment,
into line with the situation in New South Wales and
Queensland.
I am not always a person who is in favour of uniform
legislation for the sake of it. There are many occasions
when particular states may well, for their own purposes
and for the better reflection of their communities, wish
to have legislation that is different from that which is in
place in other states. Indeed, that is often the situation,
and I certainly am not reflexively inclined to say that
we always ought to match the national situation.
However, I note that with some of the Ipp
recommendations there is a need to be as close as
possible to a national situation. The minister and the
government could have gone a good deal further in
bringing us into line with New South Wales and
Queensland on the matter of peer professional opinion.
The opposition has had a lot of input from different
professional groups throughout the community, such as
the Insurance Council of Australia and the Australian
Plaintiff Lawyers Association. Given my role, I have
had a lot to do with talking to the Australian Medical
Association and other medical and health bodies, and
they are all directly impacted upon by much of this
legislation. The Honourable Chris Strong has also spent
time talking to other legal groups like the Victorian
Institute of Engineers. Those groups by and large
support the general thrust of the bill. There is significant
criticism of aspects of the bill by members of the legal
profession, and some of their concerns have been
placed on the record during this debate by the
Honourables Chris Strong and Bill Baxter.
I want to make the point that the Labor Party in
opposition was critical of the then Kennett government
when it sought to bring in a more modern approach to
the operations of the common law with respect to
negligence in workers compensation and other matters.
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These are always controversial issues, and there is
always a balance to be struck. That balance is, of
course, a balance that falls to the legislature to strike.
These will always be points of contention — political
points — but in opposition, when the Kennett
government was in power, the Labor Party was very
critical of the reduction of rights involved in limitations
of actions. This bill, at its heart, is about the initiation of
actions and the management of actions in negligence in
law.
I find it hard to see the consistency in the Labor Party’s
approach between then and now. It can only be seen as
a hypocritical set of actions and a great lack of
consistency. However, that being said, there is
significant need for aspects of the bill. As we have laid
out, in particular with medical indemnity and
professional indemnity issues generally, there are very
good reasons to support some of the steps taken in the
bill.
The Honourable Chris Strong has made the clear point
that much of the legislation will take a long time to take
effect, because certain aspects of it will only be clarified
as it works its way through the courts. That will be
many years and may not provide the certainty and
assurance that insurance companies need; and thereby it
may take much longer to provide the assurance that the
community needs.
I refer to the Ipp recommendations and concerns
expressed to me by a number of people, including the
Australian Medical Association (AMA) about proposed
section 59 of the Wrongs Act. It is not my place today
to make a long contribution, because much has already
been said by the Honourable Chris Strong and
opposition members. I place on record matters brought
to my attention by the AMA in Victoria. I make the
point that Mr Baxter made good comments about the
report and quoted extensively from it. It is important
that the contribution by David Ipp in his review of
negligence is on the Hansard record and is seen by
future courts as something that has driven the steps of
the legislature on these matters.
It is true to say that the Ipp report is very much the road
map for many of these changes. Recommendations of
the Ipp report state that the test for determining the
standard of care in medical negligence matters should
be:
A medical practitioner is not negligent if the treatment
provided was in accordance with an opinion widely held by a
significant number of respected practitioners in the field,
unless the court considers that the opinion was irrational.
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I note the emphasis is on the word ‘irrational’. That
contribution by David Ipp is the basis for the changes
made with regard to professional standards in this
respect around the country. The government has chosen
to deviate from the pattern used elsewhere, in particular
in New South Wales and Queensland which many
months ago legislated to put into operation the Ipp
report’s particular recommendations.
The AMA, in a letter to me of 14 November, said:
The current draft Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of
Negligence) Bill substitutes the word ‘irrational’ with
‘unreasonable’. AMA Victoria is of the view that the
substitution of the word ‘unreasonable’ significantly broadens
the court’s capacity to intervene.

I agree. It can only be seen that way. The letter
continues:
There is a concern also that the use of the word
‘unreasonable’ will mean an inconsistent approach with other
states, at least those on the eastern seaboard. New South
Wales and Queensland have legislated using the word
‘irrational’.
My expectation is that the words will be interpreted along the
lines of:
‘irrational’ — defying logic, as not in accord with rational or
logical thinking.
‘Unreasonable’ — the ‘common man’ test — what the man
in the street would think not reasonable.
The use of the word ‘unreasonable’ in Victoria will set a
different standard of care to that in New South Wales and
Queensland. Given that the word ‘unreasonable’ will lead to
broader court discretion, not only will this be unfair on
doctors in Victoria but it will also encourage forum shopping
by claimants.

I place on record my agreement with those concerns
expressed by the AMA. It is clear that this will set up a
scope for forum shopping. I know those near the border
understand the significance of some of those issues.
The AMA says:
This will also no doubt place doctors practising along the
border of Victoria and New South Wales in the difficult
position where they may be judged by two different standards
of care depending on the location of the consulting rooms, the
location of the hospital at which they treat the patient and the
residence of the patient.

This is something that the minister has not thought
through, and I urge him that it is not too late to think
through some of these aspects. He could very well take
on board some of the recommendations that the
opposition will make through its amendments. The
opposition is prepared to make whatever time is
necessary so that the minister can satisfy himself and
the government that these matters are suitably handled.
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In conclusion, I draw attention to the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee’s report, which points out
the significance of the number of section 85 statements
in the legislation. The government said that it would not
introduce section 85 statements but is prepared to use
them with gay abandon. In doing so, the government
breaks its earlier pledges to remove section 85
standards from legislation rather than add to the
number. The Premier said to the Law Institute of
Victoria that it would remove more than 200 section
85 statements, but that is not what he has succeeded in
doing. In fact, he has introduced many section 85
statements into legislation in every sitting since coming
to power in 1999.
I reiterate my support for the general principles of the
bill. The areas of concern that I pointed out briefly have
been more comprehensively pointed out by the
Honourables Chris Strong and Bill Baxter. I make it
clear that the opposition is disappointed that the
government has chosen to depart from the pattern set by
Ipp recommendations around the country and point out
that the government has not thought this through as
fully as it should have.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 and 2 agreed to.
Clause 3

The CHAIR — Order! Amendment 1 is also a test
for amendment 2.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I move:
1.

Clause 3, page 12, line 28, omit “unreasonable” and
insert “irrational”.

It is worth running through what the amendment seeks
to do. Proposed section 59 of the Wrongs Act refers to
the standard of care for professionals and states:
(1) A professional is not negligent in providing a
professional service if it is established that the
professional acted in a manner that (at the time the
service was provided) was widely accepted in Australia
by a significant number of respected practitioners in the
field (peer professional opinion) as competent
professional practice in the circumstances.

Proposed section 59(2) in part 2, the subject of the
amendment, goes on to say:
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(2) However peer professional opinion cannot be relied on
for the purposes of this section if the court determines
that the opinion is unreasonable.

‘Unreasonable’ in that provision is the word the
amendment seeks to change. By way of explanation,
the report by Justice Ipp dealt with that issue and one of
the recommendations of his report concerned this peer
professional concept with the caveat that if the peer
professional opinion was irrational, the court could
overrule it.
What we have in the amendment is a change from the
word contained in the Ipp recommendations. The
amendment would replace the word ‘irrational’ as used
in the bill and as is contained in the Ipp
recommendation with the word ‘unreasonable’, which
is a step back and a widening of the discretion of the
court to overrule peer professional opinion.
The reason the opposition is moving this amendment is
really quite simple. I shall look at the two other
jurisdictions that already have this provision in place in
their legislation — that is, New South Wales and
Queensland. Section 50 of the NSW Civil Liability
Amendment (Personal Responsibility) Act 2002 —
standard of care for professionals — has wording
almost identical to proposed section 59 in clause 3 of
this bill except that rather than using the word
‘unreasonable’ the NSW provision reads:
However, peer professional opinion cannot be relied on for
the purposes of this section if the court considers that the
opinion is irrational.

If we turn to the legislation in the next jurisdiction,
which is in the Queensland Civil Liability Act 2003,
section 22, headed ‘Standard of care of professionals’
has almost identical terminology to this bill’s proposed
section 59(1). It has the following terminology:
However, peer professional opinion cannot be relied on for
the purposes of this section if the court considers that the
opinion is irrational or contrary to a written law.

The two other concerned eastern states of Australia
already have in place legislation dealing with peer
professional opinion that says the courts can only
overturn that peer professional opinion if they find it to
be irrational.
In Victoria we are proposing a different test — that is,
the test of ‘unreasonable’, which clearly widens the
ambit. I suggest to the committee and the minister that
surely this is going to create confusion. In the
commonwealth of Australia where most of our business
is carried out on the eastern seaboard we will have two
standards: a standard for NSW and Queensland, and a
different standard for Victoria.
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This will mean that the courts will interpret this clause
differently in Victoria than they will in the other states.
Who knows what the ramifications of this are going to
be in terms of judgments that are handed down? Who
knows what the ramifications of this will be for insurers
going forward in the coming years? Who knows what
the ramifications will be for professionals — not just
doctors, as we have heard the Honourable David Davis
discuss, but all professionals whether they be lawyers,
engineers, architects or any professions who will be at
greater risk in Victoria than they will be in NSW and
Queensland? May I say that this is irrational.
Why do we not have the same standards? The people
who practise these professions practise them across
Australia. It makes so much commonsense in so many
other ways as we see a bringing together or a
harmonising of laws across Australia for the carrying
out of commerce and professions — yet here we are
running contrary to that for, I am not sure, what good
reason.
The purpose of this amendment is just to say that we
should get together as Australians and provide the same
standards for Australian professionals whether they
practise in Queensland, NSW or Victoria. It is fair to
say that the profession who have brought this
specifically to our attention is the medical profession
but I would reiterate that it is not just the medical
profession who will be affected by this different
measure of peer professional opinion.
However, I would like to quote from the letter to me
from the Australian Medical Association (AMA), dated
14 November 2003, because I think it puts into words
what I see as the conundrum. On page 2 of this letter it
said:
The use of the word ‘unreasonable’ in Victoria will set a
different standard of care to that in New South Wales and
Queensland. Given that the word ‘unreasonable’ will lead to
broader court discretion, not only will this be unfair on
doctors in Victoria, —

and, I would read, ‘all professionals’ in Victoria —
but it will also encourage forum shopping by claimants.
Where the Victorian test of standard of care is more
favourable to claimants, there are likely to be more writs
issued in Victorian courts. This will also no doubt place
doctors practising along the border of Victoria and New
South Wales in the difficult position where they may be
judged by two different standards of care depending on the
location of their consulting rooms, the location of the hospital
at which they treat the patient and the residence of the patient.

I make the point again that this is relevant not only to
doctors but to all professionals. It is illogical for us in
this day and age — in 2003 — to set a different
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standard of care. It is going right back to the bad old
days of different rail gauges in Victoria and New South
Wales, and there seems to be little logic in having this
different test, because it will ultimately be to the
disadvantage of professionals in Victoria. Firstly, they
will be straddled with a different level of insurance
premiums; and secondly, if this is an opening through
which many claims are made then professionals
practising in Victoria will simply move their offices and
their practices across the border. So this seems to me to
be totally illogical. That is the reason for the
amendment, and I appeal to the minister to rethink this
and at least bring all of us on the eastern seaboard of
Australia to the same standard.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The
government does not support Mr Strong’s amendment
for a number of reasons. Certainly the case he presents
of having as much uniformity as possible across the
eastern seaboard and across jurisdictions is one that the
government is attracted to as a general proposition, but
as the committee would be aware, recommendation 1 of
Justice David Ipp’s report was that a common law or
common statute apply across all eight state and territory
jurisdictions. The view of all the jurisdictions was that
that was not achievable, because our histories, traditions
and laws were different. So although the general
proposition of uniformity between jurisdictions has
enormous appeal, no jurisdiction was prepared to sign
up to recommendation 1 of Justice David Ipp’s report.
Going to a substantive policy of why Victoria was not
prepared to follow other jurisdiction on this, I guess it
comes down to a couple of things. The first was that
Victoria tried to get a balance, looking at the most
appropriate mix of laws. I disagree with Mr Strong in
that in theory this would apply to all professionals;
having been out and about over a long time with this,
this issue of ‘irrational’ versus ‘unreasonable’ was
certainly not at the forefront of other professionals’
arguments. The one profession that clearly made a big
issue of it was the medical profession, particularly the
Australian Medical Association, so we certainly would
concede that.
The government made the policy decision to go for the
unreasonable test rather than the irrational test on a few
grounds. The first was that although the Ipp report was
calling for the term ‘irrational’, the report of
Professor Neave, which was commissioned at
approximately the same time by the health ministers to
deal with this issue, came to a very strong contra view
as to where this should go. There was an imbalance
between the Ipp recommendation and the Neave
recommendation; and in all these matters governments,
when forming policies, have to strike a balance.
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I guess the main one that I would use is the word
‘irrational’. While it was strongly supported by Justice
Ipp, in the end the word is untested in Australian
jurisdictions. Presumably it has a stronger meaning than
‘unreasonable’ but in the end it is of no particular help
in a precedence sense in Australia, so it comes
ultimately to what the courts in New South Wales,
Queensland or Victoria would do if they adopted this.
The question would be: what would you interpret the
word to mean? The dictionary definition could include
meanings like ‘illogical’, ‘absurd’ or ‘unreasonable’; so
in one sense whether we would make any difference is
untried. In another sense there are certainly many in the
legal community who feel it would make a big
difference.
In the end the government came to a policy decision
that it was a question of balance and that it was
preferable to go with the term ‘unreasonable’. As I said,
with all these complex legal issues to do with the law of
negligence it becomes a question of balance, and the
government came down on the side that that was an
appropriate balance. So that is where the policy position
was. For those reasons the government will not support
the opposition’s amendment.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I thank the
minister for that explanation. In truth I think the
opposition believes consistency is the greater argument,
but at the end of the day it is for the government to
decide, and I thank the minister for his response.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — On that point
I thank the minister for his explanation, but I want to
ask him a further question about the government’s
process for arriving at the conclusion to reject Justice
Ipp’s recommendation on the use of the word
‘irrational’. Had there been any actuarial or other
costings that surrounded the decision to reject the word
‘irrational’ and to use the word ‘unreasonable’ instead ?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — When you
try to do actuarial assessments of the effects of these
sorts of issues it is particularly difficult in insurance. It
has been very difficult to get an accurate assessment
with all three pieces of legislation that I have had a role
in during the last year or so. To my knowledge the
difference between ‘irrational’ and ‘unreasonable’ has
involved a fair amount of anecdotal argument over
whether one would have an effect or the other, but I
cannot recall having presented to me any actuarial
assessment that placed much emphasis on it. In fact I do
not recall any at all.
To me a lot of it has been argument. Some of it has
been a view — almost a policy position, and the fact
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that Justice David Ipp came forward with this — that
we need to do as much as we possibly can, and that has
been one of the cases. I certainly stand to be corrected,
and I will get back to Mr Davis if going through my
notes I find it, but I do not recall any actuarial
assessment on that. I can seek advice on that, but I do
not recall any.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I thank the
minister for that explanation as well. Further to
section 59, on the opposition’s suggestion of an
amendment and the government’s explanation of where
it decided to go in terms of the words ‘irrational’ and
‘unreasonable’, have any other states or territories
accepted the recommendations of the Neave report?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Certainly
the area of the Neave report that I am familiar with is
the interface between the Ipp report and the Neave
report. Most areas of the Neave report were more
specifically for the health ministers, but presumably if it
was on this issue of whether at all there is any change to
the standard of care, not many have that decision.
Presumably it was in the equation that everybody
would have used, but in our case I reported to the
committee to the extent that there were two conflicting
views.
In the end the very fact that we have gone down the
path of ‘unreasonable’ means that we have probably
gone contrary to a lot of aspects of the Neave report,
but I use as an illustration the fact that there were two
conflicting lots of advice as to how we deal with the
law of negligence, and as part of that balance the
government chose the path it did.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — Did the
government look at any case studies with respect to
these issues? Were any specific cases or hypothetical
cases examined? In particular did the government look
at actual cases that have gone through the courts and
make a decision that things would go one way or the
other with the particular definitions?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Again I
would take advice on that, but my recollection is that
that has been part of the difficulty in a policy sense as to
what difference it would make, because the term
‘irrational’ is one that has not been tested in common
law in our jurisdictions. Therefore we are operating on
a dictionary definition and making an assumption of
how a court would interpret that. We share the view of
Justice David Ipp, wearing his hat as chair of a
committee rather than as a judge, that that would mean
something, but it has not been tested in any jurisdiction
in a court.
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Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 4 to 39 agreed to.
Clause 40

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I seek the
advice of the minister as to the extent and usage of this
clause. In essence this allows the Victorian Managed
Insurance Authority (VMIA), which is the insurer for
the government, to take up and provide insurance to
private bodies — that is, to non-government bodies. I
am particularly interested in the conditions under which
the minister sees that this clause would apply. To that
extent I am seeking some clarification of page 16 of the
minister’s second-reading speech, where about
three-quarters of the way down the page he says:
It is the government’s intention that this power will only be
used where it is clear that the non-government body is
providing a desirable community service and is unable to
obtain insurance through no fault of its own …

It is for that last terminology — that is, ‘is unable to
obtain insurance through no fault of its own’ — that I
seek clarification. The minister’s second-reading
speech then goes on to say, by way of explanation of
what ‘through no fault of its own’ means:
… that is, that it has not been refused insurance because of its
own poor claims experience.

In essence I seek some clarification from the minister
on whether this facility will only be available to bodies
which are unable to get insurance at all or whether it
will be available to bodies which are significantly
adversely affected by hugely escalating premiums and
other imposts rather than simply being unable to get
insurance at all.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — In the
second-reading speech the government has
endeavoured to make as clear as possible what the
intention is. While legislation like this always enables
the minister to make a direction to the authority, I
would like to make it absolutely clear that my intention
is that it is for situations where insurance is not
available at all. I guess there would be illustrations of
where the government has in the past put indemnities in
place — for example, with some of the schemes, like
adventure tourism, where there is simply no insurance
available. That would be the type of area we would be
involved in. This is not meant to allow the Victorian
Managed Insurance Authority to come in and act as a
competitor. If that were the case, you would have a
policy discussion.
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The second-reading speech makes it clear that this
simply deals with cases which, at the moment, the
government has indemnified. There are certainly
examples of that on the public record, involving things
like whether or not to take out builders warranty
insurance, as happened last year, or whether to be in a
number of those types of areas. The one obvious
material difference to this is transparency, because it
needs to be put into the Victoria Government Gazette.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I thank the
minister for his answer. I turn to organisations that
provide desirable community services. One could argue
that adventure tourism operators do not necessarily fall
into that category but have been covered — and the
minister has indicated that they will continue to be
covered. But if we look at other groups in terms of
current problems — and I specifically think of the surf
lifesavers, who provide not just a desirable community
service but almost a critical community service and
who are undergoing very severe insurance problems at
the moment — is it anticipated by the minister that the
VMIA may be able to help such bodies as surf
lifesaving clubs?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The intent
here is that it is for cases where insurance is not
available, so in cases where there is an issue of
affordability the government certainly would be trying
to assist in finding private insurers. The government is
confident that the legislation we have will help widen
competition and bring the price down, but the intention
is that it is for cases where insurance is not available —
availability being the key here rather than affordability.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I thank the
minister for his clarification of that issue.
Clause agreed to; clauses 41 and 42 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank honourable members for their
contributions, particularly Mr Strong, Mr Baxter,
Mr Nguyen and Mr David Davis.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am of the opinion
that the third reading requires to be passed by an
absolute majority. I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
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Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:

The PRESIDENT — Order! I am of the opinion
that the third reading of this bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority. In order that I may ascertain
whether the required majority has been obtained, I ask
those members who are in favour of the question to
stand where they are.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Devilbend Reservoir: parkland
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — Tonight I
want to revisit an issue in my electorate on the
Mornington Peninsula that is causing growing concern
and disquiet. It is the issue of the possible sale by the
state government, through Melbourne Water, of the
Devilbend Reservoir area, and it has been the subject of
comment in this chamber over the past 12 months.
Over many months there has been growing concern that
the state government, through its use of Melbourne
Water, will sell a substantial proportion of the — —
Hon. J. G. Hilton — On a point of order, President,
the honourable member has not stated the minister to
whom he wishes to address his question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! To assist the minister
at the table, could the member identify the minister to
whom he wishes to address his question?
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — In my enthusiasm I
forgot to mention that I seek the assistance of the
Minister for Environment in the other place. This issue
is very relevant and concerns 2500 acres or
1057 hectares of what is now Crown land — clearly
public land — and the strong community view that
none of this property should be sold. It is further more
desirable that it stay in public ownership because it is
one of only three large sections of Crown land that are
available in the long term for community use on the
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Mornington Peninsula — the other two being Point
Nepean and, further south, the Greens Bush area.
The Devilbend property is extremely valuable and
cannot be replaced with another property with the same
characteristics. It is a significant storage of high-quality
potable water. Up until recent years it was used as a
storage facility for the reticulation of water to that part
of Mornington and Tuerong which most honourable
members will be aware of.
The difficulty is that over recent months there has been
encouragement from members of Parliament, strong
encouragement from community groups and vociferous
encouragement from many dedicated and sincere
constituents to try to get a definite statement from the
state government about whether it is or is not going to
sell land at Devilbend reserve. My position as one of
the members of Parliament responsible for the
representation of the area is to make a very clear
statement: I do not support the sale of any portion of
any of the land under consideration. I want the entire
property to be retained for public purposes as Crown
land. I do not support the sale, and I do not support the
changing of the title at all. I want it kept in public
hands.
I request that the minister make a definite statement and
say yes or no. Is the state government going to sell any
portion of the land at Devilbend?

Neighbourhood watch: funding
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I wish
to raise a matter for the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services in the other place. It relates to the
work of the parliamentary internship program. The
President of the Legislative Council today announced
the winners of that program. I would like to mention the
work of my intern, Rhiannon Lenegan. Her report is
entitled Revitalising Neighbourhood Watch —
Identifying Opportunities and Developing Strategies for
Maribyrnong Council, Melbourne West. The report
contains an investigation into how the neighbourhood
watch scheme can be improved by the Maribyrnong
City Council. She interviewed many people in the
region, and I would like to thank Inspector Stephen
Pierce, the executive director of neighbourhood watch;
Senior Sergeant Mark Standish, the state manager of
neighbourhood watch; Sergeant Ian Brown, the
neighbourhood watch coordinator at Altona North,
divisional headquarters; Sergeant Craig McDonald
from Altona North divisional headquarters; Inspector
Kevin Casey of the Footscray police station; and Neil
Spurrell, the neighbourhood watch divisional chairman.
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The report details how to improve neighbourhood
watch in the area, especially in helping
non-English-speaking residents living in Maribyrnong
who have very little access or knowledge about
neighbourhood watch. Neighbourhood watch is very
important in trying to promote safety in the local
community. The conclusion to the report recommends
making sure that communication skills and training are
provided and that people in the neighbourhood
understand what is going on and are encouraged to be
part of the program. Multilingual training also needs to
be provided, and a community should receive the
newsletter more regularly so its members can feel part
of the neighbourhood watch group. Also I would like
to — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Hospitals: financial management
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My matter
on the adjournment tonight is for the Minister for
Finance. The matter I raise concerns the report on
public sector agencies tabled today in the Parliament. It
relates to page 80 of that report and the section called
‘Results of financial audits’, where audit opinions have
been issued — and in some cases they are not clear
opinions but qualified audit opinions.
I draw his attention particularly to figure 3.3B, ‘Human
services portfolio, qualified audit opinions’, where
Bendigo Health Care Group, Cohuna District Hospital,
Mercy Public Hospitals, Northeast Health Wangaratta,
St Vincent’s Hospital, the Queen Elizabeth Centre and
Wodonga Regional Health Service are all listed as
having qualified audit opinions. The reasons are varied
and relate to a number of different matters, including a
number of accounting standards that need to be adhered
to to satisfy the Auditor-General as to the veracity and
satisfactory nature of the accounts before he will issue
an unqualified opinion on those services.
I also note in making these comments — and I do not
wish to single out these health services — the
extraordinary developments seen in this report today:
the reporting of an operating surplus of $121 million
and the reversal of more than $160 million on the
financial position of public hospitals in Victoria last
year. I note that in his earlier report this year the
Auditor-General found a number of health services to
be breaching guidelines issued by the Department of
Treasury and Finance and the Department of Human
Services with respect to borrowing. Indeed I raised four
services with the minister earlier this year. In that
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context I also draw the minister’s attention to these
matters.
Given the parlous financial state and declining financial
position of our public hospitals both in the country and
in the city, and given their capital requirements and the
department’s inability to put in place suitable
accounting arrangements, I ask the minister, given his
role of having an eye to financial probity in the state, to
provide to the house — not necessarily immediately —
a detailed explanation as to why each of these health
services received qualified audits from the
Auditor-General. I ask him to advise the house what
action he will take to ensure full and complete
compliance with accounting and financial standards.

Manningham: council employee
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I want to raise a
matter tonight for the attention of Candy Broad, the
Minister for Local Government. I was absolutely
horrified to read in the local paper today that the
member for Warrandyte in the other place has called
publicly for the sacking of a Manningham council
employee, Mr Claude Cullino, the director of city
development.
I request the minister to do absolutely all in her power
to protect both the job and the reputation of Mr Cullino,
since as a council employee he is unable himself to
answer these disgraceful accusations made by the
member for Warrandyte. The member for Warrandyte
is attempting to make a scapegoat of Mr Cullino, who
merely summarised the contents of a report. The
member for Warrandyte wants to blame Mr Cullino and
make a scapegoat of him for what the report says. I also
call on Cr John Bruce, the mayor of Manningham, a
most ethical and competent
mayor — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis — On a point of order,
President, this is a scurrilous attack on a member in
another place, and as a secondary point it is not a matter
of government administration. Clearly the member has
some issues with statements made by another member,
and it does not relate directly to government
administration.
Mr Viney — This is a ludicrous point of order,
President. The member has raised a matter in relation to
a member in another place calling for the dismissal of a
council employee, which clearly falls within the
purview of the Minister for Local Government, and that
is the minister she has asked to take some action.
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Hon. Philip Davis — On the point of order,
President, I think were the Minister for Local
Government in the chamber she would deny that she
has any responsibility for the employment of local
government employees. Therefore it is not a matter of
government administration.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Hirsh has raised a
matter for the Minister for Local Government, and that
is appropriate. Where the honourable member was
moving forward to call on the local municipal council
to do something, that is inappropriate, because that does
not fall within the purview of this house. Up to that
point I do not uphold the point of order, but the member
cannot call on the local council to do something when
asking the minister to take action on a particular issue.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — The report to which I have
alluded is the Mitcham–Frankston freeway discussion
paper on project funding. It was written by a
well-qualified and well-regarded consultant, Bob
Evans. It was commissioned and paid for to the tune of
over $20 000 by the 12 councils along the length of the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway.
The reason the member for Warrandyte has gone
ballistic about this, and why I want the Minister for
Local Government to intervene, is that the report
suggests significant changes to the funding regime for
the building of the freeway could result in substantial
delays in its completion time.
The whole of the Liberal Party is scapegoating. The
Leader of the Opposition in the other place said at a
meeting that he would fund the Mitcham–Frankston
freeway with the $4 billion proceeds from the auction
of gaming licences in 2012. That is nine years away. To
get the money sooner he would have to dramatically
increase the number of poker machines in this state —
more scapegoating — in order to ensure that those
willing to pay for the licence earlier would have a
sufficient cash flow to pay. What are we to have? The
Mitcham–Frankston freeway not starting for another
nine years or a dramatic increase in poker machines in
this state? You cannot trust the Liberal Party, and I am
sure the Minister for Local Government will intervene
in the scurrilous and disgraceful attack by the member
for Warrandyte — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the honourable
members on my left to desist from interjecting and
allow the member to complete her adjournment matter
and allow Hansard to record it. The honourable
member has 9 seconds remaining.
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Hon. C. D. HIRSH — This is a scurrilous attack
calling for the sacking of a very competent and decent
employee of Manningham council.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
it is not evident to the house what matter the minister
was being asked to attend to. All I heard was a diatribe
from the member, with no issue raised for action by the
minister.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I do not uphold the
point of order because the Leader of the Opposition
would have heard that in the initial part of the
member’s contribution she called on the Minister for
Local Government to intervene in the matter of a
member in another place calling for the sacking of
someone. During her 3-minute contribution the member
put her request and reiterated it at the end. I find the
matter in order.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a further point of order,
President, I understand that you ruled a moment ago
that because this is a matter that was raised about an
employee of local government, the Minister for Local
Government had no ministerial responsibility in the
matter and therefore the matter could not proceed as an
adjournment item in that form, but if the member
proposed a different question it may be accepted by the
Chair. I put it to you that you ruled in relation to an
employee of a local municipality that it was not the
business of the Minister for Local Government.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ruled earlier that the
member was entitled to call on the Minister for Local
Government to take action to intervene with respect to
the sacking of the person. However, the member then
strayed into the area of calling on the council to do
something, and that part of her adjournment matter was
not within the purview of the house. The first issue she
raised with the minister was a request to take action on
the matter raised by a member in the other place. That
was in order. It was not in order for the member to then
go on and vary her adjournment matter by calling on
the council to take similar action.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a separate point of order,
President, with respect to this matter, what I am
concerned about is that the request was for a minister to
intervene. It is not the practice in the adjournment
debate in this place to allow members to raise matters
asking that ministers intervene. What the member
should have done was ask for a specific course of
action. It is not appropriate for a member to request that
the minister intervene in some esoteric manner.
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Hon. C. D. HIRSH — On the point of order,
President, at no time did I ask the minister to intervene.
I did say that I wanted the minister to do all in her
power to protect both the job and the reputation of a
particular council employee. She is the minister for
Local Government, and that is what I asked the minister
to do.
Hon. Philip Davis — I thank Ms Hirsh very much.
That recited precisely what was asked for. The member
has just recited that she asked the minister to do
something that was ultra vires — beyond power. It is
beyond the scope of a minister of the Crown to
intervene in a matter that is clearly within the sovereign
jurisdiction of the local municipality. It is not a matter
that the Minister for Local Government in this place
can deal with. I ask you, President, to rule this issue out
of order.
Mr Lenders — Further on the point of order,
President, Ms Hirsh asked the Minister for Local
Government to take a certain course of action. The
issue as to whether that course of action is ultra vires is
ultimately a matter for the minister in response to
Ms Hirsh’s request to say, ‘I have’ or ‘I do not have the
power’. It is perfectly appropriate for the member to
ask. The secondary issue on whether it is ultra vires is
that that is an issue for the minister and not for the
Leader of the Opposition.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am taking some
advice from the Clerk. I ask for some order.
As happened when an honourable member last week
clarified a request made to a minister, I ask the
honourable member to clarify to the house the issue she
raises so I can be abundantly clear. The opportunity
was given to a member on the other side of the house to
rectify a request to a minister and ensure that it fell
within the guidelines set out for the adjournment
debate. I ask the honourable member to repeat her
specific request to the minister without any argument
around the matter, so that I can rule on the point of
order.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — I want the minister to do
whatever is in her power to protect the job of this
particular person. One suggestion could be that it is
within the minister’s power to write a letter to the chief
executive officer — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have no option but to
rule the matter out of order.
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Casey: councillors
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Local Government. The matter I raise relates to the
conduct of certain City of Casey councillors with
respect to their obligations under the Local Government
Act. I refer in particular to comments by Angela
Dunleavy, who is one of six Labor Party councillors at
the City of Casey. Cr Dunleavy has expressed concerns
about the conduct of her fellow ALP councillors, and
she is reported as saying that:
… she was tired of pressure from fellow Labor councillors to
vote along party lines.
She said this pressure had been enough to make her
reconsider her desire to be a councillor.
‘I’ve had enough of the politics’, she said.

The article continues:
‘Some of the older councillors treat me like a stupid little
woman’, she said. ‘I’m very cross with them about it.’
Cr Dunleavy said she had been accused of being ‘politically
naive’ by other Labor councillors after she voted against them
on a motion to extend a planning permit for the Cranbourne
Turf Club last week.
She said she had also considered remaining on the
council — —

Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President,
given that the matter that has been raised also relates to
a local government issue, following on from the
previous matter I am as yet unable to see what it is that
the Minister for Local Government can do to intervene
in this particular matter.
The PRESIDENT — Order! At the moment the
member is just over 1 minute into the 3 minutes to
which he is entitled. If at the conclusion it is not clear
what he is asking the minister to do, I am sure we will
have points of order at that stage. The honourable
member will continue.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — The article
continues:
She said she had also considered remaining on the council,
but cutting her ALP ties.
‘I believe in Labor Party values and I believe in social justice,
but sometimes they can’t see the forest for the trees.’

Section 63 of the Local Government Act requires
councillors to swear a declaration and the declaration is:
I—
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the councillor —
declare that I will undertake the duties of the office of
councillor in the best interests of the people of the
municipality district of … and faithfully and impartially carry
out the functions, powers, authorities and discretions vested in
me under this and any other act to the best of my skill and
judgment.

I am not for one second suggesting Cr Dunleavy is not
undertaking her obligations with respect to her oath
because by all accounts she is a very conscientious
councillor. I am concerned about the pressure that is
being brought on her by her fellow ALP councillors to
incite her to break the oath — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
President, I know that the Honourable Gordon
Rich-Phillips might like to be a local councillor rather
than be in this place, and he might enjoy local politics;
however, he has just gone through a whole diatribe
about how a group of councillors might be talking to
another group of councillors, one set presumably
associated with the Liberal Party and some others from
another political party.
This house is not about local politics; it is not a place
where you come and complain about local politics or
local councils. It is a place for asking questions of
ministers, and I fail to see what his diatribe backwards
and forwards about what one councillor said to another
councillor has to do with the state government.
President, I ask that you ask him to ask a question of a
minister or to desist from simply giving us an exposé of
what he thinks might or might not have been said
between councillors.
The PRESIDENT — Order! According to the daily
adjournment debate general guidelines, members may
only provide such information as is necessary to assist
the minister to understand the issue. I think the
honourable member has put that forward to the house.
He has 44 seconds remaining, and I ask him to
conclude. He was almost straying into a set speech but
did not quite get there. I ask the member to continue
and to conclude his remarks.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — I am concerned
that the other ALP councillors may be inciting
Cr Dunleavy to act in a way which is in breach of her
oath, sworn as a new councillor. I ask the Minister for
Local Government to exercise her powers under the
Local Government Act and investigate the conduct of
the other ALP councillors at the City of Casey to
determine whether they have acted inappropriately in
their conduct towards Cr Dunleavy.
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Mining: Fosterville Gold Project
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I refer my matter to the
Minister for Resources. I refer to the recent
announcement by Perseverance Corporation of its plans
to build its mine site at Fosterville, near Bendigo.
Perseverance Corporation has announced that its
shareholders have approved a $75 million expansion of
the goldmine. The Perseverance Corporation has a
strong commitment to further exploration in the area
and to significantly extend the life of that particular
mine.
Three years ago Perseverance Corporation’s relations
with the community were strained, but the company has
worked extremely well, to its credit, with the
community to improve its relationships and revise its
community relations approach. With several mines
about to commence, resume or increase their rate of
production in rural Victoria — for example, Bendigo,
Costerfield, Fosterville, Stawell and Ballarat —
Victoria is poised for a goldmining boom. I therefore
ask the minister to advise of the benefits that the
expansion of the Perseverance goldmine at Fosterville
will provide to the Bendigo region.

Hazardous waste: Dutson Downs
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I direct a
matter to the attention of the Minister for Environment
in the other place concerning the government’s
proposed toxic waste dumps. I am speaking on behalf
of the Gippsland community, and we all have great
empathy with the pressures being imposed on
communities at Violet Town, Ouyen and Linton, which
the government has just in the last week announced will
be prospective sites for the new above-ground toxic
waste storage facilities about which those communities
will be as concerned, as has been the Gippsland
community in the Sale area, particularly for the last
nearly four years.
It is quite clear that the government process is
problematic in relation to the establishment of these
waste facilities. I particularly wanted to raise the matter
of the progress of the facility which is still proceeding
under the aegis of Gippsland Water at Dutson Downs. I
wrote to the Premier on 12 September concerning the
process and have not yet had a response, so I thought I
would come at it slightly differently.
I put it to Gippsland Water; I wrote to it on 12 August.
Fortunately it responded to me recently reciting that
because of my advocacy about a concern of conflict of
interest between the minister responsible for Gippsland
Water and the minister responsible for the Environment
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Protection Authority, which is the authority providing
the works approval assessment, there should be an
independent process. Gippsland Water has agreed with
my proposal that this matter should be referred to the
federal government under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBCA) for
assessment because of the Ramsar-listed significant
wetlands adjacent to the Gippsland Lakes which will be
at risk as a result of this potentially environmentally
threatening process — that is, the storing and treatment
of toxic soils.
I ask that the Minister for Environment confirm, as has
Gippsland Water to me both in writing and publicly in a
press release — and the federal minister also has
confirmed by way of a letter to me written on
6 November — that this matter will be referred to the
federal minister under the EPBCA and that that referral
will in fact proceed.

Narre Warren–Cranbourne Road, Narre
Warren South: duplication
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I raise a
matter with the Minister for Transport in another place
concerning the duplication of
Narre Warren–Cranbourne Road in the Narre Warren
South component of my electorate. Road funding is a
fundamental issue for all Victorians and particularly so
for Victorians in the south-east region of Melbourne.
The City of Casey is located in the south-east growth
corridor and is the third-fastest growing municipality in
Australia, with some 10 000 people moving into the
municipality every year.
Road connections and improvements pay huge
economic and social dividends to all Victorians — I am
sure all members would agree — thus over the last
three years the $40 million this government has put into
roads in the City of Casey has been money well spent.
The Narre Warren–Cranbourne Road duplication
project, as its name suggests, will duplicate — —
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Mr SOMYUREK — It is a difficult word,
Mr Forwood. The project will duplicate Narre Warren–
Cranbourne Road. This in itself will greatly reduce the
traffic congestion and the long waiting times that
people spend on this road in peak hour. It can be very
bad, especially during morning and afternoon peak
hours. I am sure Mr Gordon Rich-Phillips has been
stuck there on many occasions.
The project also includes the installation of traffic lights
at the corner of Saxonwood Drive and Narre Warren–
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Cranbourne Road, the intersection of Centre and Narre
Warren–Cranbourne roads and the corner of Greaves,
Pound and Narre Warren–Cranbourne roads, which are
already operational and have been of tremendous
assistance to traffic flow in the area.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the minister on
the government’s investment in road improvements in
Casey. I request that the minister ensure the Narre
Warren–Cranbourne Road project is finished on time.

Bendigo Special Developmental School:
relocation
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — My
adjournment issue is for the attention of the Minister for
Education Services in the other place. As I have stated
previously in the house, the Bendigo Special
Developmental School (SDS) has outgrown its current
location. Also, due to the expiry of its current lease
agreement, the school will have to relocate to another
site in the very near future.
A working party was put together to investigate what
would be the ideal site for the new school. The working
party recommended to the regional director of
education that the new SDS be built on land adjacent to
the Kaliana Special School, which is for children with
category 1 and 2 intellectual disabilities. While
co-locating the SDS with Kaliana was popular with the
regional director of education and the working party,
the decision has very nearly 100 per cent disapproval
from the staff and parents of the children at the SDS.
The regional director of education is expected to hand
down his decision in the next few days. In the event that
his recommendation is to co-locate the new SDS next
door to Kaliana, I ask that the minister intervene on
behalf of the parents and help them achieve a
stand-alone site, which is what they want.
One stand-alone site I have pointed out to the minister
is the current site of the Kangaroo Flat Primary School.
A new primary school is due to be built in the next
year, so that will free up the existing site, which would
make a perfect redevelopment site for the students of
the SDS. This would provide a great opportunity for the
minister to support the parents of the children who
attend the SDS and bring about a win-win situation for
the government and the SDS.
The Kangaroo Flat Primary School site will have
financial benefits to the government as the education
department already owns the land. There will be ample
land for future development and for special-needs
facilities to be developed on the site. The site is also
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close to many amenities, which would be advantageous
to the overall development of the students who will be
attending the SDS in the future.
It is a real opportunity for the minister to get behind a
project in her own city and to go out, possibly against
recommendations from the department, to do
something that would truly give a real amount of joy
and relief to the parents of the children who now or will
in the future attend the SDS.

Reconciliation Victoria: funding
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, and it
concerns an issue raised by a constituent of mine,
Dr Michael Leahy, in a recent letter to me. Dr Leahy is
a member of the Council of Reconciliation Victoria and
is known in the Geelong community as a tireless
advocate for indigenous issues and a leading member of
our One Fire Reconciliation Group. He firmly states his
belief, in his passionate letter to me, that the greatest
injustice of which we as a nation are guilty is our
refusal to reconcile with our indigenous peoples.
Dr Leahy further explains the key role that he sees for
state governments in advancing the cause of
reconciliation. Indeed Dr Leahy believes we have an
obligation to undertake this leadership role. His letter
states:
Your own government has recently expressed a welcome
willingness to negotiate settlements of indigenous land claims
rather than pursue a narrow legal defence of its own property
rights. This is a ‘reconciling’ use of state power.

He also expresses strong support for Reconciliation
Victoria and seeks a commitment from the government
regarding funding for this important body.
I ask the minister, in recognition of the importance of
Reconciliation Victoria to all Victorians, to support its
ongoing funding by the Bracks government.

Hazardous waste: Tiega
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
adjournment issue this evening is directed to the
Minister for Major Projects in the other place. Last
night I witnessed a powerful show of community
solidarity when in excess of 750 people came to the
Ouyen Community Centre to personally and
collectively reject a Victorian government proposal to
site a toxic waste containment facility at Tiega, about
15 kilometres north-west of Ouyen. I am advised that
there were in excess of 300 apologies from people who
wanted to be there but could not, many of whom I
suspect are at the start of their harvest.
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The Mildura Rural City Council, led by Mayor Peter
Byrne and Deputy Mayor Tom Crouch, had all
councillors present, which again shows their strong
support of the community in rejecting this unfair
proposal. The Tiega Survival Group, led by Mr Bill
Morrish, must be congratulated on getting a meeting
together at such short notice, particularly as the harvest
is just beginning after heavy rain.
As is usual for Mallee people, the attendees were polite
and considerate in allowing Ministers Batchelor and
Holding to put the government’s case. At this point I
commend the two ministers for coming to Ouyen and
facing the music, so to speak. Polite as the attendees
were, there were rumblings about some of the
ministers’ comments. It is fair to say there was
substantial frustration at the lack of real answers to
essential issues such as the meaning of restrictive
farming practices regarding the buffer zone around the
proposed facility and how big the buffer zone would be.
The questions came thick and fast, with one of the most
touching from young Hannah Vine, who is 10 years of
age and attends the local primary school. Hannah asked
for an assurance that teachers would still come to
Ouyen if Tiega was chosen as a toxic waste facility.
Other questions concerned transport safety and the
future of the clean, green image for food production —
the top-quality grains and prime Mallee lamb, which is
a real feature of the Ouyen area. There is also of course
the irrigation production of Sunraysia with its dried
fruits, table grapes, citrus and wine production, just to
name a few.
One young man was really concerned at the ongoing
structure of the community if Tiega was chosen. The
effect might be that many young people who would
have been future community leaders would have to
leave the area to ensure their future was protected.
As I said, the questions kept coming and real answers
did not. The meeting concluded with a motion moved
by Tony Hall, who heads up Ouyen Inc. The resolution
said:
This meeting rejects the siting of a toxic waste containment
facility in the Mallee.

The motion was seconded by Mildura Rural City
Council mayor, Peter Byrne, and was carried
unanimously. The message was straightforward and
strong. It was a great meeting that was well run by Ian
Hastings, a local farmer and president of the Victorian
Farmers Federation grains group — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
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Tourism: Geelong
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Tourism in the other
place. I cannot stress enough how important the tourism
industry is to the wider Geelong region. Once upon a
time Geelong was fearful that if one major industry
were to move from the area it would almost make it a
ghost town. But with good economic planning now it is
clear that Geelong is an economically confident, vibrant
and flourishing region in more ways than one, and it is
anything but fearful of its future.
I know the state government has had concerns about the
tourism industry, which has suffered a series of major
challenges over recent times with the collapse of
Ansett, the global terrorist crisis, sudden acute
respiratory syndrome and other factors. I believe this
government has provided millions of dollars to counter
these challenges, including a $10 million rescue
package. The impact of the support was indicated in
figures which show Victoria recorded a 13 per cent
increase in tourism compared with the previous year,
and compared with the national average of 3.5 per cent
we are doing well indeed. That is why this government
must keep assisting the growth of the tourism industry
in this state.
While I welcome the federal government’s additional
funding to tourism through the release of the Tourism
White Paper — A Medium to Long-term Strategy for
Tourism, I am concerned that it has not responded
quickly enough to this crisis and did not heed Victoria’s
calls to support the tourism industry that had suffered a
series of major challenges over recent times. It appears
that this document is two years too late.
I am also concerned that the federal minister, Joe
Hockey, had promised a 10-year plan. However, I am
informed that funding runs out after only four years,
and it is also unclear whether this funding has simply
been appropriated from the Ansett levy, which itself is a
tax on the tourism industry. The action I seek is for the
minister to monitor the federal government closely to
ensure that Victoria, and in particular Geelong’s
tourism industry, is supported through this package.

Native vegetation: Highett
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — My adjournment
matter this evening is for the Minister for Environment
in the other place. I refer to the CSIRO grounds in my
electorate at Highett, which support a number of trees
which predate European occupation of the area.
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These include yellow box and red gum trees with girths
at breast height in excess of 3 metres. These trees are
likely to be in excess of 300 years old. As well as these
remnant trees, the area still supports a number of
indigenous herbs and grasses characteristic of grassy
woodlands. This native vegetation represents the last
remaining example in the sand-belt region of a once
extensive vegetation community. It is remarkable that
some of the species present on the site have survived.
The area is of great conservation significance, not only
because of the age of the trees on the site and their local
rarity but also as an example of an extremely depleted
vegetation type.
I have been approached by a number of constituents as
there is a consistent rumour that the site is to be sold.
As the site is owned by the commonwealth
government, I wrote on 21 October 2003 to the federal
member for the area, the Honourable David Kemp, who
is also the Minister for the Environment and Heritage. I
outlined the concerns of my constituents and asked
about the future of the property. I received a response
yesterday from Dr Kemp, whose letter said in part:
Protection of significant remnant vegetation, including urban
areas, continues to be a priority of the National Heritage
Trust.

It goes on to say:
Under the regional component of the trust, funding is
provided to Victorian catchment management authorities
(CMAs) to undertake strategic activities at the landscape scale
to improve the environment and increase sustainable
agricultural practices.
The CSIRO land at Highett would fall within the Port Phillip
and Western Port CMAs.

The letter goes on:
I am advised that the CMA may have some urban bushcare
activities planned, which may cover the CSIRO land.

I am concerned that I did not receive a more positive
response from Dr Kemp regarding the site’s future. In
view of Dr Kemp’s response I ask the minister to raise
with the CMA the important environmental aspects of
this area and to ensure that the native vegetation on this
commonwealth government site is preserved regardless
of whether the land is sold.

Road safety: Drive Right 2 program
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Attorney-General in the other place in his
capacity as the minister responsible for the Transport
Accident Commission. Last year more than 150 000
Victorians participated in the first ever Drive Right road
safety program, a program that aims to recognise and
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reward Victorian motorists for safe and courteous
driving. Victoria, as we know, is a leader in the field of
road safety, and this innovation led to a situation where
more than 80 per cent of participants surveyed said the
program made them more careful drivers.
Three-quarters felt that they pay attention to their speed
now.
The Drive Right program has been followed up by the
Drive Right 2 program, which has so far attracted more
than 120 000 registrations from motorists around the
state. No doubt that is as a result of the positive
reinforcement of the range of rewards offered in the
form of five new Renault Meganes, car first-aid kits
and other prizes for those who display safe and
courteous driving behaviour.
Despite the success of the first Drive Right program
and the distribution of 10 000 rewards to Victorian
motorists for careful driving, I was recently talking to
some young people who expressed very strongly their
concern that there was a lack of publicity about who
received the awards. They wanted some reassurance
that those who join Drive Right 2 really do have a
chance of being seen by the spotters from Victoria
Police, the ambulance service and the fire brigade and
thus have a chance of getting a reward.
I ask the minister if he could consider increased efforts
to improve the communication of winners to the
community, especially to young people, so that they
can maintain confidence and continue to be involved in
this program, which aims to encourage safe driving
across the state.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
as you are about to call the Minister for Energy
Industries, when we commenced the adjournment
debate tonight the Leader of the Government was the
minister in the chamber leading the adjournment debate
and a number of members put matters to him. He is no
longer present in the chamber, and naturally you have
called on the minister who is present. I am seeking
guidance for the benefit of the house as to the procedure
with respect to the adjournment debate from here on.
The practice of this house has evolved from one where
all ministers attended the adjournment, as you would
well recall when you were a minister, President, to a
rather autocratic and unilateral decision being made by
the government in the last Parliament that only one
minister would attend the adjournment.
Members of the opposition grudgingly accepted the
reality that we could not change that fact, but we
accepted it on the basis that a minister leading the
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adjournment debate for the government would be here
to respond to the issues raised with him. Are we to
presume now that the procedures in this place are that
the adjournment will be treated with so little respect and
indeed contempt that we will have a tag team of
ministers cycling through the adjournment debate, and
therefore no one minister will be competent to deal with
the matters that will be raised with them?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On the point of order,
President, it is true as the honourable member said that
there has been a change of procedure and practice in
relation to the adjournment debate, and whatever views
the opposition might have in relation to that change,
that change has occurred.
The operation of the house now is on the basis that a
minister takes note of adjournment issues. If there is an
adjournment matter which is for that particular minister,
then that minister ought to attempt to answer that
question as it is in their own portfolio area, but in all
other cases the minister simply acts as a conduit to pass
on the query or request a response from the relevant
minister, and that is the sole purpose of the minister
who is in the chamber. It is not to answer the question
on behalf of another minister.
I would point out, President, that the questions asked in
the chamber were questions which can be simply
passed on to the relevant minister for response in the
normal way, and I indicate to the house that the
Minister for Finance, Mr Lenders, was required to be
absent from the house. For that reason I took over and
am happy to pass on members’ requests in the normal
way, and they will be answered in the normal way.
Hon. Philip Davis — Further on the point of order,
President, I thank the minister for elucidating, but that
does not bring any satisfaction, because it creates an
anomalous situation. If a member raises a matter with
the minister who is leading the adjournment initially
and that matter is properly within the ambit of
ministerial responsibility of the minister who is present
at the adjournment, that minister may well decide that
they wish to avoid responding to the question and leave
the chamber.
I would put it to you that in fact this evening a
particular matter was raised with the Leader of the
Government and shortly thereafter the Leader of the
Government absented himself from his parliamentary
duties in the chamber, so what I am putting to
you — —
An Honourable Member — Ah, he ran away.
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Hon. Philip Davis — I will take up the interjection,
disorderly as it may be, and say yes, that is precisely
what I am saying — the Leader of the Government ran
away, he ran out of the adjournment and — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can we have a point
of order and not a debate! When raising a point of order
the honourable member should not debate the issue and
should come to his point.
Hon. Philip Davis — I apologise, President. I was
responding to the disorderly interjection.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Absolutely disorderly!
Hon. Philip Davis — My point of order is that
I believe the practice of the house — acknowledging
that it has changed from when all ministers were
present — is that a minister takes the adjournment and
responds to the matters that are raised, and it is not
appropriate for ministers to think there is some sort of
rugby side with an interchange bench.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On the point of order,
President, I need to respond to what the member is
suggesting. The minister had to leave the chamber, and
I took over. He has provided me with his notes in
relation to who has asked questions. I am told that
Mr Davis asked his normal question, which is one I am
happy to respond to during the course of my reply.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It was more a point of
procedure than a point of order. There is no standing
order or sessional order that requires all ministers to
attend. One minister is needed to attend the
adjournment. Since the practice of having only one
minister in the house came into being changeovers have
been required for one or two questions only; it was a
little longer this evening. That may have to do with the
fact that the minister moved the adjournment of the
house prior to the normal time of 10 o’clock, I am not
sure; but the minister has indicated that the Leader of
the Government had to leave the chamber.
I ask that the ministers attempt to be in the house on
time and that the minister who takes the adjournment is
here at the initial stage, but I cannot rule or order
ministers to do so. Out of courtesy for all members who
are present during the adjournment debate, it would be
helpful for members on both sides of the house to know
which minister is covering the adjournment. However,
I can only suggest that as a courtesy; there is no
requirement. I cannot rule that way, and I do not wish
to rule that way. I ask ministers to be cognisant of what
is happening in the house so that members can take the
opportunity to raise matters with the minister who is at
the table for the adjournment debate.
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Responses
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — Three questions were asked when
Minister Lenders was in the chamber. The first was
from the Honourable Ron Bowden for the Minister for
the Environment in the other place. It concerned Crown
land on the Mornington Peninsula. I will pass that
request on to the relevant minister.
The second was from the Honourable Sang Nguyen,
who asked a question of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services in the other place. I will pass that
request on to the relevant minister as well.
The Honourable David Davis asked a question of the
Minister for Finance. It concerned public sector
finances in relation to, as I understand it, qualified
audits from the health services. The Minister for
Finance has written that he will take this question on
notice; but in so doing both he and I note that once
again the Honourable David Davis is attempting by any
form that he can to try to ask questions that rightly
should be addressed to the Minister for Health in the
other place. Because Mr Davis is unable to do so in this
house, he continues to try to ask these questions of the
Minister for Finance.
The Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips asked a question
for the Minister for Local Government concerning
some local goings-on that he outlined to the house; it
was more about politicking by him than anything else,
but I will pass on his comments to the relevant minister
for consideration.
Ms Hadden asked me a question in relation to the
Fosterville Gold Project, and I am happy to provide an
answer to the question asked by her because it is a very
important development that has taken place in relation
to this mine. She asked me to advise her of the benefits
that the expansion of the Perseverance goldmine at
Fosterville would provide for the Bendigo region.
I can tell her that there will be considerable benefits
because this is a $75 million expansion program. It
involves the creation of 200 jobs for Bendigo during the
construction phase of the project, and 150 long-term
jobs once the project is well under way. I understand
that as much as 110 000 ounces of gold will be
produced out of the mine by 2005, so this is yet another
example of how the policies of the Bracks government
have resulted in what is rapidly becoming a second gold
rush in Victoria, through the promotion of investment
by companies such as Perseverance and the
establishment of a framework for that investment to
take place. I assure the honourable member that there
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will be considerable benefits arising out of the
investment in the Bendigo region.
The Honourable Philip Davis asked a question of the
Minister for Environment, although I had some trouble
understanding the question. He started off talking about
toxic waste storage facilities, then went on to ask the
minister to intervene with the federal government for
something or other, which I must say — —
Hon. Philip Davis — Have you not heard of Dutson
Downs?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The only thing I
can say is that I will pass the comments as recorded by
Hansard to the relevant minister for consideration.
Mr Somyurek asked a question for the Minister for
Transport in the other place in relation to the Narre
Warren–Cranbourne Road duplication, and I will
certainly pass that question on to the minister because it
is a very important road initiative for that area.
The Honourable Damian Drum asked a question for the
Minister for Education Services in the other place about
the new Bendigo Special Developmental School, and
expressed his concern that the new SDS not be built at
the Kaliana site. He requested that alternative sites be
examined instead. I will pass that request on to the
minister.
Ms Carbines raised a matter in relation to Dr Michael
Leahy, who has written to her in relation to
reconciliation. The question was for the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs. Dr Leahy has indicated his support
for some of the things the current government is doing
in relation to settlements with land rights and made a
number of important points, and I will certainly be
pleased to pass that request and those comments on to
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.
The Honourable Barry Bishop asked a question for the
Minister for Major Projects in another place in relation
to toxic waste facilities in the Mallee. He referred to the
meeting which was part of the consultation process in
relation to, I understand, a number of sites around
Victoria which are being considered. Of course this
government is prepared to go and talk to people before
these decisions are made. We understand the concerns
of local people, and I will certainly pass on
Mr Bishop’s request to the relevant minister.
The Honourable John Eren asked a question for the
Minister for Tourism in another place. He referred to
the 13 per cent increase in tourism in Victoria and
indicated that the federal government has not responded
in the same way to tourism funding in recent times. He
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requested that the minister seek that further funding,
and I will pass that on to the minister.
Mr Pullen asked a question for the Minister for
Environment, the Honourable John Thwaites, in
another place in relation to old red gum and yellow box
trees in a particular location on commonwealth land
and its proposed sale by the federal government. He
sought that that not occur and that these trees be
protected. I will pass that request on to the relevant
minister.
Ms Romanes asked me a question for the
Attorney-General in another place which relates to safe
and courteous driving. I am very happy to pass on that
request to Mr Hulls in relation to the Drive Right
program. I would even consider entering myself, I must
say. If they ever have a Drive Right for Politicians
program, I might put my name down.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 11.07 p.m.
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Thursday, 27 November 2003
The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment and sessional orders
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
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of Victoria requesting that the Legislative Council not
support the introduction of a financial cap to the
multipurpose taxi program and that any proposed
changes be delayed until full and proper consultation has
been held with stakeholders, including the taxi industry,
to consider other options for the efficient operation of the
programs, so that the special circumstances and needs of
the elderly and disabled in rural Victoria are fully
considered (138 signatures and 1344 signatures
respectively).
Laid on table.

(a) That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
2 December at 9.30 a.m.
(b) That sessional orders 2 and 5 be suspended to the extent
necessary to enable general business to take precedence
of all other business for 2 hours following members
statements, during the sitting of the Council on
Wednesday, 3 December; and
(c) That sessional orders 2, 3 and 13 be suspended to the
extent necessary to enable government business to take
precedence of all other business following members
statements, excluding questions, during the sitting of the
Council on Thursday, 4 December.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Alexandra District Hospital — Report, 2002–03 (two papers).
Boort District Hospital — Report, 2002–03.
Coleraine District Hospital — Report, 2002–03 (three
papers).
East Wimmera Health Service —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.

Motion agreed to.

PETITIONS
Public liability: sporting bodies
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) presented petition
from certain citizens of Victoria requesting that the
Victorian government legislate to provide suitable and
affordable public liability insurance cover to help protect
community sporting bodies from excessive insurance
premiums (1960 signatures).
Laid on table.

Consumer affairs: telemarketing
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) presented petition
from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the
government (i) reconsider the telemarketing provisions of
the Fair Trading (Further Amendment) Bill 2003 in view
of likely job and investment impacts; (ii) conduct a
regulatory impact review as required under the national
competition policy regulations; and (iii) consider the
negative impact on Victoria of acting unilaterally in what
is clearly a national area of responsibility (115
signatures).
Laid on table.

Taxis: multipurpose program
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) and Hon. B. W. BISHOP
(North Western) presented petitions from certain citizens

Report, 2002–03.
Freedom of Information Act 1982 — Report of the
Attorney-General on the operation of the Act, 2002–03.
Health Services Commissioner — Report, 2002–03.
Hesse Rural Health Service — Report, 2002–03.
Inglewood and District Health Service — Report,
2002–03.
Lorne Community Hospital — Report, 2002–03.
Maldon Hospital — Report, 2002–03.
Manangatang and District Hospital — Report, 2002–03.
McIvor Health and Community Services — Report,
2002–03.
Melbourne Health — Report, 2002–03.
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Variations Notified between 1 October 2003 and
26 November 2003.
Nathalia District Hospital — Report, 2002–03.
Omeo District Hospital — Report, 2002–03 (two papers).
Osteopaths Registration Board of Victoria — Report,
2002–03.
Otway Health and Community Services — Report,
2002–03.
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Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 —
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Physiotherapists Registration Board of Victoria — Report,
2002–03.

schools. Unfortunately, this will deny thousands of
young Victorians the opportunity of participating in
sport, culture and leadership programs. The government
is denying them those opportunities. I call on the
government to review this ill-considered decision and
to reinstate the Dukes award as a core component — —

Podiatrists Registration Board of Victoria — Report,
2002–03.

The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Minister’s response to recommendations in Environment
and Natural Resources Committee’s Inquiry into
Veterinary Pathology Services.

Robinvale District Health Services —
Minister for Health’s report of failure to submit 2002–03
report to her within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 2002–03.
South West Healthcare — Report, 2002–03.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Minister’s exemption certificates under section 9(6) in
respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 136 and 137.
Timboon and District Healthcare Service — Report,
2002–03.
Tweddle Child and Family Health Service — Report,
2002–03 (two papers).
Victoria Grants Commission — Report for the year ended
31 August 2003.
VITS LanguageLink — Premier’s report of receipt of
2002–03 report.
Yea and District Memorial Hospital — Report, 2002–03.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Duke of Edinburgh awards
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I wish to
pay tribute to an organisation operating in Victoria
known as the Duke of Edinburgh youth awards. The
Dukes, as they are affectionately called, have been
operating internationally for many years and have a
very high reputation in the youth sector. These awards
provide young people in Victoria with exposure to
training in leadership, living skills and mentorship.
They provide opportunities to be involved with sports,
arts and cultural activities. These awards are important
to the youth community. About four months ago the
state government gave the organisation three weeks
notice to vacate their premises in Victoria Street in
Melbourne where they have resided since 1996.
Recently they were informed by the state government
that they would no longer be considered to be a core
component of the Victorian youth development
program, which operates through Victorian secondary

Victorian National Parks Association: funding
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — I rise to condemn the
federal government, and in particular the Minister for
the Environment and Heritage, David Kemp, for its
disgraceful decision to remove funding from one of
Victoria’s peak conservation bodies, the Victorian
National Parks Association. As a volunteer organisation
the VNPA has been reliant on federal government
funding for the last 50 years. Victoria has been well
served by this funding. The VNPA has been at the
forefront of environmental debate in this state for many
decades and has been integral to the establishment of
our terrestrial and marine national parks.
Entirely consistent with its record of advocacy and
achievement in Victoria, the VNPA has been a fierce
opponent of the federal government’s decision to lease
90 hectares of coastal land at Point Nepean, advocating
loudly for its creation as a national park. Defunding the
VNPA is a mean, miserable and vengeful act by
Minister Kemp that deserves the condemnation of all
members of this house.
I urge members opposite to join me and voice their
opposition to the federal government’s defunding of the
VNPA — or will they prove yet again that they are
Liberals first and Victorians second?

Hazardous waste: Pittong
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — Last night the Leader
of the Opposition, the member for Benambra in the
other place and I attended a meeting at Linton at which
some 900 people from the community were in
attendance to voice their complete opposition to the
proposed toxic waste site at Pittong. The arrogance of
the government in not sharing any information and
doing most of its work under the cover of darkness,
with no transparency, certainly indicates the complete
contempt in which it has held this community.
I have inspected both locations at Pittong, and for the
information of the house they are both located in
pristine catchments — one being the Mount Emu
Creek, which is a habitat for platypus, and the other
being near the headwaters of the Woady Yallock Creek,
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which flows into Lake Corangamite, which is part of a
Ramsar site. There is no doubt that toxic waste should
be retired where it is created. I suggest the government
look not only at areas closer to Melbourne, such as in
the Dandenongs or Melton, but at Crown land.
I congratulate and support the community at Linton on
voicing their strong opposition to the toxic waste dump
being sited at Pittong.

Manningham: council employee
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I want to talk about
the Liberal Party’s total fear of free speech. Even
George Bush believes in free speech, but not the
Victorian Liberals.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is too much
noise in the chamber. I ask honourable members to
desist and allow Hansard to record Ms Hirsh’s
contribution. As I have indicated before, when it comes
to 90-second statements members tend to raise their
voices louder than is acceptable.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — The Liberals do not want a
discussion of the appalling behaviour of the member for
Warrandyte in the other place when he tried to get a
Manningham council employee sacked for mentioning
in a report that says — —
Hon. R. H. Bowden — On a point of order,
President, the honourable member has just commenced
her presentation, but it appears to be an attack on a
member of another place. I suggest that not be
encouraged.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There have been
rulings in the house previously on 90-second statements
where a member has raised a matter of concern. I do
not uphold the point of order.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — I am extremely concerned at
the attempt to get a council officer sacked. Also, the
Liberals do not want their leaders-only policy
statement — —
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order,
President, I heard what you said a moment ago, but
frankly this is a deliberate accusation against a member
in another place and it is repeated. It is a very deliberate
accusation. It is not a matter of some vagary; it is a
deliberate accusation, and it really can only be brought
about by substantive motion.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On the point of order,
President, as you are aware the standing orders in
relation to 90-second statements give members a great
deal of leeway, and you have made rulings in relation to
that in the past. It would be very unfortunate if you
were now to reverse that position when some people
have already made a range of sometimes quite
objectionable statements in their 90-second statements,
including Mr Forwood and others on the other side, and
they have been allowed to do so.
I am not sure why the opposition wants this truncated,
because if it does then maybe it ought to be
accommodated and then no-one, including opposition
members, will be able to make those sorts of
comments. I understand the issue being raised by the
honourable member is a matter of public record. It is in
the news, and there is a factual account, to which the
member wants to refer, of Mr Honeywood having
called for the sacking of a Manningham councillor.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member will not
debate the issue.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Without going into it,
President, I urge you to allow the honourable member,
in accordance with your previous rulings, to continue
with her statement.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Further on the point of
order, President, I hear what the Honourable Theo
Theophanous says, but surely in the context of the
rulings on these matters the 90-second statement
position should not circumvent the other standing
orders which in fact refer to the ways in which
members can bring substantive accusations or
allegations against other members of Parliament. That
ought to be the standing order that prevails in terms of
the Chair’s ruling. I would also hate to think that a
member for Silvan Province has had this opportunity in
a grubby deal to bring this matter on as a 90-second
statement today because of the circumstances last night.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the question of
members statements, members can raise a matter of
concern; they cannot make an allegation. I warn the
Honourable Carolyn Hirsh not to make an allegation,
but she is entitled, as have been all members in the past
on both sides of the house, to raise concerns regarding
members either in this house or the other place. I call on
the Honourable Carolyn Hirsh to continue.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — The problem with the
Liberal Party and the Mitcham–Frankston freeway is
that there is only one policy about it that has been
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announced by the Leader of the Liberal Party, which is
to use gaming licences to fund it.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order,
President, I seek the withdrawal of that statement by the
member for Silvan Province because it is an outright
lie. The Leader of the Opposition has made no such
statement in any forum or in any communication. It is a
lie that the member is trying to perpetrate.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On the point of order,
President, this is just nonsense. It is outrageous!
Whether the member for Koonung thinks the member
has lied or not, it is open to him to get up and make
comments in relation to it. Ms Hirsh is making a point
about what she thinks the policy of the Liberal Party is,
and she is entitled to do so. I understand she has
evidence to back it up, and she should be allowed to do
it.
Hon. Philip Davis — On the point of order,
President, in relation to the matter under discussion —
the members statement — you have just advised or
cautioned the member that she should not make an
allegation. I submit that in the comments she has
proceeded to make she is alleging matters in relation to
a member in another place — the Leader of the
Opposition in the other house — and it is not
appropriate that she should proceed with that. There is
absolutely no question that she has no right to allege
anything about a member in the other place, including
making allegations about statements made by the
opposition leader.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — On a point of order,
President, I take serious offence at being called a liar by
the member for Koonung, and I want him to withdraw
it. I am most offended.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will deal with the
first — —
Hon. Philip Davis — I made no such comment.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! With respect to the
point of order raised by the Honourable Bruce Atkinson
at the start, the honourable member is entitled to make
comments about policy that the opposition may have
and the honourable member has not made a personal
allegation against the Leader of the Opposition, so I do
not uphold the point of order.
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On the question of the member taking offence at being
called a liar, I do not know which member Ms Hirsh is
referring to, so I cannot ask — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will ask the member.
I do not need any assistance from my right. I ask
Ms Hirsh to identify the member; otherwise I obviously
cannot ask for a withdrawal.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — The Honourable Bruce
Atkinson called me a liar very clearly. I take severe
offence at that, and I would like the remark withdrawn.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the honourable
member to withdraw.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — There are occasions when
fabrication might not be construed as lies. I withdraw.
Hon. Bill Forwood — I seek your clarification on a
point of order, President, in relation to this issue,
because I do not think we can allow a circumstance
where people come in here, stand up, put words into
other members’ mouths and get away with it unless
evidence is led to the fact that this has actually been
said. I have been advised that the Leader of the
Opposition has never said the words Ms Hirsh alleges
he has said.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Hang on! I do not think we
can have a circumstance where members can come in
here and put words in another member’s mouth that
they know to be wrong. In circumstances such as that
90-second statements will degenerate into a farce — if
anyone can walk in here and say, ‘X has said this; X
does that’. The Chair cannot allow it. There must be
truth attached to what people say in this place.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
President, can I urge you to clearly state what you have
already stated — in this place, quite often, the truth is a
matter of opinion.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Oh, that will make good
reading!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Yes, because when
people speak the truth about something and it is not
liked by the opposition, it has its own version of the
truth. That is what debate is about. Debate is about
making a statement and offering others the opportunity
to rebut that statement.
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President, a personal allegation which you have
indicated is out of order, goes to the matter of the
person themself. If a member were to call another
member a liar, that would be a personal allegation
about the character of that individual, and it is out of
order. To make a statement about a policy position
another member might have is open to rebuttal in the
normal process. The member is entitled to put her point
of view as to what policy is being pursued by the
Leader of the Opposition.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Further on the point of order,
President, I believe it is entirely open for Ms Hirsh to
say, ‘I believe the Liberal Party’s policy is X’. That is
one thing. For her to say, ‘The Leader of the Opposition
said’, when it is not true, is inappropriate.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — How do you know?
Hon. Bill Forwood — I know it is not true.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — He might have told
her.
Hon. Bill Forwood — I know it is not true.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — He would not tell you
even if he had said it!
Hon. Bill Forwood — I put it to you, President, that
the forms of the house cannot allow a situation where
members come in here and put words in other
members’ mouths that are incorrect.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member has not
made a serious personal allegation about the Leader of
the Opposition. She has indicated that the leader has
made comments about a policy position, and the
member, as I cautioned her earlier, has to ensure that
she does not make allegations. It is open for members
to express opinions as to whether they support a
particular position or otherwise, and the member will
then have to stand by such issues she raised. With
respect to the Leader of the Opposition making a
statement about a policy issue, that is not a personal
allegation. I do not rule it out of order.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order,
President, in the context of your ruling, does it mean
that I can say to the house in a 90-second statement, ‘I
believe Minister Theophanous supports a policy
of — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Atkinson’s point
of order is out of order.
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Hon. C. D. HIRSH — I quote from a letter,
President, from a constituent, which I am happy to
make available:
I am interested to further develop your statement to the
meeting that a Liberal government would fund the freeway
from the proceeds of the auction of the licences for gambling
facilities …

The reply from the Leader of the Opposition in the
other place does not deny that statement. In fact funding
would not come in until 2012, unless there were
more — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — On a point of order,
President, the member did say that she would make the
letter available, and I ask her to now make it available.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is no
requirement of the house for the member to make it
available.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. C. D. Hirsh interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Hirsh.
Mr Smith interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Smith! I ruled on
the point of order that there is no requirement to make
the document referred to available. If the member wants
to do otherwise, then that is the call of the member. I
rule that there is no requirement to make the document
available.
Hon. W. A. Lovell — On a point of order,
President, I refer you to your ruling on the day
Ms Carbines called me on a point of order when I was
quoting from a letter and you instructed me to source it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member is correct
in her comments. The member has sourced the
document from her constituent. The member has
indicated to the house in her 90-second statement,
which concluded a little while back, that the letter was
from a constituent. At the time there was not a point of
order. With respect to the question of making it
available, there are no rules of the house requiring that
it has to be made available, but she has indicated that it
was from a constituent.
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Ballarat: growth
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I join with our Premier,
Steve Bracks, in praising Ballarat as one of Victoria’s
standout regions in relation to economic and population
growth. The report State of the Regions 2003–04 was
prepared by National Economics and released by the
Australian Local Government Association (ALGA) on
23 November. This report said that Ballarat had the
potential to become the nation’s top regional centre,
based on comparative data on the economic
performance of metropolitan and rural regions.
The report said that in the five-year period between
1996 and 2001 Ballarat’s population had grown by
5.7 per cent and employment had grown by 19.7 per
cent. On top of this growth the report rated Ballarat as
the regional city in Australia with the best growth
potential for the future out of all those cities that were
examined by the ALGA. The report’s co-author and
principal economist, Craig Shepherd, said that Ballarat
had all of the deciding factors, such as a healthy
regional economy, a growing population, a low
unemployment rate of less than 10 per cent, export of
education and business services and a strong
commitment to retaining skilled people. This is great
news for Ballarat, and congratulations to Ballarat.

McCauley College, Dooboobetic: buses
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I would like
to bring to the attention of the house the situation at
McCauley College at Dooboobetic, which is under
serious financial pressure and at this stage looks like
closing next year. The college has been in existence for
18 years and is in an area which has been one of the
hardest hit by the recent drought.
The school is unique because of its situation: it is right
in the middle of five different towns. Every student at
McCauley College travels to school on a bus, unless
they are lucky enough to have their parents drive them.
Children do not ride bikes or walk, and therefore
bussing is a huge cost for this school. Every family
pays $350 per student over and above the conveyancing
allowance which the government thankfully increased
dramatically last year. The fact that the government did
increase the conveyancing allowance is to be
applauded, but it does not absolve the government from
the fact that they are still forcing the school to pay
$50 000 per year over and above the personal payments
from each of the families, which sometimes in the case
of three children exceeds $1000.
There is also another state cost with this Catholic
school, and that is the cost of sending children to the
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vocational education and training (VET) course at the
Charlton TAFE College. That cost is $60 000, and it
effectively works out that for every student going to
Charlton TAFE the school is paying $60 a day for
contact visits for VET courses.

Rural and regional Victoria: migrants
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
want to inform the house how delighted I was to chair
the first of a series of regional working groups which
was held in Swan Hill last Monday. The aim of the
working group was to explore ways in which the
community and the state government can work together
to encourage migrants to live and work in regional
Victoria.
The Swan Hill working group brought together some
35 participants from Swan Hill, Robinvale and Mildura
with representatives from local government, the
Department of Human Services, the technical and
further education colleges, the Murray Mallee Training
Company, farmers, skilled migrants who have settled in
the area, the Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria,
representatives from the Horn of Africa Community
Group as well as government departments, the regional
development committee and the economic area
consultative committee.
The working group identified a range of regional
strengths and challenges to attracting and retaining
migrants as well as formulating some strategies for
moving forward. I want to congratulate and thank all
the participants for the valuable contribution made at
the working group on Monday, and I look forward to
attending and chairing the remaining working groups
that will be held right across the state in rural and
regional Victoria.

East Timor: friendship programs
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — It is a matter of
concern to me that other members of the opposition
may share the narrow views expressed by Mr Gordon
Rich-Phillips about the friendship programs that local
councils have developed with East Timor.
I am proud that 17 local governments in Victoria,
including my local council, Moreland, have responded
to the desire of their communities to show friendship
and support to many East Timorese communities. In all,
11 governments in New South Wales, 3 in Queensland,
1 in Canberra and 1 in Darwin have followed Victoria’s
lead. These are not aid and development programs, as
Mr Rich-Phillips has alleged, but examples of what
happens when local governments have been asked to
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share expertise about the things we do well in local
government in this country.
These local governments are directly accountable to
their local communities, who have worked hard to
support the friendship programs by raising funds in
their local communities. Funds raised have supported a
range of projects such as the Bacau friendship and
learning centre, similar to our neighbourhood houses,
and these responses of local communities to the needs
of people in East Timor should be encouraged rather
than discouraged.

Vietnamese community: cultural visit
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I wish
to acknowledge the work of the Vietnamese
community organisations and other organisations in
Melbourne in inviting Mr Lê Văn Khoa and Mrs Lê to
visit Melbourne in September this year.
Mr Lê Văn Khoa is a well-known musician in Vietnam.
He migrated to America after the fall of Saigon in 1975.
He is one of the best Vietnamese musicians in the
world. The aim of his visit was to speak at a seminar to
promote Vietnamese culture and also to explain
Vietnamese music to the Western World.
The seminar was well received by the audience, which
was attended by more than 100 people. Mr Lê Văn
Khoa and I were delighted to meet the director of the
Victorian Arts Centre and the director of the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra. I thank them for taking the time
to speak to Mr Lê Văn Khoa and his wife.
The community intends to organise another concert and
invite Mr Lê Văn Khoa back to Melbourne. I encourage
the Victorian Arts Centre and the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra to join in inviting him back to
Melbourne.

AUDITOR-GENERAL
State finances
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I
move:
That the Council take note of the Auditor-General’s report on
the finances of the state of Victoria, 2002–03, November
2003.

The economy has been strong in Australia for some
years now, and it has been strong in Victoria as well.
One would have thought that in times like that you get
ready for the downturn that inevitably will come. To
use a word the Minister for Finance used yesterday, you
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would behave in a prudent manner. What we have in
the Report of the Auditor-General on the Finances of
the State of Victoria, 2002–03, tabled in this place last
week, is a warning to the government.
I am interested to know today from either Mr Viney,
who I know is following me in the debate, or
Mr Hilton, who I understand will also be speaking on
this take-note motion, whether the government will
accept that the Auditor-General is running the flag up
the flagpole and saying, ‘Be careful, things do not look
good’.
What I am looking for from the government today is an
acknowledgement that the Auditor-General has brought
to the people of Victoria a warning that things are on a
knife edge. You do not just have to believe me in that;
you can look at page 3 of the Age of 21 November, the
day after the report was tabled on 20 November, headed
‘State cash flow on the wane: audit’. It states:
The Auditor-General has issued a strong warning about the
state’s finances, reporting that expenditure growth has easily
exceeded revenue growth under the Bracks government, and
budget surpluses have continued to fall despite a strong
Victorian economy.

Or even more to the point, Andrew Bolt’s comments
yesterday, when he said:
They promised us they’d changed, that they wouldn’t blow
our money or trust. But there are bad signs that Labor’s
falling into the old traps.
The Bracks government is officially in strife. Maybe even of
a lingering, fatal kind. It’s running out of both dollars and
ideological sense in that uh-oh, not-again way.

The challenge in front of the two Labor Party people
who will speak on this take-note motion today is
whether they will accept that the Auditor-General is
running the warning signs up the flagpole and that the
government’s expenditure is growing at an
unsustainable rate. As honourable members would
know if they have looked into the report, part of it is
due to the extraordinary explosion in wages and
salaries. I refer honourable members to page 65 of the
report, where the Auditor-General says:
Given that employee costs represent the most significant
driver of the unit cost of government services, one of the most
important risks faced by the government in meeting budget
forecasts is that future wage settlements may exceed
expectations.

The Auditor-General lists a series of risks that this state
faces. These risks are a result of the management of the
state’s finances by the government. What I am looking
for today, in the brief time allowed to members of the
Labor Party, is whether they accept that those risks
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exist, because to date as far as I am concerned no-one
from the government has in any sense acknowledged
that there are risks being faced.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Mr Theophanous
would know that in today’s paper the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development warns about
the end of the property boom; the cycle is about to turn.
This government has been relying disproportionately,
as everybody knows, on windfall gains from stamp
duty and land tax. Everybody knows this government
each year has blown its expenditure budget by millions
and millions of dollars — in other words, under this
government the budget has been propped up by
windfall gains from property taxes at a time when the
property cycle is about to turn.
The problem for this government is that it cannot and
has not been able to look after the economy in the good
times, and now we are facing the bad times there is
nothing left in the kitty. We now have a circumstance
where the Auditor-General is warning that the state is
on an — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Forwood will sit
down!
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — It is extraordinary to come
in here and listen again to Mr Forwood’s lecturing,
carping style. He comes in here full of pomposity and
decides to give warnings to the government. As
parliamentary secretary to the former Premier and a
former chair of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee he participated in the entire process of
attempting to nobble the Auditor-General. In fact he
was obviously the Premier’s boy in 1998 and 1999
when he undermined the capacity of the
Auditor-General to have any kind of decent look at
Victoria’s accounts. And why did members of the
Kennett government do that? Because their shameful
method of managing Victoria’s assets was to flog them
off. That is the only way they knew how to run and
manage the state of Victoria: flog it off to the highest
bidder you could find, if not a mate.
It was Mr Forwood who at that time, as chair of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee and the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier, was a part of
the executive, but he sat on and chaired the PAEC that
is meant to review the executive. It was an
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extraordinary conflict of interest for a parliamentary
secretary to be chair of the PAEC at a time when the
government was doing nothing more than flogging off
the assets of this state, sacking our nurses, getting rid of
teachers and cutting out police. These are the sorts of
things they did. And what happened? That government
overtaxed Victorians, built up these massive surpluses
and cut their services. And what has this government
come in to do?
This government has come in, restored services and
repaired the damage done by the Kennett government
in its seven years in office. We have put services back
into education and health, and we have made sure that
the taxes we raise are spent on the people of Victoria,
not hoarded away for the pet projects of the Premier of
the day. The previous Premier had grand, city-centric
plans for Melbourne and he was hoarding away the
surpluses, assuming that he would win the election in
1999 to build up a massive
expenditure — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
President, like the rest of us I am enjoying the
contribution from the honourable member, but he has
already been talking for half of his allotted 5 minutes
and he is yet to mention the Auditor-General’s report. I
invite him to finish his — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You don’t like it, do
you?
Hon. Bill Forwood — I am really comfortable with
it, Theo, it is not a problem for me at all. I invite the
member to finish his diatribe and move to the issue
before the house today, which is to take note of the
Auditor-General’s report for 2002–03.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member is
halfway through his allotted time. I ask him to come
back to the motion before the house.
Mr VINEY — It is absolutely relevant to the
motion because Mr Forwood gave a harping, warning,
lecturing account of the Auditor-General’s report when
he knows full well that if it were not for this
government, we would not have a report like the one
here. If it was not for this government, we would not
have an Auditor-General who was able to deliver this
report. The previous Liberal government was flogging
off and mismanaging the state’s assets, and it was
preventing the Auditor-General from looking at that.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
President, I am enjoying this, but I suggest to you that
under standing orders the member is not allowed to be
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either tedious or repetitious, and he is certainly being
repetitious.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I do not uphold the
point of order, but I remind the member of my previous
ruling about coming back to the motion before the
house.
Mr VINEY — The Auditor-General has found that
the finances of the state are sound. He has indicated
that, as we all know, we are facing changes in the
economic environment, and this government is well
aware of that. It has delivered a budget surplus for four
years and maintained a AAA credit rating. The
Auditor-General quite properly notes that there may be
some issues where the government needs to pay
attention. That is the proper process of the
Auditor-General and that is what we have enshrined in
the constitution — to allow the Auditor-General to do
his job with independence, integrity, openness and
accountability. That is what the previous Liberal
government would not do.
As parliamentary secretary and chair of the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee, Mr Forwood
participated in a process with the Premier of the day, in
1998 and 1999, to nobble the Auditor-General so that
these sorts of reports were not possible.
Mr Forwood likes to come in here with his hectoring,
lecturing style and make all sorts of allegations against
government members, and make his delightful but
nasty interjections from the other side of the chamber.
But when it comes to the things that matter in managing
government we know that he participated quite directly
with the Premier of the day in covering up the state’s
accounts and preventing the Auditor-General from
producing this kind of valuable report. It has been
appropriately presented to the government and
identifies a number of issues that the government is
aware of. It will continue to monitor the accounts and
expenditure in an appropriate way to maintain the
government’s surpluses and the AAA credit rating.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — It really
is disappointing to hear Mr Viney completely ignoring
the motion before the house. He ranted and raved about
what the former Liberal government allegedly did with
the Auditor-General, and even if it had any validity —
which of course it has not — it was completely
undermined by the actions of his own government
earlier this year when it attempted to cut the budget of
the Auditor-General, until it was sprung by the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee. So much for all his
allegations!
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He ought to take note of what the Age said in an
editorial earlier this week — it is time for the Bracks
government to stop blaming Kennett for all the ills of
this state because four years have gone past.
It is clear from the Auditor-Generals’ report that was
tabled last week that virtually every indicator is
trending in the wrong direction. The state reported an
operating surplus of $54 million in 2002–03, some
$553 million lower than the year before. State revenues
increased by $1420 million, yet expenditure went up by
$1973 million. Over the five-year period from 1999 to
2003 revenue increased by 21 per cent and expenditure
increased by 35 per cent. The state’s operating
surpluses have continued to decline, notwithstanding
the state’s strong economic activity. Every indicator
that you look at, President, is trending the wrong way.
Yet what have we heard from Mr Viney? And what do
we hear from Mr Lenders when he is asked a question?
Evasiveness and unhelpful answers. We are hearing
slogans like, ‘AAA — here to stay’. It is demeaning for
a cabinet minister to resort to slogans. It is all right for
people of no consequence like Mr Eren and
Mr Mitchell to parrot from the backbench, ‘AAA —
here to stay’, but it is absolutely pathetic to hear a
minister of the Crown resorting to slogans.
Hon. P. R. Hall interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Yes, what it does,
Mr Hall, is remind the people of Victoria of who lost
the AAA rating and who got it back. I do not mind if
the Labor members want to go around reinforcing in
the public’s mind what it has always feared — that is,
that Labor cannot manage money, because that is what
the public fears now and that is what an editorial in the
Herald Sun said yesterday. The fear that has been latent
in the community is now being reawakened because of
the indications they are seeing, and which the
Auditor-General’s report has alluded to so succinctly.
All honourable members know and all our electors
know there is a simple equation in this society. Every
household, business and farm knows that if you spend
more than you receive, it cannot go on. That is the
indication we get from this Auditor-General’s report.
That trend is a reminder of the days of the Cain and
Kirner governments when we saw the state completely
destroyed and demoralised by Labor Party
administration. Regrettably those are the sort of
indications that are now coming forward.
As I said last week, the government is beginning to
unravel. And here is another indication. Members of the
government seem like rabbits caught in the headlights:
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they are not sure what to do about it. We have the
Treasurer running around talking about his surplus, yet
we have hospitals in deficit and going broke. We have
had the Treasurer reported in the newspapers today as
saying of the $207 million the Department of
Infrastructure should have put back into the
consolidated fund, ‘Oh, it is only a matter of
accounting’. Here we have the Auditor-General
drawing attention to shonks and fiddles in the way the
state’s books are being kept, and the Treasurer of the
state says, ‘Oh, it is only accounting procedures’. That
is the way he brushes it off. This Auditor-General’s
report is a red light, and it is flashing brightly.
I agree with Mr Forwood: the government ought to use
this opportunity today to at least acknowledge that the
Auditor-General, to use Mr Forwood’s words, has run
up the flag, or to use my analogy, is flashing a red light.
The government ought to get hold of the economy of
the state and the state’s finances, and it ought to begin
now, not wait until it is too late like Cain and Kirner
did.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I
would like to make a contribution on the report today.
The government is trying to provide services to
Victoria. What we lost in the Kennett years we want to
bring back to the Victorian people. We want to be more
accountable to the people of Victoria. After listening to
the opposition, it is apparent those speakers were trying
to undermine the government services, trying to
undermine what the government is doing to bring the
economy back in Melbourne. You can see today that
the economy of Victoria is very strong. People trust our
government. The government helps the Victorian
business community. It has many programs to help
people come to Victoria with investment. It wants more
business to come to Melbourne, with people feeling
confident.
The report highlights many important things, such as
how the government provides for education and special
needs. During the Kennett years many teachers, welfare
workers and schools were cut. The Kennett government
sacked nurses and cut down on hospital services.
Everything went to private enterprise. The report
highlights the many services and things that the public
can enjoy. Some of the highlights are funding in rural
areas, especially during the bushfires last year; we put
up money for drought relief and bushfire assistance. We
helped rural Victoria.
I am sorry that when the opposition members discuss
this, they try to turn things and be nasty. They do not
make a contribution. They do not explain to the
community what the government tries to do.
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Opposition members should give clear information to
their electorates about how good the government is,
about the funding available and about what the
government does to help rural communities. They do
not help their rural communities.
I disagree with Mr Forwood about the government
relying on stamp duty on housing. The government
does not rely on these things. It relies on other revenue,
not just on one factor. The government knows what it
relies on. I know that the housing sector is going to
slow down in the next 12 months, but because the
Victorian economy is still strong people can still spend
the money to buy houses. This is one of the positives of
our economy.
I have heard people talking about doing more business
in Victoria. Migrants want to come to Victoria for
investment from overseas. This report shows the
positive side; it shows that the government cares for the
economy and makes sure that Victoria remains a AAA
state and that the economy stays strong.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — In rising to
speak on the Auditor-General’s report, there are a
couple of things that need to be said. We need to
acknowledge that the government introduced the
legislation that allowed for this report. The report on the
finances of Victoria is extremely useful. My only
concern is that the warnings it carries should be so
cavalierly ignored by the government, based on the
contributions I have heard this morning. The report
carries very significant warnings, and if the
Auditor-General makes these reports the government
should listen to what he has to say.
I turn to some of the key issues in the report. State
revenues have increased in the year by $1.4 billion, and
listen to this: if the government had stuck to its forecast
budget Victoria would have had a surplus of
$2 billion — a massive surplus. This has been the trend
ever since the government was elected; it has not stuck
to its forecast budget. The surpluses have been eaten
away.
It is a signal of problems ahead, and I must say that I
fervently hope these problems can be dealt with. The
government has an operating surplus of $54 million,
but if it had stuck to its budget it would have an
operating surplus of some $2 billion. This is a serious
situation. The point is that the government has been
saved by the rivers of gold that have flowed in from all
sources as a result of the booming economy — which is
nothing to do with the government — but it has been
the beneficiary big time.
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All the forecasts clearly say that the economy is
slowing down. Over two years ago Access Economics
said the Victorian economy would slow down in 2003,
2004 and 2005, basically because of the world situation
and the extent to which the Victorian economy depends
on exports. It is true that there is the potential for a
pick-up in the world economy, and the recent
statistics — particularly those that came out in the last
few days in the United States of America — indicate
that that economy is starting to pick up again. I put to
the house: how prudent is it to gamble everything on
what somebody else does? It is possible that if the
government continues as it is and spends, spends and
spends, it might skate through on the basis of the world
economy picking up and that flowing through to
Australia and Victoria. But it is a big gamble to put all
your eggs, your future, in the hands of parties outside
this state and this nation.
This report is very timely, because it shows the
government’s wild spending. As I said, a potential
$2 billion surplus if it had stuck to its expenditure
budget has been reduced to $54 million. That needs to
be dealt with with great care. I earnestly urge the
government to be more responsible on the expenditure
side, because for the next two years it faces a potential
slowdown in the economy, and that will hit the revenue
and rivers of gold that have been flowing in and there
will be trouble for Victoria. I urge the government to
pay attention to the Auditor-General’s report.
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — It is always
a great pleasure to speak on an Auditor-General’s
report. The quality of the report is always of a
uniformly high standard. I believe we are lucky in this
state to have a person of the calibre of Wayne Cameron
as the watchdog. Wayne, as members know, is from
New Zealand, and it demonstrates to me that New
Zealand is capable of producing quality auditors as well
as quality rugby players.
In response to Mr Forwood, the government accepts the
Auditor-General’s report. It believes the
Auditor-General performs a very important function in
this state, and the government will take cognisance of
his comments. The cooperation between the
Auditor-General and the government is already bearing
fruit. I quote from his comments on page 18:
Since the inaugural annual financial report in 1996–97, there
has been a focus by both DTF and my office on the
continuous improvement of the presentation and disclosures
of the report. Consistent with this focus, further minor
changes were made during 2002–03 and in my opinion the
document is of a high standard.
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I thought I had 5 minutes to make my contribution, but
I notice that the clock is now at 1 minute 30 seconds. I
will not have the chance to say what I would like to
have said, which is unfortunate, because I would have
liked to respond to some of the comments made by the
opposition.
The financial year 2002–03 was a difficult one. There
was a significant drought, the withdrawal of a major
supply of funds for our public services and a major
downturn in financial markets overseas. If that
downturn in financial markets had not happened, the
government would have had a surplus of over
$1 billion. I quote from Tim Colebatch, who wrote an
article in the Age in May in which he stated:
The main reason the surplus has fallen so much is the share
market plunge of $970 million.

He goes on to say that most of the surplus is still there.
The government is committed to a $100 million surplus
this year, next year and every year. It believes in
spending the revenue of Victoria for the benefit of
Victorians. It does not believe in squirreling money
away in the bank to be used just so it can claim to have
a large surplus. It believes in using the money for the
benefit of all Victorians.
Motion agreed to.

CRIMES (MONEY LAUNDERING) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation), Hon. M. R. Thomson (Minister for Small
Business) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Second-reading speech as follows incorporated on motion
of Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small Business):
The bill implements the government’s election commitment
to close loopholes in Australian laws which may be exploited
by organised criminals moving between jurisdictions. It will
also implement the commitment made by the Premier at the
2002 Council of Australian Governments summit on
terrorism and multijurisdictional crime to reform the laws
relating to money laundering. This is part of a national
initiative to tackle money laundering and organised criminal
networks.
Money laundering is a process of converting cash or other
property derived from criminal activity to make it appear to
be legitimately obtained. Criminals keep generating profits
but distance themselves from the criminal activity that
produces their wealth, making it harder to prosecute them and
confiscate their ill-gotten gains.
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Money laundering is a significant global problem. The
International Monetary Fund estimates that the scale of
money laundering worldwide is between 2 per cent and 5 per
cent of global gross domestic product. This is a problem that
must be addressed by governments across the world. The
Bracks government is taking action to attack this black
economy.
The bill strengthens Victoria’s laws against people who profit
from or facilitate crime. Like the recent amendments to the
Confiscation Act 1997, this bill is part of the government’s
commitment to ensuring that those who engage in criminal
activity as a business can be effectively dealt with under the
law and do not profit from that activity.
Victoria currently has money laundering offences in part 14
of the Confiscation Act 1997. These existing offences relate
to dealing with property, including money, that is derived
from criminal activity. However, money laundering is more
than just an aspect of the confiscation regime. The bill will
relocate money laundering offences to the Crimes Act 1958.
This reflects the seriousness of the offences and their
application to a broad range of criminal activity.
A person will only be liable under these new offences if he or
she is alleged to have committed an offence on or after
commencement of this bill. For money laundering offences
alleged to have been committed before the commencement of
this bill, the existing offences in part 14 of the Confiscation
Act 1997 will continue to apply.
Proceeds of crime
The bill creates four offences for dealing with proceeds of
crime — that is, property (including money) derived from
criminal activity. These offences will apply to people who
deal with property, including money, and who know or who
are reckless or criminally negligent about whether the
property is the proceeds of crime.
This series of offences is similar to the existing money
laundering offence in section 122 of the Confiscation Act
1997. The most significant change is that for the most serious
offence the prosecution will be required to prove that the
defendant intended to ‘launder’ the property, in the sense of
disguising its illegal origins. The bill will also clarify the fault
elements of the offences by creating separate offences for
each fault element.
The bill also creates a new offence comparable to the existing
offence of dealing with property that may reasonably be
suspected to be proceeds of crime.
Instruments of crime
The bill creates three offences for dealing with instruments of
crime — that is, property (including money) that is used to
facilitate or commit crimes. These offences are new in
Victoria.
In 1999 the Australian Law Reform Commission reviewed
the effectiveness of money laundering offences similar to the
current Victorian offences. The commission concluded that a
significant case had been made for extending the operation of
these offences to catch people who deal with money or other
property in preparation for criminal activity. As the
commission concluded, laws such as those we currently have
in Victoria are ineffective where a person is engaged in
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criminal activity as a business and is detected dealing with
money or property to set up an offence.
In response to the Australian Law Reform Commission’s
report, the commonwealth government recently amended its
offences to include dealing with instruments of crime.
Consistency across jurisdictions will enhance the
effectiveness of money laundering offences. The bill therefore
aligns Victoria’s laws to those at commonwealth level to
close potential loopholes.
The new offences will apply to people who deal with
property, including money, and who know or who are
reckless or criminally negligent about whether the property
will be used to commit a crime.
These new offences will apply to people who may currently
be prosecuted under the law of complicity who facilitate
crimes. However, under the law of complicity a person must
intend to facilitate a criminal offence. These new laws will
also create liability in situations where people are reckless or
criminally negligent about whether they are facilitating
criminal activity.
Although this new category of offences has been modelled on
the commonwealth’s laws, it does not go as far as the
commonwealth provisions. Notably, under the new Victorian
laws a person will only be guilty of an instruments of crime
offence if the property he or she dealt with is actually used in
criminal activity. By contrast, under the commonwealth laws
a person can be guilty even if the property does not end up
being used to commit an offence.
Extending money laundering laws to cover people dealing
with instruments of crime will ensure that people who finance
or otherwise facilitate crimes can be brought to justice.
However, the laws will not cast the net so wide as to capture
innocent Victorians. As a safeguard against the inappropriate
use of the new laws, the bill requires the Director of Public
Prosecutions to consent before a prosecution for dealing with
property which subsequently becomes an instrument of crime
can commence.
With regard to the offences of dealing with proceeds of crime
and dealing with instruments of crime, it is necessary to show
that the property was derived from or used in the commission
of some other offence. There may be circumstances in which
it is possible to prove beyond reasonable doubt that property
is derived from or used in a relevant offence, but it is not
possible to prove the precise details of that offence.
For example, if a person is apprehended in possession of a
large amount of money and the person admits that the money
is the proceeds of an armed robbery but does not say which
robbery the money was from, it may not be possible to prove
when the robbery was committed or who committed it.
The bill clarifies that, as long as it is possible to prove that the
money was derived from, or used in, an offence falling within
certain categories, it is not necessary to prove all of the details
of that offence.
In some cases, the facts may show that the property must
have been derived from one of two (or possibly more)
alternative offences, each of which is an offence referred to in
the definition of ‘proceeds of crime’. However, it may not be
possible to say which one of those offences the property was
derived from. In these cases, if it can be proved beyond
reasonable doubt that the property must have been derived
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from one of the alternative offences, should not be necessary
to prove which one. The same applies in the context of
‘instruments of crime’.
Alongside the government’s recent improvements to
Victoria’s confiscation laws, this bill is an important part of
our commitment to ensuring that those who engage in
criminal activity as a business can be effectively dealt with
under the law and do not profit from that activity.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East
Yarra) on motion of Hon. E. G. Stoney.
Debate adjourned until next day.

HEALTH LEGISLATION (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 25 November; motion of
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged Care).

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I am pleased
to speak today on the Health Legislation (Further
Amendment) Bill and to make some comments on
behalf of my constituents and the Liberal Party. The bill
is an omnibus bill that does a number of different
things. It makes some changes with respect to Chinese
medicine registration — and I will provide detail and
make some comments on those in due course. It
amends the Health Records Act 2001 to ensure
consistency with the sovereignty of government
principle is protected and seeks to make clear that
commonwealth bodies are not required to comply. I
look forward, when the minister returns to the house, to
speaking to him about some assurances on that matter.
The bill also authorises the conduct of Health
Purchasing Victoria and public hospitals in relation to
the Trade Practices Act 1974. The bill seeks to repeal
the Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984. The
opposition is most concerned about the repeal of the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act and the
Pathology Services Accreditation Board. The
opposition intends to move an amendment to remove
those sections of the bill to prevent the repeal of the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act and consequently
to maintain the Pathology Services Accreditation Board
in operation. I will discuss that at some length in due
course.
I note that this bill has come from the Legislative
Assembly. I was impressed with the contribution from
Mrs Shardey, the member for Caulfield in the other
place, and the points she made. I also note that the
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government refused at that time to allow the
opposition’s amendment to try to prevent the repeal of
the Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984 and to
make the necessary changes to protect the community
with respect to pathology services.
In the first instance the issue I should discuss is the
changes to be made with respect to the Health Records
Act. This clarifies the position of commonwealth public
sector agencies. It is claimed the legislation will make it
clear, consistent with the sovereignty of government
principle, that commonwealth bodies are not intended
to be regulated by the state’s health privacy laws. It is
argued that these commonwealth bodies are already
regulated under commonwealth privacy laws.
My concern about that — and I intend to ask some
questions about it in the committee stage — is that it
invites us to the conclusion that commonwealth trading
enterprises that may be in operation in Victoria and
may compete with private sector organisations ought to
be treated differently. We have heard an announcement
in the last couple of days that Qantas will set up a
budget airline in Victoria. Given Qantas’s position and
history, I am not sure how that will apply. I am also not
sure how organisations such as Telstra will be treated.
There is a question of principle with regard to
competitive neutrality in this issue, and I am not sure
that the house would necessarily be keen to uphold the
principle that commonwealth bodies ought to meet a
lesser standard of privacy security than state bodies or
private sector organisations in Victoria. For example,
why should employees of commonwealth-owned
enterprises have less security with respect to privacy
and less clear and less direct guarantees with respect to
the behaviour of an employer in that respect than a
similar private sector organisation?
The argument on that is not clear to me. I understand
the idea of sovereignty of the different governments,
but I would have thought Victoria was quite able to
ensure that adequate standards are met in cases where
bodies are trading enterprises or enterprises that
compete with private or state bodies. I am not clear, and
I am not yet convinced, that the commonwealth privacy
laws are satisfactory in this regard. I am not clear that
they meet the same precise standards as the state Health
Records Act. For that reason I register a concern on that
issue.
Similarly with Health Purchasing Victoria, I understand
the principle that the government has put out that
Health Purchasing Victoria is a body that seeks to
conglomerate Victorian hospitals and get the benefits of
collective purchasing which are critical for the state in
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terms of the financial positions of hospitals. I can only
say that all Victorians and all members of this house are
very concerned about the financial position of our
hospitals, and the step toward collective purchasing was
supported by the opposition at the time of its
introduction. The opposition took the view that it was
appropriate for the community to get the benefits of
scale buying and the ability to get better pricing.
I understand from the briefing — and I thank the
department for its briefing, which was comprehensive
and helpful — the principle that was put out that where
collective purchasing occurs, public hospitals may well
have been regarded as bodies corporate under the Trade
Practices Act and thereby may have been brought into
the net. It is not clear to me that this has occurred, but
there is the potential for it to occur. To that extent the
opposition certainly supports the bill.
The bill brings up the issue of what can be done to
more effectively undertake collective purchasing and
what can be done to bring hospital costs under control.
We have heard some discussions in this chamber this
morning in terms of the state’s broader financial
position, but I know the Auditor-General’s Report on
Public Sector Agencies — Results of Special Reviews
and 30 June 2003 Financial Statement Audits, which
was released yesterday, is a document about which
many Victorians were deeply concerned.
Many of the bodies that would be caught by the
changes in this act and brought into the gamut safely of
Health Purchasing Victoria would include bodies like
those mentioned in the Auditor-General’s report tabled
yesterday. I take the house to page 84 and figure 3.3E,
which is titled ‘Public hospitals displaying signs of
financial difficulty at 30 June 2003’. The hospitals
listed in that first tranche of hospitals failed all four of
the Auditor-General’s tests. The tests included:
operating result prior to extraordinary items; operating
result prior to funding for capital purposes and
extraordinary items; net cash inflows (outflows) from
operating activities; and positive (negative) working
capital position. These are the four tests the
Auditor-General put out for the financial position of
Victorian public sector hospitals.
The metropolitan hospitals that failed his test included
Eastern Health and Melbourne Health. I make a
comment that I am bemused as to why Melbourne
Health did not table its annual report at the time it was
required to; it has been tabled today. I do not
understand why a major network — Melbourne Health
is a $490 million network — cannot comply with the
Financial Management Act and have its report tabled
on 31 October, as is required by the directions of the
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Minister for Finance, the very directions, of course, as
Mr Viney will know, that the finance minister tells us in
this house regularly that he is not responsible for. But
then he is not responsible for very much if we look at
the budgetary figures we are beginning to see!
Other metropolitan hospitals that failed the
Auditor-General’s test include: Mercy Private
Hospitals, Peninsula Health, Southern Health, and
Women’s and Children Health. The regional and rural
hospitals on that list of failing all four of the
Auditor-General’s financial tests of financial viability
include Bairnsdale Regional Health Service, Barwon
Health, Bass Coast Regional Health, Central Gippsland
Health Service, Dunmunkle Health Services, Latrobe
Regional Health, Northeast Health Wangaratta,
Wodonga Regional Health Service. What is significant
is that that is a very broad spread of hospitals.
Equally, at page 85 of the same report, in a table under
figure 3.3F, the Auditor-General looks at public
hospitals with unfavourable results in respect of at least
two of the indicators put out as at 30 June. Those
hospitals include, in the metropolitan group, Austin
Health and Bayside Health. The rural and regional
hospital group include: Alpine Health; Ballarat Health
Service; Colac Area Health; Coleraine District Health;
Djerriwarrh — —
Mr Viney — On a point of order, President, the bill
before the house is the Health Legislation (Further
Amendment) Bill. My understanding is that the
provisions relating to Health Purchasing Victoria are
some minor changes that are to ensure that some of its
activities are not in breach of the Trade Practices Act. I
fail to see how any of Mr Davis’s contribution so far in
relation to the funding, financial operations of the range
and raft of hospital services throughout Victoria, and in
particular his endless quoting of the Auditor-General’s
report, which we have only just debated, has anything
whatsoever to do with this bill. I ask you to bring him
back to the bill.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is a narrow bill, but
it has always been the practice in this place that the lead
speaker is given latitude. I do not uphold the point of
order.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Thank you, President, and
on your point — —
Mr Viney — It was a good point though.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — No, not at all. I covered it
all. Had the member for Chelsea Province been here
and listened he would have heard that I had covered in
my introduction why I was going to talk about the
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financial viability of hospitals and the fact that Health
Purchasing Victoria was an idea, or a system, that
would enable hospitals to make savings. In the light of
the financial difficulties we have heard about in the last
few days I would have thought any savings that could
be made would be very welcome.
Mr Viney — You should have spoken about it in
the debate about the Auditor-General’s report earlier
and not dragged it into this bill.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — We referred to it in this
house earlier, as Mr Viney knows. One of the concerns,
of course, is that the Minister for Finance refuses to
take any responsibility for the finances of the state. He
refuses to answer questions on the finances of
government institutions in Victoria. He should properly
take responsibility for their compliance with the
guidelines that he himself set down.
I continue down the list of rural and regional hospitals.
These include: Alpine Health; Ballarat Health Service;
Colac Area Health; Coleraine District Health;
Djerriwarrh Health Services; East Wimmera Health
Service; Echuca Regional Health; Goulburn Valley
Health; Heywood Rural Health; Kooweerup Regional
Health; Lorne Community Hospital; Manangatang and
District Hospital; Omeo District Hospital; Portland and
District Hospital; Rural Northwest Health; Swan Hill
District Hospital; Tallangatta Health Service; Upper
Murray Health and Community Services; Wimmera
Health Care Group; and Yarrawonga Health Service. In
total 15 hospitals are facing financial difficulties — a
significant increase on the nine considered to be in that
position at 30 June 2002.
Mr Viney — Because they are treating more
patients.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — They are only treating
less than 2 per cent more over what the government
expected them to treat. I am glad Mr Viney brought that
point up, because I want to place on record that the
minister has been running around with an excuse that
there are more people being treated and therefore
somehow that is a problem. Our hospitals are in
position to treat patients; that is what they are there for.
It is not clear to me whether the Minister for Health
would advocate that sick people be turned away or not
be treated properly.
This fudge is a disgrace. On radio this morning the
minister said that only 20 000-odd more people were
treated, and that is indeed less than 2 per cent over what
the government budgeted for — what it expected to be
treating. In well over 1.18 million I do not think 20 000
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is too much for the health system to cope with. The
minister should accept responsibility. She is very good
at dodging responsibility. I know she is very unhappy
with the Auditor-General’s report and the figures in it.
She has tried to twist, squirm and indicate in every way
possible that she is not responsible for the tremendously
bad financial result turned in by our hospitals.
At page 83 of the Auditor-General’s report, under
‘Aggregate financial standing of public hospitals’, the
table in figure 3.3D indicates that the operating deficit
was $121 million — a turnaround of $160-odd million
on the $48 million surplus that was recorded last year.
That is a significant deterioration in the financial
position of our public hospitals.
When looking at the financial positions of hospitals and
the obvious things that can be done under Health
Purchasing Victoria to make some reasonable — and
clearly obvious — savings, at the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearing earlier this year on
15 May Mr Rich-Phillips, who is not in the chamber at
the moment but takes a close interest in the financial
position of the health sector — —
Hon. W. A. Lovell interjected.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — A longstanding interest,
indeed. Mr Rich-Phillips asked a series of questions in
tandem, I might add, with Mr Forwood, who also takes
a close interest in the finances of our hospitals, as he
does in other parts of the state government’s
responsibilities.
At the hearing it was interesting that the Liberal Party
members of the committee, Mr Rich-Phillips and
Mr Forwood, asked the Minister for Health very closely
about the financial position of hospitals. She was asked
whether it was the case that hospitals at that point were
heading for a financial position of between
$100 million and $120 million deficit. The minister
became very agitated. I would have to say that that
hearing of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee was something of a meltdown. The minister
lost her cool, as did a number of senior bureaucrats.
Mr Forwood in his own way became determined to get
to the truth of the matter and establish what the
hospitals’ situation would be. It is important for the
house to understand some of the transcript. The
minister in response to one of the questions said to
Mr Rich-Phillips:
… Mr Rich-Phillips, is [there] some sort of assumption that
the government is not providing enough resources. In fact this
was the tenor of a media release that was made available by
the shadow health minister, who said there was a shortfall of
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$122 million in state government funding for the metropolitan
hospitals in 2001–02 …That information was then given to
the media.

Later Mr Rich-Phillips asked:
Are you rejecting the bottom line, Minister? Are you rejecting
the bottom line of a loss of $120 million?

The minister said:
To do a grade 2 sum and have a little subtraction between the
state government input and the income line — not the bottom
line — really just demonstrates that you have no
understanding of the complexity of the funding within the
hospital system. Let me also refer you to your comments
regarding the financial position reported by the
Auditor-General. I think it is important that we take a little bit
of time here —

likewise, I think it is very important —
and actually go to the tables in the Auditor-General’s report;
even though they are not tables that are in the budget,
nevertheless we will take some time here.
Mr FORWOOD — What are you hiding now?

The Chair had to intervene to protect the minister, and
said:
The minister will have respect shown while she is answering
the question.
Ms PIKE — I think it is important that we actually
understand what the figures are that the Auditor-General is
reporting on, and what they consist of and what they mean in
terms of the ongoing viability of the hospital system. I will
ask Mr Solomon to go through that and talk about the things
that are included in the Auditor-General’s figures and the
things that are not and how they relate to the budget papers.

Mr Solomon then spoke for some period, and said:
The department expressed its concern to the Auditor-General
about the indicators that he was using, particularly if you look
at the second one, which is ‘operating result prior to funding
for capital purposes and extraordinary items’. What the
Auditor-General has done is left in the cost of capital — that
is, appreciation —

I think he means depreciation, perhaps he means
both —
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Mr FORWOOD — I think the people of Victoria are entitled
to accept the Auditor-General over you.

I can only agree with Mr Forwood; I accept the
Auditor-General’s view over Ms Pike and the
department. They have fundamentally not understood
what is going on with the Victorian hospital system and
their intransigent refusal to look properly at hospital
funding and depreciation issues in and around hospitals,
and to bring these things properly to book to make
hospitals focus on the long-term issues that are
important to the Victorian community is a major
mistake.
It is not as though the Auditor-General has not been
saying this for some time, because he has. He said it
with respect to medical equipment, to the report tabled
in February this year, and in this report now. He
certainly, I am sure, said it privately to the department
in conversations with it. He has certainly said it to me
and others.
The minister was so wrong, and this is indicative of her
inability to manage a large system; it is indicative of her
inability to see clearly what is required; and it is
indicative of the concerns that many Victorians are
increasingly feeling about her ability to manage our
large and complex hospital system. It is not sufficient to
try to fudge these things when the minister went on
country television the other day trying to argue that
there was no financial crisis in country hospitals. She
must be the only person in Victoria who believes that.
Maybe there are one or two others, but you would have
to look a long way to find them.
Trying to sell an implausible line like that does not do
the minister or the public health system in Victoria any
good. These things are better faced. Mr Viney will
remember when he was parliamentary secretary that
these things are much better faced and dealt with
properly. There will have to be some real hard thinking
by the minister and the government as to how they will
respond to some of these problems, because the cuts
and closures that are slowly building up in the system
will impact harshly on Victorians.

but he has taken out capital income. So that is what produced,
for instance for the Austin, quite a negative result. If we take
out both capital income and capital costs the Austin last year,
on audited results, made $2 million.

The country hospitals that the minister has targeted at
Manangatang, Warracknabeal, Hopetoun, Rushworth
and others — —

Mr FORWOOD — So you disagree with the
Auditor-General?

Mr Viney — Why don’t you come back to the bill,
David?

Mr SOLOMON — We have said that in our reply.

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — I am right on the bill,
Mr Viney. If you do not think the financial position of
public hospitals affects a whole range of things in the
bill, then you are clearly mistaken. In the city we have

Ms PIKE — We have made that point clear.
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seen the closure of key services, such as the paediatric
intensive care unit at Monash Medical Centre. A lot has
to be explained by the Monash board and bureaucrats,
because what they have done is unacceptable. I do not
think too many Victorians support their action. This is
unfortunately the harbinger of further cuts and closures
that will be seen over the next period.
On a slightly positive note, there was grudging
acceptance by the Minister for Finance yesterday that
he would respond positively, and I took it that he would
adopt the recommendation of the Auditor-General at
page 86, recommendation 3.3.31, which states:
We recommend that the Department of Human Services, in
conjunction with the Department of Treasury and Finance,
reassess the current method of funding for public hospitals.
This reassessment should assess the need to ensure
depreciation funding is provided to hospitals to effectively
maintain existing hospital infrastructure.

That is absolutely critical. The department, with the
Department of Treasury and Finance, ought to come up
with a better system. I am sure the opposition would be
pleased to assist the government in that if it wished to
do so, but it is clearly the case that the government has
no clear way forward at this point. We cannot let this
drift indefinitely. It would be wrong for that to occur
because it will impact badly on those critical health
services around the state.
What is interesting when looking at the capital
run-down of some hospitals — the Royal Children’s
Hospital is one of the most notable in this regard — is
that there has been a massive deterioration in the equity
position of that hospital and a number of other
hospitals. That decline in equity position is something
that in the long term will make it difficult for those
services to deliver the quality of service that Victorians
expect.
I place on record my concerns in this area and urge the
government to take a series of positive steps, as laid out
by the Auditor-General, to deal with the issue of capital
and depreciation as it relates to public hospitals in
Victoria.
In the situation of Health Purchasing Victoria, the
opposition has a general level of support for the
changes being made in the bill. It would not be good if
a particular entity that was working with Health
Purchasing Victoria was found to be in breach of the
Trade Practices Act. It could force hospitals to behave
more cautiously in their measures to get good financial
results, and that would not be a good outcome for
Victoria.
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The opposition has some concern about changes to the
Chinese Medicine Registration Act and consequent
changes to the Chiropractors Registration Act 1996, the
Dental Practice Act 1999, the Medical Practice Act
1994, the Nurses Act 1993, the Optometrists
Registration Act 1996, the Osteopaths Registration Act
1996, the Pharmacists Act 1974 and the Physiotherapist
Registration Act 1998. The bill will clarify mechanisms
involved with these registration boards in registering
one of their members as a Chinese medicine
practitioner. That may see examinations set up.
I place on record some concern that there is an
important principle, in particular with medical
practitioners, that the registration boards should be in
the position to provide what is necessary for registration
through an endorsement, and not necessarily in every
case through a specific examination.
There has been a long tradition of medical boards not
only putting some responsibility back on to individual
practitioners but also laying some parameters for that
responsibility, and the principle of practitioners being
able to undertake a wide scope of practice that is not
unduly restricted.
It would concern me if a medical practitioner was
prevented from undertaking a safe practice by
unnecessary regulations that were erected as part of this
process.
Whilst this will give those boards the ability to set
examinations it may have the practical effect in some
cases of forcing medical practitioners and other
registered practitioners — in particular medical
practitioners — back to the Chinese Medicine
Registration Board to obtain, in effect, a dual
registration.
Whether that is desirable is open to debate. I am very
respectful of the work done in this area by the former
Parliamentary Secretary, now Leader of the Opposition
in the other place, the Honourable member for Malvern.
Robert Doyle did a huge amount of work in the public
consultation process that led to the Chinese Medicine
Registration Act, which was supported by both sides of
this house in 2000 and I think we were — —
Mr Viney — He could not get it through the house,
I had to do that.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — He would have got it
through the house, it would have happened if we had
come back in 1999. I know that because I was sitting in
those bill committee briefings back then. I remember it
being discussed and the sequence that was going to go
through. It had, I have to say, very strong support from
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the former health minister, the Honourable Rob
Knowles, too and would have occurred if we had been
back in government after 1999 — in fact I suspect it
probably would have occurred at about the same time.
Robert Doyle did a great deal of work, and I am very
happy to be generous and say that the government
picked up that work and actually put it through. We
were happy to support that, so I am not trying to be
ungenerous in that respect. I am recognising the
foundation work that was done by Robert Doyle and
some of the departmental people over that period and, I
think, also done in the broader community.
The Liberal Party has a very strong position in that we
support the registration of Chinese medicine
practitioners and giving proper signals to the
community through that registration as to who is
qualified and who is not. We also support having a
system in place that does not unduly restrict medical
practitioners from performing procedures that are safe,
that have a solid evidentiary background and which
may be desired by members of the community.
In offering the opposition’s support for the bill I flag a
concern that the Chinese Medicine Registration Board
should not act in an unduly restrictive manner and that
registration boards, and particularly a medical board,
ought to act in a way that does not unduly restrict
options in this area but focuses on the genuine
protection of community safety as its primary and
overriding goal.
In terms of the issues surrounding the Pathology
Services Accreditation Act and the attempt to repeal
this act, the Liberal Party is opposed to the
government’s steps here. We think this sends a bad
signal. It may result in a lesser form of regulation, and it
will leave a large number of practitioners unregulated.
I do not fully accept the figures that are part of the
review that was conducted. I believe there is a much
larger group of providers. I also think that there is a
whole series of other issues for Victoria in particular as
to why we ought to be prepared to be somewhat
different from other parts of Australia.
As government speakers will say, and as was pointed
out in the second-reading speech, Victoria is the only
state to have its own pathology regulatory body. The
commonwealth regulates laboratories that seek
Medicare reimbursement but does not regulate those
providers that do not bill Medicare directly or
indirectly. These include quite a range of different tests
that are undertaken — tests for research purposes, some
occupational health and safety testing, a range of
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genetic testing services, and a range of health screening
services. I also note that often tests on the way
through — that is, those being developed and going
through a process before being scheduled by
Medicare — will also be provided on a cost-recovery
basis. Those tests also will not be regulated if the
Pathology Services Accreditation Board is removed.
The government’s main argument here, it seems to me
and it certainly has been put to me, is that this body
duplicates the activities of the federal body. It is true
that providers who bill Medicare will need to seek
registration in Victoria by the two bodies. However, as
we are aware, inspections by the National Association
of Testing Authorities Australia (NATA) are conducted
only once and both bodies rely on the information that
is provided by those inspections and by the surrounding
processes.
Both bodies, whilst making their own decisions, are
guided by the basic information that is provided
through those testings and the inspections. To that
extent there is no duplication; there is a simple
duplication of the actual mechanical process of
registration but the larger part of work that goes behind
it — the inspections and the close examinations of
laboratories — is undertaken only once.
Secondly, it is also clear to me that Victoria is in an
unusual position: we are the centre of much biomedical
research. It has been put strongly to me by a number of
people involved in research that this body provides a
level of quality assurance which is valuable. I do not
think we send the right signal about Victoria’s position
as a leader in biomedical research. I think we send the
wrong signal, and this is a very narrow, short-sighted
move.
I also want to make some comments about the story
that surrounded General Diagnostic Laboratories
(GDL) a year or so ago and the process whereby tens of
thousands of women needed to have their Pap tests
repeated because of unsatisfactory testing procedures
and a lack of reliability in those tests.
Many in the chamber may not be familiar with or have
an understanding of the importance of the right level of
security in pathology testing. People in the community
have an intrinsic understanding of its importance, but
they may not have the technical understanding. Every
lab test undertaken should meet certain requirements in
terms of sensitivity, but it should also meet
requirements in terms of specificity. We know that we
do not want too many false positive tests if a testing
program is to be satisfactory; we also know that we do
not want too many negative tests. Specific tests are
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those that can rule out conditions and can give a high
level of certainty that something does not exist.
Sensitive tests are those that have a high level of ability
to pick up the presence of things and hence have more
applicability to issues that surround screening.
The point I am trying to make is that where the standard
of testing falls, the number of false positives and/or
false negatives rises, and that eventually leads to a loss
of confidence in testing procedures. The example of
GDL is an instructive one. If women cannot have their
Pap tests with a high level of confidence — although
Pap tests are not perfect, they are reliable — that is a
great concern. If false positives are being elicited, those
false positives will lead to further diagnostic and
potentially therapeutic interventions. If too many false
negatives are being given with certain tests there is a
huge risk that people who truly do have a condition will
not be detected, and those people will not get the
appropriate treatment and care. So it is very
important — I can only emphasise this to the house —
that the quality of testing be maintained.
I would hate to think I was a member of a house that
repealed these important checks and balances, that
repealed this important watchdog, without having
voiced my concerns. If in the future there are testing
programs that go astray as a result of this removal and
the government’s blind determination to repeal the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act, I will be very
sad. I have to say that if one life is lost through a test
that is not sufficiently reliable, I will be very concerned.
If one person is told that they have a condition — a
false positive — and that person is then subsequently
operated on or has diagnostic procedures that lead to
some significant reduction in their enjoyment of life or
indeed is exposed to the risks of medical procedures,
exposed to surgical risks, I will be very sad indeed. In
this respect the government has been cavalier. In this
respect the government has not been thoughtful, and the
government may be proven to be culpable if this goes
astray. I put those words on the record because I believe
the government is doing the wrong thing, and I think
the Liberal Party broadly believes that.
Cost is the main argument, aside from the fact that this
is said to be duplication. I think I have sufficiently
demolished the excessive duplication arguments. On
the argument about costs, the truth of the matter is that
the Pathology Services Accreditation Board is a very
cheap body. It costs approximately $20 000 annually to
run. That is about .04 of a cent per Victorian. It is a
trivial cost in terms of the system and it is a trivial cost
in terms of the security and the solid backing it gives
Victorians as they go in for various types of pathology
tests, non-Medicare testing in particular.
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I do not understand what has driven the government to
this. I simply do not understand why it has done this,
why it is blindly determined to do this. I want to quote
the final report of the review of the Victorian Pathology
Services Accreditation Act. The review was chaired by
Don Nardella, the member for Melton in another place.
I am very familiar with Don; he used to sit here in the
Legislative Council prior to 1999. Option 5 was the
view that was accepted in the end.
Repeal act and rely on existing regulatory and non-regulatory
mechanisms
The fifth option presented in the discussion paper proposed
the repeal of the Victorian legislation. The achievement of
appropriate levels of quality assurance and consumer
protection, including redress of complaints, would then rely
on a combination of the commonwealth accreditation scheme
and the range of other existing regulatory and non-regulatory
mechanisms.

I would contend that those other regulatory and
non-regulatory mechanisms are not strong enough. I
want to place on record some comments here.
The Australasian Association of Clinical
Biochemists — Victorian branch, argued in
submissions:
… there would be no major reduction in costs in repealing or
scaling down the PSAB, only a major reduction in the
standard of some Victorian pathology services.

This is a serious professional body. Similarly, Network
Pathology at the Austin and Repatriation Medical
Centre argued that:
… option 5 would not address the issues of concern and
potentially dangerously expose the public to unscrupulous
practice.

I cannot understand what could be clearer than that, to
be honest.
The Peter MacCallum institute said it did not favour
option 5 as there is a need to accredit laboratories
performing pathology services that are not covered by
the commonwealth scheme. It is quite extraordinary
and very serious. I note that Professor Stephen Duckett
put in a submission. I want to place on record that one
of his students was involved in this process, and I can
only think that that was perhaps not as thoughtfully
done as some of his other contributions to health policy
over the years.
I think the point has been made; I do not see the need to
go on. The medical scientists have been very active,
and have made a number of important points in respect
of this. I have been very supportive of their position
here. I think they are quite correct in this. I have to
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indicate that it is not because I support medical
scientists per se, although that may be true, it is because
I think public interest is what is at stake here.
I was very happy to address their rally outside
Parliament House just a week ago. As the Honourable
Wendy Lovell and I noted, we got a run in the Trades
Hall Council newsletter, which is probably some sort of
first for Liberal Party members. We were quite
pleased — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — It was a complimentary
mention. They were surprised that we were prepared to
be so supportive. In the few minutes that remain to me I
want return to a couple of key points.
One of those concerns Don Nardella, the chair of the
pathology services accreditation legislation review.
Here is a man who is so flexible he could bend himself
around a corner and up a drainpipe. After the GDL
happenings when he and others, including the
Honourable John Thwaites, spoke in this Parliament
about strengthening the Pathology Services
Accreditation Board, they were in a very different
mode. A news release from the Medical Scientists
Association of Victoria of 12 August states:
In introducing the bill, the then minister said —

this is John Thwaites —
‘It is important that our pathology services not only remain at
the cutting edge of quality control but that Victoria’s
regulation also remains at the cutting edge … the people of
Victoria must have confidence in the pathology system’.
(John Thwaites, Hansard, 16 May 2002.
… three months after the minister received the report of a
review —

the one undertaken by Don Nardella —
… by his words and actions, quite clearly rejected the
recommendation of the review to abolish the PSAB.
Importantly, Don Nardella, who headed the review that in
February 2002 recommended the repeal of the legislation, had
by May 2002 apparently changed his mind. He said in
Parliament in May 2002 in relation to a debate on the ‘GDL’
amendments to strengthen the PSAB Act
‘This bill is about protecting people in our society who
use pathology services … the legislation is needed and it
is timely. It is about protecting people and this is what
this government is all about.

That was Don Nardella, chair of the review of the
pathology services accreditation legislation. The press
release continues:
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Despite the events of 2002, Minister Pike seems to have a
short memory and is prepared to put the lives and health of
Victorians at risk for no good reason, without consultation
with the community and by stealth.
‘The MSAV does not understand this reckless pursuit of
the conservative agenda of deregulation by the Bracks
government …

I must say that I do not think it is a conservative agenda
to deregulate quality. I think every Victorian who
thinks about this would want to see that some of these
standards are maintained and that there is no weakening
or dilution of the strength of pathology services
regulation.
I also place on record some comments by the Cancer
Council of Victoria.
With respect to the Health Legislation (Further Amendment)
Bill, the only area which may concern the cancer council is
that dealing with the licensing of pathology services. The
cancer council is concerned that the proposed changes may
leave some pathology services unregulated, i.e. those that are
not regulated by the commonwealth and will no longer be
regulated by Victoria once the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act 1984 is repealed. It is the council’s view, it
is important that the size and significance of this category of
unregulated pathology services be given due consideration.

I do not believe for a moment the government’s figures
or the figures in the review. I think it is a much larger
sector and a sector that will grow as pathology testing
becomes more and more important.
I do want to restate the concerns I have with respect to
safety. I do not want to be part of a bill that is passed in
this place. I do not want to take responsibility for the
reduction of standards in this area, and the Liberal Party
will not take any share of the responsibility for this.
I put the government on notice very directly that if this
legislation, as I am concerned it will, goes astray I will
be very vociferous in explaining to the community that
this government has done the wrong thing. I do not
think the government has fully understood the
consequences of what it is doing, and I know that it is
not at this point too late to pause.
There is no urgency for this bill to go through. It could
quite happily wait until next year. The government
could re-examine this a little more closely and look at
some alternate arrangements. There are perhaps some
alternative ways we could go but not alternative ways
that would see a weakening or a reduction in standards
in this area.
In saying that I foreshadow that the Liberal Party will
move a very simple amendment to omit the relevant
clauses, and then the repeal will not proceed. In the
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committee stage I will also seek some assistance from
the minister in terms of the implementation of the
changes around Chinese medicine registration. I will
also seek clarification with respect to the Health
Records Act 1998 and the position of commonwealth
public sector agencies.
Opposition members do not oppose those sections of
the bill that do not deal with the repealing of the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act, but they strongly
oppose those sections that wish to repeal the safety net,
the watchdog, and the security that Victorians should be
entitled to expect around pathology services. We will
take the opportunity in committee to move some
specific amendments.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I am
pleased to rise to contribute to the debate on the Health
Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill. I would like to
thank my colleague in the other house Mr Hugh
Delahunty, who has researched this bill and sent out
various copies of it to the respective organisations to
gather the public’s opinion on the changes that are
before us.
The bill looks to amend the Chinese Medicine
Registration Act 2000. It also amends the Health
Services Act 1988, the Health Records Act 2001 and
repeals the Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984.
In relation to the amendments to the Chinese Medicine
Registration Act, I shall go through a little bit of
background.
I refer to an article from the Age of 21 September 2002
which might give everybody a bit of an understanding
of how important such things as Chinese medicine, or
as they are called in this article, complementary
therapies, are. Although the article is over 12 months
old, it gives a bit of background as to the size of the
industry. It states:
A survey released this week by Adelaide University professor
Alistair MacLennan suggest that millions of Australians
agree.

He was talking about the use of these drugs and
treatments.
We are spending $2.3 billion on complementary medicine
and therapies.

I imagine that would be $2.3 billion a year! We need to
note at the outset that this whole industry is enormous,
and it goes on within Australia every day. The article
goes on:
Brian Tritton, the physical therapies coordinator at
Melbourne’s Southern School of Natural Therapies, said the
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main reason behind a global boom is that people want more
control over health.

I think that is very true. In this day and age people are
not necessarily happy just to accept the opinions of a
mainstream doctor. They more readily accept methods
of medicine other than conventional methods, and
certainly Chinese herbal medicine and acupuncture are
very popular and common forms of treatment. The
article continues:
‘More people are realising complementary and conventional
medicine can work very well together’, Mr Tritton said.

It also quotes Professor Marc Cohen, a general
practitioner with a PhD in Chinese medicine, who
heads the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology’s
department of complementary medicine and who said
that there was overwhelming evidence of the benefits of
complementary medicine here and overseas. He wants
complementary techniques recognised and adopted by
mainstream medicine. He says:
People want more autonomy over their own health and to
improve their health rather than just treat disease. They want
to try to prevent cancer and diseases of ageing … They see
that as the realm of complementary medicine.

That gives some background on what the academics
and the heads of our universities are saying about
alternate, complementary and Chinese medicines.
Currently the two main types — although there could
be three — of Chinese medical practitioners are
acupuncturists and Chinese herbal medicine
practitioners, and they currently need to be qualified in
both fields to legally practice in either. My
understanding of the bill is that if you specialise in one
particular area as an acupuncturist, you will now only
need to be registered as an acupuncturist, and that will
also give you the opportunity to use the title of Chinese
medical practitioner. You will not now need to be
registered in all other areas of Chinese medicine.
Naturally practitioners will not be able to operate in
areas outside their registration. It has happened in
recent times that practitioners have been qualified in
one area but have been rorting the system by offering
services outside of the goods and services that they are
supposed to be claiming for. A story was reported in the
Herald Sun of 27 May of an illegal brothel in Farrer
House in Collins Street providing fake medical receipts
so that clients could claim the cost of sex from their
health funds, whilst claiming Medicare rebates for
Chinese medicine. That is one example of where
someone who is registered in one area has gone outside
the law to rort the system. The National Party will
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wholeheartedly support this legislation if it can fix up
that type of system abuse.
I thank the departmental advisers who are in the
chamber and who have been most helpful, firstly, for
the briefing they gave to the member for Lowan in the
other place and me some weeks ago, and secondly, for
their time this morning to make some parts of the bill
clearer for those debating the legislation today.
The amendments to the Chinese Medicine Registration
Act clarify its operation and ensure that practitioners
who are registered in either the division of
acupuncturists or the division of Chinese herbal
medical practitioners can now both use the title of
Chinese medical practitioner or oriental medical
practitioner. Persons registered only as an acupuncturist
should be entitled to use the title Chinese medical
practitioner and/or oriental medical practitioner, but
cannot use the title Chinese herbal medical practitioner.
So the definition has been drawn there, and obviously a
person registered as a Chinese herbal medicine
practitioner should not be entitled to use the title of
acupuncturist. I hope that makes clear how the
definition will be drawn and gives clarity regarding the
bill to the Chinese medical practitioner industry.
As stated earlier, this legislation amends the Health
Services Act 1988 and also the Health Records
Act 2001. Both the member for Lowan in the other
place and the people that he consulted have looked
closely at the amendments and have not shown any
concern; they are happy to agree to those two parts of
the bill.
The final part of the bill repeals the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act 1984, and that is a serious issue. I
have been looking at the discussion paper and the
Review of the Pathology Services Accreditation Act
which gives a definition of pathology services. It states:
Pathology relies upon the detection of changes in the tissues
of the body, including blood, and other body fluids to
understand the causes of illness or assist in establishing the
cause of sudden or unexpected death.

Currently pathology is divided into seven different
disciplines: anatomical, chemical, genetics,
haematology, immunology, microbiology and general
pathology. The current Victorian legislation does not
define pathology. It describes pathology as — and
again I quote from the discussion paper:
… a service in which human tissue, human fluids or human
body products are subjected to analysis for the purpose of
prevention, diagnosis or treatment of disease in human beings
and includes any premises from which a service is conducted
…
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That is a clear definition of pathology services. It is not
just about blood tests or blood screening; a whole
gamut of very special and specific activities go on.
There has been some very negative publicity in relation
to the repeal of the Pathology Services Accreditation
Act 1984, but the people the National Party has
consulted believe the current system has too much
duplication. It is too much doubling-up to make
screening laboratories seek accreditation at both state
and national levels. It forces people offering these
services to be overburdened with paperwork and the
like.
I read a strongly worded editorial in the Herald Sun of
21 October 2003 which mentioned how beneficial it is
for the state to have its own watchdog as well as the
federal Health Insurance Commission. While I looked
carefully at what the editorial said, I do not agree that
the threat is as real or prevalent as the editorial makes
out. The National Party is not of the opinion that the
state authority should be scrapped for financial reasons.
It believes that the $20 000 saved is neither here nor
there.
But we simply concur with the industry sources; we
believe we could do without the duplication under the
current system, where both state and national
accreditation bodies are using the National Association
of Testing Authorities as the screening agency and as
the overall watchdog. Therefore we have enough faith
in the federal system and the Health Insurance
Commission to agree to the repeal of the state authority.
To back up of this view, I refer to a letter to the editor
from Dr Graham Rouch, dated 1 November 2003. He
was on the expert review panel and his letter states:
As a member of the expert review panel that recommended
the repeal of the Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984,
it is my professional opinion that public health in Victoria will
not be compromised as a result.
It became clear that there was duplication between the state
and federal bodies involved in pathology services.
The review panel recommendations, which will be
supplemented by strengthened commonwealth measures, will
adequately deal with the relatively modest risk posed by the
small number of laboratories that do not fall within in the
federal framework.
The current commonwealth system will continue to highlight
unsatisfactory pathology results and ensure patients are
provided with timely information.

Senator Kaye Patterson was clear on this issue when
she was quoted on the ABC as saying that the message
to Australian women is we have a system that is second
to none in the world. She went on to say that we have
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seen over 13 years a 40 per cent decrease in women
dying from cervical cancer. I think it is great to see that
regulations regarding Pap smear tests will be
heightened and tightened. We have looked through the
regulations, and we hope this will continue to give
Australian women more confidence that when they
have Pap smears done, the results will be accurate. We
hope that the whole pathology industry will not suffer
because of any lack of confidence shown by the fact
that we are doing away with the state issue.
The Pathology Services Accreditation Board, which is
going to be disbanded through this legislation, has had
22 complaints over a 10-year period. That is a very
small number. It is not a small matter, because every
complaint to do with people’s health needs to be
seriously addressed and treated seriously, but to have an
average of two and a half complaints per year is a very
small number. That gives us confidence that the federal
Health Insurance Commissioner is going to be able to
handle it.
Because it is such an important matter we need to be
vigilant as to the reporting and accuracy standards that
are applied here. Back in 1995 the Pathology
Accreditation and Services Board was sceptical about
its future being scrapped. It made a point which is
worth having on record. It said:
… the fact that relatively few complaints are received against
pathology services does not necessarily indicate that their
standards of operations are beyond reproach. But, rather, it is
a reflection of the weakness of the complaints process as a
weapon in detecting the practice of substandard pathology.

They are saying that the low number of complaints was
not necessarily because the pathology process was
beyond reproach but because the complaints process
was too hard for the average complainant to go through.
Therefore, complaints just did not come to the fore. We
need to be mindful that that could be the case. That
statement was recorded back in 1995. We would like to
think that the weaknesses in the complaints process
back then will have been addressed by now. We would
like to think that if they have not been addressed, the
government would then take it upon itself to make sure,
now that we are doing away with the state body, there
is an absolutely easy and fluent manner for anybody to
make complaints in relation to pathology services
within the state of Victoria, and that it would be easy
for them to access.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I rise to speak on
this bill with great interest, because the Chinese
Medicine Registration Board is very useful. Having
investigated what the Chinese Medicine Registration
Act 2000 did, I know that the Honourable Matthew
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Viney played a role in ensuring that that registration act
passed this place.
The clarification of the provisions of that act will be
beneficial, because members of eight other boards will
be able to become acupuncturists by going to their own
boards. They will have to sit for an examination, but
they will not have to go to the Chinese Medicine
Registration Board for registration as acupuncturists
within their own fields. That is a convenient and useful
amendment. I notice that psychologists are not among
the members of professions who can be registered with
the Chinese Medicine Registration Board; I suppose
their knowledge of anatomy is not adequate to enable
them to use acupuncture.
The Health Services Act 1988 will be amended because
of the need for workable and understandable laws that
reflect the spirit of cooperative federalism and to make
sure commonwealth agencies are not caught by the act
and to confirm the intended operation for state bodies.
Health Purchasing Victoria will be exempt from
commonwealth acts, particularly the Trade Practices
Act, which will enable it to undertake collective
purchasing without being caught by that act. It is
another useful amendment.
The proposed repeal of the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act 1994 has led to considerable
publicity. I have had some discussion and done some
reading about that, because when you hear and read of
problematic legislation you want to investigate it. There
is no doubt that duplication of services occurs. The act
will not be repealed for any financial reasons. The
board is not very costly, but in a federal system it is a
waste to have services duplicated. Given that the
National Association of Testing Authorities is
contracted to do the work for commonwealth and state
bodies, and given that there are only a few
non-Medicare-funded pathology services that will not
be covered by the commonwealth legislation, it does
seem to be needless duplication to continue with a state
board. Pathology is a commonwealth issue and not a
state issue.
I am most impressed with the safety of the repeal of the
act because of the nature of the expert panel that
undertook the review. I congratulate the member for
Melton in the other place on chairing the review, and I
have great regard for Professor Cordner and Dr Graham
Rouch, both of whom I know. There is no way those
people would have recommended the repeal of the act
if they were not absolutely sure the Victorian board
duplicates the work of the national body.
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It is very important that the state health minister
continue to work with the commonwealth to look at the
organisations that are not currently covered by
Medicare. More work will be done through the
Australian Health Ministers Advisory Council. This
work will make sure that the public of Victoria is very
well protected by the commonwealth overseeing
pathology services.
I commend the bill to the house, and I thank the
advisors who helped me with some of the terminology.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I am
pleased to speak on the Health Legislation (Further
Amendment) Bill because it is a detailed bill containing
a number of issues that need some serious investigation.
The contribution by the Honourable David Davis was
very comprehensive and detailed, and it is important to
see what the bill actually does.
It amends the Chinese Medicine Registration Act 2000
and the schedules referring to other health registration
acts, including the Chiropractors Registration Act 1996,
the Dental Practice Act 1999, the Medical Practice Act
1994, the Nurses Act 1993, the Optometrists
Registration Act 1996, the Osteopaths Registration Act
1996, the Pharmacists Act 1974 and the
Physiotherapists Registration Act 1998. It also amends
the Health Records Act 2001 to make sure it is
consistent with the sovereignty of governments and
therefore makes clear that commonwealth bodies are
not covered by this provision. In addition the bill
amends the Health Services Act to establish Health
Purchasing Victoria and specifies that Health
Purchasing Victoria and public hospitals automatically
comply with the provisions of the Trade Practices Act.
The bill also repeals the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act 1984. Although the bill appears
straightforward, it has ramifications for a range of other
areas. It is important to get it right and to make sure that
we are dealing properly with a health issue and
providing certainty in this state and country about how
we want our health service to be. Any changes that we
make must reinforce confidence in our health system
rather than detract from it. The people of Victoria need
and deserve a strong and confident health system.
We have a lack of confidence at the moment because
huge debts are being incurred by our large public
hospitals. Many Victorians have grave concern that this
government is mishandling the finances of public
hospitals, particularly the Royal Children’s Hospital,
which has a debt of $25 million. There are some
systemic problems within the hospital, which we had
believed was using world-best practice. The opposition
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is extremely disappointed that an icon in the health area
is under such stress. In fact, the whole of the health
system is under stress, and this government is doing
very little about that. We hear the rhetoric from the
Minister for Health, but we do not see much action.
Clause 3 amends section 61 of the Chinese Medicine
Registration Act. Chinese medicine has been around for
a significant time. In fact the Chinese have been an
integral part of our community in Victoria from the
beginnings of the gold rush. They brought with them
the healing qualities of many aspects of Chinese
medicine, which in years gone by were looked at with
some scepticism but are now very much part of
mainstream medicine. Many people go to both the
doctor and a Chinese medical person. People are
concerned about being totally dependent on mainstream
drugs and believe Chinese medicine offers an enormous
amount of alternative support and health benefits.
It is important that we make certain that practitioners of
Chinese medicine are properly registered, which is
what the bill attempts to do. The concern is that in
registering Chinese medicine, the government is setting
up a dual system that will be complicated and complex,
because we will have some doctors who have been
practising successfully with both Chinese and
mainstream remedies. There will be some overlapping,
and we will see a development where we will have two
sets of registrations and people will be registered with
the Chinese Medicine Registration Board as well as the
medical board. In some respects that is not such a bad
thing, but we have to be careful that there will not be
two sets of exams, two sets of medical costs, two sets of
programs, and confusion all the way through. The
duplication of registration is a concern, and I flag that at
this time.
The bill also covers the Health Records Act and
clarifies that it is not intended that commonwealth
bodies be regulated by state privacy laws. There is
already a great deal of confusion in the whole of the
health system over commonwealth versus state issues.
We see all sorts of problems over who is responsible
for what. Indeed this government has made an absolute
art of blaming the commonwealth government for
anything it possibly can. It cost shifts and tries to push
people around, and then it turns around and blames the
federal government for lack of funding when it is its
own mismanagement that has caused the problem in the
first place.
A great deal of grey areas are promoted by this
government on a regular basis. We do not need to look
much further than at the numbers of people with
acquired brain damage, people who have diseases such
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as Parkinson’s disease, muscular dystrophy or multiple
sclerosis. Many of these people are young. The state is
responsible for their care and support. But what are we
seeing? We find that the state is not caring for these
people, and there is nowhere for them to go. They are
being inappropriately housed in aged care facilities.
The cruelty of this is that people who are frail and
elderly who go to public hospitals cannot then come
back to the aged care facilities because young people
are taking their beds. The cruelty and irony of this is
that this government is calling these aged people bed
blockers, which is an unnecessary term when in fact if
the state government was to stop blaming the federal
government and accepted its responsibility and put
those inappropriately housed young people in their own
facilities, the elderly people currently in public hospitals
could be relocated. That is what I think we should be
doing.
Another aspect of this bill deals with the Health
Services Act and Health Purchasing Victoria. The
Honourable David Davis gave a comprehensive outline
of that during his contribution.
At this point I would like to refer to the final report of
the Review of Pathology Services Accreditation Act
1984, which was set up by the former Minister for
Health in another place, the Honourable John Thwaites,
and was chaired by Mr Don Nardella, the member for
Melton in another place. One of its recommendations
on page 59 states:
Office of the Health Services Commissioner continue to be
supported in the work currently undertaken in relation to the
conciliation of complaints concerning pathology services.
Should the Health Services Commissioner advise the Minister
for Health of concerns about the pattern, number or types of
complaints received about pathology services, then the
Minister for Health should either ask the Health Services
Commissioner to investigate these concerns and report
findings and recommendations or establish an advisory
committee to oversee the investigation of these concerns and
implement appropriate action.

One of the major concerns we have with the bill is
dealing with the abolition of the Pathology Services
Accreditation Act. Fortuitously the Health Services
Commissioner has today tabled her report in the
Parliament — Health Services Commissioner 2003 —
Annual Report. If members go to page 38 they will see
in appendix 4 the number of complaints made in
various segments, and it is interesting to see where
pathology complaints fit into this process. For example,
the highest number of complaints were in the
emergency departments of hospitals with
693 complaints, compared with general surgery which
was 284; infectious diseases interestingly was only 4;
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ophthalmology was 121; patient services in the vicinity
of 39; rheumatology 6; and pathology 19.
Given the scale and the numbers of complaints, I do not
think 19 is insubstantial. It is important to see that with
19 concerns there obviously is throughout the
community some concern about pathology services in
this state. Therefore, it is a great pity that this
government has seen fit to abolish the Pathology
Services Accreditation Board. It is a major concern that
this bill abolishes the Pathology Services Accreditation
Act.
In an article in the Herald Sun of 28 October, Minister
Thwaites was reported as telling Parliament when he
was Minister for Health:
It is important that our pathology services not only remain at
the cutting edge of quality control but that Victoria’s
regulation also remains at the cutting edge.
People of Victoria must have confidence in the pathology
system.

However, I do not think people in Victoria have
confidence in the pathology service. The secretary of
the Medical Scientists Association of Victoria,
Rosemary Kelly, in an article in the Herald Sun of
13 August is reported as saying:
… scrapping the board —

that is, the Pathology Services Accreditation Board —
would add to the risk of adverse events harming patients in
Victorian hospitals.
‘It would also mean you would no longer have qualified
scientists on duty at all times when tests are being performed,’
she said.
‘The risk to Victorians is there will be false negatives
perhaps, somebody tests negative when it’s positive. If they
come up with a negative, they don’t get treatment.’

And then we have some problems.
By abolishing the act this government is abolishing
scrutiny in many pathology areas. It is important to
understand the responsibility of the commonwealth
government and the state government. The
commonwealth government regulates the laboratories
that seek reimbursement from Medicare. Although on
the whole this takes care of most of the laboratories in
Victoria, there are in the vicinity of 30 laboratories that
will not be covered by these regulations.
Some of the areas that will not be regulated are tests
awaiting Medicare scheduling; research testing;
occupational health and safety testing; health
screening — for example, cholesterol; and some
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general testing. It is important and salutary to remember
the huge scare and scandal concerning the company
General Diagnostic Laboratories, or GDL. I remind
members that the problem was the screening of Pap
tests for over 30 000 women. The Pap tests came back
with negative results. It was highlighted not only by the
Pathology Services Accreditation Board but also the
Health Insurance Commission. They found that there
was a higher level of negative responses from GDL.
This rang warning bells, and luckily it did, because they
found that GDL had some serious and significant flaws
in its testing program.
We then began to see confusion and legal wrangling.
But in the legal wrangling and the confusion, the people
of Victoria lost a lot of faith in pathology reporting. Of
those 30 000 women who were concerned, there was
confusion, anxiety, and once again a lack of confidence
in the system. When we think about how these women
would have been affected when they were told they had
negative responses, we can imagine the ramifications
for them and their families of being told they were in
the category of perhaps being pre-cancerous. That
would be an extremely anxious time for them. To go
back and retest they would have to take time off work
and go to the expense of going through the process
again. Once again, had the pathology been properly
organised and properly regulated and scrutinised at the
outset, there would not have been this problem.
The scrutiny the Pathology Services Accreditation
Board has carried out on behalf of the state of Victoria
has already proven how good it is. To allow pathology
be pushed on to the commonwealth once again as a
responsibility solely of the commonwealth and to take
away from Victoria another level of scrutiny in an area
as important as our health is short-sighted. There will
be, in time to come I am sure, a great need for this. It is
a great problem for Victorians, and it does nothing for
the confidence we have in our testing and in our health
system that this government sees fit to get rid of an
important body that has achieved some excellent
results.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Smith) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
am pleased to have an opportunity to make a
contribution and speak in support of the Health
Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill. I will speak
briefly, because most of the issues have been covered
by the previous government speaker as well as
opposition members outlining issues they have
concerns with.
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The main features of the bill are that it repeals the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984; it amends
the offence and endorsement provisions of the Chinese
Medicine Registration Act 2000; it amends the Health
Records Act 2001 and makes clear that the act does not
apply to commonwealth government agencies; and it
amends the Health Services Act 1988 to exempt the
conduct of Health Purchasing Victoria and the public
hospitals, staff and board members from the application
of the commonwealth Trade Practices Act 1974.
First of all I want to deal with the issue of the repeal of
the Pathology Services Accreditation Act. Victoria is
the only state to have its own regulatory framework for
pathology services. Essentially this duplicates
commonwealth legislation that requires pathology
services to be accredited in order that they be eligible
for Medicare payments. A repeal of the act was
recommended by an expert panel — a number of
previous speakers have gone into the details of the
panel — which concluded that for the overwhelming
majority of pathology services that are subject to dual
accreditation requirements this additional layer of state
regulation provided no additional protection for public
health. The panel considered it was neither justifiable in
terms of risks to public health nor practicable in terms
of cost.
The review panel drew a number of conclusions,
including that the Victorian act is likely to have had
substantial negative impacts on the supply of screening
services, and this is likely to have had a negative impact
on public health; the risk to the public posed by such
services is unlikely to be sufficient to justify the need
for accreditation at the state level; and the cost of
accreditation deters small organisations, such as
community health centres, from offering services such
as cholesterol screening.
The panel found that there is no evidence that the
quality of Victoria’s pathology services is any higher
than those of other states that do not have equivalent
legislation — that is, this extra level of legislation does
not improve the quality of our pathology services. The
overwhelming majority of pathology services will
continue to be required to be accredited by the
commonwealth in order to receive Medicare payments.
We are going to see pathology services being
accredited by the commonwealth. It is also important to
note that the commonwealth recently strengthened its
regulatory regime to ensure it is well equipped to
address any problems that may be identified in Victoria
or anywhere else in the country that may affect the
quality of pathology services.
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The bill deals with a number of other amendments and
issues. I turn to the Chinese Medicine Registration Act.
Members who were here in 2000 would remember the
making of that legislation, which registered
practitioners and legally entitled them to use specific or
reserved titles depending under which division of the
act they were registered to practise. Mr Drum from the
National Party explained much of this, so I will not go
into a lot of detail. There are a number of divisions for
acupuncture, Chinese herbal medicine practitioners and
Chinese herbal dispensers.
The Chinese Medicine Registration Act also established
a number of offences for unregistered persons who use
these protected titles as well as for registered
practitioners who might be registered with some other
board to practise within the health system who uses the
title. The bill resolves ambiguity in these provisions. It
clarifies the endorsement and notation powers of other
health practitioner registration boards. The bill makes it
explicit that each registration board has the power to
require an applicant who is applying for endorsement or
notation to sit an examination and demonstrate that they
have the capacity to carry out those functions.
Here we have provisions that will safeguard people
who want to attend and be treated by practitioners who
are covered by the Chinese Medicine Registration Act.
We cannot have practitioners holding themselves out to
be qualified and competent in these areas of medicine
when in fact they are not.
The bill also amends the Health Records Act. This
matter has arisen due to questions raised about an
inadvertent application of the Health Records Act to
commonwealth agencies. The Health Records Act of
2001 regulates the handling of health information in
Victoria by state public sector organisations and private
sector organisations. The act was not intended in any
way to apply to commonwealth public sector agencies.
The bill amends the Health Records Act to put beyond
any doubt that the commonwealth agencies are not
caught up by this legislation.
As has already been dealt with by a number of other
speakers, other amendments in the bill go to the Health
Services Act. They deal with Health Purchasing
Victoria and the purchasing of goods and services in
public hospitals. The bill will exempt the conduct of
health officials, chief executive officers or purchasing
officers from the application of the Trade Practices Act,
but that has also been covered by a number of other
speakers.
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In conclusion, this is a good bill that deserves the
support of all members of the chamber, and I commend
it to the house.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — The main
purpose of the bill is to amend the various acts relating
to the registration of health practitioners and the Health
Records Act 2001 and the Health Services Act 1988
and to repeal the Pathology Services Accreditation Act
1984. I acknowledge that the Honourable David Davis
made a significant contribution to the debate, so I will
not go over all the issues he raised. I wish to make a
brief contribution addressing the repeal of the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984, which will
result in the abolition of the Pathology Services
Accreditation Board.
The PSAB administers the Victorian Pathology
Services Accreditation Act, which requires pathology
laboratories in Victoria to adhere to certain
requirements in relation to the qualifications of the
person in charge of the staff performing the tests;
equipment maintenance; facilities provided; validation
of results; quality control and quality assurance; and the
range of testing and methods of reporting results.
The history of this legislation is that in October 2000
the then health minister, John Thwaites, requested the
member for Melton, Don Nardella, to chair a panel to
review the Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984.
The panel produced a discussion paper in 2001, and a
final report was provided to the minister in early 2002.
The current health minister, Bronwyn Pike, has now
introduced this legislation for the abolition of the
PSAB, and the government argues that the PSAB
duplicates commonwealth regulation.
Victoria is the only state to have its own pathology
regulatory body. The commonwealth regulates
laboratories that seek Medicare reimbursement, but the
commonwealth does not regulate providers who do not
bill Medicare directly or indirectly. These include
providers of new tests yet to be scheduled by Medicare,
testing undertaken for research purposes, occupational
health and safety testing, some genetic testing services,
and health screening services like cholesterol and
heavy-metal testing.
There is a strong case for maintaining the PSAB. As
Mrs Coote said, the significance of the PSAB was
demonstrated as recently as 2002, when General
Diagnostic Laboratories had its accreditation limited by
the PSAB after 30 000 women who underwent Pap
tests were urged to be retested at another laboratory.
The rescreening followed a number of checks by the
official testing authority, which found some of GDL’s
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procedures to be unsatisfactory. The National
Association of Testing Authorities had been highly
critical of GDL’s laboratory procedures and found an
abnormally high number of negative results, some of
which were in fact positive. As a result the Health
Insurance Commission sought to withdraw its Medicare
accreditation for Pap tests.
This action became embroiled in legal manoeuvring
and confusion, and the company sought an order
suppressing all public comment. At the same time the
PSAB was conducting a separate inquiry into GDL.
The board determined that GDL’s Pap testing had not
met the standards and requirements under the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act, and the PSAB
was able to successfully impose a limitation on GDL by
excluding Pap testing from the list of tests it was
licensed to perform.
Having a regular Pap test has saved the lives of many
Victorian women, and a report undertaken in 1999 by
the Victorian Cancer Registry on behalf of Papscreen
Victoria reported that between 1982 and 1997 regular
Pap testing had reduced the death rate from cervical
cancer by 47 per cent. I can assure the male members of
this chamber that a Pap test is not something that we
females place high on our list of fun things to do, but
we place it high on the list of things we do for our
health. Given that it may be critical to our health,
females want to be certain that the test will be carried
out by qualified professionals and that the result of the
test will be accurate. In a media release the Medical
Scientists Association of Victoria said:
The Medical Scientists Association of Victoria secretary,
Dr Rosemary Kelly, today urged the Minister for Health, the
Honourable Bronwyn Pike, not to add to the existing risk of
adverse incidents in Victorian hospitals by abolishing the
Pathology Services Accreditation Board.

It goes on to say:
Dr Kelly said that MSAV members working in public and
private pathology laboratories are outraged by the
government’s intention to repeal the legislation and abolish
the PSAB.
‘This will allow unqualified staff to perform tests and
interpret and issue results’, she said. ‘We require qualified
professionals — doctors and nurses — to administer blood
transfusions, but the minister seems quite happy to have a
situation where unqualified persons can cross-match blood
and issue blood products, work currently done by
degree-qualified medical scientists’.
Among other adverse consequences, the repeal of the
legislation will allow new private laboratories performing
tests that are not rebateable under Medicare to open without
any regulation of their equipment, staff, facilities or quality
control.
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As Dr Kelly notes, ‘If the legislation is abolished the
Victorian government will have no capacity to deal with
future incidents involving questionable practices in pathology,
such as occurred with GDL and Pap smears in 2002. Patients
will be put at serious risk. The PSAB is a great safeguard for
the people of Victoria’.

Women who had to undergo a second Pap test in 2002
would agree with Dr Kelly that we want qualified
professionals performing the tests, want to be assured
that they are accurate and want to be assured that there
is a mechanism in place for the regulating of any
laboratory that is not carrying out the tests
appropriately.
Other organisations opposed to the abolition of the
PSAB include the Australian Association of Clinical
Biochemists; Network Pathology; the Austin and
Repatriation Medical Centre; the Victorian Healthcare
Association; the Medical Scientists Association of
Victoria; and the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre.
On Tuesday, 18 November, the Honourable David
Davis and I attended a rally on the steps of Parliament
House. A report of the rally appears on the Victorian
Trades Hall Council’s web site. I quote from the Trades
Hall report of that rally which appeared on its web site:
Hundreds rally against pathology deregulation
Risk to public safety
Almost 200 Victorian medical scientists sent a clear message
to the Health Minister Bronwyn Pike today that the abolition
of the Pathology Services Accreditation Board (PSAB) is no
laughing matter.

I note that members on the other side of the chamber
have been having a chat and quite a laugh during most
of my contribution and seem totally disinterested
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Smith) —
Order! Through the chair.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — It continues:
The Victorian Trades Hall Council (VTHC) secretary, Leigh
Hubbard, told the rally that unions are opposed to
privatisation and deregulation, particularly in the area of
community health.
‘We do not accept the government’s decision to abolish
this board because it poses a danger to public safety. The
regulation of pathology services helps ensure accurate
pathology testing which can be a matter of life and death
for some people.’
Health professional and Victorian Greens activist, Pamela
Curr, called on the Bracks government to immediately
withdraw the legislation that will abolish the PSAB.
‘Only last year 34 000 women had to be re-screened
because of dodgy pathology tests. We need to know that
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we can trust the people conducting these tests. If
pathology services in Victoria are deregulated there is no
guarantee that tests will be reliable.’
Professor Alan Turner, Australian Medical Scientists (Vic)
chairperson, said the government’s decision to remove
regulation of pathology services was ‘unbelievable’.
‘The minister will argue that commonwealth regulations
will apply to our pathology services but these
regulations are flawed and lack the strength of the
current Act.’
…
Medical Scientists Association secretary, Dr Rosemary Kelly,
thanked the broader union movement for supporting the rally
and congratulated members on turning out in a show of
strength.
‘I think the message will be getting through to Minister
Pike today that she needs to back off on the repeal of the
Pathology Act.’
Ms Kelly said the bill had serious implications for the
community at large, not just the union members attending the
rally.
…
The rally unanimously endorsed a motion condemning the
Bracks government’s intention to abolish the PSAB.

The rally concluded with a catchy little chant that I
would like to share with members of this house:
Bronwyn Pike on your bike

That was far more imaginative than the usual tired old
rally chants I have heard. On 16 May 2002 on page
1639 of Hansard in the second-reading speech for the
Pathology Services (Amendment) Bill the then Minister
for Health, John Thwaites, says in reference to Pap
testing for cervical cancer:
The people of Victoria must have confidence in the pathology
system which underpins the program.

He goes on to say:
It is important that our pathology services not only remain at
the cutting edge of quality control but that Victoria’s
regulation also remains at the cutting edge.

Obviously the previous minister had a far better
understanding of the importance of pathology testing
than the current minister. So in the words of Trades
Hall — on your bike Bronwyn Pike!
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1
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The CHAIR — Order! I ask Mr David Davis to
move his amendment 1, which is also a test for
amendments 2 and 3.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — It is my
intention in talking to the purposes clause of this bill to
move an amendment. I move:
Clause 1, page 2, lines 1 and 2, omit “and to repeal the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act 1984”.

In doing so I want to add to what I said in the
second-reading debate and indicate that the opposition
is opposed to this aspect of the bill. The opposition
strongly believes the Pathology Services Accreditation
Board, which was set up under the accreditation act
performs a valuable service. We believe community
safety is most strongly secured by maintaining that
board. We are not persuaded by the government’s
argument about duplication, nor the arguments of cost.
We believe very clearly that the issues of community
safety are the ones that ought to be foremost.
As I said in the second-reading debate, I am very
concerned that some services will be entirely
unregulated, and I am not persuaded by the
government’s comments and the notes in the review of
the accreditation act undertaken by the Honourable Don
Nardella that there will be sufficient other sources of
regulation, including the Health Services Commissioner
and all the other mechanisms that are listed. None of
them sufficiently or properly replaces a clear
arrangement where a regulatory board has the power to
approve or disapprove providers and to act on
standards. I do not think the government has
sufficiently thought this issue through.
I note the arguments made by the Honourable Wendy
Lovell during her presentation about the qualifications
of medical scientists and support those statements and
support many of the arguments by the medical
scientists put to us about those issues. There will be no
ability of a regulatory authority to insist that certain
tests are undertaken by people who have proper
qualifications.
In terms of the duplication, as I said during the
second-reading debate, the effective work of
registration in examination, inspections and so forth is
undertaken by the National Association of Testing
Authorities, and that body reports to both the federal
accrediting authorities and also the Pathology Services
Accreditation Board. In that sense there is no
duplication — a minute amount to do with the stamping
of the registration — but it enables the Victorian
community to retain the ability to clearly and strongly
act where necessary to ensure the highest standards.
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Also as I said during the second-reading debate, it is
important to place on record Victoria’s leadership in
biomedical science and the fact that this would send the
wrong signal about the quality of the testing that relates
to research. The opposite signal should be sent. The
issue of the signals sent by this Parliament is a
significant aspect of what legislation can do or, in this
case where we are repealing something, can pick. I feel
very strongly that we need to send to the community
the strongest signal that Parliament, and I would have
hoped the government, is very serious about ensuring
that there is proper regulation of pathology services.
Victorians deserve the highest level of confidence in
pathology services, and they deserve to have that
reinforced by this Parliament, not reduced.
Again, as I said during the second-reading debate, the
instructive example of General Diagnostic Laboratories
is very near to hand, and I do not understand why the
government cannot see what I think to many in the
community is bleedingly obvious — that is, repealing
this piece of legislation will lead not only to a reduction
in quality but also to a reduction in the security and
certainty with which Victorians can undergo pathology
tests.
For that reason I am moving on behalf of the opposition
this amendment, which will test amendment 2 to omit
clause 14 of the bill, and also amendment 3 to
consequently amend the long title of the Health
Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill.
I wonder if the minister in speaking to this could give
me some very clear assurances or indications as to what
evidence the government has, aside from the review
that we have all seen, that he can be absolutely certain,
absolutely secure, that the government’s plans to repeal
the Pathology Services Accreditation Act will not result
in any reduction in standards.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I will start my contribution to the committee
by indicating that there is some level of agreement
between the opposition and the government in
recognising the important role the scientific endeavours
of the bioscientist play in the Victorian community, the
Victorian economy and in the provision of health
services. Let me also say that the government
wholeheartedly agrees that the standards and the
regulatory regime that apply to those endeavours must
be of the highest order. It is the government’s view that
the effect of the amendments we are making in the
legislation before the committee today will have no
adverse effect upon those national standards being
applied rigorously, fulsomely and appropriately into the
future.
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Through that contribution I get to the difference
between the opposition and the government and suggest
to the committee that the government will not agree to
the amendment moved by Mr David Davis because we
do not believe that the duplication of regulatory regime
that would be continued through the ongoing existence
of the Victorian pathology board would play a net
positive role in applying those standards.
The government says that, because it has relied on a
degree of analysis and research. Clearly a very lengthy
process was embarked upon under the stewardship of
the member for Melton in the other place and
stakeholders in pathology — in fact, it was designed
not to have stakeholders but to have expertise from
within the medical science industry and knowledge of
legislative and appropriate regulatory regimes that
provided the Victorian community and the Victorian
government with a well considered analysis of where
we should go in terms of regulation into the future.
It is very important that the Parliament and the people
of Victoria understand that prevailing national
standards are established through a
commonwealth-auspiced body, and that we rely upon
those standards being established and maintained at a
national level. The evidentiary and inspectorial
activities that support those standards are undertaken by
a national body — the National Association of Testing
Authorities. The Victorian Pathology Services
Accreditation Board and the Australian Health
Insurance Commission rely upon the inspectorial
capabilities and capacities of the National Association
of Testing Authorities. The standards that are
maintained are maintained on the basis of a federal
level of agreement between the states and the
commonwealth about the way in which the standards
will be met into the future, and no other state
jurisdiction has a duplication of regulatory regime such
as the VPSAB.
One of the key factors, apart from the confidence that
the Victorian government has in accepting that advice
and complying with what is a clear expectation that we
remove the duplication of effort, is that Victorian
consumers of pathology services have demonstrated
through their own actions that there is a high degree of
confidence in the Victorian Health Services
Commissioner compared to the Victorian pathology
board. In the last few years the panel that reviewed this
matter found that the board received 22 complaints of
concerns from the Victorian community about
pathology services in Victoria whereas the Health
Services Commissioner received 10 times that number
of complaints to be considered and issues to be
examined through the auspices of the commissioner.
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We think that is a clear demonstration from the
consumers of pathology services in Victoria that they
are placing their faith in a nationally accredited scheme
through the national standards that apply through the
industry and that their preferred course of pursuing
complaints or issues within the sector has been through
the Health Services Commissioner.
So there is a cumulative effect of a national regulatory
environment. The fact that the Victorian government
has accepted advice that the highest standards can be
maintained and that consumers themselves are saying
that they are seeking an alternative course provide the
government with a degree of confidence that its
recommend path through this legislation is appropriate.
Beyond this the panel identified a number of small
areas of pathology services which may not be captured
appropriately by the commonwealth regime, and the
Victorian government has been in conversations with
the commonwealth about that.
I understand it is the intention of my colleague the
Minister for Health to pursue within the next 24-hour
period a discussion to try to ensure that those pathology
services do not fall through the gaps of any regulatory
regime. We will be pursuing that at the health ministers
conference as early as tomorrow to discuss ways in
which we can guarantee to the people of Victoria that
this matter will be on the radar for the Victorian
government and be pursued.
Hon. D. McL. Davis — I didn’t see that on the
agenda!
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Through interjection
Mr Davis has said that it is not on the formal agenda of
the health ministers conference. I am glad he is alive to
what is on the agenda, because there are important
issues for the state of Victoria on it. There are
opportunities available to various ministers throughout
the commonwealth to raise matters and pursue them
formally and informally and to make sure that they are
appropriately dealt with over time.
As a cumulative effect of those arguments, the
government will not be agreeing to the amendment put
by Mr Davis.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My concerns
have been heightened by what I have heard from the
Minister for Aged Care. In effect the minister has
indicated that if the government uses its numbers in the
house today the Minister for Health is intending to
pursue a different regulatory regime for those services
that would not be regulated when the act is repealed.
What that indicates to me is, on the first level, a
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recognition by the minister that the course being
followed here is going to leave some openings, some
cracks in the system and some serious risks for the
community. Opposition members would be very
prepared to entertain a discussion about whether this
could be more appropriately handled at the federal level
or through some other mechanism. There may be many
other mechanisms that could be used. We would be
very happy to have that discussion.
But in effect what the minister has told the house today
is that this house will repeal the act if the government is
successful in the group of divisions that will come
shortly. Then tomorrow at the health ministers
conference the Minister for Health will, through some
formal, informal or unknown mechanism try to
convince the federal authorities and perhaps the federal
minister to regulate this area. That seems to me to have
put the cart before the horse.
It seems to me that if you were to undertake some
federal regulatory step you would do that in tandem,
not after the repeal here. That admission on one level is
welcome. We have heard a significant movement from
the Minister for Health — that is, the admission that
there may need to be some federal regulation to close
the gaps in the system. I am not opposed to a model of
federal regulation, but I am opposed to Victoria
deregulating this area without any certain way forward
at the federal level or some other mechanism.
I have to register to the house my greatest concern at
what I have just heard — that is, that the Minister for
Health is now in effect conceding that there should be
some regulation in this area but is not prepared to pause
sufficiently to allow a mechanism or a regime to be
developed that would adequately protect Victorians in
this area. I seek from the Minister for Aged Care some
explanation as to how secure this mechanism will be in
tomorrow’s discussion with the federal authorities.
What assurance do Victorians have that any future
mechanism will be developed?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — A degree of comfort to Mr Davis and the rest
of the committee is that 19 services were identified, all
of which are accredited by the National Association of
Testing Authorities, and it would be the expectation of
the Victorian government that that would be
maintained. In a sense the concerns Mr Davis may
have — that is, that there would be no form of
accreditation or regulation — are not well founded on
the basis of the existing status. Indeed the government
would intend at all times to ensure that ongoing
accreditation.
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However, as I acknowledged, some small pathology
services that are not covered by and do not attract
Medicare payments are the areas where potentially
there could be some relaxation of NATA
accreditation — for instance, for 10 bodies that
currently undertake cholesterol screening. That would
be the nature of some services that may fall within the
category which I have identified and which Mr Davis
and I have been talking about, through the Chair.

and market forces would be a prevailing argument that
may appeal to the Liberal Party, but on this occasion
Mr Davis may be sceptical about whether the
combination of regulation and market forces will
prevail. The government believes the appropriate
national accreditation regulatory regime combined with
market forces and standing within the sector will
provide adequate protection to ensure that all those
services will be appropriately regulated.

But those types of services, as Mr Davis and other
members of the committee would understand, are very
low risk in relation both to screening procedures and
the advice that may be obtained through either a
positive or negative assessment of their cholesterol
readings. In fact the most likely result of a positive
screening or a heightened cholesterol reading would be
the appropriate referral to a medical practitioner, which
would be more likely play a positive role in making
sure that appropriate tests and treatment were
undertaken.

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 15
agreed to.

So in terms of health risk, it is very low within those
categories of services. As I have already indicated to
the committee, at the present point in time all the
services that fall within this category are accredited by
NATA, which would be the prevailing accreditation
body across the nation.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I accept that
many of those 19 bodies may be NATA-accredited
now, but I must say that I do not accept that there are
only 19 bodies that will be let slip through the cracks. It
is a fact that if this legislation is repealed — that is, the
Pathology Services Accreditation Act — those
19 bodies will not be required by law to maintain their
NATA accreditation, therefore some may not choose to
maintain that status with NATA.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — In terms of the discretion that bodies may
actually act on, by and large the discretion will be
determined by the outcome of a number of things. In
most instances it will be a body’s standing in relation to
Medicare payments, and it will not be possible to be
maintained without that viability.
A number of the bodies in question undertake
assessments — such as risk assessments in the
workplace, for example. In terms of their professional
standing and their likelihood of being able to generate
ongoing income, the recognition those bodies have
within the sector would be diminished if they could not
demonstrate that they are appropriately accredited and
comply with national standards. Under normal
circumstances the combination of a regulatory regime

Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank all the members for their
contributions to the speedy passage of this legislation.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Sitting suspended 12.58 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Human Services: output performance
reporting
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — My
question without notice is directed to the Minister for
Finance, Mr John Lenders.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is very difficult for
the Chair and Hansard, and I am sure the minister, to
hear the honourable member’s question. We need to
reduce the noise level in the chamber.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — Under the Financial
Management Act the minister is responsible for the
integrity of the annual reporting cycle. I draw his
attention to pages 83 to 86 of the latest annual report of
the Department of Human Services, which provides
output performance information for the disability
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services output group. In this information, on no less
than 16 separate occasions the department has provided
an estimated outcome rather than the actual result. Did
the department seek the minister’s approval to provide
estimates rather than actuals, and does he condone that
attitude towards the Parliament?

member’s secondary question as to what assurance
there is that these things are ultimately picked up, the
assurance is that once a year a report is presented to
Parliament with responses to the Auditor-General. That
is done in order to pick up the ones that may not have
been reported and to give Parliament an assurance.

Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Well, all I
can say is the leadership challenge is on! Mr Strong yet
again does not get a question on finance, and we are
shoring up the numbers by giving Mr Bowden the
question. It is good to see that it is on. We know
Mr Bowden’s role in the last leadership change and his
view of the Kennett team when he beat him in a
pre-election race. So it is clearly on!

It all comes down to this: the government has set up a
whole series of levels of probity mostly devolved to
individual departments, with accountability to
individual departments, but the assurance for the
Parliament is that there is one sweep at the end of every
year and a report to the Parliament of what has
happened with regard to recommendations from the
Auditor-General.

His question to me regarding the Financial
Management Act and the Department of Human
Services is one I have received in various guises from a
number of members opposite. The specific issue of
reporting and to whom a department or agency reports
has been addressed — that is, specifically the Minister
for Health.

Supplementary question

The additional issue he raises with me is a general
policy issue, and that is the issue I will address here.
The specifics are for the Minister for Health.
The general position that governments have taken over
a period of time is that responsibilities are delegated to
individual ministers and individual departments, as is
appropriate under the Westminster system of
government, for where accountabilities should lie. The
issue of how in a policy sense the government has an
assurance that the policy continues is a separate issue,
but one that is pertinent to my role as Minister for
Finance rather than for the individual responsibilities.
I have previously spoken in this house about the
government’s attention to improving the Audit Act and
the role of the Auditor-General in a range of areas. As a
government we do a final assurance that the
requirements of the Financial Management Act are
being met. Once a year, as an initiative of this
government and not the one before it, the Minister for
Finance actually reports to Parliament on the outcome
of all the Auditor-General’s reports that have not been
picked up or on recommendations that are outstanding.
Once a year that report is made. So the assurance to the
Parliament that the policy requirements have been met
is done by that report.
The first position of government is that it is up to
individual ministers and department heads and agencies
to exercise their responsibilities. That is directly a
question for the Minister for Health. But on the

Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — Will the
minister require the actual information to be provided to
the Parliament before the end of the sitting?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — In
response to Mr Bowden’s introductory question I
advised him the immediate responsibility in this area is
correctly, as it always has been in government,
devolved to the relevant minister and department. My
role comes in with that annual sweep to make sure all
the recommendations have been picked up. The answer
to his question is no.

Public liability: not-for-profit sector
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL (Central Highlands) —
Will the Minister for Finance indicate the results of the
action the Bracks government has taken to ensure that
there is a greater availability of public liability for
community groups, sporting groups and other
not-for-profit groups in Victoria?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
Mr Mitchell for his question and his ongoing interest in
matters of availability of insurance, particularly in his
electorate where there have been some notable issues. I
also take the opportunity to thank him for his assistance
to me in going around to some of the far-flung parts of
his electorate to talk to people affected by insurance.
The member’s specific question was: what are the
consequences of the action of the Bracks government in
dealing with some of the issues of insurance? I have
previously reported to the house that there have been
four pieces of legislation that the government has now
put in place dealing with insurance and stabilising the
insurance market. The objective has been to make
insurance more available and more affordable.
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Periodically I have been asked questions in this place
about the community’s expectations and it is asking,
‘The government has reformed the laws, where is the
evidence on the issues of availability and
affordability?’. They are legitimate questions in a
community when always there is a balance between
changes in the law which affect people’s rights and
entitlements and the availability of insurance.
I am very pleased to advise Mr Mitchell and the house
that the Community Care Underwriting Agency, a joint
venture between insurance companies QBE, Allianz
Australia and Insurance Australia Ltd, is entering the
Victorian market following the passage last night of the
fourth piece of the government’s insurance legislation.
CCUA is a group that will provide insurance in Victoria
to various groups, whether sporting groups, community
associations or a whole range of not-for-profit
organisations that have been struggling to get insurance.
What is better still is that this adds to the
Suncorp-Metway products that came into the market
about a month ago and to the Municipal Association of
Victoria product that was reaffirmed for a further year
with no price increase in June, so the not-for-profit
sector has three choices in where it can go for its
insurance in Victoria. A year ago the government had
to intervene to try and assist the MAV to get a product
in place.
The reason CCUA is in place is because the
government has made changes, and now we have
availability, which is less of an issue than it was. This
will not cover everybody, but it extends the scope so
that rather than small organisations having a cap of
$500 000 as they have on current schemes, small
organisations can now have a $2 million cap. There is
greater choice for them, and clearly with three
organisations now in the market in addition to the other
bits and pieces that are around, the competitive edge
starts coming into place. I am confident that with more
organisations in the market there are more choices, so
we hope that prices start to stabilise and when
competition comes in, that they will hopefully go down.
The significance of this is that various organisations —
whether they be the sporting groups, the not-for-profit
groups or the iconic organisations that have struggled in
Victoria: whether it is the Thorpdale Potato Festival in
Mr Hall and Mr Philip Davis’s electorate, whether it is
the Lismore Progress Association in Mr Vogels and
Mr Koch’s electorate or the Metropolitan Rabbit
Fanciers Association, which is in the electorate of my
colleague the Minister for Sport and Recreation and
you, President — previously could not get insurance,
but they now have three choices. It is good for these
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organisations, and I thank the house and the community
for their support in making some of these difficult
decisions.

Consumer Affairs Victoria: annual report
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I direct
my question without notice to the Minister for Finance.
I refer to section 46 of the Financial Management Act,
which requires that the relevant minister of a
department must cause the annual report to be tabled in
Parliament before the end of October. What action will
the minister take against the Minister for Consumer
Affairs, given that the annual report of Consumer
Affairs Victoria was only tabled yesterday — that is,
26 days late?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Again, I
must note that Mr Strong clearly must be in Louise’s
camp because twice in a row he has missed out on
finance questions. Mr David Davis took them
yesterday, Mr Bowden today and now it is Ms Lovell.
We on this side will know the numbers by the end of
the day. Mr Strong is clearly in Louise’s camp, seeking
a promotion.
My response to Ms Lovell is that the facts of her case
are different, but the answer is identical to the answer I
gave to Mr Bowden.
Supplementary question
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — Did the
Minister for Finance ask the Minister for Consumer
Affairs why the report was tabled late, and what reason
was given?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I think I
have answered the question.

Aboriginals: leadership conference
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — Will
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs inform the house
about the Koori Network of the Future, Conference 21:
Positioning our future, and how it will strengthen the
capacity of indigenous communities?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — I thank the member for her question and the
opportunity to outline to the house a very important
conference I attended on Tuesday of this week. The
conference has been meeting in Melbourne under the
auspices of the Koori Network of the Future. It is a
group of 200 individuals and community organisations
from around Victoria which work assiduously to
improve the leadership capacity and social capital of
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Aboriginal communities across the state, and to build
bridges with employers, the government and with all
different sections of the community to enhance social
and economic development for Aboriginal
communities in the state.
Very importantly, in the context of Conference 21 it
brings together hundreds of young Aboriginal people
from around Victoria, to get them to share issues of
development in leadership potential, to understand
issues of governance, to understand issues of leadership
within a cultural context and to understand issues of
social and economic development and to give them the
opportunity to share innovation and ideas in one
another’s company in a supportive environment.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — It is very disappointing
for all those members of the Koori Network of the
Future that not one member of the Liberal Party in this
chamber is the slightest bit interested.
Hon. R. Dalla-Riva — I’m listening.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Mr Dalla-Riva is the
single exception to the rule. Thank you for identifying
yourself, Mr Dalla-Riva, as the one member of the
Liberal Party who is interested in this issue. It is
disappointing that with this great sharing of knowledge,
information and inspiration that has been brought
together this week, there has not been a level of
support. I trust that the rest of the chamber, the
Parliament of Victoria and the people of Victoria
recognise the important role leadership in Aboriginal
communities will play in the future.
Some great talent was brought together from
Aboriginal communities around Victoria not only to try
and enhance the capacities of those individual young
people to try to teach them ways of running community
organisations but also to identify business opportunities
in the future — the way they can organise their
communities to have a more effective impact on
governments and upon their local community more
broadly.
That is a great challenge. There are some lessons that
they will be taught by some great Aboriginal leaders in
this community, such as Paul Briggs from Shepparton
who has played a very important role in his community
in relation to the Council of Australian Governments;
Daphne Yarram, an Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Commission commissioner; Troy Austin, an
ATSIC commissioner, and Tim Chatfield from ATSIC,
who were in attendance. It brought together great
indigenous leaders from around the globe. International
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guests such as Moana Jackson from the Maori
Sovereignty Movement and the Assistant Grand Chief
Lloyd Phillips from Canada spoke on the development
of the Canadian government-Mohawk agreement.
Important lessons were learnt about indigenous affairs
around the globe and about empowerment within the
indigenous communities. I am confident there will be
great capacities and enhancement of community
strengthening within the Aboriginal community. In
particular, young leaders of the future will come out
through important conferences such as this one. I
appreciate any support from members of this chamber
and the enthusiasm of this Parliament to support that
endeavour within the Aboriginal community.

Wind farms: capacity
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — My question
without notice is directed to the Minister for Energy
Industries. In question time on Tuesday the minister
confirmed that it is the government’s target, and I use
the minister’s words:
… to facilitate 1000 megawatts of wind energy in the state by
2006.

Could the minister clarify whether the 1000 megawatts
target is 1000 megawatts of actual output or
1000 megawatts of potential capacity?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question, because it is interesting. There is a lot of
misconception around about wind and its contribution
to electricity generation in this state. I am happy to
indicate to the house both the nature of these wind
turbines and also give information to the member on
their output. The government’s target is
1000 megawatts of capacity by 2006, which of course
does not mean, as the honourable member would
understand, that it is 1000 megawatts of continuous
output from wind farms, because wind farms vary in
their output depending on the wind velocity and a range
of other factors as well. On the basis of the best
information we are able to garner, the average output
over a year for 1000 megawatts of installed capacity
would probably be somewhere around 350 megawatts.
When I have said before to the house that the
government sees wind as part of a solution and it does
not see it as offering the entire solution, it is important
to put what we are talking about in context, because on
the day when we have used the most capacity that we
have ever required I think we used something like
8200 megawatts of electricity. If members compare that
to the 350 average and the 1000 maximum that wind
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can put out, they will see that wind will only be a part
of the solution to our energy issues.
I might also take the opportunity to tell the house that in
relation to wind there is increasing community support
around the state for these installations, particularly
those located inland, such as the Challicum Hills
location.
Hon. D. McL. Davis — That is away from the Great
Ocean Road, Theo; you are not so keen on that
anymore.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — In response to the
honourable member, some have been put near the
coast, and the one at Portland is an example of that. It
has gone through an extensive process and has wide
community support. I do not know whether the
honourable member supports it. I am not sure of the
opposition’s position on Portland, but it certainly has
wide support in the area.
I might add that with the new type of wind installation,
contrary to what a lot of people think, these towers turn
at a very slow rate; they do not turn at a fast rate like the
original wind installations did. They revolve at a
constant speed of 18 revolutions a minute, or
thereabouts. As members can see, at 18 revolutions a
minute they pose very little danger to things like birds.
Something seen revolving slowly in the distance also
enhances its visual appearance. This is part of the
solution, but it is not the whole of the solution for our
energy requirements.
Supplementary question
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I thank the
minister for his clarification that the 1000-megawatt
target is 1000 megawatts of potential capacity. Given
also that the average capacity of every single wind
turbine is about 1.5 megawatts, and that the minister
has just confirmed that the actual capacity is about
30 per cent because of variable wind speeds — they
only generate 30 per cent capacity — is it not true that
to reach that 1000 megawatts of potential capacity,
which is the government’s target, it will require in the
order of 666 wind turbines to be erected in Victoria?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — Again I thank the member. The
member’s calculations are not correct, because most of
the new generation wind turbines are 2 megawatts.
Some turbines that have been installed are at 1.5 and
even at 1.2. The vast majority of planned installations to
come are either 2 or in some cases marginally greater
than 2. So the rule of thumb for 1000 megawatts at an
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average of 2 megawatts each would be about 500, and
that is the government’s expectation.

Information and communications technology:
applications development
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
refer my question to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology. Software development
and interactive applications are one of the priority
clusters in the Bracks government’s information and
communications technology industry plan. Can the
minister inform the house what the government is doing
to help grow this part of the industry?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I thank the
honourable member for her question. Yes, software
development and interactive applications is one of the
four priority clusters that the government has identified
in its 10-year industry plan. It is an area in which the
government believes the Victorian information and
communications technology (ICT) industry can be a
world leader, which is why it is giving it such a level of
support. It is really because of the highly skilled nature
of the people who work in this sector and also because
of the graduates who are coming out of our universities,
all of whom are respected around the world for their
capabilities in this field.
It is important, though, that Victorian software
developers have the most up-to-date skills on the
world’s leading software platforms. To assist the
industry in meeting this goal, the Bracks government
has funded the creation of networks on three of the
world’s leading platforms: J2EE, DOT.NET and Open
Source. These networks help to create a critical mass of
activity and provide opportunities for Victorian
companies to share information and the benefits of
networking that come from these resources.
This type of collaboration is essential for Victorian
companies wanting to export their products and
services and to win a larger share of the global
market — and they are proving to be an overwhelming
success. Enterprise Java Victoria, which received
funding of $80 000 some 12 months ago, is now fully
self-sufficient as an industry network.
The DOT.NET cluster, which I launched in June of this
year, and made that announcement in the house as well,
has received the official endorsement of Microsoft’s
head office in Seattle. The establishment of this cluster
was a world first. Microsoft has also made a
commitment to match the government’s seed funding
of $80 000.
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The newest cluster, which I launched last week, is Open
Source Victoria. It has been received enthusiastically by
the sector, including major international exponents of
Open Source, both IBM and Sun. These networks are
an excellent opportunity for our software developers to
generate increased export revenue and attract greater
ICT investment into Victoria — and we are already
seeing the results. Since December 2001 growth in
Victorian software development and interactive
applications has risen by about 80 per cent, and it is
expected to rise by another 50 per cent in the next
12 months.
The Bracks government is working with the ICT
industry to deliver growth to Victoria and jobs for our
IT graduates.

Local government: impact statements
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I direct my question
without notice to the Minister for Housing. I refer to a
recommendation by the federal local government
inquiry that local government impact statements be
instituted requiring state governments to provide impact
statements to local government on the expected costs of
implementing new state legislation. My question is:
does the Bracks government support the introduction of
these impact statements?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Housing) — I welcome
this opportunity to address the question of the federal
Parliament inquiry report tabled recently in the federal
Parliament. I note that the federal minister for local
government is going to take some months to consider
before responding to the many recommendations made
in that inquiry’s report. In particular I expect he will
pay close attention to the recommendation that
responsibility for financial relations between the federal
government and local government be removed from
him and given to the federal Treasurer.
There are many interesting recommendations contained
in that report. It is also interesting to note the terms of
reference for the inquiry. Noticeably excluded from the
report’s recommendations is detailed consideration of a
whole range of matters in terms of the impact of the
commonwealth government’s actions on local
government, and very transparently and narrowly the
reference directs the inquiry to examine impacts in
relation to state governments and local government.
There are a whole range of issues as far as the state
government is concerned on the impacts of
commonwealth government actions. There is a very
noticeable campaign at the moment around the Roads
to Recovery funding program by the commonwealth
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and whether or not the commonwealth is going to
continue that. If it does not it will have a devastating
impact on the capacity of local government to deliver
on its responsibilities for local roads in Victoria, just to
give one example.
On the issue of the impacts of state legislation, as I have
indicated on many occasions to councils in Victoria, the
Bracks government takes very seriously the question of
impacts on local government in relation to any
legislation or regulations that we consider as a
government. It is a matter we examine as part of our
processes; we have done to date and will continue to do
so. It is in stark contrast to the approach taken by the
former Liberal Party-National Party government in this
state in its treatment of local government — notably,
actions like cutting rates, capping rates, leaving local
government in an unsustainable situation in terms of
their finances — one from which it is still recovering.
The Bracks government will continue to pay very
careful attention to the question of impacts on local
government of any legislative or regulatory action we
take as a government.

Housing: low-income accommodation
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I refer my question to
the Minister for Housing. The minister will be aware of
reports over recent months of private rooming house
closures. Will the minister inform the house what the
Bracks government is doing to address the decline of
rooming house accommodation in the inner city?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Housing) — I thank the
member for her question and interest in this important
form of accommodation for low-income Victorians.
The Bracks government is concerned about the loss of
private rooming house accommodation in the inner
city — as indeed we are at the loss of any private form
of affordable housing. Since June 2002 seven private
rooming houses in the cities of Melbourne, Yarra and
Port Phillip have closed. That is why the Bracks
government is taking action to address this decline.
Since 2001 the government has committed more than
$35 million to purchasing and redeveloping 13 rooming
house properties. Sixty-five per cent of the tenancies
created by that will be located in inner suburban
Melbourne, where the demand is highest. In addition,
$17 million has been committed to eight joint venture
rooming house projects with councils and community
organisations. We believe that these actions will deliver
around 400 tenancies.
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At the same time, since 2000 the Bracks government
has committed over $24 million through the Victorian
homelessness strategy, delivering a significant increase
in homelessness assistance. It is encouraging to see two
local councils — Boroondara and Port Phillip — with
declining low-cost housing in their areas, willing to
partner with the Bracks government to increase
affordable housing in their municipal areas. This
partnership is typified by two newly developed
rooming houses. One is the Monteath Avenue rooming
house in Hawthorn, with funding of $3 million from the
Bracks government, built on land provided at a discount
by the Boroondara council. The council is to be
congratulated on that initiative. The development will
provide 18 secure units — 3 of which have been
modified to accommodate people with disabilities —
and all will be for low-income people.
Another, the Beach House facility in Little Grey Street,
St Kilda, has been upgraded with funding of
$3.1 million. It will provide much needed
accommodation for low-income earners in that area.
The government contributed $2.3 million towards the
purchase and renovation of the house, with the balance
coming from the St Kilda Rooming House Issues
Group. The group is to be congratulated on this
initiative. These developments have been designed to
allow tenants access to secure, long-term affordable
housing in Hawthorn and St Kilda — two of the most
affected areas.
The Bracks government is getting on with the job of
addressing affordable housing issues in inner suburban
Melbourne and delivering assistance to Victorians who
need access to low-cost housing.

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce:
annual dinner
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Small Business. Will the
minister advise the house on how government policy
will respond to the issues raised by Dr Keith Suter in
his address to the Victorian Automobile Chamber of
Commerce president’s annual dinner last night?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — Given that my attendance at the
president’s dinner last night was truncated by the need
to get back to the chamber, I unfortunately did not hear
the address by Dr Keith Suter last night at the dinner.
Supplementary question
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — That was
my observation. Will the minister inform the house
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whether it is her judgment that the Victorian
Automobile Chamber of Commerce president’s annual
dinner has a lower priority than Labor’s Christmas
drinks?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I am outraged by that. My return to this
chamber was for a statutory majority vote that was
required for legislation passing through the house. Had
it not been for that requirement, I would have remained
at the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce
president’s dinner with pleasure, and both the
chamber’s chief executive officer and the president
were totally aware of that.

Energy: market reform
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I direct
my question to the Minister for Energy Industries. Can
the minister inform the house about the latest
developments on energy market reform?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the Honourable Sang Nguyen for
his question in this important area, which comes in the
absence of Mr Bill Forwood being able to get a
guernsey to ask me a question on this major topic, but
we live in hope. Maybe if you changed sides, Bill, they
might have you on the other side.
This is an important issue. On Monday I announced
that the Bracks government had taken the initiative in
trying to find a resolution to the stalemate over national
energy reform. The Victorian model has been agreed to
by the commonwealth, and it is currently being
considered by other state governments. The model
advocates the establishment of the Australian energy
regulator. This body is an important national regulator
which is to be established. The body will be a separate
legal entity but will come under the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission umbrella, and
three of the five commissioners will be state appointees.
The government is looking for agreement to be reached
at the Perth meeting of energy ministers in two weeks
time for this model to be adopted. The proposed body
will regulate transmission and wholesale pricing from
next year and will be extended in 2006 to distribution
and retail short of the capacity of setting retail prices.
This body will have a huge impact on energy pricing
and on the regulation of the energy industry in this
country.
This is something we have been working towards as a
government since March 2002, something I have
attempted to move forward on behalf of the
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government at two successive meetings of the
ministerial council on energy. We thought we had
agreement at the last ministerial council on energy, and
indeed that was supported by the premiers at the
Council of Australian Governments meeting.
Unfortunately the federal — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — They walked out.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Yes, but they
issued a memorandum in which they supported the
model. Unfortunately it did not have the full support of
the federal government at that time. Rather than let the
model not get up, because of its importance I entered
into consultations with Ian McFarlane, Peter Costello,
Warwick Parer and Graeme Samuel in order to reach
what is an important compromise position.
This is a practical and sensible reform for the national
energy market. It will remove a lot of red tape and
create an environment that will secure sustainable,
long-term energy reform. It has the potential to unlock
billions of dollars of investment over the next decade.
The importance of a national regulation of energy
cannot be overestimated, and I urge all members to
support this reform, which is due to go before the
ministerial council on energy in December.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 930,
1007, 1012, 1014, 1039, 1040, 1045, 1055, 1093, 1115,
1134, 1135 and 1154.

FAIR TRADING (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 19 November; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs).

Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I rise to give
the opposition’s response to the Fair Trading (Further
Amendment) Bill. In doing so I firstly place on record
my sincere thanks to the member for Bulleen in the
other place, Mr Kotsiras, for his assistance in analysing
the bill’s contents and its implications and also for the
extensive consultation process undertaken. He was
invaluable in putting together the opposition’s position
on the legislation we are debating today. My sincere
thanks to him.
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The bill amends the Fair Trading Act 1999 and broadly
implements the recommendations of the Fair Trading
Act Review Reference Panel — those dealing with
telemarketing in particular — in its report to the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, which was handed
down in June 2003. This legislation, as we understand
it, implements the recommendations of that review
reference panel. That panel was chaired by the member
for Burwood in the other place, Mr Stensholt. From all
reports it was a panel which considered weighty and
important issues affecting both consumers and
businesses in the state.
In putting its position on the record, I say, firstly, that
the opposition is supportive and will not oppose the
provisions in the legislation which relate to consumer
privacy. We believe in some cases consumers have for
a long time been subject to undue and unnecessary
intrusion on the part of some telemarketing and direct
marketing operatives to an extent that is unreasonable.
This legislation limits the number of hours and the
times available to direct marketing operators to contact
consumers over the telephone. That limitation of hours
is supported very strongly by the opposition. We
believe those are sensible moves which are generally
supported within the community. I might add that the
affected industries — the call centre and direct
marketing industries — have also supported the
restriction of hours that is part of this legislation. That
needs to be made clear at the outset.
We are very supportive of the consumer privacy
protection element of this legislation. However, other
very significant issues are contained in this legislation,
the consequences of which on their enactment and
implementation are very worrying to the Liberal Party.
They are worrying because, as I said earlier, we have
consulted extremely widely with call centre and direct
marketing workers. We have also consulted with the
organisations which represent them and with a wide
number of employers and industry organisations in this
sector which have very valid concerns not only about
the process the legislation went through before it came
here today but also about the implications and
consequences of many of its provisions. More about
that later.
As a result of that, on behalf of the opposition I will
move a reasoned amendment. I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until there has been an independent cost-benefit
analysis of the bill’s impact on employment and investment in
regional Victoria and until further consultation on
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employment and investment loss is undertaken with workers
and businesses in this sector of the economy’.

We do not do this lightly. I move this reasoned
amendment because the nature of the concerns which
have been brought to us are very serious indeed. They
revolve not only around the fact that the industry
affected and workers within that industry feel they have
had an inadequate consultative process but also that
there have been very concerning predictions made by
the industry and by independent commentators and
economic analysts that have shown that the
consequences of this legislation will lead to negative
investment impacts for Victoria — loss of gross
domestic product and also the intentional and
unintentional loss of jobs.
We move this amendment in the light of giving the
government an opportunity to have another look at this
legislation and to conduct an economic impact survey
and study to understand very clearly the consequences
of this legislation on investment, GDP growth and jobs
in Victoria, particularly in rural and regional Victoria
where over recent years the growth of this industry has
been exponential. It is one of the key areas of jobs
growth now in the hubs of the Latrobe Valley, Ballarat,
Bendigo and Geelong. This is not a Melbourne
metropolitan based industry; it covers the length and
breadth of Victoria. We believe it is important enough
to protect jobs and investment in that industry by
making sure we have done our homework on this bill.
I note that other jurisdictions have placed on notice
papers in their parliaments similar amendments to
similar acts of Parliament. The Tasmanian government
recently agreed to conduct an economic impact study
on the effects of its legislation in its jurisdiction. It is
very similar to this piece of legislation. It did so in the
interests of Tasmanian jobs and Tasmanian investment.
It is currently re-working the legislation. We believe the
Victorian government should do the same.
This industry is very competitive and the flight of
investment and jobs can occur very easily. Without
having done this work, we cannot adequately
understand what impact this is going to have on the
lives of people who are employed by this industry and
upon investment in Victoria. It will become clearer to
the government in the course of my presentation why
indeed the opposition believes this needs to be looked
at in detail again.
Specifically this bill limits the hours of telemarketing
outbound or cold calls — as they are referred to; and
calls to existing customers are included in that
category — to between 9.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m. on
weekdays and between 9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on
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weekends. Calls on public holidays are completely
prohibited and disallowed. As I said, the opposition
does not have any quarrel with this; it is quite
supportive of these restrictions. We support them
because they are supported by the community and by
the industry. No negative consequences will come from
this; protecting consumer privacy has to be a key
objective of legislation like this.
This legislation also specifically provides that a
telemarketing agreement commences on the date of the
telephone call or contact upon the consumer’s explicit
informed consent. An explicit informed consent means
that during the course of that call the caller must convey
certain information to the consumer about their rights
and responsibilities. Those called must be given a full
explanation and then asked for an explicit informed
consent. On the face of it that is a sensible move. This
legislation also requires that records of that telephone
consent are kept by the telemarketer for 12 months for
potential inspection by Consumer Affairs Victoria
(CAV) for audit purposes.
Where disputes arise we understand that the keeping of
such records, also on the face of it, appears to be a
sensible move. However, there is uncertainty and
ambiguity about the manner in which this may or may
not be done, and there is also an enormous amount of
concern within the industry. I have spoken personally
with a number of organisations which understand that
that requirement for data capture and for storage of that
data — we are talking about thousands and thousands
of calls on a daily
basis — —
Hon. D. K. Drum — Thousands of hours!
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — And thousands of
hours of calls on a daily basis, Mr Drum. They
understand that the sheer physical cost and implications
for the infrastructure are enormous. I have had
representations from telecommunications providers
who have assured me that their preliminary estimates
on just the data capture and record keeping on that one
area will cost them millions and millions of dollars.
One telecommunications provider gave me a figure of
$22 million just to buy and install the equipment
required to adequately capture the explicitly informed
consent and to store it for 12 months.
One of the concerns of the opposition on the specifics
of this bill is that the compliance costs to industry are
huge. When industry is required to comply with
legislation — as it is — it must be in the mind of
government how much it will cost that industry to do
so, not only in man-hours but also in dollar terms
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because the bottom line of any business relies upon
those questions being answered adequately, and the
bottom line of a business has a direct impact on jobs
and investment. The government does not seem to
understand that a simple requirement like this can lead
to enormous compliance costs.
Mr Smith interjected.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Enormous
compliance costs, Mr Smith. This bill also requires that
consumers are informed during the telephone contact
by the direct marketing organisation of their cooling-off
rights. We on the opposition side understand that there
may need to be a period of time in which a consumer is
allowed to rethink an agreement that they have made in
a telephone context, and this is perfectly reasonable.
However, what is not reasonable is the approach that
the government has taken to establish the cooling-off
provisions in this bill. A situation has occurred where
Victoria will now have a cooling-off period of 10 full
days from the time of the initial contact and the
agreement being made on the phone, and in that
10 days the consumer can come back any time and
inform the organisation that they have changed their
mind.
In a normal retail sense when people are buying
products at point of sale the only way they can return a
product or renege on a contract to get a service —
generally it applies to products — is if the product is
not of merchantable quality, which means there is
something wrong with the product, it is faulty in some
way, it does not work or do what it is supposed to do.
They can return a product when it is not fit for the
purpose for which it was designed or for which it was
sold. So if it is held out to a consumer in a shop that this
product will do this thing and they buy it and it does not
do that thing — it is not suitable for that purpose —
they are also entitled under the current law to return it
and get their money back.
In a telemarketing context it goes much further. There
is no requirement to demonstrate that it is not of
merchantable quality or that it is not fit for the purpose
for which it was purchased. The test is much higher; it
is basically at the direction of the consumer.
As I said at the outset, we do not argue that there needs
to be some cooling-off period, but a cooling-off period
twice that of New South Wales, which operates a
five-day cooling-off period; a cooling-off period that is
much higher than any other jurisdiction we can find in
Australia; and one which contradicts national
guidelines for the establishment of this type of
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legislation and regulation is, we think, unreasonable. It
will lead to enormous cost losses or liabilities accruing
to companies that are required to accept the return of
goods on day 9, for example, or even on day 10 when
some of those goods are not suitably returned within
that time. This has not been considered adequately or
thought through by the government. This is a major
concern of the opposition and of the industry.
The bill also requires that consumers be sent in the post
a prescribed cooling-off notice and terms of agreement
in writing within five days of the telephone contact or,
we are pleased to say, an agreed longer period. That
might go out from five days; they might get their
paperwork in six or seven days because of the sheer
logistics of doing that on each and every telephone
marketing agreement, particularly when products and
services are linked; and this legislation requires that you
do it for each one of them, whether it is a continuous or
non-continuous product or service. That is a huge
impost on many businesses, particularly on charities,
small to medium enterprises and small to medium-size
businesses. Sometimes it is simply not logistically
possible for that paperwork to be generated, sent out
and received by a consumer within five days.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — They may not be the
fulfilment agency.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Indeed,
Mr Atkinson, they may not be. In fact usually in this
industry they are not the fulfilment agency. Usually an
agent is used. Again, this does not seem to have been
understood by the government and demonstrates a
profound lack of understanding of how this industry
actually and practically works in the real world. It is of
concern to us and we will raise it later in the debate. In
fact I foreshadow some amendments to be moved later
which we believe will deal with some of those
problems and correct some negative consequences
which would flow from the package of this legislation
if it were not so amended.
We also note that this legislation specifically requires
that the cooling-off period of 10 days starts from the
date the consumer receives that paperwork that I have
just spoken of. So you make an agreement on the
telephone, ‘Yes, I will have that product or service’;
you wait five days because you have to receive your
notification and cooling-off rights and a whole heap of
paperwork from the industry saying that you have made
this agreement, and then after that five days you have
another 10 days of cooling-off rights.
This presents a huge problem in terms of the efficacy of
the delivery of products and services, because for the
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organisation to send it out to you before you have to
pay them anything requires a huge leap of faith and it is
very costly, depending on the nature of the product or
service you are sending to the consumer.
We have a situation where consumers in Victoria are
now going to face delays — which they do not face
anywhere else in Australia such as in New South
Wales, Queensland or Tasmania — in the receipt of
products or services way beyond what their
counterparts in other states face. This will lead directly
to a loss of convenience and a loss of effective receipt
of products, choice and services to consumers in this
state.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Indeed, it will very
definitely benefit those offshore providers who do not
need to fulfil certain requirements.
We are very concerned that Victorian consumers are
going to be facing longer delays than any other
consumers in the country, and choice and convenience
will definitely be a casualty if this situation is again not
corrected during the course of debate on this bill. As I
said, we foreshadow some amendments which we
believe will deal with many of those problems, and we
do that to assist.
We also note that this legislation allows a consumer to
exercise their cooling-off rights by telephoning the
trader within the allowed period. This again sounds a
reasonable thing. You telephone and say, ‘I have
changed my mind, I do not want that product or
service’, but you need to understand that this industry
operates on the basis of third-party agencies who often
have nothing to do with the delivery of a product,
nothing to do with its quality and nothing to do with
even generating the paperwork that is required. They
are third-party agencies who operate call centres, and
their role is just to be the contact point with the
customer. What the opposition is saying is that
someone is going to have to be telephoned during that
period. What does need to be clarified is the position of
these third-party call centre agencies. If they have no
control over the product and no control over the
paperwork yet are still responsible for receiving
notifications on behalf of another supplier that is
somewhere else altogether, this is going to raise a
problem and cause enormous confusion in this sector. It
will have to be dealt with sooner or later.
Unfortunately government members have assured the
industry that they would rather deal with all these sorts
of issues later. ‘There might be further amendments’,
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the industry has been told, ‘so just set up the regime
that we believe you should be setting up now. Spend
the money. Put it all together. Follow our requirements,
and when it becomes obvious that it does not work’ —
because it will not in many respects — ‘tell us about it
and we will amend it later’. But they may have already
spent millions of dollars complying with this
legislation, and that is a key concern that the opposition
and industry have. These issues should have
legitimately been resolved before this legislation came
to this Parliament, but they have not been resolved.
Despite — —
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Six thousand plus people
losing their jobs are not too happy either!
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Indeed,
Mr Atkinson! The unintended consequences of this
legislation will be profound. It is almost unbelievable
that the consultation process which was set up by the
minister could not get this right. It is unbelievable that
that is the case, because the reason these amendments
did not come to us in the last round of debate we had on
fair trading is presumably because the government
understood that there were complex issues related to
telemarketing and direct marketing that needed further
work. And the minister bravely — I say very
bravely — gave the job to Mr Stensholt in the other
place, and Mr Stensholt has dropped the ball.
This process has been flawed from the beginning. The
industry is saying it, call centre workers are saying it,
and we in the opposition echo that because we can see
that there are serious problems that will face industry.
Those problems will cost dollars and investment and
put Victoria at a competitive disadvantage. They will
cost jobs to ordinary Victorians. Those will be the
results of these issues not having been corrected and
fixed earlier.
In addition to these core changes, recreational service
providers will be allowed to waive customers’ implied
statutory rights and warranties, which were originally
contained within the Goods Act 1958 but then went
into the Fair Trading Act. That waiver is also facilitated
by this legislation. That can be done by written
notification rather than by obtaining customer consent
by signature. We on the opposition side also note that
the last time this question came to us we were assured
by the minister that this was only the case in one
industry — the ski industry. That industry had a
specific problem, and the minister said, ‘Why don’t you
support us on this, and support my ability as minister to
waive that requirement?’ I can recall the minister telling
me, ‘I would only do it in the rarest of cases,
Mr Olexander’, and ‘It will only be the ski industry and
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only this season, and in 12 months they will fix it’. I
said, ‘Okay. Can you make it a disallowable instrument,
Minister, so we scrutinise whenever you make those
exemptions in the Parliament?’ The minister said, ‘Sure
thing, Mr Olexander, we will do that’. Well, now we
have this legislation, have we not? It is a nice little thing
that has just been popped in.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Acting President, I draw
your attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — So the minister said,
‘Take me on trust’, and the opposition did on that
occasion. Well, not completely! We required that an
amendment be moved so that the minister’s exemption
power be made a disallowable instrument by either
chamber. But the assurances I received from this
minister at the time of the last debate on the Fair
Trading Act are now clearly laughable, because now
we are enshrining in legislation that waiver for
everybody.
It seems to me that, when it suits, this government is
very prepared to sacrifice consumers’ rights in the
interests of whatever discussions the minister has had
with whatever organisations or business sectors. We
will probably not ever really know. But what we were
told then and what we are getting now in this legislation
are two completely different things.
So when the minister gets up, as he always does, and
says, ‘We want to protect and empower consumers’,
perhaps he can remind himself of the way that he is
now just writing off consumers’ rights which have been
enshrined in legislation in this state since 1958 at least,
and he is doing it with the stroke of a pen. There will be
no parliamentary scrutiny any longer. The minister has
done it by stealth, and that is not worthy of him or any
government.
With my colleague Mr Kotsiras, the member for
Bulleen in the other place, I consulted with the
Consumer Law Centre of Victoria; the Consumer
Credit Association, Victorian branch; the Energy
Retailers Association of Australia; the Law Institute of
Victoria; the Australian Direct Marketing Association;
the Customer Contact Management Association; and a
range of other organisations. What opposition members
are hearing is that, yes, there are some good things
contained in the legislation which are worthy of
passage and will protect consumers’ rights and privacy,
and we do not quarrel with those things. But there are
other things in this legislation which are going to cause
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very large problems for Victorians and for many
businesses in Victoria.
It was beholden on the government to do a lot more to
look into this, and that is why the opposition is moving
its reasoned amendment. We are going to give you
another opportunity to do your work properly.
Government members should be supporting this
reasoned amendment, because the consequences of not
doing so will be profound. The government will reap
the results and make a rod for its own back. We will be
coming back to this place time and again as
government members realise the impact on investment
and jobs and the sheer confusion that some of these
ill-thought-through provisions are going to create for a
very important sector in this economy.
The minister may not be aware that over
44 000 Victorians are employed by this industry. Over
44 000 Victorians! It is a large number of jobs, and
many of those jobs are casual or permanent part-time,
but they are extremely important jobs for those who
hold them. The people who hold these jobs, which are
now being placed under threat, are in large part women.
Women make up the larger part of the work force in
this industry in Victoria.
Hon. D. K. Drum — Forty-four thousand in this
state?
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — There are
44 000 direct jobs, not to mention the indirect jobs
which flow from the direct-marketing industry,
Mr Drum.
There are at least 10 000 people involved with
outbound calling, which is the direct area impacted by
this bill. This is an industry that is worth in excess of
$2 billion to the gross domestic product of Victoria, and
probably closer to $3 billion — some estimates show
that. It is an enormous industry in terms of dollars and
jobs, and the government should have taken that into
account before it came here with such an
ill-thought-through piece of work.
It has not done its work. We understand that a
consultative process needed to take place and the
government made an attempt at that; but it was a
ham-fisted one. It was an attempt that should be taken
back to the drawing board and started again with
somebody who is prepared to listen to the people who
understand how this industry operates.
We understand that there are many other pieces of
legislation which impact on the issues of regulation for
the direct marketing industry. There is the Financial
Services Reform Act 2001; in New South Wales it is
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the Fair Trading Amendment Act. I mention that
because many of the providers and many of the jobs are
nationally based companies that operate across state
borders; so taking into account the laws in other states
is essential, and that has not been done. It is completely
out of whack with what is happening in other states,
and that in itself is going to cause problems.
The Telecommunications Act 1997 impacts on this and
the Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs, of which
Mr Lenders is a part and which Consumer Affairs
Victoria (CAV) has a big input into, has also done
significant work, but that work has been disregarded.
Victoria seems to have gone it alone on this piece of
legislation. It has tried to tell us that we are going to be
a model for the rest of Australia, but I have a newsflash
for the government: think again! Victoria will not be a
model for the rest of Australia; the rest of Australia is
going in a distinctly different direction — —
Mr Lenders — You should talk to a few of them!
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — They will not take up
most of your legislation, Minister, and you know that.
The ministerial council of which the minister is a part
does not support the provisions in this legislation. The
amendments that we are proposing today bring the
minister’s legislation into line with what he agreed to at
the national level in September. The minister is
contradicting his own agreement and CAV, the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
and every other relevant state authority when they
issued those guidelines.
The opposition does not understand why the
government is doing it. We can only assume that there
is some ideological reason or that some very powerful
bureaucrats within CAV have convinced the minister of
the wisdom of this. But it is beholden on the minister
not to make agreements at a national level which
mislead his colleagues around Australia and then come
back to Victoria and contradict everything he said there.
The opposition does not understand why this minister
has chosen to disregard everything he agreed to at the
national level.
The minister constantly lectures us in this chamber
about the need for national consistency in so many
areas. He is on radio and in the papers talking about the
need for consistency. He says, ‘We have a process
going at the national level’. But it has become very
clear to many Victorians and to the opposition that this
minister only uses that argument when it is in his direct
political interest to do it, and that is exactly what has
happened here. He has disregarded everything that has
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happened at the national level, and we would still like
to understand precisely why that has occurred.
The review was undertaken by a working party
comprising the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission, the Department of Treasury, CAV — the
minister’s own department — and the New South
Wales fair trading department. The code is voluntary
and not binding on the parties to the agreement, but it
has taken an enormous amount of work and effort to
put this together, and it has been completely
disregarded and contradicted by this government,
which will pay the price for that.
For example, the national guidelines on how this
industry should operate say that a seven-day cooling-off
period is optimal and that there should be six general
exemptions to the cooling-off period, which are defined
very carefully and include perishable goods, goods that
have been tampered with or are easily able to be copied,
bespoken goods or goods where there might be hygiene
issues. Cooling-off periods should not apply to those,
but that has not made its way into this legislation. I
foreshadow that the opposition will move an
amendment seeking to bring those back into this
legislation so that we do not stand out from the rest of
Australia and lose jobs and investment as a result.
The guidelines say that goods and services can be
supplied during the cooling-off period. That is
something that does not occur here.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Not in any practical
sense, because if a company does it, it is taking an
enormous financial risk and that is something that this
government does not understand. Businesses operate on
the basis of a profit motive, and there is nothing wrong
with that because that profit motive employs people. If
you cannot operate in that sense, and you are going to
lose money because of the cooling-off period, you are
going to lose investment in jobs: it is quite simple.
At the national level they recommend that charges
could be made for goods and services supplied during
the cooling-off period, and there is a mechanism for
doing that to protect the business from that enormous
potential for loss. That has not happened in this
legislation, so that risk is real.
In New South Wales, for example, similar legislation
only applies where the value of a product or service is
$100 or more; in Victoria it is $50. So anything over
$50 is captured in Victoria, while it is $100 in New
South Wales. I can assure members that a lot is sold
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over the telephone at the lower end of the price point
scale.
In New South Wales calling hours are 9.00 a.m. to
8.00 p.m.; here we have more restrictive calling hours.
There is a five-day cooling-off period in New South
Wales, which is below what the national guidelines
recommend. That state has opted for a cooling-off
period because it understands the risk to business and
the difficulties that that can cause in terms of
investment. It does not want to lose investment from
New South Wales. Victoria is going for a 10-day
cooling-off period — let us just double it; or maybe we
will lose twice as many jobs as a result, and that is
probably the likely outcome! Consumers must be
informed on the telephone of their rights, which must
then be confirmed in writing. There is no charge until
the expiry of the cooling-off period.
Further regulations are being drafted. I note that the
group this minister has not been prepared to work with
is now working with Mr Carr’s government to frame
those regulations. So I wonder where the lion’s share of
the investment from that sector will go. Will it go to
New South Wales or to Victoria? I think the answer to
that is pretty obvious.
Ms Mikakos — Again you’re going on about New
South Wales! You have a fixation with the Carr
government!
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — The Carr
government is relevant here, because the industry we
are talking about is predominantly present in two states
of Australia — Victoria and New South Wales. This
industry will obviously go where the predominance of
consumers are. Does that make sense to Ms Mikakos?
It should, because it is a logical thing for an industry to
do. They put their operations where the customers are.
If it is the case that New South Wales is operating at a
different level where it is cheaper, easier and the
industry has a better time with higher profit margins
than in Victoria, which is clearly going to be the case,
what would you do if you were a business,
Ms Mikakos?
Ms Mikakos — You are obviously not interested.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — I advise Ms Mikakos
that it is not a rhetorical question, because any rational
business is going to say, ‘We must protect our bottom
line’. The bottom line in this case does not fall in our
favour. It falls in their favour. That is why I am
discussing New South Wales. It is extremely relevant.
We are putting ourselves behind the eight ball with this
legislation, make no mistake.
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Tasmania has recognised that. That is why its Labor
government has withdrawn provisions almost identical
to these. Perhaps the minister helped his counterpart in
the Tasmanian Labor government come up with its
legislation. Well, Tasmania has withdrawn it. It is going
back to the drawing board, and we should be doing the
same.
So frustrated have the industry and the various
providers of direct marketing services, large and small,
been that they have contacted an enormous number of
people in government to try to have another go at this
legislation. The Minister for Consumer Affairs gave
them short shrift, and the department itself has been
besieged by workers and businesses in this sector. It has
had closed ears. The department told the industry, ‘We
are not prepared to discuss any further matters of policy
with you’. I think I am almost quoting word for word
from a letter that I saw from the minister.
The industry said, ‘Okay, if you do not want to discuss
matters of policy can we discuss the detail of this
legislation? Can we discuss some specific clauses?’.
The government asked the industry to send a letter, but
that letter was ignored. Industry representatives have
become so frustrated they have gone to the Department
of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development,
because they know this is going to impact jobs in
country Victoria. They went to the Minister for Small
Business, the Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs and the Minister for Tourism and the tourism
task force. They also went to the National Competition
Council. The ears of the government have been closed
to the concerns raised. That is certainly not the way to
legislate.
At the end of the day the Victorian legislation is more
restrictive than that of any other state in Australia. It is
more restrictive than any other comparative jurisdiction
we can find in the world that has any kind of direct
marketing or telemarketing industry. It is the most
draconian legislation that has ever been enacted.
The legislation will make Victoria much less attractive
for investment. It will push investors into less restrictive
states like New South Wales. It will result in less
investment and less jobs, particularly in country
Victoria — in Geelong, the Latrobe Valley, Ballarat
and Bendigo.
What about Victorian consumers? Customers in
Victoria should get used to the fact that many national
companies will not sell their products and services into
Victoria because it is too restrictive. That will lead to a
less competitive position in this sector in Victoria, and
there will be less competition, not more. The quality of
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products and services will fall and their prices will
increase, because less competition leads to that result in
almost every instance. At the end of the day this
legislation will mean less choice for consumers, and
that is a very sad thing.
I want to talk about the warnings the Bracks
government has had from the industry and call centre
workers about the loss of jobs. I mentioned before that
there are over 45 000 workers in this industry in
Victoria. It is actually closer to 62 000 workers. These
jobs include permanent part-time and casual jobs as
well as permanent full-time jobs. They are important
jobs in the places where they exist. Yes, there will be
and are already predictions of large job losses in
metropolitan Melbourne, but the key industry hubs of
Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and the Latrobe Valley are
also going to suffer. Recently the industry and call
centre workers were so concerned that they put together
their own advertising campaign to warn these
communities that they will be affected by the jobs being
under threat.
I am looking at the Bendigo Advertiser for Tuesday,
18 November, which has an advertisement headed
‘Mr Bracks doesn’t care about jobs in Bendigo’. It is
the same information. The work has not been done. The
government has not assessed the loss of jobs in the
Bendigo region. The same advertisement appears in the
Latrobe Valley Express and the Ballarat Courier. These
communities understand how important call centre jobs
are. They are areas of high unemployment. They are
areas where young people cannot get jobs. They are
areas where working mums cannot get jobs. Older
people — forget it! This is an industry that employs
exactly those people.
People are understandably concerned about the impact
of this legislation, but the government is not concerned
because it will not talk to the industry. It says, ‘We do
not wish to discuss any further issues of policy with
you’. It will have to take the consequences for Victoria
of this attitude coming from this minister. It is
extraordinary that the minister has rejected the advice
of the Australian Direct Marketing Association
(ADMA) and even more extraordinary that the minister
has rejected the guidelines for regulation approved by
the National Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs,
which includes Consumer Affairs Victoria —
something the minister agreed with this year. The
opposition cannot understand that with these
consequences in the wind the government is still
prepared to ignore its own advice, but that is what is
occurring.
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During the committee stage the opposition will call on
the government to bring this legislation more into line
with national standards. The opposition will do that for
a reason. It will also ask the government — it is why I
moved the reasoned amendment — to do a proper job
of consultation and to do an economic impact study.
The government will then know what the industry
knows and what economic analysts are predicting for
this state. The government will know it and see it. If the
government still does not think these jobs are important
to Victorians, then it deserves to be condemned.
The opposition believes the government is beholden to
better meet its duty of care, particularly where jobs and
investment are concerned. It is being told that if it does
this these will be the consequences. The opposition
believes the minister has lost the plot completely with
this legislation. The opposition does not quite know
whether it is just that he does not like the portfolio or
that he does not understand how business works. We do
not know which is the case, because both may be the
case. It should not have come to this stage.
In a recent press release ADMA called upon the
government to take the bill away, do an economic
impact study and take part in further consultation. It
also said that in Geelong more than 500 jobs are at risk,
with seven telephone centres providing those jobs.
Ballarat has five centres, with more than 1000 jobs at
risk; Bendigo has five centres, with more than 700 jobs
at risk; and the Latrobe Valley has five centres, with
more than 500 jobs at risk.
I do not know how it could be made any clearer. The
consequences of the legislation will be severe. The
government says to a young person in a regional city,
‘Well, we do not care about your job. We have an
ideological agenda which we do not want to discuss
with the industry or call centre workers. We do not care
about your job’. I want the minister to explain to
working mums and young people in this industry why
their jobs have to be sacrificed on some ideological
altar, because it is beyond the opposition’s
understanding. The industry has grown in Victoria over
the years. It is important to those people and to the
economic viability of those towns and regional cities.
That is being completely underestimated.
I quote from an industry source, Rob Edwards, the chief
executive officer of ADMA:
If Victoria insists on going it alone with telemarketing
legislation it will impact adversely on call and contact service
centres because businesses will look to other ways to contact
customers.

Notably not doing it in Victoria. He further states:
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We understand that the Victorian government has not
undertaken a proper economic impact assessment on this
legislation.
When such an assessment is done, ADMA is confident [this]
will show that the economic consequences in terms of jobs
and investment will far outweigh any perceived benefit to
consumers ...

The information the government has access to about
this proposal is huge. It cannot claim it has not been
warned by experts who understand the consequences
for this type of work. ACA Research, which is not part
of the industry but is an independent economic analyst,
says that between 6000 and 12 000 jobs will be shed
across the state. In fact it thinks the industry predictions
of job losses are conservative and that more jobs will be
lost than the industry is predicting.
Look at the call centres in Geelong: Datalink, the Life
Force Group, Express Promotions, Radiant Systems,
the Geelong Football Club and Telstra. Ballarat has the
IBM Data Centre — a call centre with 250 seats,
possibly employing 700 people on a part-time or casual
basis; Telstra; the Department of Sustainability and
Environment — the government runs a call centre from
Ballarat; the State Revenue Office, which has 300; and
Centrelink. Bendigo has Telstra, AAPT, the Bendigo
Bank and Powercor. In the Latrobe Valley there is the
Members Credit Union, the Australian Securities and
Investment Commission and Teletech. In fact a petition
with over 100 signatures from Teletech in the Latrobe
Valley was tabled in this place this morning asking the
government to take this away and have another look.
The opposition believes the legislation, apart from
introducing one or two desirable things that will protect
consumers’ privacy and rights, will lead to national
inconsistency. If adopted the proposals will be
inconsistent with existing federal legislation and the
legislation of other states that already regulate
telephone marketing. It will cause consumer confusion
because there will be a lack of clarity about the
protection offered between the states.
Business compliance will be incredibly difficult
because the rules that govern a business across the
border in Tasmania will be very different to the rules
that govern one here. It will lead to reduced consumer
choice and will eventually lead to the inability of
organisations involved in this business in Victoria to
compete. That is the bottom line. That is why jobs will
go and why investment will be lost and gross domestic
product will flee this state and probably go to New
South Wales or Tasmania. Tasmania is adopting a
much more reasonable and sensible approach in putting
its legislation together than this government has
adopted.
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In summary, the legislation will impact on charities and
small and medium business enterprises. Many large
multinational companies have ceased marketing
interstate due to the high cost of developing separate
compliance systems. Companies that operate in this
sector will now be faced with the same situation. In this
environment charities, in particular, which rely on
telephone marketing will find it is not financially viable
to continue their operations.
The legislation also requires calls to be invited. The
proposed definition of ‘uninvited’ will result in a
ridiculous situation with customer service calls and
calls by businesses to their existing customers that have
already been caught by this legislation. The effect will
be to seriously impede the supplier’s ability to deliver
the ever-rising levels of expected customer service.
Customers want to be alerted by their banks, their
telephone suppliers, their pay TV companies or their
other service providers when they are eligible to save
money and when there is a product or service that will
save them money or will be incredibly useful to them.
They want to know at least. But at the same time they
do not expect lengthy delay in the time to take up those
offers, and that is almost guaranteed under this
legislation.
This legislation will make it a requirement to record
calls and to store records, and that requirement is
extraordinary from a cost compliance perspective.
Millions upon millions of dollars will have to be spent
complying with this legislation. That will mean it is less
profitable to do business here — and that needs to be
addressed. We think our amendments address it.
The opposition encourages the government to have
another look at this legislation. Notwithstanding
consumer protection provisions which are present
within this bill, we need to ensure that industries remain
viable, that jobs are protected and that consumers and
their choice and the level of competition that they
experience in the marketplace are preserved.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Mr Lenders should
know that these things work to the benefit of
consumers, workers, young people who are working
their way through university and working mums who
are earning a bit of extra money to help pay the
family’s household bills. Mr Lenders does not seem to
understand that he is today ripping away many jobs
from those people, and he has the gall to accuse me of
betraying my principles. He has the gall to say that we
do not care.
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The opposition is standing up for jobs in Victoria.
Mr Lender’s party is killing jobs with this legislation. It
is killing jobs in country Victoria and in Melbourne. It
is killing consumer choice. It is killing competition, it is
robbing Victoria of investment, and it is making sure
that the gross domestic product that is generated by this
industry flees elsewhere. And he has the gall to say to
me that we do not care.
We cannot understand how a purported Australian
Labor Party minister can take actions like this that will
affect people at the community level. Mr Lenders
should go and explain to the young person in Bendigo
or the Latrobe Valley why their job has to be sacrificed
because of his ideologically bizarre attachments.
Mr Lenders should explain to the working mum in
Ballarat why she is not going to be able to afford to pay
the bills in the new year after Christmas. Mr Lenders
should explain those things to people and then come
back to me and lecture me on whether we care or not.
The opposition has adopted the only responsible
position on this bill. The difference between this side of
the house and the government is that we are standing up
for call centre workers, regional communities and jobs,
and the government is killing those jobs. Government
members know they are killing those jobs so they
should not come in here and lecture the opposition
about who cares about jobs and people, and they should
not talk about Alfred Deakin, who is someone they
would not even understand. Mr Lenders should not
come in here and talk to us about that. His rules,
regulations and laws will affect people, and the
government knows it.
The minister has an opportunity to do his homework
and to do the right thing. He should go back to the
drawing board and make sure he understands how
many jobs in Ballarat will go and how many jobs in the
Latrobe Valley will be sacrificed because of his
ideological pursuits with this bill, because of his
laziness, because of his lack of work, and because he
appointed a completely inappropriate person to head his
review panel — someone who was so out of their depth
it was not funny.
The consequences of what the government is doing
today will come back repeatedly. This piece of
legislation cannot be fixed on an ongoing basis and by
stealth every time we come back to Parliament with the
minister saying, ‘Here are a few more amendments’,
because he has become aware of the negative
consequences of what he is doing. Those consequences
will be severe.
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The government can accept the opposition’s reasoned
amendment, decide to do that economic impact study
and properly consult with the people it is going to throw
out of jobs. The government should not go around
Victoria masquerading and saying it cares for
consumers when it knows that the things these people
are complaining about and the things that will kill jobs
have nothing to do with consumer protection. We
support the provisions that are designed to protect
consumers. The others we believe the government has
to change.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I wish to
take this opportunity to put forward the position of the
Nationals on this bill and also the reasoned amendment.
We will not oppose the bill but will support the
reasoned amendment. The National Party has consulted
widely on this bill to try to get an accurate handle on
the consequences of the legislation. The response we
got from the various groups was quite mixed.
Firstly, the purpose of the bill is to amend the Fair
Trading Act 1999 and to implement recommendations
of the fair trading review reference panel. The bill will
also implement a regime of telemarketing conduct or
restrictions and bring Victoria’s telemarketing regime
in line with New South Wales, but I am not sure that is
the case.
We consulted with the Consumer Law Centre Victoria.
Apple Telemarketing was extremely helpful in giving
us a true understanding of the situation. We also
consulted the Bendigo Advertiser telemarketing
department, Telstra Country Wide and the Australian
Direct Marketing Association (ADMA).
I would like to give a genuine background to the
debate. I will read what sounds like a similar press
release to one from which Mr Olexander was quoting
from the Australian Direct Marketers Association. It
helps us understand how important this industry is in
Victoria and Australia but specifically how important it
is to regional Victoria.
I was unaware of the fact that 44 000 people are
employed in this industry statewide. It does not surprise
when we see the numbers who are employed in this
industry in the regional centres. In the regional centres
of Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and the Latrobe Valley
there are more than 2700 jobs in this industry. Members
in the chamber who represent regional provinces will
realise that an amazing number of jobs are supplied by
this sector. In Bendigo alone more than 700 jobs are
tied up in the telemarketing industry.
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That means we have to get a true handle on this
industry and not think of it as those pests who
occasionally ring us when we would rather they would
not. It is a legitimate aspect of our business world, and
we have to understand that they are helping businesses
make decisions relating to the marketing and sale of
their products that are vital for the wellbeing and
continued health of those businesses.
I refer to a press release from the ADMA which was
released last month. It is from the chief executive
officer, Rod Edwards, who states:
If Victoria insists on going it alone with telemarketing
legislation it will impact adversely on call and contact service
centres because businesses will look to other ways to contact
consumers.
We understand that the Victorian government has not
undertaken a proper economic impact assessment on this
legislation.
When such an assessment is done, ADMA is confident [this]
will show that the economic consequences in terms of jobs
and investment will far outweigh any perceived benefit to
consumers …

Again, backing up what Mr Olexander is saying, in this
instance the government has not completed an
economic impact study nor has it consulted as widely as
maybe it should have. It is another example of where
the government has had very strong rules, thoughts and
ideas, yet it has been unable to take the peak body of
the industry along with it. It is rather concerning when
you have such a damning response to the government
from the peak body.
It is very much a doomsayer’s response in that it is
forecasting the loss of thousands of jobs. For the peak
body to be doing that sends alarm bells through me, and
it should definitely send alarm bells through the
government. We are not to know whether or not this is
an overreaction to the tightening of the regulations, and
we will not find that out until the market forces have a
chance to see how the legislation impacts on the
industry.
We would expect the Minister for Consumer Affairs to
guarantee that he will at least closely monitor the job
situation in this industry in regional Victoria. If this
legislation has anywhere near the dire consequences
portrayed in the press release by the ADMA, then I
would like to think the minister would be acutely aware
of any damage caused by the bill.
When I was researching the bill I could not help but
think of the smoking bans that were placed in gaming
venues 12 months ago and their impact on jobs in
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regional areas and on the productivity and profitability
of many clubs and pubs up around the border regions.
When the jobs started to go missing we went to the
government and asked if it had possibly underestimated
the impact the smoking bans would have on jobs and
profitability along the river — after all, it was an
occupational health and safety regulation move that
prompted these decisions. At the time I think all of us
applauded the government for taking that stance on
smoking in gaming venues, but we simply were not to
understand how far-reaching the effects were going to
be.
However, along the river regions we did not achieve
anything by stopping smokers from playing the gaming
machines; the smokers simply drove an extra 3 or
4 kilometres over the river and deposited their profits in
New South Wales.
Mr Smith — And their cigarette butts!
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Exactly. One interesting
aspect is that when the golf clubs and the services clubs
came down to Parliament House to talk to the
government and to ask it to reconsider the
regulations — in the light now of the very clear damage
they were having — they were stonewalled and told,
‘There is nothing we can do about it’.
After the event, when the jobs were starting to leave the
regions and leave Victoria — when the profits were
leaving Victoria and going across the river, along with
the smokers and their gambling money — the
government was asked if it was in a position to
reconsider, but it would not do that.
We have to at least hope that the Minister for Consumer
Affairs, having implemented these changes to the
telemarketing regime, will take note of the warnings
that are coming from the industry that there are going to
be severe job losses. If he is prepared to at least
acknowledge that there is a danger — or a risk —
involved in this legislation having an adverse effect on
jobs, at least we can be assured that he is going to be
able to monitor the job situation not only in regional
Victoria but through the whole telemarketing sector. I
would like to think the minister could give the house
that assurance when he closes the debate today.
Part of the bill relates to telemarketers having to gain
explicit informed consent prior to entering into any
agreement. In some respects it seems that this is quite a
serious overkill. Surely people who enter into
agreements have to come up with some sense of
responsibility to fulfil their part of that agreement. We
are adults who have the ability to purchase these goods
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and services. Surely, having made that agreement it is
incumbent on us to go ahead and fulfil our part of the
agreement. The whole concept is that we are asking
telemarketers to give explicit and informed consent,
and to have the onus put on them; that is, in my
opinion, quite an overkill.
I refer to clause 7, which inserts a new division into
part 4 of the Fair Trading Act. Proposed section 67D
provides that a purchaser must give explicit informed
consent. Proposed subsection (4) reads:
For the purposes of this section, “explicit informed consent”
in relation to a telephone marketing agreement means the
consent to make the agreement —
(a) must be given by the purchaser directly to the supplier or
a person acting on behalf of the supplier —
(i)

in writing signed by the purchaser; or

(ii) orally; and
(b) if given orally, must be recorded in accordance with
subsection (5); …

Proposed subsection (5)(b) states:
with the prior consent of the purchaser, by means of a
recording device.

In practical terms the supplier will have to ask, ‘Is it
okay if we record this conversation?’. The next
question will have to be, ‘Do we have your explicit
informed consent to go ahead with the sale?’. They will
then be told that it is okay to record the conversation
and that they can go ahead and purchase the goods or
services. Then it seems that once the recorder is going it
will have to be done all over again.
If there is a dispute later on, the telemarketer will have
to supply the voice recording of the explicit informed
consent. That is why the consent will have to be done
all over again once permission is given to record. If the
consumer answers yes to the recording, it will be turned
on and the next question again will be, ‘Is it okay if we
record this conversation?’. The next question asked will
be, ‘Do we have your explicit informed consent to
move ahead with this agreement?’, and the answer will
be yes again.
There will be an enormous amount of doubling up to
satisfy the regulations in the bill. We are asking not
only that people go through an enormous amount of
duplication to get it all on tape but also that records be
stored for 12 months as a form of proof that consent
was given for both recording of the consent and that the
agreement can go ahead.
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Not only will the conversations be stored but they must
be stored at the call centre. Another dispute looms on
the horizon of who owns the information. It should be
owned by the company that contracts the call centre to
make the telephone calls — the company that is paying
for the information. The information belongs to the
company, not the call centre. However, the bill expects
the call centre to store the information. The impost on
the company will make this type of information seeking
expensive.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — They don’t understand it,
do they!
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Not the practicalities of it. It
certainly does not seem to have been covered properly.
This legislation is making it extremely cumbersome for
businesses to operate profitably.
I have had some excellent help from John Appleton,
managing director of Apple Telemarketing. He pointed
out that about 99.58 per cent of charity sales through
telemarketing are equal to or under $50. Now storage
capabilities will have to be implemented. Therefore call
centres will have to pass on the capital cost to
businesses which will make the smaller type purchases
extremely expensive. Most, if not all, charity phone
calls are under $50, yet capital expenditure will add
about $5 to the telephone call.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Capital costs will have to be
incurred by the call centres. The infrastructure has to be
put in place. Once in a blue moon there will be sales
over $50, and that is when you have to have the
technology available. It must be put in as a standard
feature in the call centres.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I move:
That pursuant to sessional order 23(a) the sitting be extended
to complete the unfinished government business program
determined on 25 November 2003.

Motion agreed to.
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FAIR TRADING (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — The
expense has to be recouped. There was a strong cry
from some companies that deal with charities that they
be exempt from the legislation. A letter was written to
the minister on 22 August outlining that because the
vast majority of charity goods are well under $50 they
should be exempt. The response from the minister was:
It is also important to note that the terms of reference for the
panel extended only to the telemarketing of goods and
services, not to the seeking of donations over the telephone,
which is the main point in your letter.

It is clear from the response that it may not have been
part of the panel reference but it is part of the bill. The
panel reference did not deal with telemarketing services
seeking donations over the telephone, but it has been
captured by the bill. That has caused some angst in the
community, especially the charitable sector where
people rely on large amounts of small donations to
enable their charities to function.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Sometimes that happens. A
couple of raffle tickets could be just on $50, and we are
not far away from that. Most raffles are for twenty $2
tickets or ten $2 tickets. We are under the $50, but often
raffle books for charities reach the $50 limit. Clearly it
will happen in the near future, if it has not happened
already.
The Apple Telemarketing group has an interesting
aspect about where it stands with the legislation. John
Appleton of Apple Telemarketing in his letter to me of
27 October states:
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This is something the government has obviously
checked through.
The limit of $50 for a merchandise or service sale is
unrealistically low when compared with the cost of
implementing the technology to voice record explicit
informed consent. Here it is estimated that this could
cost in the vicinity of $5 per transaction. Mr Appleton
goes on to say:
That fixing the amount at anything over $50 for a
merchandise/service sale means that over time, as inflation
erodes the value of our dollar, the amount of $50 will
represent increasingly smaller purchases and eventually
destroy the telemarketing industry …

He says that could be at a cost of thousands of jobs.
The company believe further that technology
implications of integrating voice-recording technology
with existing systems is complex. They have the
existing systems at the moment and trying to integrate
technology that has voice recording is certainly going to
be a very complex issue. It is not just a matter of putting
in new voice recorders. To get the two to marry up is
going to be quite complex. Mr Appleton is asking that a
period of grace be allowed the industry to enable new
equipment and technology to be incorporated into and
integrated with the existing facilities that it has, and he
says the industry should be looking for a minimum
12 months introductory period to enable the existing
facilities to integrate the new equipment that will be
necessary.
Mr Appleton goes on about the fact that the new act
will require telemarketers to gain the consent of a
consumer to a voice-recorded, explicit informed
consent to a transaction prior to recording that explicit
informed consent to the transaction, which is something
that I mentioned earlier:
If we are unable to record this prior consent (because until
such consent is given we cannot record) we will be unable to
prove that such prior consent was requested and given and
therefore be unable to defend ourselves in the event a
consumer denies being asked for this ‘prior consent’.

The onus on a telemarketer to prove they have complied with
the provisions of the act will require the recording of entire
conversations or at least parts of conversations. Without such
records we will be unable to defend ourselves against ‘he said
she said’ disputes. This may well contravene the
Telecommunications Act.

It goes on to be a bit of a dog’s breakfast when you are
actually trying to do business, and we are absolutely
hamstrung by so much red tape and regulation.

The other aspect is that when companies say
immediately you answer the phone, ‘We need to tape
this phone call for legal purposes and we need to ask
your consent to our putting this on audio tape’, a certain
amount of angst and anxiety is generated just by that
request. The telemarketing industry quite clearly and
rightly believes that one’s initial response to that phone
call is a terrible way to have to start a conversation.

The bill goes on to talk about the cooling-off period and
the cancellation period, and in this instance I would like
to talk about the amendments that are going to be
moved later on, when I will speak in support of some of
these issues. It is the commonsense in the amendment
that I would mention here, since I have had an
opportunity to read it, and some of the issues were
raised after the opposition discussed indivisible
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goods — that is, goods that cannot be divided. It is
impossible for these goods to be just handed back
because the consumer feels he no longer needs them.
With an agreement concerning securities on fluctuating
markets, if someone is going to supply goods that have
been made to measure, it would be inappropriate for
those to be handed back even within the 10-day period.
If you have ordered something made to measure, there
has to be an expectation you are going to go ahead and
fulfil your end of the agreement.
The situation when you have goods that can be
immediately copied and then sent back is an interesting
one. It is also inappropriate that we are allowing this to
happen — that within a 10-day cooling-off period you
just send them back and cancel the original agreement.
I think it is important that we look at all aspects of
goods that involve personal health and hygiene and
which will, by their very nature, be prone to
deterioration. It seems to me that the bill does not
capture many aspects.
As parliamentarians we need to be very smart in the
way we frame legislation so that we not only look at the
present but can also clearly see that trends are pushing a
particular industry, such as the IT industry, in a certain
way. We are all very aware now of how easy it is for
people to acquire compact disc (CD) burners so that
they can burn their own copies of CDs and send the
originals back. This is the type of technology trend
pushing the whole of society so that we are able to
easily make copies of video cassette recorder tapes and
CDs. It is very commonplace technology. We need to
be able to understand that this is the way IT is going
and we need to be able to frame legislation that is going
to capture it, not only today but also in the future.
The ability of new technology to copy legitimate
products and to produce cheaper, pirate copies is
growing by the day and the amendment to be moved by
Mr Olexander will go a long way to catching some of
these newer products. We will be supporting that
amendment.
In relation to the restrictions to the telemarketing calling
hours — 9.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. on weekdays, 9.00 a.m.
to 5.00 p.m. on weekends, with it being prohibited on
public holidays — the sources we have contacted have
no issue with these restrictions at all, and they think
they already work well within these guidelines.
I would like to express my personal attitude on how to
deal with telemarketers: if you do not have time to talk
to these people, just say so; if you do not wish to buy
what they are selling, just say so. The bill seems to be
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an overkill. If you are not interested in anything they
are offering you, let them know. These people are very
professional and very polite. We have to understand the
only thing these people can sometimes be guilty of is
ringing at dinner time in the knowledge they will
probably get a hit or that at least someone will be home
to answer the phone.
At the end of the day we need to understand that we are
all grown-up people and we do not have to hold the
phone in our hand. If we do not like what is on the other
end, we can simply put it back on the cradle. We do not
necessarily need to have this overkill of legislation to
protect a minority within the community that does not
know how to get off the phone when someone is trying
to sell them something.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — The minority who do not
know how to hang up their phone, Ms Mikakos.
Somewhere along the line we have to take
responsibility for ourselves, and if people are on the
phone trying to sell us something that we do not want
or when we are too busy to talk to them, we have to
understand that we have the phone in our hand. We can
hang it up! We do not have to listen to these people if
we are so worried by them. As I said, these people
operate in a very professional manner. We have to be
careful about over-legislating because too many people
out there are too silly to understand that their lives are
under their own control.
The final part of the bill I wish to talk about goes to the
recreational service providers. We were told during the
last parliamentary sitting that we needed to expedite
proceedings so we could allow the ski industry to
operate without the logistical nightmare, as it was
described. Obviously the ski industry did a good job in
pushing forward its own argument that it could not go
down the normal track of requiring indemnity forms to
be signed, so it was granted an exemption.
I have personal doubts about the authenticity of this. It
is not that hard and it does not take that long to sign an
indemnity form. If you line up to get your ski ticket, to
hire your equipment and to get into your
accommodation, it is not that hard to sign an indemnity
form that would make it very clear as to where the
responsibilities for any accidents may rest. It happens
all the time in other areas, and it takes very little time to
fill out the form.
It now seems that these recreational service providers
will again be exempt from having their indemnity
forms filled out. They will now have to provide
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adequate warnings to people, which will take the place
of the simple indemnity form. When I asked at the
briefing what would be a definition of ‘an adequate
warning’ the response was, ‘The courts will have to sort
this out’.
We will have ongoing accidents. It is nobody’s fault, it
is just part of it. Accidents happen. We can just see the
companies saying, ‘Well, we had signs up around the
place to adequately warn people that this is a risky or
dangerous pursuit, that they are doing this at their own
risk’. Obviously you will have the consumer with the
busted leg saying, ‘I did not see the signs; I was not
aware it was so dangerous; I did not realise I was on a
grade 4 slope, I thought I was on a grade 2 slope; the
signs should have been bigger and clearer’. We are
leaving that situation effectively unaided.
By the very nature of that response, it is still very much
a grey area. If we are going to continue to argue over
the rights of who will be sued and who will be doing
the suing, I just wish we could have tidied this up,
which is what we were told should happen when we
were granted the exemption back in the previous sitting
of Parliament. As it turned out then, we were told it
would not happen again, but it has happened again. We
just hope that down the track the government can work
with these recreational service providers and get a
better outcome for both the consumer and the industry,
so this does not happen again.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — Protecting consumer
rights makes Victoria a fairer place for both consumers
and business. The Bracks government is interested in
achieving an appropriate balance between the interests
of both of those groups. If we are clear about rights and
obligations, then consumers can be confident that the
goods and services they purchase will be of sound
quality and fair price, and they know what to do if they
are unhappy. Businesses also benefit from consumer
protection because they do not have to compete against
rogue traders who might flout the rules for a trading
advantage.
The 2001–02 Consumer Affairs Victoria annual report
was tabled yesterday. It provides clear evidence of the
need for continued protection of the rights of
consumers and of the need to inform businesses about
their responsibilities. It shows the government’s success
in offering a range of avenues for consumers,
particularly vulnerable consumers, to seek redress
against suppliers of goods and services who do not
follow the rules.
The demand for dispute resolution services offered by
Consumer Affairs Victoria has increased by 11 per
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cent. There were 12 500 written complaints and more
than 3 million advice and service transactions
undertaken including those relating to residential
tenancy. More than $1.28 million was involved in
consumer disputes, and I take this opportunity to
congratulate the staff at Consumer Affairs Victoria and
in local agencies such as the one based in my
electorate — Consumer and Tenancy Advice Service
Northern — for their work on advocating on behalf of
and assisting vulnerable consumers.
This bill will amend the Fair Trading Act 1999 to
enhance consumer rights in relation to telemarketing.
The bill will also respond to the needs of recreational
service providers by introducing requirements for
waivers in simplified terms. A range of other
amendments will ensure consistency between
commonwealth and state legislation with regard to
exclusions and implied conditions, and warranties in
certain circumstances. It will also make minor technical
changes to ensure that the Fair Trading Act continues to
operate effectively.
I was disappointed to hear the two previous speakers —
the Liberal Party and National Party spokespersons for
consumer affairs — indicate that they are not interested
in protecting vulnerable consumers. I have had
vulnerable consumers — the elderly and people from
non-English-speaking backgrounds — come to my
electorate office; they were absolutely devastated about
the hard-sell tactics of either door-to-door salespersons
or telemarketing persons, where they have got
themselves caught up in harsh contracts and have
eventually signed up for goods and services that they
felt they did not need at an extraordinary price.
We have to remember what this legislation is about: it
is about fair trading. It is about putting businesses on an
equal playing level and making sure that rogue traders
are not advantaged over respectable businesses that care
about their customers. It is about protecting vulnerable
consumers, and I have been very disappointed to hear
the contributions of the two previous speakers.
I will turn to the key provisions of the legislation and
speak firstly about the telemarketing provisions. Since
the opening of the United States of America’s national
‘Do not call’ registry in July this year, tens of millions
of Americans have registered their telephone numbers
to prevent unwanted telemarketing phone calls. More
than 27 million numbers were registered in the first
three weeks after the register opened. This reaction
from ordinary people against the intrusion of
telemarketers on ever-diminishing private family time
was extraordinary. As telemarketing expands in our
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own country, it is probably inevitable that support for
such a registry may build.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — We already have such a
registry in our own country. Don’t you know about it?
Ms MIKAKOS — It is a voluntary one. There is no
question that telemarketing can give consumers a
convenient alternative option. Purchasing services over
the telephone from reputable companies doing the right
thing can save the consumer time and money. There
are, however, those who pressure often vulnerable
consumers into buying goods and services of
questionable quality that do not fit the description the
buyer was given and at too high a price; also, they are
bought on terms that limit their rights. The nature of
telemarketing scams is often that no goods or services
are delivered at all.
The financial damage wrought by rogue telemarketers
can be enormous. A report by the Australian Securities
and Investment Commission on international
cold-calling investment scams released in June last year
states that between 1999 and 2001, Australian investors
were cheated of an estimated $400 million by
unlicensed overseas telemarketing firms. The global
cost to consumers of this scam was expected to be in
the billions of dollars. While investment scams fall
within the commonwealth jurisdiction, it is an
instructive example of what can occur in a deregulated
environment.
A statutory telemarketing regime was amongst the
issues considered by a general review of the Fair
Trading Act 1999 which reported in 2002. The review
was conducted by a panel comprising industry,
consumer and legal representatives, and it was ably
chaired by the member for Burwood in another place.
The government accepted the panel’s
recommendations, and the result was a bill that was
introduced in the spring 2002 session, but the bill
lapsed on the calling of the 2002 state election.
The member for Burwood subsequently chaired a
second review panel this year to consider an optimal
telemarketing regime and the issues that had been
raised. This second panel included the Australian Direct
Marketing Association and the Energy Retailers
Association. The panel reported in June 2003, and the
provisions of this bill incorporate the panel’s
recommendations. It is for that reason that the
government does not support the amendment moved by
the opposition. There already has been considerable
consultation with industry, therefore there is no reason
to delay the passage of this legislation. The
amendments contained in this bill will apply to
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contracts made over the telephone worth more than
$50. I note that there must be consideration involved.
Hon. D. K. Drum interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — Despite the claims made by the
Honourable Damian Drum, the soliciting of donations
by charities will be excluded. There are provisions for a
10-day cooling-off right, in line with door-to-door sale
regulation under the act, which must be advised to
consumers in the telephone conversation. The bill also
limits the hours of telemarketing from 9.00 a.m. to 8.00
p.m. on weekdays and 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays, and it prohibits it altogether on
public holidays.
The bill requires the agreement to be reduced to writing
and given to the consumer with a cooling-off notice and
cancellation form, which is line with door-to-door
regulation. It also requires telemarketers to inform
consumers of all relevant matters before their consent
will be valid and to record the consumer’s explicit
informed consent in writing or, with the consumer’s
consent, by taping.
I note in this respect that many call centres have already
introduced tape-recording facilities, and the bill
legitimises these practices to make their record keeping
much simpler.
Hon. D. K. Drum interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — Despite the claims of the
Honourable Damian Drum, it is not compulsory that
they voice record a consumer’s consent. That is an
option they have. If a charity is unable to institute such
practices or cannot afford to do so, it can do it the
old-fashioned way, Mr Drum, and that is to take some
notes of the written consent on the rare occasion when
they have a transaction of over $50. When I have had
phone calls from charities trying to sell me Christmas
cards, most of them are way under the $50 mark.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS — Contracts for the supply of
essential services will not attract the cooling-off
right — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order!
Ms Mikakos has the right to be heard. The honourable
members who are interjecting have had an opportunity
to have a say, and it is Ms Mikakos’s turn to speak to
the house.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I remind
the house that interjections are disorderly.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, Deputy President.
As I was saying, contracts for the supply of essential
services will not attract the cooling-off right, as these
are services generally required as soon as the contract
for connection is made. These contracts are already
covered by specialised procedures in the energy
legislation and the energy retail codes, which have
specific provisions for the protection of those
consumers. A power to exempt by regulation certain
agreements from all or some of the requirements of the
telemarketing provisions is also included in the bill.
I note that in the other chamber the opposition sought to
move certain amendments in relation to the cooling-off
period, and I anticipate that this chamber may well see
a repeat performance of that. But I note in respect of the
specific exemptions from the cooling-off right that the
notion that an exemption should be provided from the
cooling-off right where there is an existing relationship
with a customer is flawed for two reasons. Firstly, there
is an assumption that goods and services from a
supplier one has a relationship with will be better than
those from a new supplier. Secondly, existing suppliers
are given an unfair competitive advantage over new
suppliers, which is something I am sure the opposition
would not want to be seen supporting.
In any case, the concept of an existing customer is
vague and imprecise — for example, if I buy a carton
of milk from a supermarket, am I then an existing
customer if it subsequently sells me goods over the
phone? I think the amendments that were moved by the
opposition in the other house — which as I said I am
anticipating will be moved again in the committee
stage, and I hope I will be proven wrong — are not well
thought out and are completely unnecessary.
In regard to the specific classes of contracts the
amendment proposes to exempt, the second review
panel, which I indicated was chaired by Mr Stensholt,
specifically considered goods such as perishables that
could not be returned to the seller. The panel concluded
that traders supply such goods before the expiration of
the cooling-off period at their own risk.
I want to turn briefly to the other key provision
contained in this bill which relates to exclusions from
implied terms. The bill relocates the provisions in part
IV of the Goods Act that deal with implied conditions
and warranties in relation to contracts for goods and
services in the Fair Trading Act. Under the
Commonwealth Trade Practices Act 1974, which
contains similar implied conditions and warranties,
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some contracts are excluded from some or all of the
warranties in relation to services. The bill replicates
those federal provisions. Whilst the commonwealth
legislation is not meant to cover the field in relation to
consumer protection laws, it is desirable that the
application of the state and commonwealth laws in this
area are consistent in their treatment of persons who
may be subject to both acts. Therefore the replication of
the Trade Practices Act exclusions in the Fair Trading
Act will ensure greater consistency between the implied
term provisions of the commonwealth and Victoria.
Contracts for services of a professional nature provided
by a qualified architect or engineer are excluded from
the implied warranty that the services are fit for the
particular purpose which the consumer has made
known to the service provider. The reason for the
introduction of this exclusion in the Trade Practices Act
is that, while architects or engineers prepare plans and
specifications, a third party — that is, the builder —
carries out those plans and specifications. The provider
of professional services should not be liable where the
building or structure is not fit for the disclosed purpose.
In addition, contracts for the transport or storage of
goods for the purposes of a business, trade, profession
or occupation carried on or engaged in by the customer
and contracts of insurance are also excluded from both
the warranties that the services are to be rendered with
due care and skill and that the service will be fit for the
purpose. The basis for these exclusions in the Trade
Practices Act is that there is substantial body of law —
both common-law rules and statute — together with
longstanding commercial arrangements that clearly
establish a set of rules as to what terms and conditions
are to be included in these types of contracts.
The final provision I want to turn to is the removal of
waiver requirements for recreational service provision
contracts. The bill will remove the requirement that
recreational service providers obtain a customer’s
signature if they want to include a waiver of certain
rights in a contract for the supply of their services.
Tourism and sporting bodies have represented that the
impracticality of obtaining a signed prescribed form
from every participant outweighs the certainty which
the use of signed forms would give, particularly for
those activities which have large numbers of
participants on a daily basis, such as the ski industry.
The requirement to comply with a prescribed form will
be replaced with a requirement that whatever form of
waiver is used, whether a notice, form or sign, it must
contain certain prescribed particulars. Regulations will
be developed by Consumer Affairs Victoria in
consultation with government, industry and consumer
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bodies to prescribe the important information to
consumers that will ensure consumers make fully
informed decisions.
In conclusion, this is a very important piece of
legislation. It is about protecting consumers, equating
the door-to-door sales regime with telemarketing and
ensuring that vulnerable consumers are protected but
also providing greater certainty and convenience for
businesses where they can choose, if they so wish, to
have consent voice recorded.
Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — But of course that is an option,
Mr Olexander. This is a well-considered piece of
legislation that will protect the rights of consumers. It
will also provide greater convenience to the recreational
service industry, and for that reason I commend the bill
and oppose the amendment put forward by the
opposition.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I have some
major concerns with this legislation; it is not so much
the legislation itself but the intent behind it. This
government frequently talks about cutting red tape for
small business. The Minister for Small Business
consistently claims that the government is all about
cutting red tape; and yet every new piece of legislation
that comes before this house seeks to tie up small
businesses in more and more red tape. It seeks to
introduce compliance regimes and rights of entry in a
wide range of legislation that throttles business
opportunities.
In the context of this legislation we again see further
red tape and further refinements on what is a very
vibrant, growing and successful small business sector
providing a significant number of jobs, particularly in
regional Victoria in areas like Geelong, Ballarat,
Bendigo and the Latrobe Valley. I wonder if we will
hear the members who represent those areas defending
the call centre industry, which has provided so many
jobs and has been the subject of quite a range of
government press releases announcing the
establishment of centres; indeed it was part of a call
centre policy this government took to the election. This
legislation flies in the face of all those commitments
and all the rhetoric by introducing legislation which
brings in a lot more red tape to tie up this industry and
to reduce its competitiveness in a national sense, and
given the impact of the Internet as an alternative source
of distribution of goods and services, perhaps even in
an international context.
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This legislation might well be appropriate if it were not
for the fact that this government has participated in the
process of establishing a code of conduct for the
industry in conjunction with other consumer affairs
ministers. It is not simply a voluntary code of conduct;
it is administered under the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) and is therefore
anchored in the provisions of the Trade Practices Act. It
is a significant code that has teeth and has been the
subject of extensive consultation with the industry,
consumer groups and with every state and territory in
Australia and the federal government.
The code of practice was released in September as this
legislation was coming to this house. One of the
signatories to the code of practice is the Victorian
government. Why would the Victorian government
persist with this legislation when it also has a code of
practice in place that can be related back to the Trade
Practices Act and administered by the ACCC.
If that is not a good authority for this government, then
why did the minister, on an occasion in this sitting of
Parliament, rely on the fact that the ACCC was
pursuing Mr Kaye and his wealth creation scheme as a
method of protecting consumers, while he did nothing
through the machinery of the Victorian government. He
did nothing to pursue Mr Kaye who has swindled
thousands of consumers. He stood idly by, but he was
happy to see the ACCC pursue Mr Kaye. So if it is
good enough for the minister to rely on it to pursue that
swindler Mr Kaye — and indeed the Australian
Security and Investments Commission — then why is
not good enough for it to also administer this code of
practice to which the Victorian government is a
signatory?
This code of practice is in place and is appropriate; it is
accepted and endorsed by the Victorian government. So
why do we persist in tying up small businesses — an
entire industry — for the sake of a few rogue players
who can already be dealt with under existing legislative
provisions and under the Trade Practices Act anchored
back to the code of practice? Why do we persist in
having legislation that simply throttles an industry with
red tape?
This government is full of rhetoric about its support for
small business, but when it comes to every single
hurdle and every single issue that tests its resolve on
small business issues, this government is found
wanting. I wonder whether the Minister for Small
Business had anything to say about this legislation. I
dare say not, because this minister is never an advocate
for small business at the cabinet table. The minister is
never across the issues that impact on small business.
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Many of the call centres are small and medium-size
enterprises. Many of them provide essential services.
We are talking about an industry that is not simply
about selling individual products in an amateurish way
or products that the government or even consumers
might find to be inappropriate in terms of their intrusion
on people’s lives. Make no mistake, the opposition is
very concerned about the intrusiveness of this
marketing at times and certainly believes consumers
ought to have the opportunity, firstly, to opt out;
secondly, to say no; and thirdly, to indicate to people
that they are not interested in being contacted again by
any other people in this industry. And there is
mechanism in place to give that effect.
The opposition is concerned that this legislation does
not take into account the needs of an industry that is
delivering important goods and services to people.
Many government agencies use the call centre industry.
Banks, legitimate finance companies and credit card
providers use the call centre industry to advise
consumers of new products and services or variations to
existing products and services — information that is
quite important to people.
In many cases the calls are designed to interact with
printed material so that they can bring people’s
attention to issues in the material and allow people to
ask questions. It is a very important industry, and it is
not just Victorian based in terms of penetration of the
Victorian market. I had occasion to ring a call centre for
the American Express organisation, and I ended up
talking to somebody in Mumbai, India, because indeed
this industry is international.
This government fails to understand — and
Mr Olexander and Mr Drum were at pains to express
this, and both were absolutely correct — that if this sort
of onerous legislation and red tape is going in a
different direction with different provisions and
requirements to legislation in other states and if this
government takes a unilateral position on this
legislation, it will be at the peril of jobs in Victoria. We
will see those jobs going interstate and overseas. The
industry association itself has already estimated that this
legislation could well mean 6000 to 12 000 jobs will be
lost in Victoria. It is inconsistent with the legislative
framework in other states and certainly inconsistent
with the model code of practice which has been
accepted by all of the other states and which would be
policed by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission.
It begs the question: if this government is not prepared
to accept this code of practice approach on this
legislative area, what is the future of codes of practice
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in other industries? Many industry groups and small
businesses will be keen to understand the government’s
position. The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission and most governments around Australia
are keen to establish codes of conduct as opportunities
to address a range of issues for industry.
This government has already talked about that position
in terms of motor car repairers who are dealing with
large insurance companies and have issues about the
payment and allocation of work from insurance
companies. Are we to understand that the government
will legislate for that rather than rely on a code of
conduct? If not, where is the consistency? This
government ties up one industry in red tape and tries to
seek to resolve issues in another industry in another
way. Certainly the codes of conduct approach is
supported by the Liberal party. It is a more appropriate
way.
As the honourable Andrew Olexander said, this
legislation has many inconsistencies. The opposition is
concerned, because inconsistency in legislation from
state to state costs money. Inevitably it means mistakes
are made. This industry operates on a global not just a
state basis. It is possible that you can have callers based
in Melbourne calling Sydney, Adelaide, Queensland or
London for that matter. People in New South Wales
can be operating into Victoria. On that basis, how are
they to cope with different regulations, different
cooling-off areas and so forth in its state? One of the
real attractions of the call centre industry is the timely
delivery of products.
People who use this industry and use the Internet do so
because they can get products quickly. Often they can
get them at a discounted price; often they can get a
range of offers and opportunities that are not available
in conventional retail distribution. Yet this legislation
takes all the timeliness out of the industry. It renders
much of the advantage and convenience of buying by
this method totally out of the picture.
Many consumers will be disappointed in this
legislation. I do not think the protections provided to
them are sufficient offsets for what they are losing in
legislation that is inconsistent with what has been
adopted in other states and what consumers have been
looking for.
This industry is not a rogue industry. Yes, people have
been involved in scams in the past. But I wonder how
interested the minister is in those sorts of people
anyway. This is a significant debate on his legislation,
and he is not even here. It is outrageous. Scandals exist,
but the question is: will this legislation make one
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difference to those people? The answer is no. Is there
already ample opportunity to pursue those people
involved in scams and illegal activity? The answer is
yes.
By taking this legislative route, this government has
introduced a lot of red tape to tie up legitimate
businesses that are in many cases even providing
services for government such as advice and call centre
services. It is tying them up in red tape and reducing the
prospect of future investment in this industry in
Victoria. It is conceding jobs in Victoria and perhaps
internationally, and consumers will not be any better
off. This legislation is inconsistent with other states, and
I think it is totally inappropriate that this government
should have introduced it at this time when there was
already a process in place with other governments
around Australia to develop a model code of practice
for the industry, which has been acceptable for other
states. It will work in the best interests of consumers
and certainly of the industry itself. It is supported by the
industry. It has been subject to much better consultation
with the industry in terms of the pragmatic issues than
the legislation has, and that is the way to go. The
government ought to have given the code of practice a
chance to succeed. The opposition does not support this
legislation.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I rise to
speak on the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill, and in
doing so I acknowledge the extensive contribution of
the Honourable Andrew Olexander. I also acknowledge
the extensive consultation Mr Olexander undertook
with the telemarketing industry, which is more than the
government did.
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Fair Trading Act
1999 to implement the recommendations of the report
of the Fair Trading Act review reference panel on
telemarketing to the Minister for Consumer Affairs in
June 2003. Specifically the bill limits the hours of
telemarketing outbound cold calling and calls to
existing customers from 9.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. on
weekdays and 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. on weekends and
disallows calls on public holidays.
The bill also provides that a telemarketing agreement
commences on the date of the telephone contact upon
the consumer’s explicit informed consent. It requires
that records of telephone consent are kept by the
telemarketer for 12 months for potential inspection by
Consumer Affairs Victoria. It requires that consumers
are informed during the telephone contact of their
cooling-off rights. It requires that consumers be sent a
prescribed cooling-off notice and terms of agreement in
writing within five days of the telephone contact or an
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agreed longer period. It provides that a cooling-off
period of 10 days starts from the date the consumer
receives their paperwork and allows a consumer to
exercise their cooling-off rights by telephoning the
trader within the allowed period.
In addition to these core changes, the bill allows
engineers, architects, insurance services, goods
transport services and recreational service providers to
waive customers implied statutory rights and
warranties, which were originally designated in the
Goods Act 1958, by written notification rather than
obtaining customer consent by signature.
The bill introduces some provisions that are welcomed
by consumers, such as calling-time restrictions, and
these are not opposed by any of the stakeholders,
including the direct marketing industry. These
provisions are not opposed by the Liberal Party. I guess
we have all received calls from telemarketing
organisations at very inconvenient times, usually while
you are trying to make the dinner, so they can be quite
annoying. Last Saturday morning I was unpacking my
case after being at Parliament when the phone rang and
in my rush to get there I tripped over the case and cut
my foot. The person on the phone was a telemarketer,
and I was really annoyed. I hated it, in fact. Although
there have been times when they have rung me and I
have bought something from them because it was
something I needed.
Other provisions are opposed strongly by the industry
on the basis that they unreasonably restrict
seller-customer contact; that they impose significant
administrative compliance burdens; and that they do not
reflect nationally agreed guidelines and other state
legislation. The Australian Direct Marketing
Association has projected that investment loss and job
shedding will be a result of this legislation. In the
committee state Mr Olexander will move amendments I
support which will address those concerns. The
amendments are based on commonsense and address
goods where a cooling-off period should not be applied.
I refer to perishable goods, goods that have been
tampered with, goods that can be easily copied or
bespoke goods and goods that cannot be returned for
hygiene reasons.
The bill has caused grave concern about job losses in
regional Victoria. The telemarketing industry employs
more than 500 people in Geelong, 1000 people in
Ballarat, 700 people in Bendigo and 500 people in the
Latrobe Valley. I wonder what Ms Carbines and
Mr Eren have said about the loss of 500 jobs in
Geelong or what Mr McQuilten or Ms Hadden — who
are not here to contribute to the debate — are doing
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about the loss of 1000 jobs in Ballarat. The Minister for
Employment and Youth Affairs, Ms Allan, and the
Minister for Agriculture, Mr Cameron, in the other
place are not doing anything about the loss of 700 jobs
in Bendigo. The member for Morwell in another place,
Brendan Jenkins, should be looking after the people in
the Latrobe Valley, but he is not. The people who have
elected Labor members are being let down.
Regional jobs contribute greatly in regional
communities, and they are jobs that are taken up mainly
by women and young people. In fact 75 per cent of
people employed in the telemarketing industry are
women, and of those about 60 per cent are younger
than 30 years of age. Of the men who make up the
other 25 per cent of the work force, 85 per cent are
young adults, so obviously many would be students.
Bendigo is a university town, and these jobs are
important to these people.
I refer to an advertisement that appeared in the Bendigo
Advertiser on Tuesday, 18 November, which was
placed by the Asia-Pacific Call Centre Network. It
states:
Mr Bracks doesn’t care about jobs in Bendigo.

Obviously neither do the Minister for Employment and
Youth Affairs, Ms Allan, or the Minister for
Agriculture in the other place, Mr Cameron, or the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Mr Lenders. Bendigo
has five call centres, with Telstra employing
200 people; Bendigo Bank, 50 people; Centrelink, 18;
AAPT, 340; and Powercor, 40. I think Mr Lenders has
a set against Bendigo because not only is he closing
down 710 jobs, he is closing St Luke’s consumer
support agency as well. The disadvantaged people of
Bendigo are being pursued by stealth by the minister.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — He is empowering them.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — No, he hates them. He is
picking on them. Bendigo is also represented by
Mr Drum and is close to my own hometown of
Shepparton. Hopefully if I am a re-elected in 2006 it
will be part of my new region. I care about Bendigo and
the 710 people who will be unemployed in that city. In
June 2003 Bendigo had 3065 citizens who were
unemployed. That is just over 6 per cent of its labour
force. This legislation will put at risk the staff employed
at all five call centres in Bendigo — 710 jobs! If you
add the 710 jobs to the 3065 people who are already
unemployed, there will be 3775 people or 7.5 per cent
of the labour force in Bendigo unemployed. The
Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs, Jacinta
Allan, and the Minister for Agriculture, Bob Cameron,
should have used their influence at the cabinet table to
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prevent this legislation impacting on Bendigo. The
people of Bendigo have the right to ask them why they
did not speak up against this bill to prevent the loss of
the 710 jobs.
The Bracks government rhetoric of open, accountable
and consultative government has been shot to pieces. I
have a letter written to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs on 3 October from the Australian Direct
Marketing Association. I will read the last paragraph of
the letter. It states:
ADMA has many years experience in working with
legislators both with the drafting and enforcement of
legislation and regulations, the writer having had 10 years of
such exposure across a wide spectrum of government. I
would like to go on the record as saying that the process
leading up to the formation of the legislation and its
promulgation is without doubt the most obscure and
one-sided approach I have encountered.
The basis for seeking to legislate is either to address market
failure, which does not apply in this case, or to achieve a
social policy objective. If the latter is true in respect of this
legislation, then the objective is unclear at best or has been
deliberately withheld from the consultative process. Surely
the way ahead is to bring industry along in the process, thus
ensuring cooperation from the outset, rather than the blunt
instrument approach now being considered, which will result
in confrontation and non-compliance.

I think that sums up the government in total: it does not
consult, it does not care about country Victoria and this
legislation will cost jobs.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 23
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Hadden, Ms (Teller)
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr (Teller)
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Pair
Jennings, Mr

Vogels, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I wish to
ask the minister what his attitude is to industry codes of
conduct. I will wrap this up so he can answer it in one
belt in the interests of saving time. I notice there has
been a move nationally towards the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission establishing
codes of conduct as a means of regulating various
business activities. I wonder what the minister’s support
for those codes of conduct is or whether he proposes to
continue to take legislative options, as he has here with
the direct marketing industry, rather than supporting
codes of conduct established under a national regime
with the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
From my perspective you need a mix of tools in
consumer affairs. Some of those are codes of conduct in
industry, and they can work in some cases and work
well. In other cases you need legislation. Certainly you
have that eternal balance between regulation, and how
much of it you need, and a free market. Often the entire
industry is not covered by the codes of conduct. We
have an open mind as a government, and on a
case-by-case basis you look at the mix between the two.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 6 agreed to.
Clause 7

The CHAIR — Order! Mr Olexander to speak to
his amendment 1, which also tests amendment 2.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — The Liberal
Party’s proposed amendments to this clause of the bill
are very clear. They are clear because we have
canvassed them thoroughly during the second-reading
debate. I move:
1. Clause 7, page 6, after line 31 insert —
“(d) an agreement where the purchaser is an existing
customer of the supplier at the time the agreement is
made;”.
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The amendment would have the effect of ensuring that
where an organisation that supplies goods or services,
being a telemarketing or direct marketing organisation,
has an existing relationship with a customer, that
relationship and subsequent transactions are not subject
to the same requirements under the bill as would apply
to all other transactions. In other words, when a new
relationship with a new customer is established on the
basis of a cold call or random selection from the
marketplace, that would attract all of the requirements
of the bill — the cooling-off period, the notice
provisions, the informed consent provisions and the rest
of the administrative processes proposed to apply to a
new customer.
The amendment would have the effect of exempting the
business organisations and existing customers from
those requirements. There are some sensible reasons
why we would seek to amend the bill in this way. One
of those reasons is that in this marketplace there are
many goods that can be defined as indivisible or
continuously supplied, and in that circumstance under
the legislation as it is currently drafted and in the
absence of this amendment the administrative
arrangements involving sending out agreements and
cooling-off notices, recording express, explicit and
informed consent and maintaining those records for
12 months would impose millions of dollars of costs on
the industry. Under this amendment where an existing
customer has already given that express consent, seen
an agreement and is already aware of the cooling-off
rights, they would be exempted.
We believe, and we know the industry agrees with us,
that such an exemption would have the effect of
lessening the financial pressure and the cost of
compliance with this legislation on the industry. That is
a very important thing to be trying to do for the
industry, because as we outlined in the substantive
debate on this bill, we value investment and we value
jobs. The amendment is predominantly designed to
ensure that we protect that investment and those jobs,
that we minimise the inconvenience to both the
customer and the supplier and that we try to minimise
the compliance costs of this legislation. One way we
can do that is through the first of our amendments,
which is the exemption of existing customers from
those requirements under the bill.
We have chosen the existing customer group because
we understand that when a new customer relationship is
developed there needs to be specific informed consent.
Of course a new customer would need to be made
aware of their cooling-off rights. Of course we would
have to have a situation where that paperwork was
exchanged and those rights were explained. However,
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with existing customers of a particular supplier that is
not an imperative, because those existing customers
have already gone through that process and already
understand those rights. They have already received
their agreements at the outset of their relationship with
the supplier, so there is no need to duplicate. There is
no need to go through the process each and every time
you augment a product or service, change a phone plan,
sell another complementary product to a consumer or
replace a supply of an existing product that they have
been buying in this fashion for a long time.
We believe it is a sensible exemption for existing
customers. We know it is an exemption that will go a
very long way towards reducing the compliance costs
on industry; we know it will serve the convenience of
those existing customers and existing customer bases
well. That is the opposition’s position, and we
encourage the government to adopt the amendment.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
The government will not support Mr Olexander’s
amendment. He puts a persuasive argument for
exempting existing purchasers, but there are a range of
reasons why the government will not accept the
amendment.
The first concerns the definition of what is an existing
customer. If we use the example of a very large
company — and there are some that probably cover
60 per cent of the Australian market — under the
amendment, in effect, that company would have
different rights from any other company in Australia to
have access to consumers. I mention a very admirable,
grand Australian company — Telstra. Under this
amendment Telstra, because it is the largest company in
Australia, or arguably Coles Myer or other very large
companies, would not have these consumer laws
applying to them whereas the laws would apply to
every small business. They would not be competitive.
We are interested — and that is why the bill has the
capacity to make some variations by regulation — in
trying to distinguish between cases where there is an
ongoing, existing vibrant company-to-consumer
relationship and a blanket exemption which would
mean that the largest corporations in the country would
not have consumer laws applying to them by the nature
of their existing relationships. The type of relationship
is critical to the government not the fact that it is a
relationship. The regulatory authority in this bill would
let the government make that distinction. For those
reasons the government does not support the
amendment.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I thank the
minister for his advice that the government will not be
supporting the amendment the industry is calling for. I
understand his argument that if we were to exempt
companies with existing customer bases for their
existing customers, a competitive issue would be raised.
I understand that argument and the argument that
certain companies would not have the extremely
onerous compliance burdens and costs on their
shoulders. The minister seems to be acknowledging that
there are significant competitive issues with those costs
being placed on some industry’s shoulders but not on
others because they have existing customer bases.
I understand that in the other place the government
amended the bill and provided for exactly this type of
exemption power, but instead of enshrining it in
legislation it has provided that the minister can
determine when such an exemption takes place. The
minister can pick and choose the industry or the
circumstances when existing customers may or may not
be exempted.
The opposition would rather see a consistent,
transparent and fair situation where all existing
customers of all supplying agencies are exempted and
that this is known and understood by the marketplace
rather than one where the minister decides in his office
depending on discussions he has with various
organisations about which existing customers will be
exempted.
Exactly the same arguments about competition apply to
the minister’s preferred mechanism of his own
discretion being the arbiter and not legislation. If the
minister chooses to exempt, using the amendment that
was made in the lower house, he is changing the
competitive balance anyway. This amendment says that
everybody understands that existing customers are
exempted. The opposition’s concern is that the minister
has amended the bill to put power into his own hands
and to save chosen businesses millions of dollars at his
discretion.
That could lead to all kinds of situations and pressure
being applied to the minister or future ministers of
various colours. Future ministers will have that same
pressure and will have to make decisions which will
impact on competitive issues. We do not respond as
favourably to the competition argument that the
minister makes in opposition to this amendment as he
seems to think. The way he has amended the bill is that
he makes the decision on which existing customers are
exempted, and that is much worse than what the
amendment calls for. Will the minister clarify the exact
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effect of his exemption power by regulation? When and
where would he seek to use it?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
There is some similarity between the government and
the opposition in the sense that there is an
acknowledgment that there needs to be some
recognition of existing customers and the special
relationships that exist. There is agreement. Where
there is disagreement is whether something as blunt as
the proposed paragraph (d) is the best vehicle for doing
that.
We need to look at the environment we are operating
in. The new New South Wales legislation deviated
from the national model that was referred to several
times in the second-reading debate. It does not have
regulations in place yet that apply to that.
It would be using a blunt instrument to simply deal with
this clause rather than have the flexibility of a
regulation that will let a minister not on a case-by-case
basis but on a type-of-industry-by-type-of-industry
basis assess what parts of the customer-client
relationship are not in conflict with the door-to-door
sales legislation, which is the underpinning issue where
we tried to replicate telemarketing provisions with the
act on door-to-door sales.
Under that policy framework, if the door-to-door sales
legislation does not logically apply to telemarketing,
how can we on a sector-by-sector basis make it more
workable? That is the purpose of the regulation — also
in conjunction with other jurisdictions. This chamber
could wait months on end to see what other
jurisdictions are doing, and we could do a lot of these
things. This legislation was already before the house
last year, and then the election was held. This part, as
Mr Olexander identified in the second-reading debate,
was excised.
Governments can leave this forever and consult forever
or governments can put a mechanism in place to apply
the principles to the door-to-door sales legislation as a
logical part of telemarketing. That is why we prefer the
vehicle of regulation. In the end this chamber is the
master of its own destiny, because in the end it is a
disallowable instrument. In a sense, the government
comes to Parliament with a proposition, the Parliament
says yes or no on legislation, or if the government
regulates the Parliament can disallow.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I thank the
minister for his response. There is an acknowledgment
that the case of existing customer bases is an important
issue. It is important not only from a cost issue for the
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industry but the convenience with which existing
customers can deal with an existing supplier. I am glad
there is an acknowledgment from the government that it
is also concerned about the circumstances of existing
customers. Our amendment is a mechanism for
exempting those customers. We see the mechanism in
the amendment as being open, transparent and applying
to all supplying telemarketing operations. We see this
as a very open, transparent and fair way of determining
the relationship of existing customers with a
telemarketing organisation.
The minister’s preferred mechanism, as I understand it
from his response, is to regulate upon consideration of
the circumstances of various businesses and determine
individually which businesses and which existing
customer bases are to be exempted. This is a much less
transparent situation. It is one which, notwithstanding
the integrity of any government that comes to office in
Victoria and notwithstanding the integrity of any
consumer affairs minister administering this bill who is
appointed by a Premier now or in the future, would
bring enormous pressure on to a minister from industry
which would obviously prize such an exemption.
These exemptions would enable companies to save
millions of dollars. These exemptions are prized. To
have one person negotiating with businesses and
exercising discretion upon information that is never
shared or required to be shared with the Parliament or
the community is a retrograde step. We do not see that
the government’s mechanism of regulating and
exempting existing customer bases in that way is the
best way to do it.
We prefer a transparent process where all companies
understand that the same rules apply to all — existing
customers are exempted and those rules apply fairly to
all. We believe that is a more appropriate mechanism.
Will the minister outline what guidelines would be put
in place for a future minister, using his preferred
mechanism through regulation, in making a decision? If
he cannot speak about general guidelines, what is his
approach when industry comes to him and says, ‘Please
exempt our existing customer bases.’? What factors
will he take into account in making that decision and
exempting them by regulation, which is his preferred
mechanism?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
If I recall Mr Olexander’s question, it really was in the
nature of what guarantees there are that the regulation,
by not accepting this amendment, is open and
transparent.
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First, in general terms, I would say that this bill will not
be proclaimed, assuming it is passed, until the
regulations are in place. They will all come into effect
at the same time so there will be certainty as to what the
environment is before the law changes. That will
certainly be the case, and this will not be an issue of
exemptions for companies being granted in the dark of
a ministerial office, because in the end the openness and
transparency of this is in the regulation, and it will be
one that either house of the Parliament can disallow.
In one sense, the argument applies almost equally to the
question of why would the government bring in this or
any clause? The transparency and openness will be the
regulation; it will be open; people will see what it is;
they will know the environment they are dealing with.
Hopefully we will get agreement between jurisdictions
over the next few years ahead, and then this can all be
clarified into a single piece of legislation. But that is a
long way away.
As we move in an area that is changing rapidly, New
South Wales moved away from what we thought was
an agreed position and went out on its own.
Jurisdictions are breaking out everywhere because the
pace has been too slow. People want to protect the
consumers who are calling out loud and clear. They do
not want to be pressured by telemarketing at all sorts of
hours and all sorts of times; they want some certainty.
So this is a starting part of a process where we can deal
with this. We have flexibility, and in the end the
Parliament is its own master and can review any of
these regulations.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I thank the
minister for his reply. I understand the minister is
saying — I ask him to correct me if I misunderstood —
yes, exemptions will be granted by regulation from time
to time and will follow a process. I think the minister
put it in these terms: it is not a case of exemptions being
granted in the dark of a minister’s office, and I am not
suggesting that the minister’s office is dark.
Mr Lenders — It is quite airy.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — It may be. I am
curious: if I were the director of a large organisation
with significant telemarketing operations and had a
significant existing customer base, had done my sums
as to the cost of compliance with this legislation, had
worked out that it was going to be prohibitive and felt I
wanted the exemption for my existing customers, what
process would I follow as a businessperson to obtain
that exemption from the minister and the government?
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Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
The process, in a sense, is that the government, like the
opposition, does listen to industry and does listen to
industry groups. We might not always agree with them,
but the cases are always put. Most members of this
house have had put to them the case from Australian
Direct Marketing Association (ADMA), a very strong
and at times hysterical, alarmist case. We have also had
things put by other organisations which are more
measured as to the effects of this legislation. Some of it
is uncertainty because the legislation has moved from
the bill before the Parliament last time to the bill that
was introduced in an amended form. So there is often
uncertainty.
People involved in this debate look at the federal
financial law, at the New South Wales law, and at the
existing Victorian law. They would have looked at the
bill that was before the Parliament last year, and they
look at the bill before Parliament now, they look at the
bill after amendment, they look at the energy codes,
they look at New South Wales and they look at the
ADMA codes. So taking into account all those things,
let alone the ministerial council guidelines, there are
about eight or nine things out there in the ether that
people are reacting to in different ways. It has been a
very interesting community debate. Some of it has been
very informed and specific; some of it has been quite
alarmist and uninformed. Out of all of that, how does
someone come forward?
As I said earlier, my intention, if this bill is passed, is to
look first to how the door-to-door sales legislation
applies — that is, the principles that apply — and how
the regulation power gives a capacity to vary those
principles. So if an industry has a view that a regulatory
impact statement is obviously an option, another option
is that we could have a further community consultation.
Certainly we would be looking at an industry sector
view rather than negotiations with individual
companies. As Mr Olexander correctly says, you
should not devise a regulation to suit an individual
company but an industry sector.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr (Teller)
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr (Teller)
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
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Noes, 21
Argondizzo, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr (Teller)
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Pairs
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Jennings, Mr
Broad, Ms

Amendment negatived.

Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I move:
3.

Clause 7, page 14, after line 34 insert —
“(7) This section and sections 67I to 67L do not apply
to the following telephone marketing
agreements —
(a) an agreement for the supply of indivisible
goods or services where those services have
started to be provided;
(b) an agreement for the supply of divisible goods
or services to the extent that it applies to
services which have already been performed;
(c) an agreement concerning securities and other
goods and services whose price is dependent
on financial market fluctuations, which
cannot be controlled by the supplier;
(d) an agreement for the supply of made to
measure goods or clearly personalised goods;
(e) an agreement for the supply of goods that can
be immediately copied such as books,
magazines, computer software, cassettes,
videos, compact discs, digital video discs and
other products with or without wrapping or
seal, unless the immediate wrapping or seal is
unbroken;
(f)

an agreement for personal health or hygiene
products where any wrappings or seals have
been broken or tampered with;

(g) an agreement for goods, which by reason of
their nature, cannot be returned or are likely to
deteriorate rapidly.”.

I understand my amendment 3 will test amendment 4.
This amendment is also very simple and has been well
canvassed in the general debate, so I do not need to
enter into the details of what we have already done
other than to reiterate the reasons.
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The amendment is very clear in that we do not want the
application of sections 67I and 67L to apply to the
following types of telephone marketing agreements —
and there are seven general types which are very simply
described as: the supply of indivisible goods or services
where they have already started to be provided — that
is sensible, we would have thought; the supply of
divisible goods or services where they have already
been supplied or performed — again, we would have
thought that to be sensible; an agreement concerning
securities and others goods and services whose price is
dependent on market fluctuation — again, that is
sensible because the terms of the whole agreement
change upon the fluctuation; an agreement for the
supply of made-to-measure goods, personalised
goods — these are things which cannot easily be resold;
an agreement for things that can be copied very easily
or duplicated very easily — again, we believe this is
sensible; and an agreement for personal health or
hygiene products or goods which, by reason of their
nature, would deteriorate rapidly.
I have moved this amendment because its effect would
be to save an enormous amount of compliance cost to
industry. It is sensible. The amendment exactly reflects
the position agreed to by Consumer Affairs Victoria
and the minister at the national level during the meeting
of the Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs. We
believe the original agreement was a good one; that is
why we are trying to bring this legislation into closer
alignment with national standards.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
The government does not accept the amendment.
Generally we are seeking to match as much as possible
the door-to-door sales legislation with the regulatory
power to make variations where necessary because of
the unique nature of telemarketing.
Many of these provisions move the onus from the
trader onto the consumers — a lot of them change
onuses — which is not the case under the door-to-door
sales legislation. Mr Olexander said there was a
national position in place, but already one-third of the
country — that is, New South Wales — has walked
away from that in its own legislation. I think the
national code that the states signed up to has lost a lot of
its relevance.
The main point here is that the amendment makes the
provision inflexible; it reverses onuses, and it moves it
away from the principles of the door-to-door sales
legislation. We think the regulation power deals with
any anomalies that are necessary.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — Will the
minister explain to the chamber why Consumer Affairs
Victoria, in agreement with him and with the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission, supported
exemptions at the national level but that he now rejects
them in his own jurisdiction?

the onus in a number of areas. I am happy to look, but
my starting point is to try to replicate the door-to-door
sales legislation.

Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I think the most relevant part of this is that as part of a
long dialogue between jurisdictions to get a national
position in place, some jurisdictions would move
earlier. Often when setting a national jurisdiction in
place one state might start and others might copy it.

Atkinson, Mr (Teller)
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.

These are a series of goals, but as I said to
Mr Olexander earlier in this committee stage, there are
many areas ranging from federal finance legislation,
energy regulations, New South Wales legislation,
existing Victorian legislation, the bill before the
Parliament last year, the proposed bill which was
excised earlier this year and the amendments to this
bill — there have been so many forms — but the law is
moving along rapidly between jurisdictions. Some are
breaking out on their own.
At the time we had a series of principles that
jurisdictions could sign up to, but events change things.
The world moves along and jurisdictions move along,
so Victoria is now bringing what we think is the most
appropriate form of telemarketing regulation into place.
In where we have come from to where we are going we
are acknowledging the changed circumstances and the
new circumstances that often come to people’s
attention, particularly with some of the new areas in
retail contestability and constant variations to codes in
other jurisdictions.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — A final
question, because I really do not think we will get
anywhere with this. If the minister is not supporting the
amendment he supported at the national level and seeks
to use a regulatory power, will he give an assurance that
he will regulate to exempt these classifications of
telemarketing agreements when the bill passes?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
As I responded earlier on in dealing with the criteria on
which I envisage the regulation would be used,
primarily they are to deal with the obvious anomalies
that would exist where you could not apply the
door-to-door sales legislation holus-bolus to areas of
telemarketing. It is to keep the principles in place, so I
am happy to receive submissions from industry about
what should be included in here. My main concern is
that in this current environment the government is
trying to link it to door-to-door sales, as it does reverse
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Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 8 to 29 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for
Sport and Recreation) on motion of Mr Lenders.
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Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister for
Finance).
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Sessional orders
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — By leave,
I move:
That sessional order 23(a) be suspended as necessary to
enable the sitting of the Council to continue beyond
10.00 p.m. this day to enable the completion of the
government business program determined on 25 November.

Motion agreed to.

ANIMALS LEGISLATION (ANIMAL
WELFARE) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 November; motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries).

Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
before we proceed I want to draw your attention to the
fact that certain protocols observed by tradition in this
house out of respect for the Chair seem to be falling
into a state of extreme disrepair. You have just been on
your feet a number of times concentrating on the
business at hand, which is dealing with the passage of
some legislation. Members have been ignoring the
traditions of the house, which is to pay respect to the
Chair and not move around the chamber but indeed
resume their seats when you are on your feet.
I remind members that there are good reasons for
this — that is, the civility and courtesy that should be
afforded in terms of respect for the Chair, and the
control of the Parliament by the Chair. My point of
order, President, is to ask you to remind members of
their obligations to respect the Chair.
The PRESIDENT — Order! When the President is
on her feet not only should there not be any movement
in the house, there should not be any sort of
conversation either. I thank the Leader of the
Opposition for drawing the house’s attention to the
practice of the house that when the President, the
Deputy President or any of the acting presidents are on
their feet, there be no conversation or movement in the
house.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — The Animals
Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill is an important bill to
a whole range of stakeholders, in particular the people
who devote their lives to the care and welfare of
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animals, either for domestic or for agricultural
purposes.
A number of stakeholders have an interest in this bill,
and I will go to the detail of that later, but the central
elements to the community’s interest in the bill are
obviously the farming community, the veterinary
profession, representatives of animal welfare groups
and industry associations representing livestock
producers. But there is another group which has a great
sensitivity about particular aspects of this bill, being
those who are particularly interested in dogs, and I will
come back to that shortly.
This is an omnibus bill in that it involves a large
number of amendments to a range of different acts. It
deals with amendments to the Domestic (Feral and
Nuisance) Animals Act, the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act, the Ombudsman Act, the Meat Industry
Act and the Veterinary Practice Act. When there is an
omnibus bill with a large number of significant changes
it is possible for that bill to proceed without the sort of
clarity of scrutiny which is available when legislation is
amended in its own right — in other words, the bill is in
a way fairly complex and matters can be easily
overlooked in the general descriptors.
I was interested to find that even in the bill itself, in the
purposes clause, and in particular in the references in
that clause to amendments to the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Act, the most controversial amendment to
legislation contained in this omnibus bill went
unremarked. I am sure that during the committee stage
we will come back to that, but I note that there is no
specific recital of the fact that new regulatory powers
are to be introduced by this bill in the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act which will extend the almost
arbitrary power of the Minister for Agriculture to create
regulations without reference to Parliament by way of
disallowance or scrutiny, which is of great concern not
just to the farming community but also to those who are
engaged in the care of dogs particularly, because some
key stakeholders have expressed concern about the bill.
I should briefly recite the principal purposes of the bill.
It introduces a number of amendments relating to the
management and welfare of cats and dogs, the
prevention of cruelty to animals and scientific research
on animals. It introduces a number of administrative
improvements in the operation of the Veterinary
Practices Administration Board. It implements a
commitment given by the government to address the
slaughter of cats and dogs for human consumption. The
bill provides general regulation-making powers to
regulate methods of transport, capture or veterinary
procedures that cause animals injury or hardship. It
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makes amendments to the Veterinary Practice Act 1997
to provide more power to the board established under
the act to deal with disciplinary issues and issues
relating to fitness to practise. It brings the act into
alignment with the Medical Practice Act 1994 and the
Dental Practice Act 1999.
There are some specific issues which include
accountability of owners to ensure pets can be easily
traced to their owner and not be euthanised
unnecessarily; increases in the accountability of officers
of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, as they will be reportable to the Ombudsman;
increases in penalties for cruelty to animals; and
increases in local government power to be able to fine
pet owners and utilise the Magistrates Court to order
owners to make sure animals cannot continually escape.
The bill allows the minister to send in veterinarians or
other qualified inspectors to check on an animal’s
health and where a specific treatment is for the purpose
of promoting the animal’s health. It makes it a
requirement to provide your name and address to an
inspector if you are on a premises which is suspected of
baiting, trapshooting or luring.
This bill provides wide-ranging powers to the
government — that is, the minister — to prohibit and
regulate animal husbandry practices and the use of
implements and devices on animals. That of course is
what a great deal of the discussion this evening will
turn on, I suspect. The Liberal Party has consulted very
widely on this bill and unerringly has found a wide
cohort of opinion that is very alarmed at particular
proposals. However, I would like to say at the outset
that the Liberal Party supports the amendments which
will ban the slaughter of cats and dogs for human
consumption.
It also supports a ban on the cosmetic or
non-therapeutic tail docking of dogs. But I make the
point that that policy proposal is able to be
implemented under this legislation by the introduction
of regulations, so we do not know how the government
intends to proceed — that is, we do not know how the
minister intends to implement that ban. There are
concerns about how that might be achieved, because
the regulations will not be coming back to the
Parliament for scrutiny or disallowance. It gives a very
significant, wide-sweeping power to the Minister for
Agriculture.
The Liberal Party has called on the Minister for
Agriculture to redraft the bill and amend it by removing
the unilateral power of the Minister for Agriculture to
create regulations, and I will come to some particular
concerns about those issues.
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In dealing with the amendments to the Domestic (Feral
and Nuisance) Animals Act 1994, the bill requires
minimum standards for microchips by making them
part of an integrated data retrieval system that will
make animals more easily traced back to their owners.
Whilst in principle that is a fairly sensible proposal,
there are some questions that are outstanding. For
example, is the minister proposing that microchipping
become compulsory? What will happen to pets that do
not have microchips? Part of the minimum standards
mentioned is that people who implant microchips must
have approved qualifications and be supervised by a
registered veterinarian. What does that do to the costs?
Will microchipping be affordable and an option
available to the general community?
There is more power for local government with scope
for fines. Local government contractors will be able to
issue basic infringement notices. Local government can
also seek an order from a Magistrates Court requiring
an owner of a cat or dog to carry out works on their
property to prevent an animal from escaping. All of that
begs the question: are we putting too much extra
responsibility on local government, and what will the
cost on it be? We heard earlier today some discussion
about impact statements of government legislation on
local government. I suspect this proposal has not
necessarily been well thought through. I might say that
it is apparent that there has not been significant
consultation with local government on this aspect of the
bill according to the responses I have received from
local government.
It is apparent that the other amendments throughout the
bill raise some concerns, but I want to spend most of
the time available in this abridged speech on dealing
specifically with the regulation-making power, and I
might necessarily go to the way this proposal has come
forward. It is evident that there has been a lot of
discussion about the need to introduce controls on tail
docking. There was a Primary Industries Ministerial
Council meeting on 2 October at which it was agreed
that a national ban on tail docking of dogs would
proceed. I will quote from the communiqué that sets out
the position:
Ministers reaffirmed their commitment to implement a
nationally coordinated ban on the routine tail docking of dogs
for non-therapeutic (cosmetic) purposes. The key elements of
the ban, to be implemented no later than 1 April 2004, will be
that non-therapeutic tail docking of dogs will be prohibited
and therapeutic tail docking of dogs will only be able to be
carried out by a veterinarian.

That is an agreement in principle at a national forum.
While the Liberal Party has articulated that it supports a
ban on the cosmetic or non-therapeutic tail docking of
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dogs, it has not yet had set out how these arrangements
will be implemented and what the details will be.
That in itself might not be a problem were it not for the
way that the minister has introduced this legislation.
His public comments on the legislation were pretty
narrow, limited to a media release of 15 October 2003
when the Minister for Agriculture said, and I quote:
The Bracks government has introduced legislation to ban the
eating of cats and dogs and implement a national agreement
to stop the routine tail docking of puppies.

That was the lead paragraph, which was factually
incorrect. What the legislation actually does is create a
regulation-making regime. It creates a capacity for the
Minister for Agriculture to make a regulation which
could itself ban the tail docking of puppies, but it does
not actually legislate to enable that. Apart from the fact
that the minister has been misleading in his public
statements, our concern is that the process of deriving
the regulations according to the proposed amendments
in this bill would not enable stakeholders to have any
confidence that if they were uncomfortable with the
regulations they could have anything done about it. The
regulation-making power will not enable the Parliament
to take any action if it is not satisfied with the
regulations.
I have to note that the Australian Veterinary
Association has endorsed the announcement of the ban
on the docking of dogs’ tails; it has been strong in its
support. However, many representative organisations of
dog owners have corresponded with me and spoken to
me by phone or in person to raise their concerns about
the proposed ban. I have had extensive representations
from the Dog Body, an organisation representing dog
owners from around Australia. I have had
representations from individuals whom I will not
necessarily name — there is no purpose in that if I am
not quoting from the correspondence. I have had
representations from the Victorian Canine Association,
and in particular I want to acknowledge Ron Jensen, the
chairperson of the VCA committee which is
coordinating the various dog owner associations in
making representations on this issue.
The point is that the concerns of the representatives of
dog owners like Mr Jensen cannot be addressed by the
Parliament at this stage. I understand there have been
proposals put to the Minister for Agriculture about
various ways of proceeding with this ban that might
accommodate the concerns of dog owners, but as I
understand it the minister has as yet been
unsympathetic to those issues. It gives the dog owners’
representatives no comfort that the detail of these
proposals will not come before the Parliament in a way
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that representatives of the community — that is,
parliamentarians — can have effective input on the
development of those regulations.
It does not profit us to speculate on what the
government will propose by way of regulation and
what will then be included in the regulatory impact
statement process that presumably will flow from that.
Suffice it to say that we are disappointed. Whether or
not we agree with the docking of puppies’ tails is
irrelevant. As parliamentarians we will have effectively
no input into that process. The officers that bring those
regulations forward on behalf of the minister will
understand that the Parliament does not get the
opportunity to disallow those regulations.
Therefore I intend to develop more widely this
discussion of the concerns of various stakeholders
about this regulation-making power in clause 44 of the
bill. I have had ongoing discussions with a range of
farmer organisations, which I will come to in a
moment. Many of us would take the view that if we
were to seek an opinion about the welfare of animals
the logical source would be people who are trained
professionally in matters to do with animal welfare,
animal health and so forth. I have had ongoing
discussions with the Australian Veterinary Association.
Whilst the AVA supports the ban on the cosmetic and
non-therapeutic tail docking of dogs, it equally — and
more vehemently I suggest — is concerned about
ministerial abuse of power. It was said in a press release
of Thursday, 6 November, and to me in person that:
The Australian Veterinarian Association … says that new
legislation introduced by the Victorian government gives the
Minister for Agriculture excessive personal power to prohibit
animal procedures. This ignores the right of the public and
their elected parliamentary representatives to engage in debate
about these issues.
AVA Victorian division president, Dr Matt Makin, says that
the new Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill creates a
head of power that effectively allows the Minister for
Agriculture to make a law based on a whim without public
consultation.

The media release quotes Dr Makin as saying:
The legislation allows the Minister for Agriculture to have
unlimited power that will go unchecked. The bill as it
currently stands does not allow for free and open debate and
this is un-Australian …

The story goes on and he recites concerns about the
creation of this power. The media release concludes:
It is not appropriate that one person has the power to ban
specific proceedings. It leaves the process open to
manipulation and persuasion that is not scientific or
evidence-based ….
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At this stage the AVA does not support the government and
requests that the suggested amendments be immediately
incorporated into the bill.

The suggested amendments essentially remove the
regulation-making power in the form set out in the bill
and include a disallowance provision so that Parliament
can bring these regulations under particular scrutiny.
The farmer organisations that have made
representations to me include the Australian Sheep
Breeders Association. Jock MacRae, who is presently
the president of ASBA says:
We are, however, very concerned at the implications of the
bill overall and would oppose legislation that seeks to control,
suppress or otherwise regulate normal husbandry practices
carried out as an integral part of livestock production without
the need for due parliamentary process. Normal husbandry
practices such as mulesing, surgical castration, tail docking of
lambs could all be implicated and under the jurisdiction of the
minister alone if this bill were passed.
Many of these practices are misunderstood by the urban
community —

that is particularly relevant and it struck home with
me —
and any review of them must be carried out by a panel of
suitably skilled personnel, not implemented on the decision of
a single person with carte blanche powers.
Animal welfare issues are extremely emotive and sensitive
community issues and need to be handled by people with the
skills and knowledge to make well-informed decisions. Any
empowerment to leave such decisions to one person (in this
case the minister of the day) is fraught with danger and should
be avoided at all costs.

I am interested in those comments because they
particularly raise the issue we have seen in the last
week or 10 days of the campaign by Animal Liberation
to disrupt the live sheep export trade out of Portland,
and the horrendous tale, which we now know about
because it has been well reported in the media, of a
deliberate attempt to sabotage — it has been described
elsewhere as an action of bioterrorism — and
contaminate sheep feed with pork meat products so that
the animals themselves would have to be quarantined
and not exported from Australia.
This has caused such a significant problem that, as I
understand it, even as we speak the sheep that were
destined for Kuwait still have not been cleared because
until there is confirmation by the Kuwait government
that they will be accepted, the commonwealth
government will not provide an export licence. So
75 000-odd sheep are standing in feedlots at Portland
but should be on a ship on their way to the Middle East.
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Whether people like it or not, the live sheep export
industry, along with live cattle, is a major contributor to
the viability of Victoria’s and Australia’s agriculture,
contributing a couple of billion dollars a year in total to
Australia. What has been missed in the debate over the
last week is the significance of this industry not just to
the people involved in the export trade but to the
farmers and the communities that depend on those
farmers for their economic and social welfare.
It is disappointing that the Animal Liberation
campaigners have deliberately set out to subvert this
great industry, but it demonstrates the political risk for
the government of inviting these sorts of actions to be
launched against a minister for agriculture with such
significant power that he would be almost in a state of
being victimised by radical Animal Liberation elements
in order to coerce him into taking pre-emptory action in
a policy sense by regulating or prohibiting certain
animal husbandry practices which that particular lobby
group thought was inappropriate.
One of the reasons we have parliamentary legislative
and regulatory processes is because, as they say, there is
greater wisdom with greater numbers of people.
Notwithstanding the fact that from time to time we have
an element of difference of opinion in this chamber,
and vigorously so, at the end of the day the governance
of the state gains a great deal from the fact that we have
multiple members of Parliament, we have a bicameral
system, and we are able to have a contest of ideas.
From all that — maybe not immediately — good
governance grows over time.
What I am concerned about is the risk that the
government is creating with this legislation where a
Minister for Agriculture could become almost isolated
in terms of the decision-making process without any
recourse to a defence from these frankly lunatic
lobbyists who would take such action as to not just
threaten an export trade but obviously be completely
inconsiderate to the welfare of the sheep whose feed
they have obviously been determined to contaminate.
I have had representations from Australian Pork Ltd
(APL), which obviously represents the pork industry. It
has expressed concern about the lack of consultation in
relation to this legislation. It says:
APL’s concerns in relation to the bill are threefold:
the lack of consultation undertaken by the Victorian
government with farming organisations and livestock
industry groups in the development of this bill;
the resultant inapplicability of certain clauses to the pig
industry; and
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you as minister to prohibit or regulate any practice or
device that may cause injury, suffering or distress to
animals.
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So the VFF is very concerned about PINs and about
lack of consultation; but it is particularly concerned
about the regulation-making powers and says:
The VFF is strongly opposed to the POCTA act being
amended by the bill to provide broad regulation-making
powers to either prohibit or control practices viewed by
government to be harmful or for the control of certain
implements.

It goes on to say that the first notification that
Australian Pork Limited had of this bill was in the
Weekly Times of 8 October, which I found fascinating
because I would have thought with such a significant
omnibus bill the Minister for Agriculture would be out
there in the marketplace consulting with affected
stakeholders, and the pork industry is certainly one of
those. It is, after all, an intensive industry and will
always be significantly affected by any regulations
associated with the welfare of animals made under the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.

It goes on to make an argument about the VFF’s
concern and says:

The letter talks about a lack of meaningful consultation
and draws attention to various defects. It recites again
concern about the minister’s ability to regulate. That is
one more sign of discontent from a significant
stakeholder group.

That has been the practice in this place for all the
prohibitions to be available under the current
legislation. The VFF has identified this issue, and urges
Parliament and the government to consider that. The
letter also points out that:

Of course it is not alone. I have an extensive and
detailed letter from the Victorian Farmers Federation
(VFF), dated 29 October, setting out its concerns in
relation to this bill. I quote from the letter:
We are concerned that the government has allowed too little
time for the consideration of proposals.

It goes on to say:
… features of the bill are controversial and are opposed by the
Victorian Farmers Federation …

The matters it takes issue with include the introduction
of infringement notices. I further quote from the letter:
The VFF is strongly opposed to the provisions empowering
authorised officers to serve penalty infringement notices
(PINs) for offences against regulations or in relation to dogs
not secured in moving trailers or vehicle trays …
Contrary to advice provided by the Department of Primary
Industries during a bill briefing on 22 October ... that the only
PINs proposed to be introduced are for offences relating to
unrestrained dogs in trailers, the bill specifically provides for
PINs to be served for offences under the regulations. Other
sections of the bill provide wide regulation-making powers
and potentially a wide range of areas for which PINs could be
imposed.
...
The use of PINs for the enforcement of animal welfare
legislation is very poor policy. The introduction of PINs will
relieve inspectors of the requirement to prove that a person
has undertaken an activity or practice that is cruel as is
required by the POCTA act and will reverse the onus of
proof.

It remains the VFF’s strongly preferred position that any
prohibitions applied to animal-handling practices, or
introduction of further restrictions on the grounds of cruelty to
animals, be adopted by legislation approved by the Victorian
Parliament.

The POCTA act does not provide for members of Parliament
to initiate a disallowance motion against the proposed
regulations.
...
The VFF has requested the government amend the bill to
specifically provide for the Parliament to move disallowance
of regulations made under the POCTA act ...

That is the detail of the VFF argument, and it was
reinforced by its press release of 31 October, when it
said:
Victorian farmers have called upon the state government to
redraft its new animals legislation to remove powers for the
minister to prohibit accepted farming practices by regulation
or impose fines.

The VFF has written to the minister requesting he
amend the legislation to remove regulation-making
powers, remove penalty infringement notices and
introduce a provision to allow members of Parliament
to move disallowance motions for proposed
regulations. It is quite apparent that the minister is not
listening.
I have a great deal more to say on this issue, but it
would be as well at this point for me to advise the house
that it is my intention to move a reasoned amendment. I
move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until key stakeholders have been consulted
concerning the importance of provisions prohibiting and
regulating activities and procedures dealing with animal
welfare to be dealt with by statute rather than by regulation.
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I move this reasoned amendment because a major
change in policy in regard to the protection of animals
from cruelty is contained within this bill. I recall the
same attempt was made in 2001. The government then
made an effort in the Animals Legislation (Responsible
Ownership) Bill to make similar amendments. Those
amendments were not defeated; they were withdrawn
with a government amendment in the Assembly by the
then Minister for Agriculture, the Honourable Keith
Hamilton.

My remaining comments are that those of us who have
spent a lifetime working in the livestock industries with
animals understand that people who have animals in
their charge by and large care for them with a great
amount of personal effort and contribution but that
there are individuals who, as happens in the case of any
other commonsense action of care, behave improperly.
We are therefore not opposed at all to ongoing
improvement in regulations and legislation regarding
the oversight of behaviour in relation to animal welfare.

Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 7.47 p.m.

However, what we do object to is the nature of the
proposals that are in front of the Parliament today. They
would effectively mean there would be no further
security, particularly in relation to the farming
industries that depend on livestock, because of the
potential for unilateral action by the minister of the
day — and I am not necessarily asserting that the
current minister would behave in this way. We will be
seeking assurances from the government during the
committee stage of this bill that the current minister has
no intention of introducing any regulations whatever,
save and except for those which he has flagged in
relation to the tail docking of puppies.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — Before the dinner break I
had just formally moved the reasoned amendment, the
effect of which would be that the bill be not read a
second time until there have been extensive
consultations with stakeholders about these proposed
new regulations.
I restate that the Liberal Party is concerned about the
second attempt of the government to introduce wide
regulation-making powers. The first attempt was in
2001, when its then proposals were amended in the
lower house because there had been such widespread
community opposition.
The opposition to the bill has been widespread this
time. Regrettably the current minister is not prepared to
listen as was the previous agriculture minister, Keith
Hamilton. I pay credit to Keith Hamilton for having
recognised that this policy agenda of the government
was not appropriate, and he withdrew his proposal at
that time. Therefore, I am critical of Minister Cameron
in the other house for not being so wise as was Keith
Hamilton in listening to the community concern.
After wide consultation the Liberal Party has proposed
that the bill be redrafted, that it should have the wide
regulation-making power deleted and a disallowance
provision inserted to enable either house of Parliament
to stop the regulations, if required. The Liberal Party
has determined that if the bill is forced through the
Parliament in its present form, which gives the minister
wide unchecked regulation-making power, it will repeal
this provision when it is next in government.
I want to conclude quickly because I am cognisant of
the fact that a number of other members wish to speak,
that time is on the wing and that there is a government
business program which will mean that if members
extemporise too much not all members will have the
opportunity to contribute to the debate before the
guillotine is applied at 10.45 p.m. I will therefore
abridge my remaining comments.

We will be seeking that commitment from the
government during the committee stage so that at least
for the time being — at least between now and the next
election — the farming community can be confident
that none of the present activities which are necessary
to maintain the proper husbandry of animals and the
economic wellbeing of farming enterprises will be
hindered in any way by regulations created under the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.
Without further ado I urge the house to support the
reasoned amendment, which essentially seeks that the
government take a deep breath and consult with the
community about the concerns which I have articulated
on behalf of many significant stakeholder groups this
evening. There is great alarm in respect of the threat of
the current or a future Minister for Agriculture being
put under such pressure by groups like Animal
Liberation — which we have seen behave absolutely
reprehensibly just recently in regard to live sheep
exports — that that minister of the Crown could be
persuaded to take deliberative action which would
significantly damage the livestock industries. I therefore
urge members to support the reasoned amendment.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I rise on
behalf of the Nationals to make a contribution on the
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill. This is of
course an omnibus bill. It is a bit of a grab bag, if you
like, of a heap of issues. But even so, it is an extremely
important bill that runs across large sectors of our
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community — the agricultural sector, owners of dogs
and cats and many other areas as well.

point of view that you have the best chance to get your
animal back.

Some of the issues in this bill National Party members
agree with and some of them we are vehemently
against. We are vehemently against particularly the
Parliament being denied scrutiny of a minister’s
intention or actions by that minister being given
sweeping regulatory powers with no scrutiny through
the Parliament. The National Party believes this is
denying members of Parliament the right to advocate
democratically on behalf of their constituents. To that
end, we will be moving an amendment in my name in
relation to clause 44(2) for consideration in the
committee stage.

I can remember the debate in relation to the national
livestock identification system. The National Party
pushed for a national approach to ensure that it would
work well and recognised that stock travel a lot and can
certainly go over state borders. We are not suggesting
that dogs and cats can do that much; however, there is
no doubt that dogs and cats will wander from one
municipality to the next, so there needs to be some
uniformity in that area.

The bill amends the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act 1994; the Meat Industry Act 1993; the
Ombudsman Act 1973; the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986; and the Veterinary Practice Act
1997. They are all complex and important bills that
need a lot of care. It is clear to the National Party that
the minister has not paid adequate attention to or gone
through in fine detail where the bill will lead us. When
three amendments were moved in the other place —
and I suspect there will be three amendments in this
house — that tells the tale; the consultative process was
rushed. The National Party feels uncomfortable with
the bill and urges the house to support the amendments
foreshadowed by the Liberal and National parties.
I shall go through some parts of the bill, the first dealing
with the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Act.
That has always been a tough act to manage and it has
always been difficult to negotiate changes in that area.
One of the best members I have seen at it was a good
friend of many of the members in this Parliament, the
Honourable Dick de Fegely. He did a wonderful job in
negotiating the processes when in this place. He
certainly understood how these issues worked.
We appear to have a problem with regard to microchips
and dogs and cats. If they get lost and wander away it is
apparently difficult to read some of those microchips.
Apparently there are a number of types of chips, and
that extends to the readers as well. There are few or no
standards applying to or qualifications required to insert
those chips.
The bill says that municipalities will have rules in
relation to dogs and cats and the municipality’s pounds,
and any animals that go into those pounds will need to
be scanned. The same principle applies to the quality of
the inserts and how they are managed. If you lose a dog
or a cat you have already gone to a substantial expense
in relation to the insert, so it is fair enough from our

The bill also proposes the licensing of microchip
registries. There may be a few in Victoria — I am not
sure how many, but I have heard it could be up to 10.
There are a number of issues in relation to that.
Registries must be conforming registries and must have
interchangeable hardware and software. That is a
commonsense requirement. It would be interesting to
know what the licensing fees might be in those
registries.
The bill also gives the right to employ contractors for
routine animal management practices, which is a good
idea. It will remove some of the fixed-cost issues with
permanent employees, and bring into the system some
of the rigour and discipline of small business, which is
a good thing. If dogs and cats are persistent wanderers
councils can issue a court order to have those animals
restrained by a fence, a restraining device, or a collar
and chain. That is a good idea, because if you have pets
you should be looking after them and they should not
be wandering around in other’s people’s space.
I remember in previous debates on bills of this sort that
one of the most difficult areas was dangerous dogs —
and I see that area gets another mention in this bill.
They should be in a secured enclosure. This does not
mean just a front fence and a side fence, but a secure
enclosure, and we think that is also a good idea. Attack
dogs also get a mention in the bill. They are the ones
we see in the wreckers’ yards and other security areas.
The bill introduces regulations covering the training of
these dogs. They must be trained by businesses skilled
in that area, and those businesses must also be
registered in the relevant municipality.
The bill also has a go at defining what animals can be
eaten. During our discussions it appeared to us that it
was a good deal easier to define what you cannot eat
than what you can eat. However, the bill sets up a
process for that, and it is reflected in the second-reading
speech where in relation to the concerns we had from
our primary producers it says:
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It will not change an individual’s ability to slaughter for their
own consumption poultry or game or a farmer’s ability to
slaughter a consumable animal such as a sheep on their farm,
which is currently permitted under the Meat Industry Act.

I now move to a very good change made by this bill,
and that is the amendment to the Ombudsman’s
Act 1973. For some time farmers, represented by the
Victorian Farmers Federation, have been quite
concerned about the lack of accountability of some of
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals inspectors, in relation to their operations. We
think it is excellent that these officers will now be more
accountable, and that is something that has been
requested by the Victorian Farmers Federation for some
time.
The bill also clears up some issues in the scientific
procedures and premises area. It identifies people who
can be involved in experiments, and it sets down
guidelines to allow more freedom in joint venture
research. It also does some other work in relation to
allowing private veterinary pathologists to give
evidence in court cases, whereas in the past, as we
understand it, the act only listed departmental
employees as being able to give evidence. That gives a
bit more width to what the bill can do in that area.
The veterinary practice board also gets a bit more
opportunity for improvement in managing itself. Again
I come back to the Honourable Dick de Fegley, who
did an awful lot of work in that area in the past.
Due to time constraints I want to move quickly to what
the National Party sees as the most important point. It is
a big bill, it has many things in it, and it is particularly
complex. We have often thought in the past that
omnibus bills are a good idea, and when they only go
across one portfolio it seems reasonably easy. However,
the situation is much more complicated when it runs
across a lot of acts and a lot of complex areas. In fact
the complications can make it a little difficult to get a
full focus on the issues involved.
There was some confusion in the run-up to this bill and
in some of the briefings, and in fact there was an effort
by the government to try to slip through the process we
have been talking about tonight. It certainly has not
worked. The provision I am talking about is proposed
section 44(2). That particular provision is one about
which the National Party is greatly concerned. Our
constituents do not want a minister, whoever the
minister might be, to have sweeping regulatory and
prohibition powers that enable the minister to prohibit
any number of things without the need to go through
the Parliament.
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If the regulation changes that the minister might
envisage putting into place are okay and would be
broadly accepted by the community, the National Party
cannot see why they should not be run through the
Parliament. That seems to be the democratic way in
which the community would like to see that happen.
Surely it is a democratic right for parliamentarians to
represent their constituents in the Parliament, and I am
sure that when people vote us into Parliament that is
exactly what they have in mind: that we come in here,
stand up for their rights and represent them fully. I am
absolutely sure that view underpins the democracy and
the system that we all enjoy.
During debates in this house we have talked about red
tape. We have had some good debates on the red tape
that the government has put into place over the past few
years. They include the practical one of ripping rabbit
warrens as well as other practical ones including putting
up a new fence where the red tape has made it almost
impossible to manage that, and the restrictions that this
government has put in place particularly on our farming
community.
There are many other examples, but I assure the house
that the issues we are talking about in this bill
tonight — these wide-sweeping regulatory and
prohibition powers which a minister can utilise — are
far worse. The minister, whoever it might be, at their
whim — it might be at the whim of perhaps a
well-intended minority group — could overnight
prohibit, ban or regulate the farming communities in
this state out of existence.
There are heaps of examples; the Honourable Phillip
Davis has been through a few. One example that is
causing a lot of concern amongst the community is the
cosmetic and non-therapeutic tail docking of pups.
Members of the National Party have had wide
representations on that issue, as I am sure have
members of other parties. Time precludes me from
going through all the letters and approaches we have
had, but that is one issue that will come under this
legislation.
We can talk about tail docking and marking sheep,
which is well known to many of us as a standard
practice on any farm that runs sheep. We can talk about
the risk of these prohibitions or regulations stopping the
mulesing of sheep which, if it is not done, causes a
tremendous problem in the management of the sheep.
Certainly anyone who has had the opportunity to study
that situation, as most of us on the land have, would
realise the tremendous benefit that mulesing can have.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
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Hon. B. W. BISHOP — Indeed, Mr McQuilten,
thank you for your interjection. I am sure your
knowledge of it is quite wide as well, because certainly
mulesing of sheep is a very good management tool. It is
far kinder in the long term on the sheep than not doing
the practice at all, and it is widely accepted throughout
the grazing community. The list goes on and on.

the live sheep exports by these particular actions. She is
a farmer’s daughter and a farmer’s wife. I commend
Fiona on her writing and I urge everyone to read the
article. I am sure that anyone who has any doubt about
the live sheep trade would get a different perspective on
it after reading her views, given the way she has put
them.

The National Party does not wish our farmers and other
sectors of the community to be exposed to the proposal
in the bill. We should be able to have our say about any
changes that might be put forward in our community in
relation to the normal practices that are carried on in
relation to animals.

No doubt other speakers, particularly on this side of the
house, will add to the comments made by Mr Davis and
myself. To conclude my contribution, as I said, this bill
contains good bits and bad bits and we vehemently
oppose the bad bits, particularly in the areas of
regulation and prohibition powers. If this bill is passed
tonight as it stands it will give a minister — not only
the minister we have at present, but ministers into the
future — the power to execute sweeping changes in
animal management, without the opportunity for
Parliament to debate them. Members of the National
Party urge the house to support the amendments that
will be put forward tonight, which will make the bill
much more practical, manageable and fairer,
particularly for the farming community.

As I have said, there are some good things in the bill,
and obviously we would support them, but we cannot
support those particular overpowering regulation and
prohibition powers.
I will conclude my contribution by addressing an issue
that came to my mind this morning. I attended, with a
number of others, the Victorian Farmers Federation
breakfast.
Hon. Philip Davis — A delightful breakfast.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP — It was a marvellous
breakfast, Mr Davis, and I was really pleased to see
such a great crowd of people there enjoying the
wonderful produce from the farming areas of Victoria.
It is a great idea. It gives Melbourne people a very good
look at the productive agricultural sector of Victoria. In
some ways we have lost the links between our
agricultural sector and our city cousins, which is a bit
sad.
As I walked along this morning I was handed a sheet
from the Victorian Farmers Federation. It is a copy of
an article that relates to the issue that has been spoken
about before tonight, of the activists at Portland putting
ham in sheep feed with the real and direct intention of
stopping the export of live sheep to the Middle East.
There is no doubt that that is sabotage, and there are
huge fines applicable to that particular area. Members
of the National Party urge the government to take a
strong stance on this matter because it puts at risk an
export trade that many of our farmers absolutely rely
on.
I will not read the article tonight because I do not think
it is fair to do so with other members wishing to speak.
This telling piece of writing is headed ‘A cruel stunt
kicks farmers in the guts’, which are pretty strong
words. The article is written by Fiona Myers and she
does an excellent job of putting forward how ridiculous
the process is of those activists who would look to ban

Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I rise to speak in
support of the Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare)
Bill which amends five acts in relation to animal
welfare and animal practices — namely, the Domestic
(Feral and Nuisance) Animals Act 1994, the
Ombudsman Act 1973, the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986, the Meat Industry Act 1993 and the
Veterinary Practice Act 1997.
In relation to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act 1994, the bill addresses the current
problems involved in matching owners with lost dogs
and cats. That will be done by setting minimum
standards for the microchips that are sometimes used to
permanently identify cats and dogs. The bill will also
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of local
government domestic animal management services by
empowering local government to allow contractors to
issue basic penalty infringement notices, provided that
the contractors meet certain minimum skill and
accountability criteria. The contractors will also be
made accountable under the Ombudsman Act 1973.
The bill also makes amendments to ensure that when a
dog is declared dangerous by a council the owner must
have a secure enclosure within the house property. That
is very, very important and timely at the moment,
especially given some of the attacks that have occurred
in Ballarat recently, with dogs attacking and severely
maiming and scarring very young children. The bill
also addresses the issue of an animal found at large and
in breach of the act. Local government will be able to
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seek an order from a Magistrates Court requiring the
owner of the cat or dog to carry out works on their
property to prevent any future escape of the animal.
In relation to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act
1986 the bill will enable an inspector with special
expertise and qualifications, under specific written
authorisation by the minister, to use their existing
powers to determine whether an exemption under
section 6 is justified. Section 6 of the act deals with
certain practices and conduct promoting the animal’s
health or welfare that is able to be carried out by an
inspector.
The bill will also improve the accountability of the
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(RSPCA) inspectors by including them within the
jurisdiction of the Ombudsman. The bill introduces
regulation-making powers to control harmful practices
relating to transportation, capture and medical treatment
of animals — for example, glue traps, dental work by
unqualified persons and cosmetic or non-therapeutic
practices such as tail docking of dogs so as to
implement the October 2002 Primary Industries
Ministerial Council national ban on tail docking.
These regulation-making powers are contained in
clause 44 of the bill and will be introduced to control
harmful practices to animals. The regulations cannot be
made against any practice on farm animals that is
carried out in accordance with a code of practice. The
bill will also increase the penalty for a breach of the
regulations from 5 penalty units to 10 penalty units,
which is equivalent to $1000.
In relation to the regulation-making powers of the
minister under clause 44, it is important to note at this
point that mulesing cannot be regulated; it is permitted
by a code of practice. Castration of animals is permitted
by codes for various species, with conditions, and
cannot be regulated. Tail docking of lambs, pigs and
animals is permitted under code and cannot be
regulated. Calf induction is permitted by code for cattle
under veterinary supervision and again cannot be
regulated. Transportation of calves is covered by codes
of practice for cattle and transportation, and code
contents cannot be regulated, but the issue of excessive
hours of transport, which does and can cause serious
increases in mortality, needs to be addressed, so
regulations may provide a framework to assist the
Livestock Transport Association of Victoria to
underpin driver-training programs et cetera in that
regard.
Other matters that may be regulated under clause 44
powers of the bill are tail docking or cosmetic or
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non-therapeutic procedure on dogs. As I have said,
there is agreement that this practice be banned
nationally by all state and territory governments, and
that is to be regulated by April next year by national
agreement so it is very important that we have
consistency of approach on a national basis. Other
matters that may be regulated under clause 44 are the
practice of twisted and corrugated bridle bits and dental
work on horses.
The bill also amends the Meat Industry Act 1993 and
prohibits the slaughter of dogs, cats and any other
animal that is not defined under the Meat Industry Act
as consumable for human consumption. Again I think
that is a good thing.
The Veterinary Practice Act of 1997 is also to be
amended, and the bill will give the Veterinary Practice
Board flexibility to effectively deal with the registration
of practitioners, disciplinary issues and issues relating
to the practitioners’ fitness to practice.
The amendments to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act 1994 addresses a number of issues in
relation to the management and welfare of cats and
dogs, and the amendments will also clarify the issue of
councils appointing private contractors as authorised
officers to run the domestic animal management
services.
The amendments to the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986 also address problems that have
been encountered in enforcing that act. It provides that
suitably qualified inspectors can use their powers to
investigate the treatment of animals by veterinary
practitioners and that all inspectors have the power to
require a person to give their name and address to the
inspector. Amendments to the licensing system for the
conduct of scientific procedures on animals are the
result of a review of the existing scheme.
The amendments to the Ombudsman Act of 1973 are
more particularly contained in clause 30 of the bill.
That addresses specific issues of concern about the
manner in which the RSPCA officers, who are
appointed as inspectors under the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Act 1986, have conducted investigations.
The main criticism of the RSPCA officers has been
their lack of accountability as they are employees of a
private organisation or non-government organisation. A
similar problem can also arise with the exercise of
powers granted by local government to contractors to
perform certain domestic animal management services.
Therefore the Ombudsman Act will also be amended to
bring both contractors and Royal Society for the
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Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA) officers
under the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman.
I was during the last term of this Parliament and
continue to be a member of the Victorian Parliament’s
Law Reform Committee. Our report tabled in
Parliament in May 2002 entitled The Powers of Entry,
Search, Seizure and Questioning by Authorised
Persons, looked in chapter 4 particularly at the powers
of inspectors and RSPCA officers et cetera, and there
are a number of recommendations in that chapter which
have been adopted in this bill. I am very pleased about
that as a lot of work was done on that issue.
There has been an enormous amount of consultation on
this bill. Consultation has taken place with the Animal
Welfare Advisory Committee; the Australian
Veterinary Association; the Domestic Animal
Management Implantation Committee; the Domestic
Animal Registries; Central Animal Records Australia
Pty Ltd; the Lost Dogs’ Home; Dr Ted Donelan, who is
a veterinary consultant to the Dog and Cat Management
Board of South Australia on the electronic
identification of cats and dogs; as well as with
Standards Australia. Local government bodies and
individual councils have also been consulted.
Consultation has also taken place with Primesafe over
the amendments to the Meat Industry Act.
The council of RSPCA Victoria and the Ombudsman’s
office have also agreed that the compliance activities of
the RSPCA inspectors should be subject to inquiries
and investigation by the Ombudsman to protect the
public interest. There has also been consultation with
the Veterinary Practitioners Registration Board on the
framing of the amendments to the Veterinary Practice
Act 1997.
It is certainly a very good bill. It covers, as I say, five
pieces of legislation, and these very important
amendments bring those acts into line with current
practices in this the 21st century. I commend the bill to
the house.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I rise to
make my contribution on the Animals Legislation
(Animal Welfare) Bill. In doing so I suggest to
honourable members that South Eastern Province is a
part of Victoria where there is a great deal of interaction
with animals — in the dairy industry, in the racing
industry, in the training industry for the racing
fraternity, and also in recreational horseriding. In
addition to that there are many marine activities, and I
will come to that later in my presentation.
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The general activities that are carried out in the dairy
industry, where animals produce the milk and so forth,
are extremely valuable. The properties and the animals
on them that produce the milk are very well cared
for — and they need to be well cared for to maintain
the quality and the output that is needed both in a
quality assurance sense and an economic sense. Having
represented the electorate for 11 years or thereabouts
my personal experience is that operators in the dairy
industry are extremely aware of and concerned about
the good management, welfare and health of the
animals.
The same positive thing can be said of members of the
racing and horse training industries, and also the very
large number of people involved in recreational
horseriding and gymkhana events that take place within
the South Eastern Province.
This omnibus bill is helpful, and if it contributes to
reducing the level of avoidable cruelty and prevents
unnecessary suffering or difficulties for animals, then
that is a very good thing and is extremely supportable.
I also believe and strongly support a timely feature of
the bill — that is, the banning of the preparation of dog
and cat meat for human consumption. In my opinion
that is totally unacceptable in this state and country.
There is no place for it in our society, and I do not
condone that practice for one moment. That ban is a
positive, sensible and very desirable feature of the bill.
It may be that that is what happens in other countries
and other cultures, but that is not a good thing even in
those places. Those other societies have other
arrangements, but I strongly support a ban on the
consumption of dog and cat meat in Victoria and
Australia.
For most of my life I have been fortunate to have
owned a series of domestic animals. I have two dogs,
Fred and Sam, that are of questionable parentage. They
are not sophisticated dogs at all, but I am very fond of
them. They were acquired by my wife and me some
four or five years ago when they were definitely
scheduled to be euthanised. We were able to save them
and they are wonderful pets.
Hon. C. D. Hirsh — Don’t you love them!
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — I like them very much,
and I am very pleased to have them.
Hon. W. R. Baxter interjected.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — I am a good customer of
Uncle Ben’s, as has been suggested. But I also
understand the situation with cats. We have a cat at our
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place. Mandy — that is her name — manages me very
well. So, I like animals, and I can relate to the intention
of this bill.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — My cat manages me very
well.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You should not talk
about your wife like that.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — No, Mandy is the cat! As
an individual I am very much inclined to be receptive to
the goals of this bill because I enjoy and appreciate
animals, and I am sure other honourable members feel
like I do.
It is necessary to understand that in order to appreciate
animals and look after them properly, they have to have
appropriate facilities, and what is required under several
sets of circumstances is very carefully spelt out, so that
is very helpful.
Microchips implanted into animals are important
because if an animal is lost, its owners become very
concerned, and I modestly include myself in that
category. It is nice to know that lost animals with
implanted microchips will probably be rapidly
identified and returned to their owners.
The bill makes it very clear that the unnecessary
training of dogs to attack is not encouraged and is
specifically prohibited. That is sensible, although there
is a need in the security industry for suitable dogs to be
so trained. I think that is a careful notation I detected
within the bill.
In transporting animals it is extremely important to
make sure that they are well cared for, well provided
for and that the transportation process is not inhumane
or does not unduly impact on the health and welfare of
the animals. It is important to have regulations on that
matter.
On regulation, I would perhaps echo the comments of
several members on this side of the house. In my
opinion it would be better to legislate very clear
mandatory rules under the legislation. The ministerial
fiat given in this bill to enable the minister at any point
in time to come up with regulations is too wide a brief.
I think the minister should be able to use much better
guidelines such as those in legislation would suggest.
The banning of tail docking of puppies is a good feature
of the bill. Not one of the dogs I have had has had its
tail docked. I believe an animal should be left as nature
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intended it unless there are issues of management, as in
the case of sheep. I do not support the docking of tails
of puppies.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Are you sure?
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN — Yes, I do not believe in
cutting the tails of young pups. That is a feature of the
bill.
I am concerned about clause 44(2), which inserts new
section 42(1)(na) and (nb) into the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act. I shall just read those
provisions briefly:
(na) prohibiting or regulating —
(i)

any medical or veterinary procedure conducted on
animals; or

(ii) any method of capture of animals; or
(iii) any method or procedure of transport of animals —
that may cause injury, suffering or distress to animals;
(nb) prohibiting or regulating the possession or use of any
implement, device or thing that may cause injury,
suffering or distress in an animal …

I thought the provisions in clause 44(2) were worth
reading into Hansard so that the citizens of Victoria can
know very clearly what is meant. My concern about
that is that I understand fish are considered to be
animals. It may be that extremists in the animal
liberation front or some community group that are
unreasonable or want to be litigious could use those
provisions to make life miserable for recreational
fishermen.
I think the government has a responsibility to make it
absolutely clear that those provisions cannot, should not
and will not be used to harass recreational fishermen or
people engaged in marine activities, because a literal
interpretation of those clause 44(2) provisions could
have a very severe impact on the multibillion-dollar
fishing and boating industries. I do not believe that is
what the government intends. I would like to see some
very specific clarification that those provisions in clause
44 (2) do not apply to fishing or boating, because that
could be the subject of unreasonable legal action.
The specific banning of the slaughter of dogs and cats
for food is important, as I said at the beginning of my
remarks. Overall I think the bill has much to
compliment it. I care a lot for animals, and I know
honourable members of this chamber do too, so I think
the bill is worthy of support.
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Hon. R. G. MITCHELL (Central Highlands) — I
rise to speak on the Animals Legislation (Animal
Welfare) Bill. As an omnibus bill it covers a lot of little
areas, tidies a lot of things up and puts a lot of different
areas into perspective — things like the Domestic
(Feral and Nuisance) Animals Act 1994, the Meat
Industry Act 1993, the Ombudsman Act 1973, the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 and the
Veterinary Practice Act 1997.

With respect to the Meat Industry Act, the bill prohibits
the slaughter of dogs, cats or any other animal that is
not defined under the Meat Industry Act as consumable
for human consumption. It will not change an
individual’s ability to slaughter poultry or game for
their own consumption, or a farmer’s ability to
slaughter a consumable animal such as a sheep on their
farm, which is currently permitted under the Meat
Industry Act.

With respect to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act 1994, the bill sets minimum standards for
microchips that are sometimes used to permanently
identify dogs and cats. It also licenses registries that
currently hold relevant information so that they can be
required to provide adequate integrated data retrieval
services. This addresses the present problem involved
in contacting owners of lost dogs and cats because
different microchips have been used and there have
been no set standards. It is not always possible for
councils to read microchips that were fitted in other
areas.

With respect to the Veterinary Practice Act 1997, the
bill gives the Veterinary Practice Board flexibility to
effectively deal with the registration of practitioners’
disciplinary issues and issues relating to a practitioner’s
fitness to practise by requiring veterinary practitioners
to be competent in the English language and
introducing a non-practising category of specific
registration to enable veterinary practitioners to
maintain their professional standing while not
practising.

The bill makes amendments to ensure that the owner of
a dog which is declared by a council to be dangerous
must have a secure enclosure built on their property.
This will be in addition to the use of the house as an
enclosure, so there will have to be a proper area fenced
off so the dog can be kept away from the public and out
of harm’s away. Where a court finds that a cat or dog
has breached the act by being at large, the bill allows
local councils to seek an order from the Magistrates
Court to require an owner of a cat or dog to carry out
work on their property to prevent the animal from
escaping.
With respect to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act 1986, the bill permits an inspector with expertise
and qualifications, under specific written authorisation
from the minister, to use their existing powers to
determine whether or not an exemption under section 6
of the principal act is justified. Section 6 of the act
specifies that the act does not apply to certain practices
and conduct, including veterinary treatment carried out
for the purpose of promoting the animal’s health or
welfare. It also improves the public accountability of
RSPCA inspectors by including them within the
jurisdiction of the Ombudsman.
It also requires a person to provide their name and
address to an inspector in certain circumstances. It
modifies the licensing system for persons conducting
scientific procedures on animals, and it amends certain
definitions to provide greater protection to non-human
primates and to avoid the act applying to fertilised eggs
and other partly formed animals.

It will also permit a pool of persons to be approved by
the Governor in Council to be available to be appointed
to a disciplinary hearing panel by the president of the
board, as required from time to time. This streamlines
the existing process of the Governor in Council
appointing a panel member in the absence of an
available board member. The bill empowers the board
to prohibit a practitioner — —
Hon. W. R. Baxter — Are you just reading the
second-reading speech?
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL — No I am not, Bill. The
bill empowers the board to prohibit a practitioner
whose registration has been cancelled in Victoria from
reapplying for registration in Victoria on the basis of a
current registration in another state or New Zealand. It
will be mandatory for the board to give notice of
determinations of hearing in line with the Medical
Practice Act 1994.
The amendments to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act address a number of issues that have
arisen in relation to the management and welfare of cats
and dogs. This includes problems officers of the
Department of Primary Industries have encountered in
enforcing the act against the owners of persistently
stray animals and persons training dogs for attack
purposes. The microchipping provisions are a
recognition of the need for a regulated scheme to ensure
that the implanting of microchips in dogs and cats is as
effective as possible in leading to the recovery of strays
by their owners. The amendments will also clarify the
issue of municipal councils appointing private
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contractors as authorised officers to run their domestic
animal management services.
In relation to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act 1986 and the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act 1994, there has been extensive
consultation with the Animal Welfare Advisory
Committee, the Australian Veterinary Association, the
Domestic Animal Management Implantation
Committee, Domestic Animal Registries Inc., which is
a microchip advisory consortium, Central Animal
Records Australia, which is a microchip registry, the
Lost Dogs Home and Dr Ted Donelan, who is a
veterinary consultant to the Dog and Cat Management
Board of South Australia on electronic identification of
dogs and cats, and Standards Australia. Local
government associations were also consulted.
This is an omnibus bill which amends various acts to
make their running a lot cleaner and smoother, which is
all the better for Victorians. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — It gives me much
pleasure to make a contribution to the debate on the
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill. I
congratulate our side of the house on the argument
being put forward. The argument put forward by our
leader, the Honourable Philip Davis, and supported by
the Honourable Ron Bowden, certainly demonstrated
the opposition’s concern about what is taking place in
this bill.
As Mr Mitchell has just said at the close of his
contribution this is an omnibus bill, which means that a
number of bills are up for amendment at the one time.
In doing this we give the minister the opportunity to
introduce amendments to five bills this evening. That
certainly gives us a bit of concern on this side of the
house.
The bills I refer to are the Domestic (Feral and
Nuisance) Animals Act 1994; the Meat Industry Act
1993; the Ombudsman Act 1973; the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act 1986; and the Veterinary
Practice Act 1997. We have certainly demonstrated on
this side of the house, as we have before, that open
consultation has been broad and across all perspectives
of those involved or those who have an interest in this
bill. That includes owners, individuals and
organisations that have an interest in cats and dogs,
such as the Victorian Canine Association. But, more
importantly, it is worth recognising in the house this
evening the burden we will place on veterinary
practitioners in implementing this bill. I recognise the
need for changes to these pieces of legislation, but my
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main call in relation to this amending bill is no different
from what everyone else has raised this evening — that
is, the powers that will be exercised by the minister. We
only have to look at clause 44, which substitutes
section 42(2) into the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act, to demonstrate the wide powers that are being
offered to the minister away from the debate that should
take place in the atmosphere of this house.
There are many proven farming practices, as mentioned
by the Honourable Philip Davis in his contribution. I
have not heard it raised by other members. It is
important to note that the farming community has
major concerns about historic animal practices. Those
practices have all benefited the industry and we should
not back away from them. They are what we recognise
as very important parts of agriculture across the state of
Victoria. They include the dehorning of cattle, the
mulesing of sheep, and the tail docking of both sheep
and cattle; the other important area is the castration of
livestock. These things could cause many disasters
under the sweeping changes of this animals legislation
bill. Through the Chair, I think Ms Hadden has a
concern about what we are raising here this
evening — —
Ms Hadden interjected.
Hon. D. KOCH — I apologise. I await the
contribution of the member. We have a major concern
that if we adhere to this across-the-board sweeping
legislation, the minister, at a stroke of the pen, can
determine without coming back to us by regulation
little things like dehorning cattle. Everyone says, ‘Oh,
dehorning cattle. That is not a big issue!’. But in many
ways if we consider it from the point of view of our
export opportunities, where livestock with horns of all
configurations are damaging each other in transit, we
recognise that what that would do to the yield of beef
across this country would be quite dramatic.
Let us look at not having the opportunity of mulesing
sheep. If the season gives us hot weather, humidity,
rainfall and what have you we could find Victoria
raging with what those in the industry term ‘maggot
taxis’. It is a shame that it should take place. Not having
the opportunity to continually mules and de-tail sheep
and other things are what we will be faced with because
of these wide powers being offered to the minister.
There are many areas here we should recognise that go
further than just what happens on farm. As the Leader
of the Opposition indicated tonight, there is the
potential for commercial bans to take place across
regional Victoria in relation to, for instance, the
banning of the live sheep trade, which we are
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confronting at the minute, and also in relation to cattle.
These are the areas we need to be very conscious of in
dealing with this animal legislation bill.

There have been many endeavours and much training
has taken place on the issue, but to tie that into a corner
is something that has not taken place.

I draw attention to clause 44(2), which substitutes new
section 42(1)(na) and (nb). These provisions confirm
the opportunity afforded to the minister of the day to
use his powers to make regulations prohibiting or
regulating certain activities. New section 42(1)(na) says
the Governor in Council may make regulations:

On many occasions our by-laws officers are sent out to
attend particular situations and are confronted with
animals mauling livestock or the like. Regrettably on
those occasions a firearm becomes the adjudicator,
which I do not think is where we should be. I think a lot
of this will be picked up on this bill.

… prohibiting or regulating —
(1) any medical or veterinary procedure conducted on
animals; or
(ii) any method of capture of animals; or
(iii) any method or procedure of transport of animals —
that may cause injury, suffering or distress to animals …

This is at the discretion of the minister. New
paragraph (nb) talks about the prohibiting or regulating
of:
… the possession or use of any implement, device or thing
that may cause injury, suffering or distress in an animal …

These are very wide powers that have been afforded to
the minister. We all should be conscious of what we
have got before us this evening.
It is a collective or omnibus bill which amends five acts
across the board. I will just work through those quickly;
they have been touched on here this evening. The
amendments to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act 1994 determine the minimum standards
for microchips by making them part of an integrated
data receivable system — which is just a database that
picks up on where these animals are to locate the
ownership of animals. We have to look at the
affordability of this process; it is not that
straightforward. Is there an intention to make
microchipping compulsory across the state of Victoria?
If so what will happen to animals that do not have
microchips for their own identification or, more to the
point, the identification of their ownership? These are
valid questions that need to be answered.
Members of the opposition support the better restraint
and housing of dangerous dogs, but at the same time I
think it is important to recognise that responsibility for
the housing of these animals principally comes back to
councils. They exercise the right under their by-laws in
relation to many of these matters. If we look at the
qualifications of authorised officers at councils to
determine what dangerous dogs are, to my knowledge
no-one has that capacity within local government.

The Shire of Moyne has highlighted something that I
think is worthy of the house’s consideration. The
Moyne shire has something in the order of 3000 dogs
on its register and is concerned that many of them do
not really fit any particular part of the register. Mr Bob
Handby is the manager of health, environment and
regulations at the Moyne shire, and he said quite openly
to us:
The amendment —

to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Act
1994 —
included restrictions on the ownership and keeping of
restricted breed dogs. Council’s experience is that the
definition of a restricted breed dog, i.e. as defined by the
Commonwealth Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations
1956, indicates that the pit bull terrier is the only breed
currently existing in Australia.
Council deals with many dogs with a very like nature and
appearance to pit bull terriers and would like the definition of
a restricted breed dog extended to include such dogs rather
than the purebreds defined under existing legislation.
The Moyne shire has 3000 dogs registered but only 5 of these
are registered as restricted breed dogs. The Moyne shire is of
the opinion that many other dogs should be included in the
additional controls that apply to the restricted breed dogs.

This is a legitimate concern that should probably be
picked up by the government in relation to this
legislation.
Other areas have been spoken about this evening,
including amendments to the Meat Industry Act, the
Ombudsman Act, the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act and the Veterinary Practice Act. The time available
to me is limited, but it is important to recognise the
opportunity afforded to the minister under regulation to
bring the legislation back through the house. From that
point of view I indicate that the opposition would be
supportive of the government if it can pick up on some
of the concerns raised here tonight. At the same time
the opposition does not oppose the bill before the
house.
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Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — The Animals
Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill contains provisions
that will have a broad impact. The bill sets standards for
microchip implants, introduces an accountability
structure for Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals inspectors, regulates transportation,
capture and medical treatment of animals, increases
penalties for cruelty to animals, bans slaughtering and
eating of non-consumable animals, assists local
governments to run better domestic animal services and
will require an owner to stop dangerous dogs in
particular leaving the owner’s property. I will refer
briefly to each of these elements.
Tagging cats and dogs through microchips, as other
speakers have said, has been of great benefit to many
people in finding lost pets. Most families have
experienced missing pets. With microchip implants the
chance of finding the animal is increased. I had not
realised until I researched this bill that there is not a
single system in place. I understand there are at least
two providers of registries in Victoria, one in New
South Wales and a number of smaller ones in other
states. Vets provide a microchip service and local
councils take the advantage, through one of the
microchip registries, to conduct subsidised microchip
implanting days in their communities. The registries do
not share their databases, so as people move around
with their animals, if their animals are lost, the owners
have no choice but to trawl through registry companies
to find the one that has their animal on its database.
Clause 9 inserts proposed part 4A into the Domestic
(Feral and Nuisance) Animals Act and provides for the
regulation of domestic animal registration services and
the persons who implant microchips. Under this bill
registry services can only be provided by persons who
hold licences, and the technology they use must be
prescribed and standardised. As well licensed operators
will be required to manage their data in accordance
with a standardised methodology. Similarly, the people
who implant the chips must be authorised implanters or
a veterinarian or someone employed by the vet or under
their direction.
Operators of pounds and animal shelters will be
required to scan found animals within three days of
entry to check whether the animal has been implanted
with a microchip. The bill also requires restrictions to
be placed on the information that is held by a person
who holds a licence to operate a registry. Under
clause 10 the government can appoint non-government
employees to audit domestic animal industries and
microchip registries in cases where current public
servants are unable to provide that service.
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Under the current Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act
the minister can authorise officers of the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to act as
inspectors, and the minister may remove them for any
reason — reasons are not specified in the act. The
RSPCA, through its officers, has statutory powers that
the government does not have the ability to investigate,
because the officers are not government employees.
Under these amendments these appointees will come
within the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman, who is
therefore able to hear complaints against them.
The purpose of these amendments is to set standards for
the technology itself and to ensure that persons
operating microchip registries in Victoria are registered
and that they operate in a systematic way with other
licensed registers and in accordance with the prescribed
administrative and data management processes. This
will be a great benefit to lost animals and to their
owners.
The amendments to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Act also tackle a range of issues concerning
the management of domestic animals. Clause 6
prohibits a person from training their dog to attack
except where it is being trained by a registered animal
business. Under clause 7 provisions are set out to
require owners of dangerous dogs to restrain them on
their premises. This clause brings the management of
dangerous dogs — defined as those that have attacked a
person or another animal — into line with the
management of restricted breed dogs. Under this
legislation an owner of a dangerous dog will be
required to have a prescribed enclosure for their dog
outside their house.
Clause 24 allows the court to order the owner of a cat or
dog that has strayed to take action to ensure that the
animal is unable to escape from the owner’s premises.
Council officers are also empowered to seize the animal
if the owner has breached a court order relating to the
animal and it is found outside the owner’s premises.
This measure is necessary in the interests of public
safety. I understand that 80 per cent of dog attacks
occur outside the owner’s premises, usually close by.
The most common breeds involved are bull terrier
crosses, bull-mastiffs and Dobermans — I do not know
whether the plural is ‘Dobermans’ or ‘Dobermen’, so I
will say both — as well as cross-breeds.
Hon. J. G. Hilton interjected.
Mr SCHEFFER — ‘Doberpersons’ I hear from
Mr Hilton — thank you. The public needs to be
protected, and the owners of such dogs need to be
pressured to comply with standards of public safety.
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Clause 11 clarifies the power of local councils to
appoint authorised officers who will have limited
powers to issue infringement notices — for example,
for certain offences involving animals straying.
Clause 29 amends the Meat Industry Act, making it an
offence to slaughter for human consumption an animal
that is not a consumable animal. The bill says that this
will apply to cats and dogs. As members know, these
changes arise out of concern over stories — I believe
them to be urban myths — that people are eating cats
and dogs. This is essentially a cultural issue. Most
people in our culture will eat poultry, cattle and sheep,
not to mention seafood. Others draw the line at pork,
and still others at game, goat, horse, donkey and
ostrich — even though these creatures are all defined as
consumable animals.
Notwithstanding the fact that they are defined as
consumable animals it is not permitted to slaughter
donkeys or horses for human consumption. I think that
donkeys and horses would think that is a very good
thing. I understand it has never been proved that
numbers of people in Victoria eat cats and dogs, but the
changes to the Meat Industry Act that make it an
offence are a good thing, because it is offensive to
many Victorians.
Under the existing law inspectors cannot intervene
when they believe pain and suffering is being caused to
an animal as a consequence of a veterinary procedure.
As I am getting the wind-up, I will dispense with the
rest of my contribution and merely say that any
measure the government takes to prevent or minimise
cruelty to animals and to minimise their pain and
suffering is a good thing. I commend the bill to the
house.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 23
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr (Teller)
Hirsh, Ms
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Jennings, Mr

Vogels, Mr

Pair
Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I thought on
the purposes clause I would seek clarification in regard
to a couple of matters. I will flag now that I propose to
introduce amendments to clause 44. But before
proceeding to clause 44 I thought that on the purposes
clause it would be helpful for the committee to have a
discussion concerning two matters. One is in relation to
the intention of the government to make regulations
under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act aside
from the regulations flagged by it when it introduced
the legislation to deal with banning the tail docking of
dogs.
I am seeking to draw out the intention of the
government to use this new wide regulation-making
power more broadly than that which has already been
announced on the basis of justifying its introduction in
the bill. I am seeking some reassurance, in particular for
the farming community, that it is not the intention of
the government to introduce additional regulations that
will affect the welfare of animals under the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals Act subsequent to the passage of
the bill.
It is certainly the case that representatives of the
farming community have been given that advice
informally, as it were, in briefings, but there is no
confirmation by the government in a substantive way
that that is the government’s intentions. I will be asking
the minister to respond about the government’s
intention in creating regulations, and further — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
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Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr

The CHAIR — Order! I remind Mr Smith that it is
hard for the member to concentrate and for the minister
to hear.
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Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — Thank you for your
assistance, Chair. I am sure this committee stage will be
expedited by a shortened concentrated effort on the
matters before us.
I turn to the second issue. I am concerned with
statements made by the minister about the
regulation-making powers. I draw the attention of the
committee to the second-reading speech where the
minister says:
These new regulation-making powers will not affect an act or
practice with respect to a farm animal that is carried out in
accordance with a code of practice under the act. If an activity
is undertaken in respect of farm animals, and that activity is
undertaken in accordance with a code of practice, then
regulations made under the act do not apply to that practice.

Clearly, I have advice different from the advice which
is purported to have been given to the minister. I accept
as a matter of record that the minister said what he said
both in the second-reading speech and in the public
domain through the media.
What I am more particularly interested in is the
operation of these provisions — that is, the conflict that
arises between the minister’s interpretation and the
interpretation of others about whether there is a
capacity for a general regulation-making power to
prohibit or proscribe any activity that is presently being
performed under a code of practice.
I ask the minister to clarify those two points, and if he is
able is to do so to my satisfaction, we may be able to
move quickly to clause 44.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the member for raising the two
issues which I understand he is concerned about. I
make the general point that there are important
questions of principle in the bill, and generally speaking
the opposition is not opposed to the thrust of this
particular bill. In relation to the specific issue about tail
docking, I must say it is something I have never
personally felt comfortable about, and much of the
community has not felt comfortable about.
I was talking earlier to Ms Darveniza, who informed
me that she has two dogs, one called Culley and the
other called Maeve, and that at least one of them is a
poodle. She said they are breeds that usually have their
tails cut off. In her case she made a decision to keep
what she described as ‘their beautiful tails’. I am not
sure that this practice has a lot of community support at
the moment, but I want to address the two specific
issues that the Leader of the Opposition raised with me.
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The first relates to whether there would be any
additional regulations under clause 44 — I presume that
is the provision he is referring to — which would go
beyond tail docking. Whilst I understand the request
that the Leader of the Opposition has made of me to
give a commitment that there would be no additional
regulations that would go beyond tail docking, I am not
able to give him satisfaction in relation to that matter.
To explain the reason I want to take him through a
couple of possible scenarios.
It may well be that the industry itself, the very people
that have raised concerns with the Leader of the
Opposition, may come to the government and make a
request for a change in regulations, or ask for some
additional regulations. Were I to now concede to the
request from the Leader of the Opposition it would
mean that a future minister would not be able to use this
provision to accommodate the requests of the very
industry which the Leader of the Opposition is seeking
to protect. I am therefore unable to give the Leader of
the Opposition that commitment.
The advice which the Leader of the Opposition has
received, which I understand is conflicting advice — or
which he claims is conflicting advice — to that which
has been provided to him by the government, as I
understand it revolves around the question of whether
regulations can or cannot override codes of practice; I
think that is the essence of the issue. I refer the member
to section 42(3) of the principal act that reads:
The regulations do not apply to any act or practice with
respect to the farming, transport, sale or killing of any farm
animal if that act or practice is carried out in accordance with
a Code of Practice.

I do not know what could be clearer. It is clear from
that particular provision that regulations do not apply if
a code of practice already exists. I am not sure why the
Leader of the Opposition is unable to have faith in that
particular provision from the regulation — —
Hon. Philip Davis interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I think at the end
of the day with these things there are two issues: one is
what the provisions themselves actually say, and the
other is the comfort you may or may not receive from
the minister at the table — and I understand those
issues. However, in this instance there seems to me to
be a provision which ought to give you the comfort that
you desire.
On the second question, in respect of clause 1, which
the Leader of the Opposition has brought to my
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attention, I think he ought to be satisfied by the words
that are contained in section 42(3) of the principal act.

regulations which would affect the welfare and
management of livestock for farm production?

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — It would
hardly be a surprise to the minister to learn that I am not
satisfied by the response, and perhaps I will deal with
the issues one at a time so that we can deal with them
expeditiously.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I make a point for clarification because I
am not quite sure what the Leader of the Opposition
intends to do with this, but it seems to me that the
details of the issues we are actually discussing relate to
clause 44, and I am not sure why we are dealing with
them here under clause 1. That is one issue, and I am
happy to respond.

In seeking an assurance from the minister about the
government’s intentions with regulations, I come back
to the justification for the creation of the
regulation-making power. The justification is to
facilitate the introduction of regulations on the tail
docking of dogs. That is not a farming procedure in a
sense, so stakeholders from the farming community are
not concerned about the introduction of those
regulations per se. Obviously there are others I alluded
to in the second-reading debate who are concerned.
It seems to me that the issue the farming community is
concerned about is that there is an agenda to introduce
these regulation-making powers. The
regulation-making powers are not subject to
parliamentary disallowance otherwise than by an
adverse finding by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, which is a committee controlled by the
government of the day and therefore hardly likely to
give an adverse finding in relation to any regulations
the government signs off on in reality. So there is no
effective way for the Parliament to independently
consider these proposed regulations that might be
introduced under this head of power being provided by
this bill.
What the farming community is looking for and what
the Victorian Farmers Federation is looking for — and I
have cited various pieces of correspondence to the
minister, to me and so on, specifically setting out a
request in these terms, and I know as a matter of fact
that this very day the VFF was in contact with the
minister’s office seeking some comfort on this matter.
That comfort was not provided by the close of business
today, and therefore I am obliged to raise this matter in
the chamber and to pursue it further.
The minister has indicated that so far as he is aware, as
I understand it, there is no proposal for further
regulation of the farming industry, and there may be
representation made by the farming industry for
regulations to be introduced. Is it possible for the
minister to give the house a commitment in relation to
that very matter — that is, providing there are no
representations from the peak farming organisations for
regulations in the remainder of this term of Parliament,
the present government does not intend to bring in

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — It seemed
logistically simpler to deal with the issues that needed
to be dealt with under the purposes clause and to
understand the purpose of introducing these
amendments to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act. I am referring explicitly to that provision. It was a
matter of process, really, to find a way of dealing with
this matter expeditiously. There is a secondary matter
which relates to similar amendments concerning the
conflict between codes of practice.
If the minister is able to respond on the issue of the
government’s intention — perhaps he is waiting for
additional advice to come — I might seek to embellish
on the conflict between the codes of practice and the
regulation-making powers. They go to the same issue,
in effect, which is that members of the farming
community feel potentially threatened by a regulation
being made which would impact in such a way on the
code of practice that it would in effect make the code of
practice unviable.
Perhaps I will give an example. Regrettably after dinner
we have to talk about some activities that perhaps
people should talk about at other times of the day. The
code of accepted farming practice for the welfare of
sheep, which was gazetted on 7 June 2001, goes to a
number of matters. Point 9, headed ‘Husbandry
procedures — surgical’, lists a number of activities: ear
marking, tail docking, castration, mules operation,
pizzle dropping, and teeth grinding/trimming. Point 10
is headed ‘Humane destruction of sheep’, and so on.
I will not elaborate on some of these matters because
some members might not have had any experience of
them and might be somewhat put off by them. For
those who are very familiar with some of the necessary
but frankly brutal procedures that are required to be
performed to humanely maintain the welfare of
animals, this is germane to everything that represents
good husbandry practice.
There is a potential for any of these practices to be at
risk, because all the relevant codes actually do is set out
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a procedure. They do not authorise the activity. In the
event that a husbandry practice is performed — that is,
a surgical procedure, for example, is performed — the
codes set out how it shall be performed. There is no
explicit authorisation for that procedure within the
code.
What members of the farming community are
particularly alarmed about is the failure thus far of the
minister in the other place, the Minister for Agriculture,
to recognise the prospect that interventions could be
made by way of these new regulation-making powers
that would effectively proscribe those activities in part
or in full. For example, the mules operation is an
absolutely necessary husbandry operation for the
welfare of wool-growing sheep. Any farmer who fails
to mules their sheep frankly ought to be prosecuted
rather than the reverse onus that applies at the present
time, which is that the farmer has to demonstrate that he
has performed the practice in accordance with the code.
What I am really saying is that there is no authorisation
implied in these codes of practice for routine farming
activities. It would be a very simple thing for a
regulation to be introduced, regrettably, by a future
minister who perhaps did not have the same
understanding as previous or current ministers. I cast no
aspersion on the incumbent; I do not think that would
be helpful at this point. It may be that a minister who
does not clearly understand these issues succumbs to
the lobbying.
I well remember back to the 1980s, when members of
Animal Liberation, who are the lunatics trying to wreck
the live sheep trade, were campaigning to ban mulesing
of sheep. That occurred in the mid-1980s and I full well
remember it — and I am sure Mr Bishop and
Mr Stoney would also remember it. It was a real
political risk.
What I am suggesting to the committee is that the code
of practice does not in itself give an authorisation for
that procedure. It could be easily prohibited by way of
the introduction of a regulation, firstly; and secondly, in
relation to any of these codes it would again be easy to
introduce a regulation to require that in respect of the
procedure set out under the code, that procedure be
performed only by a veterinary surgeon. In effect that
would mean that these procedures would stop, as
Mr McQuilten, who is familiar with these matters,
would confirm.
It would be financially and physically impossible for
the veterinary profession to provide the manpower for
these operations to occur, because we are talking about
a whole range of surgical procedures that farmers carry
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out routinely or, more typically in larger operations,
engage contractors to perform — lamb-marking
contractors who mark lambs and perform mulesing and
those sorts of things. You have people who are expert
in their trade who do the job just as well as a veterinary
surgeon, and in most cases probably better because they
perform more operations, yet who potentially would be
at risk of being unable to do so because of a regulation.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I am happy to deal with this under
clause 1, but I still make the point that I think more
correctly this ought be dealt with under the appropriate
clause, which is clause 44. In saying I will deal with it
under clause 1, I hope this is not simply the opposition
wanting to go through a detailed discussion of what is
effectively clause 44 and then still having the option of
going through all the clauses between clause 1 and
clause 44.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I will
respond to the minister. That is not the intention. The
intention is to crystallise this issue now and then go
straight to clause 44 and deal with the amendments that
we have flagged.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — On that basis I am happy to deal with the
issues under clause 1.
Let me try and make a point to the member bearing in
mind that I am the minister at the table, but I am not the
responsible minister in this instance. In relation to the
first issue which has been raised by the honourable
member, I understand his concerns about the issue.
However, I have already indicated that I am unable to
give a commitment to the issue. Part of my rationale for
that was that we may need to make a regulation which
is requested of us by the peak body, the Victorian
Farmers Federation in this instance.
The member has said, ‘Okay, will you make a
commitment in relation to every other regulation other
than that requested by the peak body?’. I am not able to
make a commitment in relation to that. What I am able
to say is I am advised that there is nothing on the
horizon in relation to the issue that he has raised. That is
as far as I am able to go to provide comfort to the
Leader of the Opposition.
The second issue is a bit more complex, and let me try
to crystallise it if I can. I take the Leader of the
Opposition to be saying that there are codes which set
out procedures, so if you wanted to conduct an act, then
you would have to follow those procedures under the
code. But a code which sets out procedures is not the
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same as a code which gives you the authorisation to
carry out those procedures. I think that is the distinction
that the Leader of the Opposition has made.
He used as an example the idea that somebody could
make a regulation in future that only veterinary
surgeons could carry out these procedures. That would
not entail a change in the codes, but it would mean that
only some people would be authorised to do it, and
other people would not be authorised to do it. That is
what I take to be the crystallisation of the issue. If the
member will bear with me for a minute, I will get
specific advice in relation to that and come back to him.
Hon. J. M. McQUILTEN (Ballarat) — I cannot
talk on behalf of country members of the Labor Party,
but I believe that in relation to most of the issues that
the Honourable Philip Davis is talking about, many of
the country members of the Labor Party would also be
as concerned as the honourable member has been
putting forward. I really do not believe that there is any
intention to go beyond that. I am not aware of any
intentions in this term of government, at least that I
have heard of. That is a personal comment in relation to
that matter.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I might as
well respond while we are waiting for the minister. This
is a very unusual committee procedure, but in any event
it might speed it up. It seems to me that that is the very
point Mr McQuilten has made — that he and his
colleagues presumably cannot see what might happen.
My difficulty is that none of us will be here forever, but
the legislation will be. So the legislation which is now
being amended will provide for a circumstance which
neither Mr McQuilten nor I will have any influence on
at some future time, but it will provide the capacity for
people of perhaps less good intent, if you like, or
greater naivety or less information or less awareness of
rural issues to be persuaded to unilaterally change
regulations or introduce regulations which will cause a
great degree of difficulty for the farming community.
It has been the fact that these matters have always been
required to come to Parliament by way of legislation in
the past. That has in fact effectively prevented those
phases of intense lobbying by radical groups from
overcoming the wisdom of the great weight of numbers
of the members of this Parliament.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I will try to take the Leader of the
Opposition through what I think on this. I accept the
issue that he has raised, and I think it is an important
issue. I think it is in keeping with the tradition of the
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committee stages of bills for this sort of issue to be
raised and discussed.
Let me try to provide the comfort that the Leader of the
Opposition requires on this issue in the following way.
Using his example, which related to the mules
operation on sheep, it says under the existing code of
practice:
The operation is a precise surgical procedure and should only
be undertaken by skilled, competent and experienced
operators on appropriately restrained lambs. Attention to
hygiene and having sharp instruments are essential to avoid
delay in healing wounds.

That is what the code of practice says. The hypothetical
example which the Leader of the Opposition presented
was that if a regulation were made which said that only
veterinary surgeons could conduct this particular
procedure, would that not mean that somebody who
was conducting the procedure would be subject to some
prosecution or action?
Hon. Philip Davis — Unless they are a veterinarian.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Because they
were not a veterinary surgeon. The answer to his
concern runs something like this. The person who
conducted the procedure would be able to refer to the
code of practice. The code of practice specifically says
that it must be undertaken by a skilled, competent and
experienced operator. If the person is able to show that
he was a skilled, competent and experienced operator,
then he would be undertaking the task in accordance
with the code of practice. He would therefore be able to
offer as a defence that he was working in accordance
with the code of practice. Once he offers that up as a
defence he would then be able to refer to section 42(3)
of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, where it
says that the regulation does not apply if the practice is
carried out in accordance with the code of practice.
So in the specific example which Mr Davis has given,
the advice provided to me is that it is a very unlikely
example in the first instance, but even if it occurred, so
long as the individual concerned was able to show that
they had operated in accordance with the code of
practice, that would form a defence under section 42(3)
of the act to any regulation that may have been
attempted which would override the code of practice.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Rather than
labour the committee with using a whole range of
examples, I could recite a number of other aspects of
the code of practice where there is no reference to a
‘skilled operator’. The code of practice is completely
silent on that aspect. I suspect that with tail docking and
castration, for example, the argument which the
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minister has just provided would not stand, because
there is no reference whatever to a ‘skilled operator’ in
that circumstance.
What I would go back to is the advice which I have and
which is quite clear. It is that codes of practice specify
procedures; they do not permit the prohibition or
general regulation powers as the amendments in the bill
proceed to do. It is quite clear that a code cannot
prohibit but may only specify procedures.
Nowhere at all is there a provision in either the
principal act or the bill that codifies, if you like, an
authority to act. Therefore there could not be a conflict
between the codes of practice and the regulations,
because if a regulation were made that prohibited a
certain activity, notwithstanding that it is set out in a
code, then it would be prohibited by virtue of the
regulation being made. So the code is limited to the
extent that it sets out a procedure which is in effect a
defence from prosecution, but only in the circumstances
where an action is permitted — in other words, that
there is no regulation banning it.
I am not going to labour the point. We have covered the
ground at this stage sufficiently to go straight to the
amendments.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 43 agreed to.
Clause 44

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I move:
1.

Clause 44, page 68, lines 22 to 32 and page 69, lines 1 to
4, omit all words and expressions on these lines.

The purpose of this amendment clearly is to delete the
proposed wide regulation-making power which we
have just discussed for the past 45 minutes and during
the second-reading debate. All I can say is that the
opposition is not satisfied with the response from the
government. Therefore, it insists on proceeding with
this amendment. If this amendment fails at this time, I
can confirm, as I stated earlier this evening, that at a
future unknown date when the Liberal Party is in
government it will repeal these wide regulation-making
powers.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — The
National Party supports the amendment. I guess it is no
secret that we had an amendment with exactly the same
words in it prepared for the committee stage.
Hon. J. M. McQuilten interjected.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP — Yes, of like minds. The
reason we support the amendment is that we are not
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convinced either that pure safety can remain in relation
to this issue for our constituents. We believe the
provision in the bill as it stands could give the minister
of the time sweeping regulation and prohibition powers
that would not be subject to the scrutiny of Parliament.
That would remove our democratic right as members of
Parliament to stand up for our constituents — and it
could be done by any minister.
I appreciated the effort of the Honourable John
McQuilten, who put forward what I am sure was quite
an honest and straightforward personal view of where
things are at, but legislation goes on for some time
generally — often for years and years unless it is
amended — and ministers change portfolios, as well.
So we must look at the very long-term situation.
The National Party believes things could get very
difficult if this bill were passed in its present form
without the amendment being made. As we have
already said, that situation would make it very difficult
for our farming communities, but it would also make it
difficult for the wider community — be it dog breeders
or many others — so the National Party strongly
supports the amendment.
I also raise another issue, now that the committee is on
clause 44. The National Party has some concern about
the difference between the words ‘prohibition’ and
‘regulation’. The notes I have say that if a regulation is
made on a subject, in order to make such a regulation a
strict process must be followed. I do not have the time
tonight to really go through it in detail, but it goes
through the Subordinate Legislation Act process.
A number of things must happen: a regulatory impact
statement must be prepared; the public must be
notified; a minimum period of 28 days must be
available for public submissions; and it must be tabled
before both houses of Parliament. The regulations are
reviewed by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee of Parliament. That committee has the
power to recommend amendments to the regulations, or
those regulations could be disallowed in whole or in
part; and either house of Parliament can pass a motion
to disallow the regulations where the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee has recommended that
those regulations be disallowed.
My question to the Minister for Energy Industries is
whether regulations and prohibitions are treated in
exactly the same way. If the minister prohibits, does
that process have to be followed, and can the
Parliament debate the proposed regulations if the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee has not
played a part in the proceedings?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I am advised that any prohibition would
be done by regulation in any case, so the same rules
would apply for a prohibition as would apply for a
regulation.
In relation to the honourable member’s second question
about the role of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, no action is possible by the Parliament
unless that committee makes a recommendation
relating to both prohibition and regulation.
We are probably about to vote on this amendment so I
make the point to both the National and Liberal parties
that the government is of the view that there are
adequate controls in relation to this matter under
section 42(3) of the principal act. The honourable
member indicated an example where a regulation was
made which prohibited an activity which was allowed
under the code. I think that would bring that particular
regulation in direct conflict with section 42(3) of the
principal act, and consequently at a very minimum a
defence could be mounted by individuals.
However, I understand the policy position which has
been outlined by both the Liberal Party and the
National Party, and I thank both members for their
contribution to the debate.
Committee divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):

Ayes, 22
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms (Teller)
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr (Teller)
Lovell, Ms (Teller)
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Pair
Jennings, Mr

Vogels, Mr
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Amendment negatived.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I move:
2. Clause 44, page 69, after line 7 insert —
“() The power to make the regulations is subject to the
regulations being disallowed by a House of the
Parliament.”.

On the basis that the government has refused to
concede any points in regard to the imposition of these
wide regulation-making powers, we believe at the very
least it ought to concede that the Parliament should
have the opportunity, as is a matter of course with most
legislation we have enacted in this place, that when
regulations are created the Parliament itself should have
the opportunity to scrutinise those regulations and move
a disallowance motion, if required.
It is, as we know, the very fact in the opportunity for
these regulations to be brought before Parliament and to
be disallowed that ensures that those who are preparing
the regulations get it right. Frankly, this omission from
the legislation is regrettable, and I do not know whether
it was really intended. I suspect it has been done in
ignorance candidly, not understanding that when
introducing these new regulation-making powers there
was no disallowance power in the principal act. For that
reason, therefore, I urge the committee to support the
introduction of a disallowance provision in this bill.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I understand the honourable member’s
concern. However, there is a disallowance capacity
within this legislation on the basis that a
recommendation can be made by the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee and then, following that
recommendation, there could be a disallowance motion
moved. So there is a capacity for scrutiny of the
regulation by members of Parliament. In effect the
members of Parliament who would be scrutinising the
regulation would be those members who are on the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. What
would happen on that committee is that the same
arguments would be put. I know that the honourable
member is going to say that is not the Parliament and
that the Parliament would not have an opportunity to
vote on the issue. However, I point out to the
honourable member that the same voting procedures
would apply in the committee as would apply in the
Parliament, so there is a parliamentary committee
which therefore has the capacity to make that
determination.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — What the
minister just said I would recite, so I will abbreviate it
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by saying ‘ditto’. The fact is there is no effective
capacity for the Parliament to disallow these
regulations, because the only mechanism that is
afforded is with an adverse finding from Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee, a committee that is
controlled by the government, and therefore there is no
provision for an either house disallowance as is the
practice with legislation that we generally adopt. The
opposition’s concerns about these wide regulation
powers are heightened by the fact that the government
has omitted this disallowance provision. The opposition
would have hoped the government would have
introduced it itself. It has not done so; therefore we will
persist with this amendment.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — The
National Party would urge the committee to support
this amendment. The minister has answered the
questions in reference to this matter. If the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee does not get an
opportunity to scrutinise these particular regulations,
there is absolutely no opportunity for either chamber of
Parliament to debate the issue, which is a reduction in
democracy we would argue strongly against. So we
would urge everyone to support this amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:
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Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank honourable members for their
contributions, particularly to the second-reading debate
and the committee stage. I thought they identified the
issues very well. I also want to put on record the
appreciation of the following cats and dogs for the
protection of their tails in future: Chloe, Timmy, Tiger,
Nelson, Ozzi, Haley, Tabitha, Jack, Angel and my dog,
Meli. They were all the names that were given to me.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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Ayes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Noes, 22
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr (Teller)
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr (Teller)

Pair
Vogels, Mr

Jennings, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 45 to 67 agreed to; schedule
agreed to.

Sessional orders
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That sessional order 23(c) be suspended as necessary to now
require the Chair to put all relevant questions at 10.45 p.m.
this day in accordance with sessional orders 19, 20 and 21 for
the purpose of bringing to conclusion the government
business program determined on 25 November.

Motion agreed to.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (DEMOCRATIC
REFORM) BILL
Committee
Resumed from 19 November; further discussion of
clause 5.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I rise to
prosecute a number of questions which have been
raised by the local government sector with my
colleague the Honourable John Vogels, who is overseas
at this stage. The first question I wish to put on behalf
of the opposition to the minister is in respect of clause 5
at page 7 of the bill. Proposed section 3E(2) of the
Local Government Act 1989 allows for councils to
perform functions inside and outside their municipal
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district. The opposition wishes to know whether this
means that council may make a decision that becomes
binding on another — for example, could the City of
Stonnington approve a planning permit for land located
in the City of Glen Eira?

that all 79 councils may go to an election with four
months remaining in their term of office to bring
council elections into alignment. Will councillors
receive any financial compensation for the four months
of lost councillor allowances?

Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — In
answer to Mr Atkinson’s question, I might begin by
drawing his attention to the previous clause, clause 4,
which inserts section 1A into the Local Government
Act and is headed ‘Interpretation of Act’. It makes clear
that in relation to clause 5 in dealing with the charter,
that interpretation of the preamble and the charter are
not to be construed as having the effect of limiting the
functions and powers of councils under this act or any
other act. In accordance with that previous clause, to the
extent that councils are performing a range of functions
as the proposed section Mr Atkinson has referred to
may be inside or outside its municipal district, this
clause does not constrain them.

Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
No, they will not.

In relation to planning matters under the Planning Act,
which I understand the member refers to, my
understanding also going back to clause 4 is that in
interpreting the charter and the preamble a construction
that promotes consistency between the provisions of
this act and any other act is to be adopted, and that
would mean that the provisions of the Planning Act
would apply. You would not have under an
interpretation of this charter one council taking
decisions on planning matters that interfere with
planning decisions of another council.
Clause agreed to; clauses 6 to 8 agreed to.
Clause 9

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — This clause
provides for the suspension of councillors where a
minister can be satisfied that the council has acted
unlawfully in a serious respect. Can the Minister for
Local Government provide the committee with an
example of an unlawful act that is not serious?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — In
response to Mr Atkinson, no, I do not wish to provide
an example of an unlawful act which might be
considered to be not serious. Clearly the expectation is
that council officers and councillors will at all times act
lawfully.
Clause agreed to; clauses 10 to 14 agreed to.
Clause 15

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Just as a
matter of information for the house, clause 15 allows

Clause agreed to; clauses 16 to 18 agreed to.
Clause 19

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I note that
this clause is in respect of business owners and their
entitlements to vote. I wonder if the minister could very
briefly indicate to me and to the opposition why it is
that business owners will have their vote restricted in
suburban or country councils when the same provision
does not apply in the City of Melbourne?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — In
response to Mr Atkinson, this government was elected
on a platform which included applying the principle of
one vote, one value to elections. In seeking to apply that
principle to local government elections, it has been
applied in relation to a municipal district.
In relation to the City of Melbourne, which exists under
its own act, careful consideration was given to the fact
that applying that same principle in the way it is being
applied to all other councils to the City of Melbourne
would have a disproportionate impact on the number of
eligible voters in the City of Melbourne because of the
special and particular circumstances applying to the
City of Melbourne, as the capital city council. For that
reason, with only minor changes to the City of
Melbourne provisions, they have been allowed to stand
as they are.
Clause agreed to; clauses 20 to 23 agreed to.
Clause 24

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — This
provision deals with the publication of misleading and
deceptive materials. My colleague the Honourable John
Vogels makes the point that if a candidate distributes
such material but is successful in the election, very
often the punitive action that is taken afterwards is of
little consequence because the objective has been
achieved — that is, election.
I simply make the point on behalf of Mr Vogels that we
are concerned that in fact a candidate could well elicit
some gain from distributing illegal or misleading
material under this provision, but the offence will not
necessarily be picked up in terms of its impact on other
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candidates because it will all happen after the election.
We do have some concerns about that, but I will not
pursue that at this stage.
Clause agreed to; clauses 25 to 29 agreed to.
Clause 30

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I note that
this clause makes it unlawful for a councillor to accept
any gift exceeding $200, unless the name and address
of the person making the gift is supplied to them. If
councils must submit a donation return for any gifts
exceeding $200, will the minister point out where the
legislation requires candidates to identify the name and
address of the person making the gift in the donation
return?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
Clause 30, proposed section 62(2)(b), indicates that an
election campaign donation return must contain the
prescribed detail in respect of any gifts. The prescribed
details will be set out in regulation following changes to
the act.
Clause agreed to; clause 31 agreed to.
Clause 32

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — We have
some concerns that this revision seems to be based on
the fact that councils do not have the ability to set their
own boundaries and to be objective and transparent in
that process. Can the minister explain why she feels the
Victorian Electoral Commission is better qualified to
determine a municipal structure and boundaries than
local councils?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
The government is certainly wishing to establish a set
of provisions which clearly indicate to the community
at large that internal electoral boundaries, where we are
dealing with divided municipal districts, are not being
set by councillors to suit their own interests. Whether
that is the case, certainly circumstances can arise which
give that impression. That impression is one which
undermines the status of local government, and the bill
and its provisions are all about enhancing the status of
local government and bringing to bear an independent
body in the form of the Victorian Electoral
Commission, a body which is independent in every
respect in that it reports only to the Parliament. In the
government’s view it is an appropriate way to ensure
that the community sees that electoral reviews are being
conducted in a fair and transparent way.
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Will the
minister be providing local government with additional
funding to assist in the boundary reviews, and given
that the Australian Electoral Commission has indicated
it is not going to become involved in boundary reviews,
are there any alternatives to the Victorian Electoral
Commission, and to what extent is there a requirement
for community consultation as part of this process?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
Any electoral commission is able to undertake this
function, so there are other electoral commissions, apart
from the Victorian Electoral Commission and the
Australian Electoral Commission, in Australia.
In relation to resourcing questions, it is expected that
there will be savings as a result of elections being held
on a fixed date once every four years which can offset
costs associated with an electoral body performing
reviews which, under the act, are now required to be
held once every eight years.
Clause agreed to; clauses 33 to 39 agreed to.
Clause 40

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I point out
than an amendment seeking the omission of clause 40
has been circulated in the name of the Honourable John
Vogels, and I take up that amendment on his behalf.
There are a number of consequential amendments that
affect other clauses, should this proposition be accepted
by the house.
The clause in contention involves proportional
representation. I do not propose to canvass it widely
tonight because it was canvassed widely in the course
of the debate. Suffice it to say that the opposition does
not believe proportional representation should be the
only option available to councils. It believes they ought
to have a choice in the way they go about selecting the
basis for an election in unsubdivided municipalities, or
in municipalities that have multimember wards.
We do not necessarily accept the government’s position
that proportional representation delivers candidates that
are representative of the community at large, and we
believe this issue needs further consultation and
discussion and some further consideration in the
context of this debate. Notwithstanding the fact that we
understand the government has put out a paper and so
forth, which has been commended in the course of this
debate, we simply do not believe this is an appropriate
provision in this legislation at this time.
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As I said, I do not wish to canvass it further because it
was covered in the debate. I simply put it to the house
as a matter that ought to be tested by the house.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I wonder if
I could seek some clarification from the minister on
what is intended by clause 40 before she seeks to
answer on the amendment.
The clarification I seek is in the context of the
statements that were made by my colleague in this
house Mr Pullen, who in a fairly outrageous and almost
scandalous way talked about the activities of the
previous member for Bentleigh in another place,
Mrs Inga Peulich, and her and her family’s involvement
in the City of Glen Eira council election. In his
second-reading contribution he cited that involvement
as an example. I seek the minister’s clarification of how
this clause would work.
Mr Pullen made statements about the ex-member for
Bentleigh involving many of her family in the process.
He contended that one of her sons ran in two wards for
that City of Glen Eira election, which would clearly be
illegal. In fact it was wrong, and Mr Pullen has egg all
over his face because he did not understand that there
was a Paul Perlich, spelt P-e-r-l-i-c-h, who is no relation
at all to the former member for Bentleigh, and a Paul
Peulich, spelt P-e-u-l-i-c-h. Because he did not do his
homework he slandered two individuals, both Paul
Perlich and Paul Peulich, who were involved in this
election. Mr Pullen went on to highlight how in
the — —
Hon. J. G. Hilton — On a point of order, Chair, I
believe the honourable member is using the committee
stage as an attempt to besmirch the reputation of
another member of this chamber. I ask him to either
make his point in terms of the bill or to desist from his
remarks.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — On the point of order,
Chair, these issues were raised with specific regard to
this clause, and I am seeking the minister’s clarification
on what it will do. That answers the point of order, and
it is totally appropriate.
The CHAIR — Order! Mr Strong has made his
point, and in fact the point was already made in the
second-reading debate. I think we can move on to
discussing the details of the clause before the
committee, and the minister may wish to respond.
Mr Strong and the minister got to their feet at around
about the same time. I did give Mr Strong the call
because he appeared to wish to elaborate on what
Mr Atkinson was saying on this clause, and I now wish
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to give the minister the chance to respond on this
clause.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — Further on the point of
order, Chair, I am seeking from the minister a
clarification of what this clause will mean in the context
of the issues that Mr Pullen raised, and I think it is
absolutely appropriate that I ask the minister for a
clarification of what this clause means in the context of
Mr Pullen’s comments.
The CHAIR — Order! I advise Mr Strong that what
I said in response to the point of order was quite
consistent with what he has just said, and I am trying to
move things on so that the minister has the opportunity
to respond to what he said.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
was rising to my feet in response to Mr Atkinson’s
remarks to indicate to him that at the conclusion of the
second-reading debate I did place on the record some
substantial remarks in relation to the matter of
proportional representation and that I do not propose to
add anything to those remarks at this time.
In relation to the matters which Mr Strong is raising, I
believe he is referring to Mr Pullen’s second-reading
debate remarks. I am more than happy to clarify
particular matters in this committee stage of the bill, but
I do not wish to enter into effectively a debate about
who said what in the second-reading stage of this bill.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — On the omission
of the clause, for the record the National Party is not
enthusiastic about proportional representation as a form
of election in local government. However, I have got to
say that we cannot support this particular amendment
because in respect of unsubdivided or multimember
wards in local government our dislike for proportional
representation is only exceeded by our dislike for
exhaustive preferential voting.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — The
question I have for the minister is in the context of
proportional representation. In the Glen Eira election
the Labor-endorsed candidate, Rachelle Sapir, actually
won with 5.3 per cent of the primary vote. Will
proportional representation ensure that such an
outrageous result will not happen again?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
Proportional representation will certainly mean that a
candidate will not be elected with around 5 per cent of
the primary vote.
Clause agreed to; clauses 41 to 47 agreed to.
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Clause 48

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Will
councillors have a choice between swearing an oath of
allegiance or an oath of office?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — In
response to Mr Atkinson I will give a slightly more
complicated response than the one I was going to give.
Councillors, in order to hold office, must make a
declaration of office. They may in addition, if they wish
to, make an oath of allegiance.
Clause agreed to; clauses 49 to 54 agreed to.
Clause 55

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I ask the
minister why she feels it is necessary to have a Local
Government Board determine appropriate allowances
when councillors have satisfactorily done so by
themselves in the past.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
What I can indicate to Mr Atkinson is that this
provision implements a policy which the government
announced earlier, in its first term of government. That
policy indicated that the government would be
providing for an independent panel to consider
submissions from councils in relation to their allowance
category and to require the minister to implement a
recommendation of the panel.
Clause agreed to; clause 56 agreed to.
Clause 57

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Do any
requirements exist for codes of conduct to be enshrined
in local by-laws?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
can indicate to Mr Atkinson that as part of codes of
conduct in relation to rules of conduct, there is a
requirement for those to be included in by-laws. I will
just check on that.
If I can add to my answer, in fact there is no
requirement for rules of conduct to be included in
by-laws because they are provided for in the act.
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Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
am not quite sure what Mr Atkinson is driving at here.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Just to try to
be helpful, in a lot of legislation there is not a power to
pass on a delegation. You can delegate initially, but that
delegation cannot be passed on to a third person. I want
to ensure that that cannot happen under this legislation.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
can give Mr Atkinson that assurance.
Clause agreed to; clauses 71 to 80 agreed to.
Clause 81

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Has the
minister yet established any guidelines for the
determination of a benefit ratio for the purposes of
imposing a special rate or charge? Are there any
guidelines for the determination, or will they be issued
subsequently?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
What I can indicate to Mr Atkinson is that this
subclause requires the benefit ratio to be the proportion
of the total benefits of the project that will be special
benefits to the people who have to pay the special rate
or charge, so it is specified in the act.
Clause agreed to; clauses 82 and 83 agreed to.
Clause 84

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — This is the
last one, Chair. At present where a council has granted
a rebate or concession and the terms of that concession
have not been adhered to, the council has the
discretionary power to pursue payment of part or whole
of the principal or its interest, or not as it chooses. Is it
the case that the minister is now removing the
discretionary power from local government to pursue or
not pursue ratepayers affected by this clause?
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

The CHAIR — Order! Pursuant to the resolution of
the Council this day, I have to interrupt business.
Clauses 84 to 104 agreed to.

Clause agreed to; clauses 58 to 69 agreed to.

Reported to house without amendment.

Clause 70

Report adopted.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Will
councillors or senior council officers also be able to
delegate their power to a delegate?

Third reading
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
move:
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That the bill be now read a third time.

I commend the bill to the house.
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who use that shopping strip by rerouting heavy vehicles
away from the shopping precincts.

Seniors: volunteers

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Clayton Road, Clayton: trucks
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I
raise an issue tonight for the Leader of the Government
to relay to the Minister for Transport in another place.
The other day I tabled a petition signed by well over
100 petitioners calling for trucks to be diverted from
travelling along Clayton Road, particularly through the
Clayton shopping centre. This is an issue I have had a
long interest in. We went to the last election with a
local Clayton policy that we would divert trucks. The
issue has also been raised constantly by local
shopkeepers and shoppers, and I am sure one of the
occupants of one of the offices along there, the
Honourable Simon Crean, would totally support me in
this recommendation.
There is no need for heavy vehicles to use this route;
alternatives are available, particularly Westall Road, a
$37 million project built by the Kennett government. I
was fortunate enough to attend the opening of that
project with the Minister for Transport. Westall Road is
also known as the Springvale bypass and could equally
be called the Clayton–Springvale bypass. To be honest,
I do not know why trucks use Clayton Road, because in
the approximately 1-kilometre stretch from the Monash
Medical Centre to Centre Road there are, from my
recollection, two pedestrian lights, four traffic lights
and the busy Dandenong–Cranbourne–Gippsland
railway line. I cannot understand why trucks would use
this route anyway. With the impeding of the traffic flow
there is added pollution, not to say the safety issues that
are involved with the stop-start traffic and the heavy
vehicles which use that road.
I ask the Minister for Transport if he would act with
haste in making Clayton a more environmentally
pleasant place and a much safer place for the shoppers

Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — I
address my adjournment question to the Minister for
Aged Care. Is the minister aware that the Australian
Institute of Family Studies released a research paper
today entitled ‘Measuring the value of unpaid
household, caring and voluntary work of older
Australians’ and written by David de Vaus, Matthew
Gray and David Stanton?
I commend the paper to members of this house. I
strongly recommend that all members obtain a copy
from the Australian Institute of Family Studies web site
and read it. It records that 12 per cent of Australians are
now aged over 65, thanks to people living longer and
having fewer babies. Australians have one of the
highest life expectancies in the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development countries. By
2051 more than a quarter of the population will be over
65.
The minister will be aware that as populations age the
direct financial costs to governments are expected to
grow due to income support and health costs. I believe
this financial focus has led to an unduly negatively
orientated view of population ageing which neglects the
contribution of older Australians to the social and
economic wellbeing of the nation. Is the minister aware
that Australians aged over 65 years contribute almost
$39 billion per year in unpaid caring and voluntary
work? If you add in the unpaid contribution of those
aged 55 to 64 years, this sum rises to an extraordinary
$74.5 billion per annum.
Older women do most of the unpaid work — at least,
more than older men. The institute values work
performed by women at between $20 000 and
$27 000 each and work done by men at $17 000 to
$18 000.
Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM — This is because
women live longer, Mr Olexander. The report says on
page 20:
In addition to the financial value of the unpaid work of older
people it is also important to recognise the social importance
of these activities. The unpaid labour of people can act as
social ‘glue’ that helps bind society together.
Much of the unpaid work of older people provides support
that would be difficult to provide using market-based
services. The sense that someone cares, the flexibility of the
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support provided by many unpaid workers and feeling that
people are not doing things merely for financial gain can all
provide something additional to the simple financial
contribution of the unpaid work.

The report recommends encouraging more older people
to engage in unpaid work. Can the minister provide me
with information about the steps he is taking to ensure
that the work of older volunteers is supported, valued
and encouraged?

East Gippsland: timber traffic
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — Tonight I wish to
raise a matter for the attention of the Treasurer, and I
raise it on behalf of the East Gippsland Shire Council. It
concerns a very substantial increase in road and bridge
infrastructure maintenance that will be required as a
result of increased timber truck traffic using local roads
in East Gippsland shire. The increase will be in trucks
involved in timber salvage operations following the
fires earlier this year.
The shire has been working with Vicroads and the
Department of Sustainability and Environment, and
there has been an accurate estimate of an increase of
anywhere up to a maximum of 700 per cent in timber
traffic using some of the roads in the East Gippsland
shire. In framing its 2003–04 budget the council set
aside in excess of $1 million for the maintenance of this
infrastructure in the shire, but it had no knowledge at
the time it set this budget that this extra timber traffic
would be occurring on its roads as a result of the need
to salvage the timber that was affected by the fires.
Having sat down and worked out the figures with
Vicroads, the council has calculated that the additional
cost for the maintenance of that road and bridge
infrastructure will be in the order of $1 137 000;
otherwise there will be a requirement on council to
limit both the volume and weight of vehicles travelling
on some of those roads and bridges, and that is an
undesirable outcome for everybody.
We wish to see this timber salvaged and utilised in the
best way possible and not left to go to waste, so the
East Gippsland shire is now calling on the government
to give it an irrevocable undertaking that the additional
costs incurred by the East Gippsland council will be
provided by government so that timber can be salvaged
and utilised properly.
I support the council’s call, and I ask the government to
immediately address the additional funding requests of
the East Gippsland shire, which have been caused
through the need to have the fire-affected timber
salvaged.
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Racing: annual reports
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — My issue is for the
Minister for Racing in the other place. It concerns the
delay in the minister presenting racing annual reports to
the Parliament. Over recent years Victoria has
introduced sweeping public sector reforms which have
changed the way government services are reported.
These reforms have accelerated the move to a more
business-like public sector.
Annual reports serve as a critical component in
determining the accountability of government agencies.
This includes the racing agencies, for which the
Minister for Racing is responsible. Annual reports
provide the means by which chief executive officers
can fully account to the Parliament for the operations of
their agencies. Therefore it is essential that annual
reports contain complete, accurate and meaningful
information that can be readily assessed by members of
Parliament and the community.
Tabling requirements for annual reports of departments
and agencies are specified in the Financial Management
Act 1994. Section 27D specifically states that audited
annual reports for the previous financial year are to be
released by 27 October. As it is now 27 November, I
believe we have been patient in waiting for these
reports, and I look forward to them being presented to
the house.
I am greatly concerned that the minister tabling annual
reports late leaves far too little time for adequate
parliamentary debate and scrutiny within the same
sitting period. By the time Parliament resumes next
year the detail buried in annual reports will be
overtaken by new and more pressing issues.
To date we have only seen annual reports from
Greyhound Racing Victoria and Harness Racing
Victoria. I want to know if the minister is using
delaying tactics so that there will not be enough time in
this sitting period to debate and scrutinise the reports
from Racing Victoria Ltd, Country Racing Victoria, the
Victoria Racing Club, the Melbourne Racing Club and
the Moonee Valley Racing Club.
The racing industry has seen a large growth in the
administrative component, with many new industry
initiatives being introduced in the last 12 months. The
effects of smoking bans in gaming venues statewide
certainly have given challenges to industry
administrators, as have occupational health and safety
requirements. Many in the industry are beginning to
query the whereabouts of these annual reports and why
they have not been released.
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Will the minister explain why there is a delay in
releasing the 2002–03 annual reports from Racing
Victoria Ltd and its shareholders within the prescribed
time frames?

Responses
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — The Honourable Andrew Brideson
raised the matter of truck traffic on Clayton Road. I will
refer it to the Minister for Transport in another place.
The Honourable Helen Buckingham raised matters
relating to older Victorians, particularly older
volunteers. I will refer them to the Minister for Aged
Care.
The Honourable Peter Hall raised a matter of road and
bridge maintenance issues in East Gippsland shire. I
will draw this to the attention of the Minister for
Transport in the other place.
The Honourable David Koch raised a matter of annual
reports of the various racing agencies. I will refer this to
the Minister for Racing in the other place.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 10.58 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Wednesday, 26 November 2003
Treasurer: customer access network grant scheme
499.

THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Minister for Finance (for the Honourable the Treasurer):
In relation to the Customer Access Network (CAN) Grant scheme for the development of competitive
rural regional access telecommunications infrastructure which was expanded to $10 million before the last
election:
(a)

What is the current status of the grants.

(b)

Will the $10 million promised be fully allocated and within what time frame.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
On 22 April 2002, the Government announced that $5 million from the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund
would be allocated to the Customer Access Network (CAN) Demonstrations Program.
Applications were called for and evaluated. Four applications, to a value of approximately $3 million, have been
approved and announced. These projects include:
– Bendigo Community Telco (BCT) to implement DSL facilities for Castlemaine;
– the City of Greater Shepparton for GMTel to implement MMDS broadband radio services for the area
surrounding Shepparton;
– Wellington Shire and Telstra Country Wide to install next generation CDMA 1x technology across the
Gippsland region; and
– Pyrenees Shire, Northern Grampians Shire and OmniConnect to implement DSL, licensed microwave and direct
sequence spread spectrum microwave technology to remote locations within these Shires.
Further evaluation and negotiations are currently being undertaken with other shortlisted applicants for the
remaining $2 million.
During the 2002 election, a further $5 million was allocated to the CAN program. This funding of $1.25 million per
year over four years will be made available from 2003/2004.

Attorney-General: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
799.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Attorney-General):
In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Attorney-General’s Department, office or
any agency or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory
authority, under the Attorney-General’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Attorney-General: Social Shift Pty Ltd
840.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Attorney-General):
In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Attorney-General’s Department, office or
any agency or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory
authority, under the Attorney-General’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Water: Lake Eppalock and Lake Eildon — study
916.

THE HON. ANDREW BRIDESON — To ask the Minister for Local Government (for the Minister for
Water):
(a)

What studies are currently underway that will impact on the use of land surrounding Lake Eppalock
and Lake Eildon.

(b)

In relation to any studies, what is or what will be the public consultation process.

(c)

What role will the Goulburn Murray Water Authority have in the process.

(d)

When will the report be publicly released.

(e)

Does the Goulburn Murray Water Authority have any plans to reduce recreational activities at either
Lake Eildon or Lake Eppalock; if so, when and how will they be made public.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a) Goulburn-Murray Water (G-MW) is conducting a water quality study for its water storages. The study is done
with support from Co-operative Research Centre (CRC) for Catchment Hydrology. Initially, catchment models
have been developed for the Eildon and Goulburn Weir catchment and the Tullaroop catchment. The models
will provide information about the sources of sediment, nutrients and pathogens. The aim is to improve
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management of these contaminants in catchments so that water quality in storages can be improved. This is
similar to work being done by Melbourne Water and South East Queensland Water Board and other similar
organisations, and uses techniques developed by the CRC for Catchment Hydrology. These studies will be an
important input to development of the risk management plans G-MW will be required to prepare under the
provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act 2003.
(b) For the water quality study, G-MW has established a Reference Committee with a range of stakeholder
representatives from communities, agencies, and municipalities. The Reference Committee has members from
Mansfield and Murrindindi Shires, Central Highlands Water and Goulburn Valley Water, Goulburn Broken
and North Central Catchment Management Authorities and landholders. The Reference Committee has met on
three occasions so far. It has regular newsletter updates to inform the community of issues in the study areas.
(c) G-MW is leading the study but working closely with catchment partners such as the Goulburn Broken and
North Central Catchment Management Authorities and the Department of Sustainability and Environment's
regional office in Bendigo.
(d) The project is scheduled for completion in mid 2005. G-MW will be making various initial outputs available to
the public over the next 12 months.
(e) It is too early to speculate on what management changes may be required around water storages to manage
risks to water quality. To date, the study has identified water quality parameters that are of concern and areas
where better management practices are needed. Any required changes to management of recreational activities
would be made once the risks are assessed and only after a public consultation process.

Local government: ministerial air travel
925.

THE HON. ANDREW BRIDESON — To ask the Minister for Local Government:
(a)

What was the total cost of international air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 1 March
2003 to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and
the relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(b)

What was the total cost of interstate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(c)

What was the total cost of intrastate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(a) The total cost of international air travel incurred by my office for trips taken between 1 March 2003 and 30
September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff, advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is
$23,582.
(b) and (c)
The total cost of domestic air travel incurred by my office for trips taken between 26 March 2003 and 30
September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff, advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is
$14,544.43.
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Planning: ministerial air travel
932.

THE HON. ANDREW BRIDESON — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister
for Planning):
(a)

What was the total cost of international air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 1 March
2003 to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and
the relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(b)

What was the total cost of interstate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(c)

What was the total cost of intrastate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a) The total cost of international air travel incurred by my office for trips taken between 1 March 2003 and 30
September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff, advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is
$24,229.74.
(b) and (c)
The total cost of domestic air travel incurred by my office for trips taken between 26 March 2003 and 30
September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff, advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is
$4,894.64.

Education services: ministerial air travel
934.

THE HON. ANDREW BRIDESON — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Education Services):
(a)

What was the total cost of international air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 1 March
2003 to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and
the relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(b)

What was the total cost of interstate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(c)

What was the total cost of intrastate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The total cost of international air travel incurred by my office for trips taken between 1 March 2003 and 30
September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff, advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is nil.
The total cost of domestic air travel incurred by my office for trips taken between 26 March 2003 and 30
September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff, advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is
$7,875.50.
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Small business: ministerial air travel
936.

THE HON. ANDREW BRIDESON — To ask the Minister for Small Business:
(a)

What was the total cost of international air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 1 March
2003 to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and
the relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(b)

What was the total cost of interstate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(c)

What was the total cost of intrastate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(a) The total cost of international air travel incurred by my office for trips (related to the Small Business portfolio)
taken between 1 March 2003 and 30 September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff,
advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is zero.
(b) & (c)
The total cost of domestic air travel incurred by my office for trips (related to the Small Business portfolio)
taken between 26 March 2003 and 30 September 2003 by myself and any accompanying ministerial staff,
advisor or Parliamentary Secretary is $4,231.01.

Water: Melbourne catchments — fire access tracks
940.

THE HON. P. R. HALL — To ask the Minister for Local Government (for the Minister for Water):
(a)

What is the total area of Melbourne Water’s Thomson, Maroondah, O’Shannassy and Upper Yarra
Catchments.

(b)

How many kilometres of fire access track are maintained in all these areas.

(c)

What is the dollar value of the work done to maintain those fire access tracks for the period 1 July
1997 to 30 June 2002.

(d)

What is the size of the area in the Thomson Reservoir catchment that is managed by Melbourne
Water and how much is managed by the Department of Sustainability and Environment.

(e)

In the Thomson River catchment, how many kilometres of fire access track are maintained by
Melbourne Water and the Department of Sustainability and Environment, respectively.

(f)

What is the value of the work done by each organisation to maintain those fire access tracks for the
period 1 July 1997 to 30 June 2002.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a) The total area of the Thomson, Maroondah, O’Shannassy and Upper Yarra Catchments is 113,432 hectares.
(b) 1,063 km of fire access track are maintained in these areas.
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(d) 4,224 hectares of the Thomson Reservoir catchment area (including the reservoir 2,138 hectares) are managed
by Melbourne Water and 40,264 hectares by the Department of Sustainability and Environment.
(e) In the Thomson River catchment, 6 km of fire access track is maintained by Melbourne Water and 335 km by
the Department of Sustainability and Environment.
(c) & (f)
Operational expenditure for activities undertaken by Melbourne Water and the Department of Sustainability
and Environment can be found within their annual reports.

Environment: remote public land — area
942.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Local Government (for the Minister for
Environment): What is the area of all remote public lands in Victoria.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
‘Remote public land’ is not defined but, based on the area of all wilderness parks, wilderness zones and remote and
natural areas in national parks, and areas which the Land Conservation Council recommended as ‘Other areas with
remote and natural attributes’ but which have not been legislated, the area of remote public land in Victoria is
approximately 1.17 million hectares.

Agriculture: drought relief
1005.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): In relation to the 2003-04 State Budget where the Government allocated $0.7 million in
2002-03, $2.2 million in 2003-04 and $1.5 million in 2004-05 to meet the Government’s commitment with
respect to matching contributions for the Business Support component (interest subsidy) under Exceptional
Circumstances (EC) arrangements for drought affected farmers in the Goulburn irrigation area, why is
there no provision for other areas that have been EC declared.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Commonwealth announcements of declared EC areas, in addition to Goulburn, were not made in time to meet the
Victorian Government's funding approval processes and Forward Estimates, and this is the reason that funds to
meet State contributions were not included in the May 2003 budget. However, as new information arises,
budgetary revisions and Forward Estimate adjustments are undertaken to fulfil agreements under EC policy and
this will continue.
Since the release of the 2003-04 State Budget early in May 2003, Government has committed further funding of
$11.06 million over 2003-04 and 2004-05 under the Commonwealth/State Exceptional Circumstances (EC) policy
for providing drought relief to farmers in Eastern Mallee, North East, Central and Northern regions. This consists
of projected contributions to interest rate subsidies to farmers in areas with a full EC-declaration (the
Commonwealth contributes 90% of the costs of these and the States contribute 10%).

Community services: disability services — accommodation and support
1029.

THE HON. BILL FORWOOD — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): What was the disability services expenditure in 2002-03 for — (i) accommodation outreach
support; (ii) family options; (iii) HomeFirst; (iv) day programs; (v) futures for young adults; (vi)
recreation; (vii) congregate care; (viii) flexible support packages; (ix) advocacy services; (x) information
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services; (xi) peak organisation; (xii) intake and response; (xiii) case management; (xiv) aids and
equipment; (xv) independent living training; (xvi) respite; (xvii) therapy; (xviii) service quality; (xix)
shared supported accommodation; (xx) transitional accommodation support; (xxi) behaviour intervention
services; (xxii) criminal justice services; (xxiii) building inclusive communities; (xxiv) Productivity
Investment Fund; (xxv) research and evaluation; and (xxvi) training, development and innovation.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Disability Services expenditure by activity for 2002-2003 was:
(i)

Accommodation Outreach Support

$9.973M

(ii)

Family Options

$4.555M

(iii)

HomeFirst

$37.043M

(iv)

Day Programs

$81.695M

(v)

Futures for Young Adults

$46.790M

(vi)

Recreation

$4.657M

(vii)

Congregate Care

$72.054M

(viii)

Flexible Support Packages

$20.208M

(ix)

Advocacy Services

$1.974M

(x)

Information Services

$4.275M

(xi)

Peak Organisation

$0.213M

(xii)

Intake and Response

$9.511M

(xiii)

Case Management

$20.388M

(xiv)

Aids and Equipment

$21.980M

(xv)

Independent Living Training

$2.211M

(xvi)

Respite

$38.662M

(xvii)

Therapy

$13.055M

(xviii) Service Quality

$1.186M

(xix)

Shared Supported Accommodation

$301.455M

(xx)

Transitional Accommodation Support

$1.983M

(xxi)

Behaviour Intervention Services

$7.331M

(xxii)

Criminal Justice Services

$4.132M

(xxiii) Building Inclusive Communities

$3.092M

(xxiv)

Productivity Investment Fund

$0.054M

(xxv)

Research and Evaluation

$0.561M

(xxvi)

Training, Development and Innovation

$3.144M

Community services: disability services — accommodation and support
1030.

THE HON. BILL FORWOOD — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): What is the disability services expenditure budgeted in 2003-04 for — (i) intake and response;
(ii) case management; (iii) aids and equipment; (iv) independent living training; (v) respite; (vi) therapy;
(vii) building inclusive communities; (viii) community options; (ix) day programs; (x) futures for young
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adults; (xi) moving ahead; (xii) recreation; (xiii) accommodation outreach support; (xiv) family options;
(xv) flexible support packages; (xvi) HomeFirst; (xvii) individualised support packages; (xviii) shared
supported accommodation; (xix) transitional accommodation support; (xx) behaviour intervention
services; (xxi) criminal justice services; (xxii) congregate care; (xxiii) service quality; (xxiv) system
support and innovation; (xxv) training and development; (xxvi) advocacy services; (xxvii) information
services; and (xxviii) peak organisations.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The current budget allocation for Disability Services expenditure by activity effective 1 July 2003 is:
(i)

Intake and Response

$10.7M

(ii)

Case Management

$19.9M

(iii)

Aids and Equipment

$18.8M

(iv)

Independent Living Training

$2.2M

(v)

Respite

$40.3M

(vi)

Therapy

$14.1M

(vii)

Building Inclusive Communities

$5.7M

(viii)

Community Options

$figure unavailable

(ix)

Day Programs

$86.2M

(x)

Futures for Young Adults

$57.6M

(xi)

Moving Ahead

$figure unavailable

(xii)

Recreation

$4.7M

(xiii)

Accommodation Outreach Support

$10.5M

(xiv)

Family Options

Part of Flexible Support Packages

(xv)

Flexible Support Packages

$25.3M

(xvi)

Home First

$42.4M

(xvii)

Individualised Support Packages

$10.6M

(xviii)

Shared Supported Accommodation

$318.4M

(xix)

Transitional Accommodation Support

$0.8M (also part of SSA budget)

(xx)

Behaviour Intervention Support

$7.8M

(xxi)

Criminal Justice Services

$5.0M

(xxii)

Congregate Care

$73.2M

(xxiii)

Services Quality

$0.9M

(xxiv)

System Support and Innovation

$0.8M

(xxv)

Training and Development

$6.4M

(xxvi)

Advocacy Services

$2.0M

(xxvii)

Information Services

$4.1M

(xxviii)

Peak Organisations

$0.120M

Please note that budgets may be varied in the course of the financial year to more accurately reflect actual activity
levels provided within an output and any budget re-alignments.
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Agriculture: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1069.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department’s resources.
The Honourable Member may wish to submit a more specific question outlining which particular agency or
statutory body they are interested in.

Arts: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1070.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister for Arts):
In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department’s resources.
The Honourable Member may wish to submit a more specific question outlining which particular agency or
statutory body they are interested in.

Finance: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1081.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Finance: In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department’s resources.
The Honourable Member may wish to submit a more specific question outlining which particular agency or
statutory body they are interested in.

Arts: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1111.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister for Arts):
In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s department or private office since
27 March 2003.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
No payments have been made by Arts Victoria, Department of Premier and Cabinet, to the firm Shannon’s Way
Pty Ltd since 27 March 2003.
No payments were made by my Private Office to the Firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Finance: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1122.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Finance: In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s department or private office since
27 March 2003.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by the Department of Treasury and Finance to the firm Shannon’s Way since
27 March 2003.
No payments were made by my Private Office to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Community services: Human Services — budget deficit
1156.

THE HON. W. A. LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Community Services:
(a)

What is the size of the Department of Human Services (DHS) budget deficit for the 2002-03
financial year and for the September 2003 quarter, respectively.

(b)

Which portfolio areas or programs have overspent for the 2002-03 financial year and for the
September 2003 quarter.

(c)

In which portfolio areas or programs is the Department hoping to make savings.
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How much is the Department hoping to save in each portfolio area or program.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a) The Department of Human Services did not have a budget deficit for 2002-03 or the September 2003 quarter.
The Department managed its budget within the Annual Appropriated funds made available by Parliament. In
fact, in 2002-03 the Department spent $52.5 million less than its budget appropriations.
The Department recorded an accounting operating deficit of $120.6m for the 2002-03 year and a surplus of
$61m for the September quarter.
The 2002-03 deficit largely arises from a decline in gambling revenues in 2002-03 ($107.8m). These
gambling revenues are normally on passed to the Department through the Hospital and Charities fund. The
decline in 2002-03 revenues was supplemented by a Temporary Advance from the Department of Treasury
and Finance. Increased Medical Indemnity Insurance expenses of $37.9m also impacted on the operating
deficit for the 2002-03 financial year. These expenses represent an actuarial assessment of Medical
Indemnity liabilities. Numerous other accounting adjustments, both increases and decreases resulted in a net
contribution of $25.1m.
(b) In a budget sense, none of the portfolio areas or programs overspent in 2002-03 or September 2003 quarter.
The accounting operating deficit, is also not considered an over spend, as the decline in gaming revenues was
restored by the Department of Treasury and Finance. The expenses associated with Medical Indemnity
Insurance reflected actuarial estimates of increased liabilities rather than an increase in the direct cost of DHS’
Insurance Premium.
(c) No specific savings initiatives have been introduced to cover the above budget deficits or accounting deficits
within the portfolio.
(d) The Department is not expecting any portfolio area or program to make savings to cover either the budget or
accounting deficits .
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Thursday, 27 November 2003
Gaming: ministerial air travel
930.

THE HON. ANDREW BRIDESON — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister
for Gaming):
(a)

What was the total cost of international air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 1 March
2003 to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and
the relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(b)

What was the total cost of interstate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

(c)

What was the total cost of intrastate air travel incurred by the Minister’s office from 26 March 2003
to 30 September 2003, including trips taken by the Minister, ministerial staff and advisors and the
relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No international or domestic air travel was incurred by myself from 1 March 2003 to 30 September 2003, including
trips taken by myself, ministerial staff, advisors or the relevant Parliamentary Secretary.

Corrections: Fulham Correctional Centre — stabbing
1007.

THE HON. R. DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Corrections): In relation to reports on 22 July 2003 that a prison inmate at Fulham Correctional Centre was
in hospital after being stabbed four times while serving time in jail:
(a)

How did this incident develop and what action will be taken to remedy further incidents.

(b)

Were the security officers aware of any dangers to the life of fellow prisoners leading up to the
incident reported on 20 July 2003, 21 July 2003 and 22 July 2003, respectively.

(c)

Was the Centre aware of breaches in security.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a) (b) (c)
The incident in question is still under investigation by Victoria Police, and as such, it is not appropriate to make
comment on it at this time.
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Agriculture: Primary Industries — staff
1012.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): How many staff were employed by the Department of Primary Industries or its predecessor
as at 30 June 2000, 30 June 2001, 30 June 2002 and 30 June 2003, respectively.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I refer the Hon member to the published Annual Reports of the Department of Primary Industries in 2003, to its
predecessor organisation the Department of Natural Resources and Environment in 2000, 2001 and 2002 and
finally to the machinery of government changes in December 2002 for this publicly available information.

Agriculture: Primary Industries — staff
1014.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): What percentage of staff at the Department of Primary Industries are on contract.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I refer the Hon member to the published Annual Report of the Department of Primary Industries of November
2003 which details staffing information sought in a readily available public form.

Agriculture: Primary Industries — staff
1039.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): How many staff have had to be relocated to new offices under the Department of Primary
Industries.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Pre-existing office locations remain.

Agriculture: Primary Industries — rebadging material
1040.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): In relation to the creation of the new Department of Primary Industries, how much has name
rebadging cost for signage, stationery and promotional material.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In relation to the creation of the Department of Primary Industries, the Department has adopted a program of sign
replacement to its key sites and locations. Signage replacement has occurred at ten key sites to date across the
portfolio at a cost of $120,000, which was included in the budget of the former Department of Natural Resources
and Environment (NRE).
There was no additional costs involved in changing stationery as the Department operates on a "just in time"
inventory system that ensured there was a low level of stationery stock on hand at the time of the Machinery of
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Government change. During the transition, stationery relating to the Department of Natural Resources &
Environment (DNRE) continued to be used.
In terms of promotional material, publications made after the machinery of government change included the new
Department name, however older publications have been kept and are still in use.

Agriculture: fisheries offence program
1045.

THE HON. PHILIP DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Agriculture): In relation to the Government allocating $1.1 million over 4 years as a tougher fisheries
offence initiative, how will this program be implemented.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has allocated $1.05 million over four years to operate a
24-hour illegal fishing reporting line. The reporting line will encourage greater community stewardship of our
fisheries resources. This information will increase the effectiveness of Fisheries Officers through better planning
and targeting of their patrols and enforcement operations.
The Fisheries Offence Reporting line, 13FISH (133 474) was officially launched by the Premier at the Rosebud
Pier on Monday 8th September 2003.

Community services: program of aids for disabled people
1055.

THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): What was the total amount of funding given to the Program of Aids for Disabled People in the
budget for 2001-02 and 2002-03, respectively.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Approximately $23.4M and $22M in funding was provided in 2001/02 and 2002/03 respectively under the Aids
and Equipment Program. The 2001/02 figure includes an allocation of $4.2M in one-off funding at that time.
I would like to advise the house that the Program is now referred to as the Victorian Aids and Equipment Program
(A&EP). The name change occurred in 2000 in recognition that the target group for was not limited to people with
disabilities but included the frail aged, people with chronic illness or those requiring a range of prosthetics.

Planning: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1093.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister for
Planning): In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department's resources.

Corrections: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1115.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for
Corrections): In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s department or private office since
27 March 2003.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
No payments have been made by the Department of Justice to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.
No payments have been made by my Private Office to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Planning: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1134.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister for
Planning): In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s department or private office since
27 March 2003.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Shannon's Way Pty Ltd has not been engaged by the Planning Division of the Department of Sustainability and
Environment during the period 27 March 2003 to 29 October 2003.
There have been no payments made to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd by my office during this period.

Police and emergency services: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
1135.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Energy Industries (for the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services): In relation to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s department or private office since
27 March 2003.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the projects for which payment was made.
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ANSWER:
I am advised that:
No payments have been made by the Department of Justice to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.
No payments have been made by my Private Office to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Community services: Human Services — autistic children
1154.

THE HON. W. A. LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Community Services: In respect of each of the
years 1999-2000, 2000-01, 2001-02, 2002-03:
(a)

How many parents (or carers) of autistic children have relinquished their children to the care of the
Department of Human Services (DHS).

(b)

How many parents (or carers) of autistic children have threatened the DHS with relinquishing their
children to the care of the DHS.

ANSWER:
Reply (a)
The Honourable Wendy Lovell, Member for North Eastern Province I am informed that:
Long term or permanent placements of children with a disability, including children with autism, are provided
through Community Care's Adoption and Permanent Care and Shared Family Care programs and Disability
Services, Shared Supported Accommodation program.
In the time period 1999/2003 one (1) child has been identified with autism in a voluntary long-term out of home
care placement.
Reply (b)
Data analysis to determine whether there have been any incidents of parents threatening to relinquish their children
with autism is unable to be determined from the Child Protection, Disability Services or Early Childhood
Intervention data systems.
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Small business: government assistance, 1810
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Regulation review, 1713

BOWDEN, Hon. R. H. (South Eastern)
Adjournment
Devilbend Reservoir: parkland, 1859

ATKINSON, Hon. B. N. (Koonung)
Bills
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1816
Fair Trading (Further Amendment) Bill, 1926, 1930
Local Government (Democratic Reform) Bill, 1959, 1960, 1961,
1963
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1761
Professional Standards Bill, 1740
Members statements
YAZZ business group, 1711
Points of order, 1873, 1874, 1875

Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1946
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1764
Members statements
Western Port Highway, Lyndhurst: traffic lights, 1775
Petitions
Public liability: sporting bodies, 1871
Points of order, 1873
Questions without notice
Human Services: output performance reporting, 1902, 1903

Questions without notice
Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce: annual dinner,
1908

BRIDESON, Hon. Andrew (Waverley)
Adjournment

BAXTER, Hon. W. R. (North Eastern)
Auditor-General
State finances, 1879
Bills
Professional Standards Bill, 1737
Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill, 1848
Members statements
Alpine grazing: licences, 1778

Clayton Road, Clayton: trucks, 1964
Members statements
Clayton Planet Meltdown Festival, 1777
Petitions
Clayton Road, Clayton: trucks, 1713
Points of order, 1875
Questions on notice
Answers, 1811
Questions without notice

BISHOP, Hon. B. W. (North Western)

Commonwealth Games: financial loss, 1810

Adjournment
Hazardous waste: Tiega, 1865
Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1941, 1957, 1959
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1818
Members statements
Vocational education and training: rural buses, 1709

BROAD, Ms (Melbourne North) (Minister for Local Government
and Minister for Housing)
Bills
Forests and National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1717, 1841
Local Government (Democratic Reform) Bill, 1960, 1961, 1962,
1963
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1767, 1813
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DALLA-RIVA, Hon. R. (East Yarra)
Adjournment
Prisons: closures, 1772
Members statements
Minister for Environment: Rotary visit, 1776
Recycling: business waste, 1779, 1803

DARVENIZA, Hon. Kaye (Melbourne West)
Bills
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1896

BUCKINGHAM, Hon. H. E. (Koonung)
Adjournment
Seniors: volunteers, 1964
Members statements
Victorian certificate of education: achiever awards, 1776
Questions without notice

Members statements
Legislative Council: sitting hours, 1709
Rural and regional Victoria: migrants, 1876
Questions without notice
Information and communications technology: applications
development, 1906
Recycling: business waste, 1801

Aboriginals: leadership conference, 1904

CARBINES, Ms (Geelong)
Adjournment
Reconciliation Victoria: funding, 1865
Bills
Forests and National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1837
Members statements
Victorian National Parks Association: funding, 1872
Questions without notice
Housing: high-rise estates, 1706
Recycling: business waste, 1792

DAVIS, Hon. D. McL. (East Yarra)
Adjournment
Hospitals: financial management, 1860
Bills
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1883, 1899, 1901,
1902
Professional Standards Bill, 1742
Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill, 1853, 1857,
1858
Members statements
Royal Melbourne Hospital: funding, 1775
Points of order, 1861
Questions without notice

COOTE, Hon. Andrea (Monash)
Adjournment

Hospitals: funding, 1808
Royal Children’s Hospital: AKZ Consulting, 1705

Tourism: backpackers, 1768
Bills
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1894
Members statements
Employment: mature age, 1707
Questions without notice
Aged care: staff, 1703, 1704

DAVIS, Hon. Philip (Gippsland)
Adjournment
Hazardous waste: Dutson Downs, 1864
Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1936, 1952, 1954,
1955, 1956, 1957, 1958
Forests and National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1839
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DEPUTY PRESIDENT and CHAIR OF COMMITTEES, The
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HADDEN, Ms (Ballarat)
Adjournment
Mining: Fosterville Gold Project, 1864
Parliament House: Smith Family toy appeal, 1770
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Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1944
Members statements
Ballarat: growth, 1876
John Curtin Memorial Hostel, Creswick, 1708
Questions without notice
Information and communications technology: government
appointments, 1702
Rulings, 1737
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Local Government (Democratic Reform) Bill, 1963
Rulings, 1855, 1899, 1924, 1925, 1930, 1952, 1962

DRUM, Hon. D. K. (North Western)
Adjournment
Bendigo Special Developmental School: relocation, 1865
Bills
Fair Trading (Further Amendment) Bill, 1918, 1921
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1891
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1757
Members statements
McCauley College, Dooboobetic: buses, 1876

HALL, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)
Adjournment
East Gippsland: timber traffic, 1965
Fishing: commercial licences, 1770
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Forests and National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1831
Local Government (Democratic Reform) Bill, 1962
Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill, 1748
Business of the house
Program, 1712
Members statements
Bushfires: Bairnsdale forum, 1777
Petitions

EREN, Hon. J. H. (Geelong)
Adjournment
Tourism: Geelong, 1866
Members statements
Geelong: triathlon world cup, 1709

FORWOOD, Hon. Bill (Templestowe)

Taxis: multipurpose program, 1713, 1871
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Answer, 1706
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Automotive smash repairers: code of conduct, 1701, 1702
Wind farms: capacity, 1905, 1906
Recycling: business waste, 1786

Auditor-General
State finances, 1877
Members statements
Leader of the Government: performance, 1707
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HILTON, Hon. J. G. (Western Port)
Adjournment
Point Nepean: future, 1768
Auditor-General
State finances, 1881
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LENDERS, Mr (Waverley) (Minister for Finance and Minister for
Consumer Affairs)

Questions without notice
Consumer affairs: trade measurement, 1704

HIRSH, Hon. C. D. (Silvan)
Adjournment
Manningham: council employee, 1861
Bills
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1893
Members statements
Manningham: council employee, 1873
Points of order, 1862, 1874
Questions without notice
Consumer Affairs Victoria: performance, 1807
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Program, 1711
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JENNINGS, Mr Gavin (Melbourne) (Minister for Aged Care and
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs)
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ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1826
Health Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1714, 1900, 1901,
1902
Questions without notice
Aboriginals: leadership conference, 1904
Aged care
residential places, 1809
staff, 1703, 1704

KOCH, Hon. D. (Western)
Adjournment
Greyhound Racing Victoria: administration, 1771
Racing: annual reports, 1965
Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1949
Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill, 1744
Members statements
Hazardous waste: Pittong, 1872
Water: conservation, 1708

Automotive smash repairers: code of conduct, 1701, 1702
Budget
government business enterprises, 1700, 1803, 1804
surplus, 1699
Consumer affairs: trade measurement, 1704
Consumer Affairs Victoria
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Hospitals: funding, 1808
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LOVELL, Hon. W. A. (North Eastern)
Adjournment
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NGUYEN, Hon. S. M. (Melbourne West)

Questions without notice

Adjournment

Consumer Affairs Victoria: annual report, 1904

Neighbourhood watch: funding, 1860
Shanghai: business opportunities, 1769

MADDEN, Hon. J. M. (Doutta Galla) (Minister for Sport and
Recreation and Minister for Commonwealth Games)

Auditor-General

Adjournment

Bills

Responses, 1966
Bills
Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill, 1842, 1881
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1767, 1813
Gambling Regulation Bill, 1935
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games
athletes village, 1700
financial loss, 1810
Cricket: Junction Oval, 1804

State finances, 1880

Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill, 1752
Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill, 1852
Members statements
Maribyrnong: Big West Festival, 1778
Vietnamese community: cultural visit, 1877
Questions without notice
Energy: market reform, 1908

OLEXANDER, Hon. A. P. (Silvan)
Adjournment

McQUILTEN, Hon. J. M. (Ballarat)
Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1956

MIKAKOS, Ms (Jika Jika)
Adjournment
Women: violence, 1767
Bills
Fair Trading (Further Amendment) Bill, 1923
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1759
Members statements

Public transport: fares, 1769
Bills
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1824
Fair Trading (Further Amendment) Bill, 1909, 1930, 1931, 1932,
1933, 1934, 1935
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1753
Members statements
Consumer and tenancy services: delivery, 1708
Duke of Edinburgh awards, 1872
Petitions
Consumer affairs: telemarketing, 1871
Points of order, 1770

Lalor North Secondary College: student parliament, 1775
Points of order, 1863

PRESIDENT, The (Hon. M. M. Gould)

Questions without notice

Distinguished visitor, 1707

Housing: low-income accommodation, 1907

MITCHELL, Hon. R. G. (Central Highlands)
Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1948
Questions without notice
Public liability: not-for-profit sector, 1903

Rulings, 1707, 1709, 1769, 1770, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1841, 1859,
1861, 1862, 1863, 1868, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1878, 1879, 1884,
1902, 1936

PULLEN, Mr (Higinbotham)
Adjournment
Native vegetation: Highett, 1866
Members statements
Disability services: Speak for Ourselves guide, 1777
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Local government: community resilience, 1805
Rulings, 1898

RICH-PHILLIPS, Hon. G. K. (Eumemmerring)
Adjournment
Casey: councillors, 1863
Bills
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1822
Recycling: business waste, 1800

SOMYUREK, Mr (Eumemmerring)
Adjournment
Drugs: Dandenong, 1770
Narre Warren–Cranbourne Road, Narre Warren South:
duplication, 1864
Bills

ROMANES, Ms (Melbourne) (See also DEPUTY PRESIDENT
and CHAIR OF COMMITTEES, The)
Adjournment

Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1766
Members statements
Terrorism: Istanbul bombings, 1707

Road safety: Drive Right 2 program, 1867
Bills
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1823
Transport (Rights and Responsibilities) Bill, 1750
Members statements
East Timor: friendship programs, 1876
Kingfisher Festival, 1710
Questions without notice

STONEY, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Adjournment
Weeds: Paterson’s curse, 1768
Bills
Forests and National Parks Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1826
Members statements
Alpine grazing: licences, 1778

Commonwealth Games: athletes village, 1700
Recycling: business waste, 1798

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)
Adjournment

SCHEFFER, Mr (Monash)
Bills
Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1951
Members statements
Living in Harmony conference, 1776
Petitions
Nillumbik: urban growth boundary, 1713
Questions without notice
Cricket: Junction Oval, 1804

Planning: Bayside amendment, 1767
Auditor-General
State finances, 1880
Bills
Local Government (Democratic Reform) Bill, 1962
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1763
Professional Standards Bill, 1733
Wrongs and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill, 1842, 1855,
1857, 1858, 1859
Members statements
Glen Eira: candidates, 1710

SMITH, Mr (Chelsea)

Points of order, 1962

Bills
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1820

THEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika) (Minister for Energy
Industries and Minister for Resources)

Members statements
Rugby World Cup, 1710

Adjournment
Responses, 1869
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Animals Legislation (Animal Welfare) Bill, 1953, 1954, 1955,
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Fisheries (Further Amendemnt) Bill, 1729
Business of the house
Program, 1920
Points of order, 1863, 1868, 1873, 1874
Questions without notice
Energy: market reform, 1908
Wind farms
capacity, 1905, 1906
Challicum Hills, 1699

THOMSON, Hon. M. R. (Melbourne North) (Minister for Small
Business and Minister for Information and Communication
Technology)
Adjournment
Responses, 1772
Bills
ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill, 1728
Partnership (Venture Capital Funds) Bill, 1766
Professional Standards Bill, 1744
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1767, 1811
Questions without notice
Information and communications technology
applications development, 1906
government appointments, 1702
Small business: government assistance, 1810
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1908

VINEY, Mr (Chelsea)
Auditor-General
State finances, 1878
Points of order, 1861, 1884
Questions without notice
Aged care: residential places, 1809
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